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1 Introduction
The Network Science Collaborative Technology Alliance (NS CTA) is a
collaborative research alliance between the U.S. Army Research
Laboratory (ARL), other government researchers, and a Consortium of
four research centers: three Academic Research Centers (ARC) focused
on social/cognitive networks (the SCNARC), information networks (the
INARC), and communication networks (the CNARC), complemented by
an Interdisciplinary Research Center (the IRC) focused on
interdisciplinary research and technology transition. The Alliance unites
research across organizations, technical disciplines, and research areas to address the critical
technical challenges posed by the complex web of interacting networks within which the Army
mission must be performed. Its purpose is to perform foundational cross-cutting research in
network science, resulting in greatly enhanced soldier performance and in greatly enhanced
speed and precision for complex military operations.

The Alliance conducts interdisciplinary research in network science and transitions the results of
this research to benefit network-embedded military operations. Network science is the study of
the properties, models, and theories that apply to many varieties of networks, the understanding
of how different genres of networks dynamically interact and co-evolve, and the use of this
understanding in the analysis, prediction, design, and influence of many varieties and systems of
networks. The NS CTA research program exploits intellectual synergies across network science
by uniting parallel fundamental (6.1) and applied (6.2) research across the disciplines of
social/cognitive, information, and communication network research. It drives the synergistic
combination of these technical areas in support of missions required of today's military forces,
including humanitarian support, peacekeeping, and combat. It also supports and stimulates dual-
use applications of this research and technology to benefit commercial use. To support this
ambitious research program, the Alliance has created shared distributed experimental resources
throughout the Alliance as well as a distributed network science research facility, headed from
the NS CTA Facility in Cambridge, MA. The NS CTA also serves the Army’s network science
needs through an education component that acts to enhance the access of Army researchers to the
latest academic and industrial research and the awareness of Army technical challenges
throughout the wider network science research community.

The NS CTA is an integral part of the ARL network science research portfolio, and is synergistic
with specific ARL research thrusts such as ARL’s Social Cognitive Network Science Program;
Information Fusion/Data to Decisions programs; Security and Survivability for Tactical
Networks; Tactical Wireless Communications and MANETs; and Statistical Based Tools for
Networks. The NS CTA works closely with ARL researchers in CISD, HRED, SEDD, and ARO.
It performs integrated network science experimentation with ARL’s Network Science Research
Lab (NSRL) and High Performance Computing Mobile Network Modeling Institute (MNMI),
including transitioning and interfacing tools and resources in both directions. The NS CTA also
conducts joint scientific research with other ARL-sponsored external programs, including the
Institute for Collaborative Biotechnologies (ICB) UARC and the Network, Information Sciences
International Technology Alliance (ITA); synergistic research will also be done with programs
recently awarded in 2013: the Predicting and Controlling Systems of Interdependent Networks
MURI (see below) and the Cyber Security CRA. Examples of our broader Army and Defense
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synergies include NS CTA research collaborations with the US Military Academy on Army-
relevant scientific challenges and with CERDEC on transitioning NS CTA research results into
tactical networks. NS CTA Task S1 is coordinating its work with the Army Strategic Studies
Group, the DARPA DCAPS program, and US Army Intelligence.

This document presents the Annual Program Plan (APP) for the fifth year of the program, which
describes the projects and technical activities to be undertaken for the program year of Sep 28,
2013 through Sep 27, 2014. The Y5 APP is focused on four Cross-Cutting Research Issues
(CCRIs or Thrusts): Evolution and Dynamics of Inter-genre Networks (EDIN), Information
Processing Across Networks for Effective Distributed Decision Making (IPAN), Quality of
Information (QoI), and Trust in Distributed Decision Making (Trust). These central Thrusts are
also supported by foundational and exploratory research in each of the four centers.

The Y5 research plan builds upon the new insights, techniques, and technologies created in Y4
and refines and deepens the four thrusts begun or continued in Y4. The on-going EDIN thrust
will focus on how multi-genre networks behave over time (optimal design, group phenomena,
large dynamic networks, prediction of network properties and structure, and controllability of
complex networks). The IPAN thrust was introduced in the Y4 APP: it focuses on how
information representation, discovery, and analytics contribute to distributed understanding and
social influence. Quality of Information was identified as a critical emerging research thrust in
Y3, and has now deepened its research focus on the control of semantically-adaptive network
behaviors so that the capacity of the composite network to deliver relevant information can be
maximized using intrinsic, contextual, and semantic properties. Finally, the continuing Trust
thrust has further expanded focus on the impact of trust on distributed decision-making in the
presence of human cognitive limitations and conflicting or incomplete information.

As we enter Year 5, the NS CTA is a vigorous and highly productive research collaboration.
The NS CTA Consortium funds 24 university and industrial research institutions in Y5; our 34
Y5 research tasks involve the contributions of 45 faculty members, 22 industry researchers, and
at least 20 post-docs, 2 interns, and 67 graduate students. We have over 500 publications in a
range of venues including Nature, Science, Physical Review, and Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences. NS CTA researchers are editors or steering committee members for all
three of the refereed network science journals that have begun or were announced in 2013, as
well as editors and authors for the June, 2013, IEEE JSAC Special Issue on Network Science. In
May, 2013, an NS CTA General Member, UC Davis, was awarded an ARL/ARO MURI for
Predicting and Controlling Systems of Interdependent Networks: Exploiting Interdependence for
Control; the MURI PI is NS CTA researcher Prof. Raissa D’Souza. In August 2013, an NS CTA
General Member, UC Santa Barbara, was awarded one of only two NSF Interdisciplinary
Graduate Education Research and Training in Network Science programs (out of 55 competing
submissions); the IGERT PI is NS CTA researcher Prof. Ambuj Singh. Both the MURI and the
IGERT programs will work closely with the NS CTA. The NS CTA research facility in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, has several post-doctoral students in residence and has hosted visits
from many NS CTA and other government researchers. Further information can be found on the
NS CTA public website, www.ns-cta.org and in the NS CTA quarterly reports, which are
available online or by free Internet subscription.

Eight active and two concluded technology transition tasks are funded under the NS CTA
Technology Transition Contract vehicle: for example, the US Marine Corps is funding DTN and
network caching for transition to the USMC Combat Operations Center Program of Record, 6.1
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research results have transitioned into a JPEO/SPAWAR study on Wideband Networking
Waveform (WNW) scalability analysis, and the ONR is funding work on social-aware
information network data mining. ARL/ARO is providing SIBR funding for the integration of
NS CTA-developed automated information extraction with existing natural language processing
tools and techniques. Four CERDEC projects are exploiting and extending NS CTA research for
the challenges of tactical networks, such as intelligent storage and data forwarding in DTN,
improved tactical network configuration, dynamic spectrum access using distributed learning
algorithms for QoI, and caching and routing in stochastic networks.

Further transition of NS CTA research is funded outside the NS CTA Technology Transition
Contract vehicle. Harris Corporation funds transition of QoI functions for Named Data
Networking, with potential use in the rugged Android tablet running their Falcon Networking
System. NS CTA research results have been used in the 2013 Air Force Science Advisory Board
study panel for Airborne Networking and Communications in Contested Environments
(ANCCE). Our symptotic analysis approach is part of the JTRS JPEO funded COMPAT analysis
tool. Portions of our network optimization research have been experimentally tested within the
Ft. Leavenworth Battle Command Battle Center: this technology has been transitioned to spin-
off company Sociometric Solutions and is being used commercially to improve communication
within large defense contractors; the transition-related research continues in partnership with
Aptima, Inc, funded by Army SBIRs. In addition to these transition efforts, results from the NS
CTA are also influencing programs informally. For example, our dynamic percolation research is
already influencing the design of routing algorithms in the DARPA WNaN program.

The Y5 research program, detailed in this document, provides a substantial platform for
achieving the long-term vision of the NS CTA: to understand, anticipate, and leverage the
complex joint behaviors and interactions of social/cognitive, information, and communication
networks to support Army operations and missions. Ensuing years will build upon this platform
to provide new capabilities for Army decision makers such as cross-genre analysis and reshaping
of partially-observable composite networks; distributed mechanisms for scalable tactical
networks to deliver knowledge with minimal capacity and maximal resistance to disruption;
intelligent methods that exploit incomplete and inconsistent cross-genre network observations for
situation awareness; network determination and satisfaction of the information needs of
individual decision makers; and techniques that use the interactions within composite networks
to enhance or exploit trust and distrust to shape organizational effectiveness.

Chapter 2 of this document gives a programmatic overview of the Alliance and the manner in
which it conducts and guides its research. Chapter 3 provides an overview of the research to be
conducted in the fifth program year. Chapters 4 through 11 present the detailed APP Year 5
research plans for each of the four Thrusts and their supporting research tasks in the four centers.
Finally, Chapter 12 provides a breakdown of the Year 5 budget for the Consortium. Additional
information on the NS CTA program can be found at www.ns-cta.org.
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2.1 The Nature of the Alliance
The Network Science Collaborative Technology Alliance (NS CTA or the Alliance) is a close
collaboration between ARL, other Government and non-Government researchers, and a
consortium of four research centers: the Social/Cognitive Networks Academic Research Center
(SCNARC), the Information Networks ARC (INARC), the Communication Networks ARC
(CNARC), and the Interdisciplinary Research Center (IRC). Each center is led by a principal
member institution and is supported by general member institutions and subawardees. This
contractual structure is tightly integrated in support of the NS CTA research program, which is
based on close collaboration across the Alliance and with other programs in the ARL network
science research portfolio. As mentioned in Chapter 1 and described in more detail in the rest of
this APP document, the NS CTA research program is embodied in four cross-cutting research
issues (CCRIs or Thrusts): Evolution and Dynamics of Inter-genre Networks (EDIN),
Information Processing Across Networks for Effective Distributed Decision Making (IPAN),
Quality of Information (QoI), and Trust in Distributed Decision Making (Trust).

The essence of the Alliance is threefold: close intellectual and programmatic collaboration,
interdisciplinary network science research, and parallel mutually-reinforcing basic (6.1) and
applied (6.2) research activities. The driving vision of this unified network science approach is to
capture the fundamental underlying commonalities across three fundamentally different genres
of networks, namely, social/cognitive, information, and communication networks, and to exploit
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this understanding in support of network-embedded missions. The result of our research is both
to advance understanding and influence of multi-genre network systems embracing all these
intensely interacting elements and also to cross-fertilize insights, methods, and technologies so
that our command of each kind of network is accelerated. We see a world, less than a decade
from now, where the rapidly maturing field of network science allows us to predict and influence
the behaviors of inter-genre network systems so complex that they are opaque to the best science
today.

Two additional program elements support this ambitious program of fundamental research. The
shared NS CTA facility in Cambridge, MA, provides the Alliance with a central point for close
interaction among researchers, post-docs, and graduate students from across the Alliance. It also
supports distributed multi-user experimentation and distributed interactions across the Alliance.
The NS CTA education component provides seminars and the NS CTA newsletter to enhance the
access of Army researchers to the latest academic and industrial research and enhance the
awareness of Army technical challenges throughout the network science community.

In addition to the cooperative agreement shared by ARL and all the principal and general
members, the IRC also holds a separate contract vehicle with ARL for the IRC’s Technology
Transition component, which supports transition into specific DoD and commercial programs.
The IRC is charged with promoting transition of research products and technologies from 6.1
and 6.2 research into direct benefit to Army programs and further government and commercial
use. This emphasis on practical impact, in turn, feeds back new challenges into the guidance of
existing and future Alliance research.

2.2 Oversight of the NS CTA Program
The NS CTA is guided throughout its research and transition activities by a highly collaborative
structure for oversight; key elements include:

Collaborative Alliance Manager (CAM), also referred to as the Cooperative Agreement
Manager. Overall technical management and fiscal responsibility for the NS CTA resides with
Dr. John Pellegrino of ARL, the designated NS CTA CAM. The NS CTA Deputy CAM is Dr.
Robert Cole of CERDEC. Four government leads assist Dr. Pellegrino in working with the
research centers: Dr. Ananthram Swami (IRC), Dr. Lance Kaplan (INARC), Dr. Keryl Cosenzo
(SCNARC), and Mr. Greg Cirincione (CNARC). Mr. David Dent and Dr. Swami oversee EDIN;
Dr. Kaplan oversees IPAN; Mr. Cirincione oversees QoI; and Dr. Cosenzo oversees Trust. While
Dr. Cosenzo is on assignment, Dr. Jonathan Bakdash will provide oversight for SCNARC and
Trust.

Program director. The NS CTA program director, Dr. Will Leland of Raytheon BBN
Technologies, Inc., is the consortium’s technical representative charged with the consortium’s
overall responsibility for the network science basic research, coordination of research results, and
management of the cooperative agreement. Dr. Leland works closely with the CAM and the
other government leads, and also serves as the center director for the IRC. Dr. Leland is an IEEE
Fellow and received his Ph.D. from the University of Wisconsin.

Transition administrator. The NS CTA transition administrator, Dr. Isidro Castineyra of
Raytheon BBN Technologies, Inc., is the consortium’s representative charged with the
responsibility for executing transition. Dr Castineyra also serves as the deputy director of the
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IRC, in support of the program director. Dr. Castineyra holds a Director-level position at
Raytheon BBN Technologies and received his Ph.D. from MIT.

Academic research center directors. A center director leads each ARC. Each director works
closely with the corresponding government leads and serves as his center’s technical
representative charged with the center’s technical leadership, management, and guidance. The
ARC center directors are CNARC: Dr. Thomas La Porta of Pennsylvania State University
(PSU); INARC: Dr. Jiawei Han of University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC); and
SCNARC: Dr. Bolek Szymanski of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI).

The Technical Management Group (TMG) is chaired by the CAM or his delegate and consists
of the program director, transition administrator, and the three ARC directors, as well as the
corresponding Government technical leads. The TMG assists the CAM and the program director
in carrying out their duties concerning the NS CTA.

The Consortium Management Committee (CMC) consists of one representative from each
principal and general member of the centers. The CAM or his delegate participates as an ex
officio member in all discussions except those that deal with purely internal Consortium matters.
The CMC chair is the program director, Dr. Leland. The CMC makes recommendations that
concern the composition of the Consortium, the definition of the tasks and goals of the
participants, and the distribution of funding to the participants.

The Research Management Board (RMB) identifies and develops collaborative opportunities,
advises and assists the CAM in setting research goals, and facilitates transition to development
programs. The RMB includes representatives from the Army and other service organizations and
other government agencies with interest or expertise in technologies related to the NS CTA.

The following four subsections summarize the composition and focus of each of the centers.

2.3 Interdisciplinary Research Center (IRC)

2.3.1 Principal and General Member Institutions

Raytheon BBN Technologies, Inc Principal Member

ArtisTech, Inc General Member

University of California, Riverside1 General Member

University of Delaware General Member

2.3.2 Responsibilities
The IRC is focused on performing interdisciplinary research (both basic and applied) that spans
the interests of the Alliance and leads to cross-cutting insights into network science and
innovative technologies. The IRC transitions basic research from across the Consortium (its own
and the ARCs’) into applied research, and, through the Technology Transition component,
promotes the rapid transition of technology to meet the specific needs of network-embedded
Army missions. The IRC leads the education component as a cooperative program across all four
centers. The IRC also operates the NS CTA facility, which supports and coordinates distributed
collaborative research and experimentation.

1 General Member but not funded in Y5
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Programmatically, the IRC is the leader of the Consortium, both intellectually (responsible for
setting research directions for the four centers to ensure that research is focused on fundamental
network science issues that are relevant to network-embedded missions) and administratively
(responsible for financial management and for tracking and reporting on the Consortium’s work).
The research, transition, and leadership roles of the IRC are summarized in the Figure 2-1 below.

Figure 2-1. Research, transition, and leadership roles of the IRC

2.3.3 Key Personnel and their Roles

Name Organization Role

Dr. Ananthram Swami ARL Government lead for the IRC

Dr. Will E. Leland Raytheon BBN
Technologies

Program director and IRC center
director

Dr. Isidro Castineyra Raytheon BBN
Technologies

IRC deputy director; transition
administrator

Dr. Prithwish Basu Raytheon BBN
Technologies

Consortium coordinator for the
Evolution and Dynamics of Inter-genre
Networks (EDIN) Thrust

N/A University
California, Riverside

General member

Mr. John P. Hancock ArtisTech, Inc. General member

Dr. Chase Cotton University of
Delaware

General member; education component
coordinator

SCNARC

CNARC

INARC

Offer

Solutions

Offer

Context and Tools

Advance
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2.4 Social/Cognitive Networks Academic Research Center
(SCNARC)

2.4.1 Principal and General Member Institutions

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Principal member

City University of New York General member

IBM General member

Northeastern University General member

2.4.2 Research Focus
The modern military increasingly needs to rely on bottom-up network processes rather than top-
down hierarchic processes. How does the pattern of interactions within a military unit affect
performance of tasks? What kinds of ties, external to the Army, are necessary to success? How
can we use massive streams of data to detect social roles and relationships? How can a social and
cognitive network quickly extract the most meaningful information for the soldier and decision
maker that is useful in all aspects of their operations from supporting humanitarian operations to
force protection and full combat operations? These are but a sample of network-related questions
with which the 21st century Army must wrestle.

The long-term objective of the center is to advance the scientific understanding of how social
networks form, operate, and co-evolve, impact and are impacted by communication and
information networks, how they affect the societies in which they operate, and how they affect
the functioning of large, complex organizations, such as the Army. Co-evolution and operation
of social, communication, and information research includes the long-term goal of understanding
network controllability in all aspects (structure, dynamics, etc.) and all genres of networks.
Societal impact research will also address the issue of discovery, monitoring, and influencing
adversary networks hidden or camouflaged in large social networks. Furthermore, our long term
goal includes understanding the complex and important feedback loop between human cognition
and network interactions in which cognition directs and is also affected by the social interaction.
SCNARC leads and supports NS CTA research to gain a fundamental understanding of the
underlying theory and creating scientific foundations for modeling, simulation, measurements,
analysis, prediction, and influence of social/cognitive networks in multi-genre network
environments and their impact on the U.S. Army.
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2.4.3 Key Personnel and their Roles

Name Organization Role

Dr. Keryl Cosenzo ARL Government lead for the SCNARC

Dr. Boleslaw
Szymanski

Rensselaer
Polytechnic
Institute

SCNARC director

Dr. Albert-László
Barabási

Northeastern
University

General member

Dr. Ted Brown City University
of New York

General member

Dr. Ching-Yung Lin IBM General member

Dr. Jonathon Bakdash ARL Acting government lead for the SCNARC

2.5 Information Networks Academic Research Center
(INARC)

2.5.1 Principal and General Member Institutions

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Principal member

City University of New York General member

IBM General member

University of California, Santa Barbara General member

2.5.2 Research Focus
The goal of the INARC is to develop theories, principles, methodologies, and algorithms for
construction and exploration of large-scale information networks, exploiting and responding to
their embedding in the larger context of multi-genre integrated networks. INARC systematically
develops the foundation, methodologies, algorithms, and implementations needed for effective,
scalable, hierarchical, and—most importantly—dynamic and resilient information networks for
military applications. This focus entails fundamental research on composite networks containing
volatile, noisy, uncertain, unstructured, or unreliable data. The research aims to efficiently and
effectively deliver integrated, timely, user-friendly, flexible, and high-quality information in
large-scale, heterogeneous information networks embedded with communication and social
networks. With the assistance of various information integration, access, and analysis tools, such
networks will make it possible to achieve comprehensive situational awareness and make better-
informed decisions. They will provide increased power for understanding and manipulating
information collected in mission-critical tasks and overall control for managing resources and
information while engaged in a mission. Network science must embody the vision of a network
as an integrated, multi-genre, dynamic information source; therefore, in the INARC, we
integrate, manage, manipulate, and analyze linked data and information embedded or implicit in
networks to maximize the delivery of useful information for decision making.
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2.5.3 Key Personnel and their Roles

Name Organization Role

Dr. Lance Kaplan ARL Government lead for the INARC

Dr. Jiawei Han University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign

INARC director

Dr. Charu Aggarwal IBM General member

Dr. Amotz Bar-Noy City University of New
York

General member

Dr. Xifeng Yan University of California,
Santa Barbara

General member

2.6 Communication Networks Academic Research Center
(CNARC)

2.6.1 Principal and General Member Institutions

Penn State University Principal member

City University of New York General member

University of California, Davis General member

University of California, Santa Cruz2 General member

University of Southern California General member

2.6.2 Research Focus
The CNARC’s research is focused on understanding and characterizing complex communication
networks (interworking with social and information networks), such as those used for tactical
operations, so that their behavior can be predicted accurately and the composite networks can be
configured for optimal information sharing and gathering. In particular, the CNARC is creating a
science to fundamentally characterize, predict, and optimize the volume of useful information
that a network can transfer to a set of users.

To perform this work, the CNARC works closely with the other centers to fully leverage the
existence of underlying social and information networks. These networks impact the
configuration of network flows and the mobility of nodes. The relative importance of
information and the need for multiple pieces of information to make decisions impacts how
information is transferred across a network and which security properties are applied.

2.6.3 Key Personnel and their Roles
The CNARC team has experts in areas of network modeling, security, optimizations, systems,
protocols analysis and experimental evaluation. Key members include:

2 General Member but not funded in Y5
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Name Organization Role

Mr. Greg Cirincionne ARL Government lead for the
CNARC

Dr. Thomas La Porta Penn State University CNARC director

Dr. Amotz Bar-Noy City University of New
York

General member

Dr. Prasant Mohapatra University of California,
Davis

General member

N/A University of California,
Santa Cruz

General member

Dr. Ramesh Govindan University of Southern
California

General member

2.7 Alliance Summary
The ARL Network Science CTA performs foundational, cross-cutting research on network
science to achieve: A fundamental understanding of the interplay and common underlying
science among social/cognitive, information, and communication networks; determination of
how processes and parameters in one of these networks affect and are affected by those in other
networks; prediction and influence of the individual and composite behavior of these complex
interacting networks.

The Alliance provides a unique, and uniquely powerful, program of fundamental research that
addresses the critical technical and scientific needs of Army in network-embedded missions. The
most critical and Army-relevant phenomena emerge in intertwining social, information,
communication networks, not individually in one genre. These phenomena have had dramatic
impact on both conventional and irregular warfare, as well as humanitarian and peace-keeping
missions. As the first and only major Army research program to study mutual interdependency
and relations of these three dissimilar (and most influential) genres of networks, it is positioned
to achieve significant advancement in scientific understanding and practical impact. Its intensely
collaborative organization as four centers working closely with ARL and other government
researchers balances (a) in-depth expertise in each network genre; (b) relations, dependencies,
and mutual influences of three networking genres; and (c) sustained focus on the Army’s
technical challenges in network-embedded mission operations.

The result of the NS CTA’s research and its parallel technology transition will be optimized
human performance in Army missions and greatly enhanced speed and precision for complex
military operations.
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3.1 The Need for Interdisciplinary Network Science
Research

Every Army mission is profoundly influenced by the interactions of complex, rapidly evolving
systems of composite social/cognitive, information, and communication networks. Soldier
performance and mission effectiveness are critically affected by our ability to understand, design,
predict, and influence the structure and behavior of this vast composite system. Yet, as observed
in the 2005 NRC report on network science [NRC05], scientific research on networks has too
often been narrowly focused within individual academic disciplines. To bring these general
observations down to concrete cases, we illustrate here some of the network science-related
technical challenges faced by the modern Army using a small hypothetical example drawn from
counterinsurgency (COIN) [ARMY06] and provide illustrative examples of NS CTA research
that address key technical challenges highlighted by this mini-scenario.

Example mini-scenario: Intelligence officer Joanna Argus is planning the invitation of key tribal
leaders for an urgent meeting to promote an alliance to stabilize the region’s governance. To
maximize the chances of success, it is essential that the meeting be kept small, happen quickly,
and include the people whose decisions will positively influence the tribes involved. The
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selection of invitees and invitation timing and delivery method will affect not only who attends,
but also who is antagonized by not being invited or informed and the opportunities insurgents
may have to disrupt the meeting or counter its results. As always, her decision must be based on
information that is, to varying degrees, obsolete, incomplete, and inaccurate.

Many technical issues support her expert judgment but currently have no scientifically-based,
reliable resolutions. The interdisciplinary research of the NS CTA directly and qualitatively
improves the ability of our networked systems to provide answers and improve her insight and
decisions despite the tactical constraints of time and resources. NS CTA current results and Y5
research address key technical challenges that arise in this mini-scenario, including:

 Predicting and shaping the propagation of trust and of trusted information and influence
in ever-changing composite networks. NS CTA research provides tools to model and
predict the spread of trust and influence in multi-genre networks and to understand the
factors that influence it. In this example, such capabilities would allow Argus to identify
who will learn of the meeting, when, and under what scenarios. What is the risk that a
critical person will not receive an invitation from someone they trust in time to attend? Is
there an achievable scenario in which insurgent leaders will not receive trusted
information about the meeting’s purpose and attendees in time to disrupt it?

 Identifying and characterizing partially observable networks. NS CTA results on
inference from cross-genre network observations shows that even networks that are only
partially observable are discoverable and characterizable with the assistance of high-level
multi-genre constraints and robust network phenomena. What are the insurgent networks
embedded in those of the larger community? What are the implied roles and
relationships?

 Configuring our available network resources (of all genres) to achieve maximal
effectiveness. The effectiveness of their use must be defined in terms of the social roles
of information sources, potential attendees, non-invited neutrals and allies, and (multiple)
insurgent networks. Critical theoretical properties of composite networks of networks,
defined and studied in the NS CTA, include the inherently cross-discipline concepts of
Quality of Information (QoI) and operational information content capacity (OICC). NS
CTA research has demonstrated strong potential improvements in performance and
reduction in capacity demands in MANET networks when in-network caching takes
advantage of social and information links. Argus has limited communication and
information capabilities at her disposal. She also has limited knowledge of the social,
information, and communication networks of the tribes and the insurgents. What
achievable configurations of networks will provide Argus with the most critical
information in the available time? What configurations will minimize the risks and make
best use of delays when she distributes invitations and when the attendees propagate the
results of the meeting?

 Determining the transient effect of changes in the parameters of one network on the
behavior of other networks and the behavior of their integrated network of networks. For
example, NS CTA research has developed theoretical evidence that extensive
connectivity in the presence of delays and disruptions may lead to dangerous instability.
Argus must act quickly, and must anticipate and influence the immediate consequences
of her actions: if communication resources are redirected to provide better OICC to
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particular players, how will their social roles and relationships react? Do we risk
destabilizing the social influence of a well-inclined tribal leader by devoting more
communication or information resources to others in pursuit of better intelligence or
expanded attendance?

Stepping back from the specifics of this hypothetical example, one can clearly see the impact of
the rapid evolution in US military operations:

 Information and analysis are being pushed to the lowest levels.

 Decision-making timescales are being shortened.

 A wider array of information sources are being exploited, with more inconsistencies present
in the data.

 Analysis and information delivery are increasingly coupled to decisions.

This evolution raises many military technical challenges that network science research needs to
address; however, as seen in
Figure 3-1, the civilian
commercial world (and
therefore the industrial and
academic research driven by
civilian technical challenges)
does not address these military
challenges.

As noted in Chapter 2, the
Alliance attacks these critical
research directions with a
unique combination of close
collaboration, interdisciplinary
network science research, and
parallel mutually reinforcing
basic (6.1) and applied (6.2)
research activities. The driving
vision of this unified network
science approach is to capture
fundamental commonalities
across social/cognitive, informa
understanding in support of netw
potential to provide qualitatively
embedded in complex environm
communication networks used by
realized only by uniting Army-rele
Figure 3-1: Network Science Challenges and the Mismatch Between
3-3 September 19, 2013

tion, and communication networks and to exploit this
ork-embedded operations. The value of our research lies in its

more powerful tools for Army missions to succeed when
ents with multiple intermeshed social, information, and
our forces, allies, neutrals, and opponents. This value can be

vant fundamental network research across disciplines.

Commercial and Military Network Environments
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3.2 The Evolution and Structure of the NS CTA Research
Program

From its inception, the goal of the NS CTA has been “to establish a new way of conducting
collaborative research that breaks down research barriers, builds new collaborative relationships,
and develops mutual understanding across organizations, technical and scientific disciplines, and
research areas.” [Program Announcement] As described in Chapters 1 and 2 above, the
Collaborative Agreement that defines the formal structure of the NS CTA established four virtual
research centers. Three centers (the Academic Research Centers, or ARCs) are focused on
particular disciplines: social/cognitive networks (SCNARC), information networks (INARC), and
communication networks (CNARC). These centers were tasked with conducting network science
research that is simultaneously grounded in a field and breaks the bounds of that field to address
the wider range of networks inherent in the multi-genre context of network science. A fourth
center, the Integration Research Center (IRC), was tasked with the “leadership role in
establishing this new way of conducting research by identifying CCRIs (Cross-Cutting Research
Issues) that enable and promote deep collaboration among the four Centers.” These four virtual
centers represent pools of research expertise, and define the formal financial and reporting
structure of the NS CTA Consortium. In addition, to seed the process of cross-cutting research,
two initial CCRIs (or thrusts1) were created concurrently with starting up the NS CTA: Trust in
Distributed Decision-Making (Trust) and Evolution and Dynamics of Inter-genre Networks
(EDIN).

As the NS CTA enters its fifth year, it has established itself as a fully collaborative alliance in
which researchers from academia, industry, and government routinely work across disciplines
“to collaboratively address the root issues, technical challenges, and opportunities” in network
science. The research program has coalesced into a suite of four mutually-supportive thrusts:
EDIN, Information Processing across Networks for Effective Distributed Decision Making
(IPAN), Quality of Information (QoI), and Trust. The NS CTA is, in effect, a matrix-managed
organization in which each of the four centers of excellence contributes resources to every thrust.
The result is a research program that is devoted to inherently cross-discipline research that unites
researchers from social/cognitive, information, and communication networking research as well
as expertise in foundational fields such as statistical physics, mathematics of complex systems,
statistics and sampling, control theory, graph theory, inference, semantics, information theory,
game theory, virtual reality, and distributed simulation.

The NS CTA’s research focus areas, the thrusts, will continue to evolve to reflect the insights
developed in the program and the evolving technical challenges of the Army mission. Thrusts
gestate in exploratory research efforts and must prove their scientific worth and relevance to the
Army’s technical challenges. If they demonstrate scientific value and potential Army benefit,
they expand both by adding researchers from throughout the program and by the development of
new synergistic research efforts. The result is a coherent, vibrant, flexible, and adaptive
intellectual structure of research that spans the four centers of expertise.

1 The formal term continues to be “CCRI”, but “thrust” is commonly used throughout the program with the same
meaning.
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3.3 Document Roadmap
The later sections of this chapter present the interdisciplinary thrusts that define the NS CTA’s
Y5 research program and describe how the four centers support them.

Additional detail is provided in the corresponding chapters of this APP (Chapters 4–11). For
each research task, we provide the research staff, a technical abstract, explicit key research
questions being addressed, representative initial hypotheses that will be explored, technical
approaches, prior work and the current state of the art, the validation approach, military
relevance, transition opportunities, research milestones and deliverables for Year 5, research
linkages to other research across the Alliance, and the project’s Year-5 research budget by
organization. Chapter 12 provides a detailed overview of the program’s Year-5 (GFY 2014)
budget.

3.4 The Year 5 Interdisciplinary Thrusts
This section briefly describes the scientific focus and technical approaches of the four
interdisciplinary thrusts (or Cross-Cutting Research Issues) that define the focus of the NS CTA
Y5 research program.

3.4.1 Evolution and Dynamics of Inter-genre Networks (EDIN)
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Evolution and Dynamics of Inter-genre Networks: The fundamental science
of how composite networks behave over time: dynamics, interactions, and
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is research focus emerged during the development of the Initial Program Plan, under the
iginal title “Evolving Dynamic Integrated (Composite) Networks (EDIN) CCRI”. EDIN has
eady achieved significant research results that demonstrate Army applicability; for example,
models of group behavior developed in the Y4 task E2 and its Y3 parent, E1.3, provide new

hniques for optimal broadcast in military MANETs.

e EDIN Y5 program plan is described in further detail in Chapter 4.

erview

ctical networks are composed of multiple interacting communication, information, and social-
gnitive networks. Understanding the structure of the component networks, their dynamic
havior, and the dynamic interactions between them is crucial to the design of robust multi-
nre networks. Such design is one of the primary goals of the EDIN thrust. Over the past four
ars, EDIN has been developing appropriate mathematical abstractions, representations,
dels, and metrics not only for genre-agnostic dynamic networks, but also for dynamic
eracting multi-genre networks. To this end, EDIN has been focused on analyzing the behavior
d predicting the evolution of specific properties of such networks over time.

e overall approach in EDIN is to mathematically characterize the rich interactions within
er-genre networks (which may comprise multiple networks with varying levels of coupling
tween them) and the dynamics that occur within each network or across networks. Examples

co-evolution.
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of key technical approaches within EDIN include the development of a theory of composite
graphs for modeling dynamic interacting networks and developing efficient algorithms for their
modification to meet a specific performance need; modeling and analysis of group behaviors
using techniques ranging beyond traditional graph theory; development of a systematic,
foundational theory of time-varying graphs; development of algorithms to predict mobility
within a certain degree of accuracy; development of temporal community discovery algorithms;
development of methods for controlling such networks so that they are driven to a desirable
state; and the construction of a behavioral content-centric genotype of users in a social network.

Modeling the evolution and dynamics of a multi-genre network entails understanding both the
structural properties of dynamic networks and the dynamics of processes (or behaviors) of
interest that are embedded in the network. Typically, the dynamics of network structure impacts
certain processes (e.g., how information propagates through the network). At the same time, the
dynamics of processes (or behaviors) may result in alteration of network structures; therefore,
understanding such relationships under several kinds of network dynamics is paramount to
obtaining deeper insights into the behavior and evolution of complex Army networks and
adversarial networks. EDIN will also investigate a particular type of network dynamics, i.e.,
mobility (not only of communication devices but also of human beings, information, etc.), which
is of special significance in the military network context.

Predicting salient properties of a dynamic multi-genre network, given some knowledge about its
model, is key to EDIN. For example, when tracking the mobility of adversarial groups over
several days, it may be worthwhile to algorithmically predict their next steps, albeit
probabilistically. Similarly, in very large networks, it may not be possible to measure and track
key properties with a high degree of fidelity; in fact, only a small number of measured samples
may be available. However, it may sometimes be possible to predict large-scale phenomena by
extrapolating from a small sample set of observations. Ideally, warfighters could control the
overall behavior of a dynamic complex network by applying subtle “control” at key points in the
network. EDIN addresses this challenge by building upon some preliminary breakthroughs that
happened last year.

We believe that research products from EDIN will have significant relevance to several types of
complex military operations; for example, infantry brigade combat teams (IBCTs) have
dynamically interacting social, information, and communication networks embedded in their
complex missions, and EDIN tools could help model, analyze, understand, predict, and design
such networks. Additionally, counter-insurgency (COIN) operations are key to U.S. military
operations in modern warfare. COIN operations can be aided by better understanding adversarial
networks and group behaviors within them, which can be facilitated by many EDIN research
products.

A number of DoD programs provide potential transition opportunities for EDIN work to include:
Army Research Laboratory (ARL) Human Research Engineering Directorate (HRED), Sensors,
Electron Devices Directorate (SEDD) and Computational Information Sciences Directorate
(CISD) programs: Information Fusion/Data To Decisions programs; Security and Survivability
for Tactical Networks; Tactical Wireless Communications and MANETs; Statistical-based Tools
for Networks; Mobile Network Modeling Institute; High-performance Computing Computational
Sciences and Engineering branch; Communications-Electronics Research, Development and
Engineering Center (CERDEC) programs.; DARPA Wireless Network After Next (WNaN) and
Anomaly Detection at Multiple Scales (ADAMS) Efforts.
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Technical Approach

Since the goal of this thrust is to develop models, theories, and mathematically grounded tools
for composite networks, we organize our research efforts into the following seven tasks.

E1: Multi-genre Network Modeling and Design using Composite Graphs – In this task, we will
build mathematical models for capturing fundamental interactions between multiple genres of
networks (e.g., social, information, and communication) to design better networks. We propose
to investigate several types of composite networks, including collaborative task-solving
networks, social-communication networks, and merged networks with a common node set. We
will develop composite graph (CG) models, algorithms and analytic tools for understanding
task/resource allocation problems in collaborative problem-solving teams. We will continue to
study the problem of improving latency of information flow through social-communication
networks (e.g., soldier command-and-control networks embedded on dynamic tactical networks)
by intelligent network design—in Y5, we will take into account budget constraints. We will also
focus on unearthing the structure of one network given information about the structure of a
composite network. Finally, we will investigate critical phase transitions and emergent
phenomena in CGs—we believe that these analytical insights will help us design better
composite networks.

E2: Capturing Groups in Networks – In this task, we capture the notion of groups in networks
using mathematical abstractions such as the simplicial complex (SC) and the hypergraph (HG),
which are better than graphs for modeling richness of structures beyond pure connectivity. We
propose to extend past work done in several new directions, including, generative models for real
world SC/HG; metrics for strength of networked teams and information and application to de-
stabilization of insurgent networks; structure, evolution, and information flow of/within real-
world collaboration networks; opinion learning by sampling “big data”; and communication
network design problems including sensor network coverage, coloring of SC/HG, and military
call group design.

E3: Foundations of Time-varying Networks – In this task, we develop a theory of time-varying
graphs (T-graphs) that is applicable to multiple genres of networks. Building upon our past work,
we will extend traditional graph theoretic properties such as reachability and k-connectivity to T-
graphs. These properties are of interest in applications including characterizing the spread of
rumors in social networks, improved design of fault-tolerant time-varying networks, and search
within dynamic information networks. We propose to explore techniques for compressing T-
graphs to balance the tradeoff between T-* property estimation accuracy and computational
complexity/speed; for example, algorithmic approaches (temporal sampling and
smashing/aggregation) and signal processing based approaches. In particular, we will investigate
general diffusion processes (e.g., random walks, branching processes and beyond) on T-graphs.
We will also study co-evolution of network structure with time-varying node attributes and
algorithms for anomaly detection in T-graphs.

E4: Real-Time Prediction of Location and Related Network Evolution – In E4, we develop
algorithms to predict, in real-time, the mobility of individual and groups of nodes based on
limited instantaneous information. While our models will be trained by past history, we will not
make use of current trajectory-making predictions. We will consider information in various
combinations, such as a node’s current location, the applications it is running, the information it
is accessing, and the behavior of communities to which it belongs. We will evaluate our
algorithms in terms of accuracy and the impact of different inputs on this accuracy. The
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prediction algorithms will be used by several tasks that address different types of resource
allocation.

E5: ExtraPro: Extrapolating properties and behaviors – The central question that we address in
this task is whether it is possible to extrapolate metrics of an information cascade (e.g., growth
rate, cascade size) from observations obtained at a set of honeypot (monitor) nodes. Our
experimental data consists of real temporal data from online social networks, including two
million Facebook walls monitored regularly. We will use these observations to estimate metrics
(e.g., growth rate, size) of the current state of the network-wide information cascade (including
nodes outside the honeypot neighborhood) and predict the evolution of these metrics over time.
In Y5, the focus will be on the multidimensional study of information cascades in composite
networks. The methods to be developed in this task are stepping-stones for the development of
an early warning system used to prevent large malicious information cascades, techniques to
enhance the spread of desirable information cascades in composite networks, bounds on how
much of a network needs to be observed for meaningful prediction, and realistic data and models
for experimentation.

E6: Controllability of Complex Networks – This task will continue developing the mathematical
underpinning behind the control of complex networks, unifying it under a single theoretical
framework from network science and traditional control theory from engineering. We will focus
on several important and challenging questions: (i) exploring the controllability of multi-layer
networks, (ii) quantify and predict the propensity of a system to be controlled by deriving
expressions for the energy required to drive the system in a given direction. Our approach aims
to offer solid mathematical advances on the proposed subject, whose validity will be tested using
numerical tools on model systems and through the analysis of real data. We will explore the
validity of the developed tools in a wide range of systems, from social to infrastructural and
communication networks.

E7: The Social Media Genome: Modeling Content-Specific Behavior2 – This task investigates
the construction of a behavioral content-centric genotype of users in a social network. Networked
users habitually interact in specific ways with information in a social network, be it the addition
of delay or the introduction of a certain amount of distortion. Previously, such a characterization
was obtained and validated based on Twitter hashtags. In Y5, other alternative characterizations
(such as based on Wikipedia categories) will be considered, the temporal evolution of genotypes
will be investigated, and Kalman filters will be applied for state estimation in network and
temporal contexts.

EDIN is also supported by these single-center tasks, described below with their centers:

R5: Shared Infrastructure (6.2).

R6: Applied Experiments (6.2).

S2: Social Dynamics, Opinion Spreading, and Influencing in Social Networks.

S4: Composite Networks in Organization and Team Performance.

2 Funding for this task is not yet approved.



3.4.2 Information Processing Across Networks for Effective Distributed
Decision Making (IPAN)
Information Processing Across Networks for Effective Distributed Decision
Making: The principles, mechanisms, and bounds of how all three genres
support information discovery, analysis, and presentation over multi-genre
networks in relation to quantitative measures of effectiveness in distributed
decision making.
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The IPAN thrust is the latest cross-cutting focus area to arise from research done in the NS CTA.
As research progressed on a variety of originally separate research challenges, their fruitful
synergies and increasingly close collaboration provided the hallmarks of a significant cross-
disciplinary intellectual focus. IPAN was formally defined as a thrust in Y4, and is described in
further detail in Chapter 5.

Overview

Effective, distributed decision making involves proper coordination of the network of users (i.e.,
decision makers). It connects decision makers to relevant portions of the information network via
parsimonious use of the communication network that optimizes the quality of the information. It
also presents the information in a manner that builds the user’s trust. This thrust addresses the
network science challenges that arise when decision making and information processing are
embedded in a complex, composite network of integrated social/cognitive, information, and
communication networks. These challenges include the principles, mechanisms, and bounds on
how the genres support information discovery, processing, analysis, and presentation over multi-
genre networks in relation to quantitative measures of the effectiveness in distributed decision
making.

Today’s information processing systems need to understand the limitations and exploit potential
benefits of a multi-genre environment. In particular, the traditional steps of information
processing must be understood as affecting and being affected by the social, cognitive, and
communication networks in which they are performed. These steps include 1) the formulation of
the query, 2) the discovery of data sources and imperfect extraction of information, 3) fusion and
aggregation, 4) dissemination and presentation, and 5) use by the decision makers.

Communication and social networks must be understood as affecting and being affected by the
information processing. Clearly, the current state of the composite network has an impact on
what the information processing system and the decision makers can do. The composite network
is continually evolving, and the information processing system influences this evolution. The
theory and methods developed in this thrust will ensure that multi-genre networks perform and
evolve to achieve and sustain the effective information support of decisions.

This thrust considers three tenets for supporting effective distributed decision making:

 The context of the mission space must be supported by a representation for the overall goals
of the entire mission space, the specific individual goals, and the states of the
communication, information, and social/cognition networks. IPAN will lead to theories about
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how mission goals as envisioned by users can be transferred to representations that support
queries within the information network.

 Intelligent information delivery and presentation will tailor and present information to the
right user at the right time to affect distributed cognition and ultimately achieve optimal
situational awareness.

 Learning is necessary to refine the overall understanding of the needs of users and the
associated experts via the information flows and query patterns.

The IPAN thrust directly addresses these important issues at various levels of fidelity by
considering both the strategic decision of an intelligence analyst and the tactical decisions of a
soldier in a current or emerging high-risk situation. For the intelligence analyst, the
understanding and refinement of queries within a mission context is essential for the delivery of
relevant and credible information. For tactical situations, it is crucial to understand the structures
and contents of a cross-genre network that enable effective teamwork for mission success.

A number of DoD programs provide transition opportunities for this work. Clearly, programs for
decision support tools can benefit from this research. While this thrust is NOT about building a
new decision support aid, the fundamental theories from this thrust can lead to rigorous design
principles to support programs that build such tools. The initial version of the visualization tools
developed by UCSB has sparked interest by the INSCOM Futures Laboratory, and it is
anticipated that the credibility analysis and visualization tools will spark even further interest.
Other DoD programs that provide potential transition opportunities for IPAN include: ARL
Data-to-Decisions Enterprise, Mission command (TECD), Advanced All-Source Fusion (A2SF)
(ATO), GeoEnabled Multi-Modal Situation Awareness program, the DARPA Knowledge
Enhanced Compressive Measurement program, and the Defense Threat Reduction Agency
(DTRA) program.

Technical Approach

The research in this thrust will investigate social, cognitive, and information models to support
interactive search and query, visualization, and experimentation. From these models and
experiments, theories will be validated and network analytical processing methods will emerge
to support the social network of decision makers. P1 and P2 support the intelligence analyst; P3
and P4 investigate issues related to the tactical network of decision makers.

P1: Interactive Search and Query over Socio-Information Networks – Searching distributed
information sources—both data repositories and human experts—is critical for decision making.
The key philosophy is how to combine computer-based search results and human input to create
the best result for the searcher. For military tasks in particular, which often require both solid
background knowledge and understanding of factors often better explained by an experienced
human, integrating the two sources may be the best. In addition, adding the ability to query
people creates the problem of finding the right people to query. This discovery can also be
supported by a computer system or by other humans. In light of the inherent complexity of
expert networks, distributed collection, and inherent complexity and noise in networking data,
this task proposes to achieve the goal by (1) mining and distilling information and knowledge
acquired by a person in real time to facilitate expert search and recommendation; (2) deriving
delay bounds in multi-genre networks; in particular, model completion times for search and
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query jobs over socio-information networks; and (3) designing social experiments to validate
theory and algorithms thus developed.

P2: Scalable Recommendation of Credible Information Sources – This task addresses the
problem of recommending credible content across composite networks of social media and a
range of other communications data. Practical limitations of information analysts’ attention
reinforce the need for automated assessments of credibility. Thus, the task will explore the
limitations, potential synergies, and other theoretical boundaries between automated credibility
analysis algorithms and credibility assessments made by human analysts. Specifically, this task
will further refine the state of knowledge regarding optimal combinations of automated and
human analyses of network data as users utilize large data sets to inform the decision-making
process. It will explore the complexities associated with the utilization of credibility algorithms
within the context of the exploration of large data sets in order to support real time decision-
making and will produce a generalizable cognitive theory of credibility-based recommendation
that can inform a broad range of network-based information analysis tasks.

P3: Online Laboratory to Study Large Group Network Performance – This task performs
experiments to study how information processing and network structure support effective group
decision making. While many related experiments appear in the team literature, they largely
neglect the team dimension because of (1) the difficulty in collecting dynamic network data and
(2) the cost and logistical challenges of running experiments with groups. These difficulties are
especially true in the study of large groups; until very recently, such study has been completely
neglected in experimental research because of the impossibility of studying large groups in a
laboratory setting. It is increasingly possible to use the Internet to recruit subjects and stage
group experiments. This task will design and execute a set of online, group network experiments
and provide a prototype infrastructure to facilitate group network experiments. It will consolidate
the technical platform built in the first year for human behavioral research, build a steady set of
volunteers to support the experiments, and move forward with the development of experiments
regarding how information processing and network structure support effective group decision
making.

P4: Emergence of Communities and Leadership in High Risk Environments – The emergence of
communities in networks requires a set of “qualified” individuals (leaders) embedded in one or
more communities. For a community to “activate” to accomplish a particular goal,
communication must occur among its members. This research seeks to satisfy the following
goals: (1) validate the discovery of emergent online communities; (2) deactivate the
communication in (potentially adversarial) communities before its completion (prior to their
action); and (3) discover ways to facilitate the effective activation of friendly combatant
communities. To accomplish these goals, we will study the formation and evolution of online
human communities on Twitter in response to extreme events and study a day-trading Instant
Message network. These online communities and their members possess a variety of properties.
Users join these communities to obtain information and/or confirmation, propagate the
information, incite, and perhaps act. Moreover, we will trace the behavioral intent that users
exhibit online and their role and engagement in online communities. The theory of behavioral
intent suggests that the intent to engage in a particular behavior is the best predictor of the
behavior. However, other factors may affect deviations in behavior from original intent, such as
the quality of the information received, lack of behavioral control, etc. To address this issue, we
will explore surrogate behavioral indicators as well as metrics for the quality of information.
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Finally, we will apply the modified Theory of Planned Behavior and network structure and
evolution to the identification and possible modification of emergent online communities.

The IPAN thrust is also supported by these single-center tasks, described below with their
centers:

C4: Task-Oriented Networking.

C5: Characterizing and Controlling QoI-Energy Tradeoffs.

I3: Network Construction and Multi-Dimensional Knowledge Synthesis with Noisy and
Untrustworthy Text Data.

R1: Information Modeling for Composite Networks.

R5: Shared Infrastructure (6.2).

R6: Applied Experiments (6.2).

S5: Behavior constrained networks.

3.4.3 Quality of Information (QoI)
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Quality of Information: Measure, predict, and adapt composite networks to
deliver the most valuable information with dynamically changing network
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ur QoI research began in the first program year as a set of efforts under the auspices of a single
nter, CNARC. We initially viewed this topic as high-risk seedling research to expand the
undaries of our research portfolio. Over the first four years of the program, researchers across
e Alliance have discovered shared scientific insights and strong cross-organization linkages; it
s now developed into another foundational thrust that drives new research directions and
chnologies. It is described in further detail in Chapter 6.

verview

e goal of a network is to deliver information of sufficient quality to meet the needs of its
cipients. The required information and its requisite quality can only be determined based on the
ntext of the information request, including the intended use of the information, what other
formation is being gathered, and what is already known. The quality of the information that is
livered to a recipient is impacted by the sources available, how the information is represented,
d how the data from information is distilled and transported. Data and information may be
red in information networks, or transported across communication and social networks. In this

rust we specifically address the multi-genre network aspects of characterizing and controlling
e QoI delivered by a network.

ajor challenges facing information gathering include understanding and exploiting the
mantics of information and information requests. The semantics of information may be
presented in several different ways. The representation will impact what will be conveyed to a
cipient in terms of precision, accuracy, and data volume. Thus it is important to understand
hat the information will be used for before deciding on the representation of the information.

resources, rather than the most bits or queries.
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Information needs may be determined by the semantics of a request and the context of both the
request and where the information resides. It is important to understand the information needs
and context of a request to determine the proper information sources, its representation, and how
it will be transferred. Information needs will be driven by what is already known and by what
conclusions one is trying to draw.

An important aspect of information retrieval is the placement of information within a network.
Pre-positioning information using caching is a popular method of improving availability of
information in a tactical environment. Given the constraints of tactical devices, care must be
taken to efficiently decide what information to store, where to store it, and in what format. The
format of the information when stored will impact the amount of information that can be stored
(e.g., if compression is used), and the quality of information that will later be able to be retrieved.

In this thrust we explore the semantic and contextual aspects of information, and apply them to
the storage and movement of information across a network. This thrust is supported by several
tasks in the core programs of the CTA. Within CNARC, the QoI thrust is supported by tasks
focused on algorithms for optimizing the delivery of information over a communication network
at its highest quality (C1), allocating resources to maximize the amount of information that may
be transferred over a network with sufficient quality (C2) and considering the cost of QoI-aware
processing in terms of energy (C5). Within INARC, this thrust is supported by a task (I1)
focused on a general theoretical foundation for quality analysis of knowledge discovery. Within
IRC this thrust is supported by a task that seeks to quantitatively model the effect of semantics
on key notions in communication, such as data compression, error correcting codes, noise, and
bandwidth, and to understand how these semantics affect information utilization at the level of
information, social, and cognitive networks (R1).

Technical Approach

We will achieve our high-level objective by tackling the ambitious problem of understanding,
modeling, and automatically operating upon information semantics. We will also explore
methods for sharing information in a QoI-aware manner.

The QoI thrust consists of three tasks:

Q1: Semantic Information Theory – The recent explosion of data applications, including social
networking, make it clear that the classical information theory framework needs to be extended
to include explicit semantic relationships that the information contains. Such semantic
relationships are important because they are often used by communicating entities to perform
reasoning. This task aims to include the semantics of information to be represented and
communicated within the information theory framework. This year we will continue to tackle the
development of a comprehensive theory for semantic compression, i.e., semantic source coding.
Specifically, we consider that a source produces facts represented by sequences, which, through
semantic relations, can lead to conclusions. We will identify the fundamental limits on lossless
and lossy compression using a variety of classes of logical semantics, combining expertise from
information theory, graph theory, and logic, and formulating the general semantic source coding
problem using tools and methods such as zero-error computation, universal source coding, graph
entropy, and rate-distortion theory. The focus will also be on designing codes that minimize
semantic distortion.
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Q2: Semantic Information Delivery – Contextual semantic information, delivered with sufficient
quality, is crucial for decision making. This task will explore the principles underlying the QoI-
aware delivery of semantic information across communication and information networks. Such a
capability can reduce cognitive load on analysts and conserve scarce communication resources.

The task will address how information needs and quality requirements can be derived from a
request’s semantic structure and what cross-genre information processing algorithms
(inferencing, fusion, knowledge extraction) are required for near-optimal information delivery.
Our approach will use a declarative representation of prior knowledge, and declarative inference
to guide an understanding of information needs and quality requirements for satisfying queries
for semantic information posed by decision-makers. Highlights include the use of diversity
caching of semantic information to improve QoI-delivery, the optimization of semantic query
workflows, and the incorporation of natural language query interfaces in collaboration with the
ITA program.

Q3: In-Network Storage: Characterizing the Benefit of QoI-Aware Cooperative Caching –
Caching and replication have been widely used to improve performance and robustness of
mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). However, no prior work has addressed cooperative caching
with quality of information (QoI) requirements, and few have leveraged the underlying
information and social networks. Our goals in this task are to characterize and design caching
algorithms that explicitly accommodate QoI-requirements such as precision and contextual
requirements such as completeness. We will also explore several aspects of social networks that
impact in-network storage algorithms including communities of interest, and human mobility.

The QoI thrust is also supported by these single-center tasks, described below with their centers:

C1: Realizing QoI in Tactical Communication Networks.

C2: Modeling Operational Information Content Capacity (OICC) and Factors that Impact OICC.

C5: Characterizing and Controlling QoI-Energy Tradeoffs.

I1: Assured Knowledge Discovery.

R1: Information Modeling for Composite Networks.

R5: Shared Infrastructure (6.2).

R6: Applied Experiments (6.2).

3.4.4 Trust in Distributed Decision Making (Trust)

Th
in
of
de
Trust in Distributed Decision Making: The science of trust and
trustworthiness across composite networks, and how it may best support
distributed decision-making.
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is thrust is unique relative to the rest of the NS CTA research program, in that it was defined
the original program announcement [Program Announcement], and from the very beginning
the program has had a formal position defined in the management design of the program. It is
scribed in further detail in Chapter 7.
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Overview

Trust in Distributed Decision-making in the context of the Network Science Collaborative
Technology Alliance has a unique perspective for investigating the science of trust and
trustworthiness across composite networks and its application to distributed decisions made in
networked environments.

In general, trust is a relationship involving two entities, a trustor and a trustee, in a specific
context under conditions of uncertainty and vulnerability. Often, but not always, both entities are
humans. It is widely agreed that trust is a subjective matter and involves expectations of future
outcomes. In a trust relationship, the trustor encounters uncertainty from a lack of information or
an inability to verify the integrity, competence, predictability, and other characteristics of the
trustee and is vulnerable to suffering a loss if expectations of future outcomes turn out to be
incorrect. Trust allows the trustor to take actions under uncertainty and from a position of
vulnerability by depending on the trustee. Trustworthiness is a concept closely related to trust,
based on the expected outcomes that the trust relation depends on. The trustor expects the trustee
to act in a certain way and if they do, they are considered trustworthy.

The long-term goal of the Trust thrust is to provide scientific foundations for enhancing
distributed decision making capabilities of the Army in the context of network-centric operations
(NCO), in particular, for irregular warfare (IW) and counterinsurgency (COIN).

Key research questions for the Trust thrust are:

 What is the influence of context on network-based trust in distributed decision making?
 What are the cognitive mechanisms of trust dynamics in distributed decision making over the

composite network?
 What happens to trust of humans on the network when information or communications

change?
 How do changes in trust in the composite network impact distributed decision making? How

can we measure, predict, and evaluate the effects of those changes on distributed decision
making?

 How can we improve trust in distributed decision making on the composite network? How
can we measure, predict, and evaluate such improvements?

 How should trust be managed in the network? And how can we predict the impact of such
management?

In Y5, the Trust thrust has three main research areas:
1. Role of endogenous (cognition) and exogenous (social, context) factors in the

development of trust.
2. Impact of trust on Distributed Decision Making (DDM): Measurement, prediction, and

evaluation of trust for DDM.
3. Network properties and trust: Extraction and management.

Thus, the research in Trust focuses on understanding the role trust plays in composite networks
that consist of large systems with complex interactions between communication, information,
and social and cognitive networks. Adding to the complexity, trust itself can be highly dynamic
with uni- and bi-directional relationships forming, adapting, and dissolving over multiple
timescales. Our work directly addresses these dynamics from the propagation and staging of data
in the network to support for establishment of trust.
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Trust is contextual, and the degree of trust placed in a relationship can directly relate to factors
that exist in each network type. COIN and IW place significant demands on trust tactical
decision-making, as any number of social and cultural factors can influence relationships with
the local population and governmental officials. Our work in developing models of trust in
composite networks will help to identify these factors and to develop trust metrics that expose
utility versus risk in specific courses of action.

Trust is also a significant factor in how soldiers perceive and act upon information provided
through tactical information systems. Our work aims to: develop tools for measuring source
trustworthiness and competence and information credibility to predict trust in real-life network
scenarios; examine how effectively activation serves as a marker of trust and improves
distributed decision-making; understand how social networks can impact the development of
trust; explore critical factors that impact provenance and its uncertainties, including social
relationships and spatio-temporal dependencies; and develop computational models for the
human cognitive processes involved in trust-based judgments and decisions by people embedded
in social, information, and communication networks. Our work will directly impact how we
build trustworthy systems to convey information to the warfighter.

Transition opportunities for our work exist in a number of DoD programs. The DARPA Tactical
Integrated Ground Reporting System (TIGR), the DARPA Transformative Apps, and the Army
“Apps for the Army” programs all seek to deliver tactically-relevant information to the
individual warfighter. Enhancing information to make it actionable with mechanisms to display
provenance, understanding and enhancing activation in decision-making, and assessing the state
of trust by measuring its orthogonal components will provide significant utility to the soldier.

Technical Approach

We will achieve our high-level objective by developing tools to measure source trustworthiness
and competence as well as information credibility to predict trust in real-life network scenarios.
We will also examine how effectively activation serves as a marker of trust and improves
distributed decision-making and how social networks can impact the development of trust, and
explore critical factors that impact provenance and its uncertainties, including social
relationships and spatio-temporal dependencies. We will develop computational models for the
human cognitive processes involved in trust-based judgments and decisions by people embedded
in social, information, and communication networks. From these studies, we will develop
predictive models of trust and effective algorithms to measure trust in interactions within multi-
genre networks to help to achieve optimal or near-optimal information transfer and decision-
making in networked environments. The Trust thrust will execute the following five tasks that
support our three main research areas.

 Role of endogenous (cognition) and exogenous (social, context) factors in the development
of trust. This research area is supported by tasks T6 and T2, which address the following:

 T6: Cognitive Models of Trust – This task continues the development of computational
models for the human cognitive processes involved in trust-based judgments and
decisions by people embedded in social, information, and communication networks. User
interfaces to such networks shape the perception and cognition of end-users in ways that
can dramatically affect the dynamics and performance characteristics of human-
information, human-human, and human-agent interactions. Our overarching goal is to
develop a theory of the human cognition and perception involved in judgments of
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credibility and trust within a composite military network of people, information, and
computational nodes. For Y5, we will aim for the elusive middle ground between these
two poles, namely relevantly contextualized, yet fully controllable experimentation. We
will approach this generalization in two ways: first, we will make our experimentation
frameworks more network-centric; second, we will work towards a new experimental
framework around network simulation inspired by a general market (buyer/seller)
situation, which will be formulated as an emergency response scenario. A third focus area
for our Y5 research will be the use of user modeling techniques and the adaptation of UI
tools to better support trust assessments and improve Situation Awareness given certain
user behavior and/or cognitive state.

 T2: Towards Activation Analytics as a Basis for Trust – In this task, we examine how
effectively activation serves as a marker of trust and improves distributed decision-
making. Activation is a cognitive state that decision makers experience when processing
information. Activation theory posits that the level of activation affects the quality with
which a decision-maker processes information. Other experimental research indicates that
neural activation is related to trustworthy behavior, further hinting at a new and intriguing
relationship between trust, networks, and decision-making. This relationship suggests that
the quality of the information received or processed from an informant or analysts may be
only as important as the activation state of the decision-maker, because the activation
state conditions how information is processed. Specifically, knowing the activation level
of a decision maker at the time of a decision may provide (1) an estimate of the level of
trust to be put in their recommendations and (2) an indication of hierarchical influence
over decisions by creating a trace in a social network of who activates whom.

In Y4 we showed that activation affects decision acumen and that activation is
contagious. The next step in the research is to understand the network-wide diffusion of
activation. In general, we want trusted information to propagate through the network so
that it has the highest possible impact on decision-making.

In Y5, we extend our past work to multi-genre networks of information (i.e., language
and data content of IMs and trading decisions), social-cognitive (i.e., social network of
traders and their contacts), and computer (i.e., links between information and social-
cognitive networks are computer mediated) by examining how activation can diffuse
through a social network of distributed decision-makers, what qualities of a node promote
influence and susceptibility to the activation of others, and how synchrony in activation
levels is related to trust in the collective performance of a network. We aim to broadly
understand how content and non-content language in the information network promotes
or handicaps activation in the social cognitive network, how that information-
social/cognitive relationship can be enabled by computer network intervention, and how
this intervention aids the ultimate control of these networks. We will explore the design
of in-network algorithms that recognize activation states and activation contagion from
communications (e.g., voice, emails, SMSs) received on or transmitted from mobile
devices to enable automatic methods to track activation within a tactical communication
network.
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 Impact of Trust on Distributed Decision Making (DDM): Measurement, Prediction, and
Evaluation of Trust for DDM. This research area is supported by tasks T1 and T4. These
tasks address the following:

 T1: Trustworthiness, Competence and Information Credibility in Social Cognitive
Networks – In this task, we concentrate on the development of methods aimed at
enhancing networked decision making ability by understanding trust in information. The
main factors contributing to information trust are trust in the topic-specific competence of
the information sources, trust in the trustworthiness of the sources, and credibility of the
information by self-judgment. Past methods have looked at this problem from a specific
perspective, often by studying a single factor in isolation. Our aim is to understand how
these factors combine to influence information trust using a tightly integrated task
incorporating experimentation, simulation studies, and analysis of real networks. We use
experimentation to understand the human decision maker and how she/she incorporates
various factors contributing to information trust both in regular and time-constrained
scenarios. We use simulation models validated against experimental results to understand
which factors become prominent in different network scenarios. We then use insights
from both approaches to develop methods for network analysis and test them in real
networks. These methods are aimed at measuring factors relevant to information trust
decisions that could be used to develop and complement decision support tools in
networked scenarios. Some of the goals for Y5 include developing measures of trust that
rely on localized and topic based attention and incorporate topic-modeling methods as a
way to compute topic-based expertise in real networks. We will also expand our prior
work on credibility assessment to measuring topic-based expertise with the help of
multiple complementary measurements. We will leverage our findings from experiments
and simulation to develop methods to measure information trust related constructs. To
understand how the credibility of information is judged, we will use prior experimental
data from Baruch College. We will investigate the degree to which the credibility of the
information itself can be predicted by subject behavior in experiments and by outside
measures.

 T4: Multiscale Evaluation of the Transfer of Trust between Context – In this task, we are
focused on understanding the effects of the (social) network in which trust was
established on trust transfer. This can have a major impact on understanding how social
networks can impact the development of trust with respect to, for example, the effect of
offline interactions on simulation-based training, developing team-dynamics on the
battlefield, or building trust relations with non-US populations.

A critical issue that arises in understanding the role of trust in decision-making is whether
trust that is developed in one context will be applicable in another. We are exploring this
research question through: (i) an experiment that looks at trust transfer in an explicitly
military context, (ii) a separate experiment that looks at trust transfer in a non-military
context, and (iii) a quasi-experimental approach that allows us to mine a very large-scale
network from naturally occurring data and to validate (or not) the hypotheses developed
in the controlled experiments. In Y5 we will develop and assess models for determining
trust from communications through the use of text mining, syntactic and semantic mining
NLP-based tools. We will conduct experiments that explore interaction in online
communities with respect to trust contexts and evaluate trust between those users in
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contexts closely and distantly related to community area. We will also explore other
architectures for scalable verification of trust context results from Y4.

 Network Properties and Trust Management. This research area is supported by task T5:

 T5: Provenance Models and Diagnostics for Enhancing Trust – In military settings,
evaluating information trust levels calls for (a) analysis of provenance and (b) association
of provenance data with trust. Both require not only the identification of sources, but also
knowledge about these sources and their relationships. However, attaining accurate
knowledge becomes difficult due to the complexity of source and data relationships and
the uncertainty in quantifying them. These relationships may form nested and dynamic
graph structures. Often unknown, these dynamics complicate management of data
provenance and trust. During the next phase of work, we propose to advance our efforts
on modeling integrated spatiotemporal provenance and social provenance. In addition, we
propose to initiate a novel idea of contextual provenance and its impact on trust of
distributed systems. Additional challenges such as provenance uncertainty and its impact
on trust and spatiotemporal behavior of unstructured data and its relationship to trust will
be examined. Specifically, for Y5, our efforts will target (a) modeling the integration of
social provenance and spatiotemporal provenance and (b) proposing and modeling the
concept of contextual provenance. Improving our ability to draw valid conclusions from
these intricate provenance situations further contributes to the roadmap by enhancing the
capability to clarify and enhance the quality of information to meet the decision-making
needs, as well as manage and enhance trust in distributed decision making.

The Trust thrust is also supported by these single-center tasks, described below with their
centers:

R3: Basic Research to Enable Experimentation in Composite Networks.

R5: Shared Infrastructure (6.2).

R6: Applied Experiments (6.2).

S1: Social Networks in Action: Measuring, Modeling and Using Collective Activities.

3.5 Center Support for the Y5 Thrusts
This section summarizes the single-center research tasks that provide foundational and
exploratory support for the four thrusts from the distinctive perspective of each center’s expertise
on the composite network.

3.5.1 Communication Networks Academic Research Center (CNARC)
For further detail on the CNARC’s Y5 research program plan, see Chapter 8.

Overview

The goal of the Y5 CNARC research effort is to understand and characterize the capabilities of
complex communication networks, such as those used for tactical operations, to accurately
predict behavior and configure networks for optimal information sharing and gathering. The
objective of such a network is to deliver the highest quality of information based on which
decisions can correctly be made to provide comprehensive situational awareness. Meeting this
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objective will provide increased mission tempo and overall excellence in managing mission
resources. Network science must embody the vision of a network as an information source. In
the CNARC we aim to characterize and optimize network behavior to maximize the useful
information delivered to its users.

To develop a science to fundamentally characterize the volume of useful information that a
network can transfer to a set of users, we must consider the information needs of tactical
applications that share a network and cast the behavior of the network in light of these needs. As
the network delivers data to applications, the data is transformed into information. Different
applications require different types of sources and different network behavior in terms of data
delivery characteristics and security to distill useful information from the data received. The data
delivery characteristics and security properties of the network may vary depending on the
location of the source of data. The goal of the network is to deliver the data required from which
the highest quality of information (QoI) may be derived from the perception of the application.

Recent counterinsurgency (COIN) operations have highlighted the importance of tactical
networks and placed increasing demands on their performance. COIN is an extremely complex
form of warfare that places significant burden on both people and technologies during
operations. It is an intelligence-driven endeavor and, unlike conventional warfare, relies on
intelligence flows that are more bottom-up than top-down. Intelligence is key to understanding
the operational environment and is tightly-coupled with operations: effective intelligence drives
operations, which in turn produces information that generates more intelligence. Moreover,
tactical communication networks do not exist in a vacuum: decision-making is affected as much
by human intelligence (obtained from the social network) and by open-source data (derived from
the information network), as by traditional imagery, signatures, and signals data extracted from
the communication network. Rapid, accurate decision making is highly impacted by the quality
of the information received by the decision maker.

The core research of the CNARC program supports the QoI and IPAN thrusts and directly
addresses the important issues outlined above. The program also incorporates results from EDIN
in several places. The amount and quality of information received by decision makers is
addressed by characterizing and optimizing QoI, and transforming this metric into a network-
wide measure that includes a notion of capacity, OICC. Our research targets networks of the
sizes of typical military networks.

Military networks must often support multiple concurrent missions involving intelligence or data
gathering. It is essential to effectively allocate resources in a distributed way. The research
described here examines several methods and models for sharing resources given the presence
and interactions of multiple genres of network. Resources being allocated include more than
network capacity. They also include processing on end nodes and within the network to help
extract information. These assignments must consider the tight constraints on end devices.

A number of DoD programs provide transition opportunities for this work. The Joint Tactical
Radio System (JTRS) program contains a number of “waveforms” (WNW, SRW, GMR, etc.)
whose operational capacity and scaling is ill-understood. The DARPA Wireless after Next
(WNaN) system targets even higher scalability with multiple transceivers and dynamic spectrum
access. Industry has also shown interest in transitioning this work. For example, Harris Corp is
transitioning portions of the work on QoI.
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Technical Approach

We will achieve our high-level objective by continuing the development of comprehensive
models capturing the behavior of QoI and OICC, the properties of tactical networks and
underlying social and information networks that impact them, and how these properties may be
leveraged. From these factors, we will develop algorithms and protocols to achieve optimal or
near-optimal QoI to assist in transferring information and extracting information from data
streams.

Thus, the CNARC will execute four tasks. Two support the QoI thrust, one supports IPAN, and
one supports both QoI and IPAN. The tasks that support QoI are:

C1: Realizing QoI in Tactical Communication Networks – Future tactical communication
networks will support cross-genre information delivery, where the network may deliver forensic
or real-time information relevant to the context under which decisions are being made with the
desired QoI. To maximize its information capacity, the communication network may need to
transform information, appropriately trading-off information quality to match available network
resources. In this task, we will: (a) develop modulated QoI functions that express trade-offs of
different information transformations while taking device capabilities into account, (b) consider
contextual attributes to drive QoI processing, and (c) develop QoI-enhancing delivery and
processing capabilities that can help tactical networks increase their information capacity
through careful resource usage. This work will be carried out with several ARL collaborators.

C2: Modeling Operational Information Content Capacity (OICC) and Factors that Impact OICC
– This task continues our development of the mathematical framework, operational information
content capacity (OICC) of a network, which quantifies the decision capability of military
tactical networks in a systematic fashion. OICC is a measure that takes quality-of-information
explicitly into account; thus, it is by definition content-aware. This framework provides useful
insights starting from simple network structures to networks with dynamic links leading to
achievable QoI/rate regions. This year, we will extend OICC in three areas: (a) networks with in-
network storage from both theoretical OICC formulation and asymptotic analysis; (b) energy-
limited networks; and (c) social networks.

The following task supports IPAN:

C4: Task-Oriented Networking – In a task-oriented network, multiple users desire to complete a
sequence of their own variable-sized tasks. For example, a task may involve querying a neighbor
about a certain image and can have transmission, reception, and image processing phases.
Resources must be allocated to these tasks to optimally exploit the communication, information,
and computation resources of the network. Optimality metrics must reflect the amount that each
task contributes to the larger mission in terms of the amount of information that may be extracted
to make a decision. Research will focus on distributed algorithms that accommodate QoI,
algorithms that operate specifically on information coverage, and on algorithms that can make
use of predictions of mobility and information needs to better meet QoI requirements.

The following task supports QoI and IPAN:

C5: Characterizing and Controlling QoI-Energy Tradeoffs – In tactical networks, information
should be gathered, processed, and disseminated appropriately to fulfill QoI requirements and
mission goals while avoiding device battery depletion. In this task, we will characterize and
control the QoI-energy tradeoffs in light of information extraction needs. We will first develop
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an understanding and model the energy dependencies across the information and communication
layers as well as the sensing mechanisms embedded in mobile devices. Second, based on this
understanding, we will design and implement energy-aware algorithms that will deliver
information across the tactical network with minimal energy impact, and energy-aware QoI
processing algorithms, while meeting QoI-aware information extraction and delivery
requirements.

3.5.2 Information Networks Academic Research Center (INARC)
For further detail on the INARC’s Y5 research program plan, see Chapter 9.

Overview

Our goal for the Information Networks Academic Research Center (INARC) research is to
develop theories, principles, methodologies, and algorithms for construction, analysis, and
exploration of large-scale information networks. We will investigate their linkages with other
genres of networks within a network science framework. For the current APP, our research
focuses on two critical aspects of information networks: (i) assured knowledge discovery and (ii)
network construction and multi-dimensional knowledge synthesis with noisy and untrustworthy
text data. This research aims to efficiently and effectively deliver integrated, trustworthy, user-
friendly, flexible, and high-quality information in large-scale, heterogeneous information
networks. Using various tools for information integration, access, and analysis, as well as our
recent studies on automated construction of topical hierarchies from text-rich data, quality
information networks can be constructed, validated, and consolidated. Efficient multi-
dimensional analysis and exploration of such networks can be realized, especially for text-rich,
multi-genre networks. This work will make it possible to achieve comprehensive situational
awareness for effective decision making. The networks will provide increased power for
understanding and manipulating information collected in mission-critical tasks and overall
control for managing resources and information while engaged in a mission.

Network science must embody the vision of a network as an integrated, multi-genre, multi-
dimensional, dynamic information source. Therefore, in the INARC, we will integrate, manage,
manipulate, and analyze linked data and information embedded or implicit in composite
networks to maximize the delivery of useful information for decision making.

The approaches and goals proposed in this APP will consolidate the achievements of our first
four years of research on various aspects of information networks and multi-genre networks. We
will realize a milestone of developing network science to characterize the volumes of useful
information that a network can transfer to a set of users. Our work is also aimed at transforming
this in-depth understanding of network science theories and principles into actionable methods
and algorithms. To accomplish this goal, we must understand the information needs of diverse
applications that share the same network or set of networks, and must cast the behavior of the
networks in light of these needs. As a network is constructed with diverse kinds and quality of
data, two integrated tasks are critical for transforming data into information networks and finally
into reliable and useful knowledge: assured and effective network construction, reliable
knowledge discovery and network synthesis, and multi-dimensional summarization and
exploration of multi-genre networks. The study of the fundamental principles of these tasks in
information networks will give us an in-depth understanding for the construction, manipulation,
and use of information networks in various military applications, and for effective information
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processing across networks (IPAN), and deliver the highest quality of information (QoI) for
various kinds of military network applications.

Our research emphasizes diverse scopes and scenarios of military applications, not only
battlefield operations but also irregular warfare (IW), such as counterinsurgency (COIN)
operations. We assume that military networks contain multiple sources of data, including sensor
networks, images, videos and other kinds of multimedia data, text data (such as blogs, messages,
news), and interconnected and dynamic data. Moreover, we assume such data are often diverse,
dynamic, volatile, and noisy, and that task-relevant networks could be only partially observable,
but discoverable with the assistance of high-level rules and constraints. Networks are also
characterized by high dynamics, mobility, the nature of unreliable communication networks, and
bursty activities. Our research addresses such challenges directly and explores the complexity,
diversity, and dynamics of data and information in information networks and text-rich multi-
genre networks.

This year’s program comprises the following important characteristics:

 An emphasis on the fundamental principles of network science instead of tool-centered
developments. Since understanding the fundamental principles of information network
science will guide the in-depth development of effective methodologies and algorithms, we
have put the investigation of theories and principles as the first priority. We believe
methodologies and algorithms will follow from the thorough understanding of scientific
principles. This emphasis penetrates every task in this chapter.

 Close linkage with many military application scenarios where data from multiple resources
are noisy, untrustworthy, volatile, incomplete, heterogeneous, and uncertain. With this
complexity in mind, this year’s first research focus is on how to improve the robustness of
the network and the quality of information (QoI) at three stages: network construction,
information processing, and knowledge discovery. Our PIs have proposed multiple theories
and methods for study, with detailed methodologies to work out and new algorithms to be
implemented, experimented upon in different scenarios, and progressively refined and
improved.

 An emphasis on collaborations with ARL researchers and cross-center collaborations.
Information networks not only integrate data from multiple, heterogeneous sources, but also
have intrinsic links with other genres of networks, including communication networks in the
effective data collection and transmission in the construction and manipulation of
information networks and social and cognitive networks in the manipulation and knowledge
discovery of human-centered information in networked data. Therefore, we will emphasize
and work out links and joint research efforts with CNARC and SCNARC in the proposal
stage of this year’s program.

Since information network studies directly contribute to Information Processing Across
Networks for Effective Distributed Decision Making (IPAN) and assurance of Quality of
Information (QoI). This year’s two tasks belong to and contribute to these two thrusts
respectively. Moreover, information network analysis will play an important role in the study of
network evolution and in the construction of reliable and trustable networks. The links and joint
research efforts have been developed with the two other cross-center research thrusts: EDIN and
Trust. Furthermore, based on the progress in the last four years, we expect that the research
developed in this year’s program will provide good opportunities for methodology delivery and
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technology transfer. We have close ties with IRC and actively seek opportunities for research
collaboration with IRC researchers as well as potential technology transfer.

With the NS CTA research organized according to research thrusts, the two tasks in this year’s
research in INARC have been categorized into the following thrusts and linked together: I1,
Assured Knowledge Discovery, supports Quality of Information (QoI); while I3, Network
Construction and Multi-dimensional Knowledge Synthesis with Noisy and Untrustworthy Text
Data, supports IPAN.

Besides the linkages and potential technology transfer within the NS CTA program, the research
outlined in this chapter will have opportunities to link, collaborate, and explore possible
transition opportunities with other DoD, DARPA, and Army research programs. Clearly,
programs on information network construction, knowledge discovery, assured network
processing, and decision support tools can benefit from this research. The fundamental theories
and methodologies derived from this INARC core program can lead to the rigorous design
principles to support programs that build information network construction, processing and
analysis tools. The network discovery tools developed by UIUC, UCSB, and CUNY, including
Apollo, InfoNetMiner, EventCube and Research-Insight, have attracted interest from the
INSCOM Laboratory, and multiple research groups at ARL and USMA. It is anticipated that the
further development of these tools will spark even further interest and close collaborations and
facilitate technology transfer.

Technical Approach

The research in this year’s INARC core program will investigate automated construction of
information and multi-genre networks from noisy, untrustworthy, and text-intensive unstructured
data sources, assured knowledge discovery in information networks and multi-genre networks,
and multi-dimensional summarization and exploration in such dynamic, text-rich multi-genre
networks. These tasks are innovative, crucially important, and built on the progress of the last
four years of research on the core issues of information network modeling, knowledge discovery,
and information processing. The first task builds a general theoretical foundation for assured
knowledge discovery using a unified, expectation maximization framework; the second task
develops a foundation and methods for network construction and multi-dimensional knowledge
synthesis for noisy and untrustworthy text-rich unstructured data.

I1: Assured Knowledge Discovery – Built on the success of the principles and algorithms
developed in our last several years of research, this task will continue the investigation of a
general, theoretical foundation for quality analysis of knowledge discovery mechanisms from
multi-genre networks and develop knowledge discovery algorithms, with an emphasis on those
that exploit information and social networks. An explicit goal is to develop a theory for
quantifying the performance of such algorithms as a function of parameters of their input data
spaces, such as the topologies and sizes of the underlying networks. The task thus advances the
state of the art in both the knowledge discovery algorithms and their performance analysis. The
emphasis of this core INARC task is on understanding performance, and offering guarantees
further makes the task relevant to QoI and Trust. The task will lead to a new generation of
knowledge discovery and decision support techniques that not only extract conclusions from
multi-genre network data but also determine error bounds and accuracy guarantees. It is
multidisciplinary in applying techniques common in sensing and target tracking literature to data
mining problems. The task builds on success in developing fact finding tools in Years 3 and 4,
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such as [WLKA12], based on expectation maximization and generalizes the problem formulation
from fact-finding to other knowledge discovery primitives, such as ranking, clustering,
community discovery, and link prediction. This task contributes to the QoI thrust.

I3: Network Construction and Multi-Dimensional Knowledge Synthesis with Noisy and
Untrustworthy Text Data – This task will develop foundations and methods for network
construction and multi-dimensional knowledge synthesis for text data. Most real-world data is
unstructured, noisy, untrustworthy, interconnected, and text intensive. This task is built on the
success of Task I3 and proposes to work on three major issues in Year 5: (1) construct high-
quality, semi-structured, multi-genre networks from unstructured, noisy text data, (2)
wikification for high-quality knowledge synthesis, and (3) multi-dimensional summarization and
mining of heterogeneous socio-informational networks. The task will use news data, Wikipedia,
Twitter corpus, discussion forums, and Data.Gov to validate the proposed methods and models.
This task contributes to IPAN on text information discovery and multi-dimensional processing
across multi-genre networks for effective decision making.

3.5.3 Interdisciplinary Research Center (IRC)
For further detail on the IRC’s Y5 research program plan, see Chapter 10.

Overview

The primary goal of the IRC is to conduct fundamental cutting-edge research in network science
that addresses Army technical challenges by understanding, predicting, and shaping the
intermeshed world of social/cognitive, information, and communication networks and their
complex interactions. As the lead organization in the NS CTA, the IRC is charged with
integrative research spanning all three genres of networks to provide the insights, techniques, and
technical capabilities that the Army mission requires to support its decision makers.

Composite networks involving social, information, and communication networks can be found in
both civilian and military scenarios, and a major purpose of the IRC is to develop deeper insights
into the interdisciplinary nature of these networks. To achieve this purpose, the IRC has the
mutually-supportive goals of fundamental basic research (6.1), applied research (6.2), inter-
program synergy, and technology transition of NS CTA research results.

6.1 research: The first goal of the IRC is to conduct foundational research on composite
networks in support of the program thrusts and in support of more effective experimentation
throughout the Alliance. The two Y5 IRC 6.1 research tasks focus on fundamental modeling of
the semantics of information within the context of composite networks and on basic research on
the design of experiments to understand complex behaviors that occur in composite networks
and issues of scaling, validation, and the ability to map results between civilian and military
environments.

To complement the Semantic Information research being done in the QoI thrust (tasks Q1 and
Q2), the IRC’s semantics research addresses additional but synergistic scientific challenges:
extending the semantic and inference foundations of Semantic Information theory, broadening
the approach to reasoning about utility using these additional types of logical inference, and
creating non-traditional information applications involving both semantics and utility. Further
experience with such applications will in turn lead to improvements in the underlying theory.
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6.2 research: The second goal of the IRC is to conduct applied (6.2) scientific research on
composite networks, drawing upon and extending basic 6.1 research results from across the
Alliance. This 6.2 research supports the scientific and military value of the program in four
critical ways: validation and verification of research results with higher fidelity, greater military
realism, and wider scale than can be done by other individual research tasks; integration and
synergy of research results from research throughout the program; development of a shared
research infrastructure to support experimentation across the Alliance and with other government
research programs sponsored by ARL, CERDEC, and other organizations; and illumination of
the comparative strengths and weaknesses of emerging program research results to determine
which techniques are better suited to which problem domains and environments and which may
be tuned for potential technology transition.

The research tasks in the IRC research program are motivated by scenarios involving social,
communication, and information networks in both civilian and military settings. Military
operations often involve interrelated communication, information, and social networks — all
utilized during mission planning and execution. From the largest operation to the shortest
mission, solders rely on communication networks, sort through large amounts of information,
and work in teams among different organizations. Thus, it is critical to measure the mission
performance of teams of soldiers that are using information networks and communication
networks, in the context of existing and emerging social networks, within an experimental
scenario. However, basic research groups may not have the resources or expertise to create the
simulation and measurement infrastructure, nor the familiarity with military use cases to develop
scenarios, for such composite network experiments. The IRC applied research program
facilitates such cutting-edge experimentation while working with expertise and resources within
ARL and the broader Army domain.

Inter-program synergy: The NS CTA actively collaborates with many programs in the ARL
network portfolio, and the IRC plays an extensive and critical role in such collaboration. For
example, our integrated experimentation program uses research tools and resources from the
ARL Network Science Research Lab (NSRL) and the Mobile Network Modeling Institute
(MNMI), transitions NS CTA tools, models, interfaces, and data to and from them, and performs
joint experiments with them. Our integrated experiments with NSRL combine research and
validation experiments using NRL/ARL EMANE, ITA Gaian database, NS CTA traffic
generators, military-relevant scenarios, analysis and visualization tools, and NS CTA research
prototypes such as Apollo and Aqua QoI software (developed under our 6.2 research in
conjunction with ARL researchers).

Technology transition: A fourth vital goal for the IRC is to achieve technology transition, to take
the best techniques and insights developed in the NS CTA and begin the process of converting
them into tangible benefits for the DoD. The IRC applied research component provides an
important two-way bridge between the 6.1 research performed through the NS CTA and
potential transitions.

Through the IRC’s technology transition program, NS CTA research products are already being
transitioned to JTRS WNW, the DARPA Wireless Network After Next (WNaN) program, the
USMC Combat Operations Center (COC) program, and ONR support for the OSD Human
Social Culture Behavior Modeling program. These four examples involve researchers from
BBN, the IRC lead organization. BBN also leveraged NS CTA-sponsored “symptotic analysis”
techniques for the Air Force Science Advisory Board’s June, 2013, report on next generation
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tactical networks. BBN incorporates NS CTA research results into transitions to DARPA
programs, including a new MAC design based on NS CTA research that can reduce the cost of
broadcast trees by 5x for multi-transceiver nodes. ArtisTech, an IRC General Member (and a
small business) is funded by an ARL/ARO SIBR through the IRC’s NS CTA Technology
Transition contract vehicle to integrate NS CTA-developed automated information extraction
with existing natural language processing tools and techniques. Through the Technology
Transition contract vehicle, the NS CTA also works closely with CERDEC on a variety of
research efforts that draw on our network science research. BBN in particular works with
CERDEC on Disruption Tolerant Networking technologies that use NS CTA research.

More broadly, the IRC’s technology transition responsibility is to promote transition
opportunities from across the NS CTA. Current transition efforts using research from other NS
CTA centers include CERDEC-funded development at PSU of new algorithms for routing in
stochastic environments (such as Disruption Tolerant Networks and Mobile Ad-hoc Networks)
and development of algorithms at UC Davis for distributed learning for Quality of Information
optimization. Technology transition work is also funded in network architecture for QoI (PSU
and USC). Overall, there are eight current and two concluded technology transition tasks under
the IRC Technology Transition contact.

In support of the NS CTA program’s goals, the IRC operates the NS CTA Facility in Cambridge,
Massachusetts. The facility includes workspace for visiting and in-residence researchers from all
the NS CTA participants. The facility hosts these researchers to encourage cross-center
interactions. The facility also hosts some of the NS CTA’s experimental facilities.

Technical Approach

The IRC is unique among the four centers of the NS CTA, as it performs both basic 6.1 and
applied 6.2 research. Each task in the IRC is either strictly 6.1 or strictly 6.2. For Y5, we plan
four research tasks in the IRC, together with three tasks that support the IRC’s educational and
programmatic responsibilities for the overall program; the four research tasks are:

R1: Information Modeling for Composite Networks (6.1) – Modern military communication
networks, as well as much of the modern IT industry, use the classical information theory
derived from Shannon as an essential mathematical underpinning for understanding and
engineering key properties of information flowing through communication networks. In this task
we are extending information theory to address and exploit the larger issues of the semantics and
context of knowledge flowing through composite networks. We seek to quantitatively model the
effect of semantics on key ideas and techniques in communication, such as data compression,
error-correcting codes, noise, and bandwidth, and to understand how these semantics affect
information use in information, social, and cognitive networks. This task supports the QoI thrust
(and, in particular, its synergistic tasks Q1 and Q2) by providing theoretical foundations and
measures for the semantics and utility of propagated information, leading to new methods for
mathematically improving network robustness. It also supports the IPAN thrust by addressing
the ranking of information for presentation to decision-makers.

R3: Basic Research to Enable Experimentation in Composite Networks (6.1) – Over the past four
years our team has successfully conceived, tested, piloted, and then fully executed a series of
human-in-the-loop virtual-world-based experiments, with a resulting series of impactful research
findings. Based on these rounds of foundational tests and framework developments, the R3
group has established a basic set of virtual experiments that constitute a robust and sharable
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platform for group-based research. Our goals for Year 5 involve extending both experimentation
methodology and scientific theory: 1) a focus on making this platform more powerful, sharable
and analyzable by ourselves and NS CTA partners, and 2) a focus on the theoretical goals of
external validity in military settings and specific tests of team structures, information distribution
and distortion, and their impact on performance.

During development of the MTSS and VBS2-MTS platforms and scenario refinement, we met
with military subject matter experts. Currently, we are widening collaborations and transitioning
our experimental platforms and methodologies to other groups. The MTSS platform has been
installed at the ARL NSRL, and we are working with ARL HRED and Trust researchers in T4 on
further analysis of our initial 4-person experiment, and on collecting data from military
participants. We are also working with USMA to conduct experiments with their cadets and
instructors. This year, we will continue to emphasize theory validation by focusing on the
question of whether military and civilian teams demonstrate similar team-of-teams behaviors,
and by running experiments on information distribution and group identity.

R5: Shared Infrastructure (6.2) – In this continuing 6.2 applied research task we prepare the
experimentation infrastructure for conducting joint composite network experiments to
accomplish the validation, characterization, and technology transfer goals of the IRC for the NS
CTA. This task is a long-term effort whose main goals are to:

 Analyze the opportunities and requirements for experimentation in multi-genre networks,
based on consortium research directions, ARL guidance, and military needs.

 Develop the shared platform and environment for experimentation in composite networks
across basic and applied research tasks, selecting and integrating resources (such as datasets,
models, simulations, metrics, methodologies, and software tools) created and used
throughout the consortium, ARL, and other collaborative programs in the ARL research
portfolio (such as the ITA).

 Target experimentation practice to maximize transition preparation and coordination.

The expansion and diversification of the Shared Experimentation Environment (SEE) continues
to extend back into basic research and onto ARL platforms: additional components, scenarios
and capabilities continue to be added as the composite experimentation needs of the consortium
grow. A central objective of this multi-year task is to establish the fundamental interoperability
of a distributed experiment infrastructure to support experimentation in composite network
research across the thrusts, the Centers, and ARL. To achieve validation and characterization
goals, we are also including instrumentation for data capture and analytic tools to study
experimental results.

This task supports all thrusts. IPAN, QoI, and EDIN are topics of particular interest for Y5
experiments; we are continuing to integrate with ITA and the ARL NSRL in the development
and execution of experiments with cohesive Army-relevant scenarios.

R6: Applied Experiments (6.2) – The main goal of this continuing 6.2 research task is to lead
collaborative, integrated experimentation in composite networks across the consortium. Our
applied experiments will continue to validate basic research results from across the NS CTA and
assess potential military operational applications. This includes joint experimentation with
CERDEC, ARL, and other ARL programs such as the Network Science ITA.
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This year, we will emphasize bridging the gap between basic research products and
transitionable Army technologies and tools. We have identified several candidate NS CTA basic
research results with high transition potential and will design and execute applied composite
network experiments to advance them towards transition, in collaboration with CERDEC and
ARL. We will also support the transition goal by helping to connect NS CTA researchers with
potential transition customers and SBIR partners.

Our experiments explore interactions among multiple genres of networks. Focus areas for Y5
are:

 Improving decision-making capability for people through the use of networks and tools
that adapt to and anticipate both user and network context. This can include integrating
social/cognitive behavior models, QoI or Trust metrics, and semi-automated information
summarization/filtering.

 Improving network resource usage through knowledge of social/organizational groups,
information content and overlap, or other types of connectedness. This can include
leveraging knowledge about temporary communities, shared characteristics between
nodes, or incremental information content and inferencing.

The purpose of this R6 Applied Experiments task is to design, execute, and analyze integrated
composite network experiments to validate basic research results in the context of cross-genre,
military relevant scenarios. The purpose of the R5 Shared Infrastructure task is to develop the
testbeds, frameworks, datasets, and collaborations necessary for these cross-genre experiments,
and to refine and integrate basic research products for applied experimentation. Both tasks are
interactive with ARL to ensure that experimentation is guided by the needs of potential transition
customers and the future benefit to the Army, and both tasks involve collaboration with
government and academic researchers. In addition to promoting use of the shared simulation
experimentation platform and other products of R5, and use of the human experimentation
framework and methodologies from R3, we will collaborate with QoI, EDIN, Trust, and IPAN
researchers.

3.5.4 Social/Cognitive Networks Academic Research Center (SCNARC)
For further detail on the SCNARC’s Y5 research program plan, see Chapter 11.

Overview

Our goals for SCNARC are to achieve a fundamental understanding of social and cognitive
networks and their impact on the U.S. Army networked operations, to develop underlying theory,
and to create scientific foundations for modeling, simulation, measurements, analysis, prediction
and control of social-cognitive network behavior. With such fundamental knowledge, we
improve distributed collaboration and decision-making in complex, network-enabled operations
and design networked environments to enable the most effective and efficient interactions
between human cognition/behavior and the network.

A fundamental aspect of social-cognitive networks is relationships between people; people are
the basis for the creation of networks. Some connections in social-cognitive networks are driven
by and influenced by characteristics of individuals and groups of individuals at the network
node. Social cognitive network science studies networks whose nodes’ activities are driven by at
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least by one of the three elements depicted in Figure 3-2, which affects the dynamics of the
network and ultimately have an impact on the decision maker.

Figure 3-2. Social/Cognitive Network Science: Driving Elements

Key facets of social cognitive network science include relationships between people as the basis
for forming networks in which connections are between people with cognitive constructs. The
relevant research includes behavioral aspects of networking, human behavior and cognitive
constructs impacted by networks, networks affecting the socio-cognitive factors, relationships
affected by socio-technical networks, and cognitive constraints on interactions with networks.
The last factor includes limits on the amount of information that humans can process and their
perceptions, biases, and heuristics affecting activities in the network. Today, an important aspect
of social cognitive networks is human perception of social interactions via socio-technical
networks without personal contact and its context. The relevant research may take into account
indirect, practical, and theoretical relationships between trust, influence, proximity, and mobility,
not only of individuals but also of groups, and finding how behavior is shaped by cognitive
constraints, such as personality, cultural interaction, information processing, and decision
making.

SCNARC’s objective is to gain a deeper understanding of how social cognitive networks form,
operate, and evolve; how they affect the societies in which they operate; and how they affect the
functioning of large complex networked organizations; to control, influence, and predict
behavior or outcomes. Its overall objective is consistent with the NS CTA objectives of
contributing to the network science in general and focusing on understanding the interplay
between the communication networks, information networks and social networks and,
specifically for SCNARC, their impact on cognition, behavior, and relationships in network
contexts.

The research in the core SCNARC program supports the Trust, EDIN, IPAN, and QoI thrusts
and directly addresses the important objectives outlined above. The research focuses on the
following three areas.

1. Socio-technical systems. The research here aims at understanding the basic principles of
socio-technical systems and networks. It includes formation of networks and answers the
questions of how and why this happens, what are the relational, behavioral, and cognitive drivers
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in the formation of networks, how the individual elements in the network behave, what impact
do the individual capacities at the hub and other structurally and functionally important nodes
have (and vice versa), and how the network impacts individual and group behavior. Other
questions include: how the proximity and locations of human activities shape and are influenced
by social relations and individual beliefs and attitudes, how to create incentives in a network to
motivate behavior at the individual node or of an entire network, what are the dynamics of
network interactions, and what characteristics of the individual are important to consider for the
individual’s network interactions. Tasks S1, S2 and S5 contribute to this area.

2. Influence and control of network behavior. Research in this area addresses how social
incentives shape network behavior, key aspects of an individual that shape and influence
behavior, and how to intervene in a network to get desired outcomes. The research aims also at
optimization of dissemination of knowledge, efficient strategies for discovery of social network
behavior and outcomes, while taking into consideration the people in the network to maintain the
performance of individuals, as well as the groups, to avoid disruption of group behavior. Finally,
this research seeks to discover which nodes control the network, the social cognitive abilities of
such nodes, the fundamental time scales associated with transformational changes in social and
techno-social networks, and the key individual-level, technological, endogenous, and exogenous
factors and drivers influencing and controlling these macro-level time scales. It also seeks to find
out how one can influence or control the underlying transformational changes and/or the
associated time scales in social and techno-social networks. Tasks currently contributing to this
area include S2, and to lesser degree S1 and S5.

3. Formal and informal networks. Our focus here is on social and cognitive network dynamics
and discovery. Research in this area seeks to understand fundamentals of networks that make the
individual/organization work well, including internal networks, collective cognition, formal
networks and society as a whole, and informal networks. The issues being investigated include
how we can: obtain informal and formal relationships from the network and robustly extract data
about those relationships; gain insights about social elements of these relationships; and
understand formal and informal networks and the interplay between the two. The tasks currently
contributing to this area include S4, and, to a lesser degree, S1 and S5.

The SCNARC core research aims to develop fundamental scientific knowledge and theories.
This knowledge can be developed into predictive models and algorithmic tools for efficient
incentive mechanisms for network activities, predicting and influencing opinion evolution in
societies, and for forming and predicting team performance in organizational networks.

Technical Approach

In Y5, we continue the last year’s emphasis on the social and cognitive components of the
network. We will achieve our high-level objective by continuing the development of models
capturing the sensitivity of network behavior to network incentives; investigating the role of
individual-level social drivers and mechanisms in understanding macro-level behavior of the
system, including opinion spreading and influencing in social networks; and understanding and
utilizing the impact of composite (or multi-relational) networks in organization on individual
collective behavior, such as team performance. In Y5, we introduce a new task, Behavior
Constrained Networks. This fundamental task is focused on understanding the basic principles of
socio-technical systems and networks, the impact of node characteristics on network behavior
and performance (e.g. culture, politics, group affiliation), and how individual elements affect
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collective behavior of the nodes. These investigations will be the basis for developing algorithms
and predictive models to discover, influence, and control behavior for partially observable,
informal, and organizational networks.

The Core SCNARC will execute four tasks: S1, S2, S4, and S5. Task S1 supports Trust, tasks S2
and S4 support EDIN, and task S5 supports IPAN.

S1: Social Networks in Action: Measuring, Modeling and Using Collective Activities – This task
will explore three interrelated ideas, each asking how decision making by individuals is affected
by network incentives. First, we will extend our investigation from Y4 of how ‘wisdom of
crowds’ can be harvested using a market dynamic approach. In Y5, we will consider the non-
linear dynamics of how crowds make decisions rather than just averages of decisions, especially
for crowds with strong social interactions. We will also directly verify the network change
dynamics of the superior decision conditions identified in Y4, using data of a financial social
network ‘eToro,’ and multi-genre data from the Friends and Family study. These newly
augmented data sets will allow us to compare decision making processes for different cultures
(i.e., Asian versus European) as well as to investigate the role of change dynamics of interactions
between network members. Second, we will focus on human reactions to tasks with complex,
multi-valued social interactions and complex trade-offs. An example is ‘tragedy of the
commons’ situations where some participants must give up some personal utility to increase the
utility of the entire system. The research goal of this project is the design of mechanisms that
compensate for the personal cost of participation. In Y5, we will extend these results to multi-
genre networks ranging from social to information and to communication networks, and develop
multi-genre measures that predict the efficacy of the incentives, thus allowing optimization of the
incentives. We will also use the recently augmented eToro and Friends and Family datasets to
investigate how incentive mechanisms function within different cultural groups. The third
direction will study geo-referenced interactions in social media to measure the impact of distance
between users on their joint activities. Communications that are geo-referenced provide rich
source of information about social interactions. This year, we will create a repository of diverse
social media sources with geo-references, including the Friends and Family multi-genre social
network data. The results of all three directions will enable us to assess value of social
interactions for predicting behavior change and spreading of opinions.

S2: Social Dynamics, Opinion Spreading, and Influencing in Social Networks – We will study
and investigate the role of individual-level social drivers and mechanisms in understanding
macro-level behavior of the system including opinion spreading and influencing in social
networks. Information and knowledge gained from empirical data will be used to build models
and theories to better understand and control the movements and shifts in the underlying social
landscape. Recent events in volatile geo-political regions also underscore the need to develop
models and theories predicting emergent properties of social systems associated with socio-
political instabilities and tipping points. With the help of empirical data and in collaboration with
social scientists and Army researchers at ARL, CERDEC, and USMA we will develop, employ,
and validate individual-based models of opinion dynamics leading to a comprehensive
understanding of social dynamics and influencing in static and dynamic social networks.

S4: Composite Networks in Organization and Team Performance – The emergence of online
social network sites and web 2.0 applications provides a new environment and context where
people interact and collaborate with each other to perform some complex tasks collectively. This
activity is perhaps most evident in the military domain where communications technology has
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transformed Army mission command networks. However, fundamental knowledge about the
conduct of network-enabled operations is lacking, especially at the cognitive and social levels in
relation to team performance and composition.

The objective of this research is to understand and utilize the impact of composite (or multi-
relational) networks in organizations on individual collective behavior, i.e., the team
performance. In Y5 this task will address three correlated problems: characterization, prediction,
and formation. For characterization we aim to understand what kinds of network metrics and
characteristics are crucial to team performance and to what extent. For prediction we will build
predictive models to forecast the performance of a given team based on its network structure. For
formation we will develop algorithms to automatically find a good team of experts to perform a
particular task.

S5: Behavior constrained networks – Node capacity is an often-ignored element in network
science. Not all nodes are created equal. People and organizations (and technologies) vary in
their ability to attend to inputs and to convey signals to other entities. These issues around the
interplay of cognitive capacity and network are central to understanding organizational
performance, of central concern to the Army. This task will address three key research questions:
what impact does the interplay of the position of particular individuals and their cognitive
capacity have on team outcomes such as speed and efficiency of problem solving and resource
utilization in coordination networks? What impact does nodal throughput capacity have on
diffusion processes? What is the relationship between cognitive capacity and network position?
This task will address these research questions using agent-based modeling, experimentation,
field data from Twitter, and e-mail. The task will focus on two inter-related aspects of network
capacity (1) the capacity of the network to spread information and (2) the capacity of a
networked group or organization to solve problems that involve the distributed processing of
information.
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4.1 Overview

Tactical networks are composed of multiple interacting communications, information, and
social-cognitive networks. Understanding the structure of the component networks, their
dynamic behavior, and the dynamic interactions between them is crucial to the design of robust
multi-genre networks. Such design is one of the primary goals of the EDIN CCRI. Over the past
four years, EDIN has been developing appropriate mathematical abstractions, representations,
models, and metrics not only for genre-agnostic dynamic networks, but also for dynamic
interacting multi-genre networks. To this end, EDIN has been focused on analyzing the behavior
and predicting the evolution of specific properties of such networks over time.

The overall approach in EDIN will be to mathematically characterize the rich interactions within
inter-genre networks (which may comprise multiple networks with varying levels of coupling
between them) and the dynamics that occur within each network or across networks. Examples
of key technical approaches within EDIN include the development of a theory of composite
graphs for modeling dynamic interacting networks and developing efficient algorithms for their
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modification to meet a specific performance need; modeling and analysis of group behaviors
using techniques ranging beyond traditional graph theory; development of a systematic,
foundational theory of time-varying graphs; development of algorithms to predict mobility
within a certain degree of accuracy; development of temporal community discovery algorithms;
development of methods for controlling such networks so that they are driven to a desirable
state; and the construction of a behavioral content-centric genotype of users in a social network.

Modeling the evolution and dynamics of a multi-genre network entails understanding both the
structural properties of dynamic networks and the dynamics of processes (or behaviors) of
interest that are embedded in the network. Typically, the dynamics of network structure impacts
certain processes (e.g., how information propagates through the network). At the same time, the
dynamics of processes (or behaviors) may result in alteration of network structures; therefore,
understanding such relationships under several kinds of network dynamics is critical to obtaining
deeper insights into the behavior and evolution of complex Army networks and adversarial
networks. EDIN will also investigate a particular type of network dynamics, i.e., mobility (not
only of communication devices but also of human beings, information, etc.), which is of special
significance in the military network context.

Predicting salient properties of a dynamic multi-genre network, given some knowledge about its
model, is key to the EDIN thrust. For example, when tracking the mobility of adversarial groups
over several days, it may be worthwhile to algorithmically predict their next steps, albeit
probabilistically. Similarly, in very large networks, it may not be possible to measure and track
key properties with a high degree of fidelity; in fact, only a small number of measured samples
may be available. However, it may sometimes be possible to predict large-scale phenomena by
extrapolating from a small sample set of observations. Ideally, warfighters could control the
overall behavior of a dynamic complex network by applying subtle “control” at key points in the
network. EDIN addresses this challenge by building upon some preliminary breakthroughs that
happened last year.

We believe that research products from EDIN will have significant relevance to several types of
complex military operations; for example, infantry brigade combat teams (IBCTs) have
dynamically interacting social, information, and communication networks embedded in their
complex missions, and EDIN tools could help model, analyze, understand, predict, and design
such networks. Additionally, counter-insurgency (COIN) operations are key to U.S. military
operations in modern warfare. COIN operations can be aided by better understanding adversarial
networks and group behaviors within them, which can be facilitated by a plethora of EDIN
research products.

A number of DoD programs provide potential transition opportunities for EDIN work to include:
Army Research Laboratory (ARL) Human Research Engineering Directorate (HRED), Sensors,
Electron Devices Directorate (SEDD) and Computational Information Sciences Directorate
(CISD) programs: Information Fusion/Data To Decisions programs; Security and Survivability
for Tactical Networks; Tactical Wireless Communications and MANETs; Statistical-based Tools
for Networks; Mobile Network Modeling Institute; High-performance Computing Computational
Sciences and Engineering branch; Communications-Electronics Research, Development and
Engineering Center (CERDEC) programs.; DARPA Wireless Network After Next (WNaN) and
Anomaly Detection at Multiple Scales (ADAMS) Efforts.
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4.2 Technical Approach

Since the goal of this CCRI is to develop models, theories, and mathematically grounded tools
for composite networks, we organize our research efforts into the following seven tasks.

Task E1 will build mathematical models for capturing fundamental interactions between
multiple genres of networks (e.g., social, information, and communication) to design better
networks. We propose to investigate several types of composite networks, including
collaborative task-solving networks, social-communication networks, and merged networks with
a common node set. We will develop composite graph (CG) models, algorithms and analytic
tools for understanding task/resource allocation problems in collaborative problem-solving
teams. We will continue to study the problem of improving latency of information flow through
social-communication networks (e.g., soldier command-and-control networks embedded on
dynamic tactical networks) by intelligent network design—in Y5, we will take into account
budget constraints. We will also focus on unearthing the structure of one network given
information about the structure of a composite network. Finally, we will investigate critical
phase transitions and emergent phenomena in CGs—we believe that these analytical insights will
help us design better composite networks.

Task E2 captures the notion of groups in networks using mathematical abstractions such as the
simplicial complex (SC) and the hypergraph (HG), which are better than graphs for modeling
richness of structures beyond pure connectivity. We propose to extend past work done in several
new directions, including, generative models for real world SC/HG; metrics for strength of
networked teams and information and application to de-stabilization of insurgent networks;
structure, evolution and information flow of/within real-world collaboration networks; opinion
learning by sampling “big data”; and communication network design problems including sensor
network coverage, coloring of SC/HG and military call group design.

Task E3 will develop a theory of time-varying graphs (T-graphs) that is applicable to multiple
genres of networks. Building upon our past work, we will extend traditional graph theoretic
properties such as reachability and k-connectivity to T-graphs. These properties are of interest in
applications including characterizing the spread of rumors in social networks, improved design
of fault-tolerant time-varying networks, and search within dynamic information networks. We
propose to explore techniques for compressing T-graphs to balance the tradeoff between T-*
property estimation accuracy and computational complexity/speed; for example, algorithmic
approaches (temporal sampling and smashing/aggregation) and signal processing based
approaches. In particular, we will investigate general diffusion processes (e.g., random walks,
branching processes and beyond) on T-graphs. We will also study co-evolution of network
structure with time-varying node attributes and algorithms for anomaly detection in T-graphs.

Task E4 will develop algorithms to predict, in real-time, the mobility of individual and groups of
nodes based on only limited instantaneous information. While our models will be trained by past
history, we will not make use of current trajectory-making predictions. We will consider
information in various combinations, such as a node’s current location, the applications it is
running, the information it is accessing, and the behavior of communities to which it belongs.
We will evaluate our algorithms in terms of accuracy and the impact of the different inputs on
this accuracy. The prediction algorithms will be used by several other tasks that address
different types of resource allocation.
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Task E5. In this task, the central question that we try to answer is whether it is possible to
extrapolate metrics of an information cascade (e.g., growth rate, cascade size) from observations
obtained at a set of honeypot (monitor) nodes. Our experimental data consists of real temporal
data from online social networks, including two million Facebook walls monitored regularly. We
will use these observations to estimate metrics (e.g., growth rate, size) of the current state of the
network-wide information cascade (including nodes outside the honeypot neighborhood) and
predict the evolution of these metrics over time. In Y5, the focus will be on the multidimensional
study of information cascades in composite networks. The methods to be developed in this task
are stepping-stones for the development of an early warning system used to prevent large
malicious information cascades, techniques to enhance the spread of desirable information
cascades in composite networks, bounds on how much of a network needs to be observed for
meaningful prediction, and realistic data and models for experimentation.

Task E6. This task will continue developing the mathematical underpinning behind the control
of complex networks, unifying it under a single theoretical framework from network science and
traditional control theory from engineering. We will focus on several important and challenging
questions: (i) exploring the controllability of multi-layer networks, (ii) quantify and predict the
propensity of a system to be controlled by deriving expressions for the energy required to drive
the system in a given direction. Our approach aims to offer solid mathematical advances on the
proposed subject, whose validity will be tested using numerical tools on model systems and
through the analysis of real data. We will explore the validity of the developed tools in a wide
range of systems, from social to infrastructural and communication networks.

Task E71 investigates the construction of a behavioral content-centric genotype of users in a
social network. Networked users habitually interact in specific ways with information in a social
network, be it the addition of delay or the introduction of a certain amount of distortion.
Previously, such a characterization was obtained and validated based on Twitter hashtags. In Y5,
other alternative characterizations (such as based on Wikipedia categories) will be considered,
the temporal evolution of genotypes will be investigated, and Kalman filters will be applied for
state estimation in network and temporal contexts.

1 Funding for this task is not yet approved.
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4.3 Task E1: Multi-genre Network Modeling and Design using
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Technical Abstract
Interactions between multiple genres of networks typically occur when nodes in one genre of
network rely on another genre to achieve their goals. Examples include users in a social network
communicating via a communication network or collaborating to solve a complex task that can
be modeled by an information network. Traditional network analysis methods “abstract away”
the details of constituent networks for simplicity and do not provide adequate insight into the
emergent phenomena that occur due to multi-genre interactions. This task attempts to build a
foundational mathematical framework based on “composite graph theory” to model multi-genre
network applications that are relevant to EDIN.

In E1, we propose to significantly further the theory of composite graphs (CG) that we have been
developing through NS-CTA. First, we will develop advanced algorithmic tools for centralized
and decentralized design of CG structures possessing desirable properties, e.g., low messaging
latency through soldier command-and-control networks embedded on dynamic tactical networks.
These CG design algorithms can also facilitate improved collaboration in task-oriented social
networks. We also will investigate how characteristic node behavior in composite networks
significantly impacts overall performance metrics in unpredictable ways. Finally, we will
investigate critical phase transitions and emergent phenomena in CGs – we claim that these
analytical insights will help us design better composite networks.

Research Issue/Technical Approach
This task is focused on the fundamental modeling, analysis, and design of multi-genre or
composite networks. Composite graphs were proposed as a mathematical tool to model the key
relationships between networks of different types. The first type of composite network that we
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studied using the CG method was a Social-Communication network. Basic structural properties
of CGs such as composite stretch and broadcast time of a social network overlay on a
communications network underlay were studied earlier [BBB2011]. This helped us create a good
model for the correlation between a military social network and the underlying communication
network deployment, while characterizing the broadcast time along the chain-of-command. This
model has helped us develop insights which would have been difficult to develop otherwise, e.g.,
the spreading time for a message diffusing through a social network intimately depends on the
zigzag-ness (or “stretch”) of the embedding between the social graph and the underlying
communication network graph. We also developed fundamental mathematics for understanding
cascades and percolation phenomena in random CG structures [BDL2012]. Having developed
approaches to analyze a CG, we turned our attention toward designing better CGs by
appropriately modifying their structure [PBG2013]. Another type of composite network that we
recently started studying is a Collaborative task-solving network. While the CG metrics are
different for this network from the previously mentioned metrics, some of the high-level design
goals are similar. Another common type of composite network is a mixture of two networks on
the same set of vertices. These networks exhibit interesting phase transition phenomena, on
which we have made some preliminary investigations.

This year, our efforts will be focused on three main themes: (a) improved analytic and
algorithmic methods for composite network design, while taking into account both node and
edge properties of the constituent graphs and the constraints imposed by reality, e.g.,
characteristics of user behavior, information overload on users, budget constraints etc.; (b)
improved task assignment algorithms under various collaborative constraints; and (c) inference
techniques for extracting individual network structural information from a given composite
network mixture.

Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses

Q1: How can composite graph modification algorithms help improve overall network
performance in military-relevant multi-genre networks?

Each multi-genre network has an underlying CG structure. Task-oriented military networks can
be decomposed into a social network of users attempting to collaborate over a communications
network while accessing various information sources. Message latency (an important
performance measure for operational tempo) is not only caused by links in the communications
network, but also by nodes in the social network. By adding (removing) suitable edges to (from)
the social graph and/or the communications graph, this latency can be minimized.

Q2: Given a composite network consisting of a mixture of two networks and the network
formation rules for the first network, is it possible to unearth the structure of the second
network?

The observable behavior in a network may be the result of two or more underlying network
formation behaviors. For example, an observed link may be the result of friendship, spatial
locality, homophily, or information foraging. How to demultiplex the observed behavior in order
to reveal the latent networks?
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H1: In a social network where users are collaboratively solving a problem, the likelihood of
finding a solution exhibits a phase transition at a critical threshold that can be predicted as a
function of social network connectivity and the difficulty of the problem.

A problem consists of several interconnected sub-problems, which form a network of interrelated
tasks. If this problem is to be solved by a social network of users, assigning users, and teams of
users, to tasks forms a composite (hyper) graph. There is a minimal amount of connectivity in
the social network (including redundancy and overlap of teams) that enables “percolation” of the
task network (i.e., collaborative solution of the problem) but this threshold also depends also on
the complexity of the task network.

H2: The site percolation threshold of k-layer composite/merged spatial lattice can be expressed
as a function of the site and bond percolation thresholds of the single layer lattice with the
same underlying structure.

Research Problem Background

A composite graph is a graph-theoretic object that can model the interaction relationship between
two or more networks belonging to multiple genres. Consider a composite network (denoted by
composite graph (ܩ consisting of two individual networks represented by graphs ܩ = ( ܸ,ܧ)
and ܩ = ( ܸ,ܧ), respectively. Now, ܩ = ( ܸ⋃ ܸ,ܧ⋃ܧ,ܴ), where ܴ ⊆ ܸ × ܸ is a
relation that defines an embedding between the constituent graphs (this can be generalized to
multiple graphs). Some common examples include the following:

 Social-communication composite networks: ܩ is a social network of users, �isܩ a
communication network, and ܴ maps users to communication devices [BBBC2013].

 Multi-type communication networks: ܩ is an information network of who-emailed-
whom, ܩ is another information network of who-called-whom,�ܸ = ܸ, and ܴ = ߶.

 Collaborative task-solving networks: ܩ is a social network within a team collaboratively
working on a complex task, ܩ is a network denoting dependencies between subtasks in
the complex task, �ܸ ≠ ܸ, and ܴ maps people to subtasks [CWHC2006].

 Interdependent infrastructure networks: ܩ is a power grid, ܩ is a communication
network for signaling within the power grid,�ܸ ≠ ܸ, and ܴ maps communication nodes
to power nodes [BPPSH2010]

Therefore, the CG model lends a mathematical foundation behind the structure of a large class of
multi-genre networks. A Social-Communication composite graph ܩ may have various node
and edge attributes such as traffic volume and strength of social tie (on ;(ܧ delay caused by
cognitive overload, availability and personal schedule or propensity to filter information (on ܸ);
transmission delay or reliability of communications link (on ;(ܧ and probability of node failure
due to say, battery outage (on ܸ). Note that in general, these attributes could vary over time and
composite metrics such as “broadcast time” are dependent on the latency introduced at both ܸ

and .ܧ In fact, this could model an interesting spectrum of composite networks from Twitter-
like social networks that are embedded on the Internet (high ܸ latency, low ܧ latency) to
Military C2 chat applications on tactical MANETs/DTNs (low ܸ latency, high ܧ latency). It is
thus conceivable that these networks may have wildly different behaviors in terms of overall
latency, and this could significantly impact the incremental design of such networks.
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Technical Approach

Collaborative task-solving composite networks

As mentioned earlier, a composite graph representing a task-solving collaboration network
captures who is working on which subtask. Organizational theory literature predicts that if the
structure within the organization is nicely aligned with that of the task-dependency structure
within a project, the latter has a higher chance of succeeding. This is referred to as socio-
technical congruence [CWHC2006]. However, in reality this congruence often does not exist,
hence we need to develop algorithms that maximize this congruence to the extent possible.

Our model consists of a composite graph ܩܥ = ,(ܴ,௦ܩ,௧ܩ) where ௧ܩ is a directed graph denoting
subtasks that need to be completed in order to complete the overall task, ௦ܩ is a social network,
and ܴ from the nodes in ௦ܩ to ௧ܩ is a relation, indicating e.g., who in the social network is an
expert/in charge of some tasks in .௧ܩ Note that this relation is many to many, in general.

Nodes in ௧ܩ represents atomic subtasks, ௧ܧ denotes the set of dependencies between tasks. For
now only “conjunctive composition” is considered, e.g., ௧ܩ is a DAG, and there is a single leaf
node representing the overall task. The completion of all subtasks in ௧ܩ is a necessary condition
for the completion of overall task. More general dependency structures will also be considered.

We assume that there is some information available on:

 The difficulty (ݑ)݃ for subtasks ݑ in ௧ܩ
 The expertise ௨݂(ݒ) of a node ݒ in ௦ܩ for a subtask ݑ in ௧ܩ

Figure 4-1: A composite graph model of collaborative task solving

Since collaboration among experts is likely to increase the probability of successful completion
of a complex task and/or reduce its completion time, we consider the availability of some
information about the strength of this collaboration. As a straw man proposal (and influenced by
[BH2006]) we have chosen the “edge density” function to denote the collective expertise of the
people in ௦ܩ working on a particular subtaskݑ�: (note that (ܧ,ܸ) denotes the subgraph induced
by ݑ and ܴ on (௦ܩ
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This function rewards collaboration (monotonically in the number of such pair wise
collaborations) and can also model isolation. In this model, we propose to investigate a few new
combinatorial optimization problems:

 -݇new manager’s problem: Given ( ,௧ܩ,௦ܩܿ, ,݂݃), find a relation ܴ with minimum
cardinality such that every subtask is complete and nobody is assigned to work on more
than ݇ subtasks.

 -݇social director’s problem: Given ( ,ܴ,௧ܩ,௦ܩܿ, ,݂݃) such that every task is not complete
and nobody is assigned to work on more than ݇ subtasks, find a set of social edges
௦ܧ
ᇱ⊆ ,௦ܧ whose addition results in all subtasks getting completed.

 -݇terrorist disruption problem: Given ( ,ܴ,௧ܩ,௦ܩܿ, ,݂݃) such that every task is complete
and nobody is assigned to work on more than ݇ subtasks, find a set of social edges
௦ܧ
ᇱ⊆ ,௦ܧ whose removal results in at least one task being incomplete.

The three problems above are likely to be hard to solve in their general form (NP-hard problems)
as they have a strong flavor or covering and packing problems. We believe, however, that some
special (but important) cases can be transformed to approximate subgraph-matching problems
with numerical values and may be approximately solvable using advanced indexing methods.

We will also consider several practical questions in this thread of research. Network design and
optimization involves a set of critical factors. For example, shall we involve experienced experts
in a task? If yes, how many? Or how experienced they shall be? Shall we involve an expert who
is simultaneously involved in many tasks? These factors have been discussed in literature.
However, we do not know the relative importance of these factors and their weights in
determining an optimal assignment of a task. We are going to investigate these factors by
studying thousands of open-source software development groups and identify the important
factors that lead to the successful and timely release of software product. Our goal is to quantify
the importance of these factors.

Optimal design of composite networks

Optimal design of composite networks by adding edges can improve network communication
efficiency, minimize delay and reduce bottlenecks. The optimal solution may involve
augmenting a composite graph by adding edges to either or both of its constituent graphs. In a
composite network design problem, edges added to one of its constituent graphs (Ga) may have
unequal weights determined by the other composite network constituent graph (Gb).

The problem of adding k equal weight shortcut edges to a single graph has been addressed, e.g.,
minimizing graph diameter [DM2010, BGP2012], minimizing source eccentricity in a graph
[DM2010], minimizing average shortest path lengths in a graph [MT2009]. But in reality edge
weights are rarely equal and the weight of an edge (u, v) depends on attributes of u and v or other
factors. In Y4, we developed an improved constant factor approximation algorithm to minimize
the eccentricity of a source node in a graph with metric edges costs on adding up to k unequal
metric cost edges [PBG2013]. The developed algorithm has a performance guarantee better than
previous algorithms [DM2010]. In addition, we have developed efficient heuristics to minimize
source node eccentricity in a graph when only a subset of possible hierarchically constrained
edges is added. When all edges in the complement graph are candidates for edge addition, the
optimal solution to minimize eccentricity on adding up to k edges is one where all the edges are
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added to the source node; but this is not the case when only a subset of edges can be added. We
show that optimally adding small number of hierarchically constrained edges can substantially
minimize (up to 50%) a source node’s end-to-end delay in army composite networks. In Y5, we
aim to work on algorithms to minimize a source node’s average delay/shortest path lengths in
composite networks when the set of additional unequal weight edges consists of a subset of the
edges in the complement graph.

In Y5, we also look to minimize source node eccentricity as well as average shortest paths
lengths from a source with a “knapsack constraint” on the cost of the added unequal weight
edges, i.e., the total cost of the added edges cannot exceed a given budget, B. The cost of edges
can be the cost needed to connect two nodes in a social network while the weight of the edge is
the number of hops required to connect these two nodes in the underlying communication
network. This problem is related to influence maximization in social networks [KKT2003,
CWW2010, CRRB2012] but with an additional constraint on the budget of added edges. We
have shown that a restricted version of minimizing the average shortest path distances subject to
a knapsack constraint is submodular and for this problem we can obtain an algorithm with
constant factor approximation guarantee of (1-e-1) [S2004] but with computational complexity
O(n10), where n is the number of nodes in the graph. We have also developed heuristics with
lower complexities that perform well. We will continue working on algorithms to minimize
various graph measures conditioned on a knapsack constraint on the cost of the added edges.

We also plan to look at the problem deleting edges in a constituent graph of a composite network
in addition to adding edges so as to optimally design the composite network to reduce latency
and bottlenecks. It can so happen that rearranging edges leads to the optimal solution in terms of
latency as well as reducing bottlenecks (cognitive overload). A network structure only captures
how information may be transmitted on a network. In order to understand how information is
actually transmitted on a network, we also need to model the information propagation behavior
of the nodes themselves. In this task we will model the delay at a node as a function of its degree
and use this model to analyze the behavior of theoretical network models. Our current evaluation
on real data from Twitter has shown a threshold-driven relationship between the number of
neighbors and the delay of information propagation for certain topics of information. Only for
very high-degree nodes information propagation delay tends to increase, while for low-degree
ranges delay is anti-monotonic w.r.t. the incoming degree. We will focus on studying classes of
threshold functions that may capture the behavior in real data. A main question of interest will be
if and at what point information overload occurs due to following too many information sources.
Assuming that a topic-specific threshold exists as a function of the degree, one can derive the
overall propagation speed (measured as average node-to-node latency) of any arising structure
from established small-word generative models. An accompanying problem will be to analyze a
given network for optimal changes (in terms of node propagation behavior) in order to reduce the
network latency.

There is growing belief in the social sciences that network actions in one layer of a CG “spill
over” into other layers. For example, relationships between two nations in the context of security
are believed to induce trade relationships and vice versa [M2010, S1998]. In contrast,
transportation networks may have negative spillover where, for instance, increased activity on a
road network may correlate with reduced activity on an airline network. Finally, if distinct social
communities have overlapping members, it should be easier to encourage wide-scale adoption of
innovations. We will first build a quantitative measure of spillover by developing the correct
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statistical null model using layered random graphs of specified size and density. Using the
different classes of spillover found in our empirical data sets (e.g., positive, negative, neutral
spillover) we can then turn to network design, developing a theoretical understanding of how
adding nodes or edges on one layer can positively impact the performance of the overall CG.

Critical phenomena in spatial and task-oriented composite networks

It is expected that composite networks will have critical phase transitions, either in connectivity
[BPPSH2010], in resilience to large cascades of load/task shedding [BDL2012], or in the
collaborative solution of a problem [BCDS2012]. Most initial approaches have relied on
techniques from random graph theory, where nodes live in a virtual space with no geometry. In
reality, spatial correlations and proximity play a key role in altering percolation thresholds,
especially in CGs where correlations are often due to spatial co-location of nodes. In Y4, we
began developing the machinery to encode spatial location in random graphs, assigning nodes to
spatial cells/zones [ND2013]. As is standard in random graph approaches, one analyzes an
infinite graph that is locally tree-like. This limit is surprisingly effective for studying isolated
networks [MHPMG2011], but can fail once spatial characteristics are incorporated as no spatial
region can have infinite extent or resources. We are now refining the mathematical machinery,
introducing low-order corrections to account for finite size effects when necessary. We will then
be able to then extend the concept of “optimal interconnectivity” to avert cascading failures
introduced in Y3 [BDL2012] to systems of interacting networks that are distributed in space.

We will continue the theme of developing algorithms to enhance or delay the onset of
percolation [ADS2009]. All known algorithms to delay the onset of percolation result in an
abrupt “explosive” transition, where the instant the system transitions to the supercritical regime
a large fraction of the network is already connected together, making early detection of the
transition and intervention strategies extremely difficult. In Y4, we showed that the previously
incompatible goals of delayed percolation with a smooth continuous transition can actually be
achieved in a growing graph if nodes arrive more frequently than edges [VNWD2013]. But, in
reality, both social and technological networks tend to become denser over time and we will
establish the lower bound on how much node arrival is required to achieve the dual goals.

In Y4, we also studied the site percolation problem in merged spatial lattices. Using coupon
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Analyzing composite network formation

We are developing multi-scale network formation games where we can simultaneously account
for utility functions to individual agents and utility to coalitions of agents [JD2013]. We will use
this approach to analyze equilibrium outcomes for composite social networks with broker agents
and closure agents.

A number of existing networks such as Twitter are a mixture of information (following others for
topics of interest) and social (following others for friendship) links. The general question we
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seek to answer here is how these two kinds of links mix to form the final network structure. If we
know the rules for information network structure formation, can we tease out the friendship
network structure? Our per-topic network generative model will be parameterized by user-topic
interests, and link formation will be based on the proximity of users in the latent interest space
(one can define distances based on average, threshold, or inner product of interest vectors). We
will investigate the extent to which friendship links can be recovered: these will be the links that
are least explained due to the topic interest model. We will evaluate our model and methods with
synthetic and real world data from Twitter.

Validation Approach

Github [GITHUB] is a social coding website that hosts more than three million projects,
maintained by over one million registered developers. Github implements a social network
where developers are enabled to broadcast their activities to others who followed them. This
unique data about developers’ social connection and the popularity of projects can help us
understand the mechanism of online collaboration and gauge the network effect on successful
projects.

To study the optimal network design problem, we will continue to use the synthetic, yet realistic
US and UK chain of command composite network data sets. We will also use twitter data sets to
study the latency minimization problem.

To study the “spillover effect” problem, we will use empirical datasets that include longitudinal
data on networks of nations, and on social and technological networks in OSS.

The dataset for understanding node latencies is obtained using Twitter (as a part of EDIN task
E7). We classified hashtags under different topics to obtain a topic-specific behavior. In the
proposed work, we will use this as well as other variants of the topic-specific behavior that are
being obtained in E7 (e.g., all Tweets with and without hashtags classified using Wikipedia
categories).

Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs

Due Research Milestones

Q1
Report/paper on algorithms for optimal composite network design
[BBN,UCSB]

Q2

Report on phase transition phenomena in spatial and task-oriented composite
networks [UCD,BBN]

Validation of task-solving algorithms using real data sets [CUNY]

Q3

Report/paper on algorithms for collaboration network optimization/design
[UCSB, BBN, UCD, CUNY]

Report/paper on the impact of overload on latency [UCSB, BBN]

Q4
Report/paper on algorithms for composite network formation and inference
[UCSB, CUNY, UCD]
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Impact on Network Science
This is a foundational task studying various theoretical and practical aspects of multi-genre
networks spanning social, information, and communication networks and their mixtures. All
topics studied in this task have a direct impact on the development of fundamental multi-genre
network science. Collaboratively solving complex tasks is an important phenomenon in military
and civilian settings. The theory for studying such problems is not well developed since
collaboration typically yields “whole is greater than sum of parts” phenomena. Tim Gowers’
Polymath project is an attempt to leverage collaborations to solve complex math problems
[GN2009].

Military Relevance
Military social networks have a more “command-and-control” flavor than a “peer-to-peer”
flavor, and they play a key role in shaping the information flow through the deployed
communication networks – thus operating as a multi-genre network. Hence, tools from
composite graph theory can help a military planner study such interdependencies within the
multi-genre network context. Analysis of composite network properties yields insights that can
eventually lead to better multi-genre network design and resource allocation. For example,
message latency and cascades through a dynamic multi-genre network is a significant metric
since it directly affects the operational tempo of a military unit. Therefore, methods proposed in
this task, if successful, could help develop composite network structures that are highly likely to
improve operational tempo.

Task-oriented collaboration networks are common not only in friendly settings but also in
adversarial/civilian settings in counter-insurgency (COIN) operations. While algorithms for task-
oriented rewiring of the organizational structure may help military operations, algorithms for the
intelligent removal of edges from adversarial networks could disrupt their performance.
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Transition Opportunities
This research is fundamental in nature and can be exploited to analyze composite networks that
arise in various military scenarios. There is a strong potential for developing a software tool (of
interest to CERDEC) that takes as input military roles, their time-varying deployments within a
mission, and their information flow requirements; and uses the proposed analytic and algorithmic
techniques to suggest design options for military communication network topologies, mission
command structures, and information flow patterns to jointly optimize the overall network
performance and to assess the robustness of the designs.

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
Some researchers in this task will collaborate closely with researchers in SCNARC task S4 in
order to get some real world social network perspectives on organizational network modeling.
The current task will provide basic modeling tools for the proposed task on multi-genre network
modeling with respect to group behavior (E2). A subtask in E2 is attempting to mathematically
characterize the strength of higher order collaborations represented as simplicial complexes (SC).
Results from that task can influence the choice of the collaboration function (ܿ. ) since graphs are
a special case of SCs.

Finally, tools developed in EDIN dynamic network modeling task (E3) will be useful for
studying dynamic composite networks in the near future.

Singh and Basu are collaborating with Swami on inference problems in composite networks and
will continue this collaboration.

Key Contributors and Their Roles

P. Basu, BBN (IRC):
Role: Task lead and principal researcher in developing algorithms for designing composite
graphs.
Approximate time commitment: 0.2 FTE
Expected research contribution: Dr. Basu will develop efficient algorithms for composite
network design for optimizing desirable composite performance metrics.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Dr. Basu will be full time at the NS CTA Facility in
Cambridge, MA.
Synergies and collaboration: Dr. Basu will collaborate with Prof. Bar-Noy, Prof. Yan, and Dr.
Ehrlich (from SCNARC task S4) on composite network models for collaborative task-solving;
with Prof. D’Souza on problems related to percolation in composite graphs; he will also
collaborate with Prof. Singh on inference in composite networks. Dr. Basu is the CCRI
coordinator for EDIN and is lead for the task on time-varying graphs (E3). He will leverage this
role to develop synergies between the two tasks.

A. Bar-Noy, CUNY (CNARC):
Role: Bar-Noy will be involved in the design, analysis, implementation, and evaluation of
composite network algorithms.
Approximate time commitment: 0.5 summer months, 6 months of postdoctoral scholar.
Expected research contribution: Focus on the task-solving research effort and the network
formation research effort.
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Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Bar-Noy expects to make several trips to the BBN
facility as he has done during the first four years.
Synergies and collaboration: Bar-Noy is involved in a QoI task as well as in other EDIN tasks.

R. D’Souza, UC Davis (CNARC):
Role: Principal researcher on percolation landscape in composite graphs, modeling competitive
versus cooperative interactions, and design of algorithms to alter percolation.
Approximate time commitment: 0.5 summer month, 6 months of postdoctoral scholar
Expected research contribution: Develop understanding of composite graph phase transitions
and applications to military-relevant composite networks.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Dr. D’Souza and the Postdoctoral Scholar will have
regular telecons with the team and visit the NS CTA Facility in Cambridge, MA.
Synergies and collaboration: D’Souza is involved in other EDIN tasks such as controllability of
networks. The foundational work on CGs here will provide a theoretical framework for the other
projects.

A. K. Singh, UCSB (INARC):
Role: Graph mining and modeling
Approximate time commitment: 0.5 summer month
Expected research contribution: Develop models for composite networks involving information
flow and validate on empirical data; also develop techniques for inference of network structure
from composite network data.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Prof. Singh will spend 1 week at the BBN facility.
Synergies and collaboration: Prof. Singh is working on EDIN task E3 on the dynamics of
composite networks, and EDIN task E7 that is modeling the behavior of nodes in a network. The
composite network models will relate to the dynamics considered in E3, and the modeling of the
individual nodes will be used as in input to this task.

X. Yan, UCSB (INARC):
Role: Principal researcher in social and information network analysis
Approximate time commitment: 0.5 summer months, 6 months (graduate student), 5 months (post
doc)
Expected research contribution: Yan will lead research on network design and adaption models
for collaborative networks.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Yan’s graduate student will spend a few months at
the facility.
Synergies and collaboration: Yan’s graduate student will collaborate with Basu on composite
network design. He will also collaborate with Singh on modeling the interaction between social
and information networks. Yan will collaborate with Dr. Kate Ehrlich and Dr. Zhen Wen of
SCNARC task S4 on studying the factors of forming good teams.

P. Bogdanov, UCSB (INARC):
Role: Graph mining and modeling
Approximate time commitment: 8 months
Expected research contribution: Develop models for composite networks involving information
flow and validate on empirical data; also develop techniques for inference of network structure
from composite network data.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Dr. Bogdanov will spend 1 week at the BBN facility.
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Synergies and collaboration: Dr. Bogadanov is working on EDIN task E7 that is modeling the
behavior of nodes in a network. The modeling of the individual nodes will be used as in input to
this task.
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Technical Abstract
Military social, communications, and information networks – and composite networks thereof –
are replete with group phenomena. Examples include collaborations (teams, insurgent cells), call
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groups, the broadcast group on a frequency channel, document clusters, etc. Classical social
network analysis and communication network algorithms overwhelmingly model networks as a
graph, which does not capture higher-order interactions as a primitive, potentially restricting
metrics, insights and solutions.

In previous years, we have emphatically established the value of more general mathematical
abstractions such as the simplicial complex (SC) and the
hypergraph (HG) [RBBJRSZ11] and developed new
metrics, insights and algorithms. For Year 5, we propose
to continue our investigations in several directions: (a)
generative models for random SC/HG; (b) metrics for
strength of networked teams and information and
application to de-stabilization of insurgent networks; (c)
structure, evolution and information flow of/within real-
world collaboration networks; and (d) opinion learning
by sampling “big data”; and (e) communication network
design problems including sensor network coverage,
coloring of SC/HG and military call group design. In
addition to the data sets we have used thus far, we intend
to work with the IBM Rational Jazz Collaboration
Platform (RTC) data set, the ArXiv data, and the
“Singapore” military data set.

This foundational task supports the EDIN thrust by addressing three key aspects: development of
mathematical models, multi-genre networks, and network evolution.

Research Issue/Technical Approach

Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses

Q1: Can new models of groups in single- and multi-genre networks yield useful insights and
more efficient algorithms for the military?

Higher-order aggregations captured by simplicial complexes and hypergraphs are not captured
by traditional graphs. In order to extract insights, we need to devise suitable simplicial- and
hypergraph-based metrics, generative models and algorithms, understanding and predicting
evolution of groups.

H1: A combination of generative models and real-world data, along with novel metrics and
algorithms will enable a useful characterization and analysis of networked groups.

Preliminary work in Y4 has shown promising results on generative models and models of group
strength, as well as evolutionary properties of holes and Minimal Non Faces. Analysis of and
algorithms for communication, social as well as communication-social and social-information
networks as mentioned above will offer useful insights to the military.

Research Problem Background

Prior approaches, both in social and communication networks either ignore groups, or treat them
simply as pair-wise relationships. However, as we have shown in previous years’ work, a group
is more than the sum of pair-wise relationships both in structure and phenomenology. To see this

Figure 4-2 Collaboration Graph
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informally, consider the collaboration graph at the top of Figure 4-2. Note that from the graph it
is impossible to tell which researchers work as a group—that is, which of the three
collaborations shown below it represents. Similar examples can be constructed for
communications and information networks.

The basic challenge is that capturing groups requires higher-order aggregations not possible with
graphs. In earlier years, we introduced two natural abstractions for this: the simplicial complex
and the hypergraph. An (abstract) simplicial complex consists of a family of finite sets
(simplices) closed under the subset operation. A maximal simplex is called a facet. A hypergraph
is a generalization of a graph where a hyperedge can connect an arbitrary number of vertices. A
hypergraph does not need to have subset closure. Both subsume graphs as a special case and
therefore enjoy all their representational power. The bottom row of Figure 4-2 shows the three
collaborations as simplicial complexes. Each collaboration is represented by a distinct simplicial
complex, and that new aspects are immediately visible, e.g., a collaboration “hole” (e.g., leftmost
simplicial complex).

Simplicial complexes and hypergraphs are well established in mathematics, in particular
algebraic topology [M84, B89], and a rich body of deep results exists on their properties.
Applications to image processing have been fairly well studied (see for example [MZD05]).
They have recently been used in social sciences [MBW06, CV05, A72, GG79], in the detection
and repair of coverage holes [ME06,KBSP09], and to simplify a mesh representation of an object
[H93]. However, the development of simplicial complexes is scattered, without a unified
understanding of its application range across networks of different genres and composite
networks. In particular, these abstractions have seldom been used to capture collaborations and
broadcast communication and their evolution in the way we have done and propose to do.

A key challenge is to harness the mathematical concepts and tools and apply them to military-
relevant problems. In our work to date, we have focused on understanding collaboration
networks and developed algorithms for communications networks using broadcast groups as a
primitive entity. We have defined non-traditional metrics such as facet degree and Betti numbers,
evaluated these metrics on the C&N CTA and evolving NS-CTA data sets, developed new
algorithms for neighbor-cost-based multicasting and broadcasting in wireless networks, and
developed new hypergraph algorithms for dynamic shortest path and thinnest path. Our results
are in [HRMS13, GZRSRB12, MSBRD12, RBPJRSZ11, RZRGSBJP11, BBJR11].

Technical Approach

Generative models for random simplicial
complexes and hypergraphs

Generative models for simple graphs that are
observed in the real world have been extensively
studied in the network science literature (e.g.
[P76,BA99]), and have resulted in a better
analytical understanding of the properties of
scale free networks, e.g., scaling of the diameter
[BR04]. Similarly, generative models for real-
world simplicial complexes and hypergraphs can
help us better understand how inter-connected
groups form over time and help detect anomalies.
Figure 4-3: Facet-degree distribution of DBLP
September 19, 2013

under the facet-growth model
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Simplicial complexes (SC) have the additional dimension of facets, which makes the modeling
problem richer. In Y4, we pursued a two-pronged approach for generating random SCs that have
properties similar to those observed in the real world, namely the “facet growth model” and the
“node growth model”. Treating facets as hyperedges, these models can apply to hypergraphs too.

We found that the facet-growth generative model is able to accurately model the structure of
several real-world collaboration networks such as DBLP, IMDB, and C&N CTA. Figure 4-3
shows that the facet-growth model using Preferential Attachment can accurately mimic the facet
degree distribution of real DBLP data, whereas a uniform attachment model cannot. We also
verified that other statistical distance metrics such as Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) and Total
Variation (TV) distance matched.

In Y5, our goals in this subtask are summarized below:

 Comparison of the performance of generated SCs vs. real-world SCs with respect to
additional metrics. One simplicial metric of interest is the KS or TV distance between the
face vector of a generated SC and that of a real one.

 Establishment of whether the facet-growth and node-growth models are duals of each
other. Collaborations may happen by fusion of groups or from individuals forming
groups, corresponding to facet- and node-growth modes respectively.

 Adaptation of existing graph-based models to include the aggregation of sets necessary to
form a simplicial complex. This will ensure that the models preserve the well-founded
modeling results of graph theory as well as enable the new results of continuum theory to
determine the properties relevant to simplicial complexes.

 Analytical prediction of properties of SCs, e.g., expected diameter, expected Betti
numbers and Minimal Non-Faces.

Metrics for networked team strength and applications to friendly and
adversarial networks

In Y4, we have developed functions for estimating the application-
agnostic “strength” of a simplicial complex. For instance, one of the

functions is strength(SC) =



i. f (i)
i 1

dim(s)


where f(i) is the number of faces of dimension i. We have also
generated the tree of all non-isomorphic sub-simplices of a given
simplex and determined their strength based on several functions.
Figure 4-4 shows the above function evaluated for a small part of
the tree. We have categorized functions into non-monotonic,
monotonic, and almost (empirically) monotonic.

In Y5, we shall select a subset of these functions and new ones for
further investigation, refinement and validation with real data. We
shall focus on functions that are monotonic, and reflect intuition.
Subsequently, we shall apply the functions to determine which vertice
a simplicial complex that represents an adversarial (friendly) netw
(maximize) the strength. We shall experiment with both synthetic
September 19, 2013

s/faces to remove (add) in
ork so as to minimize
networks (see previous

Figure 4-4: Strength metric
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subtask) as well as any real ones we can obtain. We shall also develop a way of counting all
labeled SCs for small numbers. As of today, the number of labeled SCs with 1,2,...,8 vertices is
known. We will seek to determine this number for SCs with 1,2,...,9 vertices.

Analyzing real-world social networks using simplicial complexes

This year, we have studied real-world collaboration networks, including NS-CTA, CN-CTA,
DBLP, and IMDB. We showed that both DBLP and IMDB exhibit strong relationship between
the number of vertices and facets (see Figure 4-5 below). This finding has been used as a basis
for generative models (see sub-task above). We have studied the evolution of minimal non faces
(MNF) and holes in DBLP and IMDB and observed that more MNFs are filled year-to-year than
persist, and that 2-holes and 2-MNFs track each other. We have also developed metrics for
assessing collaboration within a team and evaluated it on NS- and CN-CTA.

Figure 4-5: Relation between facets and vertices

In year 5, we propose to build upon our results in structural and evolutionary aspects by trying to
identify overarching patterns in relationships between metrics. We shall also develop and
implement new metrics (e.g. higher-dimensional centrality), and apply it to new data sets
(possibilities include the IBM Jazz data set, the “Singapore” data set2, ArXiv, PubMed and MIT
Reality Mining), and study their characteristics and possible interpretations. Finally, we shall
investigate the application of Q-analysis [A72] to model the information flow in a social
network. Briefly, Q-analysis is based on the number of components of simplices of at least q-
dimension that are connected at least at a q-dimensional level. The hypothesis is that lack of
appropriate connectivity at higher dimensions handicaps information flow. We also plan to
address the following: Do holes grow at some rate as a function of the number of authors? What
is the distribution of the hole sizes, where size is the least number simplices in a k-cycle that
cannot bound? Does local clustering result from collective collaboration or from pair-wise
collaboration?

2 Records of collaboration in a joint US-Singapore military simulation in 2004 provided to us by Dr. Norbou
Buchler.
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Multi-genre Social Information Networks with Big Data

The big data contained in rapidly growing social-information networks can be used in various
applications. However, due to the sheer size of available data, learning from these networks by
the traditional methods requires a large amount of computational resources. New approaches are
needed for learning efficiently from big data.

In FY14, we aim to study the opinion sampling problem in social information networks. The
objective is to infer the opinion of every node in a network by sampling a minimum subset of
nodes referred to as the minimum information dominating set. The key here is to exploit
dependencies in nodes’ opinions modeled by graphs or hypergraphs. We aim to investigate both
the static and the sequential versions of the problem and address the complexity analysis and
algorithm design for this problem.

A related direction we aim to explore in FY14 is the analysis of opinion propagation in social
networks using simplicial complexes and hypergraphs. Existing literature on consensus and
opinion diffusion typically adopts a graph model, which cannot capture the impact of group and
community structures on consensus and opinion diffusion. We aim to study consensus and
opinion diffusion in hypergraphs where social agents may exchange opinions in a group setting
and the evolution of their opinions depends on the structure of both the groups they are in and the
groups they are exchanging messages with. We aim to answer the questions on what and how
properties of the hypergraph and the new group-based interaction models affect consensus and
opinion diffusion. In particular, for a binary opinion voter model, we aim to determine the
conditions under which there is/are (a) consensus on a single opinion, (b) convergence to two
camps which do not change their opinions further over time, (c) periodic oscillations of opinions,
or (d) chaotic oscillations of opinions. We will leverage existing recent results on stochastic
voter models on hypergraphs [CT12] and stochastic dynamics on spatial hypergraphs [LN13].

Application of simplicial complex models to wireless communication network problems

We shall study the performance of strong collapsing for determining the number and location of
coverage holes in the location-unaware sensor network problem (sensors without GPS
information). Previous algorithms require the participation of all nodes in the network at each
step of the iteration. Collapsing is a topological approach that identifies the vertices which are
critical to the homology of a network modeled as a simplicial complex. We expect significant
savings in computational and communication cost for the previously-mentioned algorithms, and
possibly for related algorithms that correct for coverage holes.

We shall model military call groups as a social-communication multi-genre simplicial complex
with each call group being a facet, and the weight of each simplex being the quality of
communication paths connecting the nodes in the simplex. We have already studied the latter as
a simplicial complex, and have two models [RZRGSBJB11] or [BBJR11], that we shall use to
assign the weights. Using this model, we shall study two problems of military interest: 1) given a
call group structure (social network), what is the cost of communication? 2) how can we design
call groups efficiently using the underlying communications network.

Finally, we shall study the problem of coloring the faces of a simplicial complex to meet
constraints. This models the frequency assignment problem in a multi-radio multi-channel
MANET: if a face f is colored c, it means that at least one radio of all nodes comprising that face
is assigned frequency c. The higher the dimensionality of a color, more nodes can be reached by
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a single transmission, and the more “broadcast-friendly” the assignment is; on the other hand, the
spatial reuse and hence bandwidth efficiency is lower, especially for unicast communications.
We shall develop algorithms that balance the two needs.

Validation Approach

We will use a combination of real-world data sets and synthetic (random) data to validate our
research. Real-world data sets that we plan to use include

1. ARL CN-CTA and NS-CTA tasks and publications

2. The DBLP co-authorship [DBLP], the Internet Movie Database (IMDB) [IMDB]

3. The IBM Rational Jazz Collaboration Platform (RTC)

4. The “Singapore” military data set, a set of chat room messages collected during a joint
US & Singapore military operations simulation conducted in October, 2004.

5. A small data set of the March 11 terrorist attack in Spain

We will also leverage our work on generative models to create synthetic data sets representative
of a class of networks (e.g. team science networks). We shall also use random laydown and
mobility models for validating our wireless communication research.

Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs

Due Research Milestones

Q1

Report/paper on metrics of estimating the “strength” of a team
and its application to adversarial and friendly social networks
(Bar-Noy, Ramanathan)
Paper on performance of strong collapsing for hole detection in
location-unaware sensor networks (Moore)

Q2

Report/paper on facet-growth and node-growth generative
models for real-world SCs (Basu, La Porta, Bar-Noy,
Ramanathan)
Complexity analysis of opinion sampling in social-information
networks (Zhao, Swami)

Q3

Report(s) on analyses of new combinations of simplicial metrics
and data sets (Ramanathan, Moore, Bar-Noy)
Algorithms for opinion sampling in social-information networks
(Zhao, Swami)

Q4

Report/paper on the estimation of simplicial metrics (Basu, La
Porta, Bar-Noy, Ramanathan)
Paper on opinion sampling and preliminary investigation on
consensus in hypergraphs (Zhao, Swami, Basu)
Report on algorithms for simplicial coloring and call group
design in MANETs) (La Porta, Ramanathan, Bar-Noy)
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Funding
Funding for Task = E2

Thrust = EDIN

Funding Type = 6.1

Year 5 Funding = $382,054

Funding by Institution and Center
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Impact on Network Science
This task opens up new analytical capabilities not possible with graphs and hence has the
potential for radical impact on network science. The models that we use, namely simplicial
complex and hypergraph, are genre-agnostic and have already been shown to capture group
phenomena in social, information and communication networks. Our research is applicable to all
of these genres, and our sub-tasks are spread about equally amongst these, as evidenced by the
diversity of the applicable genre of our deliverables.

In addition, we have a number of thrusts that are multi-genre. These include the work on social-
information networks in the context of “big data,” social-communication networks for call group
design, social-information networks of insurgents and information accessible to them.

Military Relevance
Our task has the following military relevance:

Generative models developed in this task can be used to evaluate algorithms and properties
over a parameter space of military networks, allowing for much more thorough validation
than just a few data sets.

Simplicial face coloring is directly applicable to the frequency assignment problem in a
MANET, for example, the DARPA WNaN program led by BBN. Our call group design
work can be applied to any military network using voice over IP.

The collaboration network analysis is relevant to coalition building and counter-insurgency
analyses and helps predict the group evolution in collaborative networks.

Transition Opportunities
The theories, insights and algorithms from this task can be adapted into protocols and tools,
which then can be transitioned into military programs. Examples include:
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DARPA Wireless Network after Next (WNaN): This is an ongoing program at Raytheon
BBN. Call groups as well as frequency assignment are key parts of this program that will
benefit from our research.

DARPA Guard Dog and ADAMS: Existing approaches cannot capture group phenomena
separate from sum of pair-wise interactions. This has relevance to the collaboration
problems mentioned earlier in terms of advanced network analysis.

CERDEC’s Cognitive Networking. This program seeks to exploit technologies that apply
concepts from social networks to network structure and topology formation.

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
Dependencies/linkages include:

 S4:Composite Networks in Organization and Team Performance. We hope to leverage
team performance metrics for face weights in our simplicial model. We expect to work
with our collaborator Dr. Ehrlich, co-PI on this task for data sets.

 E1:Modeling Composite Networks using Composite Graphs. We plan to leverage this
and extend to composite simplicial complexes and hypergraphs.

 S2:Social Dynamics Opinion Spreading and Influencing in Social Networks. We will
seek to leverage the analytical techniques for studying opinion dynamics for simple
graphs.

ARL collaborators and their roles.

 Terrence Moore: Investigator on simplicial analysis, including strong collapsing and
metrics.

 Bob Drost: Support for analysis, especially with regards to MATLAB or other
implementation.

 Ananthram Swami: Investigator on opinion sampling, data set analysis, and consulting on
all aspects of the task.

Key Contributors and Their Roles

R. Ramanathan, BBN (CNARC):
Role: Task lead. Principal researcher on multi-genre network analysis, generative models.
Coordinate subtasks.
Approximate time commitment: 1.85 months PI time.
Expected research contribution: Lead the subtasks on analysis using simplicial metrics, face
coloring and call groups, collaborate on all other subtasks.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Located on the BBN campus, will visit center
frequently.
Synergies and collaboration: Will collaborate with all PIs on their thrusts, with ARL on
collaboration network analysis, and with Ehrlich (SCNARC) on data set and social science
applications.

A. Bar-Noy, CUNY (INARC):
Role: Principal researcher on algorithm design, analysis, implementation and evaluation.
Approximate time commitment: 1 month pay and ½ graduate student.
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Expected Research Contribution: Bar-Noy will focus on the generative models and metrics for
team strength.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Plans to make several center visits as he has been
doing the past 4 years.
Synergies and collaboration: Bar-Noy is involved in a QoI task, as well as in other EDIN tasks.

P. Basu, BBN (IRC):
Role: Principal researcher in analysis of simplicial complexes.
Approximate time commitment: 1.8 months of PI time
Expected research contribution: Lead research on generative models and collaborate on strength
metrics and opinion sampling.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Dr. Basu will spend 100% of his time at the center.
Synergies and collaboration: Dr. Basu is the CCRI Coordinator for EDIN. He will use his vision
across various EDIN tasks and across the NS CTA to develop synergies between this task and
other EDIN tasks.

T. La Porta, Penn State (CNARC):
Role: Provide research direction on analytical and generative aspects of multi-genre networks
and applications.
Approximate time commitment: ½ postdoc (Ciftcioglu, Penn State)
Expected research contribution: Will provide direction to Cifticioglu who will work on
generative models, multi-genre call group design and face coloring of simplices.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: La Porta will make occasional center visits.
Ciftcioglu will spend approximately 100% of his time at the NS CTA facility.
Synergies and collaboration: Being CNARC lead, La Porta will provide intellectual leadership
and will exploit potential synergies between this and CNARC tasks. Ciftcioglu will collaborate
with Ramanathan, Basu and Bar-Noy.

Q. Zhao, UC Davis (CNARC):
Role: Principal researcher in algorithms and applications of simplicial complexes and
hypergraphs in social and composite networks.
Approximate time commitment: 1 month summer salary and 1 graduate student.
Expected research contribution: Will investigate multi-genre social information networks with
“big data”.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Will participate in teleconferences and plan on site
visits.
Synergies and collaboration: Will collaborate with Swami, Basu, and Ramanathan. The graduate
student working on this task is co-advised by Swami.

Our collaborators plan to be actively engaged. Dr. Moore and Dr. Swami already have several
joint papers with the primary researchers, and will continue close collaboration. We will consult
with Dr. Ehrlich (SCNARC) on social science aspects of the research via periodic meetings,
studying their RTC data set, and plan on a joint paper.
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Technical Abstract
Although dynamic networks have received considerable attention in the context of military and
civilian communication networks and of social networks, much of the research in the field is
piecemeal and lacks a systematic theory. In fact, most researchers focus on characterizing
properties of “snapshots” (or graphlets) of dynamic graphs rather than characterizing those that
span over time across multiple snapshots. Moreover, these approaches are not suitable for
extremely large graphs (with a large number of nodes and edges or snapshots). Unlike
asymptotic analytical theories of large random (static) graphs, no such theory exists for dynamic
graphs.

In this foundational task, we are developing a theory of time-varying graphs (T-graphs) that is
applicable to multiple genres of networks. In particular, we are extending traditional graph
theoretic properties to T-graphs; and are developing novel mathematics for quantifying the
fundamental relationship between these T-* properties and those of the underlying graph
snapshots. These properties are of interest in applications ranging from characterizing the spread
of rumors in social networks to frequency assignment in wireless networks to search within
dynamic information networks. The properties to be studied this year include T-k-connectivity,
presence of temporal anomalies, temporal epidemics, and the co-evolution of network structure
with time-varying node attributes.

We are also developing a theory of stochastic T-graphs with both spatially and temporally
correlated structure. Recently, we studied critical phenomena of latency in a dynamic path graph
(i.e., T-reachability in large networks). We also developed efficient algorithms for compressing
T-graphs by “sampling” and “smashing” suitable graphlets in order to balance the tradeoff
between T-* property estimation accuracy and computational complexity/speed. We propose to
continue our research on compression and algorithms for efficient estimation of T-* properties
using tools from diffusion wavelet theory, tensor analysis, and information theory.

Research Issue/Technical Approach
Time-varying
networks are typically
modeled by capturing
“static graph
snapshots” of network
structure; computing a
number of graph

properties on each; and
then studying the
resultant time series of
properties. This approac
evolution since a dynam
properties of the constitue
three-clique exists in any p

While dynamic network
SLMBZ2011], much of th
in capturing properties ove

F
igure 4-6 Dynamic graph: static graph snapshots cannot capture properties
4-30 September 19, 2013

h, however, gives an incomplete characterization of the network
ic graph has fundamentally different properties than the union of
nt static graph snapshots. Consider the example in Figure 4-6 while no
articular snapshot; one such clique {1, 2, 4} emerges only over time.

s have been studied [HG1997, KKK2000, F2004, TMML2009,
e research is piecemeal and a systematic theory is missing, especially
r time.

that emerge over time.
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Table 4-1: Temporal graph (T-*) properties capture metrics of interest in a time-varying graph

Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses

Q1: Can examining graph properties across time yield fundamentally different insights into
the structure of time-varying graphs in comparison to time-series analysis of properties?

In Figure 4-6, although a 3-clique {1, 2, 4} is exposed by a time-aggregated view of the graph,
neither time-aggregation nor time-series snapshot analysis can capture key properties pertaining
to information flow through such graphs3.

Q2: What simple measurable T-* properties are good predictors of the efficient spread of a
diffusion on a T-graph?

In static networks, the spectral radius is the most widely used structural predictor for
percolation, which can be replaced for very large graphs by the first two moments of the degree
distribution. However, none of these are well defined in T-graphs. Moreover, a good T-graph
percolation predictor will likely depend on the time scales of the time-varying graph and the
diffusion.

H1: There exist properties of
time-varying graphs that are
invariant to diffusion processes
such as epidemic spreading,
gossiping, influence spreading
etc.

Research Problem Background

In prior work, we developed basic
methods for representing T-graphs
(Figure 4-7), and analyzing various
T-* properties listed in Error!

3 Assuming store-and-forward communication, nodes 1 and 2 cannot reach node 3, while all other pairs of
reachability are possible. In contrast, the time-aggregated model would erroneously conclude that all nodes can
reach all other nodes.

Figure 4-7: Temporal Graph Representations
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eference source not found.. We studied in-depth T-reachability, which characterizes latency in
a mobile network, or latency along a time-varying logistic/supply chain network, and developed
efficient algorithms for computing expected traversal latency through evolving Markovian
graphs [NTJBBY13]). We also studied the T-coloring problem in-depth [YBBR13].

Technical Approach

We will continue our research on the T-GraF
framework that was proposed in Y4. (see various
high-level elements in Figure 4-8) The research in
Y5 is organized along the collaborative subtasks
described below.

Compressing T-Graphs in space and time

A time-varying network can be represented as an
initial network and an ordered stream of network
changes (link/node additions/removals, link
weight changes). However, the amount of space
required to represent a time-varying network at
this level of detail can be prohibitively large, even
over short time periods. For instance, recording
source and destination ids and message timestamps
subscribers requires dozens of gigabytes per day. A n
data is to represent it as a time series of static graphs
appear in a time interval of length ∆t, assigning wei
edge appears in each interval.

A T-graph property with potential applications in bo
T-reachability, which identifies the nodes reachable u
we considered the problem of estimating the T-
deterministic and probabilistic settings. For the pro
independently with a certain probability p, we gave a
to compute the distribution of the sizes of the T-reac
value of T could be very large in many applications,
estimate the expected size of the T-reachable set.
approximation of the well-known SI model of epid
infected, denoting the states a node can be in with r
yields a logistic function. However, this tends to ove
algorithm) significantly. A slightly modified recursiv
provable upper bound on the actual value but yiel
continuous time SI-model.

In the deterministic setting, however, a T-graph is
accurately using any particular edge probability par
classes of algorithms for sampling and smashin
significantly reduce the complexity of the reachabilit
value of T), while minimizing the estimation error.
temporal coloring problem [YBBR13]. Generally spe

F
igure 4-8: The T-GraF framework and research
September 19, 2013

between 100,000 Yahoo! instant message
aïve, and widely used, way to compress this
, each aggregating all edges and nodes that
ghts to edges to signal how often the same 

th computer and social network forensics is
sing the T-graph edges over time T. In Y4,
reachable set of a source node in both
babilistic setting where edges can appear
recursive algorithm of complexity ܱ(|ܸ|ଶ)
hable set and also the mean size. Since the
we investigated a few simple techniques to
We first studied the standard mean-field
emics (S stands for susceptible and I for
espect to having seen the message), which
restimate the actual value (computed by the
e algorithm of complexity ܱ(|ܸ|) yields a

ds a significantly better estimate than the

given to us and it may not be modeled
ameter. Hence, we investigated two simple
g (or aggregating) T-graphs, which can
y computation (as it effectively reduces the
In Y4, we also used smashing to study the
aking, sampling is computationally cheaper

threads
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than smashing but yields a poorer lower bound to the exact value than one variant of smashing
called 1-hop smashing4. Another variant of smashing yields an upper bound. (See Figure 4-9)

The various sampling and smashing schemes considered can be categorized as data-oblivious or
data-aware. Data-oblivious schemes determine which instants of time to sample or aggregate
with only the knowledge of T and k (the budget). For example, these k << T instants may be
chosen uniformly or non-uniformly, e.g., exponentially farther apart as time increases. While
simple, these schemes, in theory, are unlikely to perform as well as the data-aware schemes that
take the actual T-Graph data to determine the k instants of time. We showed that the data-aware
sampling problem is NP-hard, but is amenable to reasonable greedy heuristics. Similarly, we
expect the data-aware
smashing problem to
be NP-hard although
it is still open.

In Y5, we will
continue this line of
research and establish
the various tradeoffs
between data-
oblivious and data-
aware sampling and
smashing on both
synthetic and real T-
graph data, and will
identify the conditions
under which one
scheme outperforms
the other.

There is nothing intrinsicall
naïve compression (sm
compression). However
compression can significa
perceived behavior of a rando
graph. In Y4, we also
aforementioned naïve c
significantly affect the usabi
[RPB2013]. Using the eleme
(RW), we showed theoretic
simulations on real datasets t
induces a strong bias in th
Figure 4-10).

Recent work [LM2011] c

4 1-hop smashing aggregates the se
set while developing the estimate.T

(agg
bei
jum

erro
k=20
Figure 4-9: Estimation of T-reachable set using sampling and smashing
regation) using a budget. We consider a T-graph of 300 graphlets with each

ng an Erdos-Renyi random graph. In this example, the reachability number
ps in 40 graphlets hence the optimal sampling method for k=40 will yield an
r-free estimate. This T-graph is being represented by a smaller T-graph with
graphlets. It can be observed that 1-hop smashing yields a good lower bound
4-33 September 19, 2013
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representations of a graph that can detect and quantify changes in the graph at multiple
resolutions through the use of RWs operating at different time scales. Although promising, this
approach is specific to RWs; there is no reason to believe that it can be used to quantify temporal
changes that occur for other diffusion processes such as epidemic spreading, gossiping, influence
spreading, etc. This forms the basis for the work proposed below.

In Y5, we propose to design time-varying network compression methods that can accurately
capture the behavior of a “diffusion” over the time-varying network at different diffusion
timescales and different spatial resolutions. As in [LM2011], we will adapt a hierarchical spatial
decomposition scheme based on spectral methods allowing the level in the hierarchy to
determine the compression granularity. We will then examine the diffusion at different time
scales, ߬= 2,݆= 0,1, …, to determine what combination spatial/temporal time scale best
represents the diffusion process on the time varying graph with maximum compression for a
given distortion. We will explore different distortion measures including the ଵܮ norm applied to
the transition probability matrix ܲఛ associated with the diffusion process running on the time-
varying graph. We will consider other distortion measures including the ଶܮ norm and KL
divergence. Candidate diffusions include standard epidemic and gossip models.

Another avenue of research will focus on identifying diffusion invariant properties of time-
varying graphs. For example, when graphs are static, it is known that the behaviors of a variety
of epidemics are determined by the spectral radius of the graph adjacency matrix [DM2010].
Does a similar property hold for time varying graphs? If it does, can we leverage this property to
develop a universal compression of the time varying graph appropriate for all of these
diffusions?

T-k-connectivity augmentation for intermittently connected military networks

In addition to the T-reachability and random walks in T-graphs, we shall study the T-k-
connectivity problem: given a time-varying graph G(1,T), is the graph T-k-connected (i.e., are
there k or more possibly non-contemporaneous disjoint paths between every pair of vertices) for
a given k? Further, if the graph is not T-k-connected, then what is the minimum number of
mobile augmenting vertices (MOVEs) and the most efficient trajectories for these MOVEs that
need to be introduced to make the graph T-k-connected. We shall devise metrics to characterize
the cost of such enhancement. Finally, suppose the cost of enhancing the T-connectivity of
G(1,T) from its current k to a specified k’ is C(G,k,k’). How does this C(G,k,k’) depend on k and
k’, (or equivalently, k and k = k’ – k).

There has been some prior work on connectivity augmentation in static graphs [T95,F94,E76].
There has also been work on designing trajectories to extract information from sensor networks
[GLMRY04,WSC05]. However, neither of these addresses the problem of T-k-connectivity
augmentation as stated above.

We shall use the approach of graph smashing, developed in years 1-4 and applied to problems
such as T-coloring, to address the T-k-connectivity augmentation problem. A particular new
challenge is that the design of trajectories is a geometric procedure whereas connectivity is a
topological property. As an initial approach to bridge this gap, we shall decouple the problem
into two: (a) given a T-graph, find the minimal number of edges to add, and the snapshot to add
it at; and (b) given a sequence of edges to be added, determine the trajectories of a minimal set of
MOVEs to realize such edges. A simple solution for (a), for instance, is to smash the graph, and
apply static connectivity augmentation techniques to get the new edges, and assign the new
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edges to snapshots such that edges close to each other in space are clumped together in time (so
that trajectory is efficient).

Anomaly detection in dynamic graphs

Models for graph dynamics and anomaly detection are dual problems in that one is needed in
order to define the other. For example, to find an unusual number of visits in a certain part of the
Wikipedia network, or an unusual amount of traffic in a section of the highway, or an unusual
number of tweets on a specific topic, we also need an accompanying background model defining
the normal behavior. In Y5, we will investigate these two dual problems in the context of
dynamic graphs whose structure is invariant, and changes occur in node/edge attributes. (The
long-term goal is to explore these problems for graphs whose structure also changes.)

Our first goal in this subtask is to model dynamic network behavior. In particular, we will
summarize dynamic behaviors at different temporal and spatial scales so that a usual
(background) behavior can be modeled. In Y4, we have investigated the problem of compressing
static values that are associated to vertices in a network using a new approach called slice-tree.
Results have demonstrated that slice-tree is able to generate compact and accurate summaries for
both synthetic and real networks. Our goal is to extend the concept of slice-tree to the dynamic
case, where vertices have dynamic attribute values over time. Because the temporal evolution of
attribute values can be modeled as a time series, we will investigate how slice-tree can
incorporate existing techniques for time series compression, such as Fourier transform and
wavelets. An effective compression scheme for dynamic attributes should be able to identify
patterns in both the structural and the temporal dimension efficiently. We will evaluate
compression strategies using both synthetic datasets generated using realistic models and real
datasets, such as a traffic network and Wikipedia.

Next, we will relax the edge independence assumption in defining expected dynamic behavior.
Real-life dynamic graphs present patterns at different scales. For instance, what is considered to
be the expected behavior of a graph can be expressed at edge/node, subgraph, and global levels.
By identifying the patterns that characterize the normal behavior of a dynamic graph, we can
identify anomalies, which may represent important events taking place on regions of the graph.
In Y4, we have studied the anomaly definition using an edge-independent model that scores the
significance of each edge independently and sums these scores to obtain anomalous behavior at
the subgraph level. In Y5, we will develop models that are more realistic and do not make the
edge-independence assumption, and then use these models to find anomalous behaviors. These
higher-level anomalies are expected to be more relevant and compact than the ones that assume
edge independence. From our work in Y4 on latency percolation in correlated dynamic path
graphs, we concluded that the same phenomena (percolation) is observed qualitatively but at a
different value of the system parameter, which can be characterized as a function of the transition
point for the independent scenario and the “correlation” parameter. It will be interesting if we get
a result with a similar qualitative flavor in this subtask.

Co-evolution of network structure and time-varying node attributes

In current literature, the notion of dynamic network has so far referred to either one of two
separate concepts. The first concept is concerned with the dynamics on network where the
network research focuses on the nodes, which are modeled as individual dynamical systems
coupled through static links. Few important topics that are studied within this framework include
synchronization of individual dynamical systems [LHZ12, ZLL06], opinion formation and
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epidemic spreading [BPV03, KA01, PV01]. The second concept focuses on dynamics of
network where the topology of the network itself is regarded as a dynamical system. Here, few
notable examples include the formation of small world and scale free networks [WS98, P65].

Even though both avenues of dynamic network research were pursued almost independently in
the past, recently, the concept of Adaptive Co-evolutionary Networks has combined the
topological evolution of the network with dynamics in the network nodes [GB08]. In adaptive
networks, the links change adaptively with respect to its node states resulting in a dynamical
interplay between the node state and the network topology. As claimed in [GB08], in most real
world networks the evolution of the topology is invariably linked to the state of the network node
and vice versa. For example, consider a road network where the topology of the network, i.e., the
pattern of roads, influences the node state, i.e., the flow and density of traffic via particular
intersection. But, if traffic congestions are common on a given road, then new roads will be built
in order to decrease the load on the congested one. In this way a feedback loop between the node
state and the topology of the network is formed.

In the proposed task, we will model a real world network using the adaptive co-evolutionary
network concept mentioned above, and will analyze the complex interaction between a time
varying network topology and the node dynamics.

Validation Approach

This is predominantly a theory-oriented task. However, like in Y4, we will validate our research
on T-graph compression using several synthetically generated and real time-varying network
data sets:

 Synthetic: random geometric graphs with random waypoint mobility; Markovian T-
graphs; and specific mobility models such as leader-follower.

 Real: Bluetooth connectivity traces from MIT Reality Mining [BYBJ13]; network
connectivity evolution from DARPA WNaN field exercises; San Francisco CabSpotting
[Sfcabs]; a large phone call network data set with 4 million mobile users making 51
million phone calls (edges) over 14 days [APGFBSK13]; and communication networks
formed by Tweets.

To evaluate different approaches for anomaly detection in dynamic graphs, we will consider two
real datasets: a traffic network and Wikipedia. The traffic network consists of locations
connected by highways in the Los Angeles area. For each location, we have speed measurements
over time as dynamic attributes. In the Wikipedia dataset, pages are represented as vertices, links
as edges, and page views during a given period of time as dynamic attributes.
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Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs

Due Research Milestones

Q1
Paper on algorithms for approximate estimation of T-reachability [BBN,
CUNY]; percolation of T-* properties in large T-graphs under spatio-
temporal correlation [BBN, UMASS]

Q2
Report/paper on T-k-connectivity augmentation and its applications to DTNs
[BBN, CUNY]

Q3 Report/paper on temporal graph compression [UMASS, CMU, BBN]

Q4

Report/paper on anomaly detection in T-graphs [UCSB, CMU, BBN]

Report/paper on co-evolution of network structure with time-varying node
attributes [ARL, UCSB, BBN]

Funding
Funding for Task = E3

Thrust = EDIN

Funding Type = 6.1

Year 5 Funding = $515,086

Funding by Institution and Center

Center Institution Funding Cost Share

CNARC BBN $51,300

INARC CMU $108,912

INARC CUNY $64,500

INARC UCSB $107,324

IRC BBN $74,545

IRC CMU $66,095

IRC UMASS $42,410

Impact on Network Science
This foundational task is developing a rich theory for time-varying networks, hence most of the
results coming out of this task have a direct impact on network science. In its core, this research
is genre-agnostic, e.g., results on T-reachability are applicable to communication networks as
well as social networks, albeit with different parameter instantiations. Some elements of the
proposed research are driven by multi-genre network scenarios. In particular, the proposed
research on the co-evolution of network structure and time-varying node attributes can stem from
a multi-genre network – dynamics in the attributes of a phone network (e.g., low prices on long
distance phone calls) can result in higher communication frequency and thus result in stronger
social ties.
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Military Relevance
The T-graph compression problem could potentially be of interest to a plethora of military
relevant scenarios, especially in analysis of COIN scenarios. For example, DARPA’s GUARD-
DOG program (Graph Understanding and Analysis for Rapid Detection–Deployed On the
Ground) is developing analytics to support soldiers on patrol who have handheld devices to
collect and assess human intelligence, which is supposed to be shared with analyst teams at
headquarters. The soldiers often do not have access to all the time-varying graph data that has
been collected till date but a useful subset of it. We believe that the T-graph compression work
can directly help in this process of identifying which data needs to be selected from a massive
corpus of data so that queries can be made by soldiers on their handheld devices with low
estimation error.

The T-k-connectivity problem is applicable to healing partitions, and more generally,
augmenting the non-contemporaneous connectivity in a DTN network by the use of, for
example, autonomous controllable vehicles (UAVs, robots, and attritable relays). The use of
DTN methods in military MANETs is increasingly prevalent (e.g. DARPA WNaN), and will
benefit from T-k-connectivity augmentation solutions.

Transition Opportunities

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
This task is complementary to EDIN task E5. Researchers in that task are developing unbiased
methods for sampling large real-work social networks (such as Facebook) in order to be able to
extrapolate and predict properties of information diffusion. The current task, however, focuses
on more foundational topics of time-varying networks.
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Singh and Basu will collaborate with Jemin George of ARL-SEDD on coevolving dynamic
networks. Towsley and Ribeiro will collaborate with Swami on T-graph compression using
diffusion wavelets.

Key Contributors and Their Roles

P. Basu, BBN (IRC):
Role: Task lead and principal researcher in developing analytical and algorithmic tools for
characterizing properties of T-graphs and algorithms for their compression.
Approximate time commitment: 0.2 FTE
Expected research contribution: Basu will develop analytical methods and efficient algorithms
for estimating various properties of T-graphs.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Basu will be full time at the NS CTA Facility in
Cambridge, MA.
Synergies and collaboration: Basu is the CCRI EDIN coordinator and the lead of this task. He
will collaborate with Bar-Noy and Towsley on developing T-graph analysis methods; and with
Faloutsos and Singh to study anomaly detection problem.

A. Bar-Noy, CUNY (CNARC):
Role: Bar-Noy will be involved in the design, analysis, implementation, and evaluation of
algorithms.
Approximate time commitment: 0.5 month; 12 months (student)
Expected research contribution: Bar-Noy will focus on the smashing T-graphs research direction
and on analyzing T-* properties.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Bar-Noy expects to make several trips to the BBN
facility as he has done during the first four years.
Synergies and collaboration: Bar-Noy is involved in a QoI task, as well as in two other EDIN
tasks.

C. Faloutsos, CMU (INARC):
Role: Faloutsos will be involved in studying anomalies in dynamic graphs
Approximate time commitment: 0.5 month; 6 months (student)
Expected research contribution: Faloutsos will develop techniques for scalable anomaly
detection in large T-graphs. Researcher Ribeiro will study T-graph compression using diffusion
wavelets.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Faloutsos/student will visit the Facility in Cambridge
MA to collaborate with Basu and Ramanathan.
Synergies and collaboration: Faloutsos will collaborate with Ramanathan and Basu on using
graph smashing for anomaly detection and with Towsley and Basu on epidemics on T-graphs.

R. Ramanathan, BBN (CNARC):
Role: Principal researcher on extending graph theory to temporal domain.
Approximate time commitment: 0.9 months.
Expected research contribution: Ramanathan will develop algorithms for the T-k-connectivity
problem and evaluate them.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Ramanathan is located on the BBN campus, and will
visit center frequently.
Synergies and collaboration: Ramanathan is the task lead of E2. He will collaborate with Basu
and Bar-Noy on T-graph analysis and with Singh, George, and Basu on co-evolution in multi-
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genre T-graphs. As a past key person on DARPA WNaN, he will look for transition
opportunities.

A. Singh, UCSB (INARC):
Role: Singh will be involved in dynamic graph modeling with applications to anomaly detection
Approximate time commitment: 0.75 month; 12 months (graduate student)
Expected research contribution: Singh will develop efficient methods for anomaly detection
under correlated dynamics
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Singh and graduate student will visit the Facility in
Cambridge MA to collaborate with Basu.
Synergies and collaboration: Singh with collaborate with Basu and Faloutsos on anomaly
detection and with George (ARL) and Basu on co-evolving networks. He is involved in other
EDIN tasks as well.

D. Towsley, UMass (IRC):
Role: Principal researcher in developing analytical and algorithmic tools for studying and
characterizing diffusions on T-graphs.
Approximate time commitment: 0.25 summer + 0.25 academic month.
Expected research contribution: Towsley and Ribeiro will develop analytical for studying
diffusions on T-graphs and will characterize their percolation properties.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Towsley will spend all of his budgeted time at the NS
CTA Facility in Cambridge, MA.
Synergies and collaboration: Within the task, Towsley will collaborate with Basu, Bar-Noy, and
Swami on developing stochastic T-graph analysis methods, and with Faloutsos on percolation
properties for diffusions on T-graphs.
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Technical Abstract
Mobility impacts all network genres. As nodes move their information needs, communications
topologies change, and new social contacts occur, perhaps creating new transient communities.
All of these factors lead to evolution of these networks. The ability to predict location in real-
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time will greatly enhance the ability to predict the evolution of these networks and better inform
algorithms, for example caching and resource allocation, that operate on them. In this task we
will develop algorithms to predict, in real-time, the mobility of individual and groups of nodes
based on only limited instantaneous information. While our models will have been trained by
past history, we will not make use of current trajectories making predictions. We will consider
information in various combinations, such as a node’s current location, the applications it is
running, the information it is accessing, and the behavior of communities to which it belongs.
We will evaluate our algorithms in terms of accuracy and the impact of the different inputs on
this accuracy. The prediction algorithms will be used by several other tasks that address
different types of resource allocation.

Research Issue/Technical Approach
Spatial information, temporal information, text/semantic information and social relationships
have considerable effects on predicting human’s next location (Figure 4-11). For next location
prediction problem, we propose that it is important to integrate spatial and temporal data with
personal profile and social relationship information in the analysis. Any combination of these
types of information can provide the inference of human’s next location. Our proposed work will
integrate these aspects of inter-genre networks to create a robust machine-learning model for
next location prediction.

Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses

Q1: How will the inclusion of semantics help improve mobility prediction?

In our prior work we considered the mobility history only of individual nodes when training our
algorithms. We will continue research with this approach based on the fact that often semantic
information is not available. We will compliment that work with a large set of promising
approaches that include semantics of communities, interests, and actions.

H1: The inclusion of semantics will improve mobility prediction up to the 80% range for more
than 50% of subjects; the remaining 50% which have less predictability, will see predictability
improve by a factor of 2 over their low current rates

Our preliminary results show that for a large percentage of people, when spatial-temporal
information is augmented with semantic information, their mobility becomes predictable. A
challenge is determine which semantic information has the largest impact on predictability.

Research Problem Background

In APP Y4 we developed Periodicity based next place prediction algorithms (using Markov
predictor and multi-class classification via SVM) and applied them on three field datasets: Nokia
Mobile Data Challenge (MDC)(reported in APP Y3)), UCSD Wireless Topology Discovery
(WTD) and MIT Reality Mining. These datasets contain incomplete observations and lack
semantic, demographic and/or community related information. Aggregated next place prediction
accuracy was achieved across all users in the MDC data is 55% and in WTD dataset is 44%.
Analysis of periodicity in user movements in MDC data set confirms to the following
distribution of next place prediction accuracies: ~10% users have high degree of periodicity with
low levels of noise in their movements and on the other end ~10% of the users low degree of
periodicity with high levels of noise. This is shown in Figure 4-11.



We augmented this work with two categories of human mobility networks, namely protocol
directed human mobility network and social human mobility network [YCBPP]. The former has
three core characteristics: target plan, steering, and locomotion. The social human mobility
systems are influenced by social systems, where proximity of individuals impacts mobility, such

as movement of a group of individuals or impact of
an influential individual. We showed that both social
network and social human mobility network are
similar in their network statistics, such as both of
their edge life distributions follow power-law.
We also found that similar to individual mobility
pattern, the social human mobility network also has
periodicity which inspires our method design,
lending predictability over protocol directed mobility
networks.

We also developed both unsupervised and
supervised learning methods in heterogeneous
networks, which are based on the topological
structures and timestamps of links (if available), and
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Figure 4-11 Distribution of Prediction Accuracy
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demonstrated significant performance improvements
over contemporary methods [YCSH].

We worked out an effective solution discovery of trajectories from untrustworthy sensor-network
data, where a large number of sensors are deployed in a designated area, and the task is to
discover all the trajectories of passing intruders in real time [TYGHLL13]. There are two crucial
challenges: (1) the collected sensor data are not trustworthy; and (2) the intruders do not send out
any identification information. We proposed a method called LiSM (Line-in-the-Sand Miner) to
discover trajectories from untrustworthy sensor data by constructing a watching network from
sensor data and computing the locations of intruder appearances based on the link information of
the network.

Others have written about the predictability of human movement [GHB08]. However, these
prior works explore different time scales or trends of mobility. Here we are looking at
predicting, in real-time, the next location of a user given its current location.

among users
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Technical Approach

To predict next locations we will execute three sub-tasks.

Figure 4-12 Integrated Learning of Next Location

Predicting Next Location Using Spatial-Temporal Information

Much human mobility data contains ambiguous and insufficient geographical location
information (e.g., cell towers) and lack of semantic annotation of places or activities; even more,
some of these data are not trustworthy. The problem of inferring human’s mobility trace and
predicting next location becomes extremely difficult problem.

Typical mobility traces contain location context through other non-geographic features (e.g.
Bluetooth device encounters), which can be discriminative about the location of a user and can
be used for unsupervised extraction of some underlying “semantic” behavior. To this end, we
introduced the notion of Probabilistic Latent Semantic Trajectories (PLST) in the context of
mobility modeling borrowing ideas from probabilistic latent semantic analysis used in the
unlabeled text analysis. We used model based probabilistic clustering for extracting distinct
visited locations. Similar to word sense disambiguation (to handle polysemy and synonymy in
words (Figure 4-13) we showed that our approach could cluster ambiguous location indexes into
geographically and semantically coherent groups (Figure 4-14). We then employed Hidden
Markov Modeling techniques to learn the underlying semantic structure of a sequence of visited
locations as a PLST (Figure 4-15) which can better characterize user movement and achieve
higher prediction rate for the next place a user visits and the Bluetooth devices (or other people)
the user encounters. We considered different probabilistic models, number of latent states, and
ML and Bayesian predictive strategies for evaluation. Using the MIT Reality Mining Dataset as
an example, we measured the prediction rate using information retrieval metrics of precision,
recall and F-measure (Figure 4-16). We also briefly looked at the metrics of entropy and
perplexity to characterize the information theoretic encoding of user mobility using PLST.

The PLST method developed in 2013 is a promising approach for unsupervised characterization
of mobility and can be effective in traces that lack detailed geographic and semantic information
usually removed or anonymized due to user privacy concerns. We will extend the unsupervised
PLST concept to semi-supervised domain where traces have sparse and incomplete annotations

Spatial Information Temporal Information

Text/Semantic
Information

Social
Information
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but nevertheless can aid in mobility modeling. The developed approach will be evaluated for
other mobility traces involving similar constraints data. We also introduce some information
theoretic approaches to measure the fundamental structure and predictability of user movement.
PLST in essence encodes the underlying structural randomness in user mobility. We will extend
and develop information theoretic concepts introduced in Y4 to construct a “minimum
description length” encoding of the mobility and derive fundamental bounds on predictability,
given incompletely annotated traces.

We are also looking at location based services such as Twitter and Four Square as sources of
composite data involving, spatial, temporal, textual and semantic information about user
mobility. The proposed approaches would be extended for mobility modeling and prediction in
such data sets. This work would also potentially benefit from collaboration across other tasks
such as link prediction, semantic information theory and intrusion detection.

Figure 4-13 Connection illustrating many-to- many relations (polysemy and synonymy)
between location and cell index
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Figure 4-14 Clustered location groups show semantic and
geographic coherency

Label Cell Index Probability

TMOSoho 935 0.521758

TMOSoho 936 0.547091

TMOBroadway 944 0.525236

TMOSoho 945 0.579146

TMOSoho 946 0.824879

TMOSoho 992 0.663273

TMOSoho 993 0.621702

TMOSoho 1007 0.501403

TMOPrincest 1009 0.83219

TMOPrinceton 1653 0.964274

Label Cell Index Probability

TMOChelsea,ny 1003 0.711811

TMOW18thst,ny 1155 0.723599

TMOGreenwichvillage 1156 0.95655

TMO14thst 1204 0.652618

Label Cell Index Probability

TMO100thst 2226 0.814697

TMO100thst 2241 0.778271

TMO96thst,ny 2243 0.878535

TMO101stst 2248 0.569271

TMO105thst 2249 0.93688

Label Cell Index Probability

TMOLincolncenter 1593 0.625213

TMOLincolncenter 1595 0.582897

TMOLincolncenter 1600 0.596406

TMOLincolncenter 1601 0.695886

TMOLincolncenter 1602 0.866058

TMO72ndstny 2176 0.588856

TMOW68thst,ny 2183 0.997479
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Figure 4-15 Precision, Recall F-Measure (top), user pred. rate (mid) and sequence entropy (bottom)
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Figure 4-16 Raw cell-id seq. (top), sequence with blue tooth context (middle)
and inferred PLST (bottom)

Predicting Next Location Using Text/Semantic Information

Text and semantic information also plays an important role in informing human’s mobility
behaviors. It is important to link text information with spatiotemporal data for effective next-
location prediction because mobile and temporal data are often associated with large amount of
text data, including in military and civilian applications. We have developed an interesting
mining methodology based on latent topic modeling integrated with periodicity
discovery. Identifying topics that people may care about periodically helps understanding
human behaviors and could benefit a broad spectrum of applications. We study how to
effectively and efficiently detect periodic topics from text data such as news articles, research
papers, web blogs, etc. We propose an efficient latent probabilistic model, Torpedo, which
leverages both word co-occurrences in text and word clusters with a temporal dimension to
transform text data elegantly into time series. Each time sequence characterizes the temporal
behavior of a topic. We then use advanced time series techniques to detect periodicity. This
facilitates both a clear view of how topics distribute over time and the automatic discovery of
periods that are inherent in each topic, if they exist. Theoretical and experimental analysis of our
model exhibits its advantage over the existing work in terms of expressivity, flexibility and
robustness. Preliminary work [WRH13] has been submitted for publication.

Latent Seman c Loca ons
Sequence with
Bluetooth context

Raw Cell traces

Latent Seman c Trajectory
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Predicting Next Location Using Social Network and Information Network

Figure 4-17 Social Influence in Location Prediction.

Social influence can be a predictor for location or proximity of two individuals. For example, in
Figure 4-17 we provide two examples where social information is informative in predicting next
location. In the first example, if we find that person A has significant influence on person B’s
location visiting, this information can be used to predict person B’s next location. Additionally in
some location visiting activities are group events, if we observe that group cellphone calls are
strongly indicative of a group location visiting event, this can also be used to support the next
location prediction.

Next Location Prediction by User-Interest Modeling

For next location prediction, it is important to integrate spatial and temporal data with personal
profile and social relationship information in the analysis. Our previous work on Nokia challenge
competition could achieve above 50% accuracy with carefully selected spatial and temporal
features alone. By adding social information network data, it is expected to gain improved
performance. To test this idea, one application we would like to explore is targeted advertising:
Knowing a person is currently at a shopping mall, if a mobile application could correctly predict
that s/he would like to go to a Chinese restaurant in the next move, it will benefit to push ads
related to fine Chinese dining (Figure 4-18). To improve such user experience with mobile
devices, we propose a spatiotemporal user interest model to address the task of next location
prediction. The model could be applied to the setting of either GPS trajectory data or location-
based social network (LBSN) check-in data.

Assuming that human mobility exhibits periodic patterns, which enables us to utilize temporal
information to indicate the missing data, we record events rather than precise location
coordinates. Events could be dinning out at a Japanese restaurant, going to a national park,
enjoying a concert, etc. Going from a location to an event avoids the requirement of sensitive
user location information and could work nicely with privacy enhancement techniques such as
spatial blurring. To obtain the event records, we could search in a location based service (such as
Yelp or Google Place) based on the location a user is at and retrieve the primary category field as
the event. We also model user interest by a profile of his/her historical visits (and friendship
relation if obtainable). A preference distribution over events could be computed for each user.
The simplest way is to just obtain the frequency for each event and construct a multinomial to
represent the distribution. We explore the similarity of these profiles among different users and
cluster them into different groups (Figure 4-19). Users within the same group share similar
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interest and the mobility pattern for one could be a good indicator for others’. In this user
interest model, other than the places one has been to and friendship, we could also incorporate as
many useful features as possible to make the user interest model robust.

Figure 4-18 Personalized Location Network (the weight of each link is the probability of transferring from
source location to target location). The location network structure is different in different time period.

Figure 4-19 User Interest Clusters. The groups are defined by multinomial information, for instance,
friendship and cellphone communication.

Next Location Prediction Using Network Analysis

In human mobility system individuals are considered to have a link if they are close enough to
each other (i.e., there is a blue-tooth scan between them or they stay at the same location for long
enough time). In such settings we can transfer the human mobility system into a network
representation. Thus network analysis techniques can be employed to solving the next location
prediction problem. In order to provide sensible information, we can extract
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evolutionary/transient Topologies by taking snapshots from the datasets at popular timestamps
near certain locations (Access Points), for example proximity network of students from 9AM to
11AM (Figure 4-20). In this way the link predictions algorithms can be employed to tuning these
topologies and the tuned topologies can be further used in the next location prediction task. A toy
example of how the link prediction techniques can be used to inferring next location is provided
in Figure 4-21. The challenges of applying link prediction in human proximity network reside in
the transiency of topologies. In our work of [YCBPP13] we develop adaptable methods to
predicting link formation and dissolution in human mobility networks, which is demonstrated to
have promising performance.

Figure 4-20 Transient Topologies

Figure 4-21 From Link Prediction to Next Location Prediction
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Mobility Prediction based on Transient Community

The mobility of a node is correlated to the transient community to which it belongs. For example,
if a student belongs to the community consisting of his classmates during daytime but belongs to
the community consisting of his roommates at night, this student can be expected to have a
regular mobility pattern moving between his home and classroom. This transient community can
also be used to capture the event-based irregularity of user mobility pattern with more semantic
knowledge. For example, a student belonging to a football community is expected to appear at
the football stadium when there is a football game, or show up in a seminar from a famous
football player coming to campus. Certainly, this requires knowledge of the event (e.g., football
game or seminar) and knowledge of the community, and the capability of identifying their
semantic correlation.

In our work during the prior APP, we proposed a contact-burst-based clustering method to detect
transient communities by exploiting the pairwise contact processes [ZC13]. The detected
transient communities have been exploited for characterizing regular mobility patterns and have
been applied to improve the performance of data forwarding in DTNs. In this task, we plan to
extend our work on transient community to capture event-based irregularity of user mobility
pattern. The objective is to predict if a user will attend a future event, given some semantic
information of this and past events (or communities). We will apply data mining techniques to
extract a list of keywords associated with each event. To find the semantic similarity between
events, techniques based on Jaccard similarity coefficient may not be accurate due to lack of
semantic analysis, thus we apply a category-based matching scheme utilizing WordNet-based
similarity measure. Based on the semantic similarity between events, we extract features that
can characterize user’s tendency to attend the event, including semantic-aware features and
temporal-aware features. With these extracted features, techniques based on Gradient Boosted
Regression Trees are applied to predict if the user will attend the event. We will implement the
proposed techniques and collect traces to train the model and demonstrate the effectiveness of
our solutions.

A Unified Learning Model of Next Location Prediction

A sophisticated learning model is able to employ spatial and temporal data with personal profile
and social relationship information. In this way a unified learning model of next location
prediction should be able to take into account of the spatio-temporal information, text,
information and social networks, and updates the source’s significance in a feedback process
(Figure 4-22), which is designed to perform a collaborative learning on the four sources and
provide more accurate results.
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Figure 4-22 A Unified Learning Model of Next Location Prediction

Validation Approach

We will use analysis and simulation to determine the uncertainty in our prediction models using
different publicly available data sets. We will also apply our predictions to applications that use
them. Our main focus in this domain is data replication and data forwarding algorithms. Our
prior work on tactical mobility traces was applied to several data replication algorithms. This
year we will augment the data replication algorithms to make use of prediction, and determine
the improvement from our prediction algorithms.

Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs

Due Research Milestones

Q1
Paper on accuracy of prediction using no semantics via SVM on three data
sets (PSU, BBN, UIUC, ND); Paper on PLST approach (BBN , UIUC )

Q2
Design and evaluate mobility prediction algorithms based on transient
community (PSU, UIUC).

Q3
Paper on prediction based on periodicity of contacts and interests (PSU,
UIUC, ND); Paper on Semantic Mobility models and Prediction using
Location Based Services (BBN, UIUC, ND)

Q4
Paper on impact of prediction data replication (PSU, BBN). Paper on
transient community prediction algorithms (PSU, UIUC); Paper on Entropy,
Complexity and Predictability of mobility sequences (BBN)

Funding
Funding for Task = E4

Thrust = EDIN

Funding Type = 6.1

Year 5 Funding = $405,047
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Funding by Institution and Center

Center Institution Funding Cost Share

CNARC PSU $143,318

INARC UIUC $118,278

IRC BBN $67,760

SCNARC ND $75,691

Impact on Network Science
This work is inherently multi-genre. We are combining knowledge of social networks (mobility
patterns, communities, location) with information networks (interests), to predict locations. We
are then applying these predictions to communications networks (data forwarding) and network
structure in general. Once mobility can be predicted, the formation of links and hence the
evolution of networks can also be predicted.

Military Relevance
Relevant military scenarios include troop movements, individual or group, movement of data
gathering resources, for example sensors, and the movement of communications equipment, for
example aircraft or mobile radios that are assisting in communications. For COIN, it is important
to be able to predict how nodes (e.g., people) will move and how communities will act. It is also
important to be able to predict the next location of a person given partial information. By
predicting the location of a user or a community, the future formation of communities and
movements of these communities may be made. If movement patterns or locations can be tied to
certain activities, predicting mobility may be used to infer the advent of hostile activities.

Transition Opportunities
We are working with the Mobile Network Modeling Institute (MNMI) to transition several
aspects of this work: the UMMF mobility tool and tactical mobility traces from prior years, and
algorithms for prediction. We are working with Raju Namburu.

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
Outputs of this work have already been used by Q3 (QoI-aware caching) and C2 (symptotics and
OICC). We expect that the output will be again used by these tasks and C4 (task-oriented
networking) that accommodate mobility. We will incorporate mobility prediction into these
algorithms to improve their performance. This task is also synergistic with S2.

Dave Dent will review tactical scenarios for the team, and make recommendations with respect
to the type of mobility and applicability of models.

Key Contributors and Their Roles

B. Deb, BBN (IRC):
Role: PI
Approximate time commitment: Deb expects to spend about 15-20% of his time on this task.
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Expected research contribution: Deb will lead the work on PLST.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Full time
Synergies and collaboration: To separate out the ML based ideas with the networking
applications this should probably read: Deb will work with Han and Chawla on mobility
modeling and prediction, and with La Porta on applications of prediction on data forwarding,
replication, DTNs etc..

P. Basu, BBN (IRC):
Role: PI
Approximate time commitment: Basu expects to spend about 5% of his time on this task.
Expected research contribution: Basu will work with La Porta and Deb on impact of prediction.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Full time
Synergies and collaboration: Basu is leading two EDIN tasks related to composite graphs and
time-varying graphs. Results from this task will be incorporated into those.

G. Cao, PSU (CNARC):
Role: PI
Approximate time commitment: 1/2 summer month plus 1/2 graduate student.
Expected research contribution: Cao will lead the research on detecting transient communities
and predicting mobility based on transient community. He will collaborate with Han on
community evolution.
Synergies and collaboration: Cao leads a task on caching (Q3) which will use these results.

N. Chawla, ND (SCNARC):
Role: PI
Approximate time commitment: 1 summer month plus 1 graduate student.
Expected research contribution: Chawla will lead the effort on characterizing the mobility of
transient communities. He will collaborate with Cao on transient community detection.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility:
Synergies and collaboration: Chawla will work with the SCNARC task on the impact of
mobility in aiding in such discovery (S2). He will also establish collaboration within his EDIN
task on network evolution and explore the context of mobility.

J. Han, UIUC (INARC):
Role: PI
Approximate time commitment: Approximately 0.9 summer month plus 1 graduate student.
Expected research contribution: Han will collaborate on mobility prediction by gathering
information and mining stored data. He will work with Cao on community evolution and La
Porta on prediction using SVMs and periodicity.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility:
Synergies and collaboration: Han will work with INARC tasks on information storage that are
impacted by mobility.

T.F. La Porta, PSU (CNARC):
Role: Task Lead.
Approximate time commitment: 1 summer month plus 1 graduate student.
Expected research contribution: La Porta will collaborate with Basu and Han on predicting
mobility based on multi-genre inputs. We will collaborate with Cao and Chawla on using
transient communities and their mobility characteristics to predict mobility.
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Expected engagement with the NS Facility: La Porta will visit the NS-CTA site 3 times during
the APP.
Synergies and collaboration: La Porta will carry the results from this task directly to QoI and
caching tasks.
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4.7 Task E5: ExtraPro: Extrapolating properties and behaviors
and information dissemination across multi-genre networks
based on a sampled population

Task Lead: M. Faloutsos, UNM (IRC)

Email: michalis@cs.unm.edu Phone: 505 -277-3112

Primary Research Staff Collaborative Advisers

M. Faloutsos, UNM (IRC) Lead C. Faloutsos, CMU (INARC)

B. Ribeiro, CMU (IRC) A. Vespignani, NEU

A. Singh, UCSB (INARC)

D. Towsley, UMASS (IRC)

Technical Abstract
How can we model and predict the spread of information in composite dynamic networks from a
limited set of observation points in the network? This question lies at the heart of this project. By
composite networks, we mean the confluence of e-mail, online, and face-to-face social networks,
each of which plays a role in information cascades. The immediate goal of the project is to
develop theories and techniques to predict, measure, and control information cascades.

At a higher and a more ambitious level, the long-term goal is to revisit the way researchers study
information cascades on networks. Most previous network science studies consider one network
and treat cascades as one-dimensional objects: a packet of information travels through a static
network propelled by a one-dimensional measure of how interesting/relevant the message is to
each individual in the network. Our work in Y4 challenges this one-dimensional view, showing
multiple dimensions pertaining to the mechanisms of propagation that must be measured over
multiple dimensions: the composite network dimension, the dynamic network dimension, and the
human incentives dimensions, where—for instance—social and monetary incentives in the
information packet interact with the propensities of each individual to forward information with
those incentives. In addition, our work in Y4 made non-trivial contributions in this area, in terms
of models, techniques, and theoretical results, which we will build upon.

During Y5 and beyond, we plan to develop novel approaches for the multidimensional study of
information cascades. Our starting point is the collection of rich temporal information about
cascades in a small set of monitored nodes, called honeypots. More concretely, our experimental
data consists of real temporal data gathered from online social networks, including two million
Facebook walls monitored regularly. Using these observations, together with Y4 results and new
Y5 collaborations with EDIN E3 thrust, we intend to:

 Introduce novel theoretical approaches for modeling and analyzing information cascades
in dynamic composite networks,
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 Uncover mechanisms that drive information propagation in these networks and
techniques to measure them accurately (e.g., placement of monitoring nodes and bias
removal) in order to develop realistic propagation models, and

 Synthesize the two tasks into a state-of-the-art prediction and simulation capability.

Enabling capabilities: The work will provide the basis for: (a) an early-warning system to
prevent large malicious information cascades, (b) techniques to enhance the spread of desirable
information cascades in composite networks, (c) bounds on how much of a network needs to be
observed for meaningful prediction, and (d) realistic data and models for experimentation. This
project relates to the EDIN E3 thrust as it studies the estimation of static and dynamic properties
of large dynamic composite networks, and will provide data and tools for the experimentation
work.

Research Issue/Technical Approach
Network Science research on information/meme propagation generally assumes a single static
network with simple models of information and meme propagations (e.g., [UBMK12, LBKT08,
C10]). There is an acute need for new models, techniques and tools that can fully capture the
complexity of real cascades, as evidenced by our Y4 results based on the high-quality data
collected during Y4 of this task [HRMFR13, WVPNFF12, HRF13]. Another key aspect, often
overlooked in the literature, is to take into account possible biased honeypot observations so that
they do not lead to incorrect models of information propagation. Results from Y4 of this task are
presented below as they form the basis for our proposed work.

Figure 4-23. Task E5 Technical Approach

Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses

Q1: How accurately can we predict the evolution of cascades in dynamic multi-genre networks
given limited observation points?

Most of our focus is devoted to this key question. Predicting the evolution of information
cascades requires models that can accurately reflect network-wide effects of real information
cascades. A key element is the interaction among networks that could be spreading the same
information. For example, a rumor may spread concurrently through Facebook and face-to-face
interactions. More interestingly, one can think of two competing cascades: misinformation and
its correction, which may affect each other and spread on different, possibly adversarial,
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networks. Finally, observations are rarely collected randomly and are usually very biased. To be
useful for modeling the bias must be removed.

Q2: What are the key mechanisms of information propagation on composite dynamic
networks?

Supporting the above study of network-wide effects is the study of specific mechanisms that
drive the transmission of information between nodes. Information cascades are processes that
evolve on top of the dynamic composite network. First, information propagation is deeply
affected by node activity patterns [LBP13, PRT13], and the interactions between information
packets on multiple networks further add to this complexity. Interactions between individual
preferences and message content [HRF13, BBMSS13] also add a further dimension that, if
ignored, may lead to gross underestimation of virulence [HRF13].

H1: Monitoring a small, possibly biased, fraction of the nodes in the network suffices to
provide good quality data to drive our models and predictions.

Preliminary results in detecting cascades on Facebook provide an indication that possibly as few
as 2% of all nodes are sufficient to achieve low false positive and negative detection rates.
Overall, we believe that monitoring a small fraction of nodes suffices for most networks, given
these honeypots are not highly clustered. Moreover, the problem of honeypot bias can be
addressed by techniques found in survey sampling (same techniques used in medical research).
Our past work on modeling and inferring information cascades from complete observations
[MS12, ZGTZ05, ZWSY12] and our efforts to understand the effect of composite networks
[WVPNFF12] and network dynamics on cascades [PRT13] and diffusion processes [RPB13]
make us confident that we can build models that combine multiple observations of different
cascade events to estimate and predict the growth rate and size of a new cascade over the entire
network.

H2: Understanding the impact that node activity (i.e., how often a node actively
communicates, and the predispositions of individuals to social and monetary incentives
attached to information cascades have on cascade dynamics can significantly help improve
cascade models.

(a) Results from Task E3 show that diffusion processes on top of dynamic networks are better
characterized by how often nodes actively communicate rather than topological features
[RPB13], corroborating other recent theoretical findings regarding infection processes on
networks [LBP13]. Similarly, another E3 finding provides yet more evidence for the role of node
activity, showing that network growth is highly correlated with node activity rather than network
structure [R13]. (b) In [HRF13], we show that monetary and social incentives provided by
information packets interacting with distinct individual predispositions to these incentives are
key factors in determining the reach and duration of the cascades. Furthermore, results from
EDIN E7 thrust Y4 also show that topic-specific individual preferences are keys to information
propagation in social media [BBMSS13]. The joint effect of node activity patterns, node
predispositions, and incentives in composite networks is unknown, however.

Research Problem Background

Most of the problem background is found in the previous section. To summarize, we address the
following problem: given a dynamic composite network, we want to measure, model and predict
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the spread of different types of information (e.g., memes), which may possibly compete with
each other, using data collected from a set of observation points (honeypots).

Related work. Some of the relevant literature is presented in H1 and H2 above. The remaining
literature is as follows. Among all studies for predicting epidemic cascades, no one considers the
use of incomplete biased information to extrapolate cascade growth. Recently, several works
measure and model the topology of social networks [MMGDB07, WBSPZ09] while some others
focus on the statistical properties of the users and the graphs [JWWHSDZ10, BBKLR11,
UKBM11, TMP11]. Several efforts focus on security, and the detection of malicious activities
[GHWLCZ10, TGMPS11, RHMF12] and privacy concerns [ZG09, MVGD10]. Relatively,
fewer efforts compare social spam with email spam [TGMPS11, RHMF12]. Specifically,
[RHMF12] deals with detecting malicious campaigns, but does not study the properties of the
campaigns as cascades of information propagating through the network. Estimating the graph of
infected nodes in a cascade has been the subject of recent efforts [NS12], regarded as a seminal
work in this area. However, [NS12] is complementary to our proposal since it aims to estimate
the current cascade graph. Moreover, [NS12] uses highly idealized cascade models and
honeypot scenarios to obtain its results. Our proposal, instead, focuses on biased honeypots and
real-world cascade predictions.

Technical Approach

This task proposes research aimed at the development of tools and methods that can extrapolate
properties of an information cascade (e.g., growth rate, size) over a dynamic multi-genre
network from observations obtained at a set of honeypot nodes. The multi-genre aspect of
cascades on online social networks is illustrated in Figure 4-24, where e-mail, online, and face-
to-face social networks are all connected to the propagation of an information cascade, even
when the information cascade is only observed at a given network genre in isolation. Using a
rich dataset collected during Y4, and our collective expertise in sampling methods and cascade
models we intend to: (1) develop novel theoretical approaches for modeling and analyzing
information cascades over dynamic composite networks, which will help drive (2) a set of new
metrics that, going beyond current infection and network structure-based models, will allow a
better characterization of information cascades on real dynamic multi-genre networks. Finally,
the lessons learned will be synthesized in a state-of-the-art simulator.

Figure 4-24 Composite network where E1 is the
true social network and E2 is the online social network
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Figure 4-25 Predicting the winner between two memes in a composite network using the eigenvalues of
appropriate system matrix for each meme

A key component of the work is the ability to collect real social network data using
MyPageKeeper [RHMF12]. The application was launched in June 2011 and collects information
from roughly 2 million Facebook users. The application detects if a post is malicious and has
processed roughly 90 million posts to this date. We have identified cascades of information
including friendly campaigns (e.g., public awareness campaigns) and malicious campaigns. In
fact, half of the users were exposed to at least one malicious campaign in a five-month period.

To achieve the goals of this task we need to solve two sub-problems that are of independent
interest: (1) The effect of honeypot self-selection bias on the observed metrics (as honeypots are
users that on their own decided to install MyPageKeeper), and (2) develop cascade models that
account for these biases. The success of our efforts depends in part on new percolation tools for
multi-genre time-varying networks proposed in Y5 of E3.

Theoretical models of network-wide mechanisms.

Here, we introduce novel theoretical approaches for modeling and analyzing information
cascades in dynamic composite networks. This tasks builds upon our work in Y4.

In more detail, we have been able to predict the winning meme in a composite network as a
function of the distinct network topologies and the virulence of each meme, as show in Figure
4-25, [WVPNFF12, WVPNFF13]. Our work models the propagation as a Non-Linear Dynamic
System, and was able to prove theoretically critical transition phase points of the behavior, and
the winner of the competition using eigenvalues and graph spectrum theory.

Proposed work. We have just scratched the surface of this problem, since there are significant
extensions and variations of this work to consider. Specifically, we propose to:

(a) Consider and model “meme cross-over,” where a meme propagating in one level of the
composite network turns into a meme in the other network, capturing the phenomenon
that a Facebook rumor can become a word of mouth rumor as well,

(b) Study specific types of realistic topologies, such as small-world graphs, and possibly
derive tighter bounds and theorems for each such topology type,
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(c) Consider dynamic composite networks and the effect of topology change on the
propagation, extending our earlier work [VPTFF11],

(d) Develop techniques to manipulate the outcome of the spread or of the competition, by
adding or removing edges, or by “priming” and converting the appropriate influential
nodes.

Monitor placement and bias removal

The opt-in policy of honeypot instrumentation raises questions of how to deal with self-selection
bias. Honeypots are unlikely to be uniformly distributed throughout the network. Hence it is
natural to ask how honeypots are distributed and whether honeypots form a giant cluster or are
evenly dispersed throughout the network. Hence, we need techniques to ameliorate possible
observation biases. To this end, we propose to adapt survey sampling methods such as propensity
score matching [RR83] to our setting. Propensity score matching is the most developed and
popular analysis tool to remove trial biases in medical research [P09]. We first compute the
probability of a user installing MyPageKeeper given a set of user features related to the
observation of a cascade (e.g., age, gender, degree, number of wall posts). Then, by estimating
the joint distribution of these features over the entire network (using techniques developed in Y2
of R2.1 [RT10]), we can obtain appropriate probabilities to statistically reweigh cascade
observations by sampling only a small fraction of the network. One caveat is the presence of
confounding variables, i.e., relevant but unobservable user features. To reduce this impact we
will consider sending surveys to a fraction of our users and other Facebook users (enrolled
through paid advertisement) to measure possible confounding factors.

Figure 4-26 Impact of number of honeypots on the accuracy of predicting the type of node susceptibility to
social or monetary incentives

We will also study the question of how many honeypots are needed to accurately make network-
wide predictions. Figure 4-26 shows our preliminary results to this question. A recent related
work [ACKP13] considers the problem of reconstructing the edge set of a network given traces
representing the chronological order of node infection times during an epidemic, and asks how
many traces are needed to infer the network structure. On the other hand, we will investigate how
many honeypots are needed to predict properties of cascades, given a priori information of
selection biases and structural properties of the network.

Developing realistic node propagation models
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Y4 results of our and other EDIN tasks have challenged over-simplistic models of propagation:
(a) diffusion processes on top of real networks are significantly better described by node activity
patterns than by the static network structure [RPB13, R2013]; (b) information propagation is
fueled by social and monetary incentives contained in the information packet [HRF13], which
explore multiple propensities of each individual in the network [BBMSS13], interacting with
them in non-trivial ways [HRF13].

Figure 4-27 Cascades using socio-monetary incentives: combined, just social, or just monetary incentives

The latter has shown that ignoring social and monetary incentives may lead to gross prediction
errors. For instance, Figure 4-27 shows the measured impact of social and monetary incentives
on the duration and size of Facebook cascades, respectively. Observe that socio-monetary
cascades have larger sizes and longer durations than cascades with pure monetary or social
incentives. In Y5 we intend to continue this work, studying both empirically in our dataset and
theoretically the joint effect of node activity patterns and socio-monetary incentives.

Figure 4-28 Simulator snapshots of propagation parameters, information incentives, and node propensities to
incentives, along with honeypot placement

A Powerful Propagation Simulator

Concurrently, we will integrate the above models and empirical observations into a complete
simulator. This simulator, parameterized with real data, will provide researchers and practitioners
with a tool to measure real-world effects of various cascade mechanisms (e.g., impact of
different socio-monetary incentives) and the effect of honeypot placement on the observations.
Figure 4-28 shows two screenshots of the current version of our simulator. This state-of-the-art
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simulator will also consider the effect of composite networks, with applications as diverse as
monitoring of terrorist networks to predicting the size and propagation speed of a rumor.

Validation Approach

Our task uses real data, which we have been continuously collecting through our MyPageKeeper
Facebook app, but also includes data from physical social interactions, other electronic
interactions such as email, and cellphone data. To validate the accuracy of estimations and
predictions we intend to compare predicted properties to data obtained from brute-force
Facebook crawls. In addition, Facebook and related companies provide estimates of observed
activity of large-scale malicious campaigns. The validation for multi-genre networks will start
with extensive simulations and emulations with input from the Experimentation tasks, for
example, using the generator of human behavior developed by Dr. Leung’s task at BBN. We also
propose to use the previous work within CTA on Twitter in the context of the Arab spring in
order to validate our observations.

Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs

Due Research Milestones

Q1
Methods for removing honeypot biases (Lead: CMU, UCSB,
UMass)

Q2
Methods for extrapolating cascade properties from honeypot
observations (Lead: UNM, CMU, UMass)

Q3
Paper on predictive methods for cascades with rich models
interactions between nodes and information packets (e.g.,
memes) (Lead: UMass, UNM, CMU)

Q4

Simulator and Predictor of realistically modeled cascades in
composite networks (Lead: UCSB,UNM, CMU)

Paper on propagation manipulation techniques for single and
competing memes. (Lead: UNM, UMass)

Funding
Funding for Task = E5

Thrust = EDIN

Funding Type = 6.1

Year 5 Funding = $367,577
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Funding by Institution and Center

Center Institution Funding Cost Share

INARC UCSB $108,707

IRC CMU $66,437

IRC UMASS $52,433

IRC UNM $140,000

Impact on Network Science
Modeling and predicting cascades is a fundamental Network Science phenomenon, which has
received attention so far only in its simpler forms such as the single networks and binary-
propagation models. The proposed work explores: (a) composite networks, (b) the effect of node
activity patterns, and (c) rich models of nodes, memes and their interactions. At the same time,
the long-term goal of this work is to challenge and revisit the formulation and assumptions that
Network Scientists use when modeling propagation phenomena. Understanding selection biases
in placement of observation points, removing these biases in making predictions, and theoretical
analyses of the number of needed observation points are all crucial to Network Science.

Military Relevance
Information cascades played a key role in organizing protests during the Arab Spring. The
methods to be developed in this task can be thought as stepping-stones for the development of an
early warning system that can be used by intelligence analysts to prevent large malicious
information cascades or to enhance small friendly information cascades on online social
networks. In practical terms, the work aims to:

(a) Estimate the current size and instantaneous speed of growth of information cascades.

(b) Predict future behavior and size of cascades.

(c) Identify the right model that captures the complexity of real cascades,

The methods and the tool developed here can enable military intelligence to measure correctly,
and predict meme propagation.

Transition Opportunities
Our simulation and prediction tool will be offered as a resource to the other teams to help
validate theoretical results, and make it a tool in the experimentation task.

We are also in communication with Alice Leung (IRC) to exchange data and tools. Leung and
her group have a generator for composite networks in an office setting, and real data, which we
will leverage in our work. We will provide her with real data from online social networks.

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
We will work closely with E3 task which revolves around dynamic networks, and we will
leverage the fact that Ribeiro, Singh, and Towsley also part of that task. At the same time, it is
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clear that the E5 and E3 teams have multiple joint research papers [VPTFF11] [PCFVF12]
[HRMFR13] [WVPNFF13], which will facilitate the collaboration.

We will also explore synergies with the SCNARC S2 task on “Social Dynamics, Opinion
Spreading, and Influencing in Social Networks”. Although some spreading methods and tools
could be shared, influence is a more complex phenomenon with intricate node behaviors and
dynamics.

As mentioned in transition, we will provide realistic models and our tool to Alice Leung and her
group (IRC) and we will use their generator for composite networks in our experimentation,
especially on the effect of topology in predicting the outcome of a cascade.

Key Contributors and Their Roles

M. Faloutsos, UCR, (IRC):

Role: Prof. Faloutsos will (a) oversee the collection of real data from Facebook and Twitter,
through direct measurements, and telephone communications, through his connections with
Sprint, (b) lead the task on developing theory and models for predicting the epidemic spread of
information at composite networks extending his on-going research [HRMFR12] [WVPNFF12]
[WVPNFF13].
Approximate time commitment: 1 summer month plus 1 graduate student.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Prof. Faloutsos will visit the BBN Facility for 3
days, and send a PhD student or postdoc as an intern for one summer month.
Synergies and collaboration: Prof. M. Faloutsos will collaborate with Prof. C. Faloutsos (CMU,
INARC) with whom he has an active ongoing collaboration [VPTFF11] [PCFVF12]. Prof. M.
Faloutsos will continue hosting biweekly teleconferences with other task participants.

A. K. Singh, UCSB (INARC):
Role: Data mining, Graph models
Approximate time commitment: 0.75 summer month, 1 graduate student
Expected research contribution: Prof. Singh will work on the theoretical aspects as well as the
simulator.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Prof. Singh or his graduate student will spend 1 week
at ARL/BBN.
Synergies and collaboration: Prof. Singh is working on summarization and anomaly detection in
dynamic graphs under EDIN task E3 and graph-based models for composite networks under
EDIN task E1. There is strong synergy with these tasks. For example, honeypots can be used as
key nodes for partitioning and summarizing graphs, and composite graph models can influence
the placement of honeypots.

B. Ribeiro, CMU (INARC):
Role: Development of tools and methods to manage the likely bias of honeypots. Dr. Ribeiro will
also investigate extrapolation methods and mechanisms of propagation.
Approximate time commitment: five months.
Expected research contribution: Dr. Ribeiro will consider all theoretic aspects of honeypot
biases and mechanisms to ameliorate them. Dr. Ribeiro will also contribute towards models and
methods that can be used to extrapolate information cascade observations.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Dr. Ribeiro just moved to CMU and is expected to
will spend 2 weeks at ARL/BBN.
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Synergies and collaboration: Dr. Ribeiro will be working closely with Prof. Christos Faloutsos
EDIN E3 thrust at CMU (INARC). Dr. Ribeiro is technically involved in E3 whose new proposal
to develop tools to better describe time-varying networks with respect to specific dynamic
processes (including cascades). Dr. Ribeiro has also actively collaborated with Prof. Vespignani
in research related to diffusions on dynamic graphs. He will collaborate with other personnel
involved in those tasks and expect to use results from EDIN E3 thrust to guide his research on
this task.

D. Towsley, UMass - Amherst (IRC):
Role: Development of methods for the temporal and spatial extrapolation of cascade
observations with an emphasis on the use of eigenvalues and Kalman filtering techniques.
Approximate time commitment: 0.5 months, 0.25 graduate student
Expected research contribution: Development of Kalman filter prediction algorithms that deal
with noisy and sparse observations. Exploration of the use of eigenvalue techniques for
performing local extrapolations.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Prof. Towsley will spend two days a month at the
BBN NS-CTA facility.
Synergies and collaboration: Prof. Towsley is part of EDIN E3 thrust whose new proposal seeks
to study and develop mechanisms for percolation on composite and time-varying networks and
compressing time-varying graphs based on diffusion processes (including cascades).

ARL involvement. This year Dr. Ananthram participated in several of the bi-weekly meetings
providing useful feedback, relating the ARL point of view, and steering the research agenda to
align and synergize better with the rest of the tasks in the CTA.
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Technical Abstract
The functionality of organizational and social systems is facilitated by an array of interdependent
networks, such as power grids, water networks, communication networks, social networks, and
transportation networks form the core of both military operations and civilian life. Hence we
need to develop tools to control and steer these networks to their desired states. In the previous
year, based on our breakthroughs on network controllability [Liu11], we developed mathematical
and algorithmic tools to (i) classify each node based on their roles in control and alter the control
modes of a network via small structural perturbations [Jia13]; (ii) partially control the behavior
of pre-selected target nodes, addressing the common scenario in which the states of only several
nodes are important [Gao13]; (iii) determine the sensors for the observability of a network,
enabling us to monitor the state of a complex network by only observing a few nodes [Liu13].

While previous works focused on control of single networks, most real networks of military
relevance are coupled, multi-layered networks, in which several systems are intertwined. For
example, exchanging digital information requires the seamless function of interdependent
communications and power grid networks. Understanding the impact of this interdependence on
control is a crucial goal, hence in the coming year we aim to develop strategies and tools for
controlling multi-layered networks.

Another important issue is the cost of control. Up to this point the notion of controllability was
mainly focused on whether the system could or could not be controlled. Our recent works
[NBD13, Yan12] are the first to address the issue of cost associated with controlling network
systems; they show that there both optimal levels of control by taking cost of failures into
account and tradeoffs between required energy and time while considering cost of generating
control signals can exist. We now plan to quantify and predict the propensity of a system to be
controlled by deriving expressions for the energy required to drive the system in a given
direction. Indeed even among controllable systems, some directions are easier and some are
harder to control. We aim to explore what network structures support control and which among
all driver node configurations is the most energy efficient. This will help us design networks that
are efficient to control in certain, desired directions, and yet avoid being steered in other,
undesired, directions.
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While our approach aims to offer solid mathematical advances on the proposed subjects, we will
also provide algorithmic tools and validate the applicability through numerical simulations on
model networks as well as analysis of empirical systems, i.e. West Point cadet network and
cyber-security data.

Research Issue/Technical Approach
While our understanding of network controllability has seen significant advances in recent years,
we still lack a framework for controlling multi-layered networks. Here, we propose to address
this issue, benefiting from the recent advances in the modeling of multi-layered systems. Our
focus is on utilization of interdependency for control, energy, and time for efficient control, as
well as validation and application in real data.

Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses

Q1: How do we control multi-layered multi-genre networks?

While in a regular network all nodes are of the same nature, e.g. people in a social network and
all edges express similar relations, e.g. social ties, multi-layered networks are composed of
fundamentally different components. For example, most social networks rely on communication
networks, and the communication networks themselves feed on the power grid, resulting in a
layered system of diverse types of nodes and links. As the two or more layers are not isolated the
interdependency allows nodes of one type to influence the behaviors of nodes of a different type,
a source of complexity, for which theoretical tools had only recently been developed
[Buld10,Brum12].

H1: The interdependency between different layers can be exploited for control.

While interdependency proposes a theoretical challenge, it might also present benefits in terms of
the system’s controllability, which we plan to exploit. It is anecdotally established that “spill
over” effects between different network layers exist. For instance, increased trade between
nation’s states is correlated with increased levels of alliances and vice versa. Increased activity
levels in telecom flows, water pumps, and cell traffic leads to increased demand on a local
service area of the power grid. In this case, the control of a multi-layered network can be
decomposed into several sets of partial control problems, i.e., controlling the strength of (or flow
along) edges in one layer which in turn alters edges in other layers. Concretely, we can consider
a stylized model of power and telecom networks. We could steer several stations in power supply
network and influence the functionality of all nodes in the communication network through the
bridging power stations. This allows us to extend the theoretical and algorithmic tools developed
for single networks to multi-layered networks.

Q2: How to design the system to achieve optimal control?

While we can successfully predict the controllability of a network, as well as the minimal
number of driver nodes required for control [Liu11], we have yet to develop the tools for
optimizing control. For instance, which of the many possible configurations of driver nodes
allows for the most efficient control of the system; which networks structures are easy to control,
and which are more difficult. We wish to predict not only if the network can be controlled, but
also how much time and energy such control requires. Are there states towards which it is easy to
drive the system, and others which the system firmly avoids? The answer to these questions is
provided by observing the energy spectrum of control. We propose to search for the
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characteristics of both network structure and driver node configuration, that facilitate or hinder
control. This will offer efficient strategies for controlling single and multi-layered networks.

H2: The required energy and time all depend on quantifiable properties of the controllability
matrix.

While the full rank of the controllability matrix provides a necessary and sufficient condition for
identifying the minimum number of driver nodes [Liu11], its spectrum offers a way to
understand the energy and time required to achieve control. For instance, the inverse of an
eigenvalue of the controllability matrix is proportional to the energy cost for controlling along
the corresponding Eigen-direction. This allows us to explore the optimal strategies for efficient
control by translating the properties of the controllability matrix into known of network
characteristics, such as topological structures, weights of links and asymmetries, as well as driver
node configurations.

H3: Self-organizing systems have optimal levels of intervention and control.

Self-organizing systems, like social networks, financial networks and Internet flows, have
emergent properties and can respond to a control action in unanticipated ways. Mapping out the
responses is key for developing theoretical understanding of control strategies. Due to the
system’s self-organizing mechanisms there can be a level of partial control that optimizes the
overall financial cost and benefits [NBD13]. In other words, too much control can be
detrimental. With respect to cascading failures, controlling the system to initiate many small
failures depletes the likelihood of a large catastrophe but comes at the expense of short term
profits. Likewise intervening to avoid all failures increases the likelihood that when failure
finally occurs, it is of massive size and consequences.

Research Problem Background

To control a dynamical system means to steer the system from any initial state to any desired
final state within finite time by inputting suitable external signals [Kal63, Luenb79, Slot91]. This
definition agrees with our intuitive notion of control, capturing an ability to guide a system’s
behavior towards a desired state through the manipulation of a few input variables, like a driver
prompting a car to move with the desired speed and in the desired direction by manipulating the
pedals and the steering wheel. Although control theory is a mathematically highly developed
branch of engineering with applications to electric circuits, manufacturing, communications
[Srik07, Chiang07, Kelly98], aircraft, spacecraft and robots [Bullo09], fundamental questions
pertaining to controlling complex systems observed in nature and engineering have been
addressed only lately. The difficulty is rooted in the fact that two independent factors contribute
to control, each with its own layer of unknowns: (1) the system’s architecture, represented by the
network capturing which components interact with each other; and (2) the dynamical rules that
capture the time-dependent interactions between the components. Recent advances towards
quantifying the topological characteristics of complex networks [Stro01, Albert02, Doro03,
Pastor-S04, Newman06, Cald07, Bar08] as well as interdependent works on the properties of
multi-layered networks [Buld10,Brum12] have shed light on factor (1). Indeed, with the support
of ARL CTA, during the past two years we have developed tools to identify the full set of
control nodes in an arbitrary directed network [Liu11]. We further identified the control
centrality of each node [Liu12], developed a method to introduce small structural perturbations
designed to facilitate control [Jia13], and selectively control the behavior of targeted nodes
[Gao13]. This has triggered further research not only in the network science community [Raja11,
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Wang12, Yan12, Nepusz12, Sun13], but also among control theorists [Clark12, Lou12,
DAless13].

Multi-layered Network

The achievements above, however, were all suited for single networks and cannot be directly
applied to multi-layered networks. Here we aim to expand our tools to treat this pertinent
problem. We will develop tools to steer one layer by driving only a few nodes in another
interdependent layer. For example, we aim to control the efficiency of a communication network
by driving several stations in a power grid; to steer the opponent’s command network by
influencing only a few individuals in an intertwined trust network. This brings forth an array of
challenges, not existent in single network control:

 The layers incorporate different types of nodes and links, and different topological
structures;

 Their dynamics is characterized by different time scales;
 Controllability is governed not only by the driver nodes in each network but also by

bridge nodes and links, carrying the interdependencies between the layers.

Optimal Control

While the energy and time required for control vary considerably for different networks or
different driver node configurations, we lack the tools to seek optimal driver node configuration
or to design optimal network structure for efficient control. This problem is challenging even for
single networks, because

 Networks of interest are normally large while traditional tools for optimal control were
developed for small systems [Zhou96];

 Controllability matrices for large networks are very singular [Horn85];
 The controllability matrix depends not only on network itself but also on the driver nodes

selected for control;
 Many networks of military relevance, especially social networks, are self-organized.

Technical Approach

Multi-layered Network

We formulate the dynamics of a two-layered network as

൜
x(ݐߜ+ (ߜ = Aଵx(ݐߜ) + Bଵy(ݐߜ)

y(ݐ+ 1) = Aଶy(ݐ) + Bଶu(ݐ)

where the vectors x(t) = ,(ݐ)ଵݔ) … ((ݐ)ேଵݔ, and y(t) = ,(ݐ))ଵݕ) … capture((ݐ)ேଶݕ, the states
of all nodes in the first and second layer respectively. These time-dependent states can denote,
for example, the amount of traffic that passes through a node i on a communication or a
transportation network [Pastor-S04], or the opinion of node i in a social network [Cast09]. The
ܰଵ × ܰଵ matrix Aଵand ܰଶ × ܰଶ matrix Aଶ describe the wiring diagram between the components
in each layer. The ܰଵ × ܰଶ matrix Bଵ captures the interactions between the two layers, and the
ܰଶ × ܯ input matrix, Bଶ, directs the inputs of the ܯ controllers to the selected driver nodes.
Hence here we assume that we drive several nodes in layer 2 in order to control layer 1. Note that
the two layers incorporate different types of nodes/links, with typically different characteristic
time scales. We account for that through the parameter ߜ which tunes the relative time scales.
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The system is controlled through the time dependent input vector u(ݐ) = ,(ݐ)ଵݑ) … ெݑ, ((ݐ) that
is induced on the driver nodes in layer 2. To control this two-layered network system, we first
need to identify the bridge nodes in layer 1 (matrix Bଵ), by driving which the layer 1 network is
full controllable. These bridge nodes interact with other nodes in layer 2 thus can be influenced
through the interdependency. Next we identify the driver nodes in layer 2 (Bଶ matrix) that will be
used to target control the states of the bridge nodes. Therefore the system can be decomposed
into partial (targeted) control of one layer and full control of the other.

Optimal Control

In a typical network we find multiple driver-node configurations, hence one can control the
system in many different ways. The existing tools do not tell us however, which of the driver
node sets is optimal. By optimality we meant: (a) minimal time to reach the desired final state of
the system; (b) minimal energy to maintain control. It is unclear what topological and dynamical
characteristics determine the required energy and time. These characteristics can be described in
terms of the degrees of nodes, the weights of edges and self-loops, and the interdependency
between different layers. To address this problem we will develop tools to predict the energy to
control complex networks. As the controllability arguments laid down above can be transferred
to the energy and/or time required for control through the Gramian matrix [Rugh96], the less
singular is the Gramian matrix the less energy and/or time is needed to guide a complex system
between a pair of given initial and final states. The control of complex networks imposes a trade-
off between minimizing the energy (given the time) or shortening the time (given the available
energy). This can be expressed in terms of the spectrum of the Gramian and controllability
matrices. Hence we seek the key characteristic of the network and driver node configuration that
determine these spectra.

Controlling Partially Observed Networks

In military scenarios, one often has only limited visibility into the structure of the network. For
example, when trying to control adversary entities, we may not know how they are networked
together. In this subtask, we propose to investigate controllability of partially observed networks.
We seek answers to questions such as: Can we control the network if we only know certain
statistical properties of the network (such as the degree distribution) but not the exact structure?
If we can, how many more driver nodes do we need than in the full knowledge case? How much
statistical knowledge about the network is sufficient to optimally control the network? We also
plan to investigate coupled networks where one network has only limited visibility into the
structure of the other network.

Empirical Application and Validation

In order to validate our predictions, we plan to apply the mathematical results and algorithmic
tools we will develop to two real datasets.

(i) Cadet network: This dataset contains three types of links between individuals –
friendship, trust, and perceived leadership. As the cadet network is all about influence
rather than flow, i.e., individuals do not spread information from one to the other but
instead influence the neighbors through trust, power and formal command, it will
allow us to follow the interplay between the flow of influence and control. The
advantage of this dataset is that it has been collected by our collaborator at West Point
(K. Coronges), hence there is detailed knowledge associated with it, allowing our
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interpretation proven. Note that this is a single-layer network, hence it will allow us to
test the optimality tools.

(ii) University threat-logs: This dataset records all attacks on the hosts in a university
network. While the network connecting hosts is fully reachable, i.e. every host can
reach all other hosts, we constructed an effective network from the temporal threat
activity such that if two hosts have coherent activities an edge will connect them with
some weight. The weight of an edge indicates the correlations of threat activity
between two hosts; hence, the undirected, weighted network provides information on
the similarity of pairs of hosts under various cyber-attacks. This dataset was
developed in collaboration with A. Knott (ARL), and it is multi-layered, as we can
build a service-based and an activity-based networks.

In addition to these systems, we plan to validate the derived results and algorithms under the
controlled environment of numerical simulations, to be carried out on both model networks and
real data. This will allow us to explicitly check the accuracy of our predictions and the
applicability of our methods.

Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs

Due Research Milestones

Q1
Analytical and algorithmic tools on controlling multi-layered
networks.

Q2 Mathematical tools for efficient control

Q3
Validation of the developed approach on cadet network and
threat-log data.

Q4
Research papers summarizing our results on controlling multi-
layered networks, efficient control and validation (ST1).

Funding
Funding for Task = E6

Thrust = EDIN

Funding Type = 6.1

Year 5 Funding = $311,508

Funding by Institution and Center

Center Institution Funding Cost Share

CNARC UCD $82,644

IRC BBN $63,132

SCNARC NEU $165,732
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Impact on Network Science
In the last decade network scientists focused their efforts on modeling, inferring and predicting
network structure and dynamics. Control, the dynamics of driving these networks, represents a
new and promising direction for network science, one that could revolutionize the field’s impact
on many areas. One indication is that our ARL-supported breakthrough [Liu11] got as many as
275 citations in just two years. Multi-layered networks have also attracted considerable attention
recently. Hence the coupling of control and interdependency is likely to produce many pertinent
applications, significantly impacting this emerging field and network science in general.

Military Relevance
Multi-layered networks are frequently encountered in military applications. One example is the
interdependency between the communication and command networks. A theoretical and
algorithmic framework to control these multi-layered networks is thus of crucial importance in
the maneuvering of a military organization. The tools we propose to develop can tell which
nodes should be controlled directly, how to utilize the interdependencies between different layers
for control and how to configure driver nodes optimally to achieve efficient and fast control.

Transition Opportunities
The proposed work has the potential to be transitioned to several application domains through
multiple channels. The analytical tools to identify individual control nodes for fully or partially
controlling single networks, developed in the previous years, can be already transitioned into an
array of diagnostic tools that the Army is using to explore real networks. For instance, working
with ARL researchers, we are currently applying them to cyber security. The tools can identify
control nodes both in social networks, as well as in organizational, and infrastructural networks.
Such control nodes either need to be protected in the case of an external attack, or need to be
targeted in adversarial networks. We expect that the result of the work proposed here, on
controlling multi-layered multi-genre systems and on the key factor determining efficient
control, could also be transitioned to real cadet networks and other military-relevant systems by
the end of this program.

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
The proposed task will contribute to the thrust on Evolution and Dynamics of Inter-genre
Networks (EDIN), eventually aiming to explore the control of composite dynamical inter-genre
networks, in which already several tasks in CNARC and INARC are active. Theory of multi-
layered network controllability will directly improve our ability to design robust networks and to
utilize interdependency between different layers.

The main task will rely on several programs currently running under NSCTA, such as those on
“Forming, Dissolving, and Influencing Communities in Social Networks”. The project will
benefit from efforts running under several thrusts, to explore the role and changes of network
topology. Our results are expected to have long-term impact on all problems where the network
dynamics is known on real multi-layered networks, as we offer tools to control them. Finally, our
work, through collaboration with K. Coronges from West Point on the influence dynamics and
influenceability of cadet network, will directly apply our research in a military context.
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All subtasks involve modeling and validation on real-life empirical data. Sharing data will form a
starting platform for this collaborative SCNARC task. NEU will provide access to a wide catalog
of multi-layered directed and weighted networks, spanning social, technological and biological
domains.

Key Contributors and Their Roles

Albert-Laszlo Barabasi, NEU (SCNARC):
Role: Task Lead, Principal Researcher.
Approximate time commitment: 0.110 FTE (1.32 Months) for Faculty Summer, 0.714 FTE (8.57
Months) for Postdoctoral Associate, 0.750 FTE (9 Months) for Graduate Student (RA)
Expected research contribution: Barabasi coordinates and leads the task, assisted by a
postdoctoral associate will develop analytical tools for controlling multi-layered networks and
optimal control with respect to required energy and time. The PD and graduate student will work
with the collaborators on validation.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Barabasi’s postdoctoral researcher and student will
spend approximately two weeks in the coming year at the NS facility to work with related
parties.
Synergies and collaboration: Barabasi will collaborate with D’Souza to apply controllability to
multi-layered network and to validate controllability on real data. Collaboration with K.
Coronges (West Point) and J. George will help explore the military/social relevant of the results.

R. M. D’Souza, UC Davis (CNARC) (100%):

Role: Principal Researcher
Approximate time commitment: 0.083 FTE (1 Month) for Faculty Summer Month, 0.042 FTE
(0.5 Months) for Postdoctoral Associate
Expected research contribution: D’Souza will develop the concepts necessary to apply
controllability to multi-layered networks, including modular structure, community structures,
joint dependencies and identification of characteristic timescales in each layer.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: D’Souza will have regular phone meetings with the
research staff and collaborators and will visit NEU and the NS-CTA facility in Cambridge,
MA. The postdoc will make regular visits to NEU and the NS Facility.
Synergies and collaboration: D’Souza is involved in other EDIN proposals on composite graphs,
adversarial networks, and team formation, which will develop the basic topologies and
considerations for multi-layered networks feeding into the work proposed here on control.

V. Kawadia, BBN (IRC):

Role: Principal Researcher
Approximate time commitment: 0.1 Full Time Equivalent (1.2 Months)
Expected research contribution: Kawadia will develop the concepts necessary to establish the
military relevance of the works proposed here.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Kawadia will have regular phone meetings with the
research staff and collaborators and will visit NEU. He is located at the NS-CTA facility in
Cambridge, MA.
Synergies and collaboration: Kawadia is involved in other EDIN proposals on evolution of
multi-genre networks, community detection on composite networks and trusted distributed
network storage, which will develop tools to analyze multi-genre networks feeding into the work
proposed here on control.
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Technical Abstract
Note: Funding for this task is not yet approved.

We will develop our “topic genotype” framework further (a gene corresponding to each topic
and a genotype corresponding to a user) to quantify the transmission of ideas and opinions of
agents in a network incorporating richer behavioral data and accounting for missing data and
long-term evolution. Our scientific objectives include:

 Characterization of genotypes within a social network using Wikipedia categories,
 Analysis of the temporal evolution of genotypes in a network, and
 Application of Kalman filters for state estimation in network and temporal contexts.

Research Issue/Technical Approach

Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses

Q1: Does the genomic characterization of behavior of social agents carry over to other
datasets? How to account for missing values?

Networked users have an inherent way of interacting with information in a social network, be it
the addition of delay or the introduction of a certain amount of distortion. We were successful in
a genomic characterization of this behavior based on Twitter hashtags. Will alternative
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characterizations based on Wikipedia categories be successful? Will the characterization also
work for other datasets? It is not possible to observe all values in a large social network. How to
account for missing values?

Q2: How do the genotypic signatures of users change over time?

How does the genotype of a single user and a group of networked users evolve over time? One of
the fundamental questions in sociology is whether the tie formation is driven by homophily and
therefore interests within a community evolve together or rather the existence of ties allows for
influence to flow through the ties from an influential node to others. Analyzing the evolution of
user’s interests as represented by evolving genotype will enable us to provide some insight into
this fundamental question.

H1: A topic genome constitutes a good predictive characterization of a social agent across
multiple datasets.

This year, we will gather evidence that the genotypic signature of a user is invariant across
multiple datasets and different derivation methods. To this end, we will apply the developed
methodology to all tweets, with and without hashtags, and classify them using Wikipedia. We
will also apply it to Buzz data or an alternative such as LastFM or Tumblr.

H2: The evolution of genotypes of users connected by a backbone links of a given topic will
enable us to measure the level of influence some nodes exert over other.

Observing temporal evolution of genotypes will provide insights on the temporal extent of
influence as well as its magnitude. We will also observe if transfer of influence from one topic to
the other is possible and under what condition such transfer does happen.

Research Problem Background

The research problem concerns how individual preferences are related to network structure, and
how individual preference and network structure affect the spread of ideas or opinions.
Understanding this is important because it can lead to models that can predict not only the rate
and depth of information diffusion, but also the evolution of a network.

Much theoretical work has dealt with statistical properties of networks and ensemble averages to
predict the spread of information on networks [GABMM2010, BM2012]. These approaches are
difficult to apply because the parameters are hard to estimate and the network structure is often
not static. Obtaining large enough data sets that contain content, time, and network structure data
has always been a primary technical challenge for these types of models.

Recent empirical research has focused on using large data sets to account for individual
differences among members. Sentiment analysis has developed methods to analyze individual
preferences [DHKBD2011], while other work [RMK2011] has observed the effects of network
structure as it pertains to the spread of ideas, e.g. [MSSK13]. The natural next step in this area of
research is to explore the combination of effects from individual preferences and local structure.
However, the technical challenge here is that there is no accepted framework that accounts for
both features simultaneously [RMK2011, YL2011].

The novelty of our approach is that we focus on the content features to which users react
[SHPC2010]. This approach overcomes the need to understand each individual user’s
psychology, and relies only on what is observable from empirical data: the content of the
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message, when the message was sent, and to whom the message was sent. Our goal is to treat the
content as a genetic parcel of information that users choose to pass on to one another, where each
user introduces a different delay of resending the message with a chance that the content or
interpretation of the message may be subject to change (mutation) at each transmission event. An
added benefit of this approach is that similarity of behavior toward certain types of messages
among users may indicate social affinity (interests, attitudes, etc.) and provide important
information about transmission paths in the network, and potential signs of future edge formation
[DeC2011].

In Y4, we demonstrated that building a topic-specific user behavior in social media remains
invariant within a finite time period [BBMSS13]. Based on this observation, we built a user-topic
behavioral model called user genotype that exhibits good predictive power for new information
adoption and can be utilized to understand and minimize cascade bottlenecks in the overall
network information propagation. In Y5, we plan to incorporate richer content in the genotype
model, investigate an evolutionary model for genotypes over longer time periods and address
problems of missing/insufficient observations using the short-term stability of genotypes and
drawing on Kalman filter theory.

Technical Approach

Our main objectives are: (i) characterization of genotypes within a social network using
Wikipedia categories, (ii) analysis of the dynamics of genotypes in a network, and (iii)
application of Kalman filters for state estimation in network and temporal contexts.

Characterization of genotypes within a social network using Wikipedia categories:

Our initial input for computing user genotypes was adoption of hashtags (user-defined post
labels) grouped into topics. While this signal is promising, our investigation was limited by
sparsity of observations for individual users.

Figure 4-29 Overview of TAQOS
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While the social post text provides more useful behavioral input than hashtags alone, working
with such text is challenging due to character length limitations, heavy use of abbreviations and
slang, and the need to differentiate between personal update posts and topically charged ones.
We plan to exploit the textual content of social posts to obtain denser and more accurate
genotypes. To this end, we will develop a system to automatically categorize social posts into
topics by querying Wikipedia and utilizing its category structure to obtain the most likely topic.
To evaluate the accuracy of our Wikipedia-based annotation system and calibrate its parameters,
we will obtain independent ground-truth annotations for a big collection of social posts using
Mechanical Turk.

Our Wikipedia-based annotation approach, called TAQOS (shown in Figure 4-29), will use an
indexed version of the whole Wikipedia corpus, equipped with the hierarchy of categories
annotating individual articles. Given a query social post we will perform a text search in the
Wikipedia corpus and combine categorical annotations of the top hits and compute category-
hierarchy-aware relevance to any set of predefined topics (high level Wikipedia categories). This
general framework will allow us to associate (with varying degree of confidence) any social post
with a topic. We will employ a diversity-aware clustering of the top answer-set Wikipedia pages
and exploit the strength of clusters to detect personal updates and other messages not relevant to
particular topics.

Figure 4-30 Human categorized tweets per topic

To evaluate and calibrate our Wikipedia-based approach for user behavior profiling, we will use
ground-truth annotations obtained from the crowdsourcing service Mechanical Turk. We
construct a categorization task of 3 thousand tweets, asking for five distinct worker annotations
of each tweet into one of five topics, including a special “Other” topic for personal tweets or
unknown topic. The distribution of tweets over topics is presented in Figure 4-30, where the
topic is selected as a majority consensus among the 5 annotations. We will tune our method to
maximize precision and recall with respect to the human annotated tweets. The ability to
categorize arbitrary messages will then enable us to create a more robust behavioral profile of
individuals.

Analysis of the dynamics of genotypes in a network:

We will investigate temporal evolution of users’ genotypes and quantify the role of network
structure as a driver for change. Particularly, we will relate changes of genotypes to opinion
dynamics models. Are there averaging behaviors? Do users develop new interests due to their
participation in the information dissemination process or is the participation the result of already
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existing interest in a topic? Another direction of our future investigations that is important for
military and intelligence applications is in what circumstances influence developed in one topic
carries over to another topic or activities. Analyzing the evolution of genotypes in the backbone
network of a topic will enable us to address the above questions.

This work will benefit from an important property of the Twitter data, which is the access to the
social network of users represented by information about who follows whose tweets. Often, a
user follows users (therefore forming directed connections in the corresponding follower
network) with genotypes similar to its own, exemplifying the principle of homophily. However,
other links between users can be created for reasons different than similar interests as represented
by the similarities in genotypes. For example, a person can follow another Twitter user because
they are co-workers in real world, or because this person’s friends follow that user or only
because this person is a fan of the user who is a movie star. The links established via different
motivation in a follower network provide means of communications and interactions between
users with potentially rather different genotypes, giving the rise to the following fundamental
questions. Could a genotype of the follower be altered by social influence from the followee?
How strong is such social influence and how to measure it? How to model the process of
genotype change in order to obtain some predictive ability?

We will use the genotypes defined and investigated in the Year 4 in this task together with the
structures of the social network collected in our Twitter dataset to provide insights in answering
such questions.

Kalman filters for state estimation:

Finally, we will address missing/insufficient observations by state estimation approaches applied
both in the network and time domain. One class of methods we will investigate to this end is
based on Kalman filters [WV2000]. For our purposes, a non-linear Kalman filter can be
implemented on population epidemic models, where observable quantities, such as hashtag
frequency, can be used to infer the rate parameters and states of the rest of the system in real-
time. Selecting an appropriate model and tuning the Kalman filter are non-trivial tasks, yet we
seek to deduce additional observable states and parameters from both the knowledge of the
network structure and the collection of user genotypes.

Figure 4-31 (a) Ensemble measurement residual (difference between the measurement and its estimated
value) with error bars for the simple Susceptible-Informed (SI) epidemic model with birth/death processes.

(b) Here, a measurement (True Data) occurs when a new hashtag usage is detected. (c) Estimate of Informed
population growth rate parameter according to Kalman filter.
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Preliminary results in Figure 4-31 show how well the Kalman filter estimates the observable
states, while simultaneously inferring the corresponding parameter values for a simple SI model.
For example, the increase in the growth rate value of Figure 4-31c corresponds with the
steepening of data in Figure 4-31b. Since the Kalman filter is a model-based estimator, a
dynamic model is required to define the coupling of all the states and parameters. This imposes a
limitation on the abilities of this type of state estimator, which is why the simplest model is often
the best choice. This is also why preliminary results implemented an SI epidemic model. Future
work will utilize network structure features to estimate populations of users exposed to a social
phenomenon, and to discover the presence of unobservable links (i.e., links that exist outside the
observable social network).

Validation Approach

We will study the Twitter social network because it has millions of active users, and each
message has a known source, audience, time stamp, and content. We will use both focused
crawls (CRAWL dataset in [BBMSS13]) containing all messages for a small subnetwork and the
2006 20% sample of all tweets (SNAP dataset from [BBMSS13]). Having access to our general
purpose framework for categorization of social post will also enable us to verify our models in
other social networks/medias. We will also consider data from Google Buzz. We obtained the
Wikipedia corpus from the Wikimedia website using the latest release from June 2003 and the
category hierarchy from DBPedia. For the ground truth annotations we selected 3000 tweets
from the whole population of our focused crawl data, trying to diversify the topics based on the
initial prototype of TAQOS. We obtained permission for human research experiment and
published the tweets as a categorization task on Amazon Mechanical Turk. The experimental
results were then processed obtaining a ground truth topic based on majority consensus (Figure
4-30).

Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs

Due Research Milestones

Q1
Mechanical Turk experiments to improve the automatic classification of
Twitter messages into Wikipedia categories.

Q2 Development of social genotype based on Wikipedia categories.

Q3 Kalman filter ideas. Study dynamics of social genome

Q4 Report on temporal evolution of genotypes.

Funding
Funding for Task E7 is not yet approved.

Impact on Network Science
This research will be useful for interpreting observable data from real human networks, and for
understanding how network topology and individual properties influence each other and the
propagation of ideas within a population. Addressing issues with sparsity of observations and
long-term evolution of individual behavior will enable new theories and models that are possible
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due to the fine-grained individual information. Evaluating our models on systems different from
Twitter will also test the limits of their generalizability and highlight differences in behavioral
trends across platforms.

Military Relevance
Our results are expected to be particularly relevant for understanding the dynamics associated
with social networks, which increasingly play a critical role in current military scenarios and
have been crucially important for recent political events of military interest such as the Arab
Spring. Monitoring of mental health of soldiers may use the drastic short-term changes in the
user genotype (that succinctly encapsulates the behavior) as an indication of the crisis of mental
stability.

Transition Opportunities
The proposed research can lead to 6.2 opportunities that are focused on understanding the
dynamics of content and user interactions in social networks and that seek to discover anomalous
patterns of behavior in network neighborhoods. In the commercial arena, this research can lead
to apps on social networks that can compute the genotypes of users and suggest new friendship
structures based on genotype neighborhoods in the network or suggest target audience for
specific topics, offers, etc.

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
The research is in collaboration with the ICB Task 3.23 (PIs J. Moehlis & A. Singh, UCSB).
Prof. Moehlis will work closely with us on the proposed research and will lead the subtask on
Kalman filters.

Within the NS CTA, the proposed work is synergistic with research on Social Networks in
Action, (S1) and Spread of Influence and Opinions (S2) in SCNARC as well to EDIN tasks E1
(structure of composite networks) and E3 (dynamics of networks).

Ananthram Swami: Use of genotypes in developing a model for network structure growth and
dynamics.

Key Contributors and Their Roles

A. K. Singh, UCSB (INARC):
Role: Network algorithms, Biological relevance, Coordination with ICB.
Approximate time commitment: 0.5 summer month.
Expected research contribution: Prof. Singh will contribute to the three sub-tasks and integrate
the research with ICB.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Prof. Singh will spend a week at ARL.
Synergies and collaboration: Prof. Singh is participating in EDIN tasks E1 and E3 on the
structure of composite networks and the dynamic behavior of composite networks. This research
will be synergistic to that effort. Moreover, the data generated from this task will be used as an
input for the other two tasks.
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B.K. Szymanski, RPI (SCNARC):
Role: Social network modeling and analysis, experimental data collection, simulation and
modeling of temporal evolution and dynamic processes on networks, spread of opinions in social
networks.
Approximate time commitment: 0.2 summer month, 3 months of postdoc.
Expected research contribution: Prof. Szymanski will contribute to the first two subtasks on
topic selection via Wikipedia and on temporal evolution of genotypes.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Prof. Szymanski and/or his postdoc will spend a
week at ARL.
Synergies and collaboration: Prof. Szymanski is participating in two other tasks that will use the
results of this research. In task S1, genotype user model will be used to discover backbone
networks of flow of ideas, and in task S2, we will use it for refining community detection
algorithms when the community is based on communications between members.

P. Bogdanov, UCSB (INARC):
Role: Network algorithms, Empirical validation.
Approximate time commitment: 4 months.
Expected research contribution: Dr. Bogdanov will contribute primarily to the first two sub-
tasks.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Dr. Bogdanov will spend a week at ARL.
Synergies and collaboration: Dr. Bogdanov is participating in EDIN tasks E1 and E3 on the
structure of composite networks and the dynamic behavior of composite networks.
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5.1 Overview
Effective, distributed decision making involves proper coordination of the network of users (i.e.,
decision makers). It connects decision makers to relevant portions of the information network via
parsimonious use of the communications network that optimizes the quality of the information. It
also presents the information in a manner that builds the user’s trust. This CCRI addresses the
network science challenges that arise when decision making and information processing are
embedded in a complex, composite network of integrated social/cognitive, information, and
communication networks. These challenges include the principles, mechanisms, and bounds on
how the genres support information discovery, processing, analysis, and presentation over multi-
genre networks in relation to quantitative measures of the effectiveness in distributed decision
making.

Today’s information processing systems need to understand the limitations and exploit potential
benefits of a multi-genre environment. In particular, the traditional steps of information
processing must be understood as affecting and being affected by the social, cognitive, and
communication networks in which they are performed. These steps include 1) the formulation of
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the query, 2) the discovery of data sources and imperfect extraction of information, 3) fusion and
aggregation, 4) dissemination and presentation, and 5) use by the decision makers.

Communication and social networks must be understood as affecting and being affected by the
information processing. Clearly, the current state of the composite network has an impact on
what the information processing system and the decision makers can do. The composite network
is continually evolving, and the information processing system influences this evolution. The
theory and methods developed in this CCRI will ensure that multi-genre networks perform and
evolve to achieve and sustain the effective information support of decisions.

This CCRI considers three tenets for supporting effective distributed decision making:

 The context of the mission space must be supported by a representation for the overall goals
of the entire mission space, the specific individual goals, and the states of the
communication, information, and social/cognition networks. The CCRI will lead to theories
about how mission goals as envisioned by users can be transferred to representations that
support queries within the information network.

 Intelligent information delivery and presentation will tailor and present information to the
right user at the right time to affect distributed cognition and ultimately achieve optimal
situational awareness.

 Learning is necessary to refine the overall understanding of the needs of users and the
associated experts via the information flows and query patterns.

The IPAN CCRI directly addresses these important issues at various levels of fidelity by
considering both the strategic decision of an intelligence analyst and the tactical decisions of a
soldier in a current or emerging high-risk situation. For the intelligence analysts, the
understanding and refinement of queries within a mission context is essential for the delivery of
relevant and credible information. For tactical situations, it is crucial to understand the structures
and contents of a cross-genre network that enable effective teamwork for mission success.

A number of DoD programs provide transition opportunities for this work. Clearly, programs for
decision support tools can benefit from this research. While this CCRI is NOT about building a
new decision support aid, the fundamental theories from this CCRI can lead to rigorous design
principles to support programs that build such tools. The initial version of the visualization tools
developed by UCSB has sparked interest by the INSCOM Futures Laboratory, and it is
anticipated that the credibility analysis and visualization tools will spark even further interest.
Other DoD programs that provide potential transition opportunities for IPAN include: ARL
Data-to-Decisions Enterprise, Mission command (TECD), Advanced All-Source Fusion (A2SF)
(ATO), GeoEnabled Multi-Modal Situation Awareness program, the DARPA Knowledge
Enhanced Compressive Measurement program, and the Defense Threat Reduction Agency
(DTRA) program.

5.2 Technical Approach
The research in this CCRI will investigate social, cognitive and information models to support
interactive search and query, visualization, and experimentation. From these models and
experiments, theories will be validated and network analytical processing methods will emerge
to support the social network of decision makers. P1 and P2 support the intelligence analyst; P3
and P4 investigate issues related to the tactical network of decision makers.
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P1: Interactive Search and Query over Socio-Information Networks – Searching distributed
information sources—both data repositories and human experts—is critical for decision making.
The key philosophy is how to combine computer-based search results and human input to create
the best result for the searcher. For military tasks in particular, which often require both solid
background knowledge and understanding of factors often better explained by an experienced
human, integrating the two sources may be the best. In addition, adding the ability to query
people creates the problem of finding the right people to query. This discovery can also be
supported by a computer system or by other humans. In light of the inherent complexity of
expert networks, distributed collection and inherent complexity and noise in networking data,
this task proposes to achieve the goal by (1) mining and distilling information and knowledge
acquired by a person in real time to facilitate expert search and recommendation; (2) deriving
delay bounds in multi-genre networks; in particular, model completion times for search and
query jobs over socio-information networks; and (3) designing social experiments to validate
theory and algorithms thus developed.

P2: Scalable Recommendation of Credible Information Sources – This task addresses
the problem of recommending credible content across composite networks of social media and a
range of other communications data. Practical limitations of information analysts’ attention
reinforce the need for automated assessments of credibility. Thus, the task will explore the
limitations, potential synergies, and other theoretical boundaries between automated credibility
analysis algorithms and credibility assessments made by human analysts. Specifically, this task
will further refine the state of knowledge regarding optimal combinations of automated and
human analyses of network data as users utilize large data sets to inform the decision-making
process. It will explore the complexities associated with the utilization of credibility algorithms
within the context of the exploration of large data sets in order to support real time decision-
making and will produce a generalizable cognitive theory of credibility-based recommendation
that can inform a broad range of network-based information analysis tasks.

P3: Online laboratory to study large group network performance – This task performs a
number of experiments to study how information processing and network structure support
effective group decision making. While many experiments appear in the team literature, they
largely neglect the team dimension because of (1) the difficulty in collecting dynamic network
data and (2) the cost and logistical challenges of running experiments with groups. These
difficulties are especially true in the study of large groups; until very recently such study has
been completely neglected in experimental research because of the impossibility of studying
large groups in a laboratory setting. It is increasingly possible to use the Internet to recruit
subjects and stage group experiments. This task will design and execute a set of online, group
network experiments and provide a prototype infrastructure to facilitate group network
experiments. It will consolidate the technical platform built in the first year for human
behavioral research, build a steady set of volunteers to support the experiments, and move
forward with the development of experiments regarding how information processing and
network structure support effective group decision making.

P4: Emergence of Communities and Leadership in High Risk Environments – The
emergence of communities in networks requires a set of “qualified” individuals (leaders)
embedded in one or more communities. For a community to “activate” to accomplish a
particular goal, communication must occur among its members. This research seeks to satisfy
the following goals: (1) validate the discovery of emergent online communities; (2) deactivate
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the communication in (potentially adversarial) communities before its completion (prior to their
action); and (3) discover ways to facilitate the effective activation of friendly combatant
communities. To accomplish these goals, we will study the formation and evolution of online
human communities on Twitter in response to extreme events and study a day trading Instant
Message network. These online communities and their members possess a variety of properties.
Users join these communities to obtain information and/or confirmation, propagate the
information, incite, and perhaps act. Moreover, we will trace the behavioral intent that users
exhibit online and their role and engagement in online communities. The theory of behavioral
intent suggests that the intent to engage in a particular behavior is the best predictor of the
behavior. However, other factors may affect deviations in behavior from original intent, such as
the quality of the information received, lack of behavioral control, etc. To address this issue, we
will explore the surrogate behavioral indicators as well as metrics for the quality of information.
Finally, we will apply the modified Theory of Planned Behavior and network structure and
evolution to the identification and possible modification of emergent online communities.

5.3 Task P1: Interactive Search and Query over Socio-
Information Networks

Task Lead: M. Srivatsa, IBM (INARC)

Email: msrivats@us.ibm.com Phone: +1-914-784-7893

Primary Research Staff Collaborative Advisers

G. Cao, PSU (CNARC) K. Ehrlich, IBM (SCNARC)

J. Golbeck, UMD (SCNARC) J. Hancock, ArtisTech (IRC)

M. Srivatsa, IBM (INARC) Lead S. Kase, CISD (ARL)

X. Yan, UCSB (INARC) A. Leung, BBN (IRC)

P. Sullivan, (ARL)

Technical Abstract
Information searching is ultimately a human endeavor. People need information to complete a
task, and a good “system” will support that in the best way possible, whether the solution is
algorithmic, human, or a hybrid of the two. As with most human tasks, we can measure the
usability of a system using five standard factors: speed, efficiency, learnability, memorability,
and user preference. Certainly, users need no help learning to interact with other people or
remembering how to have that interaction, but they need such training on computer-supported
search systems. The speed of forming a query and receiving a result, and the error rates
associated with the results will likely vary among users, tasks, and the systems or humans that
are queried. And finally, the method that a user prefers, even if it performs worse on the first four
measures, often matters.
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A combination of computer-based search results and human input may create the best result for a
searcher’s task. For military tasks in particular, which often require both solid background
knowledge and understanding of factors often better explained by an experienced human,
integrating the two sources may be best. In addition, adding the ability to query people creates
the problem of finding the right people to query. That can also be supported by a computer
system or by other humans.

However, this problem is non-trivial because of the inherent complexity of expert networks,
distributed collection, and inherent complexity and noise in networking data. The key challenge
is at least three-fold: (i) how to mine and distill information and knowledge acquired by a person
in real time to facilitate expert search and recommendation, (ii) how to derive delay bounds in
multi-genre networks— in particular, how to model completion times for search and query jobs
over socio-information networks, and (iii) how to design social experiments to validate theories
and algorithms thus developed.

Figure 5-1 Search and Query over Multi-Genre Networks

Research Issue/Technical Approach

Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses
Q1. How to support search and queries over a socio-information network?

Q2. What are the delay bounds of query completion in multi-genre networks, considering the
availability and quality of information sources and experts?

H1. We hypothesize that one can build generative models of expert networks by mining historical
problem solving data. These models will give insights into the structure of the network (e.g.,
what is needed for the establishment of a social link in the expert network?) and the nature of
query routing over the network (e.g., how many hops will a query traverse before it is answered?
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How good is an agent at query routing (i.e., finding the right expert)? These insights will in turn
help in expertise-based search and recommendation in socio-information networks.

Research Problem Background
In 2012-2013, IPAN task P1 explored the problem of search and recommendation over socio-
information networks [ZSA12, YSYS13, YSYW13, GCIS13, NZSO13, ZZCSY13, ZSYS13].
Our prior work has focused on (real-time) extraction of dynamic socio-information networks
from communication network data (e.g., network logs). More recently we have been exploring
models for exploratory query answering over socio-information networks and analytical models
that predict completion times for queries routed over an expert network. In Y5 we seek to build
upon past work to bring human-in-the-loop for searching and querying multi-genre networks. In
particular, we will focus on designing experiments that will empirically quantify the
effectiveness of our prior approaches. We will also seek to advance analytical models by
building generative models for expert networks that capture key characteristics of network
structure and the ability to route complex queries.

Technical Approach
This task is broadly divided into three subtasks. The first subtask will extend our prior work on
graph query processing to mine and query heterogeneous multi-genre networks. The second
subtask builds new analytical models for collaborative problem solving and query routing on
socio-information networks. The third subtask will design social experiments that will validate
theoretical models and algorithms developed in the first two subtasks. To support
experimentation of all these subtasks we will continue to leverage the IBM trouble ticket routing
dataset. We will complement our analysis with human-in-the-loop experiments conducted at
Aberdeen Proving Grounds.

Searching Multi-Genre Networks

We consider a new scenario for searching heterogeneous graph data that are extracted from
social, information and communication networks (e.g., Facebook/twitter, email, phone,
messengers), as well as traditional text repositories (e.g., intelligence reports, speech record,
social media, social forums) . These data sources are heterogeneous, linked and distributed, full
of categorical data with varying vocabularies and ontologies. It is very clear that an analyst is
not going to have the same kind of comprehensive knowledge on the schema and the structure of
a large social/information network as data providers do. In many cases, it is even impossible for
data providers to have a unified schema and representation of graphs with billions of nodes/edges
and petabytes of associated data. The same network data might be represented in different
manners by data providers and analysts. Relational database techniques and Google-kind of
keyword search are not able to support heterogeneous types, values and links.

In the past, we have done significant research in NS-CTA on graph query and approximate graph
search. Our results have been published in recent years’ top-ranked database conferences,
SIGMOD (NESS KLYGCT11) and VLDB (NEMA [KWAY13]). We are ready to develop a
general graph query principle that applicable to heterogeneous datasets harvested from multi-
genre networks. It shall support multiple similarity and transformation functions that could
automatically bridge the gap between a query (e.g., age) and a data item (e.g., birthday) in the
dataset. It shall be built using techniques beyond traditional database doctrines. For example,
since there might exist many different mappings from a query item to a data item, from a query
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graph to a data subgraph, one has to use machine learning to weigh the possibility and the
importance of these mappings and combine them in a principled manner, rather than being pre-
set by a search algorithm.

Since heterogeneous graph is often distributed in multiple machines or handled by different
agents, we will investigate the mechanism of combining partial matches of a graph query from
different sources and formulating a complete answer. Our previous work on distributed graph
query will be extended to heterogeneous graph data. The PIs will also work together to
demonstrate this new methodology will significantly lower the threshold to access networked
data.

We use three real-life datasets in our tests: (1) Freebase (http://www.freebase.com/). The dataset
provides information on well-known entities (people, places, and things). Each node has (a) a
labeled type, (b) a set of attributes and their values describing the entity. Each edge denotes e.g.,
properties or entity relationships. The dataset contains in total 2.8 million nodes and edges. (2)
DBpedia (http://dbpedia.org). The dataset represents a knowledge graph which includes 3.77M
million nodes and 190 million edges. Each node represents an entity labeled with a type (e.g.,
‘animal’, ‘architectures’, ‘famous places’) from in total 239 labels (classes) with 1.2K attributes
(e.g., ‘name’ = ‘Jaguar’, ‘genus’ = ‘Panthera’). (3) Yago2 is a knowledge graph with 10M nodes
and 120M edges. Similarly as DBpedia, it contains 6.4k classes with 1.3k properties. We will use
a query benchmark DBPSB (http://askw.org/Progjects/DBPSB.html) to generate query
templates, each is populated with a set of query instance.

Analytical Models of Expert Search in Socio-Information Networks

The second subtask explores analytical models that may be used to estimate and control various
performance (e.g., latency) and quality (e.g., accuracy) metrics associated with query answering
on socio-information networks. To answer a complex query or make a decision, many people
may be involved. The complex query may be split into sub-queries, and sent to different nodes at
different locations. Thus, the decision making may involve various data access/dissemination
delay includes the delay in social network (human availability, willingness to answer,
prioritization of user activities, processing delay, etc.), delay in the information network (split the
query and serve the query), and delay in the communication network.

In our work during the prior APP, we have formalized the problem as a graph problem with n
nodes and m queries (m>>n), and the objective is to minimize the query delay considering
several factors such as user (node) expertise, node queuing delay, and communication delay. We
have considered a deterministic expertise model and proposed a centralized approach based on a
modified Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm. Since the network graph has both edge weight
(communication delay) and node weight (node queuing delay and processing delay), we first
transform the original graph to a new weighted graph before running Dijkstra’s algorithm. We
also proposed a distributed approach since up-to-date network information (expertise profile,
queuing delay, and communication delay) is not always available.

We will extend this work in several ways. 1) We will consider a probabilistic expertise model in
which a node can only answer a query with some probability. Under this model, the query
should be routed to a number of destinations which are likely to answer the query quickly to
bound the delay. Moreover, we will consider that a query may have to be re-forwarded to other
nodes. 2) We will develop some theoretical bounds on getting the up-to-date network
information considering the communication delay, and will study the tradeoffs between
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performance and overhead. 3) We will add social factors into our model, e.g., node processing
delay may be related to human availability, willingness to answer, relationship, etc., and thus the
query queue should be modeled as a priority queue, which will significantly increase the
complexity of the optimization.

To minimize the delay for decision making in multi-genre networks, we have to consider the
delay in social network, communication network and information network. We will leverage our
prior work in this area [GC2011, ZGCPKI2011,GCPH2012] and build analytical models that
account for various constraints (described above) in multi-genre networks and study various
solution.

We will evaluate our results using IBM trouble ticket routing dataset and publicly available
BugTraq datasets. We will exploit text mining work from core INARC to mine expertise vectors
for various experts and a problem vector for a given ticket. We will quantify the effectiveness of
an agent in: (i) answering a query based on the distance between the problem vector and the
agent’s expertise vector, and (ii) the ability of the agent to route a ticket (in case the problem
falls outside the agent’s expertise). The latter is quantified by examining each ticket routing
decision and determining the distance between the receiver’s expertise vector and the problem
vector. We will use the insights learnt to: (i) build generative models for an expert network – our
initial analysis suggests that the probability of a link between agents u and v can be modeled as e-

γ*d(u,v) for some γ > 0 and d(u,v) denotes the distance between the agents’ expertise vectors. (ii) to
model query routing based on how effectively an agent can estimate a ticket’s problem vector –
out initial analysis suggests that accuracy of query routing varies as e-β*d(u, t) for some β > 0 and
d(u, t) denotes the distance between an agent u’s expertise vector and a ticket t’s problem vector.
We will study and quantify fundamental relationships between the structural model of the expert
network and errors in problem vector estimation with that of the effectiveness of query routing.

Human-in-the-loop Experimentation

The third subtask will explore design of experimentation to validate theory and algorithms
developed in the first two subtasks. In particular we will design social experiments in a military
context to answer three key research questions:

(1) Do users prefer human responses, computer responses, or a combination for each scenario?
Before carrying out testing with these scenarios, survey and interview data will be collected to
understand users’ initial impressions about how they prefer to find information.

(2) What combination of computer-based and human-based search results is most effective? This
can be studied for each scenario and among different groups of user (based on demographic
attribute, for example). This should be studied quantitatively for each of the usability measures
described above as well as through qualitative analysis of subjects’ opinions.

(3) What type of interactive search system can support the combination of human and computer-
based querying that is most usable / preferred by users? This may end up being an entirely
computer-based system if users prefer it and get better results that way. However, in a hybrid
scenario, how to best support users with finding the right people and providing supporting
information will be an important research challenge.

We currently have developed an initial human experiment with an intelligence analysis scenario
that we plan to run at Aberdeen Proving Ground’s testing facilities and with civilian subjects in
our labs. The results we obtain from this will serve as the foundation for the research tasks
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described above. We expect to use these observations to cross-validate existing datasets (e.g.,
IBM trouble ticket dataset) and extract key properties of expert networks that are more directly
relevant to military scenarios.

Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs

Due Research Milestones

Q1

Investigation of exploratory search and query over multi-genre
networks

Design of social experiments for validating expert search and
recommendation

Q2
Development of algorithms and completion time analysis for
query routing on expert networks

Q3

Initial experimentation with human-users and interactive query
answering

Develop generative models of expert networks which can be
used to predict and control query routing

Q4
Cross validation of human-in-the-loop experiments and
analytical models of query answering over socio-information
networks

Funding
Funding for Task = P1

Thrust = IPAN

Funding Type = 6.1

Year 5 Funding = $351,661

Funding by Institution and Center

Center Institution Funding Cost Share

CNARC PSU $77,000

INARC IBM $119,167

INARC UCSB $87,041

SCNARC UMD $68,453

Impact on Network Science
To minimize the delay for decision making in multi-genre networks, we have to consider the
delay in social network, communication network and information network. For instance, the
source of delay could be communication network experiences propagation delays due to link
(un)availability, information network experiences delay due to exploratory query answering, and
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social network delays may arise from expert search, human interest and relationship between the
querier and the expert. It is possible that letting node “A” answer the query is a better solution
than using node “B” in the social network, but “B” is a better solution than “A” in the
communication network. In this regard we expect that this effort will result in: (i) development
of new algorithms and methodologies to search and query tactical multi-genre networks, (ii)
extend fundamental delay bounds from communication networks to span socio-information
networks, and (iii) potentially drive human-in-the-loop experiments to empirically study the
effectiveness of our approaches on decision-making.

Military Relevance
Tactical military networks are essentially multi-genre. In such tactical networks, it is important
to jointly consider search and queries that span communication, information and social networks.
While much of past work has focused on joint communication and information network analysis,
this paper seeks to re-examine prior work from the perspective of socio-information networks.
In doing so, it seeks to address the problem of expert search and query resolution over socio-
information networks. In a tactical military scenario it is important to realize that a “search
query” may be answered by both the information network and the social network (i.e., an expert
or a team). The proposed work seeks to characterize the power of information and social sources
with the goal of efficiently answering such search queries. It brings human-in-the-loop where
appropriate and thus can potentially have a significant impact on military decision-making.

Transition Opportunities
Internal to NS-CTA:

In the past, we have transition in-network storage algorithms into the DTN testbed at IRC and
RTD2D testbed at IBM. We will continue to transition key algorithms into both these testbeds
for validating our approaches. We will also transition RTD2D platform via integration with ITA
assets (ITA Information Fabric) – a demo of this is planned for Annual ITA Meeting in Oct
2013.

External opportunities:

 We will collaborate with APTIMA.COM via a DARPA-DSPACE project for distributed
graph search in heterogeneous graph data.

 We will release our graph search software to Dr. S. Kase and Dr. K. Ogaard at Aberdeen
Proving Grounds and demonstrate the system to ARL researchers.

 We will work with Salinas Police Department to search multi-genre networks constructed
from crime reports using the proposed graph search techniques.

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
This task builds on prior NS-CTA in-network storage tasks in INARC and CNARC. This task is
closely linked to QoI Task Q3 “In-Network Storage: Characterizing the Benefits of QoI-Aware
Cooperative Caching” and SCNARC Task S4 “Composite Networks in Organization and Team
Performance”. The QoI task is focused on how to consider QoI requirements and knowledge of
underlying social and information networks to design better caching algorithms to improve QoI.
The SCNARC task is focused on identifying social network structures in an organization and
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inferring the impact of such structures on team performance. Our task complements them by
focusing on search, query and analysis over socio-information networks.

ARL collaborators:

 P. Sullivan. Identification of scenarios for expert search and queries on socio-information
networks. Paul will guide the team on identifying key information sources (e.g., network
logs, collaborative problem solving) that aids extraction and analysis of multi-genre
networks.

 S. Kase, ARL (CISD) Sue’s lab will host algorithms and prototypes for expert search and
queries over socio-information network. This would serve as a conduit for showcasing our
research to CERDEC, gathering more fine grained military requirements and enhancing our
algorithms based on military feedback.

Key Contributors and Their Roles
G. Cao, PSU (CNARC)

Role: Principal investigator.
Approximate time commitment: 0.5 summer month and 1 graduate student.
Expected research contribution: Focus on decision dissemination in multi-genre networks.
Develop models and algorithms for determining where to send the query based on the delay,
cost, and query matching degree in the social, information and communication networks.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Cao will spend approximately one week in the
coming year at the NS facility to work with related parties.
Synergies and collaboration: Collaborate with Srivatsa and Yan on search and query. Lead a WP
on in-network storage.

M. Srivatsa, IBM (INARC)

Role: Technical lead for this task.
Approximate time commitment: 4 months + 1 summer intern (3 months)
Expected research contribution: Research on exploratory query answering over resource
constrained dynamic networks
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Indirectly, via W. Dron, BBN (IRC) and A. Leung,
BBN (IRC). Worked with Dron and Leung to transition in-network storage research into the
BBN composite network test-bed in 2010-12.
Synergies and collaboration: With R. Ganti and T. Abdelzaher on spatio-temporal provenance
task. Mentor a summer intern from UCSB/INARC on query routing on socio-information
networks (2013).

X. Yan, UCSB (INARC)

Role: Principal Investigator
Approximate time commitment: 0.5 month + 1 graduate student (11 months)
Expected research contribution: Research on expert search in socio-information networks and
work with other PIs on exploratory query and delay models.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Participate in NS-CTA calls, task meetings, and
occasional trips to the NS Facility in Cambridge.
Synergies and collaboration: Dr. Yan leads (distributed) graph queries research in NS-CTA. He
is also involved in multiple data mining projects in dynamic, heterogeneous information
networks.
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J. Golbeck, UMD (SCNARC)

Role: Principal investigator
Approximate time commitment: 0.5 month + 1 graduate student
Expected research contribution: Design of “live” experiments and evaluation with human
subjects and cross-validation of generative models of expert networks.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Participate in NS-CTA calls, task meetings, and
occasional trips to the NS Facility in Cambridge.
Synergies and collaboration:
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5.4 Task P2: Scalable Recommendation of Credible
Information Sources

Task Lead: J O’Donovan, UCSB (INARC)

Email: jod@cs.ucsb.edu Phone: 8054519342

Primary Research Staff Collaborative Advisers

T. Abdelzaher, UIUC (INARC) N. Buchler, HRED (ARL)

C. Gonzalez, CMU (SCNARC) T. Hollerer, UCSB (INARC)

D. Jones, SAT (IRC) A. Leung, BBN (IRC)

J. O'Donovan, UCSB (INARC) Lead

Technical Abstract
This task addresses the problem of recommending credible content across composite networks of
social media and a range of other communications data. Practical limitations of information
analysts’ attention reinforce the need for automated assessments of credibility. However, finding
optimal combinations of automated and human analyses of network data remains a challenge,
since data volume and credibility-determining factors vary greatly across domains and
contexts/missions. Through experimentation and cognitive assessment of expert and non-expert
analysts as they perform complex data analysis tasks, we aim to produce a generalizable
cognitive theory of credibility-based recommendation that can inform a broad range of network-
based information analysis tasks.

Research Issue/Technical Approach
This task builds on research in recommendation systems, e.g. [HER00, DON05, MOB07] to
address the challenge of finding reliable and credible information at the right time, across
composite networks of social media and other communications such as cell phone and remote
analyst data feeds. Our central hypothesis is that different degrees of explanation and control of
credibility-based recommendation algorithms impact analyst performance in terms of accuracy,
speed and cognitive load. Our goal is to determine cognitive limitations based on assessment of
expert and non-expert analysts as they perform data analysis tasks. Our experiments are geared
towards providing insight that will contribute to a generalized cognitive theory of credibility-
based recommendation for use in a broad range of information analysis scenarios.

Building on our Y4 collaborations, we will continue to develop and evaluate our credibility
analysis workbench (Fluo) by performing cognitive and scenario-based evaluations. Fluo is a
fully functional interactive data analysis tool developed during our Y4 task. The workbench
incorporates assessments of information credibility via UIUC’s Apollo filtering engine. Our Y4
effort produced a new experimental scenario data set based on input and experimentation from
all team members. In Y5 we will continue with our cognitive evaluation of analysts using this
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data set, focusing on analysts with military experience in addition to non-expert participants such
as Amazon’s MTurk worker pool.

To facilitate better analysis workflows and cognitive assessments of credibility, several new
capabilities will be added to the workbench, including a controlled English module to provide
dynamic feedback as analysts generate queries through gestures in the interface. Controlled
English serves two purposes: first as a feedback mechanism to inform the analyst of queries
dynamically, and second, as input Apollo’s inference engine to further refine its assertions of
credibility by tailoring them to the current analyst query. As a step towards dynamic detection of
anomalies in information feeds that may warrant analyst attention, a topic modeling and
visualization component will be added to Fluo to support representation of emergent topics as
they develop in real time. This will give the analyst a new perspective/overview of network-
based information that allows discovery of otherwise undetectable phenomena in the integrated
information feed.

To support the grand goal of developing a generalizable cognitive theory of credibility-based
recommendation, we will apply Instance Based Learning (IBL) in multiple areas of the
experiment. Cognitive models will be formulated on data from Phase 1 (non-expert) and Phase
2 (expert) experiments. These models will be compared and contrasted and the insights from the
model behavior used to refine and develop our cognitive theory. Three additional cognitive
experiments will be performed in multiple analysis and recommendation scenarios to provide
further insight about the cognition of information analysts.

Figure 5-2: Overview of the Experimental Workbench.
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Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses

Q1: What are the cognitive limitations of human analysts that can inform where automated
algorithms should take over? How can we leverage the theoretical and practical boundaries of
different credibility modeling strategies to improve/optimize the analysis process? How do we
leverage cognitive and human-factor models to discover rules that help them to better adapt to
specific contexts/missions?

H1: Results from the four cognitive experiments outlined in the Technical Approach section will
contribute to a general cognitive theory of credibility-based recommendation.

Q2: What are the benefits and limitations of incorporating streaming data into the credibility
model and how can we best convey updates to credibility information effectively to the user?
What are the benefits of controlled English and anomaly detection tools in information analysis
tasks, and can controlled English help to refine credibility assessments by tailoring them to a
current analyst query? At what points does addition of these analytical aids introduce cognitive
bias?

H2: a) The Fluo workbench can improve analyst performance in real time scenarios, both at the
expert and non-expert level in terms of accuracy and speed to final decision. b) Controlled
English can be employed to represent analyst queries generated through interactions in Fluo UI.
These dynamic explanations of interactions can increase speed of analysis and reduce the
average learning curve across both expert and non-expert groups.

Research Problem Background
Modeling of trust and credibility information has received research attention from the AI
community [DON05], social and cognitive sciences, e.g., [GON12] and psychology disciplines,
e.g., [LUH80]. Researchers analyzing social web data feeds such as Twitter combine facets from
all of these disciplines to develop novel methods for filtering credible information from an
abundance of noisy or nonsensical data. For example, [CAS11] [KAN12][DON12] all define
models that iteratively query over content and network data to make assertions about credibility
of a single source. Other researchers, [LE11] and [GRE12] have focused on scalable techniques,
by employing mappings such as topic modeling, by reducing query complexity or by leveraging
better query facilities (cloud-computing). At the analyst or UI level, we build on many published
approaches to communicating and explaining credibility information, from earlier work in
[HER00] [TIN07] to more recent experiments in [KNI12] and [BOS12].

Technical Approach
Year 5 will seek to further refine the state of knowledge regarding optimal combinations of
automated and human analyses of network data as users utilize large data sets to inform the
decision making process. Employing a systematic approach that will be documented in a
detailed test plan, this task will explore the complexities associated with the utilization of
credibility algorithms within the context of the exploration of large data sets in order to support
real time decision-making. These algorithms will be presented via variations of the Fluo
interface to determine the combinations of algorithms and visualization techniques that most
effectively support decision-makers. To maximize available resources, we will utilize a two-
phased approach for conducting this experimental effort:
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Workbench Evaluation, Phase I: During Phase I, we will evaluate multiple combinations of
credibility algorithms and visualization techniques in order to determine which algorithms and
which algorithm + visualization combinations provide the most promise for supporting decision
makers in effectively distilling large data sets into cognitively manageable information. This
phase includes deploying a user-in-the-loop experiment on Mechanical Turk. Mechanical Turk
allows us to quickly and efficiently collect data from a large number of participants. For this
experiment, a data set will be selected that will be familiar to the general MTurk user and that
does not require expertise in a specialized domain in order to successfully complete the tasks.
By using this approach to down select to the algorithm / visualization combinations that hold the
most promise for supporting users in understanding the credibility and relevancy of information
as it pertains to a specific decision, we will be able to develop a more concise experimental
design for deployment with expert users in Phase II.

Workbench Evaluation, Phase II: Utilizing the most promising conditions from Phase I, Phase
II will evaluate the effectiveness of these conditions for supporting military analysts as they seek
to utilize a large data set to ascertain how current sentiment and activities will impact the success
of a humanitarian operation. Leveraging both our existing Brickland scenario data and a
secondary non-expert data set, we will systematically evaluate the algorithm / visualization
combinations in order to determine which most effectively support the analysts in making correct
assessments of the situation and determining the correct course of action for successful
completion of planned operations. The test plans for both phases will include detailed
information on what data will be gathered, how it will be collected, and how it will be analyzed
to ensure that the experimental data collected during the study supports full evaluation of the
specified hypotheses.

Cognitive Aspects of Information Credibility: CMU will particularly focus on addressing an
issue pointed out by the Y4 reviewers: “work appears to be focused on the effectiveness of the
GUI rather than on the credibility of information”. Our work has attempted to focus on the
cognitive aspects involved in developing and learning of credibility, and how information
influences such cognitive process.

At this point we have developed a model based on the Instance-Based Learning Theory (IBLT)
(Gonzalez, Lerch, & Lebiere, 2003), and we have produced a large number of predictions that
determine: how the model (and humans presumably) would explore different sources of
information and how this exploration process is determined by the outcome (utility) of that
information to accomplish a task.

CMU has also designed a simple scenario and have conducted a study for collecting data on
human’s evaluations of the utility of pieces of information from different sources, in order to
answer questions about the scenario. The new scenario and the study relied on a humanitarian
assistance disaster relief (HADR) originally developed by the team. This study has resulted in
the review and clear measures of evaluations for each piece of information involved in the
scenario, including: human utility evaluation, Apollo ratings, “ground truth” (expert evaluation).

Four cognitive experiments will be performed in FY5 by the CMU team, in collaboration with
other team members to understand the boundaries of human trust in imperfect recommendation
systems. Based on the simplified HADR scenario, we will conduct a series of experiments under
the experimental paradigm that we will build in this way:
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 The Credibility Experimental Tool (CET) will consist of multiple “boxes” each box
represents a source of information in the scenario (Twitter (social media), US Military, Open
Media, Local National Civilian, Host Nation First Responder, Host Nation Official,
International Civilian, US Dept. of State).

 Each source will be associated with a number of “messages” that are “useful” for
accomplishing the mission with a probability p.

 A human will explore the boxes and receive a message after each click on each box.

1: Comparison of IBL and Human Selection of Information Sources. Humans explore
sources with Fluo and receive feedback in repeated trials (e.g. 400 trials). Hypothesis: As
predicted by IBLT, humans will transition from exploration towards exploitation of the sources
that are more useful to accomplish the mission, after repeated trials. The IBL model will predict
this transition.

2: Comparison of IBL and Human Selection of Information Sources with a Recommender
System: Humans explore information sources in Fluo and receive feedback in repeated trials but
in the presence of a recommendation system (e.g., Apollo). Apollo highlights a source that it
believes is likely to be useful to accomplish the mission. The human then must decide whether
to follow Apollo’s recommendation or choose another source.

Hypothesis: Human’s learning will be aided by Apollo only when Apollo’s confidence coincides
with the actual perceived usefulness of information from the human in order to accomplish the
mission. IBL model will be modified to account for Apollo’s confidence information and when
combined with the usefulness perception it should predict the exploration and exploitation
process accurately.

3: Perceived and Automated Assessments of Utility. Using the paradigm described in Study
2, we will explore a set of hypotheses involving the correlation of Apollo’s confidence and
perceived usefulness of information; and the timing in which transitions of these correlations
occur. For example, we are interested in how quickly a human loses faith in Apollo. That is
how long people would keep pursuing recommendations of Apollo given situations in which the
likelihood of a useful recommendation is either high or low.

4: Cognitive Assessment of Experts Vs. Novices using Fluo. To improve our understanding of
the boundaries of human behavior in imperfect recommendation systems we will collaborate
with the whole team in the design of an experiment to compare analysts with military experience
to novices in the military context. This study forms part of the cognitive evaluation of the two-
phases of the Fluo evaluations described above. Expertise is a multi-dimensional variable that
will influence the methods and technology built to improve the interaction of a human with a
recommender system. Experience as addressed in Studies 1 and 2 refers to that acquired through
gradual and repeated interactions of a human with a recommendation system in the HADR
scenario. The main question we would like to address in this study is how the context expertise
would influence this learning process. For that purpose, we propose to first generate predictions
with an IBL model created to include instances that reflect our assumptions of the knowledge
that an Expert in the military context would require to do well in this task and compare such
predictions to that of an IBL model in which such knowledge is non-existent. The “Expert” IBL
model will involve more complex instances (including a set of attributes that the Novice model
does not have) as well as a way to incorporate this new information of the instances into the
existent decision making mechanisms of the model (i.e., evaluation of utility or Blending
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equation. The resulting predictions would help disentangle the effects of context expertise from
the effects of learning a recommendation system on the fly with exploratory interaction. These
predictions may then be compared to data collected in human experiments.

Validation Approach
There are multiple factors to be evaluated in our Y5 experimentation, including user interface
and interaction; cognitive assessments of analysts; performance of credibility determining
algorithms; data/scenario considerations and analyst expertise. Accordingly, we approach the
validation task in multiple ways. Three specific approaches to the validation task are as follows:

1: Human Factors Analysis (SA Tech/UCSB)

To evaluate the final integrated workbench with UCSB’s interactive interface elements (and to
gain insights for its improvement), SA Technologies will lead the design of a human-in-the-loop
experiment for evaluating the effectiveness of the workbench. The experimental factors that will
be considered will include subjective evaluations of the ease of use of the visualizations,
objective evaluations of the accuracy of participants’ trust calibrations when utilizing the
visualization tool, objective and subjective measures of situation awareness, measures of trust in
the data set and confidence that the tool is synthesizing data effectively to support user needs,
and accuracy, quality, and speed of decision making when utilizing the tool.

2: Behavioral and Cognitive Modeling approaches (CMU)

Behavioral and cognitive modeling evaluations will be assessed by the CMU team across each of
the four cognitive experiments described above. Study 4 is the cognitive assessment of analyst
performance in the expert/non-expert analyst trials using the Fluo workbench.

3: Tailored Real-Time Data Challenges (UIUC/UCSB)

To closely mimic real-world challenges for distinguishing credible information from otherwise
noisy data, we will perform trials where certain useful information is to be uncovered from
myriads of noisy, conflicting data using our Brickland data set from Y4, or similar datasets
where ground truth is available. Our methods will be evaluated based on speed, precision and
recall of this information. Our Y5 effort will focus on augmenting the data set with meaningful
temporal sequencing of messages to facilitate simulation of a real-time analysis scenario.

In data sets where ground truth changes over time, the underlying analysis tools must be
augmented to take such dynamics into consideration. The fact-finding tools currently used for
truth discovery, such as Apollo, assume that the state of the world is static and interpret different
versions of reported state as conflicting. If state could change over time, however, such changes
may offer an alternative explanation for conflicting reports. The mathematical foundations of
fact-finding will therefore be augmented to take into account models for state evolution. The
resulting fact-finder will be tested on the above datasets.
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Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs

Due Research Milestones

Q1
Document design of experiments for Y5, including design of
two-phase (MTurk and Expert Analyst) cognitive experiment
with Fluo analysis toolkit. (UIUC / SA Tech / UCSB / CMU)

Q2
Implement and integrate changes to scenario to support these
experiments.

Q3 Implementation of additional features and experimentation

Q4

Results analysis and reporting.

Deliverable: Integrated scalable credibility analysis workbench
with cognitive agents.

Funding
Funding for Task = P2

Thrust = IPAN

Funding Type = 6.1

Year 5 Funding = $389,133

Funding by Institution and Center

Center Institution Funding Cost Share

INARC UCSB $91,122

INARC UIUC $105,868 $32,200

IRC SAT $79,995

SCNARC CMU $112,148

Military Relevance/Impact on Network Science
This research can impact on the speed at which credible and/or reliable data can be extracted
from noisy large-scale data spread across multiple networks. In terms of network-centric
military operations, this research contributes a working tool providing real-time distributed
decision-makers with a significantly larger catchment of data to assess credibility. In terms of
contribution to network science, our application of cognitive modeling and human factors
analyses to prove/disprove our hypotheses will provide a cognitive theory for the design of future
systems that filter large scale network information for consumption by human analysts.

Transition Opportunities
This research was initially discussed at the NS-CTA / INSCOM meeting in November 2011,
where two of our team’s analysis tools were presented and received very positive feedback:
UIUC’s Apollo system [Le11] and UCSB’s TopicLens [Dev12] system. During Y4, our team
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designed and developed and evaluated Fluo --a powerful network-based information analysis
tool, guided by a cognitive understanding of the information analyst. This tool can facilitate
improved data-center and/or field-based devices that integrate, filter and visualize data and
related credibility metadata information from local and remote sensors, UAV analysts or other
remote information sources.

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
This is a continuation of our Y4 effort that is not critically dependent on other current NS-CTA
tasks. However, the credibility modeling algorithms described in the technical approach above
could be sourced from published work in Y3 task T2.4. Some credibility visualization choices
were guided by initial insights from evaluations performed in Y4 task T6. Specifically,
collaborator T. Höllerer (UCSB / INARC) will contribute advice on interaction design for the
user interface components of the system based on ongoing research in task T6 (Don[13]).
Finally, the Apollo fact-finding engine is developed under Task I1.

Norbou Buchler (Cognitive Sciences Branch, Human Research & Engineering Directorate, ARL)
and Alice Leung (BBN/IRC) will both collaborate by providing their expert feedback on the
design of Phase 1 and Phase 2 experiments, and on the refinement of the Brickland scenario data.

Key Contributors and Their Roles
J. O’Donovan, UCSB (INARC):

Role: Task Lead
Approximate time commitment: 1 month + 1 PhD Student at a percentage.
Expected research contribution: Dr. O’Donovan will coordinate integration of various
credibility modeling algorithms into the workbench. He will be responsible for design and
development of mid-scale automated credibility modeling algorithms, and for design and
development of a novel interactive interface for presentation of filtered credibility information to
analysts. Dr. O’Donovan will work with CMU, UIUC and SA Tech to coordinate evaluation and
verification studies at UCSB using the Fluo workbench.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Short visits as necessary.
Synergies and collaboration: Primary Researcher on Y4 Trust task T1 and continuation Y5 task
T1. Collaborator on Y4 Trust task T6 [Don13], and continuation Y5 effort.

T. Abdelzaher, UIUC (INARC):

Role: Primary Researcher
Approximate time commitment: 0.75 month + 1 student
Expected research contribution: Prof. Abdelzaher will guide the design, implementation and
integration of real-time truth discovery from streaming data.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Short visits as needed.
Synergies and collaboration: Abdelzaher currently leads Task Q2. In FY3 and FY4, he
developed and enhanced the Apollo fact-finder, leveraged above, demonstrated to INSCOM, and
at the RMB review, presented at an ARL TAB review, and installed at ARL. Outside the NS
CTA, Abdelzaher is funded by DTRA’s Network Science program, and NSF grants on
networked sensing, contributing further resources that may be leveraged.

C. Gonzalez, CMU (SCNARC):

Role: Primary Researcher
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Approximate time commitment: 1 months + 11 Months of PostDoc.
Expected research contribution: Prof. Gonzalez will lead the behavioral analyses, experimental
design and cognitive modeling approaches.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: None specified.
Synergies and collaboration: Prof Gonzalez is a primary researcher on current NS-CTA task T6.

D. Jones, SA Technologies (IRC):

Role: Primary Researcher
Approximate time commitment: 0.35 LOE
Expected research contribution: Dr. Jones will contribute to the formation of visualizations
intended to support accurate calibration of trust in the data and in the development of the
experimental design for evaluating the effectiveness of these visualizations.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: N/A
Synergies and collaboration: Dr. Jones will coordinate with researchers on that effort to inform
the development of this effort’s interactive visualizations to account for the impact of trust and
SA on distributed decision making. Additionally, lessons learned in the human-in-the-loop
simulation on that task can apply to the experimental study planned for this effort. Further, Dr.
Jones can coordinate with Dr. E. Onal on Task T6 to apply insights gained from that effort to the
development of visualizations for the complex data sets being represented by this effort.
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Technical Abstract
In Year 5, Task P3 has two objectives. The first objective is to consolidate the building of an
online experimental infrastructure. In the first year, we built the technical platform; we now
need to build a steady set of volunteers to support the experiments we will be conducting. The
second objective in Year 5 is to continue moving forward with the development of experiments
regarding how information processing and network structure support effective group decision
making.
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Research Issue/Technical Approach

Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses

Q1: How does the network structure affect the aggregation of problem solving ability on
teams?

A key question in studying group performance is how group structure (in this case the network)
affects collective performance (in this case, searching for high quality solutions).

Q2: How does the network structure affect the dissemination and processing of information
on a team?

Related, but distinct from question 1, is that given a set of information, how rapidly and under
what network conditions does it spread? In particular, the emphasis of this question is not on
search, as with Q1, but on dissemination of privately held information.

 H1: Dense networks with frequent communication will inhibit exploration and innovative
thinking.

Following from Lazer and Friedman (2007) we examine whether dense networks lead to
network-wide “group think” through the conformity pressures that result from dense, closed
networks.

 H2: Dense networks with frequent communication will facilitate the spread of private
information held by individuals.

As discussed below, one of the major breakdowns in team functioning is that individuals will
typically not share privately held information, and instead discuss information commonly held,
leading to a breakdown in collective decision making.

Research Problem Background
We define “thinking together” as the emergent nature of the set of answers and
conceptualizations of a problem that confronts multiple individuals. How to solve a puzzle, the
shortest route to work, what restaurant to have dinner at, are all problems that have an individual
locus for decision making. They are, however, collectively solved, in that we talk to, learn from,
and observe what other people do. Our individual instincts for solving problems depend on a
mix of our particular capacities for problem solving, and the availability of information in our
networks. The objective of this research is to look across levels and understand, (1) at the micro
level, how individual problem solving is affected by social cues, and (2) at the macro level, what
are the collective, emergent properties of those individual behaviors. The resulting insights have
potentially broad implications for understanding collective cognition at various scales, from
small groups to societies. Despite the apparent importance of understanding how we think
together, there is surprisingly little research that addresses these research questions. There is a
large literature on groups, and the determinants of group performance [Hack10], including a
significant amount on the micro to macro connection between individuals and groups
[Sun06]. There is a small, if growing, literature, however, on group networks [Katz04]; but little
puts that together with collective problem solving (for an exception, see [Mas12]).

These objectives will be pursued through human behavioral experimentation. While this is the
dominant methodology in parts of psychology, and has become increasingly important in
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economics, it is an approach that largely fell into disuse in the study of networks after a vigorous
vein of experimental research on small group networks in the 1950s [Katz04, Mur12].

Our first experiment will examine how groups balance exploration and exploitation by providing
a set of networked individuals a problem to solve. This builds on simulation research by the PI
that focused on how the network affects the balance between exploration and exploitation
[Laz07, Mar91]. Exploration is defined as the development of new solutions to a problem, and
exploitation the use of known solutions. The essential decision-making conundrum is that
exploration may come at the opportunity cost of taking advantage of current best practices.

Traveling Salesperson Problem

In our pilot research we gave every individual an identical Traveling Salesperson Problem (TSP)
to solve, a canonical computer science problem that involves identifying the shortest itinerary for
a hypothetical salesman traveling among a set of cities. The central question is: How does the
set of connections among individuals affect their collective performance at solving the
TSP? Our preliminary finding confirms the essential explore/exploit tradeoff: more
communication yielded fewer good answers, but faster dissemination of what good answers were
found. We have an initial version of this experiment currently running.

Figure 5-3 Screenshot of the Traveling Salesperson Problem with a partial solution in progress in the larger
box and the best solution to date in the smaller box.

Public Goods Problem

One experiment involves investigating the classic public goods dilemma, where individuals are
given the choice of how much to contribute to a group investment, either choosing to free ride
(contribute little) or volunteer (contribute a lot). We focus on three factors proven to be
influential in previous experiments: (1) network structure (centralized vs. dense networks), (2)
collective identity (collective high score vs. only individual score), and (3) free rider punishment
(exposure of lowest contributor each round vs. no exposure). We hypothesize that a dense,
collective identity, and free rider exposure manipulation will generate the highest total
contributions from individuals given that there is (1) information on how others are contributing,
(2) exposure to the collective benefits, and (3) an incentive not the free ride (i.e., exposure). Our
2 x 2 x 2 experimental design will allow us to test which factors and combinations of factors
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influence decision making in a public goods dilemma. A full version of the game has been
developed and piloted by researchers. Currently, we are developing an animated video designed
to give users instructions on how to play the game.

Figure 5-4 A screenshot of the Public Goods Problem emphasizing the choice of how much to contribute

Hidden Profile experiment

Our third experiment on how we think together is grounded in the “hidden profile” experimental
paradigm in small group research [Sta85, Sta03, Witt04]. The core finding from this ongoing
research vein is that if you provide members of a group with a mix of shared facts and privately
held facts, the group will focus its discussion on the shared facts. The private information
remains hidden, to the detriment of group performance.

However, a shortcoming of this research is its near-exclusive focus on plenary deliberation.
Although the ideal network configurations for group decision making in the hidden profile
paradigm are well documented, we know little about how endogenous communication patterns
among pairs and sub-groups relate to the larger network, and to team performance outcomes.
When we consider deliberation in real organizational settings, most deliberation will not be
plenary—instead it will often involve people discussing issues in pairs or subgroups in an
episodic fashion. The third experiment aims to remedy existing gaps in the literature. By
conducting hidden profile experiments online, we will be able to capture and model patterns of
information sharing across analytic levels (individual, dyad, sub-group and whole-network)
offering new insight into the origins of the patterns of sub-optimal communication noted
elsewhere in the literature.

SCUD Hunter

One experiment will involve replicating the design and development of a previous Center for
Naval Analyses project from the late 1990s called “SCUD Hunt” [Per00]. Building on classic
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game design such as Battleship or Minesweeper, the design of the experiment involves a team of
four players with assets of different capabilities and limited resources exploring a shared
information environment to find one or more hidden agents (mines). For example, the theater of
operations might contain mines which can be detected by some but not all assets or roles the
participants play. Manipulating the conditions under which information is shared among team
members can induce more or different forms of communication and coordination as they try to
predict the location of all the mines. We have already developed a prototype “Mine Sweepers”
game for replicating the earlier SCUD Hunter design and will implement a single version of
SCUD Hunter to be played with computer agents (“bots”) to better characterize participants’
behavior before implementing a multiplayer version. This work will be in conjunction
researchers at ARL’s HRED (Marusich, Cassenti, Bakdash, Buchler) and CISD (Kase, Roy).

Figure 5-5 Screenshot of the prototype single player Mine Sweepers game

This Mine Sweepers task also provides a template for understanding larger group processes in
multi-team systems. The multi-team system model defines an MTS as a set of interrelated teams
that have a common overarching goal and must coordinate their activities to attain that goal
[MMZ2001]. Each team also has its own specific goals and work procedures. Harmonizing
these in order to attain overall system objectives is a central challenge. The MTS can be modeled
as a network of individuals and teams connected to other MTSs and larger organizational
systems; as such, it provides a useful experimental interface between network science and Army
concerns [PC2012]. As part of Task R3, we have been conducting fairly complex human-in-the-
loop simulations of 4 to 20 person MTSS (MTS Software) tasked with moving a convoy across
areas that have insurgents and IEDs. Here we propose the implementation of “MTSS-Lite” that
will allow us to test the extent to which overall performance is influenced by (i) identification
with the team versus the MTS, (ii) trust levels within and between teams, and (iii) the
distribution of team-relevant information in other teams.

In addition to advancing our understanding of team processes and outcomes, we also propose to
use this context to examine a relatively under-researched area: the assembly of teams and its
impact on network processes and outcomes (Contractor, 2013). The designs of the experiments
outlined above offer an unprecedented opportunity to test the effects of team assembly on
performance. More specifically, we will examine the extent to which individuals who believe
they have agency in “choosing” their teammates – as compared to those who are “assigned”
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teammates - will differentially impact their interactions with those teammates and their final
performance.

Technical Approach
“Volunteer Science” the name of the website and platform for developing and deploying web-
based experiments. The site is built on top of an array of open standards and uses AWS to allow
scalability, and embedded in Facebook via their API to facilitate recruitment and collection of
ancillary data. Using these open technologies allows participants to use the site on mobile
devices (e.g., iPhone, iPad) as well as across platforms (Mac, Windows, Linux, IE, Firefox,
Chrome). Developers can implement experiments using either pre-existing templates that have
been developed for classic games such as public goods or prisoner’s dilemma, or implement
custom experiments. We provide details about the experiments already implemented below. The
use of AWS products like EC2 allows us to scale the platform to meet changing demands and
balance the load rather than purchasing and maintaining specialized hardware.

The website is framed as “volunteerism” to reduce participants’ sensitivity to monetary
incentives (Mason & Watts 2010), promote identification with the project through intrinsic
motivations, and to enable us to run large-scale experiments that would be prohibitively
expensive even on services like Amazon Mechanical Turk. Experiments are also just one
dimension of the website that in addition to asking participants to “volunteer their minds”
(participate in experiments), also ask them to “volunteer their data” (download applications for
data-driven surveys) or “volunteer their opinion” (participate in polls or surveys for forecasting
and prediction).

Validation Approach
Our research will be validated internally and externally by comparing experimental findings
across populations of subjects within a class of well-known experimental designs. Having
developed two classic social dilemma games for Volunteer Science, the Prisoner’s Dilemma and
Ultimatum Game, we will recruit populations of participants from the undergraduate student
body and Mechanical Turk to complete the same experiments on Volunteer Science as users
participating through Facebook. This approach will provide evidence of similarities or
dissimilarities in the behavior of participants across these different populations on the same tasks
using the same platform. We expect that this validation step will provide convincing evidence
that web-based recruiting and non-compensation of participants does not significantly change the
outcomes of these experiments and our findings from other experiments are not biased because
of differences in population. We are also in discussions with Katherine Coronges at USMA to
execute a battery of comparative experiments that compare USMA cadets’ performance on both
the social dilemma tasks as well as other problem solving tasks to these other populations.

Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs
There would be several key subtasks related to the deployment of previously developed
experiments, analysis of data from these experiments, as well as the on-going development and
iteration of proposed and previously deployed experiments. The experiments are described in the
technical approach above and the replication experiments are described in the validation
approach above.
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Due Research Milestones

Q1 Development of subject recruitment strategy; analysis of Traveling Salesperson
Problem; deployment of Public Goods and Hidden Profile games; development of
Scud Hunter and Word Ladder games and replication experiments; designing a team
assembly feature for the platform.
(Deliverable: Preliminary data and analysis of TSP experiment)

Q2 Refinement of subject recruitment strategy; analysis of Public Goods and Hidden
Profile games; deployment of Scud Hunter and Word Ladder games and replication
experiments; on-going refinement and development of Traveling Salesperson
Problem; implementing a bot-based team assembly feature.
(Deliverable: Preliminary data and analysis of PG and HP games, preliminary
manuscript of TSP findings)

Q3 Refinement of subject recruitment strategy; analysis of Scud Hunter and Word
Ladder games and replication experiments; on-going refinement and development of
Public Goods and Hidden Profile games; implementing a person-based team
assembly feature.
(Deliverable: preliminary data and analysis of SH and WL games and replication
experiments, preliminary manuscript of PG and HP games, preliminary findings of
impact of bot-based team assembly strategies on experiment processes and
outcomes)

Q4 Refinement of subject recruitment strategy; on-going refinement and development
of Scud Hunter and Word Ladder games, Analysis of previous refinements to TSP,
PG, and HP; preparation and submission of previous manuscripts for review.
(Deliverable: preliminary manuscript of SH and WL games and replication
experiments; integrative report and meta-analysis of experimental findings,
preliminary findings of impact of person-based team assembly strategies on
experiment processes and outcomes)

Funding
Funding for Task = P3

Thrust = IPAN

Funding Type = 6.1

Year 5 Funding = $354,872

Funding by Institution and Center

Center Institution Funding Cost Share

INARC NWU $110,657

IRC UIUC $81,000

SCNARC NEU $163,215
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Impact on Network Science
The impact on network science of the platform could be considerable. There is a wealth of
theories that should be testable experimentally, but a dearth of experiments that do so—because
of the challenges and costs of running experiments is prohibitive.

The particular experiments proposed have the particular potential of linking micro to macro in
collective decision making, which is an important substantive area that has been neglected in
network science, and which is of particular relevance to the military.

Military Relevance
The experimental environments developed and experiments conducted in Volunteer Science
will assess causal impacts of composite multi-genre network properties on phenomena important
to the military, including information sharing and flow, trust development, and teamwork. This
will improve the military’s understanding of how information flows could impact common and
control and also regular team level operations, how networks shape individual behavior,
attitudes, and cognitions, how collective attitudes and cognitions develop and spread, and also
collective action and coordination in networks. Such understanding can be used to help manage
warfighter information overload through targeted information flow, predict and take measures to
counteract contagious attitudes and cognitions that lead to demoralization and other negative
outcomes and to encourage positive climate, and improve network facilities for coordination
among teams. We will work to ensure military relevance in experimental scenarios by working
with the NS CTA R3 Experimentation Group, ARL, CERDEC, military training centers, and
other military SMEs. We will also work to increase collaboration with ARL (Human Research
and Engineering Directorate and Computational Information Sciences Directorate) and USMA
researchers, in order to include military participants in the study pool. This increased
collaboration will also facilitate transfer of experimentation frameworks and analysis
methodology to ARL researchers.

Transition Opportunities
This task has multiple potential transition results:

1. The various experimental platforms and experimentation techniques for probing
composite network interactions and human/team outcomes can be used by ARL and NS
CTA researchers to perform human-focused validation experiments.

2. These platforms can be integrated with other components of the NS CTA shared
experimental framework to perform human and hybrid human-simulation experiments on
large-scale networks.

3. Results from human experiments can be leveraged in the design of military training
programs, especially those which utilize virtual environments. The relatively simple
platforms provide very clear opportunities for training since they carry simple, powerful
effects that can easily be turned into advice for trainees.
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Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
This task builds in part on work by Lazer in Year 3 SCNARC Task S1.3, which examined
information flow through decision making networks. It also takes advantage of a beta version of the
infrastructure, built at Northeastern, with the support of the ARO. This task also benefits from
synergies with Task R3 (via Poole and Contractor) focused on designing MTS experiments and Task
T4 (with Contractor) focused on network models for the emergence of Trust in teams. There are also
potential synergies with INARC Task I3 (Network Construction and Reliable Knowledge Synthesis
with Noisy and Untrustworthy Text Data), because particular experiments (e.g., ELICIT) involve
open text based exchanges (e.g. [Wang11]). An interesting question is how the network topology
affects the text-based content of communication.

Key Contributors and Their Roles
D. Lazer, Northeastern/Harvard (SCNARC)

Role: would lead development of online platforms, as well as exploration/exploitation elements
of substantive research.
Approximate time commitment: 1 summer month, 1 post-doc.
Expected research contribution: Professor Lazer will direct computer science postdoc/graduate
student in development of experimental platform, as well as develop experimental protocols for
exploration/exploitation experiments.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Lazer, who is based in Boston, would regularly visit
the NS facility in order to evaluate potential synergies across the NS CTA (e.g. with respect to
providing access to the platform, or sharing of data).
Synergies and collaboration: Lazer is leading Y3 task S1.3, which examines, in part, how timing
of relationships affects dissemination of information in networks, and whose objectives would be
supported by this project.

B. Foucault Welles, Northeastern/Harvard (SCNARC)

Role: would work on coordinating experiments, and lead development of hidden profile
experiment.
Approximate time commitment: 1 summer month.
Expected research contribution: Professor Welles will help coordinate and develop the
experiments.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Welles, who is based in Boston, would regularly visit
the NS facility.
Synergies and collaboration: Welles provides both experimental experience, and knowledge of
all of the PIs.

S. Poole, UIUC (IRC)

Role: would contribute to the theoretical specification, experimental design and analysis of
collected in experiments using large teams or multi-team systems in online platforms with an
emphasis on team effectiveness and individual and team outcomes
Approximate time commitment: .5 summer months, .5 post-doc.
Expected research contribution: Professor Poole’s efforts will contribute to the development of
empirically validated network models for the emergence and performance of multi-team systems.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Poole will have regular phone meetings with the
team and will visit Boston. The postdoc will also make regular visits to Boston.
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Synergies and collaboration: As part of his role in the IRC, Poole is engaged in development of
experimental environments to study composite network effects in controlled environments based
on game applications in virtual worlds as part of task R3 (Y3 task R1.1). Those experimental
models will inform and be informed by the design of experiments for large teams and multi-team
systems.

N. Contractor, Northwestern (INARC/IRC)

Role: would contribute to the development, implementation and analysis of team assembly
feature on the experimental platform as well as theoretical specification, experimental design and
analysis of network data collected in experiments using large teams or multi-team systems in
online platforms;
Approximate time commitment: 0.6 summer month, 40% post-doc and 50% graduate research
assistant.
Expected research contribution: Professor Contractor’s efforts will contribute to the
development of empirically validated network models for the emergence and performance of
multi-team systems.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Contractor will have regular phone meetings with the
team and will visit Boston. The postdoc will also make regular visits to Boston.
Synergies and collaboration: As part of his role in the IRC, Contractor is engaged in studying the
co-evolution of ABC networks in carefully controlled small group experimental activities as part
of task R3 (Y3 task R1.1) and the emergence of trust (Task T4). Those experimental models will
inform and be informed by the design of experiments for large teams and multi-team systems.
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Technical Abstract
The emergence of communities in networks requires a set of “qualified” individuals (leaders)
embedded into one or multiple communities. For a community to “activate” to accomplish a
particular goal, communication must occur among its members. In this research, we seek to
satisfy the following goals: (1) validate the discovery of emergent online communities; (2)
deactivate the communication in (potentially adversary) communities before its completion
(prior to their action); (3) discover ways to facilitate the effective activation of friendly
combatant communities. To accomplish these goals, we will study the formation and evolution
of online human communities in two settings: (1) on Twitter, in response to extreme events, and
(2) on a day trading Instant Message network. Both settings provide a medium to study high-risk
environments, which require quick decision-making under stress, while obtaining, confirming,
and processing large amounts of information.

Users join these communities to obtain and propagate information/confirmation, incite, and,
perhaps, act. An intent expressed by the members of an emergent online community to take an
action can validate the nature of the community. We can trace the behavioral intent that users
exhibit online and their role and engagement in the online communities. The theory of behavioral
intent suggests that the intent to engage in a particular behavior is the best predictor of the
behavior. However, other factors may affect a person’s deviation in behavior from original
intent, such as the quality of the information received, lack of behavioral control, etc. To address
this issue, an online survey of Twitter users and the transaction log of each day trader will be
utilized to validate the link between behavioral intent and behavior. To deactivate the
communication in a community, we will study community evolution over time and its
controlling factors in both settings: response to extreme events and day trading at an investment
firm.
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Research Issue/Technical Approach
In our research, two types of communities are of specific interest: friendly communities (e.g.,
military communities) and adversary communities (e.g., insurgency group communities). Both
types of communities differ in the ways they attempt to accomplish their goals. The insurgency
community uses political resources (e.g., propaganda) and violence. Friendly communities use
coordinated efforts of civil and military networks, and intelligence [H2006]. The role and
function of communities and their leaders within both organizations differ significantly.

Friendly communities can be viewed at primary and secondary levels. Primary group level
networks (i.e., platoon) are based on daily interactions and are relatively closed networks. These
networks are highly cooperative, supportive, and extend over time [S1999] [S2005]. They are
strongly controlled by normative forces. At the secondary level (immediate higher military
organization/larger institution) the interactions are indirect and the networks are relatively open
[C2005] [SS2005]. The relationships exist around specific roles and/or tasks. The communities
may form at the organizational (among members of different units), vertical (leaders and second
in command), and horizontal (among members at the same level) levels. The role of leaders is to
effectively influence behaviors of the members of the organization to achieve higher
performance, stronger motivation, reduced stress, and lower turnover [SS2005]. This influence
can be accomplished through the effective impact of leaders on a member’s belief structures
[WAZ2008] and attitudes.

Adversary organizations usually consist of leaders, guerrillas, underground, auxiliary, and mass
base. The leader of this type of network can be “idea leader,” who provides a general political
and military direction to the group and “cell leader,” who uses non-violent methods to direct
community’s efforts [G2009]. The leaders spread the solutions to current issues to the public to
incite support and influence the mass intent to take action. The leaders may attempt this
influence by shifting the attitudes of the population and strengthening the social norms among
the followers.

In both types of organizations, the network effects are crucial, as they manifest as direct or
indirect interactions. Members of stable communities within these organizations influence each
other’s attitudes and form social norms over a sustained period of time. Use of the ‘Connected
Iterative Scan’ algorithm (Task S3) will enable us to evaluate the stability of such communities
and their leaders. We will evaluate the evolution of social norms in these communities
structurally [G2005] and by applying text mining techniques. Leaders in friendly organizations
are stable and highly dependent on the hierarchical structures; their role and effects need to be
evaluated over time. Leaders of adversary organizations are less stable and are difficult to find,
therefore, classical structural techniques for finding the leaders may not be sufficient and require
the text mining of their communications.

We will use two settings to attempt to simulate these type interactions, A day traders’ setting will
reflect primary group level and an extreme events setting will reflect secondary level interactions
[W1996]. The extreme event setting will be useful in evaluating communities within adversary
organizations, as their communication is highly distributed on the broader level [G2009] and
concentrated at the level of command at different units.
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Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses

Q1: What are the structural properties of the emergent communities during high risk
environments?

In the data on 2011 Japan Tsunami emergent communities were discovered using several
structural techniques. The nature of these communities was evaluated through content analysis
[TW2012] [TLJW2013]. Similar analyses will be conducted on 2012 Sandy data and day trading
data.

Q2: What are the characteristics of behavioral intent exhibited by these communities?

The behavioral intent that implies a specific action is of a particular importance. The behavioral
intent can be evaluated through the contents of communication among the members of the
communities. The components that shape the behavioral intent (i.e., attitude, social norms, and
perceived behavioral control) need to be evaluated in the context of high risk environments.
Behavioral intent will be used to identify primary group level networks. The levels of quality of
information may have significant impact on the behavioral intent and eventually actual behavior.
Such levels of quality of information will be studied to discover optimum thresholds at which the
behavioral intent becomes malicious, friendly, and neutral.

H1: Emergent communities will exhibit specific behavioral intent, and the behavioral intent
will closely correlate with their actual behavior.

The hypothesis suggests that deviations from original behavioral intent won’t be significant and
behavioral intent can be used as a predictor of actual behavior. To test the hypothesis we will use
an online survey of Twitter users participating during 2012 Hurricane Sandy, and transaction log
for day trading data.

H2: Adversarial communities network evolution will display a following pattern: (1)
actionable information is issued by a source to multiple members of pre-existing communities;
(2) communications takes place among the members of the same and different communities
concerning information dispensed by the source; (3) once the information has reached all
targeted members the decision to act (or not) has been reached requiring no further
communications.

In 2011 Japan Tsunami data set we have discovered the existence of ad hoc communities whose
patterns are similar to what we have hypothesized for adversary communities. We will utilize
2012 Hurricane Sandy data for discovery of adversary communities. This data set is richer in its
contents and larger in size.

Research Problem Background
Community Identification There are multiple ways to identify the communities within the
networks utilizing the structural analysis. These methods often include analysis of mutuality of
ties, the density of ties, and reachability among the members of communities. One such method
was developed in task S3 ‘Connected Iterative Scan’ algorithm [GMST2011].

Content Analysis Various events are evolving, updated, repeated, and corrected in different
documents; later information may override earlier more tentative or incomplete facts.
Additionally, a real-time data stream may contain a temporal or locative dimension, typical in
stories about an unfolding event such as earthquake [JGCG09]. In the documents from a certain
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period some entities are more central than others; we propose to identify these centroid entities,
and then link the events involving the same centroid entity on a time line or a causal chain. We
also propose to identify participants’ agreement or disagreement on an event by exploiting
information contained in both messages and social networks. This will enable us to discover
behavioral intent. The agreement will show the consensus on a certain behavioral intent, whereas
the disagreement will indicate the opposite. Additionally, the local sentiment, emotional and
durational analysis as well as users’ global positions on certain event types and behaviors will be
explored.

Theory of Behavioral Intent Behavioral intent is the best predictor of human behavior
[J1985][A1991]. A person’s intent to take an action is conditioned by his/her attitudes towards
the information received about the particular action and the action itself. The person’s actual
behavior may deviate from its original intent when there is a lack of control over the particular
behavior [A2002] [B1986] [B1977]. This lack of control often stems from deficiency of
information available about the particular behavior [A2005]. Such control maybe re-established
through obtaining additional information through various communication channels. The main
components that effect the formation of behavioral intent are: (1) attitudes, (2) social norms, and
(3) perceived behavioral control [A1991][A2002][A1985]. However, the ways these components
are shaped and evaluated differ based on the situational factors. Specifically, the theory has not
been evaluated in the presence of risk.

Network Evolution Network evolution will be studied using methods that address the addition
and removal of new ties [B2012]. One of the methods is to see how many links were added or
removed over the time of event, i.e. density. The network as a whole can display tendencies
towards transitivity and reciprocity, which can be evaluated statistically [B2012]. We can track
the structure evolution over time by evaluating components, isolates, and isolated communities
[KNT2006], and other predetermined structures. Additionally, we will utilize novel approaches
discovered in [GMST2011] as one of the foundations for discovering and analyzing community
evolution in the large datasets.

Quality of Information (QoI) Quality of information is a metric designed to deliver the amount
of information that meets a given level of quality, which is referred to as Operational Information
Content Capacity [BCGKLMNY2011]. QoI can affect an actor’s behavioral intent and
eventually actual behavior. Not attaining the desired level of quality of information may cause an
actor to not take an appropriate action. In this work we will evaluate the levels of QoI desired for
certain behaviors to occur – malicious, neutral, and friendly. As the most significant players
during extreme events were identified as traditional emergency response and traditional media
(i.e. official intermediary for emergency response) we can establish a level of control of the type
of information diffused through the network during extreme event. In day trading data, such
control is implicitly enforced through monitoring of the instant messages exchanged by the
traders. Statistical analysis will be used to find the significance of the network changes when
different levels of QoI are introduced.

Technical Approach
Two settings of high-risk environments are considered – extreme events and day trading. The
extreme events’ setting reflects friendly combatant and adversary communities, whereas, day
trading setting mimics the friendly combatant communities. The input data for our network
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construction includes 2011 Japan Tsunami and 2012 Hurricane Sandy for the extreme event
setting and day trader’s data.

A ‘Connected Iterative Scan’ algorithm will be utilized to discover the communities and evaluate
their evolution in addition to other techniques. Content analysis is applied to discover the nature
of the communities via behavioral intent expressed in their communications. These intentions
may include to take an action or to not take an action regardless of what the action is, and serve
as the best predictor of the human behavior.

We will evaluate the network evolution to trace the community formation over time. The data
will be partitioned into the time slices hourly, daily, or other predetermined timeline. The
timeline was previously developed for the 2011 Japan tsunami data based on the multiple ‘After
Action Reports’ and semi – formal interviews with official responders [TW2013]. The task
remains to develop a complete timeline for 2012 Hurricane Sandy. The day trader’s data will be
evaluated on hourly and daily basis. Once all timelines are completed and data is partitioned
accordingly, the networks will be constructed for each of the time slices in order to trace the
evolution of communities over time.

The study of network evolution and effects is crucial to understanding the formation of
behavioral intent and behavior. The network effects such as community densities and community
structure have been previously evaluated to show their effect on formation of social norms,
shaping attitudes, and enhancing the perceived behavioral control. These evaluations, however,
have never been conducted in the setting of high-risk environments. As attitudes, social norms,
and perceived behavioral control are components that shape the formation of behavioral intent
and behavior, it is important to understand how the network affects these components. Moreover,
the evolution of these components over time has not been previously evaluated. The study of
network evolution will aid in understanding of the effects of network evolution on the
components and formation of behavioral intent. In addition, given the nature of the data (i.e.
Twitter communication data) we will need to determine the effects of strong (i.e. actual social
links) and weak ties (i.e. ad hoc interactions such as re-tweets) on the main components of the
theory of planned behavior.

Through accomplishing the foregoing we will be able to propose an approach to detect emergent
communities and identify efficient ways to disrupt the communications among the members of
those communities, as well as, evaluate methods to facilitate communications among friendly
combatants.

Validation Approach
The first step of the validation approach is to provide ground truth for our automatic text mining
techniques to ensure the highest accuracy and coverage for extraction of the behavioral intent.
We will develop a coding scheme to manually annotate two data sets: (1) a sample from 2012
Hurricane Sandy Twitter data set, and (2) day trading data set. We will employ human coders
and train them appropriately. The annotated data will be used in the learning methods of text
mining techniques.

The next validation step will include use of online surveys for 2012 Hurricane Sandy data and
transactional data for day trading data to authenticate the nature of communities we discover,
behaviors of their participants, role of the leaders, and nature of their interaction (i.e. strong v.
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weak ties). This approach will also allow us to track how the quality of information in the
network community influenced the actual behavior of members of communities.

Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs
The main deliverable for this research is the validated theory of planned behavior for human
behavior in high-risk environments. The completion of this deliverable will aid in developing
training and education materials for Army personnel.

Due Research Milestones

Q1
Identification of communities, determination of their nature and
their evolution (RPI, USC).

Q2/H1
Validate proposed theory linking behavioral intent to actual
behaviors in risky environments (RPI, NU, USC).

H2
Determine the effects of network structure and evolution on
components of the proposed theory included actual behaviors
(RPI).

Final
Report

Application of the modified Theory of Planned Behavior and
network structure and evolution to the identification and possible
modification of emergent online communities (RPI).

Funding
Funding for Task = P4

Thrust = IPAN

Funding Type = 6.1

Year 5 Funding = $211,904

Funding by Institution and Center

Center Institution Funding Cost Share

CNARC USC $37,357

INARC RPI $43,500

SCNARC RPI $131,047 $69,612

Impact on Network Science
Our work will enrich network science by providing in depth knowledge of networks in high risk
environments at the node level. The theory developed in this research will provide insights into
human behavior as part of the larger networks. Our approach utilizes automatic text mining
techniques to evaluate the behavioral intents exhibited by each node during its communication
with other nodes in the network. Human coders will validate this automatic approach by coding
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individual messages. Moreover, the research takes a close look at the implications of network
structures, such as structural communities, on human behavior in the network.

Military Relevance
We will develop a theory using high – risk environments that serve as surrogates for military
network structures. The theory will demonstrate the leadership effects in different types of
networks on formation of behavioral intent and behaviors. Theory will support the study of
community structures and the effects on normative beliefs of their members, which influence
behaviors. On individual/node level the effects of attitudes and self – efficacy on the behaviors
will be evaluated. In summary, the theory will inform the Army on how to achieve higher
performance, stronger motivation, reduced stress, and lower turnover.

Transition Opportunities
The deliverable of the research is the theory that can provide the Army with training and
educational materials based on the discovered leadership, community, and individual effects on
performance.

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
Dr. Arney, Professor of Mathematics, USMA, will facilitate additional assessment at US Military
Academy.

There is a close relationship between the proposed research and the following tasks:

Q2 Semantic Information Delivery: This task explores the principles underlying the QoI-aware
delivery of semantic information across the networks. The QoI allows us to evaluate the
authenticity of the behavioral intent. R. Govindan, USC (CNARC) is on the research staff for
this task and T. Abdelzaher, UIUC (INARC) is a collaborator on this task.

T2 Towards Activation Analytics as a Basis for Trust: This task will explore the role of
activation on the performance of decision makers, as well as the dynamics of activation
contagion. Our WP can potentially help researchers understand how communities can affect the
dynamics and spread of activation, and whether there are performance differences across
communities. The task will use day trading data set provided through this collaboration. R.
Govindan USC (CNARC) is on the research staff for the proposed task.

I3 Network Construction and Reliable Knowledge Synthesis with Noisy and Untrustworthy
Text Data: This task explores the network-enhanced information distillation/consolidation from
noisy, unstructured data. Our WP will allow the researchers to uncover the ways the information
spreads in the communities and how the noise in the unstructured data can affect quality of
information and actor’s behavioral intent. H. Ji, RPI (INARC) is on the research staff for the
proposed task.

Key Contributors and Their Roles
W.A. Wallace, RPI (SCNARC):

Role: Task lead.
Approximate time commitment: 1 summer month + 1 RA; weekly meetings; travel to at least 1
conference; ARL review meetings.
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Expected research contribution: W.A. Wallace will provide socially grounded definitions of
community. W.A. Wallace will describe a methodology for identification of adversarial
communities and recognition of behavioral intent. Additionally, the validation of results on real
networks will be provided. W.A. Wallace will analyze models for information flow through
communities.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Talks and short courses. No expected long term
commitment for this task for W.A. Wallace.
Synergies and collaboration: There is already a strong track record of collaboration between
professors MMI, MG, HJ, WAW (all RPI). WAW will link to Task: “Towards Activation
Analytics as a Basis for Trust” including work on activation theory.

M. Magdon-Ismail, RPI (SCNARC):

Role: Task Primary Researcher.
Approximate time commitment: 0.25 summer month + 0.25 RA; weekly meetings; travel to at
least 1 conference.
Expected primary research contribution: Adversarial community definition and validation;
network evolution; efficient algorithms to identify structural properties of communities.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Talks and short courses. No expected long term
commitment for this task for MMI.
Synergies and collaboration: There is already a strong track record of collaboration between
professors MMI, MG, WAW (all RPI). MMI will link to tasks in I3 (INARC) for validating and
refining community detection, including detecting topic evolution of communities.

H. Ji, RPI (INARC)

Role: Task text processing.
Approximate time commitment: 0.5 summer month + 0.5 RA; weekly meetings.
Expected primary research contribution: event extraction and temporal event extraction from
tweet messages
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Regular talks and presentations of the current results.
Synergies and collaboration: Professor HJ will work closely with Professors MMI and WAW on
use of social networks to expand contexts to refine the extraction results from tweets.

R. Govindan, USC (CNARC)

Role: Lead for relationship between behavioral intent and quality of information.
Approximate time commitment: 0.25 summer month and 0.5 RA; weekly meetings.
Expected research contribution: Will relate existing Qol functions to the deficiency of
information available about the particular behavior; propose new Qol functions to identify when
action may be taken based upon behavioral intent
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Regular talks and presentations of the current results.
Synergies and collaboration: RG will collaborate closely with WAW in developing, comparing
and validating different techniques on 2011 Japan tsunami, 2012 Hurricane Sandy, and day
trader’s data.
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6.1 Overview
The goal of a network is to deliver information of sufficient quality to meet the needs of its
recipients. This information and its required quality can is based on the context of the
information request, including the intended use of the information, what other information is
being gathered, and what is already known. The quality of the information that is delivered to a
recipient is affected by the available sources, how the information is represented, and how the
data from information is distilled and transported. Data and information may be stored in
information networks or transported across communication and social networks. In this CCRI
we address the multi-genre network aspects of characterizing and controlling the QoI delivered
by a network.

Understanding and exploiting the semantics of information and information requests are major
challenges of information gathering. The semantics of information may be represented in several
ways. The representation will affect what will be conveyed to a recipient in terms of precision,
accuracy, and data volume. Thus, it is important to understand what the information will be used
for before deciding on the representation of the information.

Information needs may be determined by the semantics of a request and the context of both the
request and where the information resides. It is important to understand the information needs
and context of a request to determine the proper information sources, its representation and how
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it will be transferred. Information needs are driven by what is already known and what
conclusions one is trying to draw.

An important aspect of information retrieval is the placement of information within a network.
Pre-positioning information using caching is a popular method of improving availability of
information in a tactical environment. Given the constraints of tactical devices, care must be
taken to efficiently decide what information to store, where to store it, and in what format. The
format of the information when stored will impact the amount of information that can be stored
(e.g., if compression is used), and the quality of information that will later be able to be retrieved.

In this CCRI, we explore the semantic and contextual aspects of information and apply them to
the storage and movement of information across a network. This CCRI is supported by several
tasks in the core programs of the CTA. Within CNARC, this CCRI is supported by tasks
focused on algorithms for optimizing the delivery of information over a communications
network at its highest quality (C1), allocating resources to maximize the amount of information
that may be transferred over a network with sufficient quality (C2) and considering the cost of
QoI-aware processing in terms of energy (C5). Within INARC, this thrust is supported by a task
(I1) focused on a general theoretical foundation for quality analysis of knowledge discovery.
Within IRC this CCRI is supported by a task that seeks to quantitatively model the effect of
semantics on key notions in communication, such as data compression, error correcting codes,
noise, and bandwidth, and to understand how these semantics affect information utilization at the
level of information, social and cognitive networks (R1).

6.2 Technical Approach
We will achieve our high level objective by tackling the ambitious problem of understanding,
modeling, and automatically operating upon information semantics. We also explore methods
for sharing information in a QoI-aware manner.

The QoI CCRI consists of three tasks:

Q1: Semantic Information Theory – The recent proliferation of data applications, including
social networking, make it clear that the classical information theory framework needs to be
extended to include explicit semantic relationships that the information contains. Such semantic
relationships are important since they are often used by communicating entities to perform
reasoning. Task Q1 will include the semantics of information to be represented and
communicated within the information theory framework. This year we will continue to tackle the
development of a comprehensive theory for semantic compression, i.e., semantic source coding.
Specifically, we consider that a source produces facts represented by sequences, which, through
semantic relations, can lead to conclusions. We will identify the fundamental limits on lossless
and lossy compression using a variety of classes of logical semantics, combining expertise from
information theory, graph theory and logic, and formulating the general semantic source coding
problem using tools and methods such as zero-error computation, universal source coding, graph
entropy, and rate-distortion theory. We will also on designing codes that minimize semantic
distortion.

Q2: Semantic Information Delivery – Contextual semantic information, delivered with sufficient
quality, is crucial for decision making. This task will explore the principles underlying the QoI
aware delivery of semantic information across communication and information networks. Such a
capability can reduce cognitive load on analysts and conserve scarce communication resources.
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The task will address how information needs and quality requirements can be derived from a
request’s semantic structure and what cross-genre information processing algorithms
(inferencing, fusion, knowledge extraction) are required for near-optimal information delivery.
Our approach will use a declarative representation of prior knowledge, and declarative inference
to guide an understanding of information needs and quality requirements for satisfying queries
for semantic information posed by decision-makers. Highlights include the use of diversity
caching of semantic information to improve QoI-delivery, the optimization of semantic query
workflows, and the incorporation of natural language query interfaces in collaboration with the
ITA program.

Q3: In-Network Storage: Characterizing the Benefit of QoI-Aware Cooperative Caching-
Caching and replication is widely used to improve performance and robustness of mobile ad hoc
networks (MANETs). However, no prior work has addressed cooperative caching with quality of
information (QoI) requirements, and few have leveraged the underlying information and social
networks. Our goals in this task are to characterize and design caching algorithms that explicitly
accommodate QoI-requirements such as precision and contextual requirements such as
completeness. We will also explore several aspects of social networks that impact in-network
storage algorithms including communities of interest, and human mobility.

6.3 Task Q1: Semantic Information Theory

Task Lead: A. Yener, Penn State (CNARC)

Email: yener@ee.psu.edu Phone:814-865-4337

Primary Research Staff Collaborative Advisers

C. Andersen, BBN (IRC) T. Abdelzaher, UIUC (INARC)

P. Basu, BBN (IRC) Lead R. Govindan, USC (CNARC)

M. Dean, BBN (IRC) S. Guha, BBN (IRC)

A. Kott, (ARL) A. Swami, CISD (ARL)

A. Yener, PSU (CNARC) Lead

Technical Abstract
Shannon in 1948 quantified the fundamental limits on the representation and reliable
transmission of information. He made the crucial assumption to ignore the semantics of the
information to be communicated. This assumption allows information to be encoded into
sequences, without regard to what it might represent, and ultimately, transmission and reliable
decoding of digital sequences. While Shannon’s original argument that “the meaning of the
information being communicated is irrelevant” has stood the test of time, the recent proliferation
of data applications, including social networking, make it clear that the framework needs to be
extended to include explicit semantic relationships contained in the information. Such semantic
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relationships are important since they are often used by communicating entities to perform
reasoning.

This task undertakes this new direction. Descriptively termed semantic information theory, the
proposed theory and framework aims to include the semantics of the information to be
represented and communicated between semantics-aware sources and receivers. With this
ambitious goal, in Year 5, we will continue to tackle the development of a comprehensive theory
for semantic compression, i.e., semantic source coding. Specifically, we consider that a source
produces facts represented by sequences, which, through semantic relations, can lead to
conclusions. Our goal is to arrive at the same conclusions at the source decoder using the most
efficient representation possible. While treating the facts and conclusions as sequences without
their semantic context leads to the Shannon compression limit, we argue that utilizing semantic
relations on the source side can lead to more compact representations both for exact (lossless) or
lossy reconstruction of the source. The task seeks to identify the fundamental limits on lossless
and lossy compression using a variety of classes of logical semantics, combining expertise from
information theory, graph theory and logic, and formulating the general semantic source coding
problem using tools and methods such as zero-error computation, universal source coding, graph
entropy, and rate-distortion theory. The focus will also be on designing codes that minimize
semantic distortion.

Plans beyond this year include seeking to identify the channel coding theorem counterpart of
Shannon theory by formalizing “semantic channels” and their capacity. This formalization will
follow once the semantic source coding part is near completion. Practical semantic channels are
typically characterized by a mismatch between not only the knowledge bases at the source and
the receiver but also the inference procedures themselves. The long-term vision in this task is to
be able to characterize the fundamental limits of communication on this channel for practical
models of inference and semantic noise, leading to a joint semantic source-channel design.

Research Issue/Technical Approach
Fundamental limits on information representation and capacity are quantified by (Shannon)
Information Theory. Shannon Theory represents information by digital sequences and discards
the meaning the sequences might represent and the semantics of the information in question. Our
direction challenges this assumption in information theory and proposes to construct a new
theory of information where semantic relations are explicitly taken into account. We will seek to
understand the fundamental limits of semantic information representation, i.e., compression (this
year), as well as the fundamental limits of communicating information (in subsequent years). To
this end, we present the following initial research questions this year.

Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses

Q1: What is the fundamental limit to which a semantic source can be compressed?

We will consider a source that produces facts which through semantic rules lead to conclusions,
as opposed to what Shannon theory considers as a source, i.e., stochastic digital sequences. With
this new model, we will seek to find the limit on efficient representation of the semantic source,
when it needs to be exactly reconstructed, and when certain loss (perhaps inevitable due to
semantic ambiguity) can be tolerated.
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Q2: What are the optimal source coding methods for lossless or lossy reconstruction of
semantic sources?

The fundamental limits on compression of a semantic source will necessarily suggest an
achievability scheme. Here we will seek to find practical semantic source codes of a non-
asymptotic nature.

In proposing to study the above two questions our hypothesis is:

H1: It is possible to generalize the Source Coding Theorem to include semantic sources with
various logic rules and semantic structures.

We believe and intend to show that, by connecting source coding in information theory with
graph theory and logic, fundamental compression limits for a semantic source can be established
with or without semantic ambiguities and mismatches at the source encoder and decoder sides.

Research Problem Background
Shannon in his landmark 1948 paper quantified information along with fundamental limits for its
representation and reliable communication. Specifically, Shannon showed that entropy is the
measure of information and a source with probabilistic outcomes is compressible down to its
entropy. In addition to his source coding theorem, Shannon showed that information can be
reliably transmitted through a noisy channel when the rate of communication is below a critical
quantity called the channel capacity (his channel coding theorem). A fundamental assumption
behind the development of this mathematical framework is captured by the following statement
by Shannon [S48]: “Frequently the messages have meaning; that is they refer to or are correlated
according to some system with certain physical or conceptual entities. These semantic aspects of
communication are irrelevant to the engineering problem.”

The paper founded the field of information theory, and the fundamental limits Shannon
established, particularly that of lossless compression and capacity (of a Gaussian channel), have
shaped digital communications as we know it. Some researchers in the early days of information
theory questioned isolating semantics altogether from the model [CB52]. While these doubts had
limited applicability to then-envisioned communication devices, with the recent explosion of
networks with extensive data applications and social networking, it is finally the right time to
explore this new extended theory that is inclusive of the semantics of the information at hand.

Extending classical information theory towards a semantic information theory has been explored
by various groups of researchers on and off during the past sixty years [CB52, F04, F09, S09,
G09, DA11]. [WK05] studied semantic coding, where symbols have semantic similarities to
each other. Semantic compression approaches in relational databases [JMN99, BGR01, JNOT04]
have proposed using relations in data discovered by machine learning algorithms to achieve
more compact representation. Sudan and co-authors took a complexity theory point of view and
considered goal-oriented communication [JS08, GJS09].

In our recent work [BBDPSLH11, BBDH13], we attempted to build upon Shannon’s model and
proposed a preliminary framework for semantic information under Year 3 Task R2.3:
Information Modeling for Composite Networks. We defined a semantic information source
which has a background knowledge base and is able to infer implicit facts from explicitly given
facts.
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Recognizing the grand challenge ahead in providing a comprehensive theory of Semantic
Information, and requiring expertise from knowledge representation and logic, graph and
complexity theories and Shannon information theory, last year, we have presented this new
direction that is expected to result in a grand theory, with the focus solely on semantic
compression. While significant progress has been made as summarized below in the context of a
representative model, our investigations led us to believe that the semantic source coding side
houses many interesting problems we will need to tackle this year (as summarized in Technical
Approach). Therefore we will continue to focus on compression and reconstruction of a semantic
source this year, identifying fundamental limits akin to Shannon’s first theorem (the source
coding theorem), as well as specific construction of semantic source codes. It continues to be our
goal in subsequent years to consider communication of semantic information through noisy
channels, and develop the theory akin to Shannon’s second (channel coding) theorem.
Eventually, we will look for separation of source and channel coding results (or more likely the
lack thereof), i.e., we will need to establish semantic joint-source channel coding.

Our major contribution in Year 4 has been to consider a communication model between two
sources that seek to learn useful conclusions from one another via interaction. We have
considered the merits of interaction in learning these conclusions through the semantic
relationships with facts and showed that interaction leads to improvement of the compression
bound in this setting. More specifically, we have studied the data compression problem in a two-
way semantic model with two sources sharing their ideas chosen from different sets of facts,
which may be expressed in terms of RDF triples. A set of desired
conclusions are derived by using the logical relations between the
facts, represented by a bipartite graph as in Figure 6-1. This set of
conclusions depends on the current interest of the network, thus
not all combinations of facts lead to a useful conclusion. Users
are interested in sharing only the facts that lead to the desired
conclusions without using extra resources for sharing the facts
that lead to the same conclusions. The idea behind this is that
communicating any combination of facts is not always useful.
Specifically, a person may choose to ignore a message if it is not
relevant, or when the fact does not help infer any necessary
conclusion in the current situation.

We have provided the upper and lower bounds on the worst case
message length in terms of the total number of bits needed for
each user to know both facts.

Lower Bound:

where d and m denote the node degrees of the sides x and y.

Upper Bound with hypergraph partitioning and graph pre-coloring:

   )log()log(max mdL 

    ()))(,)(log(max(log)1()log()log( 21max  CGχGχmdL 
Figure 6-1 Semantic network model
September 19, 2013
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This upper bound is achieved by 3 rounds of communication when each party sends two non-
empty messages. In the case when d ≈ m: 

Thus the upper and lower bounds are tight. However, when this condition is not satisfied, the
upper bound can grow significantly

when the fact spaces become larger. Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3 show the characteristic of the
fraction:
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The figures suggest that, when d and m are low with respect to the set sizes, there is a significant
gap between the upper and lower bounds, which is reduced only when d and m start approaching
the set sizes.

Figure 6-2 Set sizes for X and Y vs. fraction α/β Figure 6-3 d and m values vs. fraction α/β

We have proposed to reduce this gap by allowing multiple rounds of communication. This
allows our scheme to work in low-rate communication environments when sources have limited
bandwidth but do not mind having extra rounds of interaction. Our method allows users to
transmit non-empty messages sequentially while applying hypergraph partitioning within a
smaller dimensional subspace of facts at each round, reducing α and improving the upper bound.  

In conclusion, with the carefully designed interaction, the worst case performance is improved
by increasing the total number of rounds, even in the case when the number of non-empty
messages sent by each user stays the same. For details, please see [GYB13].

Technical Approach
The goal this year will continue to be to understand how semantic relations impact the
fundamental limits of data compression in lossless and lossy recovery of sources. That is to say
that the “meaning” of what needs to be compressed and then reconstructed explicitly comes into
play by means of connecting observations at the source, or what are generally called source
realizations, with statements that may be inferred from these observations. Additionally, we will

    )))(,)(log(max(log)log()log( 21 GχGχmd 
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consider explicit semantic source code constructions for minimization of semantic distortion.
Research directions to be tackled are summarized below.

Source Codes to minimize semantic distortion

Index assignment in a communication system is the problem of labeling source code words by
binary integer numbers (channel code words). As an example, Gray code is the earliest index
assignment method, which labels two consecutive code words by two binary indexes that have a
Hamming distance of one. The system performance remains the same over all the possible index
assignments if the channel is error free. But when channel errors are present, the overall system
performance will depend on the index assignment, since channel distortion is a function of the
index assignment, while the source distortion is not. Thus it is useful to tackle the index
assignment problem by utilizing channel and source statistics to reduce the effect of channel
errors on semantic distortion.

Semantic similarity is a measure to determine how similar two concepts are. A concept refers to
the meaning of a word or a group of words that exists in a dictionary (corpus) and has a specific
meaning in a context. Semantic relations between concepts are often presented by using
taxonomies. In that sense, the same word may appear in several places in the taxonomy as
instances of different concepts. Several semantic similarity/distance measures have been
formulated in the literature and compared with human experimental results. These similarity
measures can be related to the semantic error probability. To this end, consider the following
semantic communication model. The source wants to convey a message that has "meaning", such
as a reply to an inquiry, using a finite language. Suppose we index each word in the language and
send the binary representation of the index, which can be generalized to any fixed length block
code. Each bit has a flip-over probability due to transmission through the channel. As an
example, suppose the sender wants to transmit the message "A car is approaching" but due to the
channel it is received by the destination as "A person is approaching". Our aim is to design the
binary code words such that, when there is an error in the channel, each word has a higher
probability to be recovered as a word that is semantically closer to it, such as "car" being
recovered as "vehicle" instead of "person". Although in both cases the traditional error
probability is the same, the semantic error in the meaning of the recovered words in the second
case is smaller.

We plan to define a graph coloring approach for index assignment to minimize the average
semantic distortion, which can be extended to the problem of compression with side information.
The problem we envision is to find a coloring such that for the chosen index assignment, the
average semantic distortion of the network is minimized. In this problem, each color represents a
specific index, the distance between indexes (colors) are the Hamming distances between two
binary strings, and the semantic distances between words (vertices) are based on the semantic
distances between two concepts/words. Note that changing the order of the code words does not
change the overall characteristic of the coding scheme, as well as the bit error rates, however, it
may significantly affect the semantic error rates. That is, by judicious selection of the code
words, words that are semantically close to each other may be assigned code words that have a
shorter Hamming distance, and the words that are semantically distant could be assigned code
words that have large Hamming distances. In this sense, when an error occurs in the channel and
the wrong index is recovered, the recovered word will be more likely to be semantically similar
to the original word intended by the transmitter. This problem has two key aspects: determining
the chromatic number, i.e., the number of code words needed and the assignment of available
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colors to the code words, i.e., the indexing problem. The optimal indexing problem is a QAP
(quadratic assignment problem) which is known to be NP-hard, and thus approximate methods
are proposed to determine the lower bounds on the optimal solution. In order to understand the
performance bounds of this complex problem, we will make use of a fuzzy graph coloring or
probabilistic graphs to analyze the chromatic number of the optimal indexing scheme.

As part of developing the theory of lossless semantic compression, one of our major endeavors
will be to develop constructive techniques like the aforementioned semantic coding schemes to
achieve compression limits. This is a challenging problem and will involve rich interaction
between information theory, graph theory and logic. Certain semantic sources will be modeled
by compound source coding [HK02], and we will look for compression methods on the graph for
such sources.

Lossy Semantic Source Coding

We also plan to tackle the lossy semantic data compression problem by using the semantic
similarities to measure the distortion between two concepts. The key idea here is to formalize the
notion of semantic ambiguity in order to effectively compress a semantic source. We note that
the semantic ambiguity can stem from probabilistic inference rules and may lead to mismatching
deductions on the source encoder and decoder side. As such, they can be modeled as distortion.
To this end, we will utilize the graph entropies with distortion for the zero-error data
compression problem [K98], and the rate distortion theory [CT06] for the asymptotically optimal
scheme. We aim at characterizing the semantic distortion-rate tradeoff for bandwidth-limited
channels.

In [BBDH13], we demonstrated the use of the inherent semantic ambiguity in a certain
application context to achieve semantic compression. For example in RDF Schema, one can use
the logical rule Man => Human and denote a fact “Alex is a Man” by its more ambiguous
counterpart “Alex is a Human” (since Alex is a unisex name). This may result in some lossy
compression since encoding “Human” may be cheaper than encoding “Man”. We plan to
formalize this by modeling semantic ambiguity as a new “distortion measure” and leverage the
research on lossy semantic source coding mentioned earlier.

Compression of Practical Semantic Knowledge Bases

In Y4, we considered the problem of compressing simple semantic graphs involving a set of
simple conjunctive or disjunctive logical propositions, with the aim of being able to retrieve the
set of conclusions. However, real-world semantic data cannot typically be captured with simple
propositional formulae with a shallow depth. Hence, in Y5, we will consider more general as
well as practical settings such as RDF (Resource Description Framework). RDF knowledge base
(KB) corpuses tend to grow very large (in Gigabytes) as more and more knowledge is encoded
into a KB. Hence, there is a need to compress such knowledge into more manageable sizes. This
problem has been considered in the literature recently [Fernandez10]. The solution that tends to
consistently outperform standard compression is one that exploits the shared adjacency structure
within the triples.

RDF is a commonly used format for knowledge representation in semantics. Factual knowledge
in RDF is represented as a set of triples of the form (Subject, Predicate, Object). Each knowledge
base with ݉ triples such that , where ,’sݏ ’s and ’s are
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not necessarily distinct. It is easy to see that ܶ induces a directed labeled graph ்ܩ = (்ܸ ,(்ܧ,
where and .

The specific problem of graph compression in an information theoretic setting has received some
attention [CS2012]. They consider two sources of compression – the information conveyed by
the structure itself and the data labels implanted in the structure – and focus on the former. They
define the “structural entropy” of a graph and give an algorithm to optimally compress unlabeled
graphs to their structural entropy. These results although useful, do not directly apply to the
directed semantic graphs, which are likely to be more compressible. Moreover, we want to
compress the semantic graph aiming for recovery of an important subset of information, not the
entire graphical structure itself.

Our first idea is to adapt the techniques from [CS2012] to directed graphs. Directed graphs are
more challenging to analyze than their undirected counterparts, hence the analysis of structural
entropy in [CS2012] does not hold. However, their encoding procedure, which iteratively
“refines” the partitions of ்ܸ into neighbor and non-neighbor sets, is likely to yield an efficient
and good heuristic.

One common property of semantic KBs is the repetitive occurrence of certain substructures in
them up to an isomorphism. Such repetitive structure can be fruitfully exploited; however,
discovering such repeating subgraphs may be NP hard (since it seems to be akin to subgraph
isomorphism). We propose to develop greedy heuristics for detection of these repetitive
subgraphs and apply it in conjunction with Choi’s algorithm [CS2012]. If some side information
about the repeated subgraph is available, the above procedure may be made to be more efficient.

Semantic channels in multi-genre networks

Our longer-term goal is to develop fundamental limits of the capacity of semantic channels as a
function of the underlying model of semantics. Clearly, multi-genre or heterogeneous network
information can be very useful for the development of these models. For example, it is likely that
the knowledge bases of facts and rules and inference procedures used by two “friends” in a social
network have much greater overlap (or lesser degree of mismatch) than for the case of strangers.,
Once the semantic channel coding theorem is established, there will then likely need to be joint
designs for semantic source-channel codes, i.e., we conjecture that Shannon source-channel
separation will not hold with semantics. These will be topics to be tackled in the next few years
arriving at a comprehensive semantic information theory..

Validation Approach
This is predominantly a theory-oriented task. However, we plan to validate the effectiveness of
semantic compression methods using real-world semantic data sets, such as the data.gov dataset
[D+2011], DBpedia1, or the Billion Triple Challenge2 (BTC) dataset. We will compare the
compression ratio of semantic methods and traditional syntactic methods (including bzip23 and
ppmdi and methods such as HDT [FMG2010] developed specifically for the Semantic Web) as
well as hybrids of these approaches.

1 http://dbpedia.org

2 http://challenge.semanticweb.org

3 http://bzip.org
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We also plan to validate our research on Semantic Data Compression on a large Controlled
English metadata corpus that is being developed in IRC task R1.

Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs

Due Research Milestones

Q1 Further results on semantic lossless source coding (PSU)

Q2 Construction of codes to minimize semantic distortion (PSU, BBN)

Q3

Initial findings on lossy semantic source coding, connections to rate-
distortion theory (PSU, BBN)

Paper semantic source codes (PSU)

Q4
Limits on lossy and lossless semantic source coding (PSU, BBN)

Connections to and preliminaries for semantic channels (PSU, BBN)

Funding
Funding for Task = Q1

Thrust = QoI

Funding Type = 6.1

Year 5 Funding = $316,911

Funding by Institution and Center

Center Institution Funding Cost Share

CNARC PSU $142,293 $40,000

IRC BBN $174,618

Impact on Network Science
The proposed research on developing Semantic Information Theory falls in the high risk/high
reward category and could have a deep impact on multi-genre network science since it could
enable us to take a principled look beyond radio communication channels in order to eventually
develop the fundamental limits of communication in socio-information networks.

Military Relevance/Impact on Network Science
US military operations require communication with friendlies and engagement with adversaries.
Such communication typically happens over low data rate channels, which connect sensor nodes
or soldiers with decision makers. While sensors sample and generate outputs (facts) rapidly,
often the amount of significant information that can be concluded (e.g., by applying a chain of
logical inferences) from these basic facts is much smaller. Understanding the minimum
representation of what needs to be communicated, i.e., the semantic compression limits, to
achieve a certain level of QoI is of paramount importance since this could significantly reduce
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the load on the physical communication medium. A specified QoI goal in a semantically aware
network system may be translated to an equivalent level of distortion in terms of semantic
ambiguity.

Additionally, in many practical military operational scenarios, the channel between a soldier and
commander could contain “semantic noise”, since they may not have identical knowledge bases
and inference procedures; thus, an information theoretic characterization of the capacity of such
a semantic channel would be extremely useful.

Transition Opportunities
This work primarily focuses on theoretical results that will be applied in other NS CTA tasks and
the larger community.

Knowledge-based systems supporting inference are increasingly being used in military and
intelligence applications, down to the tactical level, and could benefit from this work. This
includes newer systems using Semantic Web technologies. With increasing growth of the
Semantic Web and Linked Data, the community is starting to look at lossless syntactic
compression methods (such as HDT), but would welcome compression methods that exploit the
data’s inherent semantics.

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
Semantic Information Theory originated in IRC Task R2.3 in Y3. That task (R1) now focuses
more on applications of SIT. Through shared staff, it can benefit from advances made in this task
and feedback experience in using SIT.

Q1 is connected to task Q2 which develops protocols and algorithms for semantic information
delivery. The connection is on exploring the theoretical performance boundaries of delivery
protocols. “Ongoing collaboration with Q2 will help maintain alignment and transition results
and experience between the 2 tasks.

SIT is connected to C2, in that the theory developed here, in particular, the semantic channel
capacity side, will be included as the main metric in determining the Operational Information
Content Capacity inclusive of the impact of semantics.

Key Contributors and Their Roles
A. Yener, PSU (CNARC):
Role: Task co-lead; principal researcher with expertise in Shannon Information Theory
Approximate time commitment: 1 summer month plus 1 post-doc.
Expected research contribution: Yener will formulate the semantic source codes with Guler
(PhD student), and will identify the fundamental limits for semantic compression.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Yener has had many visits at the NS CTA facility in
the past two years (previously, she had spent the preponderance of her time in fall 2011). She
plans to visit the facility as often as needed for the collaborative activities in the upcoming year.
Synergies and collaboration: Yener has had active collaboration with Abdelzaher of INARC in
the past two years (see [ISAJY2011] and [SJIUAY2012. Yener will also collaborate with the PIs
(CNARC, INARC and IRC) on Q2, in order to instantiate protocols that approach the limits
identified in this task.

P. Basu, BBN (IRC):
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Role: Task co-lead; principal researcher with expertise in Graph Theory and Network Science.
Approximate time commitment: 0.2 FTE
Expected research contribution: Basu will develop algorithmic techniques for compressing
semantic graphs toward the goal of realizing efficient semantic source codes.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Basu will spend 100% of his time at the NS CTA
Facility in Cambridge, MA.
Synergies and collaboration: Basu is the CCRI Coordinator for EDIN and is a researcher on
several tasks within EDIN. His expertise in the domain of multi-genre networks will be useful
towards the development of semantic channel models.

C. Andersen, BBN (IRC):
Role: Principal researcher with expertise in Semantics – knowledge representation, reasoning and
extraction.
Approximate time commitment: 0.15 FTE
Expected research contribution: Anderson will develop algorithmic techniques for compressing
semantic graphs toward the goal of realizing efficient semantic source codes.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Andersen works out of a remote BBN office. He will
visit the NS CTA Facility in Cambridge, MA whenever necessary.
Synergies and collaboration: Andersen is also involved in R1, Information Modeling for
Composite Networks. He will collaborate with Yener and Basu on the problem of practical
semantic compression.

M. Dean, BBN (IRC):
Role: principal researcher with expertise in knowledge representation and reasoning
Approximate time commitment: 0.1 FTE
Expected research contribution: Dean will have a consulting role in this task geared toward
applications of inference in SIT.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Dean will visit as appropriate.
Synergies and collaboration: Dean leads R1, Information Modeling for Composite Networks and
is part of Q2 (Semantic Information Delivery). He also leads non-NS CTA projects involving
the Semantic Web, and data integration, and is co-PI on an NSF-funded project in geospatial
semantics.
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6.4 Task Q2: Semantic Information Delivery

Task Lead: T. Abdelzaher, UIUC (INARC)

Email: zaher@illinois.edu Phone: (217) 265-6793

Primary Research Staff Collaborative Advisers

T. Abdelzaher, UIUC (INARC) Lead D. Braines, IBM UK (ITA)

C. Aggarwal, IBM (INARC) W. Dron, BBN (IRC)

A. Bar-Noy, CUNY (CNARC) T. La Porta, PSU (CNARC)

T. Cook, (ARL) A. Yener, PSU (CNARC)

M. Dean, BBN (IRC)

R. Govindan, USC (CNARC)

H. Kwon, (ARL)

Technical Abstract
Contextual semantic information, defined as information with a precisely specified formal
meaning, delivered with sufficient quality, is crucial for decision-making. Such information may
be obtained by fusing prior knowledge mined from past observations with inferences obtained
from information received from the tactical communications network or stored in the information
network. This task will explore the principles underlying the QoI-aware delivery of semantic
information across these two network genres (the information and the communications network).
Task Q2 investigates distributed solutions and algorithms that deliver information of requisite
quality while exploiting query, workflow, and content semantics to reduce delivery cost.
Reasoning over semantic attributes of content, semantic attributes of queries, and requirements
on result quality (in multiple dimensions) can be exploited to significantly improve quality/cost
trade-offs. The algorithms leverage real-time open media feeds (collected at higher echelons),
prior knowledge encoded as information networks, current state of tactical communication
networks, as well as semantic inference rules and operation workflow to arrive at cost-
minimizing plans for meeting information requirements. Such a capability can improve the
efficacy of intelligence information processing, where one must analyze patrol debriefs, process
information from site exploitation, collect electronic data from sources such as aerostats, UAVs,
the Biometrics Automated Toolset (BAT), and handheld interagency identity detection systems,
integrate battalion-level intelligence, predict enemy actions, and recommend high-value targets.
The task is relevant to the QoI thrust.

Research Issue/Technical Approach
The task will address how information needs and quality requirements can be derived from the
semantic relationships used in a request and what cross-genre information processing algorithms
(e.g., inferencing, fusion, knowledge extraction) are required for near-optimal information
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delivery. Our approach will use a declarative representation of prior knowledge, and declarative
inference to guide an understanding of information needs and quality requirements for satisfying
queries for semantic information posed by decision-makers. We will investigate solutions where
prior knowledge, local observations, inference rules, and operation workflow are distributed,
calling for agile information exchange where data and intelligence results may be propagated up
and down the command chain or laterally as needed to meet information requirements of the
entities involved. The task will develop multi-scale techniques for minimizing the cost of
achieving information requirements at requisite quality. Opportunistic exploitation of real-time
information feeds (e.g., from open media intelligence) at higher echelons will be combined with
local exploitation of query and content semantics at lower echelons to improve distributed
intelligence processing in the presence of resource bottlenecks, disconnected operation, and
uncertainty. Our methodology will include formal proofs of properties of developed algorithms,
simulations of their efficiency in practical settings, and small-scale prototypes to ensure
realizability.

Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses
The general long-term research question addressed by this task remains that of enabling a
semantic information delivery capability. Building upon the work done in APP-Y4, we propose
to consider the information delivery needs of a workflow, and to exploit heterogeneous sources
of information.

Q1: How can semantic information delivery be optimized in a distributed environment, across
multiple network genres, in the context of an operation workflow to meet information
requirements with the requisite quality?

Answers to requests for semantic information about situational context (e.g., “Find where Jim
was at 9am”) can help decision-makers arrive at decisions quickly. However, these answers must
be fused and inferred from data (video, audio, structured or unstructured text) of the requisite
quality obtained from the communications network or stored in the information network. Beyond
one-shot queries, it will be important to support workflows, for example, “find where Jim was at
9 AM, and if he was in a meeting, then I will need to know if Ed was with Jim”. Workflows are
satisfied by seeking answers to several related questions, where some questions may arise
conditionally depending on answers to previous questions. Given a workflow and a set of
distributed data collection, communication, and storage assets, as well as inference rules, how to
optimally deliver the requested semantic information at the requisite quality?

H1: Translating queries into a restricted logical form, paired with information-maximizing
delivery, enables efficient encoding of workflows and exploitation of semantic inference rules
that minimize workflow cost.

We hypothesize that efficient solutions to semantic information delivery can be achieved using a
declarative knowledge base, derived by mining past signals, which captures the relationships
between conclusions and the facts needed to establish them. Inference procedures on this
declarative knowledge base can help determine what additional information is necessary, and
with what quality, in order to establish a desired conclusion. This information can be retrieved
either by drawing additional inferences from the information network or retrieving information
from the communications network on-demand.
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Beyond the QoI support developed in APP-Y4, we anticipate the need for four foundational
components: (i) means to restrict queries to a controlled form that facilitates formal inference,
(ii) explicit accounting for workflow, (iii) appropriate content naming, and (iv) network
protocols that maximize information propagation. Proposed research on the above topics is
described next.

Research Problem Background
Instead of manually analyzing reams of data to arrive at a decision, analysts might be better
served if presented with semantic information about situational context (e.g., “A suspicious
person was seen at the train station at 6:00pm”). This requires a capability for semantic
information delivery (SID) in response to analysts’ requests for semantic information (RSI). In
general, RSIs may specify desired information quality (QoI) along various dimensions such as
accuracy, freshness, timeliness, or provenance. RSIs will generally use, or be transformable to,
the formal model of the knowledge base. An RSI response may include a yes/no answer, a set of
variable bindings, and/or (links to) information objects (video, audio, text).

The primary challenge underlying SID is the QoI-aware bridging of multiple genres. In general,
we believe tactical information will be organized into four distinct components (Figure 6-4). The
first component is a knowledge base, which consists of knowledge derived (either automatically
or manually) by analyzing historical signals or information (video, audio, text). This knowledge
base maps facts to conclusions that may be drawn from facts; for example, it may list all the facts
that need to hold if an operation on a specified facility is imminent. The second component is an
information network that stores more recent pieces of information gathered from various sources,
together with links between these pieces that depict relationships (in time and space, or in
sources or content) between them. The third component is a communications network of devices
that, in a distributed manner, provides recent or real-
time information. Finally, the fourth component is a
workflow that describes the steps that a query source
will follow to meet information requirements. The
workflow consists of multiple queries (with later
queries being conditional on answers to previous
ones). Each query may involve consulting the
knowledge base, inferring information from the
information network, and retrieving information from
the communications network.

The outcome of the task will be a workflow execution
engine that satisfies information requirements with
adequate QoI by consulting the knowledge base,
contacting the information network or retrieving
information from the communications network.

To our knowledge, no prior work has explored multi-genr
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[DGMHH04]. Tangentially related is work on sensor selection [ABS11, BKG2006], which has
looked at the complementary problem of selecting the best sensor to deliver desired information.
Our work builds upon prior work in QoI, such as those developed for sensor networks
[BVKS2009], or the QoI frameworks developed within the CTA [BJCL12, CGLP2010]; we
extend these to multiple genres. In ongoing work within the QoI thrust, a subset of the PIs has
been exploring cross-genre information delivery; some of this work naturally extends into the
work proposed in this task on semantic information delivery. For example, [BBDH2012,
JXPA13] shows how semantic relationships can be exploited to achieve parsimonious
communication while preserving or maximizing QoI. Similarly, [UAAIGD12] discusses how
information linkages can be exploited to retrieve information from the communications
networks. The work also complements approaches that maximize quality of information by
eliminating less reliable data. Such algorithms, called fact-finders, were developed by a subset of
the PIs [WLKA12, WKAA13], and extended to accommodate real-time streaming data
[WAKA13], conflicting observations [WKA13], and spatial correlations [WAKG13]. Finally,
recent work on probabilistic abductive inference [BHDKM2011] may also be applicable,
particularly in learning semantic relationships.

Technical Approach
The task will investigate several interrelated research directions, which are described below.

Streaming media summarization: Unlike APP-Y4 where we considered a static set of inference
rules, and a static information network of items and relations, in Y5 we consider information that
arrives in a streaming fashion (typically at higher echelons). Examples include live media
reports, Twitter feeds, graph streams, or Flickr photo streams. The contribution lies in real-time
processing of such information for purposes of enhancing situation awareness and feeding key
extracted rules, events, and linkages back into query workflow planning at lower levels. The goal
here is to achieve freshness of information inference, an important aspect of QoI analysis. The
summarization of the media streams will be done in a flexible way, so that it can be used for a
variety of analytical tasks such as information flow analysis, anomaly detection and
classification in a time-sensitive way.

Semantic query workflow optimization: In APP-Y4, we focused on a single request for semantic
information. A natural extension, and one that is relevant in the military context, is a request
workflow. As discussed above, such a workflow consists of multiple queries wherein a query’s
execution may be conditionally dependent on the execution of other queries. For example, if we
find Jim at location X at time T, we might be interested in knowing if Ed was at the same
location and the same time, but if Jim were to be found somewhere else (say location Y), we
might need to know if Alice was at location Y. This dependence between sub-queries in a
workflow brings additional challenges and opportunities. The opportunity is that a workflow
permits “look ahead”: knowing what queries need to be resolved may help us determine whether
and at what quality to satisfy a given subquery. Another opportunity is the ability to resolve
some of the subqueries in parallel in order to meet, for example, a timeliness constraint. The
corresponding challenges are determining how to exploit the look ahead and the potential
parallelism without significantly increasing network or other resource utilization. The work will
be performed in collaboration with Dr. Aylin Yener, who will advance the boundaries of
semantic information theory and offer a theoretical understanding of fundamental performance
limits of semantic information delivery optimizations.
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Semantic networking: A key new component this year is to tie semantic information delivery
more closely to network communication and storage (e.g., caching) support. In general, to
achieve the QoI requirements associated with requests for semantic information, we need to
develop semantically-aware data transformation and storage algorithms. Such algorithms
perform quality transformations on the data in a manner that is informed by the semantics
contained in the information, or prioritize data transmission over a bottleneck by leveraging the
semantics inherent either in the request or in the information being delivered. As a concrete
example, in APP-Y4, our MediaScope system [JXPA13], which enabled the capability of image
search over a distributed database of mobile devices, leveraged the semantics of the query in
order to prioritize the delivery of information from the mobile devices. Specifically, since the
queries in MediaScope were posed on a geometric feature space that images were projected on,
our network transmission-scheduling algorithm used distance in the feature space and prioritized
the transmission of objects that were closer in feature space to some target (an example of
semantically-aware prioritization). We showed that such an approach was near optimal (Figure
6-5).

In APP-Y5, we will develop new protocols for data
forwarding, prioritization, and storage that take
semantics into account. These protocols will aim to
maximize the odds of delivering the most useful
items first, when all relevant items cannot be
transmitted over a bottleneck. In this context, it will
be useful to think of all information items as living
in a multi-dimensional content space, whose
dimensions are defined implicitly by content
names. Workflow optimization results in weighting
different areas of that space differently depending
on what information is deemed more important.
These weights are then translated into priorities
respected by network communication and storage
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adding facts to an inference engine. We will also collaborate with ARL’s Trevor Cook, who
develops an algebra for QoI.

Validation Approach
Proofs of the complexity of the workflow execution engine, or the approximability of heuristics
used in the engine will give us an understanding of the theoretical limits of our approaches.
Simulations of complete cross-genre systems, combined with comparisons of alternative “null”
approaches (such as those that do not take QoI constraints into account, or those that selectively
omit one or more components of SID) will enable us to quantify the benefits of our approaches
over existing non-QoI-aware and single-genre methods. Finally, we will prototype our ideas
using the Apollo software, together with the Aqua QoI framework [RLPG12] (designed in
collaboration with ARL), with the goal of demonstrating the feasibility of SID and to validate
our simulations.

Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs
The following planned deliverables will be achieved:

Due Research Milestones

Q1
Content prioritization protocols for semantic networking
(UIUC, USC, BBN)

Q2 Streaming media summarization (IBM, UIUC)

Q3
Integration of prioritization (Q1) and summarization (Q2) with
semantic query workflow optimization (IBM, BBN, UIUC,
USC, CUNY)

Q4
Heterogeneity and query interface extensions. End-to-end
evaluation and refinement. (BBN, UIUC, USC)

Funding
Funding for Task = Q2

Thrust = QoI

Funding Type = 6.1

Year 5 Funding = $479,904
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Funding by Institution and Center

Center Institution Funding Cost Share

CNARC CUNY $144,650

CNARC USC $81,812 $11,000

INARC IBM $84,500

INARC UIUC $105,868

IRC BBN $63,074

Impact on Network Science
This task focuses on algorithms for QoI-aware SID in multi-genre networks, and directly
addresses some of the central challenges in the QoI thrust. In jointly addressing cross-genre
issues (e.g., both the tactical network bottleneck and information overload), it constitutes
composite network research and will advance network science.

Military Relevance
The QoI thrust, and the SID task enhance network capability to adapt intelligence gathering and
data dissemination. Specifically, SID will enable more effective “data-to-decision”, since it
encapsulates tasking, communications, processing and exploitation of information. SID
addresses the tactical wireless network bottleneck, and analyst cognitive load.

Transition Opportunities
Our QoI-related activities to date have resulted in transitions to ARL. The Apollo fact-finding
software was installed at ARL, and the Aqua QoI software was developed with 6.2 funding (with
ARL researchers Trevor Cook, Kelvin Marcus and Lisa Scott). We plan to leverage our
relationships with ARL to transition our semantic information delivery prototype to ARL.

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
Q2 is connected to task I1 of INARC, which seeks to advance the science of exploitation of
multi-genre (information and social) networks. In particular, the connection is on the feedback
from opportunistic exploitation of open media to active selection and tasking of assets for
purposes of optimizing semantic information delivery

Q2 is also connected to task C2 of CNARC, which seeks to establish performance limits (OICC)
of quality-of-information aware networks. In particular, the connection is on the operational
design principles of networks of both devices and sources connected over a social network.

Q2 is also tightly connected to C1 of CNARC, which seeks to develop algorithms to realize QoI-
aware information delivery. The algorithms and protocols of C1 are used together with those
developed in Q2 to provide end-to-end QoI-aware information delivery.

We have an ongoing synergistic interaction with ITA Project 4 Task 3. Specifically, we have
access to the Controlled English store via the ITA collaboration system, and have the ability to
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make changes needed for our task. Furthermore, we have an established collaboration with Dr.
Dave Braines to enable information sharing and to receive feedback on our use of CE.

Heesung Kwon, will allow us to leverage ARL expertise on video processing, target detection,
identification, as well as super-resolution image reconstruction (which recently won an RDA
award at ARL), which tie-in nicely with QoI mechanisms for semantically-aware data
transformation.

We will also collaborate with ARL’s Trevor Cook applications of his algebra for QoI.

Key Contributors and Their Roles

T. Abdelzaher, UIUC (INARC):
Role: Abdelzaher will lead the task and focus on architecture for semantic networking.
Approximate time commitment: 0.75 month + 1 graduate student
Expected research contribution: Abdelzaher and collaborators will develop algorithms for
prioritizing content for optimizing semantic information delivery across resource bottlenecks.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Abdelzaher expects to make several trips to BBN and
ARL. In FY12, Abdelzaher’s students/staff visited the NS-CTA Facility for extended periods of
time. In FY13, Abdelzaher spent 3 weeks at ARL following up on various collaborations.
Synergies and collaboration: Abdelzaher currently leads Task I1. He developed the Apollo fact-
finder and is also a member of Tasks P2 and T5.

C. Aggarwal, IBM (INARC):
Role: C. Aggarwal will work on the subtask on streaming media summarization.
Approximate time commitment: 0.2 FTE (Aggarwal) + 1 summer student
Expected research contribution: C. Aggarwal will work on streaming media summarization.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: C. Aggarwal will work with the researchers at BBN,
where needed, to validate the experiments required for the work.
Synergies and collaboration: C. Aggarwal is currently involved in task I1, within the core
INARC.

A. Bar-Noy, CUNY CNARC):
Role: Bar-Noy will be involved in the design, analysis, implementation, and evaluation of
algorithms in all subtasks. He will focus on optimizing the algorithms.
Approximate time commitment: 1 month + 1 graduate student
Expected research contribution: Bar-Noy will focus on semantic query workflow optimization.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Bar-Noy expects to make several trips to the BBN
facility as he has done during the first three years.
Synergies and collaboration: Bar-Noy is involved in several EDIN tasks.

R. Govindan, USC (CNARC):
Role: Govindan will contribute to semantic networking, semantic workflow optimization, and
support for heterogeneity.
Approximate time commitment: 0.6 month + 1 graduate student.
Expected research contribution: Govindan will contribute to the overall architecture of SID,
heterogeneity extensions, and communication network algorithms for query workflow
optimization.
Expected engagement with NS Facility: Govindan expects to make trips to the BBN facility as he
has done in the first 4 years of the CTA.
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Synergies and collaboration: Govindan leads the sibling task C1 in CNARC focused on methods
for realizing QoI. He will also initiate discussions with ARL researchers, who lead an internal
ARL effort on value of information.

M. Dean, BBN (IRC):
Role: lead researcher on semantic optimization and query interfaces.
Approximate time commitment: .1 FTE
Expected research contribution: Dean will focus on the role of inference and on prototype
applications.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Dean will visit as appropriate.
Synergies and collaboration: Dean is involved in the Semantic Information Theory task.
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Technical Abstract
Caching and replication have been widely used to improve performance and robustness of
mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). However, no prior work has addressed cooperative caching
with quality of information (QoI) requirements, and few have leveraged the underlying
information and social networks. We consider this set of special characteristics for cooperative
caching in this task. Our goals are to characterize and design caching algorithms that:
(i) explicitly accommodate QoI-requirements such as precision, completeness, freshness,
timeliness, accuracy and availability; and (ii) leverage communities of interest (CoI) within
social networks and information links between information objects. Knowledge of CoIs will
come from the nature of military structure and defined roles of personnel. We expect that by
designing caching algorithms that are QoI-aware and social-aware, we can reduce bandwidth
consumption and increase QoI, greatly improving network performance and robustness.
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Research Issue/Technical Approach

Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses

Q1: What are the effects of QoI requirements and knowledge of underlying social and
information networks on caching and how to consider these factors to design better caching
algorithms to improve QoI?

Processing queries according to QoI requirements is a challenge given the complex relationship
between QoI metrics and different applications. Cooperative caching, with the use of underlying
social and information networks, provides the potential for drastically improved QoI.

Q2: Can we quantify the connections between human mobility and social interactions?

Human mobility and social networks have been explored extensively in the past few years, but
they were pursued as separate lines of inquiry despite the fact that they often study the same
systems and datasets. A question of fundamental importance, and of practical utility for
designing better caching algorithms leveraging social knowledge is whether there exists any
robust relationships between them.

 H1: We expect that the combination of knowledge of underlying social and information
networks will significantly improve the benefits of cooperative caching in terms of network
performance and robustness.

By exploiting the knowledge of social contact patterns, social interests, and social relationships,
cooperative caching will decrease bandwidth requirements, thus increasing network capacity,
and allow trade-offs in terms of timeliness, precision, corroboration, freshness, accuracy and
availability of data. These degrees of freedom will provide multiplicative gains on network
performance and robustness.

Research Problem Background
Cooperative caching allows the sharing and coordination of cached data among multiple nodes in
MANETs. A military structure, in particular, lends itself to nodes cooperating to share
information in a hybrid network. Information may be retrieved over a backhaul link from a
command center, and then stored and served locally to other troops on a common mission. This
method can provide more timely access to information, reduce bandwidth and improve
robustness.

Prior work on cooperative caching in wired networks [CFTW00, FCAB98] does not consider the
special characteristics of QoI-aware military MANETS. Prior to the CTA we performed
extensive amount of work on cooperative caching [CYD04, YC06] to reduce overhead and
increase performance. Neither we nor others have addressed unexploited areas such as the effects
of QoI requirements, and knowledge of social and information networks on caching.

In our work during the prior APP, we proposed a contact-burst-based clustering method to detect
transient communities by exploiting the pairwise contact processes [ZC13], proposed methods to
detect community in weighted networks [LWC13], and applied them to improve the performance
of data forwarding in DTNs. We have proposed algorithms [GCLH13] to exploit transient social
contact patterns for data forwarding in DTNs. We identified the tradeoffs of several existing
cooperative caching algorithms [ZZCD10] and demonstrated the benefits of using social
knowledge to reduce overhead and improve performance [GC11, GLZC12, ZGCLKI12,
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LZC10]. By collaborating with INARC, we have designed cooperative caching algorithms
[GCIS11, GCSI12] for DTN. By collaborating with SCNARC, we have designed caching
algorithms [ZLCDSL11] considering social knowledge. By collaborating with IRC, we have
designed caching algorithms [ZRCLB11] considering various military mobility models. We have
also designed algorithms [GC10, ZC11, ZYZC12] to predict mobility and prefetch the right data
before network partition to improve network performance and robustness. By combining teams
in this APP we will fully leverage the research synergies between communication, information
and social networks.

Technical Approach
In the next year, we will build on our existing work to characterize the impacts of QoI-
requirements, and knowledge of social and information networks on caching, and then design
better caching algorithms to improve QoI.

QoI-aware cache management

We have designed caching algorithms to tradeoff performance and robustness based on QoI
requirements, and examined the tradeoffs on timeliness vs. availability [ZYZC12], and freshness
vs. performance [GCSI12]. In the network, different nodes may have different QoI
requirements. Some nodes may assign a higher weight to timeliness for some data items while
other nodes assign more weight for availability for the same data. As a result, the formalization
of the optimization problem will be more complex, and will be further investigated.

Completeness is an important QoI factor, but may have to be traded off in some cases. Consider
a scenario where photos are collected for decision making in battlefield or counterterrorism. Due
to limitations of communication bandwidth, storage and processing capability, it is hard to
transfer all photos from smartphones to the server (cache). Our solution is to first send the
metadata (the smartphone’s orientation, position and all related parameters of the built-in
camera) to the server. Based on the metadata, the server selects and transmits the most useful
photos to save bandwidth and storage, by leveraging our previous results on camera sensor
networks [WC13]. Based on the QoI requirements on bandwidth, timeliness, photo coverage
(utility or accuracy), and storage, we formalize three photo selection problems: Max-Utility,
online Max-Utility, and Min-Selection. We will design protocols to solve these problems to
improve QoI. This work will also be extended to DTN environments where the server may not
always be accessible. In such case, nodes have to coordinate to select the right photos based on
the QoI requirements.

Precision is also an important QoI attribute (e.g., are there twelve people exactly in a room, or
can we just determine there are more than 10?). To reduce network traffic and memory
requirements a tradeoff may be made with precision by using compression. For example, images
may be compressed when stored to increase the number of information elements that may be
cached, or they may be compressed for transmission only to reduce network usage or to allow for
complete transfer during limited contact durations. This compression may reduce the resolution
of an image so that the precision of the information extracted from it is lower. We will explore
tradeoffs in compression vs. precision in caching. We will leverage our prior work [EEML12] in
which we applied the network utility maximization (NUM) framework to maximize utility in a
network for streaming applications in which we considered the reduction in utility and energy
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consumption caused by compression versus the gains from reducing network congestion. Here
we will apply it to storing and transferring cached information.

We will apply erasure coding to cached data to improve timeliness and address the bandwidth
and storage limitations. In DTNs, the contact duration varies and may be short due to node
movement and the limited range of wireless communication. As a result, a large data item such
as a video clip may not be completely transmitted between two nodes during their contact time
period. If the data is simply fragmented and only a part of it is transmitted during each contact,
some fragments may be hard to get, which deteriorates the performance of data access. To
mitigate this problem, we adopt erasure coding techniques to encode the data. We will determine
how much data to cache at each node based on the specific contact patters with other, and
optimize the parameters in erasure coding based on the QoI requirements.

We will generalize QoI aware cooperative caching to QoI aware information centric networking
(ICN), such as Named Data Networking. In the ICN paradigm, all pieces of information have
persistent network layer names and content is routed and stored in the network based on these
names. ICN is an active area of research, but it is important to achieve high QoI in information
centric networks since such networks may store a huge amount of information. Thus applications
need a way to articulate the QoI in the requests they make for content, similarly the content
network needs to prioritize delivery to respect the quality requested. We propose to investigate
adding QoI capability to the existing NDN architecture, and design algorithms to enable the
content network to support the QoI functionality.

Social and information network-aware cache management

The existence of social and information networks impacts which information should be stored
where, and what priorities should be given to each item, e.g., if memory is finite, which items
should be stored at the expense of others. We [GCLH13] have developed centrality metrics to
measure the capability of data dissemination of mobile nodes. We will extend this metric to
include a measure of common interests. We will use knowledge of mission roles to determine
Community of Interests (CoIs), and leverage CoIs to place data caches to reduce the number of
hops that data must travel. Likewise, certain pieces of information may be more frequently
accessed or more important than others. Moreover, certain pieces of information may be linked,
i.e., often accessed together. We will explore how to optimize the distribution of content from a
given repository given estimates of their popularity in a mobile network, taking into account the
underlying mobility and information linkages.

We will identify the connections between social links and individual movements based on real
traces, and examine the impacts of social contact patterns, social interests and social relationship
on data dissemination in terms of data delivery ratio, dissemination time, and replication cost,
which also affect the QoI.

Quantifying the connections between human mobility and social links

Understanding the interplay between social links and individual movements is key to the design
of better DTNs. On one hand, social links strongly affect the design of data dissemination
algorithms. On the other hand, individual movements play a critical role in relay selection and
optimizing relay decision policies. We will quantify the connections between human mobility
and social interactions based on traces such as the MIT Reality trace, the Haggle Project Dataset,
and our own cellphone datasets [SQBB10, SGMB12]. These datasets enable us to study
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correlation between movement of friends and between friendship and location of users [NS12,
BS12]. As one mainly interacts with individuals who are nearby, we expect quantitative scaling
relationships between human movements and social networks. Our goal is to explore these
different datasets in a comparative fashion, identifying the fundamental scaling relationships,
mediated by a universal flux distribution, that link the quantities characterizing mobility and
spatial networks. These scaling laws, if found to be robust and reproducible, could offer
significant help on designing better replication algorithms in DTNs.

The impact of social interests

The majority of data replication schemes for DTNs follow a network-centric approach aimed at
maximizing the data delivery to mobile nodes in the network and based on different forms of
epidemic delivery which wastes large amounts of network bandwidth and system resources. In
this task, we propose a user-centric approach which considers satisfying user interests and
replicates data only at the nodes being interested in the data. We aim at maximizing the cost-
effectiveness over all the data items in the network, by designing appropriate data replication
strategies.

The major difficulty of user-centric data replication in DTNs is that the subscribers of a data item
is generally unknown a priori, because it is difficult for the data source to have the knowledge
about the interests of other nodes in the network. Our main idea to address this problem is to let
individual nodes estimate the interests of other nodes as probabilities. We exploit node centrality
to consider the social contact patterns and interests of mobile nodes. Then, the centrality value
can be calculated by combining the node contact probabilities and data interest probabilities.
More specifically, we will 1) propose a general probabilistic framework for user-centric data
replication; 2) propose new approaches for relay selections based on the node centrality values
and QoI requirements; and 3) provide theoretical bounds on the effectiveness of our approaches.

The impact of human factors

We will investigate how human factors can be used to improve the performance of DTN. Social
relationships and interests are important drives of information demand and processing and as
such have direct impact on the use and efficiency of communication networks. Our approach this
year will be a refinement and contribution to investigating interactions between social network,
communication networks, and personal decision making. To identify communities, we will use
the social pressure metric (SPM) [BS12]. It works well in cases where there is correlation
between node's movements that is commonly observed in coinciding routines and increased
likelihood of related movement between members of a community. Following on our results on
importance of collocation on the level of friends interactive activities presented in [NCS13], we
will use distance and novel modularity density metrics [CNS13] for alternative community
detection.

To take into account social interests, we will combine SPM, distance based and modularity
density based communities with profiles based on user genotypes developed in [BBMSS13]. To
synthesize node profiles, we will use extracted genotypes (i.e. descriptors) from Twitter data, and
then use the distributions of genotypes to generate profiles in our simulation. This will offer
insight into whether or not a small amount of metadata about messages can improve DTN
performance, and how content descriptors compare to communities based only on contacts.
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To facilitate experimentation on high level view of the system, the simulations will be
implemented in three semi-independent but interacting simulation modules: the Mobility Model
module which contains different mobility models for the nodes, the Caching Algorithm module
which implements different caching strategies, and the Data Forwarding module which
encapsulates different forwarding techniques. Together, they will ensure a tool for thorough
investigations of different system design strategies.

Validation Approach
We will analyze and simulate the performance of the resulting algorithms using realistic mobility
models and real traces. We have implemented part of our cache work [GCIS11] in the NSCTA
test facility, and will leverage this experience for evaluating other proposed algorithms. PSU has
a 30 node smartphone testbed designed for evaluating DTN protocols. We will perform
experimental evaluation by extending our previous work [ZZCD10] to include these
smartphones in a hybrid network. Students with mobile devices will form MANETs and generate
queries.

We will also rely on simulations to test scalability. We will identify the difference between
theoretical analysis and experimental results, and then refine our analytical models. This
iterative process will help us evaluate the models and further improve our understanding of
various caching algorithms and the impacts of QoI and social knowledge.

Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs

Due Research Milestones

Q1
Quantify the connections between human mobility and social
links (NEU and RPI).

Q2
Characterize the effects of social interests and human factors on
data dissemination. (PSU, RPI)

Q3
Examine tradeoffs between various QoI factors; design and
obtain performance bounds on caching given QoI requirements.
(PSU, BBN)

Q4
Papers on cooperative cache leveraging social knowledge and
considering QoI requirements (all)

Funding
Funding for Task = Q3

Thrust = QoI

Funding Type = 6.1

Year 5 Funding = $404,242
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Funding by Institution and Center

Center Institution Funding Cost Share

CNARC PSU $113,251 $40,000

IRC BBN $175,701

SCNARC NEU $52,807

SCNARC RPI $62,483 $37,637

Impact on Network Science
This task addresses interactions of all genre of network. It considers information needs from
both an interest perspective and quality perspective. This is reflected in caching policies that
address a variety of QoI requirements and are driven by user interests. It also incorporates social
network aspects in terms of communities and mobility. Communications network issues arise
from these social relationships. Algorithms are developed that are tailored to adapting to use
contact times, mobility and interests.

Military Relevance
Cooperative caching [YC06] was originally proposed to help a platoon of soldiers in MANETs
to quickly obtain battlefield information with low cost. Nodes in a military environment may
cooperate with each other and often have significant memory and storage capabilities. Due to
frequent node movement and various interferences, wireless communication in tactical
environment may have frequent disruptions. Thus, DTN is essential in military environment.
Military networks also have underlying social and information networks and distinct mobility
patterns. We believe that cooperative caching is ideally suited to this environment for these
reasons. The military is also relying more on hybrid wireless networks and small portable mobile
devices. This task is directly relevant to both of these areas.

This task addresses the measure, adapt, and predict portions of the CTA roadmap in that it
measures composite networks at all spatial-temporal scales, adapts to dynamic QoI, social and
information needs, and predicts future information needs to improve network performance and
robustness.

Transition Opportunities
This work has high potential for transition. While the research work will provide fundamental
insights into benefits of cooperative caching and interactions between social and information
networks, the context of the research is squarely in military networks. Dr. Kawadia is the
technical lead for content distribution on the DARPA CBMEN program that is building a
content-centric network of nodes carrying Android phones and tablets. He will work actively to
transition the ideas coming out of this NSCTA research task to the DARPA project that is more
focused on building the system.

This work has garnered high interest within ARL and throughout DoD. It was presented at the
Pentagon to General Chiarelli who was at the time the Vice Chief of the Staff of the Army. It
was also the subject of the presentation at the ARL TAB review in 2012. A portion of this work
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from prior years is under transition to CERDEC via a new 6.2 contract on “Routing in MANETs
and Stochastic-DTNs for Tactical Networks.”

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
We will work with two QoI tasks. The first is a core CNARC task on realizing QoI (C1 - La
Porta is on that task) and the second is a CCRI task on using semantics to determine QoI
requirements (Q2). We will also work with an EDIN task on location prediction (E4 - Cao and
La Porta are part of that task). We will collaborate the IPAN task on search and query (P1 - Cao
is on that task) as well as on the SNARC task S2 with subtask on community detection and
EDIN task E7 on genotype modeling of users interests (Szymanski takes part in both tasks).

Bob Cole is providing input on realistic network conditions under which DTNs operate, so that
our algorithms may be evaluated in various realistic settings.

Key Contributors and Their Roles
Albert-Laszlo Barabasi, NEU (SCNARC):
Role: Principal researcher
Approximate time commitment: 0.5 month summer and 0.33 Postdoctoral Associate.
Expected research contribution: Barabasi will design metrics and techniques for predicting the
interplay between the social network and the mobility pattern of the individuals, resulting into
predictive algorithms that can be used by the rest of the team.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Barabasi's students will spend approximately
two weeks in the coming year at the NS facility to work with related parties.
Synergies and collaboration: Barabasi will work with Szymanski on discovering the interplay
between social contacts and mobility patterns and with Cao and La Porta on turning their
findings into caching schemes for time-varying networks.

Guohong Cao, PSU (CNARC)
Role: Task Lead.
Approximate time commitment: one summer month and one graduate student.
Expected research contribution: Cao will lead the effort on characterizing the benefits of
cooperative caching. He will examine the effects of QoI requirements and knowledge of
underlying social and information networks on caching and consider these factors to design
better caching algorithms to improve QoI.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Cao will spend one week in the APP at the NS
facility to work with related parties.
Synergies and collaboration: Cao will collaborate with La Porta on QoI-aware caching, and
collaborate with Barabasi and Szymanski on social-aware caching. He will collaborate with
INARC on information-aware caching.

V. Kawadia, BBN (IRC):
Role: Principal researcher
Approximate time commitment: 0.2 FTE
Expected research contribution: Kawadia will design high performance QoI aware information
centric networking schemes.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Kawadia is present full-time at the NSCTA facility.
Synergies and collaboration: Kawadia will work with Cao and La Porta in designing caching
schemes for time-varying socio-communication networks.
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Thomas La Porta, PSU (CNARC)
Role: PI
Approximate time commitment: La Porta will support ½ graduate student
Expected research contribution: La Porta will focus on QoI requirements and algorithms to meet
them. Most specifically, he will focus on precision and availability tradeoffs.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: La Porta will visit the BBN facility 4 times during
the APP.
Synergies and collaboration: La Porta will collaborate with Cao on QoI metrics like precision,
freshness and timeliness. He will also link this task to a core CNARC task on realizing QoI, an
EDIN task on predicting location, and an EDIN task on task-oriented networking.

Boleslaw K. Szymanski, RPI (SCNARC):
Role: Principal researcher.
Approximate time commitment: 0.5 month summer and 5 months of graduate student.
Expected research contribution: Szymanski will design metrics and techniques for predicting
socially driven mobility, contact patterns and associated communities to apply them to
cooperative caching algorithms.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Szymanski or his postdoc will spend one week in the
coming year at ARL to work with related parties.
Synergies and collaboration: Szymanski will work with Barabasi on discovery of socially driven
contact patterns and with Cao and La Porta on designing caching schemes for time-varying
socio-communication networks.
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7.1 Overview
Trust in Distributed Decision-making in the context of the Network Science Collaborative
Technology Alliance has a unique perspective for investigating the science of trust and
trustworthiness across composite networks and its application to distributed decisions made in
networked environment.

In general, trust is a relationship involving two entities, a trustor and a trustee, in a specific
context under conditions of uncertainty and vulnerability. Often, but not always, both entities are
humans. It is widely agreed that trust is a subjective matter and involves expectations of future
outcomes. In a trust relationship, the trustor encounters uncertainty from a lack of information or
an inability to verify the integrity, competence, predictability, and other characteristics of the
trustee and is vulnerable to suffering a loss if expectations of future outcomes turn out to be
incorrect. Trust allows the trustor to take actions under uncertainty and from a position of
vulnerability by depending on the trustee. Trustworthiness is a concept closely related to trust,
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based on the expected outcomes that the trust relation depends on. The trustor expects the trustee
to act in a certain way and if they do, they are considered trustworthy.

The long-term goal of the Trust CCRI is to provide scientific foundations for enhancing
distributed decision making capabilities of the Army in the context of network-centric operations
(NCO), in particular, for irregular warfare (IW) and counterinsurgency (COIN).

Key Research Questions for the Trust CCRI are:

 What is the influence of context on network-based trust in distributed decision making?
 What are the cognitive mechanisms of trust dynamics in distributed decision making on the

network?
 What happens to trust of humans on the network when information or communications

change?
 How do changes in trust in the composite network impact distributed decision making? How

can we measure, predict, and evaluate the effects of those changes on distributed decision
making?

 How can we improve trust in distributed decision making on the composite network? How
can we measure, predict, and evaluate such improvements?

 How should trust be managed in the network? And how can we predict the impact of such
management?

In Y5, the Trust CCRI has three main research areas:
1. Role of endogenous (cognition) and exogenous (social, context) factors in the

development of trust.
2. Impact of trust on Distributed Decision Making: Measurement, prediction, and evaluation

of trust for DDM.
3. Network properties and trust: Extraction and management.

Thus, the research in Trust focuses on understanding the role trust plays in composite networks
that consist of large systems with complex interactions between communication, information,
and social and cognitive networks. Adding to the complexity, trust itself can be highly dynamic
with uni- and bi-directional relationships forming, adapting, and dissolving at multiple
timescales. Our work directly addresses these dynamics from the propagation and staging of data
in the network to support for establishment of trust.

Trust is contextual, and the degree of trust placed in a relationship can directly relate to factors
that exist in each network type. COIN and IW place significant demands on trust tactical
decision-making, as any number of social and cultural factors can influence relationships with
the local population and governmental officials. Our work in developing models of trust in
composite networks will help to identify these factors and to develop trust metrics that expose
utility versus risk in specific courses of action.

Trust is also a significant factor in how Soldiers perceive and act upon information provided
through tactical information systems. Our work aims to: develop tools for measuring source
trustworthiness and competence and information credibility to predict trust in real life network
scenarios; examine how effectively activation serves as a marker of trust and improves
distributed decision-making; understand how social networks can impact the development of
trust; explore critical factors that impact provenance and its uncertainties, including social
relationships and spatio-temporal dependencies; and develop computational models for human
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cognitive processes involved in trust-based judgments and decisions by people embedded in
social, information, and communication networks. Our work will directly impact how we build
trustworthy systems to convey information to the warfighter.

Transition opportunities for our work exist in a number of DoD programs. The DARPA Tactical
Integrated Ground Reporting System (TIGR), the DARPA Transformative Apps, and the Army
“Apps for the Army” programs all seek to deliver tactically-relevant information to the
individual warfighter. Enhancing information to make it actionable with mechanisms to display
provenance, understanding and enhancing activation in decision-making, and assessing the state
of trust by measuring its orthogonal components will provide significant utility to the soldier.

7.2 Technical Approach
We will achieve our high-level objective by developing tools to measure source trustworthiness
and competence as well as information credibility to predict trust in real-life network scenarios.
We will also examine how effectively activation serves as a marker of trust and improves
distributed decision-making and how social networks can impact the development of trust, and
explore critical factors that impact provenance and its uncertainties, including social
relationships and spatio-temporal dependencies. We will develop computational models for the
human cognitive processes involved in trust-based judgments and decisions by people embedded
in social, information, and communication networks. From these studies, we will develop
predictive models of trust and effective algorithms to measure trust in interactions within multi-
genre networks. These tools will help to achieve optimal or near-optimal information transfer
and decision-making in networked environments. The Trust CCRI will execute the following
five tasks that support our three main research areas.

 Role of endogenous (cognition) and exogenous (social, context) factors in the development
of trust. This research area is supported by tasks T6 and T2, which address the following:

 T6: Cognitive Models of Trust – This task continues the development of computational
models for the human cognitive processes involved in trust-based judgments and
decisions by people embedded in social, information, and communication networks. User
interfaces to such networks shape the perception and cognition of end-users in ways that
can dramatically affect the dynamics and performance characteristics of human-
information, human-human, and human-agent interactions. Our overarching goal is to
develop a theory of the human cognition and perception involved in judgments of
credibility and trust within a composite military network of people, information, and
computational nodes. For Y5, we will aim for the elusive middle ground between these
two poles, namely relevantly contextualized, yet fully controllable experimentation. We
will approach this generalization in two ways: first, we will make our experimentation
frameworks more network-centric; second, we will work towards a new experimental
framework around network simulation inspired by a general market (buyer/seller)
situation, which will be formulated as an emergency response scenario. A third focus area
for our Y5 research will be the use of user modeling techniques and the adaptation of UI
tools to better support trust assessments and improve Situation Awareness given certain
user behavior and/or cognitive state.

 T2: Towards Activation Analytics as a Basis for Trust – In this task, we examine how
effectively activation serves as a marker of trust and improves distributed decision-
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making. Activation is a cognitive state that decision makers experience when processing
information. Activation theory posits that the level of activation affects the quality with
which a decision-maker processes information. Other experimental research indicates that
neural activation is related to trustworthy behavior, further hinting at a new and intriguing
relationship between trust, networks, and decision-making. This relationship suggests
that the quality of the information received or processed from an informant or analysts
may be only as important as the activation state of the decision-maker, because the
activation state conditions how information is processed. Specifically, knowing the
activation level of a decision maker at the time of a decision may provide (1) an estimate
of the level of trust to be put in their recommendations and (2) an indication of
hierarchical influence over decisions by creating a trace in a social network of who
activates whom.

In Y4 we showed that activation affects decision acumen and that activation is
contagious. The next step in the research is to understand the network-wide diffusion of
activation. In general, we want trusted information to propagate through the network so
that it has the highest possible impact on decision-making.

In Y5, we extend our past work to multi-genre networks of information (i.e., language
and data content of IMs and trading decisions), social-cognitive (i.e., social network of
traders and their contacts), and computer (i.e., links between information and social-
cognitive networks are computer mediated) by examining how activation can diffuse
through a social network of distributed decision-makers, what qualities of a node promote
influence and susceptibility to the activation of others, and how synchrony in activation
levels is related to trust in the collective performance of a network. We aim to broadly
understand how content and non-content language in the information network
prompts/handicaps activation in the social cognitive network, how that information-
social/cognitive relationship can be enabled by computer network intervention, and how
this intervention aids the ultimate control of these networks. We will explore the design
of in-network algorithms that recognize activation states and activation contagion from
communications (e.g., voice, emails, SMSs) received on or transmitted from mobile
devices to enable automatic methods to track activation within a tactical communications
network.

 Impact of Trust on DDM: Measurement, Prediction, and Evaluation of Trust for DDM. This
research area is supported by tasks T1 and T4. These tasks address the following:

 T1: Trustworthiness, Competence and Information Credibility in Social Cognitive
Networks – In this task, we concentrate on the development of methods aimed at
enhancing networked decision making ability by understanding trust in information. The
main factors contributing to information trust are trust in the topic-specific competence of
the information sources, trust in the trustworthiness of the sources, and credibility of the
information by self-judgment. Past methods have looked at this problem from a specific
perspective, often by studying a single factor in isolation. Our aim is to understand how
these factors combine to influence information trust using a tightly-integrated task
incorporating experimentation, simulation studies, and analysis of real networks. We use
experimentation to understand the human decision maker and how she/she incorporates
various factors contributing to information trust both in regular and time-constrained
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scenarios. We use simulation models validated against experimental results to understand
which factors become prominent in different network scenarios. We then use insights
from both approaches to develop methods for network analysis and test them in real-
networks. These methods are aimed at measuring factors relevant to information trust
decisions that could be used to develop and complement decision support tools in
networked scenarios. Some of the goals for Y5 include developing measures of trust that
rely on localized and topic based attention and incorporate topic-modeling methods as a
way to compute topic-based expertise in real networks. We will also expand our prior
work on credibility assessment to measuring topic-based expertise with the help of
multiple complementary measurements. We will leverage our findings from experiments
and simulation to develop methods to measure information trust related constructs. To
understand how the credibility of information is judged, we will use prior experimental
data from Baruch. We will investigate the degree to which the credibility of the
information itself can be predicted by subject behavior in experiments and by outside
measures.

 T4: Multiscale Evaluation of the Transfer of Trust between Context – In this task, we are
focused on understanding the effects of the (social) network in which trust was
established on trust transfer. This can have a major impact on understanding how social
networks can impact the development of trust with respect to, for example, the effect of
offline interactions on simulation-based training, developing team-dynamics on the
battlefield, or building trust relations with non-US populations.

A critical issue in understanding the role of trust in decision-making is whether trust that
is developed in one context will be applicable in another. We are exploring this research
question through: (i) an experiment that looks at trust transfer in an explicitly military
context, (ii) a separate experiment that looks at trust transfer in a non-military context,
and (iii) a quasi-experimental approach that allows us to mine a very large-scale network
from naturally occurring data and to validate (or not) the hypotheses developed in the
controlled experiments. In Y5 we will develop and assess models for determining trust
from communications through the use of text mining, syntactic and semantic mining
NLP-based tools. We will conduct experiments that explore interaction in online
communities with respect to trust contexts and evaluate trust between those users in
contexts closely and distantly related to community area. We will also explore other
architectures for scalable verification of trust context results from Y4.

 Network Properties and Trust Management. This research area is supported by task T5 which
addresses the following:

 T5: Provenance Models and Diagnostics for Enhancing Trust – In military settings,
evaluating information trust levels calls for (a) analysis of provenance and (b) association
of provenance data with trust. Both require not only the identification of sources, but also
knowledge about these sources and their relationships. However, attaining accurate
knowledge becomes difficult due to the complexity of source and data relationships and
the uncertainty in quantifying them. These relationships may form nested and dynamic
graph structures. Often unknown, these dynamics complicate management of data
provenance and trust. During the next phase of work, we propose to advance our efforts
on modeling integrated spatiotemporal provenance and social provenance. In addition,
we propose to initiate a novel idea of contextual provenance and its impact on trust of
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distributed systems. Additional challenges such as provenance uncertainty and its impact
on trust, and spatiotemporal behavior of unstructured data and its relationship to trust will
be examined. Specifically, for Y5, our efforts will target (a) modeling the integration of
social provenance and spatiotemporal provenance and (b) proposing and modeling the
concept of contextual provenance. Improving our ability to draw valid conclusions from
these intricate provenance situations further contributes to the roadmap by enhancing the
capability to clarify and enhance the quality of information to meet the decision-making
needs, as well as manage and enhance trust in distributed decision making.

7.3 Task T1: Information based Decision Making and
Trust in Networks

Task Lead: S. Adali, RPI (SCNARC)

Email: adalis@rpi.edu Phone: (518) 276-8047

Primary Research Staff Collaborative Advisers

S. Adali, RPI (SCNARC) Lead K. Coronges, (USMA)

K. Chan, CISD (ARL) D. Headley, HRED (ARL)

J. Cho, CISD (ARL)

M. Magdon-Ismail, RPI (SCNARC)

J. Mangels, CUNY (SCNARC)

J. O'Donovan, UCSB (INARC)

Technical Abstract
In this task, we concentrate on the development of methods aimed at enhancing networked
decision making ability by understanding trust in information. The main factors contributing to
information trust are: trust in the topic-specific competence of the information sources, trust in
the trustworthiness of the sources, and credibility of the information judged by self. Past methods
have looked at this problem from a specific perspective, often by studying a single factor in
isolation. Our aim is to understand how these factors combine to influence information trust
using a tightly-integrated task incorporating experimentation, simulation studies, and analysis of
real networks.

Research Issue/Technical Approach
Networked decision-making requires evaluation of the trustworthiness of information from
multiple sources, often simultaneously. This is a complex problem, requiring the assessment of
sources for their competence in a specific domain (i.e., source competence), as well as the
likelihood that sources would willingly provide accurate information if they had it (i.e., source
willingness). In time-constrained scenarios, the willingness of the sources to be available and
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provide timely information is likely to be particularly crucial. Regardless of the source, however,
information that appears more credible is more likely to be believed. Yet, the ability to
accurately assess credibility will also be dependent on the expertise of the decision maker in a
specific topic. When domain knowledge is limited, the ability to make fine distinctions of
information credibility will also be limited, potentially increasing reliance on an assessment of
source competence and willingness. In sum, complex interdependencies occur between source
trust and information credibility assessment. Methods developed to analyze distribution and
processing of information in networks must account for these interdependencies appropriately,
which is the problem we study in this task with the help of three separate, interdependent
approaches: experimentation to understand the human decision maker, simulation to understand
different networked scenarios, and analysis of real networks to test applicability of the findings
for the development of tools that can measure factors relevant to information trust and enhance
users’ decision-making capability.

Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses

Q1: How do the weights of different factors that influence information trust change as a result
of the decision-making context?

A key precondition of trust is dependence on a trustee. When the trustor is unable to solve a
critical problem based on her current information, she becomes dependent on others (trustees) to
assist in solving the problem and risks failure if the trust is misplaced. How does the reliance
relationship (weights of different factors) change in different decision making scenarios? Do
certain types of competence signals (response confidence, reputation in domain, rank or title)
carry more weight than others? Does time pressure influence this weighting? Are there
individual personality differences in decision makers that can predict how they will differentially
weight this information?

Q2: To which degree the network context such as the connectivity of a team, their trust, their
access to information and other organizational factors play a role in solving problems
effectively?

While not having access to reliable sources is a problem, receiving too much information may
also cause issues due to overload and lowered cognitive capacity. By studying the different
trade-offs at the network level in achieving effective information processing, we consider
problems that span all three network genres: understanding of information and topics, social
relationships and bandwidth in communications.

Q3: How can we leverage the interdependencies between different factors to develop better
measures for information trust?

Understanding the importance of different factors and signals is a key step towards building
methods to extract information that can be trusted because it comes from competent and trusted
sources, and is credible. To extract useful and reliable information from networks, it is crucial to
take into account the different interdependencies and incorporate measures in which the errors
are likely to be uncorrelated.
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H1: When information is noticeably credible (or not credible), it will be trusted (or not trusted)
and used (or not used) in decision-making. When credibility cannot be easily or reliably
determined, perceived competence of sources will play a greater role in the decision to trust.

We hypothesize that information credibility is the most crucial factor in determining trust. The
evaluation of the source becomes more relevant when credibility cannot be determined either due
to lack of knowledge or processing capability.

H2: Time pressure will impact the reliability of credibility evaluations, the use of signals of
source competence, and how source willingness influences decision-making.

Time pressure creates an environment of limited cognitive processing, which will add noise to
judgments of information credibility, and may increase reliance on signals of source competence.
If competence and willingness are negatively correlated and there is no time pressure, individuals
will learn this relationship and wait for better answers, but if time pressure exists they may not
wait for better information or even learn this relationship.

Research Problem Background
How people trust information has been examined in various studies [HR2008], that showed
different constructs play a role such as the expertise of sources as well as their objectivity
[BRAH2006], recommendations from others [SZ2003] leading to methods to identify experts
based on network activity in social networks [LWPF2012, WLPNS2012], look and feel of
websites to judge their trustworthiness [SBHF2007]. When understanding social trust, studies
have concentrated on understanding how trust beliefs evolve over time, either through network
analysis methods [A2013] or by examining cooperation-based games [O2005, G2012]. These
studies have concentrated on identifying the relevant factors, but did not study when specific
factors become prominent in this decision in different decision contexts, or the relationships
between competence and social trust (i.e. beliefs based on the reliability, trustworthiness of
others) and their impact on information processing.

In our prior work in this task, we have made some significant progress in social and information
trust through collaborations with ARL, INARC and SCNARC. We have developed methods to
distinguish between relationships in social networks based on competence and/or trustworthiness
of others in complex interactive environments [AMS2012, ALM2012b, ALM2012c, ALM2013,
QA2013] and shown that information credibility definitions have higher validity if they
incorporate multiple constructs jointly [OKHA2012, SKOHA2013a, SKOHA2013b].

Technical Approach
In Y4, we have developed a unifying paradigm for networked information decision-making that
informs both the experimental studies and the simulation efforts. In this paradigm, decision
makers are trying to assess whether a piece of information provided by another source is correct.
Two aspects of the sources can be modeled and manipulated: their competence in the domain
and their willingness to provide timely information. Competence is a property of the individual,
whereas willingness is based on interpersonal relations, one's connectivity, and organizational
roles.

Experimentation: Within this unified scenario, we have expanded a well-studied and documented
experimental paradigm by Mangels [BM2003, MBLGD2006, MGWMD2012] in which
individuals are faced with answering questions across a range of situation-relevant domains. We
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are able to titrate performance so that each individual (regardless of pre-existing knowledge)
only generates the correct answer without help from other sources 33% of the time. This creates
dependence on other networked sources for credible information.

After the user generates their answer to a question and rates their confidence that the answer is
correct, they are shown alternative responses from other sources. For her final answer, the user is
then given the option of staying with her original answer or switching to one of the alternate
answers. She then provides her final confidence that this final answer is correct. The switch
operationalizes the decision that the alternate answer is more trusted than one's own answer.
Thus, switch probability, confidence and speed provide information about trust. Risk associated
with answering incorrectly is created through loss of economic tokens that could be traded for
real monetary rewards at the end of the study.

Figure 7-1: Experimental paradigm incorporating competence, willingness and confidence

To systematically evaluate the relative influence of different factors, we have constructed a suite
of 16 behavioral studies (Experiments 1-4 with 4 variants each). In Experiments 1(a-d), the user
sees only the answer provided by the other source. Competence and willingness are not factors,
hence the decision solely depends on the user’s evaluation of the alternative answer’s credibility.
With regard to manipulating credibility, in Y4, we generated a database of 425 general
knowledge questions and normative responses based on over 56K responses from previous
studies conducted from 2007-2012 at Baruch College. We are using the frequency and average
confidence associated with a response in this population as a metric for the subjective credibility
of an answer with higher values indicating higher credibility for both. This allows us to define
and manipulate information credibility objectively within our current experiments.

We will add information about the source’s confidence in his response to that question in
Experiment 2, and the source’s level of expertise within the information domain in Experiment
3. Competence signals are positively correlated with credibility in our studies, such that higher
ratings of confidence or domain competence are associated with credible answers 60% of the
time. Finally, in Experiment 4, we will vary the willingness of sources to provide information by
introducing a variable, non-trivial delay in the speed at which responses appear. Again, more
credible answers will be probabilistically associated with less willing (harder to access) sources.
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In addition, within each of these four experiments, we will manipulate the level of risk with
either no time pressure (versions a and c of experiments), or time pressure with the threat of loss
of tokens for each second delayed in responding (versions b and d of experiments). Second, we
will compare situations where there is single alternative source (versions a and b) to situations
with three separate sources (versions c and d). Although having three sources replicates a more
complex networked environment, the single source option compliments this with greater
experimental control. Finally, subjects in all experiments will be asked to complete a survey of
individual differences that we hypothesize may influence the decision making process in our
scenario (i.e., Need for Closure, Need for Cognition).

Currently, this paradigm is fully implemented and experiments are in progress. By the end of Y5,
we expect to complete Experiments 1(a-d), 2(a-d), 3(a-b), 4(a-b) in the Baruch College
population (12 experiments). In addition, to quickly obtain some information about how a
military population may respond to these types of scenarios, we expect to run Experiment 1d of
the general knowledge study (3 sources, with time pressure) at USMA through our collaboration
with Kate Coronges. We will not rely on competence information as we anticipate that the
signals we have developed for the Baruch population will be less relevant to the military
population.

To address the need for a more military-specific version of the task, we spent part of Summer
2013 working with Dr. Headley (ARL), and Cadet Joseph Koning (USMA/AIAD program) to
develop a set of military questions within one of four categories: general military knowledge,
first aid, tactics and communications. We have close to 160 questions with three alternate
answers completed. We expect to completely develop these questions in Y5, which includes
running a normative study to understand the difficulty of the questions and the credibility of the
alternate answers. We also will work towards identifying the appropriate insignia identifying
competence for each question. Time permitting; we will run this alternate study in USMA to
study how social signals of competence that are unique to the military environment (i.e.,
insignias of rank, branch, field experience) influence trust in high-stakes, information-based
decisions.

Simulation: Within the same unified paradigm, in collaboration with ARL, we have developed a
simulation model in which networked agents share information to solve problems, who they
share information with is modeled as a function of their trust for their partners’ competence and
willingness as well as individual differences. Competence is also tied to the access to situational
information. Within this scenario, we showed that it is possible to model different organizational
settings such as hierarchies in which the interactions are completely controlled with rules and
edge organizations in which the interactions are completely controlled with interpersonal
relationships. Within this setting, we have been able to show the trade-offs between efficient
information routing and loss of information due to the lack of redundancy [CA2012, CCA2013].

We will expand on this framework by allowing agents to take into account information
credibility, study the impact of team composition and access to information in team outcomes.
We are especially interested in the cost of communications, delays in disseminating information
and the level of situation awareness the team members achieve. We will also concentrate on
validating the model against experimental data. We will study the impact of different protocols
that limit or promote information sharing in improving the team outcomes.
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Figure 7-2: Simulation Model incorporates different factors leading to information trust decisions in
networked scenarios

Network Analysis: We will leverage our findings from experiments and simulation to develop
methods to measure information trust related constructs. To understand how the credibility of
information is judged, we will use prior experimental data from Baruch. We will investigate to
which degree the credibility of the information itself can be predicted by subject behavior in
experiments and by outside measures. We will choose an open corpus such as Google [CV2007]
that approximates the semantic memory of individuals and obtain estimates of the semantic
relationship between a given answer and the correct answer to the query, as well as the
relationship with the key words in the given query.

In Y3 and Y4, we developed a number of methods to measure competence based on network
location [ALM2012b, ALM2012c, ALM2013] and measuring credibility using social and
information based criteria [SKOHA2013a]. We have shown that both the location of an
individual within a community and the location of the community in the whole network play a
role in determining their prominence. Communities in this work were defined without an
understanding of the topics discussed. We propose to expand on these measures to include
localized and topic based attention by incorporating topic-modeling methods as a way to
compute topic-based expertise in real networks. We will also expand our prior work on
credibility assessment [QA2013] to measuring topic-based expertise with the help of multiple
complementary measurements.

Validation Approach
An important aspect of our task is to continuously seek qualitative and quantitative validation
through the use of three separate methods studying a similar operational scenario: searching for
and disseminating information in a network where social trust and competence of members are
important. We will seek validation of simulation model through analysis of experimental data,
interactions of different factors and the Bayes’ model with the help of interaction data from
cooperation studies conducted under T6. We will also seek validation through repeatability:
using different user groups (Baruch vs. USMA), different set of questions, multiple user surveys,
verifiability of findings in real-network data and in information obtained from open sources. We
will continue to seek validation of network analysis with external ground truth measures
obtained from real network data. In the past, we have used Twitter, SMS/Voice calls, IMDB
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(Internet Movie Database), DBLP (Academic Collaborations), Blogs (Irish Forum, 10 years),
Enron email data, and adversarial data sets Epinions, Slashdot and Wikipedia Elections.

Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs

Due Research Milestones

Q1
Complete military scenario (Adali, Mangels, Headley); 4
Experiments completed at Baruch (Mangels); Analysis of
credibility data from past experiments (Mangels, Adali);

Q2

Report on analysis of experiments (Mangels, Adali); 2
Experiments completed at USMA (Coronges, Mangels); Initial
model on topic based competence (ODonovan, Adali, Magdon-
Ismail); Validation of simulation model with experimental data
(Adali, Chan, Cho)

Q3
4-8 additional experiments completed at Baruch (Mangels);
Collection of norm data for the military scenario (Coronges,
ODonovan, Mangels);

Q4

Report on analysis of Baruch College experiments (Mangels,
Adali) and USMA experiments (Coronges, Mangels, Adali);
Final model on topic based competence and integrated
information credibility processing (ODonovan, Adali, Magdon-
Ismail); Modified simulation model with credibility of
information and different decision making scenarios (Chan,
Cho, Adali);

Funding
Funding for Task = T1
Thrust = Trust
Funding Type = 6.1
Year 5 Funding = $330,510

Funding by Institution and Center
Center Institution Funding Cost Share

INARC UCSB $62,864
SCNARC CUNY $77,000
SCNARC RPI $190,646 $101,164

Impact on Network Science
This task concentrates on interactions between information processing at the individual
(cognitive) level, the impact of the competence of individuals, social trust and information
credibility. We aim to understand the impact of broader network factors such as connectivity,
bandwidth and situational access to information in promoting better information processing
performance with the help of factors like willingness of individuals to provide timely attention
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and correct information. As a result, our task concentrates on the interactions between all three
genres of network with special emphasis on social and information networks.

Military Relevance
Net-centric military network environments have highly dynamic, hostile, and high-tempo
characteristics that may not offer sufficient time for human decision makers to process
information to mitigate risk to acceptable levels and maximize payoffs. This may present a
unique challenge to critical decision making and mission success. Furthermore, sources of
information and intelligence such as coalition partners or foreign nationals may be in situations
where trusting relationships are not solidified. In all these situations, identifying the
interrelationships between factors to influence information trust (e.g., sources of information,
interpersonal/social relationships) is vital to the design of networks and tools to support the
mission requirements.

The methods we develop in this task are best suited to filter and highlight information, process
and present network level information that is hard to process from the point of view of a single
person. These methods can be used to develop that automate or augment network centric tasks
for assessing information credibility from human sources such as the TIGRNET system and open
source analysis methods as well as analysis of group cohesion and performance, assessment of
civilian networks for stability and key leader engagements.

Transition Opportunities
We will make available a unified platform with a military relevant experimental setting,
simulation model for what-if analysis, and tools for network analysis and measurement (the
current tools are available at: https://github.com/rpitrust). Some relevant Army programs for
technology transfer of these tools include SOCOM, civil affair teams (currently in
communication with 95th Civil Affair Brigade), and INSCOM.

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
This task is not dependent on any other task in CTA. However, we will leverage experimental
data on cooperation studies conducted in T6 in Y4 and insights gained from P2 on user interfaces
for presenting credibility information. Dr. Coronges will coordinate experiments at USMA for
our task. This component is only needed for validation of experiments with a military group. Dr.
Headley will help us expand the existing question set for a longer experimental scenario than is
currently possible. This is again needed for validity of results with the military group.

Key Contributors and Their Roles
S. Adali RPI (SCNARC):

Role: Task lead
Approximate time commitment: 5 weeks of summer, 1.25 RA
Expected research contribution: Participate and oversee in all aspects of the research in the task:
analysis of experimental results, simulation studies and development of network analysis
methods. She will lead in integrating and communicating findings from different aspects of
research into a unified vision.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Visit for at least 1 week.
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Synergies and collaboration: Dr. Adali will continue her existing collaborations with all other
task members as well as with Dr. Coronges (USMA) and Dr. Headley (ARL).

J. Mangels, CUNY (SCNARC):

Role: Research scientist in charge of experimentation
Approximate time commitment: 1 summer month, 1 RA
Expected research contribution: Lead experimentation efforts at Baruch College and USMA,
lead the statistical analysis and conceptual interpretation of experimental data.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Visit for at least 1 week.
Synergies and collaboration: Prof. Mangels will collaborate with Prof. Adali (RPI) on design
and analysis of experiments, Dr. Headley (ARL) and Prof. Coronges (USMA) on
experimentation with military populations, and with P2 on processing credibility information.

M. Magdon-Ismail, RPI (SCNARC):

Role: Lead in network analysis methods
Approximate time commitment: 3 weeks of summer, 0.25 RA
Expected research contribution: Prof. Magdon-Ismail will contribute to developing topic based
competence measures and validation of simulation methods.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Visit for at least 1 week.
Synergies and collaboration: Prof. Magdon-Ismail will collaborate with Prof. Adali and Dr.
O’Donovan and leverage algorithms developed in his other CTA tasks.

J. O’Donovan, UCSB (INARC):

Role: Lead in information credibility processing in social networks
Approximate time commitment: 0.08FTE, 0.6 RA
Expected research contribution: Dr. O’Donovan will lead the effort on developing algorithms for
topic-specific analysis of competence in information networks, and will contribute to collecting
of norm data for the military relevant data set.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Short visits as necessary
Synergies and collaboration: Dr. O’Donovan will collaborate with Prof. Adali and Prof.
Magdon-Ismail, leverage findings in P2 on credibility in recommender systems in his work.

K. Chan, ARL:

Role: Lead in simulation studies
Approximate time commitment: 0.08 FTE
Expected research contribution: Lead in designing, developing, and analyzing proposed
simulation models to measure credibility of information and performance metrics in various
army contexts or decision-making scenarios.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: N/A
Synergies and collaboration: Dr. Chan will collaborate with Prof. Adali and Dr. Cho, and Dr.
Mangels on experimental design.

J.-H. Cho, ARL:

Role: Lead in simulation studies
Approximate time commitment: 0.08 FTE
Expected research contribution: Lead in designing, developing, and analyzing proposed
simulation models to measure credibility of information and performance metrics in various
army contexts or decision-making scenarios.
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Expected engagement with the NS Facility: N/A
Synergies and collaboration: Dr. Cho will collaborate with Dr. Chan and Prof. Adali, leverage
her work on T5 in effective processing of context information (location, time, neighbors).
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7.4 Task T2: Towards Activation Analytics as a
Basis for Trust

Task Lead: R. Govindan, USC (CNARC)

Email: ramesh@usc.edu Phone: (213) 740-4509

Primary Research Staff Collaborative Advisers

R. Govindan, USC (CNARC) Lead N. Buchler, HRED (ARL)

M. Singh, NCSU (CNARC) H. Tong, CUNY (SCNARC)

B. Uzzi, NWU (SCNARC) W. Wallace, RPI (SCNARC)

Z. Wen, IBM (SCNARC)

Technical Abstract
The social diffusion of competence-based trust is pertinent to the performance of collective
decisions but not well understood. A possible dynamic associated with this security problem may
lie in decision-makers’ activation levels. Activation is a cognitive state that decision makers
experience when processing information. Activation theory posits (with validation) that the level
of activation, affects the quality with which a decision-maker processes information [BL1999;
C1999]. Other experimental research indicates that neural activation is related to trustworthy
behavior, further hinting at a new and intriguing relationship between trust, networks, and
decision-making [KMMK2007]. Indeed, because activation can be measured unobtrusively and
individuals are believed to be oblivious to their own signaling of activation [BL1999], activation
holds promise of being a powerful surveillance system for provenance or deception. This
suggests that activation may—or ought to—condition the trust assigned to an information source.
More broadly, it suggests that the quality of the information received or processed from an
informant or analysts may be only as important as the activation state of the decision-maker
because the activation state conditions how information is processed. Thus, even a decision-
maker with good intentions and access to good information may provide make poor decisions if
the decision is made under suboptimal conditions of activation. Our previous work linked
information and social networks [SHU2011; SRU2009]. In that work we showed that activation
is related competence-based trust and that activation states are socially contagious. Here we
extend that work to multi-genre networks of information (i.e., language and data content of IMs
and trading decisions), social-cognitive (i.e., social network of traders and their contacts), and
computer (i.e., links between information and social-cognitive networks are computer mediated).
We will examine how activation can diffuse through a social network of distributed decision-
makers, what qualities of a node promote influence and susceptibility to the activation of others,
and how synchrony in activation levels is related to trust in the collective performance of a
network. We aim to broadly understand how content and non-content language in the
information network prompts/handicaps activation in the social cognitive network and how that
information-social/cognitive relationship can be enabled by computer network intervention is in
aid of the ultimate control of these networks.
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Research Issue/Technical Approach
Trust relates to decision making under risk. Risk arises because one party must rely on the
unknown character or competence of another party. Research has focused on methods for
estimating another party’s character (“character-based trust,” or, in Mayer’s taxonomy [MDS95]
on the benevolence and integrity of the trustee) when motives or incentives are misaligned
between parties. Less researched are methods for estimating another party’s competence
(“competence-based trust,” or, in Mayer’s taxonomy, the ability of the trustee). Credentialing
and training have been used to proxy competence based trust. Nevertheless, where credentials
are underdeveloped or formal training is primitive, estimating trust is nontrivial. Moreover,
where social communication technology is involved in decision-making, there is a dearth of
research on assessing trust in decisions [C2008, THH2008, IR2009]. New communication
technologies also offer an opportunity to apply new measures of competence-based trust. In this
proposal, we take first steps at using new communication technology to unobtrusively and
efficiently measure competence-based1 trust using methods derived from the activation literature.
Activation literature holds that the quality of competence, and the propensity to act on another’s
information or intelligence, varies with a decision maker’s activation level [BL1999; C1999;
KMMK2007]. Using social media data on exchanges within networks, we derive activation
metrics that have the potential to inform trust in distributed decisions by providing metrics of
competence-based trust based on unobtrusive monitoring of network communications.

Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses

Q1: Under what conditions and to what extent does activation, as a surrogate for trustworthy
decision-making, cascade through the network?

In recent work (described below), we show that activation affects decision acumen and that
activation is contagious on a one-to-one basis among decision-makers via their instant message
communications. The next step in the research is to understand the network-wide diffusion of
activation. In general, we want a level of activation associated with high trust in another’s
decision or inferences to propagate through the network so that it has the highest possible impact
on collective decision-making. Can we successfully automate and enhance this process of
judging and conveying activation? Answering this question will pave the way for a theory of
tuning the level of activation so as to maximize effectiveness in decision-making depending on
the context, including the relative necessity of responding rapidly to emerging events. In
addition, although we explore activation propagation using instant messaging, we believe it can
provide groundwork for understanding how activation can spread through other network genres:
face-to-face contact or over cellular networks. We conjecture that the dynamics of propagation
may vary across these networks, but whether activation actually diffuses or not is independent of
network type.

1 Our work is complementary to that of Adali et al. (Task T1), who look at the roles that different trustworthiness
factors (the competence of the trustee, the credibility of information, and the social ties of the trustee) play in trust
assessments.
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Q2: How does activation relate to synchrony in decision making?

Our prior work established synchrony in decision-making. Synchrony is a powerful evolutionary
mechanism developed by animals to identify uncertain future states. It occurs when members of
a group engage in a common reactionary behavior to the same stimuli [S2003]. We found that
sync among stock traders was associated with their performance. Specifically, we found that
when traders trade at the same time – they are in sync – their probability of making money (i.e.,
having made the right decision at the right time) was significantly higher than average
[SHU2011].

An intriguing question prompted by our prior work is the following: given that activation affects
decision-making, is there a relationship between activation and sync? Specifically, at the moment
of sync, are decision-makers all simultaneously activated? If so, does the emergence of sync in
some way depend upon the diffusion of activation throughout the network or part thereof?

Q3: Does there exist a viable software architecture that can assess activation, track its
propagation, and thereby provide greater trust in decision making?

The previous two questions explore causal and correlative relationships between activation,
decision-making, and synchrony. An important next step is to explore which of these
relationships is actionable, namely, whether it is possible to design a system for activation
analytics. Such a system could assess the activation of soldiers or operatives in a tactical setting,
and commanders evaluate readiness and alert them to an imminent spread of activation. Research
questions include: What is an appropriate architecture for such a system? How do the timescales
at which activation spreads compare to the time scales at which a system can track activation?
Can activation assessments be computed on resource-constrained mobile devices likely to be
deployed in a tactical setting?

H1: A theoretically informed empirical analysis of appropriate datasets together with agent-
based simulations can yield and help validate simple models of the diffusion of activation and
its relationship to sync, and can inform the design of the system for activation analytics.

Recent research has described methods for assessing activation states through language [DGD
2011; AMS2009]. Communication (e.g., instant messaging) can be used to unobtrusively
estimate a participant’s activation state. Furthermore, the network of communication among
participants can be used to model correlations between the sender of a message expressing
activation and the receiver’s current and subsequent activation state. A similar analysis can help
establish whether a statistically significant relationship obtains between decisions or payoffs
conditioned on activation. In all cases where empirical data are used, appropriate null models can
be used to control for spurious relationships and agent-based models further help identify
confounding variables and causality.

Research Problem Background

One line of our previous research indicated that in distributed decision-making situations the
greatest value, and hence the greatest trust in a decision, arises when decision-makers are in sync.
Sync is a collaborative behavior associated with performance when the timing of decisions
matters, decision-makers are decentralized, and information is localized [S2003, S2004]. Sync
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helps disambiguate incomplete information by harnessing crowd wisdom, which works because
distributed decision makers’ errors of inference are collectively “cancelled out” [P2007]. Sync
combines separate decisions in time-dependent situations. When individual decision makers
separately decide to “pull the trigger” at the same time with regard to the same intelligence, sync
arises, and reveals the point at which individual decisions are corroborated and therefore, on
average, the right decision is made at the right time.

In our current work (under first round review at Nature, [LGU2013]), we established two facts
relating emotional activation to decision
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experimental conditions by 39 subjects
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time their emotional activation was
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of work, but is unique in seeking to explore how activation can impact the performance of
decentralized decision-making and in understanding trust in communication.

Technical Approach
Corresponding to the three research questions listed above, our proposed work is split into three
related subtasks, each of which is described below.

Activation Cascades. Following our study of activation contagion, our next step is to examine
emotional cascades. In the cascade research we propose, we first seek to understand the basic
properties of cascades: how many traders are activated in the cascade, how does the extent of the
cascade depend upon other factors such as volatility in the market, and how frequently these
cascades occur as a function of time. These macroscopic properties we give us some insight into
appropriate models of emotional cascades: such models can be used to study activation diffusion
in other settings, such as tactical networks.

Beyond these first-order properties, we would like to examine nodes that are particularly
influential or susceptible to emotional activation. Such an examination can shed light on whether
activation diffusion correlates with command hierarchy, and whether activation contagion
exhibits preference (where an individual is more likely to be socially influenced by “preferred”
contacts). In this way, we identify one of the high leverage drivers of emotional contagion in a
network that are based on the characteristics of nodes. Such an approach has proved useful in
other CTA research that has examined spreading phenomena of tangible constructs (ideas,
opinions, and products)2 and control3 in a social network.

Dovetailing with yet other CTA research4, we also plan to explore the relationship between
network connectivity and activation cascades by examining how activation spread differently in
different network configurations. One of the remarkable properties of this network of traders is
that it is dynamic. For example, on some days the network is sparser than others or more
modular than other days. This variation in network structures provides an opportunity to
examine how decision-makers respond to equally intense or equally dosed amounts of emotional
activation but under different network configurations. Do some configurations of the network
result in faster cascades than other network configurations? Do some configurations only result
in a selective subset of the network becoming activated?

Finally, we are curious to investigate whether we can find the origin of cascades. A aim to
develop a new model that aims to be able to look at a pattern of spreading after some threshold
of diffusion and be able to work backwards to find the “root cause” of a cascade. This approach
is military relevant in being able to detect high control nodes.

For this sub-task, we have initiated a discussion with Dr. Norbou Buchler at ARL HRED, and we
will pursue this opportunity.

2
Agent-Based Dynamics Models for Opinion Spreading and Community Detection in Large-Scale Social

Networks - Szymanski

3
Controllability of complex networks - Barabasi

4 Structure and tie strengths in mobile communication networks - Lazer
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Sync and Activation. Synchrony is a powerful evolutionary mechanism developed by animals
that exist in collectives to identify behaviors that reduce risk (see also research by ARL
research1-5) For example, synchrony is well expressed in the flocking of birds and schooling of
fish. When a predator approaches a school of fish or a flock of birds, each member of the group
aims to maximize their individual welfare vis-à-vis the threat. Synchrony occurs when each
individual acts in a common fashion to the threat even though there is no conscious attempt to
coordinate behavior. Remarkably, research shows that when animals are in Synchrony, they
reach their best collective and individual outcomes. In fish for example, the probability of
predation is lower for each individual fish and for the school as a whole. The big picture is that
sync represents a collective solution to information problems that otherwise overwhelm any
individual decision-makers ability to solve the problem. We believe this evolutionary mechanism
can help predict outcomes in human systems. In our previous work, we found that sync among
stock traders was associated with their performance.

Moving forward in APPY5, we plan to investigate the next step regarding patterns of sync and
their predictive utility. This new study will use a new dataset. The new data covers
approximately 8 years of data from a 5 billion dollar a year hedge fund (this puts them in the
large category – previous data was a day trading operation of about 15 million per year).

These data create new links to military relevant objectives. In this firm, decisions are made in
“pods” or teams made up a PM (portfolio manager), trader, and analyst. The PM is the
commanding officer making action-oriented decisions (complex buying and selling of stock)
based on analysis by the analysts on his/her team. Once the decisions are made, the trader
executes them in the field with an eye to implementing the action in a camouflaged manner. As
in combat, if competitors can figure out the trade, they are in a position to trade against the hedge
fund, reducing the performance of its actions. For the 8 year period, all trades, all IMs, and all
email has been made available to us for research purposes. We consider this data a remarkable
“Galapagos Island” of carefully measured and instrumented human behavior applicable to many
other contexts where decision makers face uncertainty, including militarily relevant situations.

Building on the idea of synchrony, we examined when the probability of reacting to an IM with a
stock ticker in it by sending out another IM with the same ticker. The idea is that this common
reactivity to a stimulus is an instantiation of the system expressing sync (a process not unlike
retweets but much more group-specific). The outcome of interest to be predicted is the direction
of the system. Will it surge up or down in activity level in the future and what is the magnitude
of the movement? By analogy, military personnel may want to predict the future surging of
combatants or the probability of an explosive social movement. Remarkably, using state of the
art Granger Causality tests, preliminary results using synchrony analytics predict market changes
at a very respectable level of 68% of the time being right. Currently, most traders are right just
53% of the time.

We also propose to study the relationship between activation and sync. This research, which ties
our two prior threads of research, will explore whether, at the moment of sync, all traders are
activated or not. We can also attempt to understand, using our analyses of contagion and
cascades, how this simultaneous activation came to be, i.e., its root cause. For example, are
traders autonomously activated as a result of the market conditions, or whether some form of
activation diffusion precedes sync?
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Activation Analytics Design. Having shown that activation is contagious, and after understanding
the process underlying emotional cascades, the next step would be to consider automatic
methods to track activation within a tactical communications network. As a first step towards
this capability, we will explore the design of in-network algorithms that recognize activation
states and activation contagion from communications (e.g., voice, emails, SMSs) received on or
transmitted from mobile devices. Based our recent work, we believe that it may be possible to
track activation states in new real-time fashion: the computing power required to determine
activation seems well within the capabilities of modern mobile devices. Beyond detecting and
tracking activation, we propose to understand the overall architecture of a system for activation
analytics. Specifically, how does the flow of activation information integrate with the flow of
other information in technical decision-making? One possibility is that this capability can be
integrated into a semantic information delivery system (Task Q2), by annotating information
with activation levels of the parties involved in its provenance so that decision-makers obtain
greater context for the information they receive.

Validation Approach

Our existing data set is effectively the result of a within-subjects experiment on traders at the
trading firm. We have, and will, use statistical methods like survival analysis and various forms
of regression to establish relationships between the spread of activation and the factors that cause
the spread, as well as between activation and sync. It is noteworthy that our within subject design
provides experiment like conditions because the behavior of an individual is compared to
themselves in and out of a condition – effectively creating their own one-to-one control group.
When necessary, we will use agent-based simulations to verify possible causality of our
observation and correlation-based conclusions. Third, we will use another large dataset from a
hedge fund, which has a qualitatively different model of team-based decision-making, for
discovering new relationships and validating existing ones.

Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs

Due Research Milestones

Q1
Preliminary analysis of emotional cascades, including macroscopic
properties [NU, USC]

Q2
Analysis of the root cause of cascades, agent-based models of cascade
dynamics [NU, NCSU, USC]

Q3 Advances in the understanding of synchrony using new data set [NU]

Q4 Results on the relationship between synchrony and activation [NU, USC]

Q4 Brief write-up on an architecture for activation analytics [USC, NCSU, NU]
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Funding
Funding for Task = T2
Thrust = Trust
Funding Type = 6.1
Year 5 Funding = $319,003

Funding by Institution and Center
Center Institution Funding Cost Share

CNARC NCSU $67,674
CNARC USC $95,427
SCNARC NWU $155,902

Impact on Network Science
This task contributes to composite network research in three ways. First, it directly connects
network behavior to decision making, particularly in situations where the information
complexities exceed the ability of single humans to process the information. Second, it
contributes to multi-genre network theory. We study three networks simultaneously – social-
cognitive, information, and computer. Our dynamic study of the structure and interactions
among of these component networks can add crucially to our understanding of the design and
enabling of these networks individually and as a multi-genre set. For example, understanding
how content and non-content language in the information network prompts/handicaps activation
in the social cognitive network, and how that information-social/cognitive relationship can be
enabled by computer network intervention is in aid of the ultimate control of these networks.
Similarly, in the case of just social-cognitive network, our exploration of activation propagation
using instant messaging provides groundwork for activation spreading in social-cognitive
networks of other mediums, including face-to-face contact or voice communications, both of
which are over cellular or tactical wireless networks of yet another genre. Third, our work can be
used to design activation analytics systems that track the cognitive states of participants based on
the content of their communications and the level of trust that can be placed in their actions and
recommendations.

Military Relevance

Our work on trust applies in scenarios where decisions are decentralized and time for verification
is limited. Examples include sting operations, masquerading as a terrorist recruiter, or selling
contraband to terrorist bombers. Each generic scenario usually involves many operatives
(decision makers), each with a partial view of the operation and communicating with their
contacts in an attempt to make accurate, time-dependent decisions. In making these decisions,
operatives must assign a degree of trust to informants’ and analysts’ communications, inferences,
and decisions. If successful, our work will establish that activation is an important factor in
assigning the appropriate degree of trust to communications.
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Transition Opportunities
This high value task aims to understand the causal and dynamic mechanisms of how composite
networks impact performance when trust in the competence of the inferences made from data or
intelligence sources, rather than traditional concerns with the motives of informants, are pivotal
to mission success.

We will provide the conceptual and empirical foundations for the Army to build models and
tools that allow maximum distributed decision making effectiveness and efficiency. The
predictive modeling can help Army evaluate and rate the trustworthiness of the decisions. It will
also aid the Army in garnering maximal value from the sophisticated information gathering and
intelligence infrastructure already in place by identifying when judgments and inferences made
from high quality information are suboptimal. This in turn can provide improved accuracy and
confidence in decisions taken on that information and remove social-cognitive handicaps that
impair the optimal use of good information and the investments made in sophisticated discover
systems.

Our transition plan is as follows. If we are successful in the development of an information
processing system for activation analytics that continuously monitors communication and tracks
the activation states of participants (operatives, soldiers, and informants), we intend to
collaboratively explore transition opportunities for such a system with researchers from ARL’s
HRED. To this end, we have recently engaged Dr. Norbou Buchler of ARL HRED in a
discussion of our work on emotional contagion. We anticipate that these discussions will (a)
enrich our research by identifying military-specific needs and (b) identify opportunities for
testing and observing activation dynamics during military exercises. We also anticipate building
network visualizations to track multi-genre performance data over time to continually foster
productive behavior.

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks

Tracking activation state will also be an important component of an information delivery system,
such as the one being proposed for Semantic Information Delivery (Task Q2). Govindan is a
participant in Q2, and will facilitate an exploration of the role of activation analytics in SID.

We will collaborate with William Wallace on Task P4, who is examining behavioral intent and
its role in community formation and group action. The relationship between activation states of
the members of, and their behavioral intent is the question we intend to explore. Researchers in
P4 already have access to our trading data set as well as to a Twitter dataset that we have
annotated with activation information.

We will collaborate with Zhen Wen on Task S4 regarding synchronicity. Dr. Wen has been using
our original results to correlate synchronicity networks and consultants' performance. In Y5, he
and his team plans to use the synchronicity network features to characterize people behavior for
detecting anomalous information spreading in networks. We believe can productively work with
him and his team to develop models and provide critical test data for detecting anomalies. For
example, in our new Hedge Fund data, there are several persons known to have engaged in
illegal behavior. If we are correct in modeling anomalous information spreading, we should be
able to detect misconduct.
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With Dr. Hanghang Tong on Task S4, we plan to examine the role of activation in team
performance. Specifically, we believe it would be interesting to explore whether the performance
of pods in our new dataset correlates with activation; we have engaged in some preliminary
discussions to this end.

Dr. Buchler will advise us on examining activation contagion and cascades in military-relevant
scenarios by analyzing data sets from military exercises.

Key Contributors and Their Roles
R. Govindan, USC (CNARC):

Role: Task lead.
Approximate time commitment: 0.8 month of PI’s time plus 1 student.
Expected research contribution: Prof. Govindan will participate in the development of statistical
methods for understanding emotional cascades and in designing the architecture for activation
analytics.
Expected engagement with NS-CTA Facility: Prof. Govindan will make 1 or 2 visits to the NS-
CTA facility in Cambridge.
Synergies and collaboration: Prof. Govindan is on 2 tasks within the QoI thrust, as well as on
task P4, both of which have dependencies with this task.

B.Uzzi, NWU (SCNARC):

Role: PI for managing big data, understanding empirical regularities, and developing models to
explain the relationship between activation states and trust.
Approximate time commitment: 0.5 month of PI’s time plus 1 Post Doc.
Expected research contribution: Prof. Uzzi will lead the development of econometric models of
activation and trust in distributed decision-making and for using activation to identify
hierarchical relations in information transfer in distributed decision contexts.
Expected engagement with NS-CTA Facility: Prof. Uzzi will make 1-2 visits to the NS-CTA
facility in Cambridge in partnership with his lead post doc on the project.

M.P. Singh, NCSU (CNARC):

Role: PI for the agent modeling tasks.
Approximate time commitment: 0.31 months of PI's time plus 1 student (0.45 FTE).
Expected research contribution: Prof. Singh will lead the development of agent models in
general terms as well as heuristics for instantiating such models from the datasets studied in this
task.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Prof. Singh and his graduate research assistant will
make short visits to the ARL Network Science Innovation Center in Adelphi, MD, and to the NS
CTA Facility in Cambridge. The total time spent on the visits will depend on program needs. We
anticipate about 1-2 visits to the above facilities by Prof. Singh.
Synergies and collaboration: Prof. Singh is collaborating with ARL researchers (Jin-Hee Cho
and Kevin Chan) and RPI colleague Sibel Adali to explore how emotion relates with trust, a
topic that relates well to the present topic.
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Technical Abstract
A critical issue in understanding the role of trust in decision-making is whether trust that is
developed in one context will be applicable in another. Common sense tells us that if we have
come to trust someone in social interactions, we are likely to trust them in many situations; for
example, people will often take restaurant recommendations from people they know from a
church or other social setting, whether they have eaten together with them or not. On the other
hand, we also know that there may be trust relations that do not carry over, for example trusting
an expert mechanic to take care of one’s children rather than one’s car. While it is clear that to
build trust in a new situation it is important to understand how trust context transfers, little past
research has explored this issue. In particular, we contend that the effects of the (social) network
in which trust was established has an impact on how trust transfers. Understanding these transfer
effects will have a major impact on understanding how social networks can impact the
development of trust with respect to, for example, the effect of offline interactions on simulation-
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based training, developing team-dynamics on the battlefield, or building trust relations with non-
US populations.

We are exploring this task through: (i) an experiment that looks at trust transfer in an explicitly
military context, (ii) an experiment that looks at trust transfer in a non-military context, and
(iii) a quasi-experimental approach that allows us to mine a very large-scale network from
naturally-occurring data and to validate (or not) the hypotheses developed in the controlled
experiments. This task will extend work that was originally begun in the Year 3 APP (T 1.6) and
continued in the Year 4 APP (T4) as part of the trust CCRI.

Research Issue/Technical Approach
The goal of this project is to explore how trust developed in one network context will carry over
to another, and to develop new methodologies for testing these effects at large scale.

Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses

Q1: How can we determine when the effect of trust relations developed in one context can be
assumed to carry over (or not) to another context.

Research, both theoretical and empirical, has been studying how trust relationships develop and
apply within numerous domains. Studies outside the NS CTA have explored issues in many
different contexts ([G08] surveys this literature) and empirical CTA experimentation (task R1.1)
is exploring trust specifically in the area of military networks. Despite this plethora of work,
very little to date explores how trust carries from one domain to another.

Q2: How can we validate whether the results of small-scale empirical studies apply in larger
scale systems.

As we discuss in the background section below, social science work in trust has been hampered
by the disconnect between studies done in carefully controlled experiments, where the sample
sizes are necessarily small, and online systems, where many trust metrics have been proposed,
but few if any have been validated and none, to our knowledge, has been validated outside the
context of the system in which the work was done. Thus, despite the large and growing body of
literature on trust relationships very little has been done on the transfer of trust, and none has
been validated “in the wild.” We propose a novel, multi-scale approach to such validation.

H1: We hypothesize that trust contexts can be represented by understanding a set of network
link types (observable and inferred) which can be used to help predict the amount of carry-
over from one domain to another.

In the Year 3 APP, we proposed that the ABC relationships, described in the background section
below, could be arranged in a “lattice” that would let us infer the transfer of trust between
contexts in a straight-forward way. As we have explored this hypothesis, however, we have
concluded that the network of ABC relationships (observable and unobservable) may directly
explain our experimental results, and that “subtle” context effects, which were modeled in the
lattice approach, seem to play a lesser role in many situations than we thought. We describe this
departure from our earlier hypothesis in the research section below.
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H2: We hypothesize that validation of the H1 can be best achieved by a combination between
controlled experimentation and large-scale, “quasi-experimental” analyses.

The overall long-term goal of this work will be to generate predicted trust values in a new
situation given the features and trust values from a previous situation. Our goal, in the long run,
is to be able to describe a set of features pertaining to a network of agents in a situation and
predict the level of expected trust between participants both in similar or different conditions. As
we will discuss in the military-relevance section below, being able to do this would both enable
the better design of training to enhance team cohesion, but also allow warfighters to better
understand how their actions in one context (say a negotiation interaction) could be used to
develop a network of relationships that would lead to stronger trust in other situations (for
example a raid where cooperation of the populace was required).

To run enough experiments and subjects, in enough networked configurations, and to be able to
make reliable predictions would be beyond the scope of this, or any, CTA task. Rather it would
take batteries of experimentalists running literally thousands of subjects through a multitude of
(expensive to run) simulation tasks. Our approach advocates that smaller sets of experiments be
run to develop hypotheses with respect to what kind of network effects have the most impact on
the trust relationships. These hypotheses can then be tested at scale via “quasi experimentation”
– essentially, mining naturally occurring interaction data (such as is found in a large-scale online
game or training environment) to explore whether the hypotheses are borne out. By being able
to rapidly test hypotheses and feed these results back to the controlled experiments, we
hypothesize that a significantly smaller set of experiments can be used. Thus, we proposed to
explore Hypothesis 1 by a combination of controlled experimentation and analysis of large-scale
interaction data, as we discuss below.

Research Problem Background
Literature in the social sciences has been showing that a multi-dimensional network of effects is
involved in understanding how people develop trust in one another. That is, the literature implies
that trust does not reside in a person or a document or an artifact. Instead it resides in the
relationship between people, documents and artifacts. This has prompted efforts to study trust
from a network perspective. In particular, there is interest in studying trust networks as emerging
from, and influencing, Affective5, Behavioral and Cognitive (ABC) networks among people
[B98, B99; BK95; CC04; dBWdK05] (Affective networks include variables such as “who is
friendly with whom.” Behavioral networks include variables such as “who communicates with
whom,” and, cognitive networks include variables such as “who knows what information and
what to do with it.”) In a review of the literature, Monge and Contractor [MC03] observed that
third party effects in particular have been quite influential in discussions of trust in networks.
Our work is an attempt to further explore this area.

Technical Approach
Our technical approach involves two experimental methods, each taking a different view of how
trust evolves in different settings. The goal of Experiment 1 is to look at how trust evolves in a
team setting, while the goal of Experiment 2 is examining how trust evolves in a setting where

5 In earlier literature, affective links, which reflect a social “attitude” between people, were sometimes referred to as
attitudinal links, including in some of the earlier papers we cite.
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allies and enemies are unknown and must be detected. For our research, it has been necessary to
have two platforms because in Experiment 1, looking at how trust develops as people work
together requires control over a variety of scenarios so we can study how that context relates to
the interaction. In Experiment 2, however, we need to control for scenarios. Indeed, we keep the
scenario basically identical. This lets us study in more detail the way people try to flush out an
adversary and identify allies based on interaction. One platform would either be too simplistic
for Experiment 1 to find meaningful insights or too complex for Experiment 2 to get controlled
results. At the core, both experiments are looking at how trust develops and relates to interaction.
However, given the current study structures, a single platform does not seem practical.

Experimental Method 1: This experiment models participants who are working in and across
teams to solve a task in a military context. In particular, the teams performed a networked-based
humanitarian aid task based on the real-time strategy game, “World in Conflict” (Sierra
Entertainment, 2007). Here a multi-team system is comprised of two or more teams that
specialize in detecting and neutralizing insurgents and IEDs across regions patrolled by multiple
stakeholders (US and UN for instance). The goal is to ensure that the regions are safe from
enemies in the areas where the convoy can travel. Because the convoy needs to traverse the
boundaries of US- and UN- protected territory, the teams frequently need to coordinate with one
another to ensure the convoy can travel quickly and safely to deliver aid to needed regions.
Furthermore, teams need to coordinate to gather and share intelligence, follow rules of
engagement, and neutralize enemy hotspots.

As stated above, our work flows from trying to explore how the links of different relationships
among participants in a (networked) task affect the transfer of trust across contexts. In this task,
to date, we have extended the set of experiments being performed by Contractor and his team
under the coordinated experimentation task (R1.1) to directly test, in a military context, how the
different types of ABC links affect each other. In particular, the experiment has been extended
to test how a participant’s trust values (Affective) varied with the development of the other types
of relationship links (behavioral and cognitive) and a first analysis of results have been run.6

Table 7-1: The asymmetry of ABC link types in predicting other ABC relationships. The number in
parenthesis represents the strength with which each of the link types affects the development of subsequent
affective (trust) relations.

Affective Behavioral Cognitive

Affective Y (.27) N N

Behavioral Y (.31) Y Y

Cognitive Y (.22) N Y

Table 1 shows a brief summary of some of these results as they affect trust relationships. We see
that each of the different link types can affect the later development of trust, but that the level of
the effect is different between the different types. Further results, still under analysis, suggest
that network-level structures (density, diameter, and centralization) also seem to have different

6 For the details of the experimental setup, see https://www.ns-cta.org/projects/netsci/browser/docs-
team/trunk/irc/Task_Summaries_Y3/IRC/R1.1.pptx. (need password) Contractor presented an outline of the results
at ARL (June 2012) and a full analysis is currently under way -- task T1.6 Q3 deliverable.
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effects on the different link types, with centralization and diameter having the largest effect on
trust, while density has more effect on the behavioral and cognitive relations.

In Year 4, our goal has been to extend the experiment by looking more closely at network-level
structures and their effect on the trust relationship. Our effort has been based on the premise that
directly measuring trust between individuals in large-scale networks for which we only have
behavioral trace data is challenging. Hence in such a situation it is imperative that we infer the
trust between individuals. While there has been considerable work to infer trust in these
networks it has been difficult to validate these inferences with “ground truth.” One validation
strategy is to conduct experiments in small-scale networks where trust between individuals can
be inferred based on behavioral traces just as they are in large-scale networks, but then validated
by directly measuring trust via surveys (“ground truth”). Towards that goal we are leveraging
data that we have collected as part of a related project within the NS-CTA (R3). Utilizing those
data, our focus in Year 4 has been to develop statistical models that predict trust based upon
behavioral trace data collected during our experiments. Specifically we are using social science
theories to posit models about the extent to which behavioral traces - which include individuals’
actions (their decision choices) and interactions (who sends messages to whom via text or audio)
- can predict the trust that individuals report in one another. Once our models to infer trust are
validated in these small scale networks based on digital trace data, we plan to use them to infer
trust in large-scale networks where similar digital trace is available but direct measures of trust
are not available7.

More specifically, our theoretical motivation is based on the influential Kozlowski and Ilgen
(2006) where they argue that the psychological properties that teams need to function they need
cohesion (members need to be attracted to the team and like being a part of it) and collective
efficacy (confident in the teams capacity to perform). In order to understand how these properties
emerge, from a network perspective we examine the relational building blocks that enable
cohesion and collective efficacy to emerge in teams. From a network perspective, at the dyadic
level, relationships can be best described using the concept of trust which encompasses
individuals' affective and cognitive evaluations of one another. The affective component of trust
feeds the emergence of group cohesion. The cognitive component of trust shapes the group's
collective efficacy (McAllister, 1995). There has been considerable research extending these
arguments (Chua et al, 2008; Kanawattanachai & Yoo, 2002; Schaubroeck, Simon, & Peng,
2011; Webber, 2008; Wilson, Straus & McEvily, 2006). However our research is distinctive in
looking at these emergent phenomena from a network perspective.

By analyzing more networks, and particularly trying more variants of networks, our Year 4 goal
was to continue to probe how the observable network links (B and C links) can let us better
predict the number (and strength) of affective trust links being created. Therefore, in Year 4, we
conducted ~70 experiments with 4-person multi-team system (MTSs), and approximately 65
experiments with 20-person MTSs. Videos overviewing the experiments and experimental
manipulations are available at http://sonic.northwestern.edu/projects/mts-experiment/. Our
objective was to study the effect of network structures in multiple network configurations on

7 For details see: Xu, B., Huang, Y., & Contractor, N. (2013). Exploring Twitter networks in parallel computing
environments. Presented at the XSEDE '13: Proceedings of the Conference on Extreme Science and Engineering
Discovery Environment: Gateway to Discovery, ACM Request Permissions. doi:10.1145/2484762.2484811
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trust transfer. In the 4-person MTSs, we manipulated whether MTSs were in high or low levels
of trust within and between teams.

One of the hypotheses emerging from the experiments in Y4 was that we observed what
appeared to be systematic differences in language use when trust levels were high vs. low. We
will be exploring this hypothesis in Y5 to see whether we can develop algorithms that can
identify the differences in language automatically. We have provided our experimental data to
other researchers in the CTA, especially B. Uzzi and D. Roth, who are also interested in
processing natural language (see Future Direction: validation, below).

Experimental Method 2: In this experiment, designed by Golbeck and her team at the University
of Maryland, a non-military context is used. Participants must cooperatively solve problems
using a space-game simulation (see Figure 7-4). Participants must make deals with one another
over the resources they need, and they are periodically asked to rate the trustworthiness of other
partners. Since new scenarios can be generated at random, subjects can play multiple games
with the same or other participants. The roles they play, however, can be assigned at random
(with one player purposely made untrustworthy) thus exploring how situations in one game
might affect the transfer of trust to another.

Figure 7-4: Experimental Method 2 uses a compelling game scenario to test subjects' formation of trust
relationships under varying networking conditions.

By running user tests, we show that a game with these components generates useful data with
which the players’ decisions regarding trust for each other can be observed and better
understood. We show that players are more likely to increase their self-reported trust for each
other after engaging in an economic transaction, and, surprisingly, their trust for each other
increases by a larger margin when the transaction was asymmetric.

While studying player interactions, we found trust carrying over between games. If two players
had built up a good relationship in their first game, they were more likely to trust each other in
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their second game. However, since roles are randomly assigned at the beginning of each game,
there is no reason to believe that a player from the first game who was good will also be good in
the second game. Indeed, the transfer of trust between games (or, from the context of the first
game to the context of the second) may indeed lead someone astray, making them more likely to
trust a person who may no longer deserve it.

Our game setup also allows itself to be adapted to test trust transfer in more explicit changes of
context. We will introduce battles against an outside force. For the players, it will usually be in
their interests to join with at least one other player to fight the invading force. Even if the players
are on separate teams (good vs. bad), their long-term survival benefits from defeating the
invaders, and thus all battle help is beneficial. Success on a joint mission like this may build trust
between players, but it should not override observations about partnering toward the game's end
goal. Observing if and how trust transfers from scenarios constructed in an outside context into
the game will be a valuable tool in understanding trust transfer between contexts and for
developing methods to guide users about trust deliberations.

It is important to note that this abstract game, with no specific military relevance, is being used
for comparison with the specifically military context of Experimental Method 1. This means that
when we see similar trust effects between the two experiments, we are able to rule out the
specific military factors and know that we may be probing a robust effect. When we see
different behaviors (for example, if we saw a significant level of affective trust transfer) we can
conclude that these may be related to specific aspects of the military situation (for example, the
life threatening nature of the challenges in experiment 1 vs. the generalized “resource restriction”
aspects of the experiment 2 challenges. Experimental results indicate that the manipulation for
trust worked and people in the low trust condition did perceive lower levels of trust for other
members. Increase in trust in High Trust conditions was indicated but larger team studies are
needed to confirm the observation.

In year 4, studies using this experimental method focused on manipulating trust levels by
“hidden interactions” to raise or lower trust. Basically, we have a 4-player game where players
are randomly assigned to either the “good” team (3 players) or the “bad” team (1 player). Their
roles are hidden from the others. Players make trades for resources, make moves in the game,
and rate how much they trust other players. The primary behaviors we are concerned with in this
research are moves and trades. We are interested in the differences in these behaviors based on
the player’s role. Initial results suggest that trades are made to facilitate moving. Players with too
few resources to move often initiate trades, and players with an overabundance of one type of
resource may trade to ensure their future mobility. The connection between trading and moving
is an important one.

Table 7-2: Average trades per move for bad and good players. Bad players
make significantly fewer trades per move. (Student’s t-test, p < 0.05)

We measure the connection between moves and trades as the ratio. As shown in Table 2, there is
a difference in the average number of trades per move made by bad and good players. Bad
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players make only 0.31 trades for each move on average, while good players make 0.45 trades
per move overall, and 0.47 when trading with one another. This means good players rely more
on trading for moving, making an average of 2.22 moves for every trade while bad players can
make an average of 3.31 moves for each trade. Possible reasons for this difference are discussed
in the next section. The balance of the trades also matters. Players can trade however they wish.
This may be an even trade (e.g. Player 1 trades 5 of resource X to Player 2 for 5 of resource Y),
where what is offered of X is equal to what is offered of Y, or an unbalanced trade (e.g. Player 1
trades 5 of resource X to Player 2 for 2 of resource Y), where that is not the case.

When the bad player wins, his uneven trades are almost always in the opponent’s favor. He
makes an average of 0.00 uneven trades per round in his own favor, while making an average of
0.3 in the opponent’s favor. When the bad player loses, he tends to be more selfish, making 0.21
trades per round that favor him, and only 0.05 that favor the opponent. In other words, when bad
players trade more selfishly, they tend to lose more often. This is likely because the more
altruistic behavior leads to more trust, and thus the ability to trade and move more freely. Trust
is indeed a critical issue. Moves and trades are the only things players can observe to determine
who is good and who is bad. Are the differences in behavior described above noticeable by
players in the game? Do these behaviors impact the trust that players have in one another?

We have identified several differences in how bad players and good players interact and play the
game. Since we also polled players about their trust in one another at the end of each round, we
can draw some conclusions about how actions impact trust. While the number of moves a player
makes in each round does not significantly correlate with trust, the number of trades does impact
it. For bad players, the number of trades made each round is negatively correlated with trust (i.e.
more trades correlate with less trust). For good players, the reverse is true; more trades by good
players leads to more trust. These statistics are shown in Table 3. Despite no statistical
difference in the average number of trades that good and bad players make per round, more
trading leads to lower trust ratings for bad players and higher trust ratings for good players. This
suggests that the more a bad player trades, the more their behavior—whether through moving
patterns, negotiation techniques, trade balance, or other factors—reveals their role.

Table 7-3: Average trades per move for bad and good players. Bad players
make significantly fewer trades per move (Student’s t-test, p < 0.05).

Bad players win in 64% of our games. Based on the rules, random resource allocation, and
equally-distributed luck, we would expect the bad player to win 75% of the time. (I.e., He should
only lose 25% of the time.) However, the actual win ratio is quite a bit lower than the expected
75%. This suggests that good players are sometimes able to both (a) discern which player is bad
and (b) limit his ability to progress.

Several results suggest that when bad players behave in a certain way, they reveal their role. On
average, bad players make more moves for each trade. They also tend to lose when their trades
are more selfishly balanced. The fact that bad players lose more often than would be expected
from random luck suggests that good players can interpret the bad players’ moves and trades,
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discern their roles, and limit their ability to progress. These correlations and results raise many
questions for future work

Our experimental results (with both experimental method 1 and experimental method 2) indicate
that manipulating context can effect trust levels and that communications between participants
appear to provide a means to assess trust in teams.

While we transcribed text and audio interaction for the multi-team system (MTS) experiments to
validate findings that content and sequence of communication may reveal trust levels, in order to
explain why results in our Year 4 experiments show that trust is negatively correlated with trades
with bad players, but positively correlated with trades with good players, further work is required
to understand the player’s intent during trading and the impact it has on the trust they garner
from others. To do this, our future game experiments will include interviews with players about
their strategies, their justifications for each trade, and their reasons for trusting others. This will
likely involve researchers sitting with players and conducting interviews during the game. This
qualitative data will supplement our quantitative results, and is likely to reveal further insights
into how trust evolves in this type of environment.

Validation Approach
As stated in H2 above, the controlled experimentation described in the two instances can only go
so far, and thus validation is sought in the analysis of large-scale data that occurs in a non-
experimental setting via “quasi experiments” [CC79] that are used to affirm (or reject) the
effects found in the controlled experiments. We have jumpstarted this work using a very large
dataset from the Sony Everquest II game.8 Within this multiuser game, teams of characters form
and go on “quests,” where they jointly overcome obstacles, fight monsters, etc. Teammates can
work together or independently and “betray” each other in a number of different ways.
Communication is mediated through the game, giving us access to information both about
volume and content.

Analyzing game traces in this large corpus offer numerous examples in which we can observe
differences in the ABC networks to validate our predictions. The models developed based on the
two sets of controlled experiments give us an opportunity to estimate these trust values. Given
that we have an objective trust value provided in these online data, we have an unprecedented
opportunity to validate the trust predicted from the experimental models with those reported in
the online game data.

Year 1 focused on working on encoding the game data in RDF and extending parallel network
algorithms previously developed at RPI [WWAH10] to the game data.9 A particular challenge in
this work is that in the EverQuest 2 database, explicit information regarding groups and their
activities is not directly available. This information can only be inferred by stitching together
relevant information captured in the “experience points log.” When groups of players come
together to kill a monster, they all share the gained experience points. In the database these

8 The total dataset comes to close to a petabyte of data; the team-based questing data we are exploring is a ten-
terabyte subset of this dataset.

9 The parallel approach we are using is based in part on CTA year 2 funding (task I2.2) and in part on separate funds
from the RPI endowment and from DARPA (SMISC Program). This task funds the use of these techniques in this
analysis, not the development of the parallel approach.
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experience points gains show up as individual entries, one for each group member. Group
stitching is the act of linking individual entries that share the same sequence id, time stamp,
location id, group size, group level and reason to find the whole group responsible for an action
in the game (i.e., killing a monster).

By Year 4, algorithms designed in year 3 (which leveraged the results of year 2) were tested
against 220GB of data from an Everquest II game and were looking for proxy measures of trust
identified by Contractor. In addition, group-stitching algorithms based in part on the work of R.
Ramanathan in Task E2, were used. The Year 4 performance results on real data showed good

correspondence with Year 3 theoretical results. For example,

Figure 7-5 shows the curves of trust proxy measures (mentoring and shared housing) for large-
scale game data.

Figure 7-5 Trust correlations computed for proxy measures of trust in 220GB of data from
Everquest 2. See [DZGH13] for details.

Despite the success of these experiments, we are forced to conclude that the cost and access
issues for the YarcData supercomputer make it impractical to continue this work within the
limitations of CTA funding. In addition, the lack of availability of these specialized processors
to the Army is prohibiting transfer of results. For these reasons, we will explore how more
“commodity” techniques including mapReduce (Cloud) and General Processing on Graphics
Processing Units (GPGPU) techniques could be used. We will particularly focus on developing
algorithms for validating the hypothesis that language use could help us determine trust levels,
which would be transferrable to military simulation environments for testing, without us needing
to directly access the data or communications.

Key Experimental Conclusions and Year 5 Hypotheses

 Trust transfer is asymmetrically affected by different kinds of network links (Y3 result).
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 Trust transfer is robust than in common contexts, even if inappropriate (Y3 result).
 Manipulation of trust contexts can lower trust between participants (Y4 result).
 Trust contexts can depend on features not immediately observable to participants (Y4 result).
 Communications between experimental subjects appear to differ based on their trust of each

other (hypothesis generated from Y4 results, to be tested in Y5). (Joint work with Task T2).
We will attempt to validate this hypothesis, at scale, in Y5.

Future Directions

We plan to continue Experiment 1; extend Experiment 2 to explore more complex network
topologies; replicate Quasi-experimental validation results on more common architectures;
validate Y4 hypotheses at scale; and work closer with ARL to determine the most efficient
method of transfer of this research to the Army environment. Our current Year 5 plans are:

 Experiment 1: Develop/Assess models for determining trust from communications

 Use text mining, syntactic and semantic mining NLP-based tools to assess the extent to
which we can discern trust levels directly from the text of interactions between pairs of
individuals.

 Utilize machine learning techniques to assess the extent to which we can train a model to
assess trust levels between individuals from the text of their interactions.

 Experiment 2: Explore interaction in online communities w/respect to trust contexts

 Leverage existing online social networks to identify groups with high trust in online
communities.

 Develop controlled studies to evaluate trust between those users in contexts closely and
distantly related to community area.

 Include interviews with players about their strategies in order to capture the player’s
justifications for each trade, and their reasons for trusting others.

 Validation: Explore other architectures for scalable verification of trust context results.

 The need for specialized supercomputing access for the current algorithms limits our
transition opportunities. The centers that do supercomputing outside of the intelligence
community are not using the same type of parallel machines (as best we can ascertain
neither CISD nor the MNMI are using the YarcData processors for any unclassified
research at this time). To mitigate this, we will explore how more commonly available
parallel scaling approaches (Hadoop clusters and GPGPU) can achieve useful results at
these scales.

 Use NLP tools to explore whether the hypotheses re: trust and communication can be
validated in large-scale data. This is a new area which has emerged from our Y4 results
and will be an important area for exploration. The observation that the language used in
our experiments might be indicative of Trust was a joint result between T1 (Contractor)
and T2 (Uzzi). In Year 5, we will work with the other CTA tasks exploring related
language issues (particularly T2, T5, Q1, R1, I1 and I3) to see whether the approaches
being developed within the CTA can be used for identifying the language use needed to
develop the proxy trust values that can be extracted from the large-scale data stores we
are exploring. We will also be exploring whether the hypotheses of T2, that the
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emotional content can be used to determine trust, is validated against the trust values we
have identified via the proxy measures in the Everquest data as described above.

Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs
Summarize the planned deliverables in the table of research milestones:

Due Research Milestones

Q1

 Report on experimental analyses of network effects on trust
transfer. (NWU)

 Complete analysis of supercomputer results to verify
significance of trust level contributors. (RPI)

Q2
 Complete analysis of experiment 1, version 3 and exp 2,

version 2. (NWU, UMD)

Q3

 Report on how language and NL tools offer ways to
measure trust in “non-obtrusive” ways. (NWU, RPI)

 Group joint publication on trust context results
(UMD,NWU, RPI, BBN)

Q4  Report on the relevance of this research to support trust
building and transfer for military personnel. (BBN,RPI)

Funding
Funding for Task = T4
Thrust = Trust
Funding Type = 6.1
Year 5 Funding = $331,479

Funding by Institution and Center
Center Institution Funding Cost Share

INARC NWU $81,869
IRC BBN $54,109
SCNARC RPI $113,885 $71,810
SCNARC UMD $81,616

Military Relevance/Impact on Network Science
As well as addressing the key Network Science issue of how trust transfers between contexts,
this work can have specific impact on understanding the effect of offline interactions on
simulation-based training or team-dynamics on the battlefield. Current training models work to
develop team coherence, and mission success or failure may well depend on the decision-makers
assumptions about such coherence. Understanding whether that coherence will transfer to a new
situation based on previous training would be a major step forward in this area. In addition, as
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we describe below, we will explore how our results can be used for building trust in military
situations.

Our work to date demonstrates that we can design experiments that separate context from
activity in ways that make it possible to explore the interaction of these factors. Experiment 1
(Contractor) and Experiment 2 (Golbeck) are looking at how changes in trust and behavior are
related to context. Results and insights from these experiments could be used to support the
methods used by the Army to provide training that improves: team cohesion, leadership
development, and trust between the team members and the leadership. In Year 5 we will
continue to move away from the Everquest II game data to militarily-relevant experiments (e.g.,
multi-team systems involved in convoy coordination and/or detection/neutralizing IED and
insurgent threats) to explore issues associated with how individuals integrate and trust data from
supporting teams and from players in different roles and contexts. We are aware that data access
issues may make this difficult, and will work with Task R3 to leverage available NS-CTA data.
We will work on transition to other types of scalable computing that may be easier to transition
to use within the military as discussed above.

Transition Opportunities
The ability to rapidly establish trust in a new domain has been recognized repeatedly by the
military in both warfighting [cf. NWH07] and peace keeping operations. For example, Smith
[S10] explored the skills that leaders need in order to be more effective as leaders of disaster
response operations and to better understand how teams operate in response to disasters. He
asserts, “Teams and organizations created in response to disasters must quickly become a high
performance team that relies upon spontaneous interaction of the members.” All of the
participants in Smith’s study identified trust as either the first or the second factor in successful
disaster response operations. The results of this study indicate the need for early actions
(corresponding to Behavioral links) to be established to create later trust. As well as showing
how trust can be transferred between contexts, experiments such as ours will help to identify
more specific behaviors (and cognitive effects) that will help in building trust, and help in
discovering and developing training methods to enhance the development of team cohesion and
trust between the team and its leadership organization prior to deployment.

In order to apply the experimental results of T4 in a real-world military context we may need to
build a measure of semantic similarity between contexts, and model trust transfer between
contexts based on this similarity.

In Year 5, in order to facilitate transition, our transition plan will require an ARL collaborator
(and possibly an ARI collaborator) who can facilitate the identification of where this technology
can best fit. In addition, our in our transition plan we seek to answer:

 What can be done during training to guarantee that trust can be increased in a way
that will maximally transfer to different situations?

 What can be done to develop validated doctrine to help those who must establish trust
quickly in new contexts (cf. Liaison officers, counter insurgency teams, etc.)?

 Whether techniques for lowering trust could be transferred beyond the experimental
setting for causing red team or culturally-based distrust?
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We believe the techniques derived in this work will also improve the ability of NS CTA
researchers to use the graph-labeling and quasi-experimental methods on labeled graph
techniques for analyzing simulation results, for example from VBS2 or other large-scale training
simulations, to explore trust relationships and how they transfer. However, as we are not sure
that it will be possible for CTA researchers to obtain such data directly, due to access and
personal information control issues, we will explore how to move our techniques to more
common models of parallelism (GPGPU and mapReduce) to make it more possible for Army
researchers to directly use our techniques on their data. To this end, we will meet with the ARL
mobile network modeling network group to see whether the algorithms we have been developing
can be of use to their efforts, and/or if they have computing models that would be particularly
useful for us to design for to make future transitions more possible.

To explore specific transition opportunities, we will meet with CISD and the ARL Mobile
Network Modeling Institute (MNMI) to investigate the possibility of using their supercomputing
capabilities to validate the transferability of our proposed techniques. In addition, joint work
between task T4 and R1 on the Multi-team system (MTS) experiment (experiment 1 above) is
leading to collaboration with ARL personnel (Dr. Cassenti and Bakdash), we anticipate this
collaboration continuing in Y5.

In addition, we will be exploring the use of language-based algorithms for determining if we can
determine trust levels from messages. As well as working with the language teams within the
CTA (as described above), we will also be meeting with language groups at ARL to see if
language techniques already in use in the ARL can be used with our data, or if this will need
separate development, possibly as a joint project.

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
This task is a continuation of the current T4 trust task. Dependencies include

 Contractor’s experiments dovetail with the experimentation in the IRC joint experimentation
task R3. Funding for his experimental work in year 3 is approximately 60% in the joint
experimentation task and 40% in this task as described above.

 Contractor has worked with Brian Uzzi (T2) on the language experimentation described
above. In Y5, we will explore how his techniques scale to the needs of our validation, and
also see whether our game data validates his hypotheses about how language use reflects
trust (since we have already identified trust proxies in this data in Y3 and Y4).

 Hendler is also a participant in a proposed IRC task on language-based validation of semantic
information theory (R1) and is a collaborator in Q1. RDF-based encodings developed for
each of these tasks may be used in the other.

 Golbeck previously participated in Y3 task T2.4. Results of each of these two tasks had
research bearing on each other, and our Y4 experimentation design was impacted by her Y3
results in that other task. She also participated in Y4 task P2.

 Y5 will also include increased interactions with other parts of the trust CCRI. We are
already working with T2 on language, and have also begun exploring whether the language
needs of T5 would be useful in our approach.
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Key Contributors and Their Roles
J. Hendler, RPI (SCNARC/IRC):

Role: Task co-Lead, Quasi-experimental Design lead
Approximate time commitment: 1 summer month plus one graduate student.
Expected research contribution: Hendler will be in charge of large-scale validation via quasi-
experimentation.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Hendler is expected to make several visits to the
ARL Network Science Innovation facility in Adelphi.
Synergies and collaboration: Hendler is both a member of SCNARC and IRC. He is also
working directly on task R1 and a collaborator in task I3

N. Contractor, NU (INARC):

Role: Experiment lead
Approximate time commitment: 2 summer weeks plus one post doc. Note that for
experimentation using students and Mechanical Turk, participant fees are required10.
Expected research contribution: Contractor will be in charge of extension of experiment one, and
in identifying language interactions for analysis.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Contractor and his student will attend reviews and
meetings at the NS facility as necessitated by this work and ARL scheduling.
Synergies and collaboration: Contractor is working on the experimental task R3 and is both a
member of INARC and IRC.

J. Golbeck, UMCP (SCNARC):

Role: Trust Context Labeling lead, Experimental design
Approximate time commitment: 2 summer weeks plus ½ post doc. Note that for experimentation
using students and Mechanical Turk, participant fees are required
Expected research contribution: Golbeck will be in charge of designing the labeling schemes
used in the experiments and experimental design1.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Golbeck and her student are local to Adelphi
Maryland and are expected to spend time at the Innovation Center.
Synergies and collaboration: Golbeck is also involved in task P2 and is one of the leading
researchers in the network-based trust area.

A. Mulvehill, BBN (IRC):

Role: Task Co-lead, Transition lead, Experimental design
Approximate time commitment: .1 FTE
Expected research contribution: Mulvehill will help in providing subject matter expertise for
experimental design (a task in rapid crisis action planning and relief) and labeling schemes. She
will also be involved in exploring transition paths to Army and other military training activities.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Mulvehill will attend reviews and meetings at the NS
facility as necessitated by this work and ARL scheduling.
Synergies and collaboration: Dr. Mulvehill has an interest in how historical experience
contributes to current problem solving. She has utilized her research in case base reasoning to
develop decision support systems for many military applications.

10 Participant fees for the experiment will be about $20,000 divided between NWU and UMCP.
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Collaborators:

R. Ramanathan, BBN (CNARC)

Ram Ramanathan leads the task EDIN “E2: Capturing Groups in Networks.” We have used his
Y4 work as inspiration in designing the “group stitching” algorithms used in our Y4. For Y5, we
are exploring whether the group aspects of the parallel validation, described above, could be
captured in a new abstraction that he has been proposing.
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Technical Abstract
In military settings, evaluating information trust levels calls for (a) analysis of provenance and
(b) association of provenance data with trust. Both require not only the identification of sources,
but also knowledge about these sources and their relationships. However, attaining accurate
knowledge becomes complicated due to the complexity of source and data relationships and the
uncertainty in quantifying them. These relationships may form nested and dynamic graph
structures. Often unknown, these dynamics complicate management of data provenance and
trust. During the past years, we made significant progress on modeling provenance in
communication networks using novel data/information flow-graphs to model provenance; we
analyzed and modeled incomplete and inaccurate provenance and the corresponding trust
evaluation for decision making. During the last year, we initiated our efforts on modeling spatial
and temporal, and social provenance and their impact on trust.

We have made significant progress in modeling spatial provenance and have notable efforts on
temporal and social provenance. During the next phase, we propose to advance our efforts on the
continuing issues while exploring the modeling of integrated spatiotemporal provenance and
social provenance. In addition, we propose to initiate a novel idea of contextual provenance and
its impact on trust of distributed systems. Additional challenges such as provenance uncertainty
and its impact on trust and spatiotemporal behavior of unstructured data and its relationship to
trust will be examined. Specifically for the next year, our efforts will target (a) Modeling the
integration of social provenance and spatiotemporal provenance and (b) proposing and modeling
the concept of contextual provenance. Improving our ability to draw valid conclusions from
these intricate provenance situations further contributes to the roadmap by enhancing the
capability to clarify, and enhance the quality of information to meet the decision-making needs,
as well as manage and enhance trust in distributed decision making.
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Research Issue/Technical Approach

Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses
Q1: What is the impact of social and spatiotemporal provenance data on assessment of trust in
information?

In the APP-Y4, we addressed the question of assessing trust in information in the absence of
complete social and spatial provenance data. A significant amount of work focused on inferring
missing provenance. To address missing spatiotemporal provenance, techniques were developed
for inferring location information from text. Similarly, to address missing social provenance (i.e.,
unknown original source), techniques were developed to exploit knowledge of observed social
network information in lieu of actual provenance information. It was also shown that actual or
(properly) inferred provenance data improves assessment of trust in information. This
observation paves the way for the next important question, which brings this task into the realm
of network science: namely, how to characterize the degree to which social and spatiotemporal
provenance improves assessment of trust in information? Clearly, the degree of improvement
depends on the layout of the underlying physical, social, and information networks. For some
layouts, the impact is significant. For other layouts, it is not. The network science question
becomes: what does this impact depend on and how to predict the degree of improvement
attainable in a particular situation?

H1: We conjecture that the degree of improvement depends on the inherent reduction in
entropy attained by acquiring provenance data and hence can be quantified as a function of
problem inputs.

The hypothesis is self-explanatory. For example, if all sources are uniformly reliable, it does not
matter which source a particular piece of information is attributed to, but if sources have very
different reliability properties, identifying the source of a particular claim offers more
information that is pertinent to trust assessment in that claim. It remains to quantify the degree to
which provenance information enhances trust assessment in a given scenario.

Q2: How to assess trust by jointly recognizing and linking events from successive sensing
observations? Using this notion, how can one determine the probability that a given
observation is true with a higher accuracy than only looking at individual events?

We propose the concept of Provenance Logic to reason the logical relations between multiple
events with the available provenance information, which provides the foundation for another
level of information trust evaluation on top of single-event based trust evaluation. In other words,
we are trying to answer the question that, by jointly recognizing and linking events from
successive sensing observations, how one can determine the probability that a given observation
is true with a higher accuracy than only looking at individual events. To the best of our
knowledge, our work is the first attempt to evaluate information trust in mobile sensing based on
the logical relation among multiple events.

Research Problem Background
For purposes of trust assessment, complete provenance includes the full identification details of
nodes that generated, processed, or forwarded information in a network [WGM2010,
WGM2011], as well as the identification of relations between such nodes. For example, the
knowledge that all sources of a data item belong to the same clique in a social network, or that all
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sensors that report the same unexpected measurement were deployed by the same agent, may
affect trust in the reported information. With complete provenance one can say without any
ambiguity what nodes participated in information gathering and processing and how they are
related, which simplifies the trust assessment problem. We have proposed approaches to provide
security assurance for both node-level provenance in multi-hop networking scenarios
[WZGM2012] and spatiotemporal provenance in mobile contexts [WZPRMAG2013]. However,
it is still unavoidable that provenance information may not be fully collected or may get lost or
discarded or due to various reasons. This task deals with situations when full provenance
information is not available.

Technical Approach

Spatiotemporal and Social Provenance

Spatiotemporal (space and time) attributes are integral to our daily social activities. We note that
these attributes are supported as first-class data citizens in several social media such as
FourSquare, Twitter, Facebook, and Google Plus. The ready availability of location and time
information in social media is largely possible due to (a) the advent of mobile computing and
cheap and improved location estimation techniques and (b) the inherent nature of human
interaction that encodes location and time explicitly (e.g., @Yankees stadium) or implicitly (e.g.,
The Amtrak train is delayed and now I have to wait another hour). In the past, we considered
provenance in the form of spatial and temporal information. We not only looked at “who” has
created/processed a piece of information, but also “when” and “where” the actions were
performed. We explored the problem of representing spatiotemporal information in social
media. We considered the problem of extracting spatial markers from unstructured text in social
media (e.g., tweets, FourSquare tips). We developed techniques to extract spatial markers that
were implicitly encoded in the form of unstructured text (in social media). Our main idea was to
develop models based on tight integration between location and text and differentiating between
physical location (where the person is actually present) and the referenced location (what the
person is talking about in the unstructured text). The developed algorithms were validated using
large datasets from Twitter (about 4 billion tweets in New York City over a period of one month)
and FourSquare check-ins (millions of text tagged check-ins across a period of four years in New
York City). We showed that the fine-grained location of tweets could be predicted using only the
unstructured text with high confidence and accuracy for a large portion of the tweets
[LGSM2013].

Beyond addressing the challenge of missing location provenance, we also addressed the
challenge of missing social provenance. Missing social provenance refers to missing information
on the original source of some claim. Techniques were developed for using knowledge of
observed social network topology in lieu of actual location provenance. Informally, rather than
pin-pointing who a claim originated from, we infer who it may have originated from given who
we heard it from and what the topology of their social network looks like.

Building on the above results, in the next year (Y5), we plan to develop expressions that assess
the degree to which acquiring a piece of provenance data can improve assessment of trust in
information. The answer depends on the degree of heterogeneity in problem input and hence the
degree of uncertainty introduced due to missing provenance data. The higher is the
heterogeneity, the more useful is the provenance data. The work will be done in collaboration
with the assured knowledge discovery task.
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Provenance Logic for Trust Evaluation

The prevalence of mobile computing devices such as smartphones and tablet computers in recent
years will eventually make their way into tactical applications. These devices usually come with
multiple embedded sensors, such as camera, microphone, GPS, accelerometer, digital compass
and gyroscope. These advancements make mobile sensing become an extremely popular data
collection paradigm, where people use their mobile devices to perform sensory data collection
tasks. Another category of mobile sensing applications rest on the social media (e.g., Twitter),
which collect more general real-time environmental data with less formatting constraints.

An example of mobile sensing in a military context is one where soldiers and vehicles act as
sensors that make observations about different kinds of events/situations in their physical
environments and report them to a commanding center. In such application scenarios, it is
common that a sequence of events in the physical world is reported by either the same set or
different sets of participants. For example, observations at time t1 claim that “a major accident
happened at location A” and subsequent observations at time t2 claim “a heavy traffic jam is
observed at location A.” Events observed within a short period of time or at the same location
often possess logical relations in terms of time, location and other contextual factors. These
relations allow us to reason about trust of the reported data [WCCCSM2013] [WCMT2013].

In this work, we propose the concept of Provenance Logic to reason about logical relations
between multiple events with available provenance information, which provides the foundation
for another level of information trust evaluation on top of single-event based trust evaluation. By
jointly recognizing and linking events from successive sensing observations, our goal is to
determine the probability that a given observation is true with a higher accuracy than looking at
individual events. Our contribution is therefore to evaluate information trust in the mobile
sensing context based on logical and temporal relations among multiple events.

We aim to reason about logical relations between events in three dimensions: spatial logic,
temporal logic, contextual logic as well as correlations between them. Violation of provenance
logic (e.g., when different events indicate that a same entity was at different locations at the same
time) will degrade our trust in data. It is also possible that mutually supporting provenance make
us trust the sensing data more. The expected contributions of this part of the work can be
summarized as:

 An event logic module that extracts events that possess logical relation and translate
observations and their provenance information to first order predicates.

 A logical semantic model, which extends Event Calculus, to represent the provenance
logic from three dimensions: temporal logic, spatial logic and contextual logic.

 A framework based on Markov Logic Networks to perform logic-based probability
reasoning for the trust of sensing reports given the other related events and their pre-
computed trust.

Spatiotemporal and Social Dynamics

While previous years focused on a static view of information, in Y5 we plan to exploit the
“spread” of spatiotemporal events and their correlation with social networks for prediction
purposes. As we have observed from various examples, social media was used (by the people) to
monitor several significant events such as Egypt riots, Hurricane Irene, Japan earthquake, Wall
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Street protests, and more recently – Hurricane Sandy. Space-time tags inherent to these events
are embedded either as meta-data (e.g., latitude/longitude, timestamp) explicitly or implicitly as
part of the unstructured text itself. Such meta-data can be used to model the spread of an event.
An interesting question that arises is – what is the impact of the social network itself on the event
and its spread? This question is analogous to those in epidemiology research, where several
deterministic and stochastic models for the spread of diseases (or viruses) exist [AM1991,
AB2000, B1975, F1980]. Other analogous models are in the spread of Internet worms
[ZGT2002], where an Internet worm spreads and infects computers that are connected to the
Internet. Yet another class of models is in the context of power grid networks [KCAL2005],
where cascading failures were modeled, which take into account the connectivity (relationship)
between various nodes. Contrary to these popular “spread” models, the modeling of events in
social networks is unique. Preliminary observations based on a gas shortage event in New York
(for which we collected tweets across a period of one month) and surrounding areas in the
aftermath of Hurricane Sandy shows that such an impact can be two-fold: (i) The reporting of the
event may be affected by ill-informed or malicious users and (ii) The response to the event due
to the presence of the social network, which may trigger a change in individuals’ behavior (e.g.,
in the gas-shortage event, when social media was used for reporting the acute gas shortages in
certain regions, individuals in surrounding areas resorted to panic gasoline buying that further
aggravated the shortages). Based on preliminary experiments (see Figure 7-6 for the error in the
deviation of the traditional epidemic model from the observations) on the gas-shortage dataset,
we find that traditional epidemiological models fail to capture the event accurately, pointing to
the need for novel models. Further experimentation with more complex models (such as the
power grid cascading failure models) also shows that they are inadequate, which points to the
fact that existing models fail to capture the social aspects that are part of the event spread (e.g.,
panic buying of gasoline after noticing “heavy” tweeting on lack of gasoline in New York city).
We propose to study the spread of such significant spatiotemporal events and develop models to
capture interdependencies between the event and the social network.

Figure 7-6: Error in the deviation of the traditional epidemic model from the real observations
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Validation Approach
We will use the TIGR data to perform validations of integrating social and spatiotemporal
provenance. TIGR data has spatiotemporal meta-data tags and includes unstructured text along
with the identification of the reporting person. Such data can be used to study the spatiotemporal
spread of significant events in the military context. For more extensive validations, we will use
the Apollo system to collect tweets across a prolonged period of time and possibly other social
networks (such as FourSquare). As part of Y4, we developed a FourSquare data collector system
that enables us to crawl FourSquare and collect “check-in” information along with the “tips.” We
have also collected a few millions of such tips/check-ins spanning a period of four years. These
extensive datasets will also consist of social network information along with the spatiotemporal
tags to enable us to “monitor” spread of events. The social and spatiotemporal attribute analysis
will utilize the above mashup of unstructured text and spatiotemporal tags to validate the various
algorithms developed. Further, these spatiotemporal algorithms will be built on top of the real-
time data-to-decision (RTD2D) platform developed at IBM, which provides a real-time variably
scalable platform for distributed data-to-decision in a heterogeneous environment and supports
space-time tags as first-class citizens. We will enable this platform to support distributed
inferences in the presence of spatiotemporal tagged data. As part of our deliverables, we will also
demonstrate the algorithms developed as part of this task using the RTD2D platform.

Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs

Due Research Milestones

Q1
Initial results to characterize impact of provenance information
on quality of trust assessment. (UIUC, UC Davis)

Q2
Initial mathematical formulation and algorithms to support
provenance logic (UC Davis, IBM)

Q3
Assessment of spatiotemporal and social dynamics (IBM,
UIUC, UC Davis)

Q4 Result maturation and evaluation (UC Davis, IBM, UIUC)

Funding
Funding for Task = T5
Thrust = Trust
Funding Type = 6.1
Year 5 Funding = $359,301

Funding by Institution and Center
Center Institution Funding Cost Share
CNARC UCD $146,988
INARC IBM $119,167
INARC UIUC $93,146
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Military Relevance/Impact on Network Science
Provenance of information products will be a key factor in trust-based distributed decision-
making. Military environments are inherently uncertain and are under a constant threat of
network compromise. In this volatile environment, being able to efficiently track provenance of
information products that are crucial to an end-user mission is essential for trust-based decision-
making. Our effort on modeling incomplete provenance, social provenance, and spatiotemporal
properties of provenance provides foundation for the estimating the trust in the decision making
process.

Transition Opportunities
The spatial provenance extraction algorithms have been integrated with the Apollo software (I1)
and demonstrated at NS-CTA boot camp in 2013. We are currently working with ARL (Lance
Kaplan and Jemin George) towards transitioning these capabilities into ARL’s facilities. We will
continue to work with team members from ARL to transition components developed in Y5 as
well. The tested settings will have an obvious military relevance and will illustrate the value of
the work in military settings. Similar to Y4 when we made the algorithms and FourSquare data
available to the NS-CTA community (e.g., BBN), we plan on making available the assets
developed in Y5 (e.g., algorithms, data sets) to the NS-CTA community.

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
Our work builds on top of the results of T5 from the past year. The corroboration task (T2) and
the provenance tasks (T5) are very closely related and we have established collaboration with
that team. T2 is analyzing the “similarity in information and the corresponding actions” and the
provenance task is responsible for the management and analysis of the granularity in the
similarities of information as well as the path through which the information is propagated
through. Beyond the Trust thrust, the outcome of our effort will feed into the QoI thrust and
various collaboration discussions are underway. This task is also synergetic with the ongoing
efforts in I1, where fact-finders have been developed that allow assessment of information
credibility regarding isolated events. Modeling of multi-genre provenance and its impact of Trust
is being done in collaboration with Dr. Swami and Dr. Cho of ARL, which has resulted in a
publication. We intend to continue that effort. As done in the past, we will explore the possibility
of a student visiting ARL as summer intern during 2014.

Key Contributors and Their Roles
T. Abdelzaher, UIUC (INARC)

Role: Abdelzaher will contribute to analysis of impact of provenance on trust in information.
Approximate time commitment: 0.4 months + 1 student
Expected research contribution: Abdelzaher will develop algorithms that infer contribution of
provenance data on assessments of trust in information.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Abdelzaher spent Spring 2012 at IBM Research to
pursue NS CTA related collaborations, and made several short trips to BBN and ARL, including
a 3-week stay at ARL in August 2013. He will continue to be available for multiple trips to the
facility and/or ARL next year.
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Synergies and collaboration: The task is synergistic with INARC task, where Abdelzaher
contributes to Task I1. It is also synergistic with the QoI thrust that investigates efficient retrieval
of decision-relevant data from multi-genre networks, where Abdelzaher leads Task Q2.

R. Ganti, IBM (INARC)

Role: Dr. Ganti will be the principal investigator of spatiotemporal provenance and its
integration with social provenance.
Approximate time commitment: 4 months + 1 summer intern
Expected research contribution: Dr. Ganti will be responsible for defining models to capture the
interaction between social networks and the spread of events and will develop a validation
demonstration using the RTD2D platform.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Organize task weekly calls, participate in ns-CTA
calls, and occasional trips to the NS facility in Cambridge.

P. Mohapatra, UC Davis (CNARC):

Role: The investigator will be focusing on the issues related to the temporal provenance and
logical provenance and the integration.
Approximate time commitment: 1 summer month plus 1 Postdoctoral Associate.
Expected research contribution: Professor Mohapatra and his students will continue their efforts
in developing the concept of logical provenance and its modeling. They will also work on
developing a framework for the integration of spatiotemporal provenance and logical
provenance.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: The PI will be visiting the ARL facility at least once
a quarter to engage and enhance the existing collaboration. The PI’s graduate student will
explore the possibility of interning at the ARL facility.
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7.7 Task T6: Cognitive Models of Trust

Task Lead: T. Höllerer, UC Santa Barbara (INARC)

Email: holl@cs.ucsb.edu Phone: 805-284-9395

Primary Research Staff Collaborative Advisers

C. Gonzalez, CMU (SCNARC) S. Adali, RPI (SCNARC)

T. Hollerer, UCSB (INARC) Lead J. O'Donovan, UCSB (INARC)

D. Jones, SAT (IRC)

L. Marusich, HRED (ARL)

E. Onal, SAT (IRC)

Technical Abstract
This task continues the development of computational models for the human cognitive processes
involved in trust-based judgments and decisions by people embedded in social, information, and
communication networks. User interfaces to such networks shape the perception and cognition of
end-users in ways that can dramatically affect the dynamics and performance characteristics of
human-information, human-human, and human-agent interactions.

Our overarching goal is to develop a theory of the human cognition and perception involved in
judgments of credibility and trust within a composite military network of people, information,
and computational nodes. Our research team has presented strong results in the area of cognitive
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modeling in abstract game scenarios, as well as for concrete, but specific mission command
scenarios. For Y5, we will aim for the elusive middle ground between these two poles, namely
relevantly contextualized, yet fully controllable experimentation. We will approach this
generalization in two ways: first, we will make our experimentation frameworks more network-
centric; second, we will work towards a new experimental framework around network simulation
inspired by a general market (buyer/seller) situation, which will be formulated as an emergency
response scenario. A third focus area for our Y5 research will be user modeling techniques and
the adaptation of UI tools to better support trust assessments and improve situation awareness
given certain user behavior and/or cognitive state.

Research Issue/Technical Approach
Since its inception in Y2 of the NS_CTA, the project on Cognitive Models of Trust has made
great strides toward a unified, validated, and, importantly, applicable and computationally
practical cognitive theory of trust.

Figure 7-7 is a diagram of the overall
interdisciplinary approach of this
task, updated with elements for our
Y5 project plan. The central goal
remains the formulation and
continuous improvement of cognitive
trust models describing an analyst’s
interaction with composite (social/
information/communication) military
networks. These models are
continuously updated and refined to
relate to and explain empirical
observations from both abstract trust
game simulations and more real-life
Distributed Decision Making
scenarios. In Y5, we will employ user
modeling approaches to expand our
Trust and Situation Awareness representations to create more realistic cognitive agents. The
relationship between Trust and SA remains an important point of study. Our models are
informed by novel human-computer interfaces for composite networks, which we design to
inform and exert some control over the analyst’s trust formation and decision making. In return,
the cognitive trust and user models can provide invaluable insight for designing better, more
adaptive, user interfaces. Evaluation studies guide every aspect of our agenda, including scenario
development, cognitive modeling, and user interface design.

Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses
This task continues to explore the following overarching research question:

Figure 7-7: Overall T6 Approach
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Q1: How does trust influence human cognitive understanding and decision-making based on
flows of information arriving via computer and mobile interfaces from other decision makers
and information sources?

In Y2-4, this task produced many invaluable building blocks of a predictive theory and model of
human trust-based cognition and action involved with decision-making in composite military
networks. While so far the research team has produced their results in a straddle between highly
controlled abstract trust games on the one side, and concrete but specific and carefully authored
military scenarios on the other, we plan to approach this research question through highly
controlled yet relevant network simulations in Y5. To this end, we will a) generalize and extend
our ongoing explorations around the Diner’s Dilemma [TJMO+13,OJMT+13], and b) define a
new agent-populated marketplace simulation in the realm of a general emergency response
scenario. We plan to employ such a simulation in conjunction with cognitive agents behaving in
various roles and utilizing our emerging trust models, leading us to our second, more specific
research question for this year:

Q2: How can User Modeling approaches in conjunction with Trust and Situation Awareness
assessments improve decision making in a multi-genre (social / information / communication)
military network?

User modeling is critical to
understanding, anticipating, and
assisting the human-network-system
interaction. User models differ in terms
of fidelity and aspects modeled, and
range from static to adaptive

We consider different types of User
Models (cf. Figure 7-8) and evaluate
their services within user-adaptive
systems [K2001].

We are interested in ways that existing
user modeling techniques can be
adapted for and combined with SA and
Trust assessments, leading to tools that
can tailor information presentation not
only to a person’s background (e.g.,
role in Army command), but also to
their observed interaction behavior and
cognitive state, and thus improve user
performance.

Building upon our results from Y4, we
have the following initial hypothesis
regarding Q1 and Q2:

Figure 7-8: Types of User Models considered
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H1: Trust and cognitively perceived Quality of Information as pertaining to Distributed
Decision Making can be successfully modeled through a combination of Rational Analysis
models (i.e., consideration of expected value and explicit outcomes), Probabilistic Models (e.g.
Bayesian Networks), and Instance-Based Learning models (i.e., consideration of past
experience).

Empirical evidence from Y2-4 of this task unveiled the existence of multiple layers of
psychological processes involved in trust, ranging from immediate impression formation to
experience-based learning over multiple tasks and encounters [YSG2013].

Our cross-disciplinary team has been successful in modeling empirically observed phenomena in
abstract Trust Games using Instance-Based Learning Theory (IBLT) [GLL2003]. We have also
started to apply our models to concrete mission-command scenarios. Our path forward aims
towards validating unified cognitive models of trust in composite network simulations. Ongoing
experimentation leads to our hypothesis that the relevant processes can successfully be modeled
through a set of Instance-Based Learning cognitive mechanisms, and that the resulting models
can be gainfully integrated into adaptive tools that support distributed decision making.

Figure 7-9: Creation of User Models

H2: Dynamically updated User Models for the primary composite network stakeholders
complement cognitive models of Trust and can lead to adaptive tools that improve situation
awareness and distributed decision making.

Regarding our second research question, we hypothesize that User Modeling techniques [K2001]
can provide a suitable implementation framework for higher-level socio-cognitive dynamics
[CF2010] and can be implemented gainfully in conjunction with our IBLT modeling efforts.

User Models can be formed, updated, and validated through direct information gathering during
our user experiments as well as through indirect and implicit observations and measurements
during tool-supported decision making (cf. Figure 7-9). We hypothesize that user modeling of
key stakeholders in the distributed decision making process will measurably improve the target
user’s trust predictions if such information is reliably and effectively communicated to the target
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user. Hence, a synergetic side research focus will consist in the design, development, and
evaluation of summarization and presentation methods for user model information.

Research Problem Background
Research on trust and credibility in a social context has been popular for many decades, from
Kochen & Poole’s experiments [PM1987] and Milgram’s famous small worlds experiment
[M1967], trust has been shown to play an important role in social dynamics of a network.
Researchers now have many orders of magnitude more data at our fingertips, and we can
experiment with and evaluate new concepts far more easily. This is evident across a variety of
fields, for example, social web search [MMSCB2010], semantic web [G2010] [ZK2011], online
auctions [HW2006] [RZ2002][OSEM2007], personality and behavior prediction [GR2011]
[AEGH+2010], political predictions [GH2011] and many others.

There is healthy debate in the Trust literature about standard behavioral game theory being a
valid tool for the assessment of Trust and the forming of socio-cognitive trust models [G2011],
[CF2010]. In our approach, we have started with abstracted game-theoretic experiments to test
and refine specific aspects of our emerging cognitive models of trust, but they are not the sole
basis for our modeling and validation efforts. In Y5, we will specifically work towards more
contextualized and Army-relevant composite network phenomena.

Technical Approach
Our current models of trust have been utilizing Instance-Based Learning Theory (IBLT)
[GLL2003]: Trust is a construct that develops through experiential interactions. The main focus
of our model has been on addressing the different ways in which humans learn to trust others,
according to their actions and dynamic interactions. We have manipulated several main variables
in these models: the amount of interdependency information available to the model, the “weight”
or attention paid to the partner's information, and the behavior of the other agents (e.g.,
cooperate, defect, tit-for-tat).

Our Y5 effort is centered on the following three major themes:

1. Expanding our Trust Game scenarios to multi-player setups that reflect composite network
structures (e.g. social reputation, information flow, and communication reliability):
We will extend our Diner’s Dilemma experimentation platform from currently 3 players to N
players and introduce a simulated reputation network, in which the asymmetric experiences
of co-diners get updated and socially propagated. We will improve our understanding of how
initial expectations (e.g. reputation) influence subsequent development and dynamics of trust.
Recently, we have started to explore the behavior of large networks where “agents” are IBL
models [KG2013]. In the year to come, we plan to investigate more broadly how the
dynamics of trust play out in large scale networks. As a starting point, we will replace the
simple opponent strategies that were the basis of our controlled experiments in Y4 with IBL
agents and we will over time build up the scenario from theme 2 below. The development
and validation of IBL models for the different task scenarios is led by CMU.

2. Creating a networked market simulation formulated around an emergency response
situation as an experimental tool that picks up elements from our Y4 mission command
experiment:
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Expanding our simulations to hundreds or thousands of agents would create new insights into
the realism and scalability of our models and provide stronger predictions. Our planned
scenario for this experimental instrument is that of a network simulation inspired by market
(buyer/seller) forces. In order to align this task well with Army needs and benefits, we will
aim to transfer insights from our Y4 Army command experimentation (spearheaded by ARL
collaborator Marusich) and frame the market simulation and example tasks as an emergency
response scenario with several disaster relief agencies in the role of sellers and communities
in need of humanitarian aid in the role of buyers competing for scarce shared resources. User
models are the topic of our third overarching Y5 theme:

3. Utilizing User Models and study their interrelationship with our Trust models, as well as
their potential impact for adaptive user interface tools:
As depicted in Figure 7-8 and Figure 7-9, user models can reflect a wide variety of
information about a stakeholder, either assembled a-priori to represent a certain group of
users (e.g. roles in Army Command), or learned dynamically over time from user behavior
and direct or indirect measurements and cognitive evaluation. Specifically, we plan to learn
(and represent) aspects of users’ proficiency in their tasks, their SA Level, their potential for
experiencing information overload, and their inherent motivation.

User Modeling techniques will be developed at UCSB using hierarchical Bayesian Models,
topic modeling approaches, graphical models, and human category induction approaches
originally developed at PARC [BNJ2003][BL2006][OGBHS2009][GB2010]. SA Tech will
provide experimental mechanisms to assess and validate user information and their
relationship to SA and Trust. User models also capture initial expectations (biases, reference
points, status quo, past experience). CMU will use data sets previously collected [YSG2013]
and we will explore the effects of initial expectations and various representations in the IBL
models. We will also aim to improve the account of dynamics of trust according to strategies
of others. The best account so far for these dynamic adaptation effects are described in
[GBMD2013], relating to dynamic expectations and surprise, but more studies are necessary.

All researchers and collaborators will jointly define the simulation scenario and work towards
the integration of the various software modules to create dynamic decision-support tools that
adapt to user behavior and cognitive state (e.g. “when is what UI level needed? How much
information should be provided from network collaborators’ user models?”).

Validation Approach
Our validation plan includes experimentation on three levels:

I) Overarching experiments that are jointly designed by all researchers and collaborators
and discussed and refined in our weekly teleconferences. We refer to these as central
experiments (CE).

II) Validation experiments linking up to these central experiments, but existing more
clearly in the specific responsibility of one of the participating organizations (such as
for example control studies with human participants to validate certain aspects of
emerging cognitive models).

III) Experiments controlled separately by each participating institution to validate some of
their specific research results (such as a user study examining the usability of a
specific tool that was developed as a side-product of the achieved joint results).
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Our Y5 plan proposes three CEs and at least one class II experiment with the expectation that
several more class II and III experiments will evolve as soon as Y5 work and discussions get
started:

We have several proven experimental evaluation platforms in place that we will build upon: Our
Diner’s Dilemma simulation features a stable interactive decision-making interface that can be
readily deployed with online microtask services (MTurk). We will extend this simulation to
feature more than the currently two computer-controlled co-diners, and also link all potential
participants and computer agents in a simulated social network, in which their reputations will be
propagated (CE1). We also build upon existing experimental platforms for assessing Army
Mission Command simulations in both single-participant and collaborating pairwise participant
setups. Experiment HVT-2 (CE2) is planned as a follow-up study to our High-Value Target
Mission Command simulation, incorporating trust among participant pairs, modulating their a-
priori trust expectations. Finally, we are planning to create a new scenario and experimental
evaluation platform around a networked market simulation formulated around an emergency
response situation (CE3), in which participants and IBL agents will play the roles of networked
emergency response recipients and providers. Example tasks here include achieving close-to-
optimal resource planning and distribution (from the mission command perspective), as well as
obtaining the maximum amount of humanitarian aid (from the affected communities
perspective). We will control the roles and user models of the participating entities, their trust
behavior, and the structure and reliability of the communication channels.

Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs
To recap, we will specifically focus our research along three major themes:

1. Expanding our Trust Game scenarios to multi-player setups that reflect composite
network structures (e.g. social reputation, information flow, and communication
reliability).

2. Defining a market simulation formulated around an emergency response situation.

3. Utilizing User Models and study their interrelationship with our Trust models, as well as
their potential impact for adaptive user interface tools.

Due Research Milestones

Q1

Expand DD to N players: N-DD, CE1 (UCSB, SA Tech)
Replace simple diner strategies with IBL models in DD (CMU, UCSB)
Define reputation network (UCSB, CMU, SA Tech, ARL)Explore user
motivation via an attention study (UCSB)
First Impressions of Trust data analysis (CMU)
Lessons learned from Y4 High Value Target (HVT) experiment (ARL,
UCSB)

Q2

CE1: N-DD experimentation starts (UCSB, SA Tech, CMU)
First Impressions of Trust: Expanding IBL model mechanisms (CMU)
User Modeling: first experiments, model development, and assessments
(UCSB, SA Tech)
Plan for HVT-2 (CE2): trust between players – modulate trust
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Due Research Milestones

expectations (ARL, SA Tech, UCSB)
Network of cognitive agents (CMU, SA Tech, UCSB)

Q3
CE2: HVT-2 experiment starts (UCSB, ARL)
CE1: N-DD experiment <cont.> (UCSB, SA Tech, CMU)
Joint Publications (CMU, UCSB, SA Tech, ARL)

Q4
CE3 planning: Plan Emergency Response experiment (UCSB, ARL,
SA Tech, CMU)
Joint Publications (UCSB, SA Tech, CMU, ARL)

Funding
Funding for Task = T6
Thrust = Trust
Funding Type = 6.1
Year 5 Funding = $266,216

Funding by Institution and Center
Center Institution Funding Cost Share

INARC UCSB $102,493
IRC SAT $84,999
SCNARC CMU $78,724

Impact on Network Science
Cognitive models of trust are intrinsic components of any information network involving
humans. Our models will help understand data flow in composite information networks and will
help explain the initial formation and dynamics of human–human trust, human–system trust, and
human-information trust. Our models are informed and validated by network-oriented
experiments.

This research seeks to answer fundamental network science questions related to prediction and
utilization of Trust in composite information networks, for example: “what cognitive
mechanisms are involved in trust emergence during distributed decision making?”

As for the multi-genre aspects of our research, we investigate the linkage between factors
affecting trust, situation awareness, and decision-making among stakeholders/entities in the
composite information network. Our work on controlling trust in composite information
networks and our Y5 focus on the interplay of user models and trust is particularly multi-genre
oriented, aiming to reveal and enable control of semantic, social, and expert-driven influences.

Military Relevance
This work has direct relevance on the development of large-scale command and control systems.

Situation awareness and sense making activities in intelligence analysis require continuous
assessment of credibility and trustworthiness of information sources. It has the potential to lead
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to enhanced soldier effectiveness, allowing them to calibrate levels of trust across the composite
network. The experimentation on Army Mission Command simulations (“High Value Target”
experiment HVT-2) is directly aimed towards better understanding cognitive aspects of future
command capabilities.

This work also produces the underlying science potentially leading to computer-supported trust
control mechanisms:

 Cognitive Augmentations could enhance credibility and trust assessments (e.g., by
accelerating the accurate perception of others’ expertise/reputation).

 Cognitive Automation could improve/eliminate subtasks involved in credibility judgments
(e.g., by pre-computing expertise and credibility indicators).

 Cognitive support tools could influence users’ Trust perception in a composite network or
shield against malevolent attempts to do so.

This work is aligned with CTA efforts on experimentation and quality of information.

Transition Opportunities
The main transition opportunity lies in the information visualization and HCI techniques and
principles that have validated effects on social-cognitive trust formation. Further transition
opportunities lie in the potential adaptation of the derived cognitive models for decision-making
support. We are working towards tools for improved distributed decision making applying these
models and principles, such as trust-related UI elements for mission command tasks (cf. HVT-2
experiment above).

Tools and models are relevant to Army Technology Programs INSCOM (demonstration of Y3
work occurred in Nov. 2011) and the CERDEC CogNet program.

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
This work is a continuation of T2.2 from Y3 and T6 from Y4

This work makes heavy use of Y4 T6 results and is informed by Y3 T2.5, Y4 T1, and Y4 P2
results.

This work feeds into P2 and informs T1. It has synergy with and gets informed by models and
algorithms from T1.

Collaborator Marusich from ARL, a cognitive psychologist with a post-doctoral research focus
on network science, will continue to provide advice on the cognitive and network science aspects
of our models and, building on her experimental designs for this task’s Y4 experimentation,
contribute to scoping our new scenarios as Army-relevant operations. Collaborator O’Donovan
will help coordinate the emerging cognitive models of trust with the development of scalable
recommendations of credible information sources. Collaborator Adali is analyzing experimental
data from this task for model validation purposes and will contribute insights on network-
behavior-based indicators of trust in social and information networks, which are important
elements to be considered in our cognitive models.

Jonathan Bakdash will participate in data analysis and experiment design for the team-of-teams
studies.
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Lisa Scott will facilitate recruitment and experimentation with military participants for R3,
working with the Wounded Warriors program and other avenues of outreach to the military
community.

Key Contributors and Their Roles
T. Höllerer, UCSB (INARC):

Role: Principal researcher on UI design, development, and evaluation. Coordinator of central
(joint) experimentation. Coordinator with T1 and P2.

Approximate time commitment: 1 PI summer month plus 1 graduate student researcher

Expected research contribution: Prof. Höllerer will oversee, direct, and coordinate UCSB’s
portion of the research agenda, and will jointly administer and coordinate the collaboration effort
with CMU, SA Technologies, and ARL. Will advise graduate student researcher on the design
and implementation of novel trust-managing UIs and evaluation studies.

Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Höllerer will be participating in regular
teleconferences with other team members and attend PI meetings at the NS Facility.

Synergies and collaboration: Höllerer is participating as a collaborator in weekly telecons in P2.
In Y4 a close collaboration with ARL collaborator Laura Marusich was established.

C. Gonzalez, Carnegie-Mellon-University (SCNARC):

Role: Principal investigator on IBL/ACT-R cognitive models.

Approximate time commitment: 1 PI summer month plus 0.625FTE of a Postdoctoral researcher.

Expected research contribution: Prof. Gonzalez will design and run studies regarding evolution
of cooperation and long-term learning interactions in the trust game and diner’s dilemma games.
She will be extending Instance-Based Learning Theory (IBLT) to dynamic interactions among
networked multiple agents.

Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Gonzalez will be participating in teleconferences
with other team members and attend PI meetings at the NS Facility.

Synergies and collaboration: Gonzalez is also working on cognitive models for information
management in P2. Strong topical overlaps with ARL researcher Marusich.

D. Jones, SA Technologies (IRC):

Role: Principal Researcher coordinating the research and development at SA Tech

Approximate time commitment: 0.03 FTE.

Expected research contribution: Dr. Jones will provide technical guidance during the
development of the trust cognitive model and inputs to the user interfaces for conveying trust and
situation awareness.

Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Jones will be participating in teleconferences with
other team members. Travel to the NS Facility and other meetings will be limited by the low
amount of investigator time budgeted for this project.

Synergies and collaboration: Jones is also contributing experimental design and analysis to P2.

E. Onal, SA Technologies (IRC):
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Role: Researcher on situation awareness and trust assessment techniques, user model generation,
and user interface design for supporting cognitive models of trust.

Approximate time commitment: 0.192 FTE

Expected research contribution: Mr. Onal will perform research on developing cognitive models
of trust. These models will demonstrate the relationship trust in distributed networks and how
they impact decision-making. He will also develop a set of Credibility/Trust and SA scenarios
on which user studies can be experimented.

Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Onal will be participating regularly in
teleconferences with other team members. He will meet with other researchers for final study
design and execution. Travel to the NS Facility will be limited by the low amount of investigator
time budgeted for this project.
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8.1 Overview
The goal of the Y5 CNARC project is to understand and characterize the capabilities of complex
communications networks, such as those used for tactical operations, to accurately predict
behavior and configure networks for optimal information sharing and gathering. The objective
of such a network is to deliver the highest quality of information based on which decisions can
correctly be made to provide comprehensive situational awareness. Meeting this objective will
provide increased mission tempo and overall excellence in managing mission resources. Network
science must embody the vision of a network as an information source. In the CNARC we aim to
characterize and optimize network behavior to maximize the useful information delivered to its
users.

To develop a science to fundamentally characterize the volume of useful information that a
network can transfer to a set of users, we must consider the information needs of tactical
applications that share a network and cast the behavior of the network in light of these needs. As
the network delivers data to applications, the data is transformed into information. Different
applications require different types of sources and different network behavior in terms of data
delivery characteristics and security to distill useful information from the data received. The data
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delivery characteristics and security properties of the network may vary depending on the
location of the source of data. The goal of the network is to deliver the data required from which
the highest quality of information (QoI) may be derived from the perception of the application.

Recent counterinsurgency (COIN) operations have highlighted the importance of tactical
networks and placed increasing demands on their performance. COIN is an extremely complex
form of warfare that places significant burden on the people and technologies during operations.
It is an intelligence-driven endeavor and, unlike conventional warfare, relies on intelligence
flows that are more bottom-up than top-down. Intelligence is key to understanding the
operational environment and is tightly-coupled with operations: effective intelligence drives
operations, which in turn produces information that generates more intelligence. Moreover,
tactical communication networks do not exist in a vacuum: decision-making is affected as much
by human intelligence (obtained from the social network) and by open-source data (derived from
the information network), as by traditional imagery, signatures, and signals data extracted from
the communication network. Rapid, accurate decision making is highly impacted by the quality
of the information received by the decision maker.

The core research of the CNARC program supports the QoI and IPAN CCRIs and directly
addresses the important issues outlined above. The program also incorporates results from EDIN
in several places. The amount and quality of information received by decision makers is
addressed by characterizing and optimizing QoI, and transforming this metric into a network-
wide measure that includes a notion of capacity, OICC. Our research targets networks of the
sizes of typical military networks.

Military networks must often support multiple concurrent missions involving intelligence or data
gathering. It is essential to effectively allocate resources in a distributed way. The research
described here examines several methods and models for sharing resources given the presence
and interactions of multiple genres of network. Resources being allocated include more than
network capacity. They also include processing on end nodes and within the network to help
extract information. These assignments must consider the tight constraints on end devices.

A number of DoD programs provide transition opportunities for this work. The Joint Tactical
Radio System (JTRS) program contains a number of “waveforms” (WNW, SRW, GMR, etc.)
whose operational capacity and scaling is ill-understood. The DARPA Wireless after Next
(WNaN) system targets even higher scalability with multiple transceivers and dynamic spectrum
access. Industry has also shown interest in transitioning this work. For example, Harris Corp is
transitioning portions of the work on QoI.

8.2 Technical Approach
We will achieve our high-level objective by continuing the development of comprehensive
models capturing the behavior of QoI and OICC, the properties of tactical networks and
underlying social and information networks that impact them, and how these properties may be
leveraged. From these factors, we will develop algorithms and protocols to achieve optimal or
near-optimal QoI to assist in transferring information and extracting information from data
streams.

Thus, the CNARC will execute four tasks. Two support the QoI CCRI, one supports IPAN, and
one supports both QoI and IPAN. The tasks that support QoI are:
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C1: Realizing QoI in Tactical Communication Networks – Future tactical communications
networks will support cross-genre information delivery, where the network may deliver forensic
or real-time information relevant to the context under which decisions are being made with the
desired QoI. To maximize its information capacity, the communication network may need to
transform information, appropriately trading-off information quality to match available network
resources. In this task, we will: (a) develop modulated QoI functions that express trade-offs of
different information transformations while taking device capabilities into account, (b) consider
contextual attributes to drive QoI processing, and (c) develop QoI-enhancing delivery and
processing capabilities that can help tactical networks increase their information capacity
through careful resource usage. This work will be carried out with several ARL collaborators.

C2: Modeling Operational Information Content Capacity (OICC) and Factors that Impact OICC -
This task continues our development of the mathematical framework, operational information
content capacity (OICC) of a network, which quantifies the decision capability of military
tactical networks in a systematic fashion. OICC is a measure that takes quality-of-information
explicitly into account; thus, it is by definition content-aware. This framework provides useful
insights starting from simple network structures to networks with dynamic links leading to
achievable QoI/rate regions. This year, we will extend OICC in three areas: (a) networks with in-
network storage from both theoretical OICC formulation and asymptotic analysis; (b) energy-
limited networks; and (c) social networks.

The following task supports IPAN:

C4: Task-Oriented Networking - In a task-oriented network, multiple users desire to complete a
sequence of their own variable-sized tasks. For example, a task may involve querying a
neighbor about a certain image and can have transmission, reception, and image processing
phases. Resources must be allocated to these tasks to optimally exploit the communication,
information, and computation resources of the network. Optimality metrics must reflect the
amount that each task contributes to the larger mission in terms of the amount of information that
may be extracted to make a decision. Research will focus on distributed algorithms that
accommodate QoI, algorithms that operate specifically on information coverage, and on
algorithms that can make use of predictions of mobility and information needs to better meet QoI
requirements.

The following task supports QoI and IPAN:

C5: Characterizing and Controlling QoI-Energy Tradeoffs – In tactical networks, information
should be gathered, processed, and disseminated appropriately to fulfill QoI requirements and
mission goals while avoiding device battery depletion. In this task, we will characterize and
control the QoI-energy tradeoffs in light of information extraction needs. We will first develop
an understanding and model the energy dependencies across the information and communication
layers as well as the sensing mechanisms embedded in mobile devices. Second, based on this
understanding, we will design and implement energy-aware algorithms that will deliver
information across the tactical network with minimal energy impact, and energy-aware QoI
processing algorithms, while meeting QoI-aware information extraction and delivery
requirements.
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Technical Abstract
Future tactical communications networks will need to support cross-genre information delivery.
The network may need to deliver stored or real-time information (for situational or forensic
assessments) with the desired quality of information (QoI) and relevant to the context under
which decisions are being made. To maximize its information capacity, the communication
network may need to transform information, appropriately trading-off information quality to
match available network resources. These tradeoffs can be quite complex and can depend on the
decision context, the capabilities of network device hardware and software, and the quality of the
links that compose the network. A tactical communications network will have devices of widely
varying hardware and software capabilities, as well as links of heterogeneous qualities. These
can affect information quality measures (accuracy, timeliness, freshness, completeness, etc.) and
tradeoffs between them differently. In prior work, we explored generic QoI functions, which
provide idealized characterizations of these trade-offs, and started to characterize how processing
is affected by different devices. In this task, we will: (a) continue to develop modulated QoI
functions that, by adapting generic QoI functions, can express how these tradeoffs are affected by
device and software capabilities; (b) extend QoI functions and processing to consider more
contextual attributes such as completeness, and (c) develop QoI-enhancing delivery and
processing capabilities including offloading processing and using peer-to-peer collaboration, that
can help tactical networks increase their information capacity through careful resource usage.
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Research Issue/Technical Approach

Key research questions and initial hypotheses

Q1: How can QoI different processing paradigms overcome device limitations?

In APP-Y4, we developed QoI functions that express trade-offs between information quality and
associated data transformations (e.g., compression) in the context of single end devices. It is
important to use all resources (peer devices, network servers) available to realize required QoI.

Q1: How do contextual attributes and inferencing impact QoI processing?

In APP-Y4, we developed QoI functions that express trade-offs between information quality
mostly in terms of accuracy and timeliness. Questions remain about attributes such as
completeness which not only depend on the type of information, but its use. To determine
completeness one may leverage a priori information.

 H1: Using different processing techniques and hints from a priori knowledge, QoI may be
efficiently realized.

We postulate that by focusing QoI processing and information gathering based on a priori
knowledge (perhaps inferred) and using intelligent distributed processing, for example diversity
caching, required QoI may be realized even on limited devices.

Research Problem Background
Future communications networks will have mobile devices with impressive signal (audio, video,
images) generation capabilities. An emerging capability in these networks is cross-genre
information delivery, in which (semantic) information-processing algorithms trigger requests for
stored or real-time information to be delivered by the communications network with a desired
QoI. To achieve this in a way that maximizes its information capacity, the communication
network may need to transform information, appropriately trading-off information quality to
match available network resources. These trade-offs can be quite complex and can depend: (a)
on the decision context, (b) on the capabilities of devices within the network and (c) on the
reachability of those devices. A tactical communications network will have devices of widely
varying capabilities.

These requirements motivate two challenging research questions: Are there compact
representations of this trade-off space? Is it possible to enhance the delivered QoI through
techniques that manage available resources carefully? In prior work [EBJCL13] we studied QoI
functions, which are abstract representations that describe the trade-off between resource usage
and information quality. We also examined the impact of computational limitations on timeliness
and quality of image processing applications [JXPA13] as a first step towards understanding the
impact of device hardware and software capabilities on information quality. To date we have not
considered distributed processing paradigms to overcome these limitations. Also, we have not
incorporated a priori knowledge to drive QoI requirements.

To our knowledge, no work has really considered a comprehensive examination of trade-offs
involved in satisfying QoI requirements within a realistic communications network of
heterogeneous resource-limited devices. Several pieces of work have examined individual
aspects of the problem: energy-delay tradeoffs [RZ07, RPG10], communication/computation
tradeoffs [EJML09, BSPO03, SF05], and programmability of mobile devices [NKSI05].



However, in all of these cases, only one or two quality dimensions are considered, or very
application-specific assumptions are made in order to achieve the stated objective. Our goal is to
explicitly consider the impact on all dimensions of QoI.

Technical Approach
Our technical approach consists of three sub-tasks, as described below.

Modulated QoI Functions: In prior work, we have developed QoI functions, which are succinct
representations of the trade-off between information quality and data attributes or network
capabilities for a specific contextual task [BJCL13]. For example, a QoI function may express
how the accuracy of facial recognition varies as a function of image size or of distortion
introduced by a network.

In this sub-task, we will extend QoI functions for other information extraction algorithms.
Specifically we are exploring facial recognition and extracting information from video streams
(for example, speed and type of vehicles). An important note: in this task, we do not intend to
devise new audio and video information extraction algorithms; our goal is to characterize the
impact of these algorithms on QoI experimentally.

In our preliminary work, we explored processing times required to perform facial recognition on
Android phones and servers. We also started to characterize the impact of the resolution and
compression of photos on the accuracy of the facial recognition. We have drawn three
conclusions: (i) depending on the use of the figures, different processing may be performed; in
Figure 8-1 it is easy to see that using an Eigenface approach may allow a great reduction in data
size, but renders images useless for people to examine; (ii) facial recognition on an Android
device is much slower than on a server, as shown in Figure 8-2; (iii) by setting thresholds for
facial recognition, we can greatly improve timeliness at a cost in terms of accuracy.

Figure 8-1: Images with varying dimensions using eignefaces

We will continue to develop modulated QoI functions.
The same or similar QoI values may be achieved by
various software methods, requiring the transmission of
different amounts of data and varying amounts of
processing as shown in Figure 8-1 above. Most of these
information transformations require non-trivial resources
from the end devices. In addition, members of ARL
have started research on facial recognition using super-
resolution [HMYHP12] without QoI considerations. We
will work with ARL on applying QoI functions to this
approach as well.

Thus there are tradeoffs between the instantaneous QoI
of a single flow, overall instantaneous QoI of a network
Figure 8-2: Processing times for mobile
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devices and servers
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which depends on the amount of data transmitted to achieve a QoI, and the long-term QoI which
is also a function of energy consumed (i.e., device lifetime). We will feed these results to C5
(Energy-Aware QoI).

Contextual Attributes and a Priori Knowledge: In APP-Y5, we will consider completeness.
Our motivating example is determining the identity of all the people in a photo, perhaps taken
from a checkpoint or cataloguing residents in a village, under a time constraint. As shown in
Figure 8-2, performing recognition on a mobile device can be time consuming. For single
devices we will explore two methods for trading off completeness, timeliness and accuracy. We
will address cooperation of multiple devices in the next sub-task.

First, we will using a priori knowledge, for example, who are the most likely “wanted” people
coming across a checkpoint. These images may be pre-loaded into the mobile devices and
search locally first. In this way, the most important identifications can be made within the time
constraint. The completeness of the matching will depend heavily on the accuracy of the a priori
knowledge. We will work with Q2 on characterizing the impact of the quality of inferencing
algorithms and the completeness of the facial recognition.

Second, we will define closeness thresholds for declaring a facial match. Currently, the facial
recognition software searches the entire stored database and picks the closest match. By
terminating the search when a match is found, search time can be reduced at the risk of a false
positive. Thus, setting the threshold will impact completeness (a low threshold will allow us to
find matches with more people), accuracy (a low threshold may reduce accuracy) and timeliness.

Adapting and Enhancing QoI:
While QoI functions characterize
ways to trade-off information quality,
the actual achieved QoI is a function
of the resources available to the
communications network at a given
point in time. In many instances,
from the perspective of QoI trade-
offs these resources are fungible and
one resource can be used for another.
For example, if the processing time
required to perform compression or

some other operation on a video clip or

perform
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image is high, it may be possible to
a lower-level of compression and transmit a slightly larger video, in order to meet

ess requirements. In APP-Y4, we explored an instance of this tradeoff, between timeliness
uracy for content-based image retrieval. We found that for mobile devices, there exists a
pot in the trade-off space between image size and accuracy of image search (Figure 8-3).
ll explore these kinds of dynamic QoI adaptations that may be necessary in realistic
nication networks with heterogeneous devices.

enerally, it may be possible in some cases to instantaneously enhance the delivered QoI
shaling additional unused resources when necessary. In this sub-task, we will consider the
ng approaches to adapt and enhance QoI.

Figure 8-3: Sweet spot in tradeoff space
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Temporizing, Pre-fetching and Offloading: Especially with attributes like timeliness and
freshness, it may be possible to temporize the delivery of information by utilizing additional
resources like memory and processors. For example, depending on the QoI requirements, it may
be possible to initially send lower layers of a scalable video with high freshness, storing the
higher layers for transmission later. We will explore this. Similarly, prefetching is a general
technique by which timeliness can be improved. For example, to match a face in a video, a
handheld might need a database of several images. This entire database might be too big to fit in
the memory of the handheld, but relevant parts of it can be pre-fetched in order to speed up the
matching algorithm. We will explore possibilities such as prioritizing the images to be
prefetched, or use known social connections to prefetch images of relevant known faces. Such a
techniques can decrease the additional bandwidth needed for prefetching in order to improve not
timeliness, but with possibly minor penalties on the accuracy of the face recognition.

Offloading processing to other devices can help reduce the latency of many information
extraction algorithms without sacrificing (and indeed, possibly enhancing) the precision and
accuracy of these algorithms. In previous work [RSMPWG11], we have explored strategies for
offloading video recognition tasks such as face recognition, object and pose recognition, and
gesture recognition tasks to nearby computationally-capable devices or remote servers. In that
work, we have focused on improving makespan and throughput of processing, but not on
characterizing QoI tradeoffs. In this sub-task, we will characterize the QoI tradeoffs of
offloading for a variety of information extraction algorithms. We will also extend the work
described in the previous sub-task to use diversity caching so that peer devices may perform
parallel searches for facial recognition. This will be done in collaboration with Q2 and IRC.

Information-Aware Networking: In preliminary work, we have developed an understanding of
the trade-off between timeliness and distortion for video delivery, and in particular the impact of
routing and scheduling (communication layer artifacts) on this trade-off. Our key results were
that (a) treating I and P frames in a video flow differently can help retain the video quality but
with improved timeliness and (b) the loss of frames affects different video clips differently
(specifically, slow and fast motion video had different trade-offs) [PSKGL12] [FPKGL13].

While our preliminary work primarily considers end-to-end video flows without in-network
processing, one can extend the work to cases wherein video streams and images associated with
a specific scenario are fused to derive information. We plan to leverage work on fusion of
content from multiple cameras (e.g. [WWJWC03] [ZSYYV08]) to understand where and what
data streams should be fused together. This not only depends on the context (the scene under
discussion), but also the bandwidths and processing capabilities of the different nodes. These
dependencies lead to trade-offs between various QoI attributes (accuracy, timeliness, distortion
etc.) depending on where and what information is fused, and we will explore these.

To begin with we are looking at “how to identify commonalities between video clips /images?”
and filter the information to reduce the load on the network. By invoking such a de-duplication,
we reduce both the load on the network and the information overload on the operator. This could
also potentially allow more connections to fulfill their QoI objectives thereby increasing the
OICC of the network. To perform de-duplication, we need to identify images/videos with
redundant information. This is especially challenging since the orientations of the cameras
capturing the same scene could be different. We currently use the spatial and temporal
information associated with the image/video (when and where was it taken?) as well as some key
attributes (properties of edges in the image). Specifically, we will leverage algorithms designed
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by the vision community [L99, L04], towards comparing if the content in the two images/videos
are similar with high probability.

In an orthogonal task, we are also looking at
information transformation to reduce the load
on the network when the link qualities are
poor. For example, depending on the
available bandwidth, a video clip could be
transformed to an image. Similarly, a color
image could be transformed to a gray scale
version of itself, or completely removed. We
have done some preliminary experiments to
examine the impact of changing the “form” of
information. We establish a proxy in the
cloud, which first downloads a desired webpage, and converts images in the webpage to either
coarser grained images or to gray scale images. In Figure 8-4, we plot the average reduction in
latency on a mobile device operating over 3G, when color images are converted to grayscale.
These results demonstrate about a 3X reduction in delay with such a conversion (even with the
additional time required to provide the indirect connection through the proxy). We are
developing models that will characterize the maximum amount of data that can be transferred
given bandwidth/timeliness constraints. Given this amount, we will invoke the appropriate
transformation on the content. The degradation in content quality (e.g., converting a color image
to gray scale) will affect some applications more than others; for example, the color of a house,
which may be of importance, is no longer available. Depending on what the analyst is looking
for, this may or may not be acceptable. We will examine if new metrics can be developed to
quantify such loss of information.

Validation Approach
We will evaluate the QoI tradeoffs via simulation, experimentation, and by having results
reviewed by experts within ARL. We will leverage experimental efforts going on throughout
CTA, such as the evaluation of cooperative caching in hybrid networks as proposed in a
CNARC. We will also develop modules for the Medusa framework [RLPG12] for modulated
QoI functions and QoI-enhancing algorithms. We will use open source smart phones, such as
Android, configured in MANET and hybrid modes. The work on algorithms, offloading and the
interplay will first be evaluated via experimentation on a 40-node heterogeneous test-bed
network at USC and a 30 node heterogeneous test bed at UC Riverside. Targeted instrumentation
of Android implementations will be performed at PSU. From these experimental results we will
derive guidelines and a fundamental (mathematical where possible) characterization of
performance.

We are starting to migrate our QoI processing on Android phones to the WEL at ARL. We will
run experiments that use diversity caching along with QoI-aware processing in the WEL. This
will allow us to determine the impact of the network on this type of QoI-processing
enhancement.

Figure 8-4: Average Webpage Load times without
and with grayscale image conversion
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Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs

Due Research Milestones

Q1
Experimental results of QoI functions and information transformation on
single devices using completeness, timeliness and accuracy for
information extracted from images (PSU, UCR, USC)

Q2
Initial results on extraction of information from video feeds and required
QoI (PSU, UCR)

Q3
Experimental results extending Q1 results to multiple devices and
servers (PSU, USC)

Q3
Incorporating inferencing and diversity caching, in collaboration with
Task Q2 (USC, PSU)

Q4
QoI-aware processing for video streams, and the impact of de-
duplication (PSU, UCR)

Funding
Funding for Task = C1
Thrust = CNARC Core
Funding Type = 6.1
Year 5 Funding = $271,157
Funding by Institution and Center
Center Institution Funding Cost Share
CNARC PSU $76,784 $44,000
CNARC UCR $105,274
CNARC USC $89,099

Impact on Network Science
This task performs composite network research, developing cross genre methods for information
delivery. Specifically, modulated QoI functions and QoI enhancements effectively compose the
capabilities of the network with the information that is requested from the network, in order to
optimize the quality that is delivered for decision-making. Our task combines the information
(video and image processing) and communication network (link quality, path performance)
genres.

Military Relevance
A tactical military communication network must facilitate information flow in order to support
distributed decision making, and integrate with social and information networks. To address
these demands, we believe communication networks must, within the network, extract, process,
and deliver information, a Quality of Information (QoI)-aware networking approach that seeks to
model the network as an information source and directly supports the information needs of the
users.
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Transition Opportunities
The work on QoI functions is being transitioned to Harris Corporation through a contract with
PSU. This work focuses on extending QoI aware networking via QoI functions to Named Data
Networking (similar to content-based networking).

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
This work supports the QoI thrust. Within that thrust it specifically supports Q2 (Semantic
Information Delivery). QoI-aware processing has been integrated into the SID framework, and
demonstrated at the CTA boot camp. We are working with Q2 on using inferencing results as
well. The results from this task are being used in the symptotics work of C2 (OICC). Results
from this work will also be used by C5 (Energy Aware QoI). We will take measurements from
our processing experiments and feed them to C5.

This task is linked to the ARL/UK MoD-funded ITA program. We have worked with Dave
Braines of ITA on extending controlled English to reflect QoI requirements. This was
demonstrated at the CTA boot camp and will continue in APP-Y5.

This work is also linked to internal ARL projects. The first, led by T. Cook, has been
collaborating on this task since its inception. The ARL work is using the Medusa framework and
QoI functions from this work to develop QoI-aware applications, such as the Spot Reporter.

Key Contributors and Their Roles
R. Govindan, USC (CNARC):

Role: Govindan is the task lead.
Approximate time commitment: 0.7 summer month plus 1 graduate student.
Expected research contribution: Govindan will focus on devising methods to developed
modulated QoI functions, and techniques to use off-loading for enhancing QoI. He will be
responsible for coordinating with the sibling task on semantic information delivery.
Synergies and collaboration: Govindan will collaborate with La Porta on QoI functions and
Krishnamurthy on offloading and information-aware networking.

T. La Porta, PSU (CNARC):

Role: La Porta is a PI.
Approximate time commitment: 1 graduate student, ½ month summer month.
Expected research contribution: La Porta will focus on QoI functions and contextual metrics,
and will work with INARC and IRC on diversity caching.
Synergies and collaboration: La Porta will collaborate with Govindan on modulated QoI
functions and Krishnamurthy on offloading and information-aware networking.

S.Krishnamurthy (CNARC):

Role: Krishnamurthy will focus on adapting and enhancing the QoI delivered by jointly
considering the communication and information layers.
Approximate time commitment: 1 summer month plus 1.5 graduate students.
Expected research contribution: Krishnamurthy will focus on (i) modeling the interactions
between the communications and application semantics and (ii) design and implementation of
information-aware networking algorithms. He will work on experimental validation of these
algorithms.
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Synergies and Collaboration: Krishnamurthy will work on both offloading and information-
aware networking with La Porta and Govindan.
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Technical Abstract
Task C2 continues development of the mathematical framework, operational information
content capacity (OICC) of a network, which quantifies the decision capability of military
tactical networks in a systematic fashion. OICC differs from traditional network performance
metrics such as maximum reliable communication rate, delay and QoS. These traditional metrics
are agnostic to the information that flows over the networks. By contrast, OICC is a measure that
takes quality-of-information explicitly into account and thus is by definition content-aware.

To date, we have established the operational capacity metric through a mathematical framework
that seeks to optimize quality-of-information (QoI) by maximizing the end-to-end goodness
measure of the network. This framework provided useful insights starting from simple network
structures to networks with dynamic links leading to achievable QoI/rate regions. This year we
will build upon these insights and further explore contemporary networks with emerging
capabilities. We plan to extend the OICC framework as well as the symptotics framework that
seeks to deliver scaling behavior of networks with realistic size and parameters in three
directions. We will (i) consider networks of nodes that have the capability of storing data and
quantify the improvement that QoI-aware in-network storage brings in to OICC and symptotics;
(ii) study the impact of energy-awareness of the nodes for improving the amount of data
delivered to end nodes at the desired QoI; and (iii) utilize the fact that the communication
network operates over a network of social connections to improve the OICC and the symptotic
behavior of this composite network.

Research Issue/Technical Approach
The main goal of tactical networks is to enable sound decisions based on the information
gathered and processed through the network from inputs such as observations, situational
awareness and sensory data. As such, performance metrics for tactical networks should go
beyond those considered for conventional communication networks, and be inclusive and
cognizant of the quality of information collected from sources, flowing through and processed by
the network. The present task undertakes to identify the correct performance metric under which
tactical networks need to be evaluated, and consequently, on optimization problems on the
defined metrics with the outcome of network design insights relevant for tactical decision
making. Building on success in defining end-to-end quality-of information based network-wide
performance metrics; this year, we undertake the following research questions.

Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses

Q1: How do we define and evaluate the relevant performance metric for composite networks
when a certain quality-of-information is required at the end nodes in order to make reliable
decisions?

Sound decisions at the end points can be made with information obtained with a desired quality.
This composite metric can be a combination of attributes such as accuracy, freshness/age,
distortion (e.g. for images), credibility etc. depending on the situation at hand. On the other hand,
the network that is responsible to deliver this information, depending on its capabilities and its
very nature has a certain capacity, i.e., its OICC, to provide the required quality for the
information provided to these end points. For example: the network may possess the capability
of storing some data within the network at critical points, which then can be disseminated over
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the network more efficiently by utilizing the social connections between the nodes. That is, such
a composite and capable network can deliver more information at the desired quality by cleverly
routing data in accordance with the resources available to a node, whether they be physical
resources such as data buffers and energy storage at the devices, or capabilities such as in
network processing, or operating over a network of social connections. In this task, we shall
identify the operational information content capacity of networks of communication devices that
have advanced capabilities such as in network storage and energy-awareness, as well as those
networks of devices that can operate utilizing social connections for improved OICC.

Q2: How do we identify the factors that impact this metric the most in realistic size networks?

The symptotics framework aims to identify how realistic size networks scale with respect to
network parameters which we shall continue to build upon. Specifically, it is of interest to
determine the realistic scaling of networks with advanced capabilities as referenced above. The
focus here will be on networks of nodes with in-network storage capability, and composite social
networks of communicating wireless nodes. Additionally, it is of interest to identify which
network design elements are most critical to satisfy (or conversely lack thereof is most critical
for failing to satisfy) the delivered QoI requirements at the decision makers.

 H1: It is possible to improve the OICC and symptotic scalability of a network by utilizing
node data storage capabilities, introducing energy-awareness and making use of social
connections.

We will consider a network of advanced capabilities and of composite nature. In particular, we
will leverage the in-network storage capability of the nodes in improving the amount of
information that the network can deliver with the required QoI. Additionally, we will consider
energy aware operation of the network once again demonstrating that taking the energy
consumption of the nodes can lead to improved OICC. Finally, we will leverage social
connections and identify QoI-aware network design principles when the communication network
operates over a social network.

Research Problem Background
Tactical networks carry and process information by and/or related to humans, devices, situations
and nature. The quality of this information representing attributes such as credibility, precision,
accuracy and freshness ought to have significant impact in designing tactical networks with
robust decision capabilities. Traditionally, communication networks over which this information
is transferred have been evaluated with performance metrics that are agnostic to these attributes.
The ultimate performance limit is based on the notion of channel capacity which is defined as the
maximum communication (bit) rate that a channel can transmit reliably [S1948]. This metric was
and its variants addressing performance with respect to error rate and delay have become the
standards by which networks are evaluated and designed. In contrast, we propose to evaluate
tactical networks by means of a performance measure that explicitly depends on the quality of
the information delivered by the network. This metric, termed the operational information
content capacity (OICC), is the measure of the true and attainable capability of a tactical network
with respect to its function that is to equip its users with the best possible information in order to
make tactical decisions. OICC explicitly considers the content and the quality of the information
transfer [BCGKLMY2011, JYLGPR2011].
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In the past years, we have made progress in formulating the OICC. In particular, in Year 4, we
have converged on a framework that defines OICC as the maximum amount of information that
the network can deliver at the desired quality-of-information at the end nodes [CMYPLGB13].
This framework is general in that it takes into account the initial QoI of the information
generated at the sources of the information and ensures an operation over the network that ends
up delivering the information with a QoI level required by the end decision maker(s). The
formulation has studied in a variety of network structures/conditions and QoI functions leading
to design insights on node operation at the lower layers—see [CYGP2011, CY2011, CY2012,
BBGLPR2012, CMYPLGB13]. We have also made progress in QoI-aware network operation
by way of quantifying the trade-off improvement of QoI at the sources by accumulating
observations versus the delay incurred in delivering the information to the end decision maker
[CYN13].

Additionally, in Year 4, we have extended the symptotics framework [RSL12] in several new
directions. (i) We have derived symptotic models for a topology in which the area is divided into
equal-sized “cells”, and nodes are distributed randomly within a cell with at least one node per
cell. We have derived models for both unicast and flooding traffic. Our analysis has uncovered
several insights: (a) while the scalability decreases with density for unicast, it initially increases
and then appears to converge to a fixed value in case of flooding; (b) the scalability for unicast
for unicast the regular degree-4 grid outperforms the randomized 4-grid, but for flooding,
somewhat surprisingly, the randomized 4-grid slightly outperforms unicast [RCSUL13].

(ii) We have derived symptotic models for unicast and flooding under the “repeated traversal”
tactical mobility model in cooperation with task E4. In particular, we have analyzed the
scalability when the leading and following groups are line networks, such as in a convoy. The
model captures protocol and bottleneck effects. We have shown that scalability is severely
impacted by such mobility patterns, nearly 1-2 orders of magnitude depending upon the network
bandwidth [RCSUL13, CRL13]. (iii) We have extended the symptotics framework to capture the
tradeoff space between scalability and application QoI (e.g., accuracy and timeliness) in
collaboration with C1. A key part of the enhancement is an application-specific QoI-to-Rate
function. We have extracted this function empirically for two applications, namely Optical
Character Recognition (OCR) and Face Recognition (FR). Using these we have computed the
symptotic scalability of a degree-4 grid network for both unicast and anycast scenarios. We have
observed that (a) there exists significant non-linearity in accuracy vs. image scale that influences
scalability; (b) while accuracy impact on scalability is higher at lower accuracies, timeliness
impact is roughly the same in the range studied; and (c) unicast scalability is 10x that of anycast
scalability for FR.

Technical Approach
As alluded to earlier, the goal this year will be to include advanced network layer and above
capabilities towards improving the OICC and scalability of composite network. The research
tasks we propose to undertake are briefly described as follows.

1-OICC with in-network storage:

A goal of this year is to consider the stochastic variations that can occur during the transfer of the
information and evading these (or exploiting them) by way of in-network storage. Under this
scenario, we ask how to maximize the OICC by most effectively designing the network.
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We posit that the operational information content capacity of a network can improve
significantly by in network storage in the presence of time varying link capacities, which is
typically the case with wireless links. The benefits to the network come from being able to
deliver improved amount of information to the end decision makers while staying within the
required delivery delay. A very simple example to demonstrate this idea is a line network, where
simple buffering capability at the intermediate nodes between a source and the destination can be
used effectively to overcome the undesirable (faded) states of the wireless channel, and improve
the amount of information delivered significantly, by controlling the buffer size (or equivalently
the queuing delay that can be incurred) at each node. In doing so, the OICC framework will point
us to various design trade-offs including the timeliness of the information delivered, and the
queuing delay incurred by in-network storage. We will work with Q3 on this sub-task.

During year 5 we plan to not only model and analyze OICC in the presence of in-network
storage capability, but also to optimize the placement of in network storage while taking into
consideration quality of information requirements, aiming to maximize OICC. We plan to
analyze instantiations of the problem when the future link capacity variations are both known in
advance, e.g. when using satellite links at pre-specified times, or they can be predicted based on
previous data, e.g. in the presence of slow fading channels.

2-Symptotics with in-network storage

The fact that a network can buffer packets and wait for an opportune moment to send the packets
is envisioned to improve the scalability, which we shall pursue to analyze this year. In particular,
we will consider the following problem: given finite in-network storage and buffering
capabilities, how many nodes a network can scale subject to satisfying rate and delay
requirements?

Borrowing from Task E3 (EDIN) on temporal graphs, we shall consider snapshots (temporal
graphlets) in time and perform symptotic analysis of each snapshot to find the optimum time. We
shall begin by considering different models of link rate change both in time and across the
network, and consider topologies such as line and degree-4 grid. As before, our analysis will be
conducted with a model for network-layer and MAC-layer protocols and consideration of
bottlenecks. We will compare the symptotic scalability of a network with no in-network storage
and finite buffering with a fixed input load L (per node), with the scalability for the scenario
where the time average load is equal to L.

We expect this research to lead to the more challenging problem of symptotic analysis of two
key capabilities that the ability to store packets within the network provides: non-
contemporaneous communications, that is, ability to communicate over a path that exists only
over time, sometimes known as “DTN”; and content-based networking where the basic primitive
is the data the user is interested in rather than the device address.

3-OICC Improvement with energy-aware networking

The goal here is to consider energy-aware node operation towards improving the OICC of the
network, specifically in conjunction with in-network storage capabilities. We posit that taking
into account the energy availability at the nodes, particularly in a network of heterogeneous
devices with various capabilities and ensuing energy expenditure profiles, will lead to
improvement of the amount of information delivered to the end decision makers at the desired
QoI level. Parallel to the example in 1), we can imagine a line network where intermediate nodes
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with various energy availabilities may be bypassed if needed, or may choose to utilize in-
network storage if they have the possibility saving energy at the expense of delay. We will
provide results to C5.

4-Communication networks operating over Social Networks

Command-and-control in the military, for instance, at the battalion level (300-1000 soldiers) is a
“dynamic work situation” in that members of the team must dynamically seek information from
other members and sources and integrate the information with their own knowledge to create and
execute plans [SP00]. Additionally, these activities must be achieved under time constraints
[SP00]. While there has been some work on information propagation and its structure in social
networks (e.g. [CMG09], [KKW08]) , there has been no consideration, to our knowledge, of the
ability of a network to sustain the information exchange required, or the scalability of a network
given a requirement for information exchange. This direction is aimed to tackle this challenge.

4.1-Social Connections and Impact on OICC

We shall consider the effects of social connections on OICC. Given a social connectivity graph,
once can surmise overcoming or minimizing QoI outages leveraging a social connection. For
instance, credibility may be greatly improved by a given social route even if that is not the best
choice from a pure communication point of view, e.g. delay or traffic congestion. This will lead
to new examples where network design and operation differ from that of the traditional
communication network design when a required quality of the information delivered in a
composite social-communication network is needed.

4.2-Scalability of Information Flow in Social Networks

We propose to apply elements of our symptotic model to information dissemination in social
networks. That is, given a social collaboration network where each actor generates a certain
amount of information that has certain scope, and given a model of resource constraints, which
actors are bottlenecks and what is the maximum amount of information that can be handled?
Conversely, given a certain information load, what is the maximum size collaboration network
that can be supported without information loss? We observe that the basic elements of our
framework such as the contention factor, the transit factor and heterogeneous message types are
genre-agnostic. We shall re-derive these expressions for a model of social networks, which will
leverage the synthetic models developed as part of the E2 task (based in part on NS-CTA and
C&N CTA data sets).

5-Further extensions of the Scalability Framework

5.1-Analysis of QoI impact

In Y4, we performed preliminary work on the problem of data exfiltration from a visual sensor
network using methods developed as part of the Mediascope project from Q2 and used that data
from C1 to model the offered load to a system based on QoI requirements. In that work we
considered accuracy and timeliness as QoI parameters for race recognition and optical character
recognition. We shall expand our applications in concert with advances in C1 and consider
additional QoI metrics which impact network load.

5.2-Analysis of other scenarios

We shall analyze new network scenarios (a scenario is a triple of <topology, traffic, protocols>),
with an emphasis on military-relevant scenarios. Some scenarios that we shall tackle include
Multi-Channel Multi-Radio (MC-MR) as in the DARPA Wireless Network after Next (WNaN),
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“relaxed” line networks where a node may be connected to 2- or 3-hop away nodes as well, and
“almost cliques” where a node is connected to almost but not all other nodes. The latter two are
important because military networks are rarely purely line or purely cliques. Building upon our
analysis of the “repeated traversal” mobility pattern, we shall also seek to analyze other mobility
patterns such as “bounding overwatch.”

Validation Approach
The OICC framework will be evaluated via analysis and simulation to obtain numerical results
for a few military applications, for example images and streamed video. Our results will be
reviewed by ARL personnel to determine if the results match intuition and experience. We will
also determine the sensitivity of OICC to parameter changes, to determine if the scaling analysis
is accurate. A key effort will be to continue to develop a set of simulation models in ns-3 for
validation of the analysis at the NS-CTA facility software test bed.

Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs

Due Research Milestones

Q1
Symptotics model of new network scenarios of military relevance (BBN, PSU)

Technical report on in-network storage with OICC (PSU, USC)

Q2

Model for characterizing the scalability with storage/buffer (BBN, PSU)

OICC with energy-aware network operation and in-network storage (PSU,
USC)

Q3

Symptotics model for information dissemination in social networks (BBN,
PSU)

Paper on in-network storage & energy-aware OICC(PSU, USC)

Q4
Paper(s) on symptotic extensions including to social networks (BBN, PSU)

Technical report and /or paper on OICC extensions (USC)

Funding
Funding for Task = C2
Thrust = CNARC Core
Funding Type = 6.1
Year 5 Funding = $389,985
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Funding by Institution and Center
Center Institution Funding Cost Share
CNARC BBN $109,600
CNARC PSU $177,221 $44,000
CNARC USC $103,164 $11,000

Impact on Network Science
The network science community to date has examined capacities in more traditional ways; here
we focus on the operational capacity which quantifies useful information with desired quality.
Likewise, the network science community has often focused on asymptotic scaling; here we
target realistic scaling. These two characteristics of our work make it unique in network science.

Military Relevance/Impact on Network Science
The amount and quality of information received by decision makers directly impacts the
responsiveness and effectiveness of military forces. This task directly characterizes the optimal
trade-off and the amount of information carried over a network, and provides the fundamental
understanding to lead to methods of suitable network controls.

The study of symptotic scaling directly targets networks of the sizes of typical military networks
and answers relevant questions like which network parameters, e.g., topology, mobility, offered
traffic, MAC and network layer protocols, most influence the scalability of the network. Change
impact analysis will help military decision makers in technology enhancement investments.

Transition Opportunities
A subset of models derived under this task has been transitioned to be part of the
Communications Performance Assessment Toolkit (COMPAT), and demonstrated JPEO staff.
Further, symptotics was leveraged by a member of the BBN staff serving on the Air Force
Scientific Advisory Board (AF SAB) study panel for Airborne Networking and Communications
in Contested Environments (ANCCE). The study is part of a final report to motivate ANCCE
recommendations for mid-to-far term technology development.

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
This proposed task is a continuation of the task C2 with the same name from the previous year
with the same team of researchers who have already established collaborations. Building upon
our initial findings, this year we extend our OICC framework to include advanced network
capabilities and social networks. The task is connected to several tasks in the core CNARC
program. It is connected C1 by way of utilizing the data from this task for modeling, and to C5
through energy-aware QoI delivery in networks and the OICC in this set up.

The task is also intimately connected to the QoI thrust (and the tasks therein), defining the
fundamental network performance metrics when QoI is of premium as in tactical networks with
the goal of high quality decision making. Specifically, this task is connected to Q3: QoI-Aware
In-network Storage, by bringing in-network storage capability to OICC and symptotics analysis.

This task also is related to Q1:Semantic Information Theory, in that the fundamental theory to be
developed there for the information representation and communication rates including semantics
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can be brought into the OICC framework and replace the reliable communication rates (sans
semantics) that we now use in our network optimization problems. However, this is likely a few
years away yet.

This task is also connected to E3: Time-varying Graphs, in particular on methods to smash graph
snapshots to study properties.

Finally, C2 is connected to task I1 of INARC which seeks to advance exploitation of information
and social networks. In particular, the connection is on the operational design principles of
networks that combine devices and sources from a social network.

Key Contributors and Their Roles
A. Yener, PSU (CNARC):

Role: Task leader; principal researcher formulating the OICC with advanced in-network
capabilities, social routing and energy awareness.
Approximate time commitment: 1 month, 1 graduate student.
Expected research contribution: Yener will principally formulate the OICC regions for network
primitives when the network nodes run on limited energy resources (that can perhaps be
renewable sources). The goal is to improve the amount of information delivered with a required
QoI by operating the network by paying specific attention to energy budgets, and including
utilization of in-network information storage. She will also work on the impact of social
connections on OICC.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Yener has had many visits at the NS CTA facility in
the past two years (previously, she had spent the preponderance of her time in fall 11). She plans
to visit the facility as often as needed for the collaborative activities (in particular on Q1 and on
C2) in the upcoming year.
Synergies and collaboration: Yener will be collaborating with all PIs in this task as needed and
with those in the QoI task. She will collaborate with Abdelzaher of INARC on OICC of
composite networks.

K. Psounis, USC (CNARC):

Role: Principal researcher formulating OICC with in-network storage, and on how social aspects
affect those results.
Approximate time commitment: 1 month, 1 graduate student
Expected research contribution: Psounis will work on including in-network storage in OICC and
take into consideration social aspects to produce social-aware OICC region.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Psounis has tentative plans to spend a couple of
weeks in the NS facility during the Spring semester. He will send 1 graduate student in the
facility for one week.
Synergies and collaboration: Psounis will collaborate with all PIs on their thrusts, and with
Govindan on QoI. He also will bring in mobility aspects from his other tasks.

T.F. La Porta, Penn State (CNARC):

Role: Principal researcher in symptotic scaling.
Approximate time commitment: 0.5 month, 0.5 post-doc.
Expected research contribution: La Porta will work on incorporating mobility into the
symptotics framework and on evaluation of symptotics. He will also work on symptotics of in-
network storage.
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Synergies and collaboration: La Porta will be collaborating with Ramanathan in understanding
of how networks scale in the symptotic sense. He also collaborates with researchers in other
tasks in the QoI and EDIN trusts.

R. Ramanathan, BBN (CNARC):

Role: Principal researcher on the symptotics framework, symptotics of social network
information flow, and symptotics with in-network storage.
Approximate time commitment: 2 months.
Expected research contribution: Ramanathan will develop models incorporating in-network
storage and social networks into the symptotics framework.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Ramanathan is located on the BBN campus, and will
visit the center frequently.
Synergies and collaboration: Ramanathan will collaborate with all PIs on their thrusts, and with
Govindan on QoI, as well as researchers in SCNARC. He also collaborates with researchers on
EDIN tasks which he will leverage here.
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Technical Abstract
The goal of Task C4 is to develop resource allocation algorithms to support tasks running over a
tactical network. The algorithms should optimize information gathering and decision making.
Tactical networks have limited resources. These resources must be used efficiently by
leveraging the specific requirements of the tasks being performed. For example, tasks that pull
information out of the network should use characteristics of this information, as well as its
popularity and location. The duration of time required for each task may be different and may
depend on the decisions that are made. Further, parallel tasks do not necessarily have
synchronized start and stop times. We seek to develop algorithms that are distributed,
asynchronous, diversity-aware, cache-aware, and quality-aware. Mathematical techniques of
Lyapunov optimization and Markov decision modeling are important in this work. Existing
Lyapunov optimization methods provide a low-complexity framework for optimizing
(synchronous) decisions about network routing, flow control, and energy optimization. These
need to be extended to address more sophisticated scenarios. Markov decision theory allows the
formulation of more involved problems, but provides solutions that are severely limited by a
complexity explosion when the network is large (called the curse of dimensionality). We seek to
combine and extend existing techniques to address these more sophisticated scenarios.

Research Issue/Technical Approach

Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses
The key research questions, background, and proposed approaches are discussed below.
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Q1: Can we make distributed decisions in a multi-objective setting?

Initial observations: Our recent technical report [N13] establishes a theory of distributed
optimality that holds for common objective functions and more general settings. It shows that
correlated scheduling is often necessary.

Q2: How does the usefulness of the lifetime of data impact the ability to cover information
space?

Initial observations: In our preliminary work we examined resource allocation to maximize
coverage of an information space. This work must be extended to accommodate information that
is only useful for a limited time.

H1: Predictions can be added into the optimal scheduling decisions to improve performance
by both leading to better decisions and lower overhead.

We addressed this problem in a simplified setting in the previous APP. Our newest results lead
us to believe we can now solve problems even more complex than previously proposed. This is
made possible by a technique that utilizes Lyapunov optimization over frames, based on a
Markov-based state at the beginning of the frame. We believe investigation of this problem can
have significant rewards based on our ongoing work on distributed low-overhead realizations of
optimal scheduling algorithms.

Research Problem Background
In the previous APP we made progress in four directions.

Data Selection with Cost Constraints for Maximum Coverage: In deployments of wireless
sensor networks where the primary goal is to collect and deliver data from many nodes to a data
sink, limited resources, such as battery life, must be considered, together with extended quality
of information metrics that reflect network coverage. In our work, we develop the notion of an
information space that considers the content of generated data to make intelligent data and node
selection decisions [RCLLDH13]. We formally present the problem of maximizing coverage
over this information space while restricting individual node costs to remain within a given
budget and provide an algorithm that provides the optimal solution. We also use Lyapunov
optimization techniques to solve the related problem of finding the optimal long-term average
coverage subject to average cost constraints. For real world implementations, we also provide
computationally feasible approximation algorithms of both problems, including a novel
technique that uses virtual queues in a greedy approximation algorithm.

Maximizing information quality via dynamic format selection: Consider a system of multiple
sensors that report information to a fusion center. The format used for this reporting affects
network quality, but also affects the amount of bits that need to be transmitted. We initiated this
work two years ago for the case of a single sensor [UCYN11]. We recently extended to the
multiple sensor scenario [CYN13] where tradeoffs between quality and delay were considered
via an approximation of dynamic programming. We also considered a more complex multi-hop
network scenario with dynamic format selection, where an algorithm was developed to get
arbitrarily close to time average quality optimality via the low-complexity Lyapunov
optimization technique [SN12]. While the Lyapunov optimization method does not provide
delay optimality, the work in [SN12] develops a novel “separable quadratic” enhancement that
reduces delay in comparison to the conventional Lyapunov methods.
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Cache-aware wireless peering and video streaming: Network utility maximization
traditionally treats cases where data is located in one particular source. This does not leverage
file popularity. In [N-TMC] we used Lyapunov optimization to develop the first cache-aware
network utility maximization algorithm. This supports wireless peer-to-peer scheduling. In
recent extensions of this work, we developed cache-aware algorithms for the specific network
task of wireless video streaming [BCN12] [BCN13]. The video streaming involves dynamic
format selection that affects a human perception quality metric as well as the bit-length of video
frames (see Figure 8-5). We are currently working on an implementation over android smart
phones.

Figure 8-5. The bit and distortion values for successive video frames at one user as a function of compression
format. Bit values are recorded differentially while distortion is reported cumulatively.

Asynchronous scheduling for Markov-driven tasks: Our recent paper [N12] initiates the study
of asynchronous scheduling for Markov-based tasks with variable (and control dependent) sizes.
An example is a network of smart devices that have both processing chips and wireless
communication chips that operate asynchronously over different time scales. We showed that if
the devices are coupled by only time average constraints, the curse of dimensionality can be
avoided. A related paper [UN12] that treats a specific task of cognitive cooperation in a small
network with many Markov states develops a different (and online) technique that provides
optimality with low complexity.

Technical Approach
We will execute three sub-tasks this year.

Distributed scheduling and game-based decisions: Our prior work on distributed format
selection for multiple devices reporting to a fusion center assumes that the objective function is
separable over all devices. However, many objective functions are not separable. A simple and
practical example is when two sensors provide redundant reports, while the fusion center only
requires one. This can be extended to many types of information sources (stored images,
documents). The difficulty is that neither sensor knows what the other is doing, so some degree
of redundancy may be required for distributed optimality. There was no previous theory of
optimality in these distributed settings. Our recent technical report [N13] establishes a theory of
distributed optimality that holds for these problems as well as for more general settings. It shows
that correlated scheduling is often necessary. Specifically, devices must utilize a source of
common randomness to make distributed decisions that optimally complement each other.
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This initial work assumes there is a common objective function that all devices try to
(distributively) optimize. This sets the stage to address distributed decision making in a multi-
objective context. Notions of game theory and generalized Nash equilibrium and correlated
equilibrium are relevant here. Key questions for the next year are:

1) What messaging and/or sources of common randomness should be used in stochastic
problems with multiple objectives?

2) Can optimality be achieved while providing game theoretic notions of equilibrium?

3) Can Lyapunov optimization be used to achieve optimality subject to the required
equilibrium constraints?

4) How do QoI requirements impact the definition of redundancy and the ability to make
decision in a distributed way?

Scheduling for Maximum Coverage Considering Limited Lifetime of Data Utility: The
work established to maximize coverage with cost constraints [RCLLDH13] focuses on
maximizing the coverage in individual time slots. This network model implicitly makes the
assumption that generated data is only useful in the time slot in which it is generated. In reality,
collected data may prove useful for a period of time that may not be known a priori. For
example, a picture taken of a certain location may contain information that is useful for only a
few seconds or possibly a few hours. This lifetime of usefulness will be determined at the time
the data is generated and will depend on the context of the situation.

In keeping with the goal of utilizing metadata along with network conditions to make the best
choices of data selection and transmission, taking this lifetime into consideration is necessary.
This will extend our problem to consider QoI metrics of both timeliness and freshness.
Therefore, we will extend the maximization problem to make decisions while considering the
lifetime of data’s usefulness. This extended formulation will have two immediate impacts on the
optimum choices made by the network controller. First, the data sink or network controller will
be storing data in a cache for the duration of time that it maintains utility. Having cached data
reduces the necessity of transmitting new data that covers the same portion of the information
space, thus reducing transmission and power costs and increasing network lifetimes. Second,
data generated in a time slot can be stored by a node and transmitted at a later time. This
situation might occur in the case where a node has useful data but currently has a low-quality
connection or possibly no connection at all. Data can be transmitted in future time slots if the
channel improves or a new path is found.

Once we have established the methodology of maximizing information space using data
lifetimes, we can investigate more intelligent sensing to make data collection as efficient as
possible as well. For example, setting the schedule of when and where a sensor takes readings
can be very useful in reducing redundant information. This extension should not only lead to
even more savings of network resources, but also allow the network to collect more diverse
information.

Naturally, extending the network model to incorporate another metric of metadata as well as
making more decisions about the actual data collection will create a solution that is more
computationally expensive. For that reason, we will also explore approximation algorithms,
including an analysis of upper and lower bounds on performance characteristics.
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Using Predictions to Improve Scheduling via low complexity Markov programming: Much
of the current research in mobile ad hoc networks make no assumptions since these networks are
constantly subject to change. However, in reality there are many instances in which future
network states can be predicted with some confidence. We believe that algorithms for MANETs,
including the Maximum Coverage algorithm (described above) and backpressure routing, for
example, can benefit by including predictions in their decision-making. This problem was
formulated in our previous APP, where we planned to develop the framework for utilizing
predictions in scheduling algorithms and evaluate these algorithms through simulation. In the
past year, we found the problem to be much more difficult than expected. However, in a recent
visit between USC and BBN, we made significant progress that suggests we can now solve
problems even more complex than previously proposed. This is made possible by a technique
that utilizes Lyapunov optimization over frames, based on a Markov-based state at the beginning
of the frame. Preliminary simulation results (not reported here) that use a simple 1-slot
prediction demonstrate remarkable delay improvements. We plan to complete the write-up of
this result as it applies to predictions and delay.

We also plan to unpack this result to address problems beyond network delay. One example we
will consider is the problem of improving prediction accuracy by adaptive sampling. Consider
the problem of sampling N sensors that are deployed to observe separate Markovian processes.
The system operates under an average sampling budget constraint and the goal is to maximize
the QoI (defined as the average prediction accuracy). Such problems falls within the general
class of Partially Observed Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs) and are known to be
computationally intractable. Preliminary results suggest we can overcome this challenge by using
the framework of Lyapunov optimization to construct approximately optimal control algorithms
that have polynomial complexity and are easy to implement. Our approach extends the traditional
Lyapunov optimization approach by using predictions to minimize a drift plus penalty metric
over a K slot look-ahead window. By increasing K, we can approach closer to the optimal
solution at the cost of a computational complexity that scales as O(2K).

Validation Approach
It is important to test the quality-aware algorithms previously developed on smart phone
testbeds. For this experimentation we have collaborated with other faculty at USC. We have
currently submitted a demo on dynamic cache-aware video streaming for presentation and
SIGCOMM, and have plans for more extensive future demonstrations. We will also continue to
work with BBN and ArtisTech to evaluate our algorithms in the BBN test facility.
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Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs

Due Research Milestones

Q1
Lyapunov optimization with predictions and low-complexity Markov
scheduling. (BBN, USC, PSU) (Paper)

Q2

Implementation of “pull-based” dynamic network video streaming with
congestion-aware quality adaptation over smart phones (Paper) (USC);

Maximum coverage with varying information lifetimes initial results (PSU,
BBN)

Q3
Game-based distributed stochastic decisions and Lyapunov optimization
(Paper)(USC)

Q4
Maximum coverage problem implementation in test facility (PSU, BBN)
(Paper)

Funding
Funding for Task = C4
Thrust = CNARC Core
Funding Type = 6.1
Year 5 Funding = $198,805

Funding by Institution and Center
Center Institution Funding Cost Share
CNARC BBN $54,981
CNARC PSU $53,500 $40,000
CNARC USC $90,324

Impact on Network Science
This work explicitly addresses both information networks and communication networks. By
examining information lifetime and information coverage, we define resource allocation
algorithms for networks that specifically account for information characteristics. We also
support underlying information networks by considering stored and cached information when
making resource allocation decisions.

Military Relevance
Military applications are often contingency-based, and are run over resource constrained
networks with high degrees of uncertainty. The algorithms we explore address these types of
applications and address uncertainty and dynamics in MANETs. Many contingencies are driven
by fusion (information) requirements or social structure (social networks). Our results will
characterize the algorithms in terms of theoretical limits and the ability to realize these gains in a
military setting considering multiple genres of networks.
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Transition Opportunities
Portions of this work are being placed in the NS-CTA test facility at BBN. While this task has
highly theoretical aspects, there is also a strong practical side to the research that addresses
realistic constraints in implementation. The structure and experimentation of our problem fits in
directly with ongoing QoI frameworks, such as Medusa and work on DTNs that have already
been transitioned to ARL or are being transitioned by BBN. This makes the algorithms in this
work easily transitionable to these same programs.

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
This work is linked to the OICC task (C2) in the core program of CNARC. Scheduling in
communication network is one way to improve capacity; QoI-aware scheduling will increase
OICC. This task is also linked to the QoI-aware caching task in the QoI thrust (Q3). This task
directly discusses increasing diversity, which is a common goal of data replication and caching
algorithms. We will work actively with IPAN researchers on the impact of information diversity
on information extraction. Finally, this task will be heavily involved with experimentation
aspects of the CTA.

Key Contributors and Their Roles
Michael J. Neely, USC, (CNARC)

Role: Task lead.
Approximate Time Commitment: 1 summer month, and 1 graduate student.
Expected research contribution: Neely will contribute by providing expertise in Lyapunov
optimization.
Synergies and Collaboration: PIs Neely has a strong history of collaboration with BBN, as do
PIs Neely and La Porta.

Thomas F. La Porta, PSU, (CNARC)

Role: PI
Approximate Time Commitment: 1 month of pay, 1 graduate student
Expected research contribution: La Porta will lead the research on distributed versions of these
algorithms and the information diversity.
Synergies and Collaboration: La Porta will collaborate with Neely and BBN on distributed
protocols. He will work with Leung on experimentation and on diversity-aware scheduling.

Ram Ramanathan, BBN (CNARC)

Role: PI
Approximate Time Commitment: One month
Expected research contribution: Ramanathan will collaborate with Neely on using predictions to
improve scheduling, with La Porta on the design and implementation of the maximum coverage
problem, and with Leung on developing experimental validation of the proposed techniques.
Synergies and Collaboration: Ramanathan will bring synergies from his work on C2 (OIOC) and
has a history of collaborating with La Porta, Leung and Hancock.
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Technical Abstract
Soldiers are likely to access information using hand-held devices with limited battery capacities.
In many cases, it may be difficult to recharge a depleted battery, which can profoundly affect
network operations; e.g., soldiers may lose connectivity and compromise the mission. Thus,
information should be gathered, processed and disseminated appropriately to fulfill QoI
requirements and mission goals while avoiding battery depletion. In Task C5, we will
characterize and control the QoI-energy tradeoffs. Specifically, we first seek to develop an
understanding and model the energy dependencies across the information and communication
layers as well as the sensing mechanisms embedded in mobile devices. Second, based on the
understanding, we will design and implement energy aware algorithms that will (a) deliver
information across the tactical network with minimal energy impact while meeting QoI
requirements, (b) provide a real-time assessment of which applications are energy thrifty and
which are not, for mobile devices in use; this capability will allow soldiers to utilize applications
appropriately with the knowledge of QoI-energy tradeoff, and (c) be adaptive; i.e., maximizing
performance when battery is rechargeable in the near future while trading off performance and/or
quality when energy is limited. The outcome of this task will impact ongoing efforts in QoI,
EDIN, and IPAN thrusts.

Research Issue/Technical Approach

Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses

Q1: What are the key reasons for energy depletion in hand-held devices? How can we model
the energy consumption relationships between applications and network?

The energy drainage of a hand-held device depends on several inter-dependent factors.
Applications process data, access wireless radio interfaces, and invoke sensors such as GPS. All
of these contribute to energy consumption. However, there are interdependencies between these
functions, user requirements and network conditions. For example, the hand-held device will
consume more energy to deliver content on a poor link as compared to a good link; similarly, the
way in which a user invokes an application will determine the energy consumed. Generic
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models are needed to capture these interdependencies and a framework needs to be developed for
analyzing and understanding the dependencies.

Q2: In tactical networks, how can one design energy-aware information dissemination
algorithms considering the QoI requirements?

The energy consumption of a hand-held device depends on the applications running on the
device (information layer), the network conditions at that time (communications patterns), and
the user specific way in which the application is utilized (social). Today’s algorithms and models
do not account for the interdependencies between the layers. Energy-aware algorithms should be
designed considering the joint effects of these factors and making tradeoffs based on the QoI
requirements.

H1: Appropriately designed information structures and network algorithms can facilitate
network longevity by minimizing battery drainage and satisfying the QoI requirements.

By designing algorithms that appropriately associate applications with network conditions and
user requirements, one can significantly reduce battery drainage. For example, if timeliness is not
a concern, one may delay transmissions of large volumes of data until the network conditions
improve. For such delay-tolerant applications, a trade-off between processor clock cycle and
network access time would yield substantial battery savings and could potentially increase the
longevity of the device. Different wireless interfaces can be used based on the QoI-energy
tradeoffs. Functions such as in-network storage and processing can be selectively invoked, both
in terms of the content stored or processed and the locations where they are stored/processed.
Such energy-aware approaches can prevent battery drainage and thus network disconnections
while satisfying the QoI requirements.

Research Problem Background
Energy consumption in wireless networks is well-researched. However, most prior approaches
either are application specific [DZ11, PHZ12, PJHM12] or application agnostic [ZS11, JSAC01,
AKKD01, NSC03]. The application specific studies focused on providing off-line understanding
of why applications cause battery drainage rather than providing real-time diagnostics of why a
user’s battery is draining fast. Furthermore, none of these approaches consider how a user
utilizes an application or the impact of network conditions on the application. On the other hand,
network algorithms for power savings have been application agnostic. They have focused on
either network functions (e.g., routing [JSAC01, ASSC02], scheduling) or hardware issues (e.g.
CPU speed) [ZS11]; they do not account for correlations between application behaviors, user
requirements and network characteristics, and they do not consider QoI requirements.

We have extensively worked on reducing energy consumption of mobile devices. We have
designed energy-aware caching algorithms [Cao02, YC04] in wireless networks, which tradeoff
performance for energy based on the residual energy. We have proposed energy-efficient
techniques [ZC05,ZC04] for smartphones to run streaming applications such as audio or video,
and have proposed techniques [ZCC11,ZXCZC10] to offload energy-extensive computations to
the cloud from smartphones.

In our work during the prior APP, we have identified the special characteristics of the 3G
wireless interface and examined their effects on power consumption [ZC13]. By carefully
reordering the computation sequence of the web browser, data transmissions can be done
preemptively and the wireless interface (e.g., 3G interface) can be shut down earlier to save
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energy. We have also investigated the power consumption of the Bluetooth interface in
smartphones, and designed techniques to save energy based on the QoI requirements
[HCKM13].

Technical Approach
Our technical approach consists of three sub-tasks: energy profiling of applications, energy-
aware networking and energy adaptation. Based on the energy profile, we design energy-aware
and QoI-aware algorithms to deliver information across the tactical network considering the
format of the content, the selection of the wireless interface, the location of the in-network
storage, etc. Also, the system should be energy adaptive; i.e., maximizing performance when
battery is rechargeable in the near future while trading off performance when energy is limited.

Energy profiling of applications: Some of the primary causes of battery drainage are LCD
display, network interfaces, processing (CPU), and sensing (GPS, accelerometer, etc.). Different
applications make use of these components differently in different contexts and thus, have
different energy consumptions. Our goal here is to (a) understand which of these impact the
battery the most and how and, (b) construct generic models that will allow the classification of
applications as energy heavy, energy moderate or energy thrifty. The issues here are the
following: (i) typically, a user's device is not running a single application; thus applying the
appropriate filters to tease out each application's energy profile is challenging and (ii) the
application's energy consumption is not independent of other network operations or the
deployment scenario. Forwarding data or executing a task for a fellow soldier can impact energy
consumption. We will consider these inherently heterogeneous factors to perform energy
profiling of applications running on different phone models such as iPhones or various Android
based phones.

One of our current efforts involves profiling energy consumption in several popular smartphones
due to collateral or overhead traffic generated by different applications [ZGM12]. The tools
developed in this preliminary study [ZGM12] will be useful in analyzing energy consumption
with other applications. Furthermore, we expect to use this study towards building models that
capture the relationships between application semantics and energy consumption.

Figure 8-6. Energy consumption with YouTube
depends both on the clip and network conditions Figure 8-7. Network Conditions affect energy

consumption of an app

In the past year of this project, we have undertaken an extensive measurement study wherein we
demonstrate that an application’s battery consumption is user centric. By user-centric we mean
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that the energy consumption depends on the application itself (information network), the
communication network being utilized and the user’s interactions with the application (in some
sense, the social layer). In other words, cross-genre interactions impact an application’s energy
consumption. For example, as shown in Figure 8-6 and Figure 8-7, YouTube’s energy
consumption depends on the clip itself and the network conditions (here weak or strong 3G/WiFi
signals) affect energy consumption of an app.

Based on the above observation, we hypothesize that a classification of energy hungry apps
should be performed based on an analysis of all of these factors locally on a user’s phone.
However, this analysis is difficult since multiple applications simultaneously run on a user’s
device. We have designed a greedy approach wherein we first filter out the most “energy
hungry” application and those time periods where this application was present. We then find the
next most “energy hungry” application and so on. Additional challenges that we addressed in our
approach were (a) how to sample the system for active applications without consuming too much
power and (b) how to evaluate our greedy approach versus ground truth. Towards addressing (a)
we designed an adaptive sampling approach. For (b) we conducted a user study, wherein we
captured traces of user behaviors in real life and replayed these on our indoor smartphone test
bed. Based on our approach, we have developed a tool which can be downloaded and executed
on users’ smartphones. The tool provides a sense of the user-centric energy hungry applications
[DSKCM13].

In the upcoming year of the project, we are looking into developing user-centric models that can
account for these cross-genre factors in quantifying the energy consumption of an app. While
there have been models for quantifying the energy consumption of apps (e.g., [ZTQWDMY10,
DZ11, MKC12]), they are either app specific or do not account for the factors alluded to above.
Our models will be based on developing finite state machines (FSMs) with Markovian behaviors
that cause an app to transition across the states of a machine. The FSMs will be calibrated based
on a user’s profile (e.g., how often the user enjoys good WiFi coverage, or whether he plays a
game at a novice or expert level) and will provide a quick and effective way of quantifying the
energy consumed by an app. In addition, we also will determine how either downgrading the
quality of apps (e.g., changing the image downloaded to a grayscale image, or awaiting for good
WiFi connection prior to transferring a large file) affects energy; specifically, we seek to
determine the trade-off between saving energy and other QoI metrics such as accuracy and/or
timeliness. CNARC task C1 will provide measurements to this task with respect to facial
recognition.

Energy aware networking for information delivery: Besides the application, the information
content transferred, and the manner in which it is transferred can influence energy consumption.
For example, delivery of video can improve the information quality at a receiver but can impact
the energy of "all the devices" between the source and the destination; if instead the source sent
text information, this could drastically decrease energy penalties. Similarly, sending large
volumes of content when experiencing poor link quality can increase energy drainage; if the
device simply delays transmissions until the link is better it would save energy. However,
whether or not it can do so depends on the QoI requirements (here timeliness).

We are currently working on a mobile web application wherein we transform the content based
on the communication network characteristics (in task C1). For example, a video is first
transformed into an image, or a high quality color image is transformed to a gray scale image
when the network quality is poor. We will quantify the energy gains using our models, due to
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such information transformation. Specifically in addition to gains due to improved timeliness, we
envision improved energy (and thereby increased longevity of the device) at the expense of
decreased accuracy of the content (some information is lost due to the transformation).

Based on our measurement [ZZCA13], the cellular interface (3G/4G) continues to stay in high
power state for a long time (called the long tail problem) after a data transmission. For a group of
soldiers, instead of paying the tail energy (about 15 seconds) by everyone, aggregating the data
requests (tasks) to one smartphone (the proxy) can significantly reduce the tail energy. Other
smartphones can use their low power P2P interfaces such as Bluetooth or WiFi direct to
communicate with the proxy and get the data. Since scheduling a task to other nodes has a
tradeoff between saving the cellular tail energy and bringing extra P2P energy, we design
scheduling algorithms to optimize the total energy. We also design algorithms to select the best
node to be the proxy considering its own data requests and energy condition. The scheduling
should also consider other QoI parameters such as timeliness which is degraded by extra P2P
transmission and improved by cutting the promotion delay on the cellular interface.

In-network storage can improve performance and robustness. However, maintaining the storage
and serving other nodes also cost energy. Thus, where and “what” information is cached, and
processed can affect the energy not only of the node that processes/caches content but of all other
nodes in the network. When a node has higher residual energy, it may share storage space with
other nodes. With less energy, it may not be able to, and this affects where the cache should be
placed. We will consider energy as an explicit optimization cost function, while imposing
constraints on the information quality to be delivered. The constraints could differ depending on
the task, the types of battery/devices, the bandwidth available, and the QoI requirements. We
will also examine the tradeoffs between caching high precision content (video) versus the same
content with a different precision. Different types of information may be cached at different
locations to ensure that the energy consumed by any user when retrieving the information is
minimized; we will account for the likelihood that specific users may retrieve that content. This
work will be done partly in collaboration with Q3.

Energy-adaptive operations: Being energy aware does not always have to tradeoff performance.
If a battery can be recharged in the near future, the system should maximize performance by
trading off energy. If such recharge information is unavailable or energy is limited, the system
should tradeoff performance for energy. Such information can be provided by an application or
learned by the system. For example, the system can infer if the solider will go back to the
military base through his mobility pattern, location, and/or social information. In our previous
work, based on real traces [GCLH12, ZCKN11], we have identified strong user diurnal
characteristics which can be exploited to predict future mobility. Moreover, the system can also
profile user behavior to learn when and where a device is recharged and use this information.

We will start with simple machine learning techniques such as Gradient Boosted Regression
Tree, and identify the suitable features, considering the resource limitations of smartphones. We
will leverage our previous work on mobility prediction [GC10, GCLH12] and these machine
learning techniques to infer the battery recharge cycle to determine whether to tradeoff
performance or energy.

One specific area of energy-adaptation on which we will focus is the control of CPU speed
coupled with network selection. Independent control of CPU speed and network selection causes
energy inefficiency. For instance, consider a situation where a smartphone runs an application,
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which processes a file (e.g., encoding or transcoding a video file) and then uploads the encoded
file to a cloud server. Assume that the network condition is bad. As CPU workload increases in
this situation, the frequency scaling will keep increasing the data processing speed accordingly.
Eventually, the network queue will become a bottleneck with a large backlog since the data
processing speed will exceed the low data transmission speed. This is exactly the situation that
one would like to avoid from energy-efficiency point of view because CPU would operate at an
unnecessarily fast speed wasting energy in this situation. On the other hand, if the backlog at the
network queue were small, one could postpone data transmission until the device finds out an
energy-efficient network or get recharged. We propose to model this dynamic speed scaling
approach which jointly captures both processing speed and networking speed. The QoI
requirements can be mapped on to the processing speed and the networking speed, and thereby
can be integrated in the model. This model will help formalize the optimization of the total
energy consumption of CPU and network interface for given QoI constraints.

Validation Approach
We will validate our models based on experimentations. Specifically, we will compare the
characterization of energy drainage by our models with ground truth from experiments. Our
energy-aware algorithms will be evaluated on wireless testbeds at UC Davis, UC Riverside and
PSU. We already have testbeds [ZCC11, DSKCM13] for evaluating the energy consumption of
smartphones, and will leverage it for this task. We have implemented part of our cache work
[GCIX11] in the NSCTA test facility, and will leverage this experience for evaluating the
proposed energy-aware algorithms. UC Riverside has a 25 node smartphone test bed; there are
five types of phones with varying CPU, memory and bandwidth capabilities. The test bed can be
augmented with laptops and tablets to make it heterogeneous. PSU has a 30 node smartphone test
bed which has been used for studying the delay versus power tradeoffs in web browsing; we will
use this test bed extensively. We will carry out experiments as feasible at the Quail Ridge reserve
of UC Davis where the QuRiNet wireless mesh network is housed. We will also rely on
simulations and emulations to address scalability.

Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs

Due Research Milestones

Q1
Design and evaluate energy-aware networking algorithms based
on QoI requirements (PSU and UCR)

Q2
Modeling the energy consumption relationships between
applications and networks. (UCR and UC Davis)

Q3
Examine the tradeoff between performance and energy on
various kinds of smartphones. (PSU and UC Davis)

Q4
Papers on energy-aware information processing and
dissemination (all)
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Funding
Funding for Task = C5
Thrust = CNARC Core
Funding Type = 6.1
Year 5 Funding = $278,143

Funding by Institution and Center
Center Institution Funding Cost Share
CNARC PSU $86,501 $40,000
CNARC UCD $113,188
CNARC UCR $78,454

Impact on Network Science
This work addresses energy concerns with respect to network science issues related to QoI. The
task addresses both information concerns (where information is stored, how it is processed and
presented) and networking concerns (how it can be transferred, and what transformations are
required to enable meeting QoI requirements). It addresses these cross-genre issues from the
perspective of energy costs and QoI requirements. It relates directly to how costs on information
processing and network processing impact the ability to deliver required QoI.

Military Relevance/Impact on Network Science
Soldiers in tactical networks are likely to carry hand-held devices that have limited battery
capacities, and a depleted battery may affect network operations and compromise the mission.
As the military is relying more and more on information access with hand-held devices, the
proposed research on energy-aware information processing and dissemination is essential in
military environments.

This task addresses the measure, adapt, and predict portions of the CTA roadmap in that it
measures the energy consumption of various applications, adapts to dynamic QoI requirements,
and predicts future energy supply to improve performance.

Transition Opportunities
This work has high potential for transition. While the research work will provide fundamental
insights into energy-aware information sensing and delivery, the context of the research is
squarely in military networks. In the previous APP, we implemented part of our cache work in
the NSCTA test facility, and planned transition via BBN to USMC Combat Operations Center.
We will leverage this experience to transition the work on power-aware caching. We are
working with CERDEC on technology transition of our DTN techniques through a 6.2 contract,
and we will leverage this connection to transition our work on power-aware networking.

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
This task supports IPAN and QoI. Much of the processing on end devices is related to
information extraction. We will work closely with IPAN researchers to understand information
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extraction requirements. A large part of information extraction is the quality of information.
This we also collaborate with two QoI tasks. We will work with the QoI task and leverage the
measurements from that task to calibrate our energy models (C1). Their focus is how to consider
QoI requirements and knowledge of underlying social and information networks to design better
algorithms to improve QoI, while this task is focused on energy. We will work with another QoI
task on using semantics to determine QoI requirements (Q2). We will also collaborate with
EDIN task on location prediction (E4).

Key Contributors and Their Roles
G. Cao, PSU (CNARC):

Role: Cao is the task lead and will focus on characterizing and controlling QoI-energy tradeoffs.
Approximate time commitment: 1.0 summer month plus 1.0 graduate student.
Expected research contribution: Cao will design and develop energy aware algorithms based on
the QoI requirement. He will work on energy-aware networking, energy-aware caching and
design energy-adaptive algorithms. He will develop techniques to reduce the energy
consumption of various applications by addressing the battery drainage components such as the
wireless interface.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Cao will spend approximately one week in the
coming year at the NS facility to work with related parties.
Synergies and collaboration: Cao will collaborate with Krishnamurthy and Mohapatra on energy
consumption modeling and designing energy-aware algorithms. He will collaborate with
members of the linking tasks.

S. Krishnamurthy, UCR (CNARC):

Role: Krishnamurthy will focus on developing algorithms for profiling applications for energy
consumption and building models to characterize energy consumption. He will also examine the
dependencies between the application and network to identify energy leakage issues.
Approximate time commitment: 1.0 summer month plus 1.0 graduate student.
Expected research contribution: Krishnamurthy will focus on understanding and later, modeling
dynamics of energy behaviors of applications. He will also work on the design of algorithms that
account for application behaviors and network operations to minimize energy. He will also play
a lead role in the experimental effort.
Synergies and collaboration: Krishnamurthy will collaborate with Mohapatra on energy profiling
of applications and with Cao on understanding the correlations between application and network
characteristics that impact battery drainage.

P. Mohapatra, UC Davis (CNARC):

Role: Mohapatra will focus on profiling the energy consumption in various components for
different types of applications. Specifically, the energy consumption in various types of
participatory sensing applications will be analyzed along with their corresponding impact on
QoI.
Approximate time commitment: 1.0 summer month plus 1.0 graduate student.
Expected research contribution: Mohapatra will expand on his current efforts on profiling
smartphone applications, and extend on modeling the energy consumption of various sensors in
the mobile devices. He will also work on examining the impact of the energy consumption and
the delivery of desired QoI.
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Synergies and collaboration: Mohapatra will collaborate with Krishnamurthy on energy profiling
of applications and with Cao on understanding the correlations between application and network
characteristics that impact battery drainage.
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9.1 Overview
Our goal for the Information Networks Academic Research Center (INARC) projects is to
develop theories, principles, methodologies, and algorithms for construction, analysis, and
exploration of large-scale information networks. We will investigate their linkages with other
genres of networks within a network science framework. For the current APP, our research
focuses on two critical aspects of information networks: (i) assured knowledge discovery and (ii)
network construction and multi-dimensional knowledge synthesis with noisy and untrustworthy
text data. This research aims to efficiently and effectively deliver integrated, trustworthy, user-
friendly, flexible, and high-quality information in large-scale, heterogeneous information
networks. Using various tools for information integration, access, and analysis, as well as our
recent studies on automated construction of topical hierarchies from text-rich data, quality
information networks can be constructed, validated, and consolidated. Efficient multi-
dimensional analysis and exploration of such networks can be realized, especially for text-rich,
multi-genre networks. This work will make it possible to achieve comprehensive situational
awareness for effective decision making. The networks will provide increased power for
understanding and manipulating information collected in mission-critical tasks and overall
control for managing resources and information while engaged in a mission.

Network science must embody the vision of a network as an integrated, multi-genre, multi-
dimensional, dynamic information source. Therefore, in the INARC, we will integrate, manage,
manipulate, and analyze linked data and information embedded/hidden in composite networks to
maximize the delivery of useful information for decision making.
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The approaches and goals proposed in this APP will consolidate the achievements of our first
four years of research on various aspects of information networks and multi-genre networks. We
will realize a milestone of developing network science to characterize the volumes of useful
information that a network can transfer to a set of users. Our work is also aimed at transforming
this in-depth understanding of network science theories and principles into actionable methods
and algorithms. To accomplish this goal, we must understand the information needs of diverse
applications that share the same network or set of networks, and must cast the behavior of the
networks in light of these needs. As a network is constructed with diverse kinds and quality of
data, two integrated tasks are critical for transforming data into information networks and finally
into reliable and useful knowledge: assured and effective network construction, reliable
knowledge discovery and network synthesis, and multi-dimensional summarization and
exploration of multi-genre networks. The study of the fundamental principles of these tasks in
information networks will give us an in-depth understanding for the construction, manipulation,
and use of information networks in various military applications, and for effective information
processing across networks (IPAN), and deliver the highest quality of information (QoI) for
various kinds of military network applications.

Our research emphasizes diverse scopes and scenarios of military applications, not only
battlefield operations but also irregular warfare (IW), such as counterinsurgency (COIN)
operations. We assume that military networks contain multiple sources of data, including sensor
networks, images, videos and other kinds of multimedia data, text data (such as blogs, messages,
news), and interconnected and dynamic data. Moreover, we assume such data are often diverse,
dynamic, volatile, and noisy, and that task-relevant networks could be hidden, but discoverable
with the assistance of high-level rules and constraints. Networks are also characterized by high
dynamics, mobility, the nature of unreliable communications networks, and bursty activities. Our
research addresses such challenges directly and explores the complexity, diversity, and dynamics
of data and information in information networks and text-rich multi-genre networks.

This year’s program comprises the following important characteristics:

1. An emphasis on the fundamental principles of network science instead of tool-centered
developments. Since understanding the fundamental principles of information network
science will guide the in-depth development of effective methodologies and algorithms,
we have put the investigation of theories and principles as the first priority. We believe
methodologies and algorithms will follow from the thorough understanding of scientific
principles. This emphasis penetrates every task in this chapter.

2. Close linkage with many military application scenarios where data from multiple
resources are noisy, untrustworthy, volatile, incomplete, heterogeneous, and uncertain.
With this complexity in mind, this year’s first research focus is on how to improve the
robustness of the network and the quality of information (QoI) at three stages: network
construction, information processing, and knowledge discovery. Our PIs have proposed
multiple theories and methods for study, with detailed methodologies to work out and
new algorithms to be implemented, experimented upon in different scenarios, and
progressively refined and improved.

3. An emphasis on collaborations with ARL researchers and cross-center collaborations.
Information networks not only integrate data from multiple, heterogeneous sources, but
also have intrinsic links with other genres of networks, including communication
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networks in the effective data collection and transmission in the construction and
manipulation of information networks and social and cognitive networks in the
manipulation and knowledge discovery of human-centered information in networked
data. Therefore, we will emphasize and work out links and joint research efforts with
CNARC and SCNARC in the proposal stage of this year’s program.

Since information network studies directly contribute to information processing across networks
for effective decision making (IPAN) and assurance of quality of information (QoI). This year’s
two tasks belong to and contribute to these two thrusts respectively. Moreover, information
network analysis will play an important role in the study of network evolution and in the
construction of reliable and trustable networks. The links and joint research efforts have been
developed with the two other cross-center CCRI research programs: EDIN and Trust.
Furthermore, based on the progress in the last four years, we expect that the research developed
in this year’s program will provide good opportunities for methodology delivery and technology
transfer. We have close ties with IRC and actively seek opportunities for research collaboration
with IRC researchers as well as potential technology transfer.

With the NS CTA research organized according to research thrusts, the two tasks in this year’s
research in INARC have been nicely categorized into the following thrusts and linked together:
(1) I1, assured knowledge discovery, belongs to Quality of Information (QoI); whereas (2) I3,
network construction and multi-dimensional knowledge synthesis with noisy and untrustworthy
text data, belongs to IPAN.

Besides the linkages and potential technology transfer within the NS CTA program, the research
outlined in this chapter will have opportunities to link, collaborate, and explore possible
transition opportunities with other DoD, DARPA, and Army research programs. Clearly,
programs on information network construction, knowledge discovery, assured network
processing, and decision support tools can benefit from this research. The fundamental theories
and methodologies derived from this INARC core program can lead to the rigorous design
principles to support programs that build information network construction, processing and
analysis tools. The network discovery tools developed by UIUC, UCSB, and CUNY, including
Apollo, InfoNetMiner, EventCube and Research-Insight, have attracted interest from the
INSCOM Laboratory, and multiple research groups at ARL and USMA. It is anticipated that the
further development of these tools will spark even further interest and close collaborations and
facilitate technology transfer.

9.2 Technical Approach
The research in this year’s INARC core program will investigate automated construction of
information and multi-genre networks from noisy, untrustworthy and text-intensive unstructured
data sources, assured knowledge discovery in information networks and multi-genre networks,
and multi-dimensional summarization and exploration in such dynamic, text-rich multi-genre
networks. These tasks are innovative, crucially important, and built on the progress of the last
four years of research on the core issues of information network modeling, knowledge discovery,
and information processing. The first task builds a general theoretical foundation for assured
knowledge discovery using a unified, expectation maximization framework; the second task
develops a foundation and methods for network construction and multi-dimensional knowledge
synthesis for noisy and untrustworthy text-rich unstructured data.
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I1: Assured Knowledge Discovery – Built on the success of the principles and algorithms
developed in our last several years of research, this task will continue the investigation of a
general, theoretical foundation for quality analysis of knowledge discovery mechanisms from
multi-genre networks and develop knowledge discovery algorithms, with an emphasis on those
that exploit information and social networks. An explicit goal is to develop a theory for
quantifying the performance of such algorithms as a function of parameters of their input data
spaces, such as the topologies and sizes of the underlying networks. The task thus advances the
state of the art in both the knowledge discovery algorithms and their performance analysis. The
emphasis of this core INARC task is on understanding performance, and offering guarantees
further makes the task relevant to QoI and Trust. The task will lead to a new generation of
knowledge discovery and decision support techniques that not only extract conclusions from
multi-genre network data but also determine error bounds and accuracy guarantees. It is
multidisciplinary in applying techniques common in sensing and target tracking literature to data
mining problems. The task builds on success in developing fact finding tools in Years 3 and 4,
such as [WKLA12], based on expectation maximization and generalizes the problem formulation
from fact-finding to other knowledge discovery primitives, such as ranking, clustering,
community discovery, and link prediction. This task contributes to the QoI Thrust.

I3: Network Construction and Multi-Dimensional Knowledge Synthesis with Noisy and
Untrustworthy Text Data – This task will develop foundations and methods for network
construction and multi-dimensional knowledge synthesis for text data. Most real-world data is
unstructured, noisy, untrustworthy, interconnected, and text intensive. This task is built on the
success of Task I3 and proposes to work on three major issues in Year 5: (1) construct high-
quality, semi-structured, multi-genre networks from unstructured, noisy text data, (2)
wikification for high-quality knowledge synthesis, and (3) multi-dimensional summarization and
mining of heterogeneous socio-informational networks. The task will use news data, Wikipedia,
Twitter corpus, discussion forums, and Data.Gov to validate the proposed methods and models.

This task contributes to IPAN on text information discovery and multi-dimensional processing
across multi-genre networks for effective decision making.
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9.3 Task I1: Assured Knowledge Discovery

Task Lead: D. Roth, UIUC (INARC)

Email: danr@illinois.edu Phone: (217) 244-7068

Primary Research Staff Collaborative Advisers
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Technical Abstract
Building on advances in FY13, this task continues the investigation of knowledge discovery
algorithms with an emphasis on those that exploit information and social networks. An explicit
goal is to develop a theory for quantifying the performance of such algorithms as a function of
parameters of their input data spaces, such as the topologies and sizes of the underlying
networks. The team combines expertise in data mining with expertise in machine learning and
estimation theory. Analytic foundations and bounds borrowed from the latter two areas are used
to quantify performance of algorithms developed in the former. The task thus advances the state
of the art in both the knowledge discovery algorithms and their performance analysis. It is a core
INARC task. Its emphasis on understanding performance and offering guarantees further makes
the task relevant to QoI and Trust.

Research Issue/Technical Approach
The task supports knowledge discovery problems that arise in counter-insurgency operations. At
a very high level, such operations require analysis of two types of entities: information (or
physical) objects and people. Moreover, people often have affinity to objects of particular types.
These problems can be cast as network science problems in that relations between the entities in
question can be expressed as links that collectively give rise to social and information networks
to be analyzed. One goal of network science is to explore novel use of networks as models for a
diverse range of problems, systems, and phenomena to improve our fundamental understanding
of them. The task furthers this goal by exploiting the fact that, under broad conditions, many
clustering, classification, and ranking problems (performed on people and/or objects) can be cast
as network science problems, where the solution is attained by joint analysis of networks of
physical, information, and social links. The “science” here lies in relating topological properties
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and parameters of the underling social and information networks to the performance of
knowledge discovery algorithms that exploit them. We are specifically interested in problems for
which tractable performance bounds can be derived from network analysis.

In FY13, we analyzed a category of knowledge discovery problems that are a generalization of
the basic fact-finding problem [WAKA13, WKAA13, LWGAH13, TYGHLL13, QAHH13]. For
this category of problems, we can produce a well-defined theory that predicts algorithm
performance. In FY14, the PIs will attempt to identify other similarly-general classes of
knowledge discovery problems, that can be cast as network science problems, and for which an
underlying core formulation exists that leads to quantifiable performance bounds. These bounds
relate algorithm performance to features of the underlying multi-genre network topology. The
following key research questions will be addressed.

Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses

Q1: Is the fact-finding problem a special case of a broad category of problems for clustering,
classification, and ranking, over multi-genre (heterogeneous) networks, for which
quantifiable performance bounds exist?

The basic fact-finding problem formulation exploits the fact that different individuals have
different affinities to objects of different classes. For example, different individuals are more or
less likely to produce information of class “true”. The formulation jointly identifies those
affinities as well as object classes. This concept of affinity exploitation is quite general. We
conjecture that many clustering, classification, and ranking problems (performed on people
and/or objects in the presence of person-object affinities) can be cast as generalizations of the
basic fact-finding problem formulation developed in FY13. For this category of problems, we
can produce a well-defined theory that predicts algorithm performance bounds. This conjecture
is stated more concisely below.

H1: We conjecture that for problems that exploit affinities between people and objects (or
between two different classes of objects) for purposes of classification, clustering, or ranking,
a general theory that establishes algorithm performance bounds can be attained.

The above hypothesis naturally leads to the next follow-up question:

Q2: Are there other large families of knowledge discovery problems that are reducible to a
common core for which performance assurances can be derived, and how do the bounds
compare across such cores?

Machine learning literature offers another core category of knowledge discovery problems, one
that exploits feature-based classification. An interesting question is whether solutions that exploit
constraints (or affinities) between different types of nodes inherently better or worse than
solutions that exploit nodes as features? For example, when classifying a claim as true or false, is
knowing that the source is truthful eventually the same as offering source IDs as features to a
learner for purposes of truth classification?

H2: We conjecture that performance bounds will improve with addition of constraints that are
exploited in the problem formulation to narrow the solution space.

Specifying constraints that snap node parameters, in an information network, to loci that obey
these laws should be more accurate compared to having to learn them approximately over time.
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It remains to categorize other general types of knowledge discovery problems and understand
their relative performance and bounds.

Research Problem Background
In their FY13 white paper, the PIs observed that many data mining algorithms share in common
clever solutions that rely on analysis of an underlying network of heterogeneous links. The
intuition behind them is that links that encode relations between networked entities (nodes) often
imply constraints on node attributes. For example, a parent-child relation implies a difference in
age attributes, and a co-authorship relation implies a similarity in interest attributes. Decision
problems in this domain can thus be modeled as determining the “best” assignment of attribute
values to entities, subject to consistency (or consistency in expectation) with problem constraints,
expressed by links. This formulation gives rise to a network science problem, where the
challenge is to quantify the impact of links (forming the underlying information and social
network topology) on algorithm performance. Certain forms of this problem yield solutions with
guaranteed performance bounds that describe properties of the achieved “best” assignment as a
function of features of network topology. For example, for optimization problems formulated as
maximum likelihood estimation, the Cramer Rao Lower Bound accurately predicts the variance
of the maximum likelihood estimator under a broad set of conditions. When the input to the
optimization problem is a network of heterogeneous links, the bound becomes a function of the
topology of multi-genre networks formed by such links.

These observations suggest that some classes of knowledge discovery problems can be cast as
network science problems whose solutions are amenable to rigorous performance analysis. The
science is to uncover the relations between the topology of underlying information and social
networks used as input, and performance properties such as asymptotic convergence to correct
attribute estimates, or resulting uncertainty bounds for the knowledge discovery problem at hand.
It remains to identify such classes of problems and quantify their performance.

In FY13, the PIs focused on the fact-finding problem [WKAA13] and its generalizations
[WKA13, WAKG13, WAKA13]. In fact-finding, a set of interconnected networks is analyzed
for purposes of ascertaining credibility of information. These networks jointly represent claims,
sources, and their relations. In FY13, the PIs derived performance bounds for a class of fact-
finding algorithms, from joint information and social networks, based on maximum likelihood
estimation. The PIs then demonstrated that the fact-finding problem is a special case of a
classification problem. In this special case, artifacts generated by a set of sources are classified
into two categories: true and false. Extending the maximum-likelihood formulation of fact-
finding, a more general classification problem was solved, where a group of sources emit
artifacts to be classified into an arbitrary number of categories. Examples include bloggers who
generate text to be classified by language, or Twitter users who refer to events whose location is
to be identified. Performance bounds were accordingly derived. The aforementioned problems
share in common that sources have affinity to generating artifacts of particular types (e.g., a
person from Egypt might have an affinity to using Arabic as their language of communication,
and a person from Baghdad might have an affinity to commenting on events in Iraq). The PIs
developed algorithms that jointly estimate the aforementioned affinities together with the classes
of generated artifacts. The output of these algorithms allows source ranking as well. At the time
of writing, the above classification problem is being further generalized to accommodate
clustering. In this problem, source affinities become dependent on cluster information. For
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example, if tweets are clustered by topic, some sources might be credible on one topic (i.e., have
an affinity to generating correct tweets) but unreliable on other topics. A solution to this joint
clustering and classification problem, complete with performance bounds, is expected in the
current year.

The above discussion suggests a refinement to last year’s postulated long-term goal to find an
overarching theory of performance guarantees for knowledge discovery problems. Rather than
thinking of problems in that domain as isolated instances requiring new custom formulations, it
appears possible to group large categories of problems into families that share a core formulation
and performance bounds. Individual problems in each family would be specializations of that
family core. This new mindset will be explored in FY14.

Technical Approach
Advances in understanding performance bounds of fact-finding, classification, ranking, and
clustering achieved in FY13 extend the basic fact-finding problem to a generalized core of which
other problems become special cases. Inspired by the above, in FY14 we will focus on the
following new directions:

 A comprehensive generalized fact-finding theory: The PIs have gained significant
insights into the fact-finding problem and its generalizations mentioned above, and
developed mathematical expressions that allow computing performance bounds.

o The first contribution in FY14 will be to leverage these results for exploring
performance trade-offs and bounds of developed solutions for this general
category of problems, as a function of parameters of their input spaces (e.g.,
social and information network topology). A deliverable of this direction to the
broader community will be a book that describes the main results.

o Another contribution will be the extension of the fact-finding framework to
incorporate bias and uncertainty in the model of information sources. This
direction may leverage ideas from the ITA, such as subjective logic, that account
for these factors.

 Beyond fact-finding: In FY14, we will investigate other knowledge discovery algorithms
that cannot be reduced to the fact-finding problem in the special case, with the eventual
goal of finding other general cores.

o Classification: A fundamental research question in classification is whether
pairing a classifier with a constraint network (as is done in fact-finder extensions)
is superior to adding features to consider for the classification algorithm. For
example, if sources have affinity to generating artifacts of a particular type, can
one simply add source information as a feature? What are the respective
fundamental bounds on accuracy in the constraint-based and feature-based
knowledge discovery approaches? We will also examine how poor quality of the
network data itself (e.g., uncertainty in linkage structures) impacts the
classification.

o Joint ranking and clustering: If ranking of a source increases with their affinity
for generating artifacts of a particular type (e.g., with writing of good papers, or
with generation of truthful statements), the joint ranking and clustering problem is
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fundamentally a generalization of the fact-finding problem addressed in FY13
(the latter being the special case of a single cluster and two types of artifacts).
What are other ranking metrics and how do they affect the formulation of joint
ranking and clustering, as well as its performance bounds? As an example, we
will analyze a recent algorithms proposed by Jiawei Han, called GIN
[LWGAH13] (or a similar algorithm).

o Cascade propagation mapping: An interesting problem in knowledge discovery is
to uncover the latent topology of a cascade, such as the topology describing
influence or damage propagation [XSKZLS2011, ZLSXSK2011] . For example,
much information is available in the form of social streams (e.g., Twitter or email
streams), which have a latent topology that can be directly inferred from the
stream. In the context of assured knowledge discovery, the emphasis will be on
quantifying confidence in correctness of the uncovered latent topology as a
function of the amount of data input analyzed. The problem complements and will
be integrated with fact-finding in that it helps identify fact from rumor when
information is received from multiple sources that may or may not have been
“infected” by the same cascade.

 Algorithmic development: Finally, the task will advance the state of the art in mining of
information and social networks by developing new algorithms inspired by theoretical
advances on performance bounds.

Validation Approach
We shall validate our approach by extending the Apollo framework developed in previous years.
Several data sets will be collected including social network data (Twitter, Foursquare, Flickr),
mobility data (GPS trajectories), spatiotemporal sensor data (e.g., California traffic sensors), and
text data (e.g., SYNCOIN). These datasets will be used as input to our knowledge discovery
algorithms, such as fact-finding and classification.

Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs

Due Research Milestones

Q1

The generalized fact-finding core: mapping the class of
problems that generalize fact-finding and describing their
performance bounds and tradeoffs. Extending fact-finding to
incorporate uncertainty and bias. (UIUC, IBM)

Q2
Exploration of new cores: identifying a problem space not
reducible to generalized fact-finding and establishing new
performance bounds in that space. (UIUC, IBM)

Q3
Algorithmic advances: exploiting derived performance insights
to advance the state of the art in knowledge discovery
algorithms. Core refinement. (IBM, UIUC)

Q4 Evaluation and validation. (UIUC, IBM)
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Funding
Funding for Task = I1
Thrust = INARC Core
Funding Type = 6.1
Year 5 Funding = $386,042

Funding by Institution and Center
Center Institution Funding Cost Share
INARC IBM $97,500
INARC UIUC $288,542 $67,200

Military Relevance/Impact on Network Science
The task will enable building more effective systems for forensic analysis of noisy, incomplete,
and conflicting data, by providing correctness assurances in fusion results.

Transition Opportunities
At present, Apollo, a fact-finder developed under this task in FY13 is being used at multiple
ARL directorates including (i) the Sensor and Electron Devices Directorate (SEDD), Networked
Sensing and Fusion Branch, where it contributed to research on anomaly detection, and (ii) the
Computational and Information Sciences Directorate (CISD), Tactical Information Fusion
Branch, where it was used for collecting data from Kandahar to support military exercises in Fort
Dix. Extensions of Apollo were also used in CISD, the Multilingual Computing Branch, to
support language classification. Apollo was evaluated by CERDEC, in the Command, Power &
Integration (CP&I) Directorate, and downloaded to the Wireless Emulation Lab (WEL). Besides
ARL, PI Abdelzaher is funded by the Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA) who expressed
interest in the fact-finding capability, applied to information discovery on nuclear events. These
collaborations with ARL, CERDEC, and DTRA offer possible opportunities for technology
transfer.

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
The task is synergistic with Task Q2, led by T. Abdelzaher, on Semantic Information Delivery in
the QoI thrust. Assured knowledge discovery offers quantifiable performance bounds that help
assess quality of information.

The task is connected to Task P2 of IPAN, led by J. O’Donovan, where cognitive theory is
developed for quantifying and understanding the role that fact-finders (developed in the Assured
Knowledge Discovery tasks) and other tools play in improving analysts’ performance.

The task is also synergistic with Task T5 of Trust, led by P. Mohapatra, that investigates the
impact of incomplete provenance data on assessment of trust in information. The bounds derived
in the Assured Knowledge Discovery task can help with this assessment.

Work on analysis of influence propagation in the context of Assured Knowledge Discovery will
be done collaboratively with Task S2 of SCNARC, on influence propagation, led by G. Korniss,
and Task E7 of EDIN, led by Singh, that investigates genotype models of users and discovers the
backbone network for propagating information on specific topics.
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This task is connected to Task C2 of CNARC. The connection is on the operational design
principles of networks that combine devices and sources from a social network.

We will also be working with:
 Lance Kaplan on generative modeling for joint clustering and ranking in heterogeneous

networks and on statistical foundations for generalized fact-finding.
 Clare Voss on new classification methods such as those based on topical hierarchy discovery.
 Jemin George on augmenting fact-finding with anomaly detection in multi-genre networks.

Key Contributors and Their Roles
D. Roth, UIUC (INARC):

Role: Roth will lead the task and oversee validation efforts.
Approximate time commitment: 0.25 month + 1 graduate student.
Expected research contribution: Roth will contribute a machine learning perspective on the
development of the proposed theory for estimating quality of knowledge discovery.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Roth will make several short trips to the facility as
needed for collaboration efforts.
Synergies and collaboration: Roth collaborates with Charu and Tarek on truth finding and data
mining algorithm development. He will work with ARL and Tarek on classification tasks (e.g.,
dialect identification) and with Norbou Buchler (ARMY) on the use of Credibility Analysis in
the context of Army Logistics.

T. Abdelzaher, UIUC (INARC):

Role: Abdelzaher will develop estimation theoretic algorithms for different knowledge discovery
problems that obey the expectation maximization principle.
Approximate time commitment: 0.75 month + 1 graduate student
Expected research contribution: Abdelzaher will offer an estimation theoretic perspective in the
design of the proposed theory.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Abdelzaher will make several short trips to the
facility and/or ARL as needed for collaboration efforts.
Synergies and collaboration: Abdelzaher currently leads Task Q2. In FY12 and FY13, he
developed the Apollo fact-finder, leveraged above, which was demonstrated to INSCOM, and at
the RMB review, as well as presented at an ARL TAB review, and is installed at ARL.
Abdelzaher is also funded by DTRA’s Network Science program, and NSF grants on networked
sensing, contributing further resources that may be leveraged in this work.

C. Aggarwal, IBM Research (INARC):

Role: Charu will formulate different knowledge discovery problems for investigation.
Approximate time commitment: 0.25 FTE + 1 summer intern
Expected research contribution: Data mining algorithms for knowledge discovery.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Aggarwal will work with the researchers at BBN,
where needed, to validate the experiments required for the work.
Synergies and collaboration: C. Aggarwal links this task to other research at IBM. He also
collaborates with Jiawei Han on data mining algorithms of interest from a QoI-analysis
perspective.
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J. Han, UIUC (INARC):

Role: Han will contribute to the comprehensive generalized fact-finding theory and new network
discovery algorithms that explores the expectation maximization framework
Approximate time commitment: 0.25 month + 1 graduate student
Expected research contribution: New fact-finding theory and knowledge discovery methods.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Han will work with the researchers at BBN and
ARLon algorithms development, experiment validation and application exploration.
Synergies and collaboration: Han links this task to ARL, BBN, and RPI researchers. He will also
collaborate with Charu and Tarek on truth finding and data mining algorithm development.
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Technical Abstract
Most real-world military data is text-rich but unstructured, interconnected and noisy, raising
many technical challenges on constructing high-quality multi-genre networks and performing
advanced knowledge synthesis. Built on the multi-year success of Task I3, our Year 5 mission
includes three subtasks: (1) construct high-quality, semi-structured, multi-genre networks from
unstructured, noisy text data, (2) wikification for high-quality knowledge synthesis, and (3)
multi-dimensional summarization and mining of heterogeneous socio-informational networks.
We will use news data, Wikipedia, Twitter corpus, discussion forums, and Data.Gov, to validate
our proposed methods and models. This project will be linked closely with assured knowledge
discovery (I1), interactive search and query over socio-information networks (P1), emergence of
communities in response to extreme events (P4), and multiple SCNARC (on text-rich social
network analysis), TRUST (on trust analysis), and EDIN (on network evolution) tasks, and with
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IRC on experimentation and technology transfer and with ARL and USMA on technology
adaptation and transfer.

Research Issue/Technical Approach
Roadmap: This core INARC task is a critical component in the IPAN thrust and will contribute
to three other thrusts: Trust, EDIN, and QoI, each of which needs to deal with network-based
text information.

Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses

Q1: How can we construct a reliable text-rich multi-genre network by discovery of topical
hierarchies and progressive network analysis on noisy and untrustworthy text data?

We will investigate how to systematically develop topical hierarchy discovery methods,
network-enhanced information extraction and wikification for systematic construction of text-
rich multi-genre networks. We aim to answer the following questions: (i) How to discover more
accurate and complete topical hierarchies and multi-genre networks when the links and roles are
rather implicit? (ii) How to make the network discovery techniques robust to noise in military
data? (iii) What is the impact of various network construction conditions on military utilities?

Q2: What kind of power the text-rich multi-genre network modeling may bring to multi-
dimensional information extraction, text cube construction, and text mining for multi-genre,
consolidated networks?

Our preliminary studies show that combining multi-genre network and multi-dimensional cube-
based analysis enhances text mining and knowledge discovery. By consolidating network and
text-cube technology, we will extend our capability for multi-dimensional cube construction and
interactive analysis of text-rich multi-genre networks, for large-scale military applications.

H1: An intelligent progressive topical and network analysis on noisy and untrustworthy text
data can serve as the foundation to reliable network construction and network discovery.

We will demonstrate the network-integrated topical analysis approach brings strong analytical
power, such as uncovering the underlying text-rich multi-genre networks as well as the implicit
semantics in noisy and untrustworthy text data.

H2: Both multi-dimensional analysis and knowledge discovery capability will be enhanced by
the integrated and interactive analysis of text-rich multi-genre networks.

Research Problem Background
Text data is extensively used for information gathering and knowledge discovery in military
applications. Generally, textual documents are not only interconnected with each other in various
contexts, but also highly associated with military missions, as well as spatiotemporal
information, forming text-rich multi-genre networks. Constructing a large amount of knowledge
base and understanding historical and current situations in multi-dimensional space are critical
for many mission-critical tasks.

Information retrieval and text mining have been studied extensively. However, most previous
studies ignored the interplay between textual topics and network structures or merely integrate
them with homogeneous networks. Since text data is usually noisy and untrustworthy, it is
important to explore how network construction and reliable knowledge synthesis can be
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conducted by progressive topical and network analysis. Our recent studies have been making
good progress in this direction [JDH2012, WHLLLJ2012, ZRGH12, WDDZNTH13]. By
integrating inter-related documents, source information, and network-based analysis with the
state-of-the-art information extraction methods and topical hierarchy generation methods, we can
construct more reliable information networks. Moreover, grounding extracted facts in
encyclopedic and institutional resources [CJDZH12] and temporal anchoring of entities and
relations [DLR2012, ZDR2012, LACJ12] may lead to the construction of high-quality
knowledge-base. Furthermore, combining text and multidimensional, multi-genre network
analysis is valuable and promising for enhancing network mining [SH12], topic modeling
[DHZYL2011], and knowledge exploration. There is greater potential to extend these threads to
thoroughly explore text-rich multi-genre networks.

Technical Approach
We propose the following subtasks for network construction and multi-dimensional knowledge
synthesis from noisy and untrustworthy text data.

Subtask 1. Construct High-quality, Semi-structured, Multi-Genre Networks from
Unstructured, Noisy Text Data: It is challenging to construct high-quality heterogeneous
information networks from complicated, unstructured and noisy data, e.g., text documents. This
is because noises may come (i) from the data acquisition procedure as well as human errors and
subjectivity, and (ii) from automatic information network construction approaches that tend to
produce errors. Recognizing the different forms in which an implicit node or link may be
expressed, distinguishing nodes of different types, and finding the arguments and their roles of a
relational link are all difficult tasks.

We aim to progressively construct high-quality, semi-structured heterogeneous information
networks via multiple sources of unstructured data and social/communication networks as
follows: (i) extract new entities and relationships through the text rich and cross-referenced
information sources to construct elementary information networks [JG2011]; (ii) construct
topical hierarchies from large collections of text data by integrated topic modeling, frequent
pattern mining, and recursive, generative modeling [WDDZNTH13], (iii) refine the network via
information network mining approaches, such as clustering and classification [SH12] and
hidden semantic role/relationship discovery with user guidance [WHJTZYG2010,
WHLLLJ2012]; and (iv) enrich the information network by integrating with other sources of
networks, such as social/communication networks (e.g. community detection from P4 task can
be used to ensure coherence among link relations in each community). Rather than developing
another set of information extraction tools to make incremental improvement, we will focus on
novel meta models that can improve the quality of decision making based on the extracted
information networks, getting around the noisy or even conflicting information. These include,
among others, grounding extracted information in other networked information and encyclopedic
networks and spatiotemporal anchoring of extracted information [RRDA2012, DLR2012,
ZDR2012, LACJ12].

By integrating together information distillation, relational analysis, and many other information
processing techniques, as well as network analysis techniques, information networks with new
entities and relationships can be constructed. Second, by using information network-based
approaches, meta structure, which requires grouping of entities of the same class into the same
entity type and relationships of the same semantic meaning into the same type, can be further
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detected. Finally, by associating with other networks, such as social and communication
networks, the networks can be significantly enriched: not only more attributes such as user
profile information from social networks and spatial-temporal information from communication
networks can be attached to objects, but also new relationships can be further added, such as
social relationships and communication links. By iteratively combining these steps, high-quality
information networks can be constructed and progressively refined.

Subtask 2. Wikification for High-Quality Knowledge Synthesis: In addition to the general
and shallow distributional evidence, we will provide means to link textual resources to
encyclopedic resources such as Wikipedia [RRDA11, JG2011, RR12]. Beyond the inherent
advantage in “grounding” concepts and entities this provides ways to “profile” concepts and
entities – identify properties of them by aggregation over large amounts of text. The potential
knowledge that can be used to mine profiles can come from five levels: entity surface, document-
level, local context, topic-level and global properties. We will focus on the following aspects:

 Enhancing deep semantic features from relations, event arguments, attributes and slot fills
based on wide contexts during Information Networks construction, which can be particularly
effective to detect alias or other misspelled and implicit entities in military reports which may
be transcribed from local interviews. We will investigate situations where entities are not
well cross-linked in private knowledge bases. This situation occurs commonly in military
environments, where abundant human labors are not available to construct a clean, high-
quality, highly interconnected knowledge base like Wikipedia. Nearly 2 billion edits have
been done in Wikipedia and we shall not expect similar-scale of labor-intensive edition in
private knowledge bases. We propose to work with low-quality, uncertain knowledge bases
and aim to discover implicit, probabilistic links among entities, which could boost entity
disambiguation accuracy.

 Automated contextual analysis: When we apply these semantic context features to noisy and
informal data, there could be many contextual entities which implicitly provide evidence for
disambiguation. Therefore, the key challenge lies in automatically selecting the most
indicative contexts. We plan to use various graph-based similarity metrics to capture the
coherence among all entity mentions in any document. Using the above feature selection
method, we also aim to provide concrete evidence for each linking decision. In supervised
clustering models, we will rank the features according to how indicative they are. By
aggregating the top-ranked feature categories, we will be able to generate evidence
descriptions automatically, such as: “these two mentions are not linked together because:
they are not members of the same organization, and they attended two different schools
located in two different countries during the same time,” as well as visualized information
networks with indicative context nodes and links highlighted. The human analysts then can
check the results along with such evidence in the interface and save a great deal of time
reviewing results.

 Context-aware information network alignment: Military data and its associated information
networks are often scattered across different sources. How to merge multiple partial
information networks is an open problem. For well-constructed information networks such
as Wikipedia and freebase, it might not be challenging any more, as 90% alignment accuracy
has been reported. However, for poorly annotated private information networks, the
accuracy could drop significantly due to errors and ambiguities. We propose to develop a
context-aware graph alignment models and optimization functions to improve the situation
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when we align two noisy information networks. The idea is to trace back the original sources
where these networks are built and analyze the contexts of alignment inconsistency.

Subtask 3. Multi-dimensional summarization and mining of heterogeneous socio-
informational networks: In Year 4, we have developed two system prototypes: EventCube
[TLHZCDDDGJKKLLLLOSTWZZ13] and Research-Insight [TYLBCHKSWWW13], which
were demonstrated in ACM SIGKDD 2013 and ACM SIGMOD 2013 respectively and attracted
great interest of many researchers including ARL researchers. EventCube integrates structured
data analysis and text analysis and constructs a new cube structure, EventCube, for interactive,
multi-dimensional text summarization and mining; whereas Research-Insight integrates multiple
data mining methods on heterogeneous networks to explore the power of network mining on
computer science bibliographic data. In Year 5, we propose to further this research by integration
of theory on mining socio-information networks and methods for information-network-enhanced
text cube construction and exploration. In particular, we propose to work on the following
aspects:

 Integration of multi-dimensional text summary and analysis, represented by EventCube, with
heterogeneous information network mining and exploration, represented by Research-
Insight: This integration will bring the power of multi-dimensional analysis to heterogeneous
socio-information networks and also bring the power of socio-information network analysis
into text data analysis. A text-rich heterogeneous socio-information network can be
manipulated in multi-dimensional space. By rolling up certain dimensions (e.g., location), the
remaining network can be summarized by merging such dimension values [ZLXH11].
Moreover, networks so formed at different levels of abstraction can be mined based on our
network mining philosophy, such as RankClus/NetClus, RankClass, PathPredict, and GIN.

 Enhanced multidimensional exploration and analysis using automatically generated
topical hierarchy: Automated generation of topical hierarchy methods, such as CATHY and
its subsequent developments, resulted from our Year 4 work and Subtask 1, provide us power
to generate refined, hierarchical conceptual space on each dimension. For example, we may
obtain hierarchical view of computer science subjects, which may help generate intermediate
levels for authors, venues, terms, etc. Such generated topical hierarchies will lead to refined
levels for each dimensions as well as refined and often more interesting exploration of rich
semantics of heterogeneous networks.

 Online, stream-based multi-dimensional network exploration: Our current mining, OLAP
and exploration of networks are based on static data sets. However, in military and many
other mission-oriented operations (e.g., rescue and emergency handling), mining and multi-
dimensional data analysis must be performed on online data streams in real-time. We
propose to integrate our previously developed stream cube methodology with network and
text-cube mining methodologies, progressively update text-cube and multi-dimensional
networks as well as progressively update and dynamically adjust data mining results.

Validation Approach
Our work will be evaluated using a variety of large, real data sets, including news data, data.gov,
research publication datasets, as well as some dataset and/or scenarios provided by our
collaborators. Example datasets include (i) 1 million news articles from New York Times, (ii)
10 million news and web blog documents from Gigaword corpora, with rich entity and attribute
annotations from NIST knowledge base population program 2009-2011 [JG2011], (iii) 1.4
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million tweets gathered from Twitter.com, and (iv) NIST ACE 2002-2008 training corpora
including news, blogs, broadcast news and conversations, (v) 4 million discussion forum posts
from DARPA BOLT program, (vi) Open Linked Government Data at RPI; (vii) Military data
sets: We will continue visiting West Point to validate our methods on TIGR data set and other
real data sets in military domain. In addition, we intend to work with Dr. Clare Voss on adapting
our methods to noisy data sets such as those from foreign languages including Arabic.

Furthermore, one of Ji’s students is working at ARL as a post-doc under Voss’s supervision, on
the topic of ITA controlled natural language (CNL). We will apply our theories and approaches
proposed above to a possible joint research problem across NS-CTA and ITA: pushing & pulling
communication between human and "hard-soft information systems". The soft information
systems include unstructured texts on social media and open source documents that critically
contain related/captioned/narrated information which can be mined by our proposed approaches.
Such information would otherwise be processed separately via “hard information” processing
systems in traditional frameworks. We aim to automatically produce CNL generated, template-
based abstractive summaries which consolidate updated reports for standing queries, providing
alerts of change in multi-dimensional facts in EventCube, such as events, people, locations, or
detected anomalies. We expect such abstractive summaries match the ideal three goals of CNL:
(1) simple – the summaries will be consisted of multiple dimensions and hierarchies will be
syntactically correct and thus easy to parse (subtasks 1, 2); (2) expressive – the summaries will
contain detailed roles of entities involved in various events and are thus interpretable (subtask
3); and (3) precise in context – our entity, concept and event dimensions can be grounded and
linked to knowledge bases (subtasks 2, 3). We will also work with Salinas Police Department
and use their police reports as a dataset. A user study will be conducted in SPD for the usage of
our work.

Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs

Due Research Milestones

Q1
Advanced methods for topical hierarchy discovery and network
construction (UIUC, UCSB, RPI)

Q2
Algorithm development and performance testing advanced
network construction methods (UIUC, RPI)

Q3
Methodology design & algorithm development for
Wikification, profiling and multi-dimensional knowledge
synthesis (UIUC, RPI, UCSB)

Q4
Large-scale experimental study, performance study, research
paper publication & system prototype demo of the above
approaches (UIUC, RPI, UCSB)
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Funding
Funding for Task = I3
Thrust = INARC Core
Funding Type = 6.1
Year 5 Funding = $364,780

Funding by Institution and Center
Center Institution Funding Cost Share
INARC RPI $77,000
INARC UCSB $90,916
INARC UIUC $196,864 $62,118

Impact on Network Science
New principles, algorithms and system prototypes on constructing and mining text-rich multi-
genre networks from unstructured, interconnected and noisy data will make fundamental
contributions to network science since text-rich data carry rich semantics and will play a critical
role at understanding and manipulating text-rich networks, and thus impact network science.

Military Relevance
This task investigates principles, methodologies and tools for construction and mining of text-
rich multi-genre networks. It will develop powerful text analysis techniques for military
personnel to obtain network-based semantic information and construct rich military knowledge
base, well beyond keyword-based information retrieval. It will play an important role in situation
understanding, multidimensional exploration and analysis of text-rich data in multi-genre
networks. We are also working with USMA to determine military relevant datasets for
validation. Therefore, this task is essential to maximize the use of text data and text-rich
networks for building intelligent military systems.

Transition Opportunities
The work will generate new principles, methodologies, algorithms and implementations for
construction and mining of text-rich multi-genre networks. We will promote transitions to
application-oriented (6.2) research at IRC as well as potential transition to ARL and USMA. As
far as we know, ARL researchers have been exploring our tools developed in the last years and
expressed substantial interest on our current and proposed work. We will continue actively
exploring such technology transition opportunities by working with ARL researchers, IRC and
INARC experimentation and technology transfer contacts. In particular, we will work with Sue
Kase on morph implicit entity linking and multi-dimensional text-rich network analysis. We will
work with Clare Voss on topical hierarchy generation, network construction, Arabic/English
translation and understanding, and CNL type abstractive summarization. We will work with
Salinas Police Department (SPD) and apply information network construction algorithms to
extract, mine, and align information and physical social networks from police reports. The police
reports are high-quality; however, the social/information networks (or knowledge base) extracted
from their reports using the state-of-the-art techniques are of low quality and uncertain. This
phenomenon exists universally for many military data, especially text and speech
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data. Connecta, a system for information network construction and search will be built,
demonstrated to ARL researchers, and transferred to SPD. We will also seek collaboration with
CERDEC to align graphs of HUMINT data that are ingested and created via NLP and transfer
our techniques.

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
This project will be linked closely with many tasks that involve text-rich network construction,
mining, and processing. In particular, it is linked closely with assured knowledge discovery (I1),
interactive search & query over socio-information networks (P1), emergence of communities in
response to extreme events (P4), and multiple SCNARC (on text-rich social network analysis),
TRUST (on trust analysis), and EDIN (on network evolution) tasks, and with IRC on
experimentation and technology transfer. We will actively explore cross-task, cross-center
collaborations and collaborations with army researchers.

Key Contributors and Their Roles

J. Han, UIUC (INARC):
Role: Task co-lead, leading and conducting research and collaborations at every stage.
Approximate time commitment: 0.5 summer month, 12 mo. student.
Expected research contribution: research on construction and mining text-rich multi-genre
networks; direct the work of graduate students; collaborate with the team on method
development and refinement; and collaborate with SCNARC researchers on issues related to
social networks and with Alice Leung (IRC) for technology transfer.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Will visit ARL and work closely with ARL
researchers.
Synergies and collaboration: working with SCNARC/IRC/EDIN/Trust on related research issues
and potential technology transfer.

H. Ji, CUNY (INARC):
Role: PI on research and collaborations on each subtask.
Approximate time commitment: 1 summer month, 12 mo. student.
Expected research contribution: research on novel theories and methods of using text data and
network information to mutually enhance each other in text understanding and information
analysis.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: PI and the graduate student will work closely with
the researchers at IRC on integrating new techniques into experimentation platform.
Synergies and collaboration: working closely with other PIs on enhancing information network
discovery and analysis, working with SCNARC on incorporating social cognitive theories to
enhance text-rich information network analysis, working with ARL and USMA on potential
technology transfer. PI and ARL researchers will pay multiple mutual visits to each other for
software transitions and research collaborations.

D. Roth, UIUC (INARC):
Role: Task co-lead, leading and conducting research and collaborations at every stage.
Approximate time commitment: 0.3 summer month, 12 mo. student.
Expected research contribution: Work will focus both on advancing technologies for analyzing
text-rich information networks and on synthesizing information from multiple sources to
facilitate more reliable construction of information networks. In particular, we will focus on
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Wikification and profiling and attempt to expand these so that they can be used on (possibly non-
hyperlinked) military encyclopedic resource. In addition, will direct the work of a graduate
student, collaborate with the team and push forward technology transfer of the tools developed.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: PI and the graduate student will attempt to work with
the researchers at IRC on potential technology transitions. Synergies and collaboration: Working
with additional project and involved in Trust research, and involved in technology transfer
efforts.
X. Yan, UCSB (INARC):
Role: Investigator in network construction and information synthesis of network data.
Approximate time commitment: 1 summer month, 10 mo. student.
Expected research contribution: Yan will investigate models and principles of information
access and knowledge synthesis in the context of noisy information networks and multi-genre
networks. He will also develop new opinion analysis models that leverage multi-genre networks.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: PI and his student will work with researchers at ARL
for collaboration on text-rich network discovery and query tasks.
Synergies and collaboration: Yan will apply the proposed text-rich information network
techniques to Interactive Search and Query over Socio-Information Networks (P1), to improve
the quality of graph queries.
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10.1 Overview
The primary goal of the IRC is to conduct fundamental cutting-edge research in network science
that addresses Army technical challenges by understanding, predicting, and shaping the
intermeshed world of social/cognitive, information, and communication networks and their
complex interactions. As the lead organization in the NS CTA, the IRC is charged with
integrative research spanning all three genres of networks to provide the insights, techniques, and
technical capabilities that the Army mission requires to support its decision makers.

Composite networks involving social, information, and communication networks can be found in
both civilian and military scenarios, and a major purpose of the IRC is to develop deeper insights
into the interdisciplinary nature of these networks. To achieve this purpose, the IRC has the
mutually-supportive goals of fundamental basic research (6.1), applied research (6.2), inter-
program synergy, and technology transition of NS CTA research results.
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6.1 research: The first goal of the IRC is to conduct foundational research on composite
networks in support of the program Thrusts and in support of more effective experimentation
throughout the Alliance. The two Y5 IRC 6.1 research tasks focus on fundamental modeling of
the semantics of information within the context of composite networks and on basic research on
the design of experiments to understand complex behaviors in composite networks, along with
issues of scaling, validation, and the ability to map results between civilian and military
environments.

To complement the Semantic Information research being done in the QoI thrust (tasks Q1 and
Q2), the IRC’s semantics research addresses additional but synergistic scientific challenges:
extending the semantic and inference foundations of Semantic Information theory, broadening
the approach to reasoning about utility using these additional types of logical inference, and
creating non-traditional information applications involving both semantics and utility. Further
experience with such applications will lead to improvements in the underlying theory.

6.2 research: The second goal of the IRC is to conduct applied (6.2) scientific research on
composite networks, drawing upon and extending basic 6.1 research results from across the
Alliance. This 6.2 research supports the scientific and military value of the program in four
critical ways: validation and verification of research results with higher fidelity, greater military
realism, and on a wider scale than can be done by other individual research tasks; integration and
synergy of research results from research throughout the program; development of a shared
research environment to support experimentation across the Alliance and with other government
research programs sponsored by ARL, CERDEC, and other organizations; and illumination of
the comparative strengths and weaknesses of emerging program research results to determine
which techniques are better suited to which problem domains and environments and which may
be tuned for potential technology transition.

The research tasks in the IRC research program are motivated by scenarios involving social,
communication, and information networks in both civilian and military settings. Military
operations often involve interrelated communication, information, and social networks — all
utilized during mission planning and execution. From the largest operation to the shortest
mission, solders rely on communication networks, sort through large amounts of information,
and work in teams among different organizations. Thus, it is critical to measure the mission
performance of teams of soldiers that are using information networks and communication
networks, in the context of existing and emerging social networks, within an experimental
scenario. However, basic research groups may not have the resources or expertise to create the
simulation and measurement infrastructure, nor the familiarity with military use cases to develop
scenarios, for such composite network experiments. The IRC applied research program
facilitates such cutting-edge experimentation while working with expertise and resources within
ARL and the broader Army domain.

Inter-program synergy: The NS CTA actively collaborates with many programs in the ARL
network portfolio, and the IRC plays an extensive and critical role in such collaboration. For
example, our integrated experimentation program uses research tools and resources from the
ARL Network Science Research Lab (NSRL) and the Mobile Network Modeling Institute
(MNMI), transitions NS CTA tools, models, interfaces, and data to and from them, and performs
joint experiments with them. Our integrated experiments with NSRL combine research and
validation experiments using NRL/ARL EMANE, ITA Gaian database, NS CTA traffic
generators, military-relevant scenarios, analysis and visualization tools, and NS CTA research
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prototypes such as Apollo and Aqua QoI software (developed under our 6.2 research in
conjunction with ARL researchers).

Technology transition: A fourth vital goal for the IRC is to achieve technology transition, to take
the best techniques and insights developed in the NS CTA and begin the process of converting
them into tangible benefits for the DoD. The IRC applied research component provides an
important two-way bridge between the 6.1 research performed through the NS CTA and
potential transitions.

Through the IRC’s technology transition program, NS CTA research products are already being
transitioned to JTRS WNW, the DARPA Wireless Network after Next (WNaN) program, the
USMC Combat Operations Center (COC) program, and ONR support for the OSD Human
Social Culture Behavior Modeling program. These four examples involve researchers from
BBN, the IRC lead organization. BBN also leveraged NS CTA-sponsored “symptotic analysis”
techniques for the Air Force Science Advisory Board’s June, 2013, report on next generation
tactical networks. BBN incorporates NS CTA research results into transitions to DARPA
programs, including a new MAC design based on NS CTA research that can reduce the cost of
broadcast trees by 5x for multi-transceiver nodes. ArtisTech, an IRC General Member (and a
small business) is funded by an ARL/ARO SIBR through the IRC’s NS CTA Technology
Transition contract vehicle to integrate NS CTA-developed automated information extraction
with existing natural language processing tools and techniques. Through the Technology
Transition contract vehicle, the NS CTA also works closely with CERDEC on a variety of
research efforts that draw on our network science research. BBN in particular works with
CERDEC on Disruption Tolerant Networking technologies that use NS CTA research.

More broadly, the IRC’s technology transition responsibility is to promote transition
opportunities from across the NS CTA. Current transition efforts using research from other NS
CTA centers include CERDEC-funded development at PSU of new algorithms for routing in
stochastic environments (such as Disruption Tolerant Networks and Mobile Ad-hoc Networks)
and development of algorithms at UC Davis for distributed learning for Quality of Information
optimization. Technology transition work is also funded in network architecture for QoI (PSU
and USC). Overall, there are eight current and two concluded technology transition tasks under
the IRC Technology Transition contract.

In support of the NS CTA program’s goals, the IRC operates the NS CTA Facility in Cambridge,
Massachusetts. The facility includes workspace for visiting and in-residence researchers from all
the NS CTA participants. The facility hosts these researchers to encourage cross-center
interactions. The facility also hosts some of the NS CTA’s experimental facilities.

10.2 Technical Approach
The IRC is unique among the four centers of the NS CTA, as it performs both basic 6.1 and
applied 6.2 research. Each task in the IRC is either strictly 6.1 or strictly 6.2. For Y5, we plan
four research tasks in the IRC, together with three tasks that support the IRC’s educational and
programmatic responsibilities for the overall program. The four research tasks are:

R1: Information Modeling for Composite Networks (6.1) – Modern military communication
networks, as well as much of the modern IT industry, use classical information theory derived
from Shannon as an essential mathematical underpinning for understanding and engineering key
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properties of information flowing through communications networks. In this task, we are
extending information theory to address and exploit the larger issues of the semantics and
context of knowledge flowing through composite networks. We seek to quantitatively model the
effect of semantics on key ideas and techniques in communication, such as data compression,
error-correcting codes, noise, and bandwidth, and to understand how these semantics affect
information use in information, social, and cognitive networks. This task supports the QoI Thrust
(and, in particular, its synergistic tasks Q1 and Q2) by providing theoretical foundations and
measures for the semantics and utility of propagated information, leading to new methods for
mathematically improving network robustness. It also supports the IPAN Thrust by addressing
the ranking of information for presentation to decision-makers.

R3: Basic Research to Enable Experimentation in Composite Networks (6.1) – Over the past four
years our team has successfully conceived, tested, piloted, and fully executed a series of human-
in-the-loop, virtual-world-based experiments to produce a series of impactful research findings.
Based on these rounds of foundational tests and framework developments, the R3 group has
established a basic set of virtual experiments that constitute a robust and sharable platform for
group-based research. Our goals for the following year involve extending both experimentation
methodology and scientific theory to focus: 1) on making this platform more powerful, sharable
and analyzable by ourselves and NS CTA partners and 2) on the theoretical goals of external
validity in military settings and specific tests of team structures, information distribution and
distortion, and their impact on performance.

During development of the MTSS and VBS2-MTS platforms and scenario refinement, we met
with military subject matter experts. Currently, we are widening collaborations and transitioning
our experimental platforms and methodologies to other groups. The MTSS platform has been
installed at the ARL NSRL, and we are working with ARL HRED and Trust researchers in T4 on
further analysis of our initial four-person experiment and on collecting data from military
participants. We are also working with USMA to conduct experiments with their cadets and
instructors. This year, we will continue to emphasize theory validation by focusing on the
question of whether military and civilian teams demonstrate similar team-of-teams behaviors,
and by running experiments on information distribution and group identity.

R5: Shared Infrastructure (6.2) – In this continuing 6.2 applied research task we prepare the
experimentation environment for conducting joint composite network experiments to accomplish
the validation, characterization, and technology transfer goals of the IRC for the NS CTA. This
task is a long-term effort whose main goals are to:

 Analyze the opportunities and requirements for experimentation in multi-genre networks,
based on consortium research directions, ARL guidance, and military needs.

 Develop the shared platform and environment for experimentation in composite networks
across basic and applied research tasks, selecting and integrating resources (such as datasets,
models, simulations, metrics, methodologies, and software tools) created and used
throughout the consortium, ARL, and other collaborative programs in the ARL research
portfolio (such as the ITA).

 Target experimentation practice to maximize transition preparation and coordination.

The expansion and diversification of the Shared Experimentation Environment (SEE) continues
to extend back into basic research and onto ARL platforms: additional components, scenarios
and capabilities continue to be added as the composite experimentation needs of the consortium
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grow. A central objective of this multi-year task is to establish the fundamental interoperability
of a distributed experiment environment to support experimentation in composite network
research across the Thrusts, the Centers, and ARL. To achieve validation and characterization
goals, we are also including instrumentation for data capture and analytic tools to study
experimental results.

This task supports all Thrusts. IPAN, QoI, and EDIN are topics of particular interest for Y5
experiments; we are continuing to integrate with ITA and the ARL NSRL in the development
and execution of experiments with cohesive Army-relevant scenarios.

R6: Applied Experiments (6.2) – The main goal of this continuing 6.2 research task is to lead
collaborative, integrated experimentation in composite networks across the consortium. Our
applied experiments will continue to validate basic research results from across the NS CTA and
assess potential military operational applications. This includes joint experimentation with
CERDEC, ARL, and other ARL programs such as the Network Science ITA.

This year, we will emphasize bridging the gap between basic research products and
transitionable Army technologies and tools. We have identified several candidate NS CTA basic
research results with high transition potential and will design and execute applied composite
network experiments to advance them towards transition, in collaboration with CERDEC and
ARL. We will also support the transition goal by helping to connect NS CTA researchers with
potential transition customers and SBIR partners.

Our experiments explore interactions among multiple genres of networks. Focus areas for Y5
are:

 Improving decision-making capability for people through the use of networks and tools
that adapt to and anticipate both user and network context. This can include integrating
social/cognitive behavior models, QoI or Trust metrics, and semi-automated information
summarization/filtering.

 Improving network resource usage through knowledge of social/organizational groups,
information content and overlap, or other types of connectedness. This can include
leveraging knowledge about temporary communities, shared characteristics between
nodes, or incremental information content and inferencing.

The purpose of this R6 Applied Experiments task is to design, execute, and analyze integrated
composite network experiments to validate basic research results in the context of cross-genre,
military relevant scenarios. The purpose of the R5 Shared Infrastructure task is to develop the
testbeds, frameworks, datasets, and collaborations necessary for these cross-genre experiments,
and to refine and integrate basic research products for applied experimentation. Both tasks are
interactive with ARL to ensure that experimentation is guided by the needs of potential transition
customers and the future benefit to the Army. Both tasks involve collaboration with government
and academic researchers. In addition to promoting use of the shared simulation experimentation
platform and other products of R5 and use of the human experimentation framework and
methodologies from R3, we will collaborate with QoI, EDIN, Trust, and IPAN researchers.
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10.3 Task R1: Information Modeling for Composite
Networks

Task Lead: M. Dean, BBN (IRC)

Email: mdean@bbn.com Phone: 734-997-7439

Primary Research Staff Collaborative Advisers

C. Andersen, BBN (IRC) P. Basu, BBN (IRC)

M. Dean, BBN (IRC) Lead H. Ji, RPI (INARC)

J. Hendler, RPI (IRC) A. Yener, PSU (CNARC)

A. Kott, (ARL)

A. Swami, CISD (ARL)

Technical Abstract
In 1948, Claude Shannon [S1948] identified some of the key properties of information flowing
through networks. In particular, Shannon explored fundamental limits on compressing, reliably
storing, and communicating data. Modern military communication networks, as well as much of
the modern IT industry, use the information theory derived from Shannon as a key mathematical
backbone of their work. In this project we explore how to extend classical information theory,
following a three-level model proposed by Weaver [W1949]. We seek to quantitatively model
the effect of semantics on key notions in communication, such as data compression, error-
correcting codes, noise, and bandwidth, and to understand how these semantics affect
information utilization at the level of information, social and cognitive networks.

This task is a continuation of the R1 task from APP Y4. It is being proposed as an IRC Core task
that supports the QoI thrust, by providing algorithms for computing the utility of information
being propagated, leading to new methods for mathematically improving network robustness,
and the IPAN thrust, by addressing ranking of information for presentation to decision-makers.

Research Issue/Technical Approach

Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses

Q1: What advantages in modeling multi-genre networks can be obtained by extending
Shannon’s information theory with a synergistic combination of both semantics and utility?

Shannon’s Information Theory [S1948] provides the basis on which many of the most important
theoretical results in communications networking have been based. However, to model the
composite communications, information and social networks of the NS CTA, we need to extend
the definitions and provide new approaches to support the 3-level communication model
envisioned, but not investigated in detail, by Weaver [W1949]. In particular, the model
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incorporates semantic and effectiveness aspects of communication on top of the engineering
communication layer.

IPP and APP Y2 –Y4 work has established definitions and begun to investigate applications.
This task focuses on taking the theory to practice by developing (scalable) algorithms for
applying the techniques as well as exploring new theoretical directions in applying semantic
approaches to information exchange problems.

Q2: What new applications can be supported by such an expanded information theory?

Shannon’s Information Theory led to a wide range of applications ranging from compression to
reliable communication. We are pursuing a similarly wide range of advances for semantic
information theory, particularly in knowledge-intensive net-centric environments.

H1: We hypothesize that applications such as semantic compression, QoI, and message
prioritization can benefit significantly from expanded information theory algorithms.

We seek to extend traditional information theory applications such as compression and address
non-traditional applications involving both semantics and utility. Further experience with
applications will likely lead to improvements in the underlying theory. In Year 5, we plan to
build on previous work on message prioritization, after-action analysis, and adding utility to the
Semantic Web. In particular, we hypothesize that, based on results obtained in Year 3 and 4, that
we can develop algorithms that can be applied in practice to calculating information utility based
on semantics. Critical to our Y5 efforts we are broadening our theory of utility to move away
from the deductive logic approach used in previous years. Instead, we will explore two new
theoretical departures that appear to be needed to handle a wider range of SIT problems –
extending the types of logical inference we are considering and broadening the approach to
utility reasoning1 based thereon.

Research Problem Background
In the area of communication networks in particular, there is much well understood underlying
mathematics, much of it dependent on Shannon’s information theory [S1948]. The ability to
analyze information transfer and other scaling factors in such networks lets us, for example,
increase robustness to failures or improve QoI in communications networks (as proposed by
CNARC). However, for modeling information sharing in large data networks and for modeling
social networks, there has been great difficulty in applying such models. The ability to generate
quantifiable models, and corresponding optimization procedures, would be a major step forward
in information networks.

Weaver [W1949] proposed extending Shannon’s model with additional components to address
semantic characteristics of messages. His work, however, does not specify how semantics or
utility can be captured and modeled along with Shannon’s information notions, e.g., how we can
quantitatively measure “semantic noise” or “semantic entropy”.

Other work, such as the Theory of Weakly Semantic Information (TWSI) [BC1953], the Theory
of Strongly Semantic Information (TSSI) [F2004], and the theory of [D2011], measure the
degree of informativeness as the basis of measuring semantic information. In 2006, Jiang,

1 Note that throughout this section we use the term utility as a precise measure as defined in [BBD+2011], and not
simply to mean “value to some observer.”
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Cybenko and Hendler demonstrated that the models underlying Semantic Web ontologies could
be motivated by Shannon’s information theory [JCH2006]. Recently, Juba and Sudan proposed
the Universal Semantic Communication (USC) theory [JS2008a, JS2008b] to build a general
framework when semantic mismatch is possible between communicating agents. However,
existing theories of semantic information do not lead to quantitative measures of key notions in
communication (e.g., semantic noise), nor to their application in enabling more efficient or
reliable communication. Our work from Y4 [BBDH2013], is a major contribution to the area of
TSSI as it is the first to use specifically logical properties of the underlying semantics to enable
specific computation with respect information measures. As we describe below, our work this
year will continue this promising trend by looking at how other aspects of logic, beyond the
purely deductive, can be used in this way.

The areas of information retrieval and knowledge management offer tools for modeling
information sharing and the utility of information, particularly information derived from semi-
structured data sources. The basic problem of finding material relevant to an information need is
a utility modeling problem; a sender of information must be able to estimate the utility of that
information to a receiver, while the receiver’s actual utility may depend on context and
knowledge that is not known to the sender. Thus there may be a mismatch in utility, and the
possibility of such mismatch should be a factor in the sender’s decision-making process.

Our work thus departs from and builds upon these past solutions by increasing the use of
semantic and utility modeling in information flows, developing a quantitative method for
evaluating information noise, loss, and utility to end users.

Technical Approach
In Year 1, we investigated an extension of Shannon’s Model [S1948] to quantitatively model
semantic aspects of communication (Figure 10-1). Our work is an extension of [W1949] in that
we include the human user as a part of the information source that is connected to
communication devices via semantic transmitters. The proposed 3-tier architecture models not
only the notion of information in communication networks (Shannon and Weaver’s primary
focus), but also information in knowledge-rich information and social networks.
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Figure 10-1 Three-tier architecture extending information theory to model information semantics
and utility

In Year 2, we developed a semantic communication model (Figure 10-2) based on model-
theoretical semantics [BBD+2011]. In this model, a sender may observe the world and represent
observations as models; using its own knowledge and inference procedure, the sender may infer
facts from the observed models and generate a semantic message with a given strategy. The
message will be interpreted by the receiver, using its own knowledge and inference procedure.
We defined key notions in semantic communication, such as semantic entropy, semantic noise,
and semantic channel capacity. We showed that semantics can play an important role in data
compression and improving reliability over a noisy channel.

Utility comes into play when the sender and receiver have different, possibly conflicting, world
models. The utility of a message to a receiver will depend on their background knowledge, and
thus a sender must be able to model the receiver in order to generate the message most likely to
be useful to that receiver. We previously investigated using feedback from receivers to update
and improve sender world models [CKY2011]. The updating procedures we used are Bayesian;
they incorporate prior uncertainty about the world to produce a posterior distribution. These
posterior distributions can be used to estimate the expected utility of future messages.
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Figure 10-2 Semantic communication model

In Year 3, our focus turned primarily to applications of SIT. We worked in 4 different areas:
Semantic compression and other applications to Quality of Information [BBDH2012], ranking of
English language text messages, particularly from the SYNCOIN data set [GRH2011], according
to their utility in a given context, formally modeling command communication in the historic
naval battle of Jutland using our semantic model [P+2012], and studying the combination of
inference and utility in the context of the Semantic Web [BHL2001], including a quantitative
model of inference and a framework for evaluating alternative ranking algorithms
[DBCPH2012].

Year 4 work focused on extending the theoretical results of earlier years and particularly in
developing algorithms that could be used to compute the information relevance according to at
least a heuristic approximation to the theory. Our results included:

1. Late in Y3, we ran an experiment to test human judgments of the SYNCOIN data set,
hoping this would provide “ground truth” for us to use in our algorithm development.
Unfortunately, the agreement between the subjects was quite poor, and both the rankings
and weightings were inconsistent across subjects at a significant level. In retrospect, we
should have expected this result, as the model shown in Figure 10-2 show that shared
knowledge of the situation prior to message exchange is crucial to the use of the SIT
techniques. Work in Y4 included expanding the SYNCOIN encoding to allow a scenario
made from some sentences to be used to set context for the others. This experiment was
to be run at U Delaware, but will now be run in Y5 at RPI (pending IRB approval).

2. A mathematically correct algorithm for computing semantic values, known as “semantic
ablation” was developed by Mike Dean in Y4. The algorithm was shown to be usable for
small datasets, but scaling properties were impossible to extrapolate without empirical
studies on much larger sets. To run such scaling experiments, a corpus was needed
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where the texts and graphs could be put in correspondence, but also where graphs of
different sizes could be easily created. Controlled English (CE), developed in the ITA,
allows the development of texts that can be encoded into Semantic Web graphs in a well-
defined way, but no existing corpus of CE texts of appropriate scale could be found. To
this end a new set of documents was created by a mapping process from a large
“metadata corpus” available from an earlier DoD project (not funded through CTA)
which looked at using this metadata for a “data search” engine in intelligence generation.
The resulting corpus, with over 650,000 short texts, will be used for scalability testing in
Year 5.

Validation Approach
In Year 5, we plan to explore the properties of our algorithm as well as validating the hypothesis
that graph-based techniques can obtain desired results primarily through the 4 applications
discussed above:

1. Supporting future NS CTA experiments in Quality of Information.

2. Comparing manual ranking by subject matter experts with automated ranking results.

3. Analyzing the scaling performance of the ablation technique. We anticipate that the
technique, even if it scales well, will need run-time improvements to run at a significant
enough size to be used in practice. To this end we will also be exploring heuristic
algorithmic improvements as well as techniques for exploiting regularities in the
structures in the information space. Theories and inference sets passed between sender
and receiver typically possess complex, repeated structure. For example, inferences
about multiple persons might contain name and organization values. Though the values
for each person might match or be different, the organizational pattern itself is shared,
and therefore compressible. Exploiting these redundancies may promote scalability of
the ablation task.

4. Applying utility to increasingly larger and more sophisticated Semantic Web datasets,
such as the data.gov dataset [D+2011] (which is the basis of the corpus developed in Y4),
DBpedia2, or the Billion Triple Challenge3 (BTC) dataset.

To achieve these ends, this year we plan to broaden Y4's focus on logical deduction by exploring
different forms of inference, such as induction and abduction, over the semantic information
channel. Whereas logical deduction can be described as using sets of facts and rules to infer
conclusions, induction and abduction can be seen as using conclusions (in the form of
observations) and background facts to infer rules about the KB. Induction would, essentially be
the equivalent of the argument “the sun has risen every day for thousands of years, therefore it is
expected it will rise tomorrow” – where observations are explained via a mechanism that
postulates a model that generates the known data, even if details of the model are unknown (i.e.
we can conclude the sun will rise without having a logical theory of orbital mechanics).
Abduction is a form of inference that attempts to find an explanation for an observed fact from
the set of known models. For example, if I wake up in the morning and see my lawn is wet, I

2 http://dbpedia.org

3 http://challenge.semanticweb.org
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can abduce that it rained last night. Note that it may be someone came and watered my lawn or
it got wet by some novel means, thus abduction, like induction, is looking for a sufficient
explanation, but not always a necessary one. (We note that it may seem that these two methods
are less powerful than deduction, since they cannot be proven to always be right, but in fact most
of human scientific knowledge is based on these two approaches).

As with our work on deductive ablation, the goal would be to send the minimum amount of
information required to help the receiver make desired inferences, which in this case would be
inductive or abdcutive. As a starting place, we will use the Inductive Logic Programming (ILP
[MdR94]) reasoning framework as a point of departure. Adapting ILP's nonmonotonic
semantics to an information-theoretic context presents significant challenges, because the
addition of a statement can cause prior conclusions (and thus information) to be undone.
However, in our analysis of actual military reasoning cases [P+2012] we found several examples
that require these kinds of inferences to be explained. Essentially, participants had to reason
about why other participants were taking the actions they were, given the messages they received
through the communications channels.

The monotonic nature of the deductive approach used in previous years was useful
computationally, as the logical theory only needed to depend on the ontological properties of the
statements being conveyed and not on their combination or repetition in a knowledge base.
Thus, we were able to compute utility heuristically as a measure of a statement's components'
rarity in the KB (in deductive systems, rare-content statements are often those that are least
known and most inferentially useful). In contrast, computational agency theorists treat utility as
a rating of usefulness or desirability assigned to possible states in some domain. For example, in
the military domain, a state in which friendly forces are near some objective might have higher
utility than a state in which the objective is distant. This year, we will explore utility mappings
closer to this second kind. To explore this, we will restrict our attention to statement-utility
mappings that reflect agents' ability to achieve goals in a real-world context. For example, we
can imagine a mapping such that knowing proposition A—the location of a sniper—is
intrinsically worth some set utility value, say X . Suppose also that some proposition B—that the
road behind the sniper leads to a friendly objective—is worth Y and since the objective of our
mission is directly allowed by the latter, we would assume X>Y. Given these assumptions, we
might expect that the knowledge that *both* A and B are true is worth F(X, Y) for some function
(usually just addition). However, if our goal is to get to the objective, not knowing that the
sniper is there would lead to the second statement being much less valuable (since the goal
would be less achievable) so the statement valued X would now be preferred over the statement
valued Y, and the value of X&Y would be more valuable together in this case than in some other
case. So essentially, we need to make the utility F(X, Y, C) where C is the context in which the
statements appear. This example shows that often, conjunctions of propositions are worth more
than the sum of the individual conjunct values. We plan to explore the implications of such real-
world utility structures for the general constrained-channel problem: given the structure of
useful, real-world knowledge, how do we most effectively communicate it? As a starting point
on this, we will explore the context logic of [BYSS2007], which was developed in the US/UK
ITA as a means for building query plans that enhance situational awareness based on context
reasoning.
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Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs

Due Research Milestones

Q1
Publish details of ablation technique (BBN). Publish CE corpus details for
use in CTA, ITA, other research (RPI)

Q2 Rerun experiment with scenario grounding to get human value judgments.

Q3
Run Scaling study of ablation on CE corpus. (BBN. RPI)

Publish extension of SIT to inductive and abductive logics.

Q4
Evaluate use of ablation technique vs. human judgments (BBN, RPI)

Publish extension to SIT to include context in utility

Funding
Funding for Task = R1

Thrust = IRC Core

Funding Type = 6.1

Year 5 Funding = $436,186

Funding by Institution and Center

Center Institution Funding Cost Share

IRC BBN $304,686

IRC RPI $131,500

Military Relevance/Impact on Network Science
The US military commander has tremendous resources under his command, and can often
choose among many methods for achieving an end. Often, disrupting the enemy can be done by
an immediate kinetic effect ranging from aerial attack to ground force actions. The decision is
made by the commander based on command intuition, honed through a combination of training
coupled with modeling of potential effects. Choosing the correct option can save lives, time and
military resources; a poor choice can be a significant setback or even, in some cases, a tragic
error.

Unfortunately, when it comes to longer-term effects, especially against a non-nation state player
in a complex geo-political situation, it is much harder for commanders to know what to do.
There may be many near-term non-kinetic options available, including information operations or
longer-term campaigns aimed at affecting the political context of the situation. Sometimes, the
commander may have to decide between options which have not been used before and whose
effects may not be well modeled.

The purpose of this project is to help do the necessary science to provide models for network-
based information actions against an adversary.
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Transition Opportunities
The primary goal of our work is determining the priority of messages based on theoretical utility
as determined by the semantic content of the messages and the military context they occur in.
On the battlefield, communications bandwidth is a limiting factor, and traditional information
theory has been used to reduce the contention for the limited bandwidth using features of the
communication channel and the information being conveyed. This project has shown that it is
possible, in theory, to use a different feature of the information, essentially its meaning, to
further limit enhance the bandwidth limits. In Y4, the task was split into two parts. Task Q1 is
primarily working on the classical information theory perspective approach to the mathematical
analysis of semantics and the mapping of the new approach to earlier information theoretical
concepts such as noise, entropy, and compression. This task, R1, was aimed at exploring other
properties – in particular the preferential routing based on information utility as described above.

To transition the techniques of R1 to actual use requires several steps, which we started last year
and will continue this one. In particular, we have begun to develop algorithms such as the
aforementioned ablation technique, which can use the techniques developed in earlier years to
process messages and rank them by utility. In Y4, we presented our work at a workshop we
helped organize on “Quantitative Formalization in the Semantic Web,” as part of the
International Semantic Web Conference in Boston (Nov, 2012). The workshop brought together
about twenty researchers working in various aspects of generating numeric properties from
semantics. Papers on SIT were presented, and compared with other techniques being explored in
the area. An important result of our work, presented at that meeting was showing that an
algorithm for computing provably correct results could be developed and programmed
deterministically. However, like many logic-based algorithms the worst-case, theoretical
runtime is exponential, but the actual performance seems acceptable. This year we will test the
algorithm on larger test sets to perform a more complete assessment of scalable to real world use.
Where performance issues may arise, heuristics will be developed. We will continue to work
with ARL researchers and CTA members on the theoretical properties, but we will also work
with Dr. Alex Kott on the validation of the technique experimentally. We will also explore how
the new, more performative algorithms being developed might be transitioned to Army use.

Finally, as discussed earlier, we have identified historical use cases where the model shown
earlier (Figure 10-2) may need extension based on a study of command decisions. The new
theoretical ideas being explored this year should help account for these cases, further allowing
the exploration of future use of our techniques in scenarios needing a more context-dependent
situational awareness.

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
This work continues APP Y4 task R1.

Our models of inference and background knowledge closely match those being used for QoI, and
we are working closely with the QoI thrust, as evidenced by [BBDH2012]. For Year 5, we are
planning to continue to pursue mathematical modeling of SIT, from a more traditional
information theoretic perspective, in task Q1 (Semantic Information Theory) and to apply SIT in
task Q2 (Semantic Information Delivery). While Q1 includes work on inference and
compression; research on the new approach to utility functions in SIT and new logical
formalisms will be carried on in R1. In addition, the R1 team will need to use natural language
techniques in “lightweight” message analysis, but does not intend to develop them. We are using
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techniques developed in Task I3, as well as open source tools, to perform this work. Dr. Heng Ji,
previously of City University of New York, will be moving to RPI and collaborating with Dr.
Hendler on the use of these technologies under funding from the INARC.

Key Contributors and Their Roles

M. Dean, BBN (IRC):
Role: Researcher on SIT, Task lead
Approximate time commitment: 0.2 FTE
Expected research contribution: Dean will focus particularly on applying SIT to the Semantic
Web and other applications.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Dean will visit as appropriate.
Synergies and collaboration: Dean is part of task Q1 to investigate SIT from an Information
Theory perspective and task Q2 to apply SIT to Semantic Information Delivery. He also leads
non-NS CTA projects involving the Semantic Web, defeasible reasoning, and data integration,
and is co-PI on an NSF-funded project in geospatial semantics.

J. Hendler, RPI (IRC):
Role: Principal researcher on Semantic Information Theory
Approximate time commitment: 1 month, 1 graduate student
Expected research contribution: Professor Hendler originally defined the IRC approach to SIT.
He will continue to work on applying SIT to text messages and their associated semantic
representations, and direct the research of a graduate student. He will also work on how
abductive techniques can be integrated into SIT. He will also take over the lead on the
experimental evaluation work that was previously planned for U Delaware.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Hendler will continue to visit several times per year.
Synergies and collaboration: Hendler also leads Task T4 and is part of SCNARC as well as IRC.

C. Andersen, BBN (IRC):
Role: Researcher on SIT
Approximate Time Commitment: 0.33 FTE
Expected Research Contribution: Andersen will contribute to our study of utility in the Semantic
Web, particularly looking at the contextual functions.. He will also work on how inductive
techniques can be integrated into SIT.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Andersen works in BBN’s Arlington, Virginia office,
but will visit as appropriate..
Synergies and collaboration: Andersen works on other projects involving the Semantic Web,
machine learning, graph-based analytics, and semantic similarity.
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10.4 Task R3: Basic Research to Enable Experimentation in
Composite Networks

Task Lead: D. Williams, USC (IRC); A. Leung, BBN (IRC)

Email: dmitri.usc@gmail.com; aleung@bbn.com
Phone: (424) 634-1791; (617) 873-5617

Primary Research Staff Collaborative Advisers

J. Bakdash, HRED (ARL) T. Abdelzaher, UIUC (INARC)

N. Contractor, NWU (IRC) D. C. Arney, (USMA)

J. Hancock, ArtisTech (IRC) K. Coronges, (USMA)

A. Leung, BBN (IRC) Lead J. Hendler, RPI (IRC)

M. Poole, UIUC (IRC) T. Hollerer, UCSB (INARC)

L. Scott, CISD (ARL) D. Lazer, NEU (SCNARC)

J. Srivastava, UMN (IRC) J. O'Donovan, UCSB (INARC)

D. Williams, USC (IRC) Lead B. Uzzi, NWU (SCNARC)

Technical Abstract
Over the past four years our team has successfully conceived, tested, piloted, and fully executed
a series of human-in-the-loop, virtual-world-based experiments to produce a series of impactful
research findings. Based on these rounds of foundational tests and framework developments, the
R3 group has established a basic set of virtual experiments that constitute a robust and sharable
platform for group-based research. Our goals for the following year involve extending both
experimentation methodology and scientific theory and have two foci: 1) making this platform
more powerful, sharable and analyzable by ourselves and NS CTA partners and 2) the theoretical
goals of external validity in military settings and specific tests of team structures, information
distribution and distortion, and their impact on performance.
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Research Issue/Technical Approach
Our Y5 goals are to extend our platform for collaborative NS CTA use (Q1), and expand our
cross-genre human experiments to larger teams-of-teams and more complex social, information,
and communications network manipulations (Q2).

Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses

Q1: How can our existing platforms be extended to better support NS CTA collaborators with
experimentation and analytical tools?

During development of the MTSS and VBS2-MTS platforms and scenario refinement, we met
with military subject matter experts. Currently, we are widening collaborations and transitioning
our experimental platforms and methodologies to other groups. The MTSS platform has been
installed at the ARL NSRL, and we are working with ARL HRED and Trust researchers in T4 on
further analysis of our initial 4-person experiment, and on collecting data from military
participants. We are also working with USMA to conducting experiments with their cadets and
instructors. (For logistical reasons, collaborators have limited capabilities for conducting 20-
person sessions.) Communications between participants in this experiment have also been used
for some initial semantic information theory development in task R1. In Y5, a main focus of our
collaboration efforts will be to extend use of the platform for experiments with military
participants.

We will also explore application of the Katana analysis tool suite in conjunction with other tasks
focusing on social network characterization, link prediction, and the spread of influence and
information across networks.

Q2: How do composite network variables affect the performance and process of multi-team
systems? To what extent does the MTSNR model capture the variance in the processes and
outcomes within teams and multi-team systems?

Initially, we focused on developing a basic model of individual decision making based on
recognition primed decision making with problem solving triggered by unexpected conditions
and mapped this model into teamwork activities [PACSWY2011]. Next, we developed a general
research environment relevant to the investigation of decision-making and performance of
individuals, teams and organizations acting within composite networks, using two
complementary experimentation environments, and producing a general theoretical model called
the Multi-Team Systems Network Research (MTSNR) Model. This theory incorporated insights
from the heuristic decision model of Gigerenzer and colleagues [GT2000] and more importantly
from the multi-team systems literature [ZMD2012]. The MTSNR Model provides a general
framework for investigation of composite network effects on military-relevant organizational
systems, and shapes current and future research questions.

Many military tasks require distinct teams to work together both within the team and also to
share information and to coordinate action with other teams working in a common command
structure and sharing common overarching goals. These organizational units are termed
multiteam systems (MTSs) and a growing body of research highlights the challenges inherent in
between-team interaction [MDMPA2005]. These challenges originate in two structural
properties of MTSs: intergroup relations and propinquity. Intergroup relations describes the
challenge of gaining collaboration among distinct teams. Simply put, individuals develop strong
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internal coherence with the members of their own team, and this ingroup-outgroup distinction
between members of one’s own versus another team creates a motivational force dampening the
potential collaboration between teams. Therefore [DMWC2013] defines individuals on the same
team as having higher goal proximity with others on their team than with those on other teams
within the MTS. Furthermore, individuals socially interact more with those with whom they are
proximate. Proximity here refers to both physical colocation and to electronic propinquity, which
is the degree of contact via virtual channels such as email, Skype or and texting. [DMWC2013]
defines individuals physically or electronically proximate as having higher social proximity.
Both these forces – goal proximity and social proximity – shape the interactions within and
between teams. These critical variables are keystones for the MTSNR model shown in Figure
10-3.

Figure 10-3 Multi-Team Systems Network Research (MTSNR) Model

The model posits that pre-existing inter-team relationships and task characteristics, particularly
interdependence and difficulty, determine goal proximity. Task and network variables determine
social proximity. Goal proximity and social proximity interact to influence a suite of process
variables that represent how teams interact within themselves, and with other teams within the
larger multiteam system. Five interacting process variables that previous literature has been
shown to be critical to team effectiveness [DRDMJMB2010] are represented:

1. Team Action Processes refer to how effectively a team coordinates member activities and
adapts to the situation. This also extends to how well teams coordinate with each other
and adapt and how they work within the larger MTS.

2. Identification refers to the degree to which members identify with their team and with the
MTS; a member may identify with his/her team, with the MTS, or both.

3. Transactive memory system refers to the degree to which members know who knows
what and specialize in knowledge management in the team, other teams, and the MTS.

4. Trust refers to the level of trust in other team members, other teams, and the MTS.
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5. Information sharing refers to the completeness and timeliness of exchange of relevant
information among the members of a team, with other teams, and with the MTS.

The five team process variables are interconnected, but they may be nudged out of harmony with
one another depending on input variables (e.g., when Quality of Information, QoI is low). The
degree to which team processes are in harmony influences outcome variables, including
performance, emergent networks and social identity itself, which recursively feedback to reshape
input variables.

The comprehensiveness of the MTSNR framework and range of network variables that could be
included offers an excellent opportunity to design manipulations to test a wide variety of
hypotheses. For instance, in an ongoing 20-person MTS experiment we manipulate task
interdependence by determining how information (intelligence) relevant to a focal component
team is allocated across the MTS: the other component teams either hold a high (highly
dependent condition) or a moderate (moderately dependent condition) of the information
relevant to the focal component team. We manipulate networks in terms of the degree of
interteam contact via social and communication network structures imposed on teams (by
separating them) and in terms of richness of interactivity it provides via communication
technologies available to the team, resulting in high versus low blending of teams. We anticipate
this will give rise to a communication richness differential between teams in the MTS, which is
defined as the degree to which the communication with local individuals has a higher carrying
capacity than does the communication with remote individuals.

H1: Blending increases identification with the MTS and inter-team communication.

Specifically, we expect that the effect of blending (e.g. physically locating members of different
squads near each other, rather than maintaining separation between squads) on identification
with the MTS depends on the level of communication richness differential. The effect of
blending on MTS identity will be positive under high differential but negative under low
differential. Additionally, the effect of blending on between-team communication processes
(information sharing and team action processes) depends on the level of communication richness
differential. The effect of blending on between-team communication will be positive under high
differential but negative under low differential.

H2: Communication richness differential increases proximate communication and decreases
distal communication [NC4]

In particular, we expect that the extent to which a component team is informationally dependent
on other component teams will increase their external (i.e. in other component teams)
information seeking behaviors. Additionally, we expect that the extent to which a component
team identifies with the MTS rather than with the component team will increase their external
information seeking as well as information allocation behaviors.

These exemplify the type of hypotheses that will be tested in both experimental environments.
We can explore a plethora of additional network based hypotheses based, in part, on interest
among our partners within the NS CTA.

We have also begun exploring recent methodological advances in relational event network
modeling [B2008][BLS2009]. This appears to be a particularly promising approach to unpack at
a level of dynamic resolution heretofore unattainable the Team Action Processes component of
the MTSNR Model. For instance, we plan to test hypotheses about the extent to which
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information distribution, or trust and team identification manipulations influence the sequential
structural signatures (SSS) of interactions among MTS members. [LDC2013] offers a theoretical
framework and illustrates the approach using the 4-person MTS data we collected.

Research Problem Background
The multi-team system model defines an MTS as a set of interrelated teams that have a common
overarching goal and must coordinate their activities to attain that goal [MMZ2001]. Each team
also has its own specific goals and work procedures. Harmonizing these in order to attain overall
system objectives is a central challenge. The MTS can be modeled as a network of individuals
and teams connected to other MTSs and larger organizational systems, and as such provides a
useful experimental interface between network science and Army concerns [PC2012]. The
individuals and teams within an MTS are modeled as information processors [PBJ1993] that
generate actions through a mixture of recognition primed decision making [K1997] and heuristic
decision making [GR2000][PF1994], pulling information from composite networks and
interacting with other individuals and teams through network structures. Theories of MTS,
human decision processes, and social network dynamics suggest a variety of predictions that bear
on the impacts of network communications, information quality, coordination, and trust, among
others, on the MTS process and outcomes, of which H2 above is an example
[DMD2010][DRD2010] [DRDNJNB2010][HD2011][HS2001][PBJ1993].

Technical Approach
Three technical thrusts are involved are: (1) development and sharing of two virtual MTS
experimental environments (2) development of an automated analytical system, Katana, and (3)
design and initiation of a line of experiments on composite network effects using these platforms
and tools. We described the Y5 experiments on network effect above, in terms of experimental
manipulations, research questions and hypotheses. Below, we summarize the virtual
experimentation platforms and the Katana analytical tool suite.

Experimentation environments

The four criteria for the experimentation platforms we developed were that they must: (1) be
capable of instantiating a wide variety of network effects (2) on behavior that is assessable with
reliable and valid measures that are (3) developed in contexts meaningful to the Army and (4)
elicit, affective, behavioral and cognitive (ABC) actions that correspond to real-world responses.
Both platforms are flexible and incorporate scalable MTS environments that will support
experiments on systems with 4 to 20 members. They enable a wide range of experiments on
individuals, teams, and organizations comprised of multiple teams (corresponding to typical
organization of Army units) acting on dynamic, uncertain and fragmented information, under
conditions of limited or imperfect communication networks.

The two experimentation platforms we developed are: (1) The MTSS, which is similar to table-
top exercises common in military simulation and is adaptable to command-and-control
experiments as well as performance-based experiments; and (2) VBS2-MTS, which is similar to
first-person action situations. Both are designed around the same baseline task which involves a
convoy moving supplies and people through enemy territory, and can be expanded to include
additional tasks. However, the two environments offer different perspectives and experiences for
the participants, and thus facilitate experiment with different cognitive contexts. The chief
difference is the perspective, with the MTSS version offering a more top-down planning
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viewpoint and the VBS2 version offering a more first-person immersive tactical one. This can
provide different levels of cognitive versus emotional urgency, which may impact decision-
making, trust, and communications. The two levels of analysis enable experiments run in parallel
to achieve strong triangulation and generalizability with concurrent results—and provide an
important check for divergent ones.

After initial efforts with smaller teams, we are also now able to expand the size of the teams on
both platforms. Both the MTSS and VBS2 experimental environments are scalable and designed
to handle multi-team systems of size 20 (MTSS) and 16 (VBS2). A 20-person experiment with
the MTSS commenced in May, 2013 and will continue in Fall, 2014. We also plan to run a
number of sessions in the four, eight, and twelve person team range.

Multi-Team Systems Simulation (MTSS) Sessions using MTSS perform a humanitarian aid
task based on the real-time strategy game, “World in Conflict.” It models a hierarchically-
structured MTS comprised of multiple 2- to 5-person teams. The individuals and teams have
distinct goals and specializations, but share an overarching MTS goal. Goals were designed to
model a mixed-motive goal structure whereby there is an incentive to work together in
Multiteams systems and teams but doing so detracts resources available for accomplishing team
and individual goals respectively. The MTS goal structure is summarized in Figure 10-4. Figure
10-5 shows how convoy routes entail lower or higher levels of MTS coordination.

Figure 10-4 MTS structure and goals/responsibilities at the platoon, squad, and fire team levels
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Figure 10-5 Variation of MTS coordination based on convoy routes

Based on previous research, we know that emergent affective, behavioral, and cognitive
phenomena that arise between teams explain MTS performance beyond simple effects of the
corresponding lower-level team synergies [DRD2010][DMD2010].

In Spring 2012, we ran an experiment manipulating trust and communication network
configuration in a 2 (high and low trust) X 2(chain versus completely-connected network) design
[PSCVBMAYDK2013]. We collected data on 80 4-person groups. We have completed
preliminary data analysis, but are continuing to delve further into the data, in collaboration with
ARL HRED. In Spring and Summer of 2013, we collected data from over 50 20-person MTS
groups (each MTS comprising four 5-person teams) and we are continuing data collection in the
Fall, 2014.

VBS2-MTS We have utilized the VBS2 platform to develop first-person simulations of an MTS
parallel to those in the MTSS (Figure 10-6). In August and early Fall 2012 we pilot tested VBS2-
MTS and we started experiments in Spring, 2013. Thus far we have used students as subjects. In
the future we will attempt to utilize military personnel, if possible, and we may try to recruit
ROTC or veteran student subjects.
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Figure 10-6 VBS2 Prototype Driver’s View

Extending Katana with Hypergraph Analytics

Hypergraphs are generalization of simple graphs where
an edge can have more than 2 nodes. Therefore,
hypergraphs can easily capture the coexistence of more
than two entities in a single relation. Hypergraphs can
easily capture the higher-order relationships while
incorporating both group and node level attributes. Both
VBS 2 and MTS experiments have teams performing
various tasks in game to achieve a common goal. Instead
of using regular graphs to model this task, we will use
hypergraphs which inherently supports modeling
between more than two actors. shows the difference
between modeling a three-member team using simple
graphs versus hypergraphs.

Our past work has developed new metrics for measuring
the collaboration between team members from
hypergraph models, and shown their effectiveness
[KSS2013]. Our ongoing work has shown that
hypergraphs are far more accurate in predicting future
collaborations of teams of size three or more than simple
graphs, and this accuracy improves with team size
[SS2013]. These results show that hypergraphs are a

powerful model for network analysis. We have
developed a number of scalable hypergraph analysis
algorithms that will be incorporated into the Katana
analytics engine in Year 5. Finally, we’re also
exploring developing Hadoop versions of these
algorithms to make them ultra-scalable.

dif

Figure 10-7 Representation

ference between hypergraphs and
September 19, 2013

graphs
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Validation Approach
The focus of this task is experimentation, and thus, validation of theories, methodology, and
experiment design. We have validated the experimental design by following standard best
practices for human/team studies, and by pilot testing the experiments prior to large-scale data
collection. We have also validated the generality of the methodology for composite network
experimentation, including the MTSS and VBS2 frameworks, by designing and implementing a
suite of different experiments which manipulate a wide range of variables across
social/cognitive, information, and communications networks. The military relevance of the
scenario was validated by consulting several independent subject matter experts.

This year, we will continue to emphasize theory validation by focusing on the question of
whether military and civilian teams demonstrate similar team-of-teams behaviors, and by
running experiments on information distribution and group identity.

Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs

Due Research Milestones

Q1

Installation of latest versions of experimentation platforms at
ARL NSRL (Poole, Contractor, Leung)

Experiment design document for next 20-person MTSS
experiment (Contractor)

Q2

Report and analysis of 4-person MTSS experiment (Poole,
Contractor)

Katana integration with an ongoing NS CTA experiment
(Srivastava, Williams)

Q3

Report and analysis of 20-person MTSS experiment
(Contractor, Poole, Williams)

Collaborative data collection with military participants (Leung,
Poole, Contractor)

Development of new Katana capabilities to analyze hypergraphs
(Srivastava)

Q4

Report and analysis of 4-person VBS2 experiment (Poole,
Williams)

Documentation of expanded Katana capabilities (Srivastava,
Hancock)
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Funding
Funding for Task = R3

Thrust = IRC Core

Funding Type = 6.1

Year 5 Funding = $596,581

Funding by Institution and Center

Center Institution Funding Cost Share

IRC ArtisTech $53,017

IRC BBN $58,564

IRC NWU $159,000

IRC UIUC $159,000

IRC UMN $118,000

IRC USC $49,000

Impact on Network Science
There will be at least four major contributions of this research: (1) Experiments designed on the
basis of insights/findings from other NS CTA groups’ should serve to validate and generate
important empirical findings on networks. (2) Determining what enables systems to maintain
robustness in the face of network challenges such as information overload or low QoI is
important because even optimal networks will experience breakdowns in the field. (3)
Development of techniques for assessing the mapping of virtual onto real world phenomena will
contribute to social science methodology. (4) Development of novel data analysis and
visualization tools in a flexible environment (Katana) will generate a useful new tool for rapid
analysis of network data.

Military Relevance
The experimental environments developed and experiments conducted by this project assess
causal impacts of composite multi-genre network interactions. This will improve the military’s
understanding of mission performance, decision-making, and situation awareness among teams
of soldiers utilizing information and communication networks in the context of existing and
emerging social networks. Such understanding can be used to prioritize technology investments
for communication networks, reduce warfighter information overload through targeted
information flow, or target interventions to disrupt the adversary. We will continue to ensure
military relevance in experimental scenarios by working with ARL, CERDEC, military training
centers, and other military SMEs, as well as drawing on prior military studies, training manuals,
etc. In Y5, we will also increase collaboration with ARL and USMA researchers, in order to
include military participants in the study pool. This will enable us to look for any differences in
results between civilian and military teams. This increased collaboration will also facilitate
transfer of experimentation frameworks and analysis methodology to ARL researchers.
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The primary impact on network science is to develop, deploy, and distribute tools and techniques
for understanding the human and team element of complex composite networks. It is critical for
Trust, IPAN, EDIN, and QoI theories to be validated against controlled human experiments; such
experiments are a necessary complement to computer simulations and post-hoc analysis of real-
world datasets.

Transition Opportunities
This task has multiple potential transition results:.

The MTSS and VBS2 platforms and experimentation techniques for probing composite network
interactions and human/team outcomes can be used by ARL and NS CTA researchers to perform
human-focused validation experiments. We are transitioning these platforms to the ARL NSRL.

These platforms can be integrated with other components of the NS CTA shared experimental
framework to perform hybrid human-simulation experiments on large-scale networks.

The Katana tool suite can be used by other consortium researchers to detect predictive
correlations and patterns of behavior from network action datasets. This tool suite may also be
useful for the wider military network analytic community.

Results from human team experiments can be leveraged in the design of military training
programs, especially those which utilize virtual environments. For example, the IARPA
UAREHERE program could use Relational Events Analysis techniques to study emergent
leadership and team dynamics, and the DARPA networks for societal problems program could
use results about barriers to information distribution.

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
In Y5, our planned collaborations introduce greater dependencies on joint experimentation with
ARL and USMA. Specifically, we plan to work with R5 Shared Infrastructure to develop and
deploy VBS2 and MTSS experiments at the ARL NSRL, and to extend these experiments to
utilize ARL network simulation/emulation capabilities. We will also collaborate with D. Lazer in
designing human-in-the-loop experiments which can be run in the VolunteerScience platform
(P3), and with J. Hendler in analysis of trust across different contexts (T4). We will collaborate
with J. O’Donovan and others (P2) in scenario design for information credibility experiments.

This work continues APP Y4 task R1. Our models of inference and background knowledge
closely match those being used for QoI, and we are working closely with the QoI thrust, as
evidenced by [BBDH2012]. For Year 5, we are planning to continue to pursue mathematical
modeling of SIT, from a more traditional information theoretic perspective, in task Q1 (Semantic
Information Theory) and to apply SIT in task Q2 (Semantic Information Delivery). While Q1
includes work on inference and compression; research on the new approach to utility functions in
SIT and new logical formalisms will be carried on in R1. Dr. P. Basu of BBN coordinates this
interaction.

In addition, the R1 team will need to use natural language techniques in “lightweight” message
analysis, but does not intend to develop them. We are using techniques developed in Task I3, as
well as open source tools, to perform this work. Dr. Heng Ji, previously of City University of
New York, will be moving to RPI and collaborating with Dr. Hendler on the use of these
technologies under funding from the INARC.
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ARL collaborators include Dr. A. Swami is an expert on Information Theory who is working
with us on the definitional properties of our work, as well as identifying potential points of
contact for transition. Dr. A. Kott works with us on helping to define the validation experiments
so as to keep them meaningful within an ARL context. Both of these researchers are helping us
to identify message sets or other short texts that can be used in testing of our approach within a
military context.

Lisa Scott will facilitate recruitment and experimentation with military participants for R3,
working with the Wounded Warriors program and other avenues of outreach to the military
community.

Jonathan Bakdash will participate in data analysis and experiment design for the team-of-teams
studies.

Key Contributors and Their Roles
N. Contractor, NWU (IRC):

Responsible for network parameter experiment design and performance; statistical data analysis,
and coordination with NS CTA personnel in other centers to design and conduct experiments. 1
summer month plus 75% post doc. NS CTA and site visits as necessary. External collaboration
with Professor Leslie DeChurch (UCF) on human-in-the-loop experiments using military
command and control tasks. External collaboration with Virtual Worlds Exploratorium project
group.

M. S. Poole, UIUC (IRC):

Responsible for team and individual decision-making models, experiment design and
performance, experiment analysis, and coordination with NS CTA personnel from other centers
to design and conduct experiments. 1 summer month plus .25 Post-doctoral Research Associate
and .4 time graduate assistant. NS CTA and site visits as necessary. External collaboration with
Virtual Worlds Exploratorium project group.

J. Srivastava, U. Minnesota (IRC):

Responsible for Katana analytics tool and application to large-scale, networked datasets and
coordination with NS CTA personnel from other centers to design and conduct experiments and
employ Katana analytics. 1 summer month plus 0.50 graduate student. NS CTA and site visits as
necessary. Collaboration with R6 analysis of Social patterns generated datasets. External
collaboration with Virtual Worlds Exploratorium project group.

D. Williams, USC (IRC):

Task co-lead, responsible for experimental task design, translation into game environments,
mapping validity oversight, and coordination with NS CTA personnel from other centers to
design and conduct experiments. Funding as a consultant, equivalent of 1.5 summer months. NS
CTA, and site visits as necessary. Coordination with R6 applied experiment design. External
collaboration with Virtual Worlds Exploratorium project group, as well as Katana interface
design.

A. Leung, BBN (IRC):

Task co-lead, responsible for team coordination and scenario design, collaborations with other
NS CTA researchers. 0.1 FTE plus 0.05 BBN staff. Located at BBN office near NS CTA facility.
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Coordination with R6 applied experiment design and R5 shared infrastructure for
experimentation.

J. Hancock, ArtisTech (IRC):

Responsible for military relevance and simulation interface. 0.16 FTE. NS CTA and site visits as
necessary. Coordination with R6 applied experiment design and R5 shared infrastructure for
experimentation.
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10.5 Task R4: Education Planning

Task Lead: C. Cotton, University of Delaware (IRC)

Email: ccotton@udel.edu Phone: 302-831-8517

Primary Research Staff Collaborative Advisers

C. Cotton, UDEL (IRC) Lead J. Bakdash, HRED (ARL)

P. Basu, BBN (IRC)

G. Cirincione, CISD (ARL)

R. Cole, (CERDEC)

D. Dent, CISD (ARL)

J. Han, UIUC (INARC)

L. Kaplan, SEDD (ARL)

T. La Porta, PSU (CNARC)

W. Leland, BBN (IRC)

K. Simmons, (CERDEC)

A. Swami, CISD (ARL)

B. Szymanski, RPI (SCNARC)

Technical Abstract
This task takes the lead in the educational activities of the Network Science CTA. This task
facilitates cross-center and CTA to ARL and CERDEC technical interactions that expand the
scope and relevance of the Network Science program though the continuation of the Network
Science CTA Seminar Series, assistance to other Center seminar series, planning and oversight
of Network Science CTA meetings held at the University of Delaware, and production and
delivery of Network Science CTA Newsletter.

Research Issue/Technical Approach

Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses
Educational activities and outreach, both inside the Network Science CTA, and to the wider
scientific community is one key to success of a program requiring rich and active collaboration
on cross-cutting research topics.
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H1: Educational activities help guide the research of the program

These network science educational activities can help mold the program by providing excellent
seminars and facilitating meetings. These activities can highlight and provide examples of
important research threads, topics that overlap multiple areas, and core problems that enhance
the Army’s understanding of complex networks, and how to transition that work.

H2: Educational activities help provide a window into our research activities to the wider
network science community.

These activities can help support CTA efforts by informing the Army of our perspectives on
network science, our contributions to its understanding, and how it can be made use of by the
Army. In turn, this enhanced awareness facilitates Army interactions with the NS CTA
researchers, informing the program of Army technical challenges and opportunities for
collaboration and technology transition.

Research Problem Background
The education activity in the original CTA Request for Proposal was a necessary component to
an exemplary proposal. In the past four years, educational activities representing all four centers
have begun the work to fulfill this educational mission.

In prior years we held seminars for the whole community that provided some of the necessary
glue to the bind the four centers together. Initially, two organizing groups were formed, the
Seminar Coordinating Committee (SCC), and the Educational Coordination Committee (ECC).
Seminars drawing from all the Centers, the Thrusts, and government speakers have been held on
a roughly monthly basis. The original meeting time selected by polling all CTA performers has
proven to be a convenient recurring time for the overall CTA seminar as well as defining seminar
times on alternate weeks for the other centers. The use of a robust web presentation tool has
allowed for real-time virtual presentations across the Internet to Alliance members spread across
the country and in year 3 began to attract a larger following of both CERDEC and external
researchers added to the notification list by the CAM. A seminar web page and mailing list is
maintained to alert interested parties including students of performers. Seminars are also
recorded, on audio initially, but now in video form, and are made available for replay at the CTA
web site. The meeting tool introduced in the seminar series has also been adopted for distributed
collaborative meetings by other CTA groups and Centers as well as for general CTA
management activities. Starting in year 3, seminar notifications were circulated in CERDEC (R.
Cole, K. Simmons), and this has boosted CERDEC attendance at the seminars. We continue to
work to improve internal notifications and results in the CERDEC and the public Network
Science CTA websites.

Technical Approach
CTA educational activities, an important activity in the Alliance’s collaborative research, are
broad and have important affects in several dimensions. To provide for network science
education for the Alliance requires several efforts, detailed here as subtasks, each of which is
important in its own right and are synergetic with one another. The activities we will concentrate
on this project year in this APP are:

 Plan and oversee Network Science CTA meetings held at the University of Delaware.
Examples meetings from the first four years include the “9 Leads” APP review meeting
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held August 4th and 5th, 2010 and the successful Network Science Technical Meetings
held in May 10-11, 2011, April 2-4, 2012, and April 2-4, 2013 at the University of
Delaware’s Clayton Hall conference center.

o Responsible party: University of Delaware

 Reinvigorate and complete delivery of the next project year of the Network Science
CTA Seminar Series. Continue to offer programmatic and administrative support as
needed for seminars offered by the other individual Centers of the CTA (CNARC,
INARC, SCNARC, IRC). These Center talks tend to be more technical and focused, but
will remain open to the entire CTA community. Replicate seminar content and
schedules on both in CERDEC and the public Network Science CTA website.

o Responsible party: University of Delaware with assistance in recruitment of the
seminar speakers from Center and Thrust leads.

 Produce and publish the Network Science CTA Newsletters for the next project year.

o Responsible party: University of Delaware

Validation Approach
The EDUC Project team will work closely with the ARL designated coordinators as part of
ongoing meetings of the seminar and educational committees.

In addition, seminar attendance will be reported to the TMG and feedback on the series will be
solicited from the NS CTA researchers and leaders.

Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs
Summary of planned deliverables:

Due Research Milestones

Q4
Plan and oversee Network Science CTA meetings as required to be held at
the University of Delaware. Responsible party: University of Delaware

Q4

Complete delivery of the next project year of the Network Science CTA
Seminar Series. Continue to offer programmatic and administrative support
for seminars of the other individual Centers of the CTA (CNARC, INARC,
SCNARC, IRC). Responsible party: University of Delaware with
assistance in recruitment of the seminar speakers by Center and Thrust leads.

Q4
Produce and publish the Network Science CTA Newsletters for the next
project year. Responsible party: University of Delaware

Funding
Funding for Task = R4

Thrust = IRC Core

Funding Type = 6.1

Year 5 Funding = $53,192
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Funding by Institution and Center

Center Institution Funding Cost Share

IRC UDEL $53,192

Military Relevance/Impact on Network Science
These educational activities are key to enhancing successful collaborations and outreach in the
Network Science CTA and are important to enhance spread of knowledge across Centers and
between the Centers and government researchers.

Transition Opportunities
The same vehicles used to enhance collaboration will be key to socializing and identifying ideas
that are ripe for transition to 6.2 research programs and other transition opportunities.

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
This task has interactions with NS CTA Collaboration Advisory Committee on collaboration and
portal task matters, specifically on outreach an education of CTA members on the introduction of
new collaboration mechanisms.

This task is dependent upon close collaboration with all Center leadership and Government
organizations.

Key Contributors and Their Roles
C. Cotton, University of Delaware (IRC):
Role: Lead for NS CTA Educational activities and the Seminar Coordination Committee (SCC)
and Educational Coordination Committees (ECC). Daily operational coordination of many of
the NS CTA Educational activities.
Approximate time commitment: 2 months
Expected research contribution: Lead oversight of NS CTA Educational activities. Delivery of
Network Science CTA Seminar Series and coordination with other Center seminar series leads.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Not required in this task.
Synergies and collaboration: As demonstrated in prior NS CTA project years, the activities in
the EDUC Project and Tasks are highly collaborative both cross-Center as well as with the
Thrust and Government alliance members. This synergy will continue in the next project year.
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10.6 Task R5: Shared Infrastructure

Task Lead: J.P. Hancock, ArtisTech (IRC), A. Leung BBN (IRC)

Email: johnh@artistech.com Phone: (703) 626-3148

Primary Research Staff Collaborative Advisers

M. Aguirre, ArtisTech (IRC) T. Abdelzaher, UIUC (INARC)

T. Cook, (ARL) R. Allan, BBN (IRC)

W. Dron, BBN (IRC) P. Basu, BBN (IRC)

J. Hancock, ArtisTech (IRC) Lead F. Bergamaschi, IBM UK (ITA)

R. Hardy, CISD (ARL) D. Braines, IBM UK (ITA)

R. Hobbs, CISD (ARL) G. Cao, PSU (CNARC)

A. Leung, BBN (IRC) Lead R. Cole, (CERDEC)

K. Marcus, (ARL) J. Hendler, RPI (SCNARC)

L. Scott, CISD (ARL) H. Ji, RPI (INARC)

A. Toth, CISD (ARL) T. La Porta, PSU (CNARC)

C. Voss, CISD (ARL) P. Lynch, (ARL)

J. O'Donovan, UCSB (INARC)

J. Srivastava, UMN (IRC)

D. Wood, IBM (ITA)

Technical Abstract
In this continuing 6.2 applied research task, we prepare the experimentation environment for
conducting joint composite network experiments to accomplish the validation, characterization,
and technology transfer goals of the NS CTA. This is a long-term project whose main goals are
to:

 Analyze the opportunities and requirements for experimentation in multi-genre networks,
based on consortium research directions, ARL guidance, and military needs.

 Develop the shared platform and environment for experimentation in composite networks
across basic and applied research tasks, selecting and integrating resources (such as datasets,
models, simulations, metrics, methodologies, and software tools) created and used
throughout the consortium and ARL.

 Target experimentation practice to maximize transition preparation and coordination.
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The expansion and diversification of the Shared Experimentation Environment (SEE) continues
to extend back into basic research and onto ARL platforms; additional components, scenarios
and capabilities continue to be added as the composite experimentation needs of the consortium
grow. A central objective of this multi-year task is to establish the fundamental interoperability
of a distributed experiment environment to support experimentation in composite network
research across the Thrusts, the Centers, and ARL. To achieve validation and characterization
goals, we are also including instrumentation for data capture and analytic tools to study
experimental results.

This task supports all Thrusts. IPAN, QoI, and EDIN are topics of particular interest for Y5
experiments; we are continuing to integrate with ITA and the ARL NSRL in the development
and execution of experiments with cohesive Army relevant scenarios.

Research Issue/Technical Approach
A central objective of this multi-year task is to
provide experimentation leadership for the CTA,
in conjunction with R6: Applied Experiments,
taking on the integration and collaboration
challenges in infrastructure, data set preparation
and access, computing availability,
instrumentation and analysis.

The purpose of the associated R6: Applied
Experiments task is to design, execute, and
analyze integrated composite network
experiments to validate basic research results in
the context of cross-genre, military relevant
scenarios. The synergistic purpose of this R5:
Shared Infrastructure task is to develop the
testbeds, frameworks, datasets, and collaborations
necessary for these cross-genre experiments, and
to refine and integrate basic research products for
applied experimentation. Both tasks are
interactive with ARL to ensure that
experimentation is guided by the needs of
potential transition customers and the future
benefit to the Army, and both tasks involve
collaboration with government and academic
researchers.

We maintain an inventory of sharable resources
including; simulations, models, visualization
tools, analysis tools, data sets, testbed
connections, and network connectivity
resources available for the CTA and ARL.
We developed and utilize the CTA website to
facilitate resource and collaboration awareness. Ou
continues with an expanding suite of multi-genre co

F
igure 10-8 Functional view of SEE
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r experimentation outreach to the CTA
llaborations, but our focus also includes

components.
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identifying transition ready research products. In Y3, integrated experimentation collaborations
in MANET in-network-caching [MILCOM], and Twitter message triage-and-mining both
resulted in examples of demonstrable CTA results that are installed at ARL [COLING] and can
now be used in experimentation and shown to stakeholders. In Y4 we expanded significantly on
experimentation with and at ARL, aligning ongoing experimentation with the emerging NSRL
facility capabilities. We will continue to conduct CTA experimentation with ARL and ITA
researchers, and to install successful CTA integrated experimentation instances at ARL to
facilitate follow-on experimentation and illustration for stakeholders.

We have established a system architecture approach and integrated and conducted experiments to
correlate our work with related ARL and academic research. In this fifth year we will be
extending the shared, distributed experimentation environment (Figure 10-8) with collaborative
experimentation with ARL and the ITA building on initial Y4 integration and experiments, in
addition to our multi-genre CTA experiments. IRC researchers have access to the NSRL via the
ARL Integrated Distributed Virtual Research Network (IDVRN). We will continue work to
represent Evolution, Trust, QoI, and IPAN interactions, metrics and models.

This year we will continue expanding the forms of network evolution and dynamics [NSCTA]
and proactive/reactive behaviors that were developed and used in Y4 experiments, setting up
experiments around a more complex social patterns data set [IEEE]. We will look at mixing
synthetic and real data to meet scientific need analogously to how we tailored experiment data in
Y4 studying Simplicial Complex methods with EDIN.

Overall we will be supporting experimentation in basic research with tools and data, conducting
validation, integration and scale testing of finished research across the CTA and working
collaboratively with ARL and CERDEC to apply successful research products and methods to
Army challenges.

Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses
In this on-going task, we develop shared, collaborative solutions for composite network
experimentation architecture and practice.

Q1: How can the distributed experimentation architecture be created and extended to
maximize its applicability to the full range of Network Science experiments in the CTA?

 Which existing experimentation resources, including ARL and other CTA/ITA resources, if
integrated into a shared platform, are most likely to satisfy the broadest range of both near
and long term needs?

 How can we efficiently integrate diverse components, such as communication, social, and
information network models, datasets, and game-based simulators, to represent scientific
network interaction scenarios of military interest?

Q2: Can we automate shared interactions among the network genre models so that integrated
models, data, and associated instrumentation are useful from all research perspectives?

 How can the shared experimentation environment be deployed, publicized, and utilized so
that it is most accessible and useful to consortium and ARL researchers?

 Based on anticipated experimentation needs, what necessary additional experimentation
infrastructure (such as data collection, storage, or visualization tools) must be integrated?
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We started with baseline experimentation and continue to expand the scope of encompassed
research topics. Thus, the research hypotheses in this project are:

H1: It is feasible to develop, deploy, and evolve a shared platform for CTA experimentation by
integrating resources from ARL, the ARCs and the IRC that are of general utility for
experimentation in composite networks.

We utilize both constructive (large-scale) simulation and small team Human In The Loop (HITL)
experiments to achieve research validation goals. To make this affordable, we use identified
assets and help researchers to use them from the IRC, ARL, and their labs. In Y5, ongoing,
integrated experimentation collaborations will continue and increase in experimental complexity
and scale. We believe that scenarios and challenges identified by ARL and used in NSRL
experimentation can be used to guide basic research experiments, not changing the substance of
the research but influencing testing and focus to enhance transition readiness.

H2: The distributed experiment environment will help drive the unification and sharing of
models, methods, metrics, etc., across the elements of cross-genre networks. We predict, as
research models mature, that we will be able to demonstrate, leverage, and validate
commonalities using the environment.

The underlying theme is that any NS CTA experiment uses applicable tools, data, methods and
metrics from other CTA projects and tasks. We are putting research products such as metrics,
models, data sets, and visualization approaches to use in the distributed experimentation
environment. Along with continuing collaborations, we will be interacting with new and
emerging collaborations and tasks increasing the number of active experimentation activities.

Research Problem Background
This 6.2 research task is closely coordinated across the CTA, with ARL and CERDEC
researchers, and with other ARL programs including the ITA. A key purpose of the applied
research projects is to validate discoveries and to determine, through experimental validation and
assessment, how basic research products might be transitioned to address military relevant
problems. This task is designed to actively create broad collaboration and integrated
experimentation in order to widen the scientific scope and enhance the military value of the
overall NS CTA research program.

The experimentation infrastructure is distinct in its ability to span varying levels of research
maturity, and scales of time and network sizes. INARC researchers have used datasets like the
DBLP (information on computer science publications) where change is slow. CNARC and
SCNARC (HITL) experiments are often real-time. CNARC experiments can require
exceptionally small time steps. The SCNARC HITL experiments can add the dimension of long
durations or episodic sessions for the study of team dynamics. Interesting problems range from
small warfighter teams to theater-wide intelligence collection and use. Representing this range of
scenarios and time scales is vital to the research program yet truly challenging.

Technical Approach
Research experimentation needs are often unpredictable due to the surprising nature of
discoveries. We are continually evaluating components and methods from across the Alliance to
support emerging experimentation needs while providing architectural leadership to increase
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research comparability and military
applicability. The architecture
includes infrastructure, models, data,
analysis, and scenario guidance.

The distinct types of CTA
experimentation are represented in
Figure 10-9. The IRC is taking a
synergistic approach to working with
basic researchers to select problems of
interest to Army challenges, to
increase scale and fidelity to verify
and quantify research results in system
contexts, and to work closely with
ARL to transition hardened research
products and methods to conduct
experiments in military scenarios that
measure the impact of CTA research
to Army needs.

Figure 10-10 illustrates network-genre
specific experimentation needs. Our approach
genre that are well understood and trusted.
configure, and use models and data from oth
and compatibility.

Figure 10-10. High-level capabilit
0 September 19, 2013

involves, where possible, using models from each
We help collaborating research teams to setup,

er genre to increase research result comparability

ies of composite network architecture

Figure 10-9: NS CTA Experimentation Types
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Table 10-1 lists a number of research collaborations where this task has significant involvement,
there are others where we are playing a minor role until they are ready for more collaborative, or
more applied experimentation.

Table 10-1 Integrated Experimentation thread participants

IE# PI (Center) Project/Model Topic/Role Collaboration

1 T. Abdelzaher
(INARC)

Apollo Twitter Triage filtering
preparation for InfoNet Miner

ArtisTech, ARL

1 H. Ji (INARC) InfoNet Miner Extraction of Social/Info
network from tweets

ArtisTech, ARL

1 J. O’Donovan Topic Lens, FLUO Display of mixed Social/Info
networks

UCSB, BBN

QoI
#2

W. Dron (IRC) Disruption Tolerant
Networks

BBN, CERDEC, ARL,
UIUC,

QoI
#2

F. Bergamaschi
(ITA)

EMANE, GAIAN,
others

Collaborative research with
ITA research products

BBN, ARL, ArtisTech

QoI
#2

D. Braines (ITA) Controlled English
and Inferencing

ITA collaboration on
automated text handling

BBN, IBM, ArtisTech

QoI
#2

T. Abdelzaher
(INARC)

Diversity Caching
and other QoI
techniques

Collaborative lead on
inferencing in QoI experiment
thread

BBN, ARL, PSU,

ITA (IBM), ArtisTech

3 R. Ramanathan
(EDIN)

Simplicial
Complexes

Social Patterns data analysis,
multicast algorithms for
WNAN radio

BBN, ArtisTech

3 J. Srivastava
(IRC)

Katana analysis
engine

Social Patterns data analysis BBN, ArtisTech,
UMinn

3 J. Han (CNARC) InfoNet Miner Social Patterns data analysis BBN, ArtisTech

3 N. Chawla,
(SCNARC)

Relationship
Predictor

Social Patterns data analysis BBN, ArtisTech

4 Reggie Hobbs
(ARL)

NSRL Extending ARL NSRL
architecture for CTA research

ARL, BBN, ArtisTech

5 Jim Hendler
(SCNARC)

Data and metadata
from Open
Government
datasets

Inferencing and Graph
approaches to Scalability

ArtisTech, ITA, BBN

6 Scott Poole (IRC) R3: HITL
experiments

Determining infrastructure
approaches for HITL
experiments

UIUC, NWU, USC,
BBN, ArtisTech

Integrated Experimentation themes 1 and 2 (IE1 and IE2 above) were installed in the ARL
Wireless Emulation Lab (WEL) in Y3, but extensional experimentation, and additional
integrated collaborations will continue through Y5. In IE3, we are using synthetic data to look at
evolution and dynamics phenomena. In Y5 the IE3 Social Patterns analysis themes will be
expanded to include evolution of organization and activity over time in larger, noisy data sets
which emulate military challenges. ARL, BBN and collaborating researchers have put together a
small team on the move scenario based on the terrain and exercises at Camp Roberts. This
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scenario increases the military realism of teams, mission, communications, and movement; we
will be building on this scenario as experimentation requires.

Validation Approach
We are concentrating on validation of the experimentation platform approach in two ways. First
we will conduct periodic experiments to scientifically correlate results with known work. (e.g.:
adaptive-networks LRU algorithm baseline, or Camp Roberts scenario with no network
augmentations.). A second key metric is the researcher collaboration and use of the test-bed. The
rapidly expanding list of collaborations coming out of Y4 is validation of our approaches to
integrate researchers in experimentation. These collaborative experiments have often sparked
insights into the basic research products, leading to improvements. For example, during applied
experiments in community discovery and QoI-aware routing, some scalability limitations of the
methods became apparent, leading to algorithm refinement. The success of the experiment team
in creating a general testbed while serving particular experiment needs in basic, applied, and
transition tasks continues to demonstrate the overarching approach.

We continue to expand our interaction with ARL researchers and facilities to conduct
collaborative validation experiments with ARL researchers on a wider range of military relevant
capabilities. The collaboration with ARL enables collaboration with other research programs
(e.g. the ITA) on shared ARL resources.

Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs

Due Research Milestones

Q1
Document Y4Q4 NSRL experiment results and resulting follow-on
experimentation needs. [Hancock, Leung]

Q2
Develop and document an extensible inferencing structure for Controlled
English use in collaboration with ARL and the ITA. [Hancock, Dron]

Q2
Evaluate the incorporation of live sensing in NS CTA experimentation in
collaboration with MNMI and CERDEC. [Hancock, Leung]

Q3
Gather and evaluate evolution and dynamics analysis and visualization
tools, metrics, and methods from the CTA. [Hancock, Leung, Aguirre]

Q3
Extend Camp Roberts Scenario with increased fidelity communications
and sensing. [Dron, Hancock, Leung, Aguirre]

Q4 Publish caching experimentation results. [Dron]

Q4 Documentation of improved SYNCOIN dataset. [Allan, Leung]

We will continue working with R. Cole (CERDEC) and ARL NSRL researchers to experiment
on our adaptive-network testbed with emerging research results that can impact Army needs. In
the end of Y4 we are working collaboratively with CTA researchers, ARL NSRL researchers,
and ITA researchers to conduct Camp Roberts based experiments at ARL. Follow-on
experiments will result in incremental and expanded experimentation at the NSRL.
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We are collaborating with Heng Ji (CUNY/INARC), Tarek Abdelzaher (UIUC/INARC) and
Clare Voss (ARL Multi-Lingual Computing Branch) in ongoing workflow experiment including
Apollo and InfoNet Miner resulting in a knowledge discovery approach for Arabic text (Darija)
mining. R3 participation continues to be looking at opportunities to add joint network issues to
the HITL experimentation.

We will continue to provide a suite of generated data sets to multiple ARC researchers,
encouraging collaboration and ease of comparison; Y5 will expand evolution and dynamics
effects in the scenarios, this builds on the work we are doing with Ramanathan on Simplicial
Complex applications. We will continue our collaboration with ARL researchers to improve the
SYCOIN dataset for use in automated and HITL experiments on information summarization,
knowledge extraction, and decision-making.

This interdisciplinary approach is required to create an experimentation environment that not
only represents rich, cross-network interactions at multiple scales but also facilitates
instrumentation for experiment conduct, data collection, and results analysis.

Funding
Funding for Task = R5

Thrust = IRC Core

Funding Type = 6.2

Year 5 Funding = $482,435

Funding by Institution and Center

Center Institution Funding Cost Share

IRC ArtisTech $255,047

IRC BBN $227,388

Impact on Network Science
We are pressing forward on several NS barriers, challenges, and opportunities that span the
boundaries of the ARCS. We focus on validation and transition characterization of Network
Science research results. Several factors that are considered in experimentation are:

 Scale
 Fidelity
 Span of network genre
 Army and DoD applicability
 Basic and applied research resource sharing for increased transition applicability.

We collaboratively developed infrastructure, tools, and data that have made multi-genre network
experiments ranging from 4 person HITL experiments, to over half a million simulated entities
communicating over multiple modalities. We are working collaboratively with CERDEC and
ARL to engage emulation and real device infrastructures where needed in scaled
experimentation.
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We are creating collaborative meta-projects that bring together multiple researchers with IRC,
ARL, CERDEC, and other researchers like ITA to accomplish the important work of validating
NS research results in relevant contexts. These experimentation projects produce tools, hardened
algorithms and components, and papers that advance Network Science, and experimentation
techniques and metrics that advance the underlying methodology of studying this topic.

Military Relevance
Military actions often involve interrelated communication, information and social networks all
utilized during mission planning and execution. From the largest operation to the shortest
mission, solders rely on communication networks, sort through large amounts of information,
and work in teams among different organizations. It is critical to understand and improve the
mission performance of various teams of soldiers that are using information and communication
networks, in the context of evolving social networks, within an experimental scenario. This task
will enable modeling, instrumentation and measurement of such performance for the study of
joint network effects on a range of mission metrics.

In Y4 we worked collaboratively with ARL to develop an extensible military scenario, based on
Camp Roberts and unclassified TRADOC scenarios that we will be using in Y5 for
experimentation in the CTA, and in the ARL NSRL.

Transition Opportunities
Experimental validation of NS CTA research results is a key step in transition. Testing theory
and method against scientifically designed challenges ensures the correctness of the research.
Beyond this the application of the theory within the bounds of its derivation must be explored in
scalability, real-time potential, computing/data requirements, and in a systems context to
determine the classes of real-world challenges that it is applicable to. This task is designed to
address the issues of architecting an experimentation environment to confirm research findings
and assess their impact on real challenges.

These goals require some prototyping and hardening of prototypes. They also feed into transition
processes. In Y5 we are going use the Transition List of expertise, successful results, and
prototypes/artifacts are explained in stakeholder terminology to reach out to program
management on Army and DoD programs that have known needs in network science application
areas. The first of these that we are reaching out to is Raytheon’s Distributed Common Ground
Station (DCGS) program.

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
This task is specifically dependent on several research efforts (including R6) and coordinates
with ARL priorities. We are evolving the validation platform through which much of the NS
CTA effort is evaluated. We implicitly and explicitly collaborate with virtually the entire NS
CTA. In particular, ongoing experimentation will involve linkages across the Thrusts and ARCs
such as:

 Obtaining metrics from the various Thrusts.
 Using models of the evolving dynamic behavior of networks and how network usage patterns

adapt to events like disturbances in the communication layer, deliberate misinformation
propagation, or abrupt removal of key nodes in a social network.
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 Extending current groups of experimentation collaboration including QoI, Adaptive
Networks, and HITL virtual simulation C4I (R3)

The CTA is dependent on collaboration with researchers and facilities in ARL and CERDEC,
and in other projects such as the ITA. Specific dependencies include:

 Collaborative experiments in the NSRL that use ARL, ITA, and other Government data,
infrastructure and components.

 ITA Controlled English store and expertise in constructing experimentally required
inferencing. [ACITA2012]

 ARL EMANE infrastructure in the WEL/NSRL.
 ITA Gaian database infrastructure in the ARL WEL/NSRL.
 DTN and in-network information caching in adaptive networks with CERDEC collaboration.

In collaboration with ARC leadership and ARL we continually compile a list of research results
that show readiness for experimentation. We work in conjunction with R6 and ARL to combine
individual research results into multi-genre integrated experiments. We have established
specific collaboration partners listed in the Key Deliverables section and Table 10-1.

Key Contributors and Their Roles
J. Hancock, ArtisTech (IRC): J. Hancock is a task co-lead. He is provides leadership designing
and performing applied experiments in composite networks that align with multi-center
priorities, scenario and simulation design, collaborating with NS CTA researchers for basic
research validation, facilitating researcher understanding of military relevance, coordinating
transition opportunities, design of cross-genre network simulations, and leading outreach efforts
through conference participation. J. Hancock also supervises other ArtisTech research staff. His
time commitment is 0.14 FTE and he will participate in NS CTA facility and site visits as
necessary. J. Hancock collaborates with a wide range of CTA, ARL, ITA, and other researchers
including Voss, Abdelzaher and Ji on extraction of mixed social/information networks from
unstructured text data, La Porta, Abdelzaher, Cook, Marcus, Scott, and Hobbes on QoI,
Prithwish and Ramanathan on evolution and dynamics, and Contractor, Pool, Williams,
Srivastava on analysis of multi-dimensional network data.

A. Leung, BBN (IRC): A. Leung is a task co-lead. She is responsible for working with ARL and
Centers and Thrust leads to set experimentation priorities. She will also design and perform
applied experiments in composite networks which align with these priorities, collaborate with
NS CTA researchers for basic research validation, facilitate researcher understanding of military
scenarios and needs, and lead outreach. Her time commitment is 0.25 FTE and she will work
from her office in the building next to the NS CTA facility. A. Leung will lead the collaborations
with ARL related to Human-In-The-Loop experiments and will collaborate with Ramanathan on
applications of beyond graphs algorithms and Hendler on semantic information experiments.

W. Dron, BBN (IRC): W. Dron is responsible for performing and analyzing composite network
experiments, integrating and modifying simulation components and models, and facilitating
collaborative experimentation with other NS CTA researchers, ARL, CERDEC, and ITA
researchers. His time commitment is 0.50 FTE and he will work from his office in the building
next to the NS CTA facility. W. Dron collaborates with Cole and Cansever on applications of
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DTN, and with La Porta, Abdelzaher, Dean, and Govindan on information and content aware
networks.

M. Aguirre, ArtisTech (IRC): M. Aguirre is responsible for preparing infrastructure, data, and
tools for composite network experiments, integrating and modifying components and models,
and conducting collaborative experimentation with other NS CTA researchers, ARL, and ITA
researchers. His time commitment is 0.70 FTE and he will work primarily from his office at
ArtisTech. Matt collaborates with the ARL NSRL team, Ramanathan on data set preparation for
simplicial complex analysis, and a wide range of experiment collaboration.
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10.7 Task R6: Applied Experiments (6.2 Applied Research
Task)

Task Lead: A. Leung, BBN (IRC); J. Hancock, ArtisTech (IRC)
Email: aleung@bbn.com; johnh@artistech.com

Phone: 617-873-5617; 703-383-3077

Primary Research Staff Collaborative Advisers

M. Aguirre, ArtisTech (IRC) T. Abdelzaher, UIUC (INARC)

W. Dron, BBN (IRC) F. Bergamaschi, IBM UK (ITA)

J. Hancock, ArtisTech (IRC) Lead D. Cansever, (CERDEC)

R. Hobbs, CISD (ARL) G. Cao, PSU (CNARC)

S. Kase, CISD (ARL) R. Cole, (CERDEC)

A. Leung, BBN (IRC) Lead M. Dean, BBN (IRC)

L. Scott, CISD (ARL) R. Govindan, USC (CNARC)

D. Williams, USC (IRC) J. Hendler, RPI (SCNARC)

T. La Porta, PSU (CNARC)

R. Ramanathan, BBN (CNARC)

Technical Abstract
The main goal of this continuing 6.2 research task is to lead collaborative, integrated
experimentation in composite networks across the consortium. Our applied experiments will
continue to validate basic research results from across the NS CTA and assess potential military
operational applications. This includes joint experimentation with CERDEC, ARL, and other
ARL programs such as the Network Science ITA.

This year, we will emphasize bridging the gap between basic research products and
transitionable Army technologies and tools. We have identified several candidate NS CTA basic
research results with high transition potential and will design and execute applied composite
network experiments to advance them towards transition, in collaboration with CERDEC and
ARL. We will also support the transition goal by helping to connect NS CTA researchers with
potential transition customers and SBIR partners.

Our experiments explore interactions among multiple genres of networks. Focus areas for Y5
are:

 Improving decision-making capability for people through the use of networks and tools
that adapt to and anticipate both user and network context. This can include integrating
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social/cognitive behavior models, QoI or Trust metrics, and semi-automated information
summarization/filtering.

 Improving network resource usage through knowledge of social/organizational groups,
information content and overlap, or other types of connectedness. This can include
leveraging knowledge about temporary communities, shared characteristics between
nodes, or incremental information content and inferencing.

The purpose of this R6 Applied Experiments task is to design, execute, and analyze integrated
composite network experiments to validate basic research results in the context of cross-genre,
military relevant scenarios. The purpose of the R5 Shared Infrastructure task is to develop the
testbeds, frameworks, datasets, and collaborations necessary for these cross-genre experiments,
and to refine and integrate basic research products for applied experimentation. Both tasks are
interactive with ARL to ensure that experimentation is guided by the needs of potential transition
customers and the future benefit to the Army, and both tasks involve collaboration with
government and academic researchers. In addition to promoting use of the shared simulation
experimentation platform and other products of R5 and use of the human experimentation
framework and methodologies from R3, we will collaborate with QoI, EDIN, Trust, and IPAN
researchers.

Research Issue/Technical Approach
A primary and continuing purpose of this effort is to demonstrate that the models, theories,
algorithms, and other products of basic research in composite networks can be experimentally
demonstrated to improve overall task performance in military relevant scenarios. In this task, we
design, execute, and analyze experiments that:

 Study interactions and feedback loops between and among different network genres

 Advance the development of basic research products into potential military applications

 Establish collaborations between consortium researchers from different fields

 Exercise current experimentation infrastructure capabilities and drive development of
additional capabilities

What makes the NS CTA program different from other network research is its emphasis on
exploring interactions between communications, information, and social/cognitive networks.
This is challenging, because progress depends on productive collaboration between researchers
grounded in separate domains. In the first four years, this task has helped bring together
researchers from communications, information, and social/cognitive networks to work jointly on
integrated experiments. We have considered how problems in one network can impact
performance in another network, and how knowledge of one network can be leveraged to make
another network more effective. Each year’s experiments extend previous experiments by
representing scenarios more realistically and adding more complex, military relevant, cross-
genre aspects to the task and context. Each year we also evaluate additional candidate areas of
research from across the NS CTA program and selectively use them to extend the suite of
research topics and approaches that are brought into integrated experimentation.

This year, we have several candidate experiments from the two cross-genre focus areas of
improved decision-making and improved resource usage:
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 Hybrid human/simulation experiment on how communications network imperfections
and costs impact team performance, trust, information dissemination, and decision-
making (collaboration with ARL and R3)

 Group-aware multi-cast simulation experiment on how radio broadcast algorithms based
on simplicial complex analysis can reduce energy use in a WNAN radio network
(collaboration with CERDEC and E2).

 Multiple community-aware, content-aware emulation experiments on how routing,
caching, sourcing, and compression algorithms can leverage social and information
network knowledge to fulfill user data requests more efficiently (collaboration with ARL,
Q2, Q3, and C1)

Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses

Q1: How can adaptive network systems effectively anticipate and respond to changes in user
goal, and requirements, and resource availability, in order to provide better information to
decision-makers?

One of the NS CTA Roadmap scenarios highlights how future “smart” networks could support
more reliable communications, better situation awareness, and faster reaction times during
military missions by adapting to changes in communications network connectivity and capacity,
optimizing based on user information needs and priorities, and leveraging organizational
hierarchies and social connections. R6 will integrate some research products from QoI and
CNARC/INARC tasks and collaborate with ARL to test these algorithms in military relevant
network configurations and realistic scenarios. We will extend our Y4 experiments
[DUAILHG12] in named data networks (NDN), information-aware caching, and inferencing for
QoI trade-offs during Y5, as well as incorporating community-aware algorithms and decision-
centric performance metrics.
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Figure 10-11 Fig. 1. and Fig. 2. illustrate Y4 simulation experiments using QoI-aware caching over
DTN.

Figure 10-11 shows that both an information clustering approximation algorithm and a more
calculation-intensive information diversity calculation algorithm delivered better utility and
coverage, with less delay, than other approaches. Improvements were largest when user queries
were broader, and when reported data was distributed across more clusters of overlapping
content.

H1: Adaptive or ‘smart’ networks will demonstrate positive impact on information availability
and resource management when they are tested in the context of realistic inter-network
feedback loops between communication network failures and information network demands.

In Y4, we worked with ARL and CERDEC to set up simulation and emulation experiments in a
military scenario based on realistic network configurations and communication patterns,
focusing on the interactions between mobile squads in an urban environment, analysts and
decision-makers in a command center, and remote sensing platforms. The focus was on
examining several NS CTA basic research products within the same overarching military
scenario, and evaluating performance using metrics such as information space coverage and
utility of information response, going beyond the traditional communications network measures
of loss and delay. This work showed that technologies from the Network Science ITA (such as
Controlled English and the Gaian Database), as well as ARL Network Science Research Lab
capabilities (such as EMANE network emulation), could be integrated into an end-to-end
military relevant scenario. The focus was on examining the impact of each basic research
product in turn, within the realistic overall network context. In Y5, we will expand this suite of
experiments to consider combinations of NS CTA products, in order to understand interactions
between them.
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Figure 10-12 Y4 collaborative experiments with ARL NSRL, NS ITA, QoI and IPAN researchers
explored adaptive communications in the context of delivering timely, useful, information to mobile

squads at the edge of the network.

Additionally, we plan to work with the WNAN experimentation platform to measure the impact
of network algorithms which can take into account frequency sharing groups in addition to point-
to-point connectivity through a shared frequency. This DARPA program, which has been
working with CERDEC and PEO-STRI, has its own experimentation framework which utilizes
the real radio software. While basic research into group-aware algorithms has demonstrated
impact on simulated networks, these efforts have focused on proofs of theoretical effect sizes,
rather than practical implementation. We will collaborate with E2 and R5 to mature the basic
research algorithms into a form that can be tested in the WNAN framework.

Q2: What are the key inter-network dampening or amplifying feedback loops that operate
between social, information, and communications networks during military operations?

Human teams can be particularly adaptable and robust components of a multi-genre composite
network. While this is highly desirable from a team performance standpoint, it can also greatly
complicate understanding these networks. However, understanding the non-linear effects of
component network imperfections is important, because such knowledge is critical for resource
investment decisions. For example, there may be very little impact of audio transmission lag time
until a critical threshold is reached, but once the delay becomes great enough, information
exchange may be severely reduced when frustrated teammates stop trying to communicate
through the audio channel. Additionally, this may trigger greater reliance on text channels and
greater demand for detailed sensor feeds (as trust is reduced and more team members want to see
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raw data for themselves). Collaborating with ARL, R5, and R3, we will experimentally explore
these types of feedback phenomenon.

H2: High communications costs and low network reliability will impair trust formation in
distributed teams, but will not significantly reduce team performance in adaptable teams.

Most team experiments assume reliable, freely available communications networks. However, in
field situations, access to the communications network may be both limited and costly. In
addition to the obvious effects of loss of connectivity (e.g. message traffic being blocked), there
can be inter-network effects such as preferential development of trust between reliably connected
teammates or increased cognitive load on teammates who must act as an information bridge
between disconnected subnets. We anticipate that while team performance in complex tasks may
not be directly impacted by poor communications network quality, due to compensatory actions
such as seeking alternative channels or increased self-reliance, imperfect communications
networks will adversely impact team processes and the development of trust.

Research Problem Background
The importance of cross-network experiments to understand interactions between
social/cognitive, information, and communications networks, is increasingly recognized, but
much remains for the NS CTA program to explore. A primary goal for this task is to help bridge
the gap from basic network science research to future military applications by (1) increasing the
complexity and realism of the experimental scenario or datasets, and (2) including more types of
inter-genre interactions. For network algorithms which have been developed through
mathematical or theoretical analysis, the approach may include simulation experiments with
communications patterns, movement, and information flow based on reactive behavior models
instead of random or constant behavior often used in basic research. For network models or
theories which have been developed from particular datasets, the approach may include
validation against a range of alternative generated or real world datasets. In both cases, a
challenge is to examine more complex inter-genre effects (e.g. adding information understanding
goal-driven behaviors to a communications simulation, or adding trust dynamics and link
evolution to an information exchange scenario).

Technical Approach
This task’s primary goal is to validate and assess applicability of basic network science research.
Other goals include:

• Validate the utility of the shared experimentation platform

• Provide an opportunity and enticement for cross-consortium and inter-program collaboration

• Mature selected basic research products so they can be experimentally assessed

All our experiments will be performed collaboratively with researchers from across the NS CTA,
including both academic and government. We will advance these collaborations through regular
telecons and in-person working meetings at APG and ALC. Additionally, we will continue to
work with the Network Science ITA, CERDEC, and ARL’s MNMI to pursue experimentation
leveraging some of their research products. In Y5, we will have an increased emphasis on
transition and will work closely with R5 to develop appropriate validation experiments with
potential transition customers, and to publicize experimentation results to relevant communities.
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Validation Approach
The main emphasis of this task is validation under complex conditions in order to mature
research towards transition. This includes validation of basic research products, which may have
been developed with one primary type of network in mind, within the larger context of
composite network interactions. It also includes designing military relevant scenarios that take
into account both current needs and future capabilities projected from emerging technologies,
drawing from subject matter experts and modifying approved TRADOC scenarios as needed to
introduce anticipated future capabilities. In turn, experience with transition and the expertise of
transition partners will feed back into improving and extending our integrated NS CTA
experimentation and into 6.1 research tasks across the Alliance.

We will use the simulation, data generation, and analysis capabilities of the experimental
infrastructure developed in R5, along with ARL NSRL capabilities, to provide the composite
network context and appropriate military relevant experimental scenarios. We will work closely
with R3 and ARL in developing hybrid experiments mixing large-scale network simulation with
small-scale live human participation. We will also utilize any specific experimentation platforms
preferred by target transition customers, such as WNAN.

Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs

Due Research Milestones

Q1

Experiment Design Document for some subset of experiment candidates (1)
distributed team decision-making with imperfect networks (2) adaptive QoI
or SIT networks for efficient information propagation (3) group-aware
approaches to improving communications networks. (Leung)

Q2
Implementation and Integration Status Report for one or more experiment
candidates. (Dron) Installation of experimentation components at ARL
NSRL. (Hancock)

Q3
Perform and document results of at least one collaborative experiment.
(Leung)

Q4
Perform and document results of another collaborative experiment.
(Hancock)

Funding
Funding for Task = R6

Thrust = IRC Core

Funding Type = 6.2

Year 5 Funding = $448,565
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Funding by Institution and Center

Center Institution Funding Cost Share

IRC ArtisTech $47,568

IRC BBN $390,997

IRC USC $10,000

Impact on Network Science
Our applied experiments advance basic networks science by surfacing complexities and
identifying limitations of the research algorithms/models, giving researchers an opportunity to
expand or improve their research products. For example, some of the community detection
methods examined in Y3 and Y4 had to be revised to handle large groups and populations
[LHDAPWHSMRS13]. Similarly, some of the content-aware algorithms were found to be
sensitive to parameters such as information redundancy. The experiments designed and executed
under this task seek to exercise models and algorithms under realistic current and future military
relevant conditions, where social/cognitive, information, and communications networks are all
interacting. In Y5, we are interested in the question of feedback loops between different genres
of networks, and will also continue to explore how knowledge about one network genre can be
used to improve performance in another genre.

Military Relevance
Networks that can automatically anticipate and adapt to changing user needs and resource
restrictions, in order to improve decision-making and mission execution are a key focus for the
NS CTA. The military seeks to improve high-level effectiveness in decision-making, information
transfer, and shared situation awareness through a combination of technology, training, tactics
and procedures (e.g. ARL’s Data to Decision program, DARPA’s Command Post of the Future
program, DARPA’s Tactical Ground Reporting program). As part of the NS CTA’s 6.2 applied
research effort, Task R6 will evaluate and demonstrate the potential value of NS CTA-wide basic
research in adaptive networks in the context of military relevant scenarios.

Transition Opportunities
Delay Tolerant Networks (DTN) and adaptive networks in general have been identified as a
potential transition opportunity for NS CTA research, and have been the basis for some prior and
continuing work under the NS IDIQ. Dr. Robert Cole from CERDEC is championing the
potential for DTN technologies in military mobile ad-hoc networks. We are also collaborating
with Dr. Derya Cansever to explore other CERDEC interests, particularly in social-aware
networks and EDIN applications.

We are collaborating with WNAN researchers to design validation experiments and integrate
beyond graphs capabilities into their testing framework. If the Y5 validation tests produce
promising results, these capabilities can be directly transitioned from the WNAN test code base
to its radio code base.

Finally, we are working with ARL researchers to integrate communications network simulation
and emulation capabilities with experimentation interfaces for human-in-the-loop, team-of-teams
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research. The scientific results of these studies (and most other human focused experiments) can
be transitioned as design principles or best practices for how remote, distributed teams should
coordinate over networks, rather than as prototype software tools.

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
This task continues the R6 Applied Experimentation task from Y4. It uses the shared
experimentation infrastructure developed in the R5 Shared Infrastructure task, and drives
development of additional experimentation capabilities. Tasks R6 and R5 are highly linked, and
so are planned and performed together in close coordination. We also draw on the
social/cognitive multi-team decision-making framework and data analysis/visualization tools
developed in R3.

The NS CTA program’s basic research tasks have produced many testable theories and models
and there are a significant number of researchers interested in collaborative experiments. While
R6 cannot actively collaborate with every other task, we will work with a set of collaborators
who represent all centers and Thrusts, identifying clusters of tasks whose research products can
be validated modularly within integrated experiments. We have identified several strong
candidates for Y5 experimentation. We will continue to work with the ARL NSRL, Tom La
Porta, Tarek Abdelzaher, Ramesh Govindan, and Mike Dean on a suite of QoI and IPAN
experiments. We plan to work with Jim Hendler and others to explore experimentation
possibilities related to EDIN and inferencing, using ITA technologies such as Controlled
English. We will also collaborate with Lisa Scott from ARL to extend teams-of-teams and hybrid
human/simulation studies, and with Sue Kase from ARL to design experiment for information
extraction and summarization technologies [A13]. We also plan to work with Ram Ramanathan
and CERDEC to study applications of EDIN algorithms in WNAN.

The specific set of Y5 applied experiments will be selected based on (1) continuing progress in
the collaborating basic research tasks (2) whether research products from multiple other tasks
can be validated within the same modular applied experimentation framework (3) interest from
potential transition partners (4) coverage of research interests from all Thrusts and Centers.

Key Contributors and Their Roles
A. Leung, BBN (IRC): A. Leung is a task co-lead. She is responsible for working with ARL and
Centers and Thrust leads to set experimentation priorities. She will also design and perform
applied experiments in composite networks which align with these priorities, collaborate with
NS CTA researchers for basic research validation, facilitate researcher understanding of military
scenarios and needs, and lead outreach. Her time commitment is 0.25 FTE and she will work
from her office in the building next to the NS CTA facility. A. Leung will lead the collaborations
with ARL related to human-in-the-loop experiments and will collaborate with Ramanathan on
applications of beyond graphs algorithms and Hendler on semantic information experiments.

J. Hancock, ArtisTech (IRC): J. Hancock is a task co-lead. He is responsible for designing and
performing applied experiments in composite networks that align with multi-center priorities,
scenario and simulation design, collaborating with NS CTA researchers for basic research
validation, facilitating researcher understanding of military relevance, coordination of transition
opportunities, design of cross-genre network simulations and demonstrations, and leading
outreach efforts through conference participation and demonstrations. J. Hancock also supervises
other ArtisTech research staff. His time commitment is 0.14 FTE and he will participate in NS
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CTA facility and site visits as necessary. J. Hancock collaborates with several researchers
including Abdelzaher and Ji on extraction of mixed social/information networks from
unstructured text data, and Srivastava on analysis of multi-dimensional network data.

W. Dron, BBN (IRC): W. Dron is responsible for performing and analyzing composite network
experiments, integrating and modifying simulation components and models, and facilitating
collaborative experimentation with other NS CTA researchers, ARL, CERDEC, and ITA
researchers. His time commitment is 0.50 FTE and he will work from his office in the building
next to the NS CTA facility. W. Dron collaborates with Cole and Cansever on applications of
DTN, and with La Porta, Abdelzaher, Dean, and Govindan on information and content aware
networks.

D. Williams, USC (IRC): Professor Williams is responsible for consulting on experimental task
design in virtual environments. His time commitment is 0.05 FTE and he will participate in NS
CTA facility and site visits as necessary. Professor Williams collaborates with the Virtual
Worlds Exploratorium (VWE) project group and co-leads task R3.
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10.8 Task R7: 6.1 Consortium Technical and
Programmatic Leadership

Task Lead: W. Leland (BBN)

Email: wel@bbn.com Phone: 908-227-1139

Primary Staff Collaborative Advisers

I. Castineyra, BBN (IRC) Lead

W. Leland, BBN (IRC) Lead

Overview
This task provides the technical and programmatic leadership for the NS CTA 6.1 research. W.
Leland is the project technical lead; I. Castineyra is the program manager.

Technical and programmatic leadership and coordination will be fundamental to the success of
the program. The 6.1 research program includes over one hundred researchers and over twenty-
five different institutions. The program’s emphasis on collaboration between geographically
dispersed specialists in different disciplines necessitates strong, pervasive leadership and
coordination.

Funding
Funding for Task = R7

Thrust = Management

Funding Type = 6.1

Year 5 Funding = $1,166,783

Funding by Institution and Center

Center Institution Funding Cost Share

IRC BBN $1,166,783
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10.9 Task R8: 6.2 Consortium Technical and
Programmatic Leadership

Task Lead: W. Leland (BBN)

Email: wel@bbn.com Phone: 908-227-1139

Primary Staff Collaborative Advisers

I. Castineyra, BBN (IRC) Lead

W. Leland, BBN (IRC) Lead

This task provides the technical and programmatic leadership for the NS CTA 6.2 research.

Funding
Funding for Task = R8

Thrust = Management

Funding Type = 6.2

Year 5 Funding = $49,000

Funding by Institution and Center

Center Institution Funding Cost Share

IRC BBN $49,000
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11. Non-CCRI Research: Social/Cognitive Networks
Academic Research Center (SCNARC)

Director: Boleslaw. K. Szymanski, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Email: szymab@rpi.edu, Phone: 518-276-2714

Government Leads: Keryl Cosenzo, Jonathan Bakdash

Email: keryl.a.cosenzo.civ@mail.mil, Phone: 401-278-5885
jonathan.z.bakdash.civ@mail.mil
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11.1 Overview
Our goals for SCNARC are to achieve a fundamental understanding of social and cognitive
networks and their impact on the U.S. Army networked operations, to develop underlying theory,
and to create scientific foundations for modeling, simulation, measurements, analysis, prediction
and control of social-cognitive network behavior. With such fundamental knowledge, we
improve distributed collaboration and decision-making in complex, network-enabled operations
and design networked environments to enable the most effective and efficient interactions
between human cognition/behavior and the network.

A fundamental aspect of social-cognitive networks is relationships between people; people are
the basis for the creation of networks. Some connections in social-cognitive networks are driven
by and influenced by characteristics of individuals and groups of individuals at the network
node. Social cognitive network science studies networks whose node’s activities are driven by at
least by one of the three elements depicted in Figure 11-1, which affects the dynamics of the
network and ultimately have an impact on the decision maker.
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Figure 11-1. Social Cognitive Network Science—network types

Key facets of social cognitive network science include relationships between people as the basis
for forming networks in which connections are between people with cognitive constructs. The
relevant research includes behavioral aspects of networking, human behavior and cognitive
constructs impacted by networks, networks affecting the socio-cognitive factors, relationships
affected by socio-technical networks, and cognitive constraints on interactions with networks.
The last factor includes limits on the amount of information that humans can process and their
perceptions, biases, and heuristics affecting activities in the network. Today, an important aspect
of social cognitive networks is human perception of social interactions via socio-technical
networks without personal contact and its context. The relevant research may take into account
indirect, practical, and theoretical relationships between trust, influence, proximity, and mobility,
not only of individuals but also of groups, and finding how behavior is shaped by cognitive
constraints, such as personality, cultural interaction, information processing, and decision
making.

SCNARC’s objective is to gain a deeper understanding of how social cognitive networks form,
operate, and evolve; how they affect the societies in which they operate; and how they affect the
functioning of large complex networked organizations; to control, influence, and predict
behavior or outcomes. Its overall objective is consistent with the NS CTA objectives of
contributing to the network science in general and focusing on understanding the interplay
between the communication networks, information networks and social networks and,
specifically for SCNARC, their impact on cognition, behavior, and relationships in network
contexts.

The research in the core SCNARC program supports the Trust, EDIN, IPAN, and QoI CCRIs
and directly addresses the important objectives outlined above. The research focuses on the
following three areas.

1. Socio-technical systems. The research here aims at understanding the basic principles of
socio-technical systems and networks. It includes formation of networks and answers the
questions of how and why this happens, what are the relational, behavioral, and cognitive drivers
in the formation of networks, how the individual elements in the network behave, what impact
do the individual capacities at the hub and other structurally and functionally important nodes
have (and vice versa), and how the network impacts individual and group behavior. Other
questions include: how the proximity and locations of human activities shape and are influenced

Behavior (e.g., Decisions)

Group/
Collective Dynamics

Relationships
(e.g., Friendships, Group Affiliation)

Cognition
(e.g., Beliefs, Cognitive constraints)
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by social relations and individual beliefs and attitudes, how to create incentives in a network to
motivate behavior at the individual node or of an entire network, what are the dynamics of
network interactions, and what characteristics of the individual are important to consider for the
individual’s network interactions. Tasks S1, S2 and S5 contribute to this area.

2. Influence and control of network behavior. Research in this area addresses how social
incentives shape network behavior, key aspects of an individual that shape and influence
behavior, and how to intervene in a network to get desired outcomes. The research aims also at
optimization of dissemination of knowledge, efficient strategies for discovery of social network
behavior and outcomes, while taking into consideration the people in the network to maintain the
performance of individuals, as well as the groups, to avoid disruption of group behavior. Finally,
this research seeks to discover which nodes control the network, the social cognitive abilities of
such nodes, the fundamental time scales associated with transformational changes in social and
techno-social networks, and the key individual-level, technological, endogenous, and exogenous
factors and drivers influencing and controlling these macro-level time scales. It also seeks to find
out how one can influence or control the underlying transformational changes and/or the
associated time scales in social and techno-social networks. Tasks currently contributing to this
area include S2, and to lesser degree S1 and S5.

3. Formal and informal networks. Our focus here is on social and cognitive network dynamics
and discovery. Research in this area seeks to understand fundamentals of networks that make the
individual/organization work well, including internal networks, collective cognition, formal
networks and society as a whole, and informal networks. The issues being investigated include
how we can: obtain informal and formal relationships from the network and robustly extract data
about those relationships; gain insights about social elements of these relationships; and
understand formal and informal networks and the interplay between the two. The tasks currently
contributing to this area include S4, and, to a lesser degree, S1 and S5.

The SCNARC Core research aims to develop fundamental scientific knowledge and theories.
This knowledge can be developed into predictive models and algorithmic tools for efficient
incentive mechanisms for network activities, predicting and influencing opinion evolution in
societies, and for forming and predicting team performance in organizational networks.

11.2 Technical Approach
In Y5, we continue the last year’s emphasis on the social and cognitive components of the
network. We will achieve our high-level objective by continuing the development of models
capturing the sensitivity of network behavior to network incentives; investigating the role of
individual-level social drivers and mechanisms in understanding macro-level behavior of the
system, including opinion spreading and influencing in social networks; and understanding and
utilizing the impact of composite (or multi-relational) networks in organization on individual
collective behavior, such as team performance. In Y5, we introduce a new task, Behavior
Constrained Networks. This fundamental task is focused on understanding the basic principles of
socio-technical systems and networks, the impact of node characteristics on network behavior
and performance (e.g. culture, politics, group affiliation), and how individual elements affect
collective behavior of the nodes. These investigations will be the basis for developing algorithms
and predictive models to discover, influence, and control behavior for hidden, informal, and
organizational networks.
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The Core SCNARC will execute four tasks: S1, S2, S4, and S5. Task S1 supports Trust, tasks
S2 and S4 support EDIN, and task S5 supports IPAN. The tasks that support IPAN and EDIN
are within the area of socio-technical systems research area.

S1: Social Networks in Action: Measuring, Modeling and Using Collective Activities – This task
will explore three interrelated ideas, each asking how decision making by individuals is affected
by network incentives. First, we will extend our investigation from Y4 of how ‘wisdom of
crowds’ can be harvested using a market dynamic approach. In Y5, we will consider the non-
linear dynamics of how crowds make decisions rather than just averages of decisions, especially
for crowds with strong social interactions. We will also directly verify the network change
dynamics of the superior decision conditions identified in Y4, using data of a financial social
network ‘eToro,’ and multi-genre data from the Friends and Family study. These newly
augmented data sets will allow us to compare decision making processes for different cultures
(i.e., Asian versus European) as well as to investigate the role of change dynamics of interactions
between network members. Second, we will focus on human reactions to tasks with complex,
multi-valued social interactions and complex trade-offs. An example is ‘tragedy of the
commons’ situations where some participants must give up some personal utility to increase the
utility of the entire system. The research goal of this project is the design of mechanisms that
compensate for the personal cost of participation. In Y5, we will extend these results to multi-
genre networks ranging from social to information and to communication networks, and develop
multi-genre measures that predict the efficacy of the incentives, thus allowing optimization of the
incentives. We will also use the recently augmented eToro and Friends and Family datasets to
investigate how incentive mechanisms function within different cultural groups. The third
direction will study geo-referenced interactions in social media to measure the impact of distance
between users on their joint activities. Communications that are geo-referenced provide rich
source of information about social interactions. This year, we will create a repository of diverse
social media sources with geo-references, including the Friends and Family multi-genre social
network data. The results of all three directions will enable us to assess value of social
interactions for predicting behavior change and spreading of opinions.

S2: Social Dynamics, Opinion Spreading, and Influencing in Social Networks – We will study
and investigate the role of individual-level social drivers and mechanisms in understanding
macro-level behavior of the system including opinion spreading and influencing in social
networks. Information and knowledge gained from empirical data will be used to build models
and theories to better understand and control the movements and shifts in the underlying social
landscape. Recent events in volatile geo-political regions also underscore the need to develop
models and theories predicting emergent properties of social systems associated with socio-
political instabilities and tipping points. With the help of empirical data and in collaboration with
social scientists and Army researchers at ARL, CERDEC, and USMA we will develop, employ,
and validate individual-based models of opinion dynamics leading to a comprehensive
understanding of social dynamics and influencing in static and dynamic social networks.

Formal and Informal Networks: Social and Cognitive Network Dynamics and Discovery and
Impact of Nodal Capacity on Performance. This research area is supported by tasks S4 and S5
that address the following two challenges. The first one is understanding fundamentals of
networks that make the individual/organization work well, including informal and formal
networks, networks that support of collective cognition, as well as investigating the impact that
the interplay of the positions of particular individuals and their cognitive capacities has on
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coordination networks and that nodal throughput capacity has on diffusion processes and the
relationship between cognitive capacity and network position. The second challenge that focuses
on how we extract informal and formal relationships from the network will be addressed by
investigating robust data extraction and gaining insights about social elements.

S4: Composite Networks in Organization and Team Performance – The emergence of online
social network sites and web 2.0 applications provides a new environment/context where people
interact and collaborate with each other to perform some complex tasks collectively. This
activity is perhaps most evident in the military domain where communications technology has
transformed Army mission command networks. However, fundamental knowledge about the
conduct of network-enabled operations is lacking, especially at the cognitive and social levels in
relation to team performance and composition.

The objective of this research is to understand and utilize the impact of composite (or multi-
relational) networks in organizations on individual collective behavior, i.e., the team
performance. In Y5 this task will address three correlated problems: characterization, prediction,
and formation. For characterization we aim to understand what kinds of network metrics/
characteristics are crucial to team performance and to what extent. For prediction we will build
predictive models to forecast the performance of a given team based on its network structure. For
formation we will develop algorithms to automatically find a good team of experts to perform a
particular task.

S5: Behavior constrained networks – Node capacity is an oft-ignored element in network
science. Not all nodes are created equal. People and organizations (and technologies) vary in
their ability to attend to inputs and to convey signals to other entities. These issues around the
interplay of cognitive capacity and network are central to understanding organizational
performance, of central concern to the Army. This task will address three key research questions:
what impact does the interplay of the position of particular individuals and their cognitive
capacity have on team outcomes such as speed and efficiency of problem solving and resource
utilization in coordination networks? What impact does nodal throughput capacity have on
diffusion processes? What is the relationship between cognitive capacity and network position?
This task will address these research questions using agent-based modeling, experimentation,
field data from Twitter, and e-mail. The task will focus on two inter-related aspects of network
capacity (1) the capacity of the network to spread information and (2) the capacity of a
networked group/organization to solve problems that involve the distributed processing of
information.
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11.3 Task S1: Social Networks in Action: Measuring,
Modeling and Using Collective Activities

Task Lead: A. Pentland, MIT (SCNARC)

Email: pentland@mit.edu Phone: (617) 253-0648

Primary Research Staff Collaborative Advisers

A. Pentland, MIT (SCNARC) Lead D. C. Arney, (USMA)

B. Szymanski, RPI (SCNARC) G. Korniss, RPI (SCNARC)

D. Lazer, NEU (SCNARC)

A. Leung, BBN (IRC)

Technical Abstract
This task is a continuation of the task executed in APP Y3 and Y4; it will build and expand on
the results by extending methods to multi-genre and multi-ethnic networks. Three interrelated
directions will be explored each asking how decision making by individuals is affected by
network incentives.

First, we will extend our investigation of how ‘wisdom of crowds’ can be harvested using a
market dynamic approach. We will study whether a crowd with strong social interactions can
perform well in prediction tasks. In Y5, we will consider the non-linear dynamics of how crowds
make decisions rather than just averages of decisions. Previous results indicate that we can
achieve superior decision results using this approach when the network topology supports
intermediate-scale cascades and the dynamics of the network (that is, changes in information
flow) are scale-free. These dynamics appear independent of the scaling of the network itself.
We will verify directly the network change dynamics of these superior decision conditions using
data of a financial social network called ‘eToro,’ and by using multi-genre data from the Friends
and Family study. The eToro data has just recently been augmented with more than a million
new users and stratified by region (Middle East, South Asia, etc.). The Friends and Family data
have just been augmented with purchase decisions and ethnic background of the participating
young families. These newly augmented data sets will allow us to compare decision making
processes for different cultures and to investigate the role of change dynamics.

Second, we will focus on human reactions to tasks with complex, multi-valued social
interactions and complex trade-offs. An example is ‘tragedy of the commons’ situations where
some participants must give up some personal utility to increase the utility of the entire system.
We aim to design mechanisms that compensate for the personal cost of participation. In previous
years we developed and tested a novel approach based on designing incentive mechanisms for
the network rather than for the individual. This year, we will extend these results to multi-genre
networks and develop multi-genre measures that predict the efficacy of the incentives, thus
allowing optimization of the incentives. We will also use the recently augmented eToro and
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Friends and Family datasets to investigate how incentive mechanisms function within different
cultural groups. We will conduct several experiments to measure the efficiency of the designed
incentive mechanisms.

The third direction will study geo-referenced interactions in social media to measure the impact
of distance between users on their joint activities. Communications that are geo-referenced
provide rich source of information about social interactions. Using data already collected in this
manner, we have measured impact of proximity, communication frequency and locations of
activities on social ties [NCS2013, NS2012, PAP2011]. We will create repository of diverse
social media sources with geo-references, including the Friends and Family multi-genre social
network data.

The results of all three directions will enable us to assess the value of social interactions for
predicting behavior change, spreading of opinions and ideologies, development of trust, and
other fundamental dynamic processes in social networks. The repository will provide rich social
interactions data that will be used by future tasks investigating these issues.

Research Issue/Technical Approach

Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses

Q1: How do strong social interactions impact the quality of prediction and ability to extract
knowledge from wisdom of crowds?

Modern communications technologies often make crowds of people tightly connected. While
many researchers argue that interactions are important in group decision making [WOP2010],
Surowiecki in his book [S2005] points out that the social interactions often may generate greater
uncertainty (e.g., herding). Some authors, including ourselves, have had some success in
attempting to ‘untangle’ the effects of social interaction on decision making
[BNR2008,AH2010,GRWP2010], suggesting that compensating for herding effects is a good
strategy to improve decision making. Importantly, research on the mathematical properties of
distributed learning agents have suggested that certain network change dynamics produce order
of magnitude better performance [GLI2010,ANG2004]. During this year we will investigate this
idea, determine if we can configure the change dynamics of communication networks for greater
decision accuracies, and investigate how these effects vary with culture.

Q2: What incentives are needed to make behavior change campaigns relying on social
networks more effective and sustainable?

Experience shows [PPRCCMP2011] that many behavior change campaigns [SAS12] begin with
an initial burst of enthusiastic participation but later start losing participants and often dissipate
into near oblivion. The basic question is if this decline is inherent to the process or caused by
flaws in incentive design or by yet another reason. Initial results from our experiments with a
small community of young adults suggest that social network incentives are more sustainable
than economic or information incentives [MRP2013]. During this year we will investigate how
the performance of such incentives varies within different ethnic communities and how they
change in multi-genre network situations.

Q3: What is the impact of physical distance and communication frequency on social relations
such as trust and friendship?
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Data [NS2012] that we collected from the Gowalla social site indicates that friendship frequency
decays quickly with the distance between domiciles of two people. In a small community
experiment we found that the frequency of communication is correlated with friendship and trust
[EPL2009]. The question is if this trend upholds only for data collected through these particular
datasets or is it a general property of friendship and trust; if so this suggests ways to configure
teams for higher performance. This will be tested using several different datasets.

H1: We hypothesize that we can configure communication patterns and social network
incentives to obtain much higher performance than using traditional polling and economic
incentives.

To test this hypothesis, we will be studying the ‘wisdom of the crowds’ in a financial trading
social network called ‘eToro’, and on a multi-genre social network dataset consisting of all the
communications (SMS, voice, face-to-face, Facebook, etc.) of families living in a small
community. This year we will focus on how performance varies with (1) the change dynamics of
network communications, and (2) across cultures and (3) in multi-genre situations.

H2: We also hypothesize that incentives and costs spread across social relationships are
generally more powerful than economic or individual incentives and costs.

As our initial research indicates [HSB2012], addressing the issue of social concerns in incentive
mechanism design (as in the cited case of auction design) improves the performance of the users
in the campaign and thus, at least theoretically, should improve the participation sustainability. In
initial experiments with health behaviors and energy conservation behavior we have found that
social network incentives are four times more effective than individual incentives [MRP2013].
This year we will focus on how performance varies with (1) the change dynamics of network
communications, and (2) across cultures and (3) in multi-genre situations.

H3: We also hypothesize that having social links between users across many different types of
communication networks will increase our ability to measure, model and predict social
behaviors and community dynamics.

The use of diverse social links will enable us to better model social behaviors, including network
growth, community models, spread of behavior, and so on. To test this we will employ the
complete mapping of communications across diverse media within the existing Friends and
Family dataset. This year we will focus on how performance varies across cultures and in multi-
genre situations.

Research Problem Background
A hundred years ago, Francis Galton discovered that the median of a town-wise survey on the
weight of an ox is much more accurate than any isolated individual [G1907]. Since then, the
magic of the crowd wisdom has attracted the imagination of many people, and provoked
numerous discussions, doubts, and debates. In our research we will address two fundamental
issues of wisdom of crowds. The first one is whether a crowd with strong social interactions can
perform well in prediction tasks. The second one is how to first predict and then influence
behavior changes within a crowd when the crowd itself is a complex social influence system.

Multi-genre social networks potentially provide a “live” or active repository and laboratory of
information about interests, interactions, communities, etc. [LPA2009]. However, until now
these diverse social networks have largely been studied in separation from each other, perhaps
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because many of them are not explicit, but rather have to be inferred from the massive and
diverse public social media platforms and services (e.g., Twitter, Facebook, Digg, Flickr,
Pinterest, Blogger, LinkedIn, LastFM, and thousands more). We use Friends and Family dataset
[APIP2010] as a multi-genre social network to test our hypotheses. Since it has fully known
composition network over the corresponding set of nodes, it will serve as the ground-truth set for
comparing with other set of nodes with partially known connections and distances.

Technical Approach
Our research will be organized into three subtasks.

ST1: This work will focus on a market dynamics approach to harvesting the wisdom of crowd.
We focus on two problems. Our approach to harvesting the crowd wisdom is to model non-linear
social influence dynamics in order to infer optimal decisions. Initial assessment of eToro and
multi-genre Friends and Family datasets show that individual decision making is strongly biased
by the frequency and extent of information cascades within the network. This year we will also
investigate how the change dynamics of the network(s) influence individual decision making.
We will study this question in a multi-genre network setting, and make comparisons across
different cultures.

ST2: An important class of behavior change in campaigns is ‘tragedy of the commons’ situations
where some participants must give up some personal utility in order to increase the utility of the
entire system. However, in many situations information or economic incentives are ineffective.
Even ‘successful’ behavior change campaigns [PPRCCMP2011, SAS2012] begin with an initial
burst of enthusiastic participation but later dissipate into near oblivion. Results from our previous
experiments suggest that social network incentives are more sustainable than economic or
information incentives [MRP2013]. This year we will investigate the use of social network
incentives in different cultural groups, and in multi-genre settings.

ST3: This work will study social interactions and joint activities in social communities as the
function of the geographical distances between members using data that is spatially (geo)
referenced in various social media. We have started to collect millions of records from several
social media to measure impact of proximity and mobility on social ties and have developed
metrics for measuring the geographical spread of friends through social networks [NS2012] as
well. We will continue and expand this effort in the next year to collect and analyze more
geographically indexed social interactions data and create a repository of diverse social media
sources of this kind.

We will investigate impact of distance metric on quality of community detection. We will further
investigate use of different kind of geographical covers of social networks for predicting
interactions and link creation, further developing the approach outlined in ]NCS2013]. As shown
in Figure 11-2, the density of pairs of nodes with one or two hops in social networks
exponentially decays with distance. For three or more hops, this density has a small peak at a
distance of about 1,000km. Interestingly, for a single hop pairs, the level of interactions
decreases strongly with distance between them, while this decay is weaker for two-hop
connected nodes. We will investigate the implication of these relationships on social network
activity analysis.
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Figure 11-2. Measuring the Density of Pairs (a, b) and Their Average Level of Interactions (c)

We also started to investigate how three basic community detection algorithms: CPM
[PDFV2005], Inference Algorithm (IA) [CNM2005] and Ganxis [XS2012] compare to the
Closest Friend First (CFF) cover proposed by us in [NCS2013] in predicting the level of
members interactions as a function of the detected communities size.

Figure 11-3. Measuring the Level of Physical Interactions among Community Members

We measured and then plotted in Figure 11-3 the total level of physical interactions in
communities and CFF covers. These preliminary results show the potential of distance between
members as a criterion for detecting communities with high level of joint activities that we plan
to study in the coming year.

Validation Approach
Utilizing pervasive computing devices and methodologies, we have developed a mobile-phone-
centric social and behavioral sensing system called ‘FunF’ that has been deployed with adult
members of a young-family living community for over a year now, producing a longitudinal
multi-genre network dataset called the Friends and Family dataset. This dataset will be used to
validate the statistical assumptions of mathematical models being developed in this project, and
also to assess their psychological validity. This dataset has recently been augmented to include
purchasing data and ethnic background data, allowing investigation of how our techniques work
in these various situations.

We have also collected one year of data about network effects on financial decision making data
from the users of the financial social media site called ‘eToro’. This data lets us examine the
network effects on user’s decision making, and the initial investigation shows that there are very
strong social network effects. This dataset has recently been augmented with 1,000,000 more
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users, and stratified by region (Middle East, South Asia, China, etc.). This will allow us to
investigate variations in decision making within different cultural settings.

In ST1, the initial theoretical work on wisdom of crowds has been verified using one-year of data
from users of the financial social network ‘eToro’ and of the multi-genre network of the Friends
and Family study. This data has very recently been augmented in size and stratified by regions.
Using this expanded data we will investigate how decision quality varies as a function of
network change dynamics and to determine how decision quality varies by cultural background.

In ST2, the design of incentives for behavior change will be validated in experimentation in
which we will deploy and contrast both individual and social incentives and investigate how
incentive mechanisms perform within different cultures and within multi-genre settings.
Participants will be assigned one of several payment schemes for the duration of the campaign.
They will also be allowed to set their privacy thresholds and valuations. A central repository
would keep track of aggregate statistics and measurements to assess the performance of the
system and allow comparison of readings to ground truth.

In ST3, we will collect social interactions and the underlying information and communication
networks in several social media (Google+, Facebook, Foursquare, and Twitter, initially) to
measure impact of social ties and geographical distances between users on their performance and
activities in a social network. We will also use the Friends and Family data to explore how these
effects translate to multi-genre and multi-cultural social networks.

Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs

Due Research Milestones

Q1
Assessment of impact of social variables on incentive effectiveness stratified
by ethnic background and in multi-genre settings (RPI, MIT)

Q2

Integrated social networks from selected social media collected over Q2 (RPI,
MIT)

Assessment of communication patterns on decision making in financial social
media data and in Friends and Family data, focusing on network change
dynamics, cultural factors, and multi-genre settings. (MIT, RPI)

Q3

Experiment design for complex incentives (RPI)

Experiment design for socially-influenced behavior change in open community
for different cultures, and in multi-genre settings (MIT)

Q4

Validation of network incentives and mechanism design focusing on network
change dynamics, cultural factors, and multi-genre settings (RPI, MIT)

Validation of network incentives in financial social media data and open
community data for different cultures, and for multi-genre networks (MIT,
RPI)
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Funding
Funding for Task = S1

Thrust = SCNARC Core

Funding Type = 6.1

Year 5 Funding = $315,777

Funding by Institution and Center

Center Institution Funding Cost Share

SCNARC MIT $196,950

SCNARC RPI $118,827 $63,296

Military Relevance/Impact on Network Science
Social Networks in Actions opens a new direction in social network science by focusing on how
social networks can be shaped and influenced by different kinds of incentives and reward
mechanisms, and how different patterns of communication within the network affect
performance. Importantly, while the incentives considered first are financial incentives, the
results are intended to be general enough to apply to a wide range of incentive mechanisms.
Moreover, we will work to test the general applicability of these incentive mechanisms in
naturalistic situations.

We are continuing to coordinate our work with the Army Strategic Studies Group, the DARPA
DCAPS program.

Portions of our network-understanding work have already been transitioned to regular anti-
terrorist and COIN field operations in Afghanistan and elsewhere:
(http://www.wired.com/dangerroom/2011/07/darpas-secret-spy-machine/all/ ). In addition, the
social behavior and incentive mechanism work has provided the basic design for DARPA’s
Detection and Computational Analysis of Psychological Distress (DCAPS) and is now being
transitioned to operational status through commercial partners (
http://www.govhealthit.com/press-release/cogito-contracts-dod-launch-programs-early-
detection-and-monitory-psychological-health).

Our research is also directly applicable to structuring C2 where we have to ensure that the
distributed information and decision making join together into a coherent whole that implements
the commander’s intent. Currently the mathematics and much of the reasoning, that underpins
many of our C2 structures is based on assumptions that information is generally available (or is
at least an unbiased sample) and that order and timing of operations is unimportant. In a
distributed environment, these assumptions are not true. Pilot experiments based on our method
have been experimentally tested within the Ft. Leavenworth Battle Command Battle Center
(http://www.technologyreview.com/article/421386/social-studies/). Technology has been
transitioned to commercial partner (http://sociometricsolutions.com) and is being applied to
optimize communications within large defense contractors.
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Transition Opportunities
Work has been transitioned to standard intelligence and offensive operations, and is also being
transitioned to commercial entities for troop support, as well as piloted within Ft. Leavenworth
Battle Command Battle Center. There are two patents in process, one on the social network
incentive mechanism and another on optimizing communication networks for better decision
making. We are coordinating our work with the Army Strategic Studies Group, the DARPA
DCAPS program, US Army Intelligence, and more.

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
The data collected in ST3 will be offered to PIs in Task S2 on opinion spreading, and influencing
in social networks led by Prof. Korniss, a collaborator in this white paper who will help us to
identify efficient influence spreaders in social networks. Collaboration with PIs in Task R6 will
focus on applied experimentation in composite networks. Prof. Lazer will continue to contribute
his insights on optimization of network structures for greater decision making performance.
Finally, collaboration with Dr. Arney will involve exchanging data sets (including our Egypt
uprisings in 2011 and 2013) and conducting experiments with cadets done collaboratively with
the PIs of this task.

Key Contributors and Their Roles

A. Pentland, MIT (SCNARC):

Role: Overall Task Lead with focus on work on wisdom of crowds.
Approximate time commitment: 1 month of summer support, 1 postdoc, and 1 graduate student.
Expected research contribution:
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Prof. Pentland will spend 2 days at BBN and his
student and post-doc will each spend one week at BBN.
Synergies and collaboration: Prof. Pentland will collaborate with Alice Leung of BBN and her
Task R6 on Applied Experimentation in Composite Networks to use the data collected in this
task for experimentation on cross-genre networks. Prof. Pentland will work with Prof.
Szymanski on network incentive design proposed in subtopic ST2 and on impact of geographical
distance on joint activities of community members in subtopic ST3 of this task, with focus on
using and processing Funs and Family dataset.

B.K. Szymanski, RPI (SCNARC):

Role: Lead on incentive mechanisms for incentivizing social networks for participatory sensing
(ST2) and on social interactions in diverse social media (ST3).
Approximate time commitment: 1 month of summer support, and 12 months of graduate student
support.
Expected research contribution: Incentive mechanisms addressing social concerns in their
design. Collecting, interlinking and analyzing social networks with geo-locating information for
the users collected from diverse social media sources.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Prof. Szymanski and/or his student will spend at least
one week in Cambridge at the facility to collaborate with peers.
Synergies and collaboration: Prof. Szymanski will collaborate with Prof Pentland of MIT on
network incentive design proposed in subtask ST2 and on impact of geographical distance on
joint activities of community members in subtask ST3 of this task. Prof. Szymanski will
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collaborate with Prof. Korniss of RPI in spread of opinion Task S2 of Core SCNARC that Prof.
Korniss leads to provide a model for incentives for spread of opinion and influence proposed in
S2 of SCNARC.
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Technical Abstract
This proposed research is a continuation of the core SCNARC Task S2. Fighting IW is a
complex and ambiguous inherently social phenomenon. There is a need for “insurgency and
counterinsurgency operations focusing on the control or influence of populations, not on the
control of an adversary’s forces or territory” (IW-JOC2007). To help operations in such an
environment, we will leverage and expand results from the previous years of the NS CTA
program by studying and investigating the role of individual-level social drivers and mechanisms
in understanding macro-level behavior of the system, including opinion spreading and
influencing in social networks. Information and knowledge gained from empirical data will be
used to build models and theories to better understand and control the movements and shifts in
the underlying social landscape. Recent events in volatile geo-political regions also underscore
the need to develop models and theories predicting emergent properties of social systems
associated with socio-political instabilities and tipping points. With the help of empirical data
and in collaboration with social scientists and Army researchers at ARL, CERDEC, and USMA
we will develop, employ, and validate individual-based models, leading to a comprehensive
understanding of social dynamics and influencing in static and dynamic social networks.

Research Issue/Technical Approach
Human behavior, the spreading of population-level trends, and the evolution of cultural norms
[K2010, GBHSM2012] are profoundly affected by the influenceability of individuals [G1978,
W2002, WD2007] and the social networks that link them together. We have already shown
[XSKZLS2011, ZLSXSK2011, XEKSSK2012, ZLS2012] how the prevailing majority opinion
in a population can be rapidly reversed by a small fraction (~10%) of randomly distributed
committed agents who consistently proselytize the opposing opinion and are immune to
influence.

Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses

Q1: How do second-order effects and agents’ stickiness modify the best strategies to maximize
or hinder the spread of influence in social network?

In irregular warfare (IW), campaigns are “population oriented, not adversary oriented and will
emphasize winning support of the relevant populations” [CH2009]. Here, we will study an
important aspect of belief spreading in society: namely, how to locate the most influential
spreaders of information, “superspreaders,” in social networks to maximize, hinder, or control
the spread of beliefs in society. Further, second- and third-order effects require adjustments in
managing general populations in order to keep neutral support. To that end we will also model
and investigate the impact of incentives on social dynamics in networks.

Q2: To what extent self-selection into behavior-concordant dyads may be confounded with
contagion effects?

Social-contagion models [CF2007] predict that contagion via influence and role-modeling is the
primary dynamic driving the spread of behaviors in social networks. We use the NetSense data to
evaluate the contagion hypothesis in light that self-selection into behavior-concordant dyads may
be confounded with contagion effects.
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H1: Second-order effects (e.g., associated with incentives, corruption) can strongly reshape
social landscapes and responses to influence and manage general populations

We will develop data-driven feature-rich individual-based models for social dynamics with
multiple competing opinions in a complex social landscape to test and validate our hypothesis.

H2: We expect the effects of self-selection into behavior-concordant dyads to be as strong as
the effects of role-modeling and contagion in producing behavioral matching in social
networks.

We will develop computational and statistical models aimed at detecting the extent to which
attitudes change as a result of influence based mechanisms, or whether attitudes themselves lead
persons to select certain contacts as friends. We hypothesize that attitude change is partially
driven by influenced-based mechanisms, but that differential attrition of certain dyads in the
personal network also drives the evolution of attitudes.

Research Problem Background
In this proposed research we will construct and investigate models with predictive power where
individuals’ complexity ranges from simple to feature-rich interacting agents, giving rise to
traceable changes in observables at the global/societal level. Sweeping changes in cultural,
religious, and political beliefs and affiliations can be modeled with feature-rich individual-based
models. The outcome of such processes depends crucially on the connectivity and interaction
rules between individuals (including online social networks today) as well as on the
availability/intensity or the suppression of community-wide or global information (e.g.,
news/media) for individuals/citizens. For example, we have shown that when the committed
fraction grows beyond a critical value or “tipping point” (pc ~ 10%), there is a dramatic decrease
in the system-size dependence of the time (from exponential to logarithmic) taken for the entire
population to adopt the committed opinion. The tipping point in (sparse) empirical social
networks is expected to be weakly impacted by the average degree and is typically bounded by
10% [XEKSSK2012, X2012, ZLS2012, VSC2012], to be validated in the proposed research. We
will also identify the key structural features of the efficient spreaders (influentials) [K2010,
WD2007] that will allow us to predict what individuals should be chosen in an unknown
environment. This research will also allow us to answer questions pertaining to the interplay
between the dynamics of the evolution of personal networks and dynamics of attitude and belief
change. In addition, we will be able to separate the impact of interpersonal influence on
attitudinal change from that due to other exogenous factors (self-selection, propinquity, etc.)
[VL2010].

Technical Approach

ST1: Influencing, geographic proximity, and communities in social networks

Stickiness of new ideas and its impact on consensus formation on social networks. The stickiness
of a new idea is one of several factors that have been found anecdotally [G2002] and empirically
[SF2012] to influence its widespread adoption. In this project, we study a minimal agent-based
model to quantitatively investigate how the stickiness of a new opinion can reduce the size of the
required early-adopter (or seed) population that guarantees mass adoption of the new opinion
within a social network. Specifically, we posit the existence of two opinions, A – a new opinion,
and B - the existing opinion, and assume that conversion of an individual’s opinion from B to A
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requires wA consecutive proselytizing messages, while an opinion change in the reverse direction
requires wB > wA consecutive proselytizing messages. Thus, there is a greater inertia for a new
adopter of opinion A to switch back, than for an existing adopter of opinion B to adopt the new
opinion. With these opinion update rules in place, we aim to obtain using simulations and
analytical calculations, the fraction pc of initial opinion A adopters required to bring about a
mass adoption of A on a variety of model and empirical social networks. (GK, BKS, OL)

Geographic proximity in empirical social networks. We collected friendship information and
location data from two social media website, Gowalla [NS12a] and Foursquare to analyze the
relationship between geographical colocation and friendship as a fundamental aspect to forming
social links, in addition to homophily [MC2001]. Using this data we will analyze first how
geographic proximity shapes the structure of the social network by limiting joined activities
among distant users. Next, we will incorporate information about geographic locations that users
visited into selected community detection algorithms [XS12, CN2004, PDFV2005] to detect
friendship communities where members are on average separated by one friendship link and also
likely to be close to each other geographically. Then, we will investigate how covers of subsets
of fixed sizes of network nodes selected by using a combination of social and geographic
information compare to communities detected by the best community detection algorithms.
Finally, we will use broad range of community quality measurements based on friendship link
connectivity and geographic locations visited by users [CNS13a] to examine detected
communities for the purpose of understanding how the geographic proximity of friends affected
the results. (BKS, GK, HM)

ST2: Contagion and self-selection in empirical social networks

Social contagion effects: Network-behavior matching via influence or imitation. The main
empirical implication of the social contagion model is that a person’s behavior is
a product of the individual’s current network configuration. The standard assumption is that
behavioral practices are transmitted through existing network ties. From this perspective, birds of
a feather not only flock together, but, largely due to this mutual flocking they end up singing,
going to the movies, eating, smoking, and reading together [CF2007, CF2008]. This role-
modeling may be dyadic or it may depend on the number of persons in the individual’s relational
environment that engage in the practice. This hypothesis yields both so-called “threshold” based
models of behavioral diffusion in social networks popular in diffusion studies. According to this
model, behavioral change must come after interaction: individuals first form relationships and
only later to their behavioral outcomes come to match. This model implies a relative asymmetry
in the “speed” of the temporal dynamics of relational and behavioral change: relational dynamics
must be relatively stable in comparison to behavioral dynamics; otherwise social relationships
could not be a “cause” of behavioral change. Thus, from this perspective, the network structure
is relatively stable in relation to behavioral patterns. This is an assumption that is rarely directly
tested in social contagion studies. This is mostly due to data limitations and to the selection of
relatively fixed channels of diffusion— e.g. kin and best friends---on the part of the
analyst. Therefore, the operation of this mechanism can only be ascertained with dynamic data,
preferably data that contains comprehensive information (e.g. not artificially censored by the
data collection mechanism) on the individual’s relational environment.

Network-behavior matching via preference and self-selection. The social contagion hypothesis
proposes that persons become alike because they engage in interaction. This hypothesis ignores
and equally plausible mechanism: persons may already display substantial behavioral similarity
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prior to the formation of the relevant relationships, and that is in fact the reason why they
decided to form a relationship in the first place. This is a process that has been referred to as
“choice homophily.” Thus, homophily on the given behavioral attribute may serve as a self‐
selection mechanism into the formation of social relationships. The self-selection mechanism is
the obverse of the social contagion process. According to this model, interaction comes after the
fact of behavioral matching: individuals first develop habitual behavioral dispositions and only
later select friends based on their similarity on the relevant behavioral attributes. Here,
individual behavioral predispositions are durable an exhibit “slower” dynamics than those
characteristic of social relations which tend to be much more volatile over time. Slower
behavioral dynamics are consistent with theories of behavior that emphasize that habitual nature
of most everyday activity. From this perspective, where behaviors change at a slower rate than
personal relationships, network-behavior matching occurs via a biased selection process.
Individuals tend to select as friends those who exhibit the same behavioral dispositions as
themselves. (OL, GK, BKS)

ST3: Optimization problem of locating small number influentials in empirical social
networks

Here, we will investigate how ideas, information, or cultural norms spread in a social network in
a “viral” fashion [MPPRAHM13, HHM12, RLHM12, GRLHM12]. A fundamental problem in
network theory is to determine the minimum number of pioneers that, when targeted, can
influence an entire group, “virally leading to the rise of a new ideology. As Gen. Stanley
McChrystal, then top commander in Afghanistan, during a 2009 interview on CBS’s 60 Minutes
said: “The greatest risk we can accept is to lose the support of the people here (Afghanistan). If
the people are against us, we cannot be successful.” This consideration immediately creates a
key problem: what is the optimum choice of spreaders to spread an ideology to a given social
structure? This represents a very complex problem, which can be summarized as follows: given
a social network, how can we select a small subset of people that will be able to spread their
influence to the largest possible fraction of the population [K2010, WD2007].

In this task we will identify superspreaders of belief and ideologies. When multiple spreaders are
considered simultaneously, the problem is much more complex, and in our preliminary results
we pointed out that the best spreaders are located in the “core” of the network as measured by k-
core decomposition analyses [K2010].

Our main hypothesis is that the topology of the network organization plays a crucial role in the
spreading of belief and new ideologies in a social system. The main problem, though, of
optimizing the selection of a group of nodes to achieve maximum spreading coverage remains an
important topic for research both in terms of application in social sciences, algorithmic solution
and military applications. A number of methods have been suggested in the literature, such as a
greedy algorithm or a hazard modeling approach. Here, we argue that methods from Statistical
Physics that have been applied to optimization problems offer superior advantages [MM2009].
These methods were created in the context of Statistical Physics of disordered systems and have
been shown to provide many advantages in NP-complete optimization problems ranging from
spin glasses to graph coloring. These methods include Belief Propagation, Survey Propagation,
Message Passing and Cavity Methods to solve for the ground state of constraint optimization
problems and disordered systems in the presence of quenched disorder. These methods are
particularly suited to the problem of finding the superspreaders of information and ideologies in
a complex social network and will be applied in the course of this task. (HM, GK, BKS)
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Validation Approach
We will use social media datasets that provide user’s location, from providers such as Gowalla
and Foursquare. Using them, we will measure strength of joint activities, and similarity of
interests. We will also measure quality of social community detection algorithms explicitly
including distance between people as of the criteria to assign them to the same community. We
will also investigate distribution of friends in geographical space.

We use the NetSense data, containing behavioral signatures of persons’ communication behavior
(texting) and simulation based statistical models (R-Sienna) to evaluate the extent to which
behavior-concordant dyads emerge either as the result of influence (contagion) or self-selection
processes.

For the case of influential spreaders, we will use data from the Chinese micro-blogging site
weibo.com as well as the twitter.com. Our group also collaborates with sociologist Fredrik
Liljeros (Sociology Department, Stockholm University) has acquired access to these data which
will be used to study how messages spread in real settings. The analysis of the cascade process
and the knowledge of the points where important messages, rumors, news, ideologies etc.
originated in the community will allow the identification of the spreaders who have been more
efficient. This analysis will be used to validate the theoretical findings based on Belief
Propagation algorithms and k-core decomposition studies. Among non-Western data sets that we
will use will be tweets from Egypt spring in 2011 and riots in 2013 obtained in collaboration
with task I1.

Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs
We will develop individual-based models, theories, and methodologies for social influencing,
and methods to optimize selecting spreaders or influential. We will also examine the dynamics of
influence, selection, tie evolution (including processes of tie formation, strengthening,
weakening, and decay) and the evolution of attitudes and beliefs.

Due Research Milestones

Q1
Report testing our statistical model across a wide range of behavioral
outcomes including drinking, social and health behaviors (OL)

Q2 Report on geographic proximity of friends in social media (BKS, GK)

Q3

Report on stickiness of new ideas and its impact on consensus formation in
social networks (GK,BKS); Report on theoretical framework to find the best
spreaders of information in a complex network based on Belief Propagation
algorithms and comparison with greedy approximations (HM)

Q4

Report extending our statistical model to the evolution of personal opinions
and social values (OL); Report on comparison of the algorithm to find the
best spreaders of information between theory and empirical results on large
scale social networks (HM)
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Funding
Funding for Task = S2

Thrust = SCNARC Core

Funding Type = 6.1

Year 5 Funding = $364,938

Funding by Institution and Center

Center Institution Funding Cost Share

SCNARC CUNY $55,200

SCNARC ND $90,906

SCNARC RPI $218,832 $128,734

Impact on Network Science
Testing the “influential hypothesis” in a variety of empirical social networks, including those
relevant to the military, will be a fundamental contribution to network science. Further, we will
develop theories and methodologies to find critical nodes, to influence and control opinion
clusters, representing militant groups or the general population.

Community detection is one of the fundamental challenges of social networks and studying
fundamental aspects that influence community formation is essential to meet this challenge. The
proposed work has a potential of measuring how people colocation impacts creation of
communities.

The social-cognitive component of the proposed research has significant impact on network
science, since the “contagion” model is the primary way in which network interventions
(designed to change behavior) are envisioned. However, if choice into behavior concordant
dyads (matching via self-selection) is as important as contagion, then interventions that
prevent persons from choosing their preferred friends may be as important in preventing
undesirable behaviors in small groups or promoting desirable outcomes.

Social networks can be either vulnerable or resistant to spreading of ideas and new ideologies
and the difference may rely on the spreaders that initiate the epidemic process. The knowledge
of how information spreads in a society can be key for military operations, especially in places
where there is little control over the population. The theoretical results of our project will
concern not only the vulnerability of social networks but they will also apply to infrastructure
and financial networks. This is important, as we need to assess the fragility of communication
networks, power grids, etc.

Military Relevance
As stated by Coons and Harned in Joint Force Quarterly (2009), “IW depends on not only our
military prowess, but also our understanding of such social dynamics as tribal politics, social
networks, religious influences, and cultural mores” (CH2009). At the heart of the challenges in
IW is to “compete with host nation for legitimacy and influence over relevant populations” (IW-
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JOC2010). To help to achieve this objective, we will develop, employ, and validate individual-
based models to investigate influencing in social networks. Our methods and models for social
influencing will be applicable to data sets of diverse types, spanning all scales, including those
collected by the military.

Understanding spread of influence and the role of communities in such spread is essential in
measuring, predicting and influencing the sentiments and opinions of neutrals and opponents in
the theater of military missions.

This research is of military relevance because most combat situations involve intense interaction
in small groups. Each group on its part may display either effective or dysfunctional behavior
patterns. Operating from a “contagion”-only understanding of the sources of behavior spreading
may prevent the Army from enacting effective intervention strategies designed to prevent
dysfunctional behavior patterns or foster desirable ones. Understanding the dynamics of behavior
and opinion spread is thus crucial for basic organizational goals of the Army.

Transition Opportunities
This task addresses basic research. The models, theories, and methodologies, however, will be
applicable to data sets of different types and spanning all scales, including those collected by the
military. Our algorithms for influencing can be transitioned to ARL and be tried on military-
relevant data (such as influencing populations associated with insurgency and counterinsurgency
operations).

Our ongoing and proposed work has garnered high interest within ARL and throughout DoD. It
was presented at the Pentagon to General Chiarelli who was at the time the Vice Chief of the
Staff of the Army and to Ms. Mary Lynn Schnurr, the Army Intelligence Chief Information
Officer for the Deputy Chief of Staff and Director of the Intelligence Community Information
Management Directorate, and to Mr. Tracy Mitchel, Director, Intelligence Futures.

Improved community detection algorithms focusing on spread of influence could be of interest to
political scientists and intelligence analyst in studying evolution of public opinions.

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
With Dr. N. Buchler (ARL) and R. McGowan (CERDEC) we will work on building realistic
features into our models to capturing second-order effects in influencing and social dynamics (in
order to manage general population and keep neutral support). Further, with Dr. Buchler (ARL)
we will collaborate on modeling influencing in hierarchical networks capturing leadership
structures in empirical social networks.

With Dr. Arney (USMA) we will collaborate on evolution of opinions in empirical social
networks. Our current postdoc, Dr. Sreenivasan, will start a new assignment at ARL in Adelphi
on 10/01/13 directly working with Drs. Swami and Chen (ARL) on the evolution of competing
opinions. Our new postdoc, Dr. Tao Jia at RPI will work on the NetSense data collected by ND,
to study evolution and assortativity of student achievement, in strong collaboration with and
guided by sociologist Dr. Lizardo (ND). We will also continue collaboration with Dr. Chawla
(ND) on network co-evolution (E4). The various collaborative projects in the task will be
coordinated through monthly telecons.
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Key Contributors and Their Roles
G. Korniss, RPI (SCNARC):

Role: Task Leader and PI in subtasks ST1-3.
Approximate time commitment: 0.75 summer month, 0.50 postdoc, 0.33 graduate student.
Expected research contribution: Developing and analyzing influencing with feature-rich
individuals with variable stickiness (ST1), social dynamics in co-evolving empirical networks
(ST2), and selection of influentials (ST3). Supervising postdocs and graduate students at RPI.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Short-term visits there.
Synergies and collaboration: Leading research on influencing in social networks, coordinating
research and collaboration among RPI, CUNY, ND, and ARL; coordinating monthly telecons
with PIs and face-to-face meetings.

B.K. Szymanski, RPI (SCNARC):

Role: PI in ST1-3
Approximate time commitment: 0.75 summer month, 0.42 postdoc, 0.33 graduate student.
Expected research contribution: Developing and analyzing influencing models with agents with
varying levels of stickiness and communities (ST1), opinion dynamics in co-evolving networks
(ST2), and selection of influentials (ST3). Supervising postdocs and graduate students at RPI.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: visits to NS-CTA Facility as needed
Synergies and collaboration: Bringing expertise in fundamental spreading processes; fostering
collaborations among RPI, ARL, and, USMA. with task E7 led by Ambuj Singh on “Topic-
specific user models in social media networks” in regard of impact of homophily on link
formation and evolution in social networks, with task S1 led by Sandy Pentland on “Social
Networks in Action” on activity level of people in the same community, with I1 on subtopic led
by Tarek Abdelzaher on extracting reliable information from social media, and with task S5 led
by David Lazer on impact of node social and cognitive characteristics on influence spreading.
Prof. Szymanski is also going to supervise US Army Maj. Thomas Babbitt, RPI grad. student
who will help us guiding our modeling on military relevance.

O. Lizardo, ND (SCNARC):

Role: PI in ST1, ST2
Approximate time commitment: 1.00 summer month, 1.00 graduate student.
Expected research contribution: Leading and developing computational models of attitude
change and network evolution (ST2), using NetSense data to validate these models. Collaborate
on influencing with RPI (ST1).
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Short-term visits.
Synergies and collaboration: Bringing expertise in quantitative empirical social science;
collaboration with RPI and CUNY on influencing.

H. Makse, CUNY (SCNARC):

Role: PI in ST1, ST3
Approximate time commitment: 1.00 summer month, 1.00 graduate student.
Expected research contribution: Developing methods and algorithms for influencing and to
identify effective spreaders (ST1, ST3).
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Short-term visits.
Synergies and collaboration: Bringing expertise in spreading and influencing; collaboration with
RPI and ND.
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11.5 Task S4: Composite Networks in Organization and
Team Performance

Task Lead: H. Tong, CUNY (SCNARC)

Email: tong@cs.ccny.cuny.edu Phone: 212.650.6162
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Technical Abstract
In his renowned book “The Science of the Artificial” [SI1969], Nobel laureate Herbert Simon
pointed out that it is more the complexity of the environment, than the complexity of individuals
that determines the complex behavior of humans. The emergence of online social network sites
and web 2.0 applications provides a new environment/context where people interact and
collaborate with each other to collectively perform some complex tasks. This is perhaps most
evident in the military domain where communications technology has transformed Army mission
command networks. Mission command operations in the military now involve large, interactive,
and layered networks of battle-staff personnel communicating across echelons, for instance,
during the execution of complex counterinsurgency (COIN) operations. In spite of mission
command’s profound dependence on networks, fundamental knowledge about the conduct of
network-enabled operations is lacking, especially at the cognitive and social levels related to
team performance and composition.

The objective of this research is to understand and utilize the impact of composite (or multi-
relational) networks in organizations on individual collective behavior, i.e., the team
performance. To be specific, we will study these correlated problems:

 Characterization: we aim to understand what kinds of network metrics/characteristics are
crucial to team performance, and to what extent.

 Prediction: we aim to build predictive models to forecast the performance of a given team
based on its network structure.

 Formation: we will develop algorithms to automatically find a good team of experts to
perform a particular task.
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We note that network science is still in its infancy. Members of this team [BRMW 2013] have
been at the forefront of defining the field to address these types of issues, build better models,
and create the best algorithms.

Research Issue/Technical Approach

Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses

Q1: How does composite network structure affect team performance? Are there characteristic
network profiles?

Here, the goal is to understand how the structure of composite/multi-relational networks in
organization affects the team performance. To be specific, we aim to investigate what kinds of
social and cognitive network metrics are crucial to the team performance; for a given network
metric, to what extent it affects the team performance.

H1: A set of network metrics are crucial for team performance.

In the previous years, we identified a set of social network metrics, studied the position of team
leaders, and quantified the impact of each of such metrics on team performance. In year 5, we
will continue this thread and investigate the collective effect of such social metrics on team
performance. We conjecture that the collective effect of social metrics will depend on the
characteristics of the tasks (e.g., software development vs. sales teams, etc.) that the team
performs. In addition, we will examine whether specific roles or groups have distinct network
characteristics and how those characteristics may be associated with team performance.

Q2: How can we predict the team performance based on the network structure?

After we have a good understanding on what kinds of network metrics are crucial to team
performance, we aim to study the predictive aspect (i.e., how to predict the performance of a
given team before they actually work on the assigned task) through a comprehensive analysis of
node-behavior, network structure and the associated events, etc. This could help the task/project
manager to evaluate and compare different teams beforehand; and has a proactive estimation of
the performance before the team starts to work on the task.

H2: A team’ performance could be largely predicted based on the network structure as well as
their past activities.

After we identify a set of key factors from Q1/H1, e.g., the structure of the team embedded in the
whole composite network, the past collaboration history among the team members, the previous
performance of the team member, we aim to predict the overall performance of a new team
based on machine learning approaches by training a predictive model based on these key factors.

Q3: How can we form a good team for a given task?

Based on Q1/Q2, here, the goal is to develop a method that can automatically form a team for a
given task, which potentially will perform well on that task. This could help the decision maker
to optimize the limited human resource. We are interested in forming the team from the scratch
as well as finding good alternates in team replacement.
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H3: Effective and efficient algorithms can be developed to automatically form a good team.

Intuitively, a good team should be ‘optimized’ in terms of those key factors we identified from
Q1/H1. For team formation from the scratch, we conjecture that a good team can be formed by
optimizing some utility function which encodes all the key factors with careful balance among
the different factors. As for team replacement, we can find good alternates using appropriate
similarity measure between the person to be replaced and his/her alternate.

Research Problem Background
Previous work of network impact on performance has focused on the formal modeling of: (1)
temporal dynamics of individual networks and those of relationships and interactions between
networks; (2) various types of conditional dependencies and “causality” between network events;
(3) probabilistic attributes of networks; and (4) context-dependent interactions and their effects
in network integration [CA2003],[DO2001],[NO2008].

The studies in [SJU2007] found that research papers by teams tend to receive more citations than
those by solo authors. The studies in [WU2010] discovered that some network metrics, e.g.,
diversity, friendship, etc., have a significant positive affect on personnel performance. For
example, it shows that 1% diversity increase in personal network is positively associated with an
additional $886 of monthly revenue s/he earned for the company. Ehrlich and Cataldo [EC2012]
studied the impact of communication patterns (e.g., network position, the density of
communication, etc.) on individual performance in the context of the distributed software
development. They further [CE2012] examined the impact of hierarchical and small-world
communication structures on the delivery performance and quality outcomes for new product
development teams. For most of the existing work, it is not clear (1) how such metrics affect the
overall performance of a team; and (2) what kind of roles the network dynamics (e.g., previous
team co-occurrence, etc.) play in team performance.

In [MF2004], the authors proposed using Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) to tag team discourse,
which is turn used to predict team performance. In [SS2010], the authors used performance data
of game players and teams in EverQuest II (a popular on-line role-playing game developed by
Sony) to build performance prediction models. Their prediction model is based on game metrics
(e.g., point gain, leveling up, session or completion time, etc.) as well as team characteristics
(e.g., the size of team, etc.). Notice that in both works, the network metrics of the team are not
taken into account in the prediction model. The descriptive multivariate statistical tools, e.g.,
Correspondence Analysis [CWZ 2013], are potentially useful to study associations and
characterizations between the composition and structure of such networks. This work continues,
branching out to multilevel networks (such as individuals nested within teams nested within
locations). Much work needs to be done on methodology for studying the associations between
performance and location of individuals and teams within network structures.

Most of existing work on team formation is from the operation research community [CC2006,
CL2004] and focuses mainly on how the whole team can cover all the required skills for the
given task. In other words, the social and organizational connections among individual team
members are usually not considered. The studies in [LKT2009] aim to find a compatible team
from the social network so that the communication cost among the team members can be
optimized. The studies in [CDB2011] address the formation of multiple teams for multiple inter-
correlated tasks within an organization.
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Technical Approach

Thrust 1: Team Performance Characterization

Optimal team structure for performance has been a long debated topic. Areas of research include
evaluating tie strength between the participants and also understanding the level of common and
diverse skills of the team members.

In year 4, we obtained robust findings [EC2014] that showed that teams perform better when the
team’s leader has proportionally more of their communication directed outward to the members
rather than when the leader receives proportionally more incoming communication. These
findings have important implications for thinking about staffing teams, especially with respect to
the network characteristics of leaders.

In year 5 we plan to follow up on these findings but expand the scope of our inquiry. First, we
will focus on sales teams instead of software engineering teams. Unlike software engineering
where everyone is an engineer, sales teams bring together a diverse group of people from across
a spectrum of business units including sales, consulting, software, hardware, research and other
groups. By changing our focus to sales teams, we will not only expand our research but we look
at teams where conflicts can arise between people representing different business interests,
where there are people from different levels in the organization and where there are a multitude
of roles.

Second, we will position our research to examine a variety of relationships based on social media
within an enterprise including social networking tools, online forum exchanges, co-authorship of
wikis. We believe it is important to link network science to social media since the new
generation of military leaders coming out of the academies are not only well versed in the
technology but social media in general, and online social networks in particular, are becoming
the norm for certain types of informal communications.

Thrust 2: Team Performance Prediction

As in many other prediction tasks, one key factor in predicting team performance is to find
‘right’ features; in other words, to discover which variables are most predictive. In this thrust, we
will examine and work with all the metrics that we identify in thrust 1 as the input features to
predict team performance. Part of this thrust is a standard regression problem. We plan to
investigate which regression methods (e.g., ridge regression, lasso, kernel, etc.) works best for
team performance prediction. In addition, we would like to understand (1) to what extent the
team performance can be predicted based on network metrics; and (2) to what extent each of
these metrics contributes to the prediction performance respectively.

Our preliminary work based on synchronicity networks in year 4 [ZL2013] shows that the
underlying network structure as well as the nodes dynamic behaviors helps to predict the
individual and team performance. In year 5, we want to further investigate other metrics of
dynamic networks, including both network topology and node behavior, for the purpose of
improving prediction accuracy.

Thrust 3: Team Formation

Most of existing work on team formation is from operations research community [CC2006,
CL2004] and focuses mainly on how the whole team can cover all the required skills for the
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given task. In other words, the social and organizational connections among individual team
members are largely ignored.

We aim to bring these network metrics into the design objective of forming a good team. In year
4 [HTMS2012], we formulated this problem based on an arbitrary non-negative symmetric
similarity function and an arbitrary non-negative relevance function. For certain parameter space,
we found that it enjoys the desirable diminishing returning property, which in turn enables us to
design a provably near-optimal solution with linear complexity. In year 5, we will extend it to
develop algorithms for the remaining region of the parameter space.

In year 4, we have also studied the problem of team replacement, that is, if a team member
becomes unavailable for the given task, who is the best alternate to replace that person’s role in
the team. For team replacement, our key insight is that the similarity between different persons
should be measured in the context of team itself not just in terms of the individual’s expertise
[ET2012]. We found that the so-called graph kernel provides a natural tool for such team-aware
similarity measure; we further proposed a family of fast graph kernel methods to address the
computational challenges [KTS2012]; and tested them on the sales team data set. In year 5, we
will perform more evaluations on other data sets.

We will also extend our current methods to multi-genre networks. To specific, in addition to the
current social email communications, we also want to consider other types of communications
among team members (e.g., friendship, etc.); we will also integrate the information network by
incorporating the expertise of the team members. These changes require us to re-visit the
problem formulations as well as the corresponding algorithms of our current team formation and
replacement setting, to incorporate the additional connections from the information network (the
expertise of team members) as well as different communication channels (e.g., friendship vs.
email communication, citation vs. co-authorship, etc.). The new developed algorithms will be
evaluated on the two additional data sets (e.g., the academic citation data set and the loosely
structured sales team data set) detailed in the validation approaches. In addition, network meta-
analyses will be conducted to study the similarity of results across methodologies.

Validation Approach
We will continue to use the data collected in the IBM social system (e.g., IBM Smallblue data
and the associated consultant teams, etc.) to conduct research with the aim of iteratively refining
and validating models. We will also do comparative studies on publically available data set as
well as ARL data sets to further validate our models. The aim of our experimentation and
statistical analysis is to validate the causality of the impact of network metrics on team
performance. Standard cross-validation techniques from machine learning will be used to
validate the effectiveness of our predictive models. We will evaluate our team replacement
methods through both controlled lab studies and field studies.

In the IBM social data, there are thousands of users whose performance data are available
through the objective measurement of the revenue generated for the company. There is also rich
information on teams, such as aggregated revenue performance for particular team compositions
and task. Team performance will be measured as a revenue stream across the continuity of the
project. This will serve as ground-truth to verify the theory and model that we have been
building.
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Additionally, a new dataset will be developed of loosely structured sales account teams. In IBM,
these teams conduct a lot of their work in online communities where they use social media tools,
including social networking, to facilitate their collaboration and coordination. Each structured
online community represents a different IBM account team. We will acquire performance data
from several distinct sources. This data set offers new, valuable test scenarios and is rich to
examine teams where team members might have conflicting goals. These account teams are
composed of people from multiple divisions. Although the divisions collaborate on an account,
they also differ in their priorities and expectations with respect to the account. We can examine
the effect of differing goals by including the division in our analysis and following up interesting
findings with targeted interviews.

In addition to these two IBM data sets, in year 5, we will also validate our team formation and
replacement methods on a publicly available citation data set, where teams are defined by a
group of researchers who work on a paper; and its performance is measured by how many
citations it attracts.

Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs

Due Research Milestones

Q1

 Conduct interviews to capture structure, composition and
purpose of business-related social networking and analyze
results

 Refine team formation algorithms
 Transfer synchronicity network technology for deceptive

information detection to SMISC

Q2

 Evaluate additional dynamic network and non-network
metrics for team performance prediction

 Evaluate the team replacement methods on additional data
sets

Q3

 New team replacement methods on multi-genre network
 Evaluate relationship between communication networks

(topics within community) and social networks
 Refine team performance prediction methods

Q4
 Validate predictions by comparing team performance in Q4

with that in Q1
 Initial team replacement and formation demo
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Funding
Funding for Task = S4

Thrust = SCNARC Core

Funding Type = 6.1

Year 5 Funding = $313,092

Funding by Institution and Center

Center Institution Funding Cost Share

SCNARC CUNY $86,667

SCNARC IBM $147,559

SCNARC IU $78,866

Military Relevance/Impact on Network Science
This task will generate novel models in understanding the impact of composite networks on team
work performance. It will identify a set of key social and cognitive metrics that impact team
performance. It may lead to predictive models of team performance validated on real-world data.
In the context of composite networks, it will also establish effective algorithms for team
formation, both in terms of forming a good team and in finding good alternates.

Transition Opportunities
This task has a high value of transition. Understanding the causal and dynamic mechanisms of
how composite networks impact team performance will enable the Army to build models and
tools to maximize team efficiency and optimize human and network resource allocation. The
predictive modeling can help Army evaluate and compare the different options to form a team.
The study of team formation can help Army make a better decision to perform certain tasks that
need collaborative effort within a team.

Our transition plan in the next years consists of two major parts/steps. First, based on our work in
the previous years, we will start to build a demo of team formation, which will allow the end
users to form, adjust and compare different teams. We also anticipate building network
visualizations that can be used to track individual and team performance over time. These
visualizations can also provide feedback to individuals of the strengths and weaknesses in their
network to foster productive behavior change. Such visualization tools might also help in
extending current notions of human capital management to management of social capital
[CE2013]. These tools will integrate the work by Dr. Tong and Dr. Ehrlich in the previous years.
Once we have built the initial prototypes, we will collect the feedback from our ARL
collaborators for further improvements. We will use the three data sets mentioned in the
validation section to validate and demonstrate these tools.

Second, PIs at IBM plan to transfer network synchronicity developed in this task in the previous
years to DARPA SMISC program. Specifically, we will incorporate synchronicity networks as a
key factor to characterize the behavior of individuals as well as groups in social media. These
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characteristics will be used as input to machine-learning-based models to identify anomalous
information spreading in social media that are likely to be deceptive information.

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
Being able to understand and further utilize the network metrics on team performance is related
to many efforts in distributed decision making such as understanding how composite networks
affect the decision making process as well as optimizing network resource allocation (i.e. limited
connectivity and bandwidth). To be specific, the team performance characterization thrust relates
to Towards Activation Analytics as a Basis for Trust (T2). The work on forming a diverse and
relevant team is related to Team Formation for Streaming Tasks. In team replacement, we aim to
find the best alternate when a certain team member becomes unavailable. This is closely related
to the effect of the social or organizational network structure on the solvability of a complex task
which has its own dependency substructure (E1).

This task will closely collaborate with ARL through Dr. Buchler and Dr. Marusich. To be
specific, we will perform some comparative studies on Army-related data to verify if our
findings and methods also hold in military mission command environments. In year 4, we have
already been sharing the characteristics of IBM SmallBlue dataset with Dr. Buchler for cross-
domain validation. Validating the findings obtained from Army mission command networks in
different yet comparable organizational (i.e. corporate) networks is critical in both establishing
military-relevance and generalizable techniques. In year 5, we plan to share the two additional
data sets with ARL, as well as test our algorithms and models on ARL datasets shared by Dr.
Buchler and Dr. Marusich. The roles of each of the remaining collaborators are detailed in the
following section.

Key Contributors and Their Roles
H. Tong, IBM (SCNARC):

Role: Dr. Hanghang Tong will be the lead for this task.
Approximate time commitment: 1.5 summer month and 1 graduate student
Expected research contribution: Dr. Tong will study team formation algorithms. He will
continue working with Dr. Ehrlich (on team replacement); with Dr. Wasserman (on statistical
team comparison). Joint publications are anticipated in year 5.Expected engagement with the NS
Facility: Dr. Tong will participate in NS-CTA calls, task meetings, and occasional trips to other
collaborators’ cites.
Synergies and collaboration: He will continue to collaborate with Prof. Szymanski on team
formation algorithms. He will collaborate with Prof. Yan on trust inference; with Dr. Ji on
information quality prediction; with Dr. Govindan on activation analysis; and with Dr. Aggarwal
on transfer learning.

K. Ehrlich, IBM (SCNARC):

Role: Dr. Kate Ehrlich will be responsible for designing and conducting the empirical studies for
team replacement.
Approximate time commitment: 0.34 Researcher FTE + 1 summer intern
Expected research contribution: Dr. Ehrlich will study the social dynamics of teams and the
social acceptance of the algorithms developed for team replacement. She will continue working
with Dr. Tong (on team replacement) and with Dr. Wasserman (on design and analysis). Joint
publications are anticipated in year 5.
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Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Dr. Ehrlich will participate in NS-CTA calls and task
meetings and collaborate with ARL as needed.
Synergies and collaboration: Dr. Ehrlich will collaborate with Dr. Ramanathan on developing
new metrics for teams; with Dr. Contractor on visualization; and with Dr. Yan and Dr. Srivatsa
on interactive search over socio-information networks.

S. Wasserman, Indiana University (SCNARC):

Role: Dr. Wasserman will be responsible for the statistical analysis of the data and will assist
with the design of studies.
Approximate time commitment: 1.5 summer month
Expected research contribution: Dr. Wasserman will perform statistical analysis (e.g., by
correspondence analysis) to study associations and characterizations between the composition
and structure of such networks. He will continue to collaborate with Dr. Tong and Dr. Ehrlich.
Joint publications are anticipated in year 5.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Dr. Wasserman will participate in NS-CTA calls,
task meetings, and quarterly trips to other collaborators’ cites.
Synergies and collaboration: Dr. Wasserman is a long-time social network researcher and has
collaborated with many researchers across projects. He works closely with Dr. Ehrlich and Dr.
Contractor (at Northwestern). He is the only statistician involved with the ARL network science
initiative and consequently, has been consulted by many ARL network science researchers
because of his statistical expertise (e.g., Drs. Lazer, Vespignani, Hachen, Lizardo, Uzzi, etc.). He
has been funded by this initiative in 3 of its first 4 years, and did not have complete funding until
Y3. He has been part of this task only since late Fall, 2012, and hence is just now “getting up to
speed” with Dr. Ehrlich’s work. Additional years of funding are needed to complete the
experiments designed by Ehrlich at IBM and to allow that team (including Wasserman) to
analyze the results. He will also be looking at the designs and data analysis generated by related
subtasks (E4 and T2) with the goal of integrating efforts (perhaps with a simple version of meta-
analysis).

As mentioned, he is the only statistician involved with the ARL network science initiative. He
has been funded by this initiative in 3 of its first 4 years.

Z. Wen, IBM (SCNARC):

Role: Dr. Zhen Wen will be responsible for the research thrust 2 on predicting team
performance.
Approximate time commitment: 0.12 Researcher FTE
Expected research contribution: Dr. Wen will study the computational models for predicting
team performance.
Expected engagement with the NS Facility: Dr. Wen will participate in teleconference for task
meetings, NSCTA meetings, and occasional trips to other collaborators’ locations.
Synergies and collaboration: Dr. Wen is collaborating with Prof. Uzzi (SCNARC, T2) on
synchronicity behaviors in networks, and Prof. Ji (INARC) on information and network
discovery in inter-dependent cross-genre networks. Dr. Wen will also work with Dr. Ching-Yung
Lin to collaborate and transfer technologies between NSCTA and DARPA SMISC programs.
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Technical Abstract
Node capacity is an oft-ignored element in network science. Not all nodes are created
equal. People and organizations (and technologies) vary in their ability to attend to inputs and to
convey signals to other entities. These issues around the interplay of cognitive capacity and
network are central to understanding organizational performance, of central concern to the Army.
Our approach to studying the impact of distribution of node capacity on networks entails agent-
based modeling, experimentation, field data from Twitter, and e-mail. We will focus on two
inter-related aspects of network capacity: (1) the capacity of the network to spread information,
and (2) the capacity of a networked group/organization to solve problems that involved the
distributed processing of information.

Research Issue/Technical Approach

Key Research Questions and Initial Hypotheses
Q1: What impact does the interplay of the position of particular individuals and their
cognitive capacity have on team outcomes such speed and efficiency of problem solving and
resource utilization in coordination networks?

Q2: What impact does nodal throughput capacity have on diffusion processes?

Q3: What is the relationship between cognitive capacity and network position?

How does nodal capacity interplay with network topology to yield systemic outcomes? Node
capacity is an oft-ignored element in network science. Not all nodes are created equal. People
and organizations (and technologies) vary in their ability to attend to inputs and to convey
signals to other entities [CohLev90] [JustCarp92] [Riggio86]. However, much of network
science begins with a paradigmatic focus on link structure rather than nodal capacity, sometimes
also incorporating notions of tie strength into link structure (as in the case of Granovetter’s work
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on the strength of weak ties [Granovetter73] [Granovetter83]). This may be a reaction to the
bulk of the social sciences that have a paradigmatic focus on nodes and ignore link structure;
however, the reality is that system function is surely the result of interplay between link structure
and nodal capacities. Our objective in this task will be to integrate these perspectives.

There are multiple functions networks play in larger social systems. Our research questions are
grounded in two of the key functions: diffusion and control. The analytic focus of control in
networks is typically around the position of particular nodes—central nodes, for example might
be able to exercise control over peripheral, or nodes with multiple trading partners might
exercise control over nodes that do not. Hierarchies, such as are common in the military, impose
particular authority and information flow requirements on networks, with potentially large
amounts of information flowing toward a few leaders. A question such organizational structures
begs is how information processing should be distributed within the system. A key element of
that has to do with the cognitive capacity of individuals in those key positions, and a subsidiary
question is whether individuals with particular cognitive capacities tend to gravitate to the places
in the network where those capacities are most needed.

While the study of control requires understanding the capacity of nodes to process incoming
information, models of diffusion focus on how nodes spread (information, disease, etc.). Models
of diffusion in networks generally assume a fixed capacity in nodes to spread (information,
disease, etc.) to other nodes. However, it is clear that nodes vary dramatically in their capacity to
spread things, and it is plausible, for example, that central nodes are the least likely to spread a
given bit of information, because they are more likely to hit their bandwidth constraints. Thus,
the flip side of Granovetter’s strength of weak ties might be the weakness of strong (central)
nodes.

H1: For systems of control, the cognitive capacity of central nodes will have dramatic effects
on the performance of centralized networks.

H2: In diffusion networks, the bandwidth of nodes will interact with (1) the overall
information quantity and (2) the centralization of networks to determine the overall diffusion
capacity of networks. For example, in high information environments with centralized
networks, high bandwidth central nodes will accelerate spread, and low bandwidth central
nodes will slow spread.

H3: Higher capacity individuals will tend to gravitate to more central positions in emergent
networks.

We anticipate that nodal capacity will have dramatic effects on systemic functioning. We know
that simple changes in network tie structure dramatically influence information flow through
networks [WatStro98], and we expect the same to be true for simple changes in nodal capacity,
for certain important nodes, as well.

For diffusive processes, this should mean that centralized networks with low bandwidth nodes
will drop dramatically in speed of diffusion—because those central nodes will act as bottlenecks.
For centralized networks with high bandwidth nodes, those central nodes will act as accelerators.
For decision processes, this points to the key filtering and aggregation roles that central nodes
play, and may point to distributing the filtering and/or aggregation processes, depending on the
information environment. It also means that given an objective to spread information, depending
on the capacity of the central nodes relative to the overall flow of information, it might be wiser
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to choose a strategy of targeting relatively more peripheral nodes to work around clogged central
nodes.

Given the prior points regarding the position of high capacity nodes and overall network
capacity, question of whether high capability nodes tend to gravitate to central positions is
critical. There is remarkably little literature on this important question—in part because much of
the literature on networks makes the implicit assumption that network structure is exogenous.
The strength of the research proposed below is that we have pre-network cognitive measures,
and can examine a network structure emerge. We should therefore be able to assess whether
higher capacity individuals tend to assume key positions in that network.

Research Problem Background
In a hierarchical environment—often the case in the military—central nodes take on a
particularly critical function. For example, research conducted by the ARL [Buchler2011]
examining Army C2 (Mission Command) environments, finds the Pareto principle at work: the
top 20% of the command staff account for about 80% of the information sent to the entire staff.
From a cognitive perspective, these key individuals are potentially overworked and whose
cognitive capacities may determine the performance limit of the entire network. Figure 11-4
shows the in-degree and out-degree cumulative distribution functions of priority information
requirements (PIRs) in an Army C2 network. Note the heavy-tailed distribution that
encompasses the top 20% of individuals (0.0 to 0.2 y-axis). The dominance of key members of
the Mission Command staff conforms to a general network property of complex systems,
Pareto’s Principle “the vital few (20%) and the trivial many (80%)”. Understanding the social
dynamics that give rise to Pareto’s law constitutes a fundamental question for network science
research and one of fundamental importance to the Army.
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Figure 11-4 In-degree (panels A, C) and out-degree (B, D) cumulative distributions for PIRs during Week 1
lethal operations (A, B) and Week 2 civil-military operations (C, D)

Technical Approach
There are four technical approaches we will initially explore in our examination of node
capacity-network topology: simulation, Twitter, e-mail, and experimental. The Twitter study
will examine the impact of nodal capacity on diffusion. The experimental study will examine the
interplay of cognitive capacity and nodal position on systemic performance. The e-mail study
will examine the relationship of cognitive capacity on emergent network position. And the
simulation study will develop counterfactual scenarios based on the empirical findings. We
describe each in turn in more detail below.

The first project (30% of effort) will involve the examination of Twitter data. Twitter has been
used successfully in network research, and offers a particularly useful substrate for studying the
interplay between nodal capacity and diffusion. First, there is a ready measure for diffusion—the
retweeting of content from one node to another. Second, the Twitter population is enormously
heterogeneous—for example, individuals tweet, and enormous organizations tweet. Some
Twitter entities are constantly monitoring the flow of tweets, and others only emit information
[MLAOR2011]. From a scientific point of view this heterogeneity is typically a major problem,
but from the perspective of this project, Twitter offers an enormous opportunity for studying
heterogeneity of nodal capacity—in this case, the behavioral tendency to spread content. That is,
one can study the broader questions around the impact of node capacity and community interest
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on diffusion and influence processes in networks with Twitter, because one can curate nodes
based on their capacities, and then study how this affects the flow of content.

The second project (10% of effort) will utilize the Volunteer Science platform to experimentally
study the relationship between nodal capacity and systemic performance. The current projects in
P3 are examining the impact of network topology on system performance, but involve no
manipulations of cognitive capacity. In S5, we propose to layer on top of these experiments
manipulations of the cognitive capacity of nodes. In particular, we propose to build on the
“Whodunnit?” experiment of collective networked problem solving by varying the capacity of
the nodes. Rather than relying on the innate (and difficult to measure) cognitive capacities of the
players, we will experimentally manipulate cognitive capacity by unevenly distributing clues
among players (simulating limited processing capacity) and varying the rate at which players
may share clues (simulating limited signaling capacity). Using a combination of human and
hybrid human-agent teams we can fix certain capacity notes in certain network positions (hub,
periphery) to examine how the interaction of node capacity and position influences outcome. Or,
we can allow networks to emerge naturally to examine whether nodes with different capacities
naturally gravitate to one of these positions, and with what effects. While previous work has
examined how overall team capacity affects performance, with mixed outcomes
[SalNicDris2007], here the question is, controlling for the average cognitive capacities of a
group, what impact does having particular capacity in specific network positions have on
collective performance?

The third project (30%) involves utilization of e-mail data. The data set we have access to has
measures of both network topology and dynamics and cognitive capacity, and in particular
includes data on cognitive capacity prior to network formation. We will therefore be able to
examine whether in emergent networks cognitive capacity is related to centrality of the node.
The e-mail data set is from Northwestern business school students, and includes student email
logs recorded and stored by their university, along with registrar data on each student before and
during their matriculation in the program. Included in the dataset are records of emails sent by
every MBA student enrolled at the university between Fall 2006 and Spring 2008. Records
includes the date and time at which the email was sent and received and the (anonymous)
numeric IDs of the sender and receiver of the message. No information is included pertaining to
the size, subject heading, or content of the email (i.e. there is no text, attachments, or subject
headings). E-mail generally has the potential to overwhelm individuals, and the strength of this
project is that we have very rich data about nodal level characteristics. For example, the data
include academic records (GMAT scores, grades, extra-curricular activities, prior work
experience and job titles), demographic data (age, race and nationality), and action data (course
bidding data and financial pledge data). There are approximately 11.5 million e-mails and ~4.5
million student-student e-mails) in the data. There are approximately 550 students; mean GMAT
> 90th percentile. An important characteristic of the data is its randomized design. Students are
randomly assigned to sections within the school, minimizing selection effects. Observations
began when students first met each other, eliminating censoring. E-mail log data that was
stripped of content, subject headings, and any identifying information were combined with
information from the university office of registration to determine students who shared the same
class or were involved in the same shared activities.

The fourth leg (30% of effort) of the task utilizes simulation methods to allow for the
examination of the systemic implications of particular micro level assumptions. Agent-based
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models will be particularly effective at evaluating the consequences of different relations
between network topology and node capacity. The goal of the agent based simulation
framework is to identify the impact of different nodal capacities and their network location in the
team outcomes for different task management schemes. We propose to develop models with
different complexity to investigate “what-if” scenarios. We first expect to concentrate on
modeling how different networked tasks can be divided and distributed. Using these models, we
will concentrate on the impact of network structure or node capacity on team outcomes. We will
verify our model against experimental data when available. We will then incorporate multi-
dimensional analysis of both variables as well as more complex task descriptions into the
simulation. We will concentrate on a number of performance metrics such as the time it takes to
solve a task, the usage of node capacity within the network and its distribution, in particular
identification of least and most utilized nodes, and the overall team overhead, i.e. the amount of
message exchanged within the network.

The simulation work will be done in conjunction with the empirical work, where the empirical
work can provide micro level behavioral data, and the simulations can examine both the
emergent consequences from those micro level processes and explored unobserved
counterfactual worlds.

Validation Approach
We will work across the various projects to cross validate findings. Thus, for example, in the
simulation results we can identify hypothesized relationships between network topology and
cognitive capacity. We could then test those relationships in the experimental setting. Similarly,
we can cross validate across the e-mail to experimental and simulation to Twitter data,
identifying which findings are robust across research paradigms.
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Key Deliverables and Planned Research Outputs

Due Research Milestones

Q1

Design of experiment. (Foucault Welles)

Preparation of e-mail corpus. (Uzzi)

Development of data criteria for Twitter data (Mislove)

Initial development of simulations (Adali)

Lazer involved across all projects.

Q2

Pretesting experiment. (Foucault Welles)

Initial analyses of e-mail data. (Uzzi)

Continued development of Twitter corpus. (Mislove)

Pretesting of simulations. (Adali)

Q3

Data collection for experiment (Foucault Welles)

Analysis of e-mail data, possible presentation at Sunbelt. (Uzzi)

Initial analyses of Twitter data. (Mislove)

Initial simulation analyses. (Adali)

Q4

Analysis of experimental data. (Foucault Welles)

Continued analysis of e-mail data, possible presentation at Netsci. (Uzzi)

Continued analysis of Twitter data, possible presentation at Netsci.
(Mislove)

Iteration of simulation analyses based on empirical results. (Adali)

Funding
Funding for Task = S5

Thrust = SCNARC Core

Funding Type = 6.1

Year 5 Funding = $196,339

Funding by Institution and Center

Center Institution Funding Cost Share

SCNARC NEU $83,767

SCNARC NWU $32,198

SCNARC RPI $80,374 $46,368
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Impact on Network Science
As noted above, while most research on human behavior has focused on nodal capacity; network
science has emphasized the importance of connections among nodes, while ignoring nodal
capacity. We argue that performance depends on both nodes and their connections, and thus we
expect that the potential impact on network science of this project is significant; joining
canonical findings from behavioral science with perspectives on interconnectivity from network
science to understand the interplay between nodal capacity, network structure, and performance
outcomes.

Military Relevance
“Behavior constrained networks” encapsulates capacity limitations that can be formally modeled
such as task queues (or email queues), etc. and the behavior of certain nodes can be manipulated
in a simulation. Can we tune the behavior of certain nodes to look at how this affects the
performance of the whole network? For instance, how do the processing capacity limitations of
the top hierarchy affect performance of the whole organization? This would allow one to infer
that information and decision-support systems need to be developed to help those capacity
constrained individuals. There are many possible bottlenecks in both formal and informal
networks. Formal models are necessary so that more robust theories of organizational
communication can be developed (what are the critical parameters? What are the bottom-up
influences (mass email) and top-down influences (top 20%) and how do they affect
organizational performance?).

Transition Opportunities
We expect a number of transition opportunities:

1. The design of the proposed projects and the techniques used to analyze various data
streams represent significant advances in network and data science. These techniques will
be documented and shared with NS CTA and ARL researchers for re-use in human-
focused research.

2. Results from human and hybrid human-agent experiments can be leveraged to inform
features and behaviors for ARL agent-based experiments on team performance and
decision making.

3. Results from human-focused projects will be used to inform training recommendations
for the US military, especially for military teams that utilize virtual environments.
Because the proposed projects deal specifically with training and capacity manipulations,
we expect to generate specific, tractable training recommendations.

Government Research Roles and Dependencies on Other Tasks
There are multiple ways this leverages prior investments. First, there are strong connections to
tasks S2 and E7. S2 examines the social dynamics of opinion change; S5 will not be directly
looking at this issue, but will be looking at nodal capacities that might affect the social dynamics
of opinion change. Further, P3, in part, will be adopting related analytic strategies using agent-
based modeling. E7, in looking at the genotypes of nodes and network dynamics will also be
examining the impact of nodal characteristics (albeit somewhat different characteristics) on
network change. Further, E7 will be utilizing Twitter data, and we will develop a coordinated
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strategy so as to leverage each other’s’ efforts. We will also be taking advantage of resources
developed by other tasks. The Northwestern e-mail corpus has been used in multiple other tasks;
further, it will be taking advantage of the development of the Volunteer Science platform
(developed in P3—developing a different experiment, but leveraging the infrastructure).

Key Contributors and Their Roles
B. Foucault Welles, Northeastern (SCNARC): Welles will be leading the experimental efforts.
One course buy out, 4 months of a doctoral student.

B. Uzzi, Northwestern (SCNARC): Uzzi will be leading the research on the e-mail data. 4
months of a doctoral student.

A. Mislove, Northeastern (SCNARC): Mislove will be leading the Twitter analysis. One
course buy out 4 months of a doctoral student.

S. Adali, RPI (SCNARC): Adali will be leading the work on the agent-based modeling plus
working with Uzzi on the e-mail data. 3 weeks of summer salary plus 9 months of a doctoral
student.

D. Lazer, Northeastern (SCNARC): Lazer will be integrating the above efforts. One half of a
month summer salary, 4 months of a doctoral student.

We anticipate integrated efforts with the NS CTA facility in Cambridge due to proximity of
Northeastern researchers.
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12.1 Overview
This chapter provides the NS CTA budget for Y5. Section 12.2 provides funding by
Center; Section 12.3, 6.1 funding by Center; Section 12.4, 6.2 funding by center; Section
12.5, funding by task; Section 12.6 provides totals by funding type (6.1 or 6.2). Section
12.7 shows the detailed budget sorted by task. Section 12.8 shows the cost-share. Note
that costs include all overheads. This could result in an institution receiving less for a
given task than is shown here.

The figures in this chapter are authoritative: any and all discrepancies between this
chapter and the rest of this document shall be resolved by adopting the figures in this
chapter.

12.2 Overall Funding by Center
Center Funding Cost Share

CNARC $2,719,495 $270,000
INARC $2,719,495 $161,518
IRC $4,661,355
SCNARC $2,719,495 $518,621
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12.3 6.1 Funding by Center
Center Funding Cost Share

CNARC $2,719,495 $270,000
INARC $2,719,495 $161,518
IRC $3,681,355
SCNARC $2,719,495 $518,621

12.4 6.2 Funding by Center
Center Funding Cost Share
IRC $980,000

12.5 Totals by Task
Task Funding Cost Share
C1 $271,157 $44,000
C2 $389,985 $55,000
C4 $198,805 $40,000
C5 $278,143 $40,000
E1 $411,632
E2 $382,054
E3 $515,086
E4 $405,047
E5 $367,577
E6 $311,508
I1 $386,042 $67,200
I3 $364,780 $62,118
P1 $351,661
P2 $389,133 $32,200
P3 $354,872
P4 $211,904 $69,612
Q1 $316,911 $40,000
Q2 $479,904 $11,000
Q3 $404,242 $77,637
R1 $436,186
R3 $596,581
R4 $53,192
R5 $482,435
R6 $448,565
R7 $1,166,783
R8 $49,000
S1 $315,777 $63,296
S2 $364,938 $128,734
S4 $313,092
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Task Funding Cost Share
S5 $196,339 $46,368
T1 $330,510 $101,164
T2 $319,003
T4 $331,479 $71,810
T5 $359,301
T6 $266,216

12.6 Totals by Funding Type
Funding Type Funding
6.1 $11,839,840
6.2 $980,000

12.7 Detailed Budget
Center Institution Task Type Funding Cost Share

CNARC BBN C2 6.1 $109,600
CNARC BBN C4 6.1 $54,981
CNARC BBN E2 6.1 $102,600
CNARC BBN E3 6.1 $51,300
CNARC CUNY E1 6.1 $65,325
CNARC CUNY Q2 6.1 $144,650
CNARC NCSU T2 6.1 $67,674
CNARC PSU C1 6.1 $76,784 $44,000
CNARC PSU C2 6.1 $177,221 $44,000
CNARC PSU C4 6.1 $53,500 $40,000
CNARC PSU C5 6.1 $86,501 $40,000
CNARC PSU E2 6.1 $56,000
CNARC PSU E4 6.1 $143,318
CNARC PSU P1 6.1 $77,000
CNARC PSU Q1 6.1 $142,293 $40,000
CNARC PSU Q3 6.1 $113,251 $40,000
CNARC UCD C5 6.1 $113,188
CNARC UCD E1 6.1 $71,572
CNARC UCD E2 6.1 $102,194
CNARC UCD E6 6.1 $82,644
CNARC UCD T5 6.1 $146,988
CNARC UCR C1 6.1 $105,274
CNARC UCR C5 6.1 $78,454
CNARC USC C1 6.1 $89,099
CNARC USC C2 6.1 $103,164 $11,000
CNARC USC C4 6.1 $90,324
CNARC USC P4 6.1 $37,357
CNARC USC Q2 6.1 $81,812 $11,000
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Center Institution Task Type Funding Cost Share
CNARC USC T2 6.1 $95,427
INARC CMU E3 6.1 $108,912
INARC CUNY E2 6.1 $53,500
INARC CUNY E3 6.1 $64,500
INARC IBM I1 6.1 $97,500
INARC IBM P1 6.1 $119,167
INARC IBM Q2 6.1 $84,500
INARC IBM T5 6.1 $119,167
INARC NWU P3 6.1 $110,657
INARC NWU T4 6.1 $81,869
INARC RPI I3 6.1 $77,000
INARC RPI P4 6.1 $43,500
INARC UCSB E1 6.1 $200,190
INARC UCSB E3 6.1 $107,324
INARC UCSB E5 6.1 $108,707
INARC UCSB I3 6.1 $90,916
INARC UCSB P1 6.1 $87,041
INARC UCSB P2 6.1 $91,122
INARC UCSB T1 6.1 $62,864
INARC UCSB T6 6.1 $102,493
INARC UIUC E4 6.1 $118,278
INARC UIUC I1 6.1 $288,542 $67,200
INARC UIUC I3 6.1 $196,864 $62,118
INARC UIUC P2 6.1 $105,868 $32,200
INARC UIUC Q2 6.1 $105,868
INARC UIUC T5 6.1 $93,146
IRC ArtisTech R3 6.1 $53,017
IRC ArtisTech R5 6.2 $255,047
IRC ArtisTech R6 6.2 $47,568
IRC BBN E1 6.1 $74,545
IRC BBN E2 6.1 $67,760
IRC BBN E3 6.1 $74,545
IRC BBN E4 6.1 $67,760
IRC BBN E6 6.1 $63,132
IRC BBN Q1 6.1 $174,618
IRC BBN Q2 6.1 $63,074
IRC BBN Q3 6.1 $175,701
IRC BBN R1 6.1 $304,686
IRC BBN R3 6.1 $58,564
IRC BBN R5 6.2 $227,388
IRC BBN R6 6.2 $390,997
IRC BBN R7 6.1 $1,166,783
IRC BBN R8 6.2 $49,000
IRC BBN T4 6.1 $54,109
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Center Institution Task Type Funding Cost Share
IRC CMU E3 6.1 $66,095
IRC CMU E5 6.1 $66,437
IRC NWU R3 6.1 $159,000
IRC RPI R1 6.1 $131,500
IRC SAT P2 6.1 $79,995
IRC SAT T6 6.1 $84,999
IRC UDEL R4 6.1 $53,192
IRC UIUC P3 6.1 $81,000
IRC UIUC R3 6.1 $159,000
IRC UMASS E3 6.1 $42,410
IRC UMASS E5 6.1 $52,433
IRC UMN R3 6.1 $118,000
IRC UNM E5 6.1 $140,000
IRC USC R3 6.1 $49,000
IRC USC R6 6.2 $10,000
SCNARC CMU P2 6.1 $112,148
SCNARC CMU T6 6.1 $78,724
SCNARC CUNY S2 6.1 $55,200
SCNARC CUNY S4 6.1 $86,667
SCNARC CUNY T1 6.1 $77,000
SCNARC IBM S4 6.1 $147,559
SCNARC IU S4 6.1 $78,866
SCNARC MIT S1 6.1 $196,950
SCNARC ND E4 6.1 $75,691
SCNARC ND S2 6.1 $90,906
SCNARC NEU E6 6.1 $165,732
SCNARC NEU P3 6.1 $163,215
SCNARC NEU Q3 6.1 $52,807
SCNARC NEU S5 6.1 $83,767
SCNARC NWU S5 6.1 $32,198
SCNARC NWU T2 6.1 $155,902
SCNARC RPI P4 6.1 $131,047 $69,612
SCNARC RPI Q3 6.1 $62,483 $37,637
SCNARC RPI S1 6.1 $118,827 $63,296
SCNARC RPI S2 6.1 $218,832 $128,734
SCNARC RPI S5 6.1 $80,374 $46,368
SCNARC RPI T1 6.1 $190,646 $101,164
SCNARC RPI T4 6.1 $113,885 $71,810
SCNARC UMD P1 6.1 $68,453
SCNARC UMD T4 6.1 $81,616
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12.8 Cost Share
Center Institution Task Cost Share

CNARC PSU C1 $44,000
CNARC PSU C2 $44,000
CNARC PSU C4 $40,000
CNARC PSU C5 $40,000
CNARC PSU Q1 $40,000
CNARC PSU Q3 $40,000
CNARC USC C2 $11,000
CNARC USC Q2 $11,000
INARC UIUC I1 $67,200
INARC UIUC I3 $62,118
INARC UIUC P2 $32,200
SCNARC RPI P4 $69,612
SCNARC RPI Q3 $37,637
SCNARC RPI S1 $63,296
SCNARC RPI S2 $128,734
SCNARC RPI S5 $46,368
SCNARC RPI T1 $101,164
SCNARC RPI T4 $71,810
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